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Art. I.

—

The Story of Devasmitd. Translated from the Kathd

Sarit Sagara, Taranga 13, Sloka 54, by the Rev. B.

Hale YVortham, M.R.A.S.

Upon this earth a famous city stands

Called Tamralipta
;
once a merchant dwelt

Within that town, possessed of endless wealth,

Named Dhanadatta. Now he had no son.

Therefore with all due reverence he called

The priests together
;
and he spoke and said :

—

“ I have no son : perform, most holy Sirs !

Such rites as may procure for me a son,

Without delay.” The Brahmans answering

Said :

“ This indeed is easy : there is naught

Impossible to Brahmans by the means

Of sacred rites ordained by Holy Writ.

This be a proof to you. In times gone by

There lived a king, and though his wives surpassed

By five a hundred, yet he had no son.

At last a son—the fruit of sacrifice

—

Was born to him : to whom they gave the name
Of Santu : and the prince’s wives were filled

With joy as if the newly risen moon
First broke upon their eyes. It happened once

The child was crawling on the ground,—an ant

Bit him upon the thigh
;
and at the smart

He sobbed and cried. Immediately there rose

The sound of woe, and lamentation filled

The royal palace, while the king himself

Forgot his royal state, and cried aloud,
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2 THE STORY OF DEYASMITA.

‘ My son ! my son !
’ Ere long the child’s lament

Was pacified—the ant removed. The king,

Reflecting thus upon the cause which led

To all his sorrow, thought
;

‘ My heart is filled

With pain because I have, alas ! but one,

One only son. Is there,’ he asked, in grief,

* Most holy Brahmans,—is there any means

By which innumerable sons may be

My lot ? ’ They answered him, ‘ There is, 0 king,

But one expedient. Slay this thy son,

And offer up his flesh a sacrifice.

Thy wives shall smell the savour of his flesh

Burnt by the fire : so shall they bear thee sons.’

The King, obedient to the Brahmans’ word,

Strengthened with all due pomp and ritual,

Offered the sacrifice : and thus ere long

Each wife bore him a son. So too will we

By sacrifice and offering procure

A son for you.” When Dhanadatta heard

The Brahmans, then the sacrificial fee

He gave, and they performed the sacrifice

;

So through that sacrifice the merchant gained

A son, named Guhasena. Time went on,

The boy grew up and Dhanadatta sought

A wife for him. So then the father went

To some far distant country with his son,

On the pretence of traffic : but in truth

To get his son a bride. And there he begged

One Dharmagupta—held in high repute

Among: his fellow citizens—to gave

His daughter Devasmita as a bride

To Guhasena. But the father loved

His child, nor cared that she should be allied

With one whose home was in a distant land.

But Devasmita saw the merchant’s son,

And at the sight of him, so richly graced

With virtues, lo ! her heart fled from her grasp,

Nor thought she more of sire or home, but sent
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A trusty friend to tell him of lier love.

And then, leaving her native land, she fled

By night with her beloved. So they came

To Tamralipta : and the youthful pair

Were joined in wedlock, while their hearts were knit

Together in the bonds of mutual love.

Then Guhasena’s father passed away

From earth to heaven : and kinsmen urged on him

A journey to Kataha, for the sake

Of merchandize. But Devasmita, filled

With doubt,—fearing her husband’s constancy

Might fail, attracted by another’s charms,

Refused to listen to him when he spoke

Of his departure. Guhasena’s mind

Was filled with doubt, on one side urged by friends

To go, while on the other side his wife

Was hostile to his journey. Thus what course

He should pursue—his heart intent on right

—

He knew not. Therefore to the god he went

With rigid fast, and now, hoping to find

His way made plain before him, through the aid

Of the Divinity
;
and with him went

His wife. Then in a dream the god appeared

With two red lotuses : and Siva said

—

Placing a lotus in the hand of each :

—

“ Take each of you this lotus in your hand
;

If in your separation one shall be

Unfaithful, then the lotus flower shall fade

The other holds.” The pair awaking saw

The lotus blossom in each other’s hand.

And as they gazed it seemed as though each held

The other’s heart. Then Guhasena went

Forth on his journey, bearing in his hand

The crimson lotus : while, with eyes fast fixed

Upon her flower, Devasmita stayed

At home. No long time passed—in Fataha

Arrived her husband,—making merchandize

Of jewels. Now it happened that there dwelt
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Four merchants in that country: when they saw

The unfading lotus ever in his hand,

Wonder possessed them. So by stratagem

They brought him home, and put before him wine

In measure plentiful. And he, deprived

Of mastery o’er his sense, through drunkenness,

Told them the whole. Then those four merchants planned,

Like rascals as they were, to lead astray

The merchant’s wife through curiosity.

For well they knew that Guhasena’s trade

Would keep him long in Kataha engaged

On merchandize. Therefore they left in haste

And secrecy—to carry out their plan,

And entered Tamralipta. There they sought

Some one to help them, and at last they found

A female devotee, dwelling within

The sanctuary of Buddha :

“ Honoured dame !

”

They said, addressing her with reverence,

“ Wealth shall be thine in plenty, if in this

Our object, thou wilt grant to us thy help.”

“ Doubtless,” she said, “ some woman in this town

Is your desire : tell me and you shall gain

Your wish. I want no money : for enough

I have, through Siddhikari’s care,

—

My pupil of distinguished cleverness,

By whose beneficence I have obtained

Biches untold.” “ We pray thee, tell us now,”

Exclaimed the merchants, “ how these riches came

To thee through Siddhikari.” “ Listen then !

”

Replied the devotee. “ If you, my sons,

Desire to hear it, I will tell the tale :
—

Some time ago a certain merchant came

Here from the north, and while within this town

He dwelt, m37 pupil, meaning treachery,

Begged, in disguise, the post of serving maid

In his abode : and after having gained

The merchant’s confidence, she stole away

At earl}7 dawn, and carried off with her
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The merchant’s hoard of gold. And as she went

Out from the city, flying rapidly

Through fear, a certain Domba followed her

Bearing his drum, on plunder bent. At length

In headlong flight, a Nyagrodha tree

She reached, and seeing that her foe was close

Behind her, putting on a look of woe

The crafty Siddhikari said, ‘ Alas !

A grievous strife of jealousy has come

Between my spouse and me, therefore my home

Have I forsaken, and I fain would end

My life
;
therefore I pray thee make a noose

That I may hang myself.’ The Domba thought,

‘ Nay ! why should I be guilty of her death ?

Nought is she but a woman ! let her hang

Herself.’ And therefore tying up the knot,

lie fixed it firmly for her to the tree.

Then said she, feigning ignorance, ‘ This noose

—

Where do you place it ? I entreat of you

To show me.’ Then the Domba put the drum

Upon the ground, and mounting on it, tied

Round his own neck the noose
;

‘ This is the way,

He said, we do the job !
’ Then, with a kick,

The crafty Siddhikari smashed the drum
To atoms : and the thievish Domba hung

Till he was dead. Just then in view there came

The merchant, seeking for his stolen gold.

Standing beneath the tree, not far ahead,

He saw his servant maid. She saw him too

—

Into the tree she climbed, unseen by him,

And hid among the leaves. The merchant soon

Arrived, attended by his serving men.

He found the Domba hanging by a rope,

But as for Siddhikari, nought of her

Could he perceive. One of his servants said :

‘ What think you ? Has she climbed into this tree ?
’

And straightway clambered up. Then seeing him,

‘ Ah ! sir,’ said Siddhikari, ‘ now indeed
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I am rejoiced : for you have ever been

My choice. Take all this wealth, my charming friend,

And come ! embrace me !
’ So the fool was caught

By Siddhikari’s flattery
;
and she,

Kissing him on the lips, bit off his tongue.

Then uttering spluttering sounds of pain, the man
Fell from the tree, spitting from out his mouth

The blood. The merchant seeing this, in fear and haste,

Ran homewards, thinking that his serving man
Had been the victim of some demon foul.

Then Siddhikari, too, not less alarmed,

Descended from the tree, and got clear off

With all the plunder. In this way, my sons,

Through her ability I have obtained

The wealth, which through her kindness I enjoy.”

Just as she finished, Siddhikari came

Into the house : and to the merchant’s sons

The devotee presented her. “ My sons !

”

Said the ascetic, “ tell me openly

Your business : say what woman do 3
Tou seek

—

She shall be yours.” They said,
“ Procure for us

An interview with Devasmita, wife

To Guhasena.” Said the devotee,
“ It shall be done for you,” and gave these men
A lodging in her house. Then she assailed

With bribes and sweetmeats all the slaves who dwelt

In Guhasena’s house : and afterwards

Went there with Siddhikari. When she came

To Devasmita’s dwelling and would go

Within, a bitch chained up before the door

Kept her from entering. Devasmita then

Sent out a maid to bring the stranger in,

Thinking within herself, “ Who can this be ?”

The vile ascetic, entering the house

Treated the merchant’s wife with feigned respect,

And blessed her, saying :
“ Long have I desired

Exceedingly to see you : in a dream

To-day you passed before me : therefore now
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I come with eagerness : affliction fills

My mind when I behold you from your spouse

Thus torn asunder. What avails your youth,

Or what your beauty, since you live deprived

Of your beloved ? ” Thus, with flattering words,

The ascetic tried to gain the confidence

Of virtuous Devasmita. No long time

She stayed, but soon, bidding farewell, returned

To her own house. Ere long she came again,

This time bringing a piece of meat well strewed

With pepper dust : before the door she threw

The peppered meat
;
the bitch with greediness

Gobbled the morsel up, pepper and all.

The bitch’s eyes began to flow with tears

Profusely, through the pepper, and her nose

To run. Then went the crafty devotee

Within, to Devasmita : and she wept,

Although received with hospitality.

Then said the merchant’s wife: “Why do you weep?”
Feigning reluctance, the ascetic said :

“ My friend
! you see this bitch weeping outside ;

—

Know then ! this creature in a former state

Was my companion : seeing me again

She knew me, and she wept : my tears gush, forth

In sympathy.” When Devasmita saw

The bitch outside seeming to weep, she thought,

“ What may this wonder be ?” “ The bitch and I ”

—

Continuing her tale, the ascetic said

—

“ Were in a former birth a Brahman’s wives.

Our husband often was from home, engaged

On embassies by order of the king.

Meanwhile I spent my time with other men,

Living a life of pleasure, nor did I

Defraud my senses of enjoyment due

To them. For this is said to be, my child,

The highest duty— to indulge one’s sense,

And give the rein to pleasure. Therefore I

Have come to earth again, as you behold
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Me now, remembering my former self.

But she thought not of this, setting her mind

To keep her fame unsullied : therefore born

Into this world again, she holds a place

Contemptible and mean : her former birth

Still in her memory.” The merchant’s wife

—

Prudent and thoughtful, said within herself

—

“This doctrine is both new and strange : no doubt

The woman has some treacherous snare for me.”
“ Most reverend Dame !

” she said, “ too much, alas !

I fear, have I neglected hitherto

This duty. So, I pray you, gain for me
An interview with some delightful man.”

The ascetic answered, “There are living here

Some merchants, young and charming, who have come

Prom far; them will I bring you.” Filled with joy

She homeward turned : while Devasmita said

—

Her natural prudence coming to her aid:

“ These scoundrelly young merchants, whosoe’er

They be, I know not, must have seen the flow’r

Unfading, carried in my husband’s hand.

It may be that they asked him, over wine,

And learnt its history. Now they intend

To lead me from my duty : and for this

They use the vile ascetic. Therefore bring ”

(She bid her maids) “ as quickly as you may,

Some wine mixed with Datura : and procure

An iron brand, bearing the sign impressed

Of a dog’s foot upon it.” These commands

The servants carried out : one of the maids,

By Devasmita’s orders, dressed herself

To personate her mistress. Then the men
All eagerness, each wished to be the first

To visit Devasmita : but the dame

Chose one of them : in Siddhikari’s dress

Disguising him, she left him at the house.

The maid, clothed in her mistress’s attire,

Addressed the merchant’s son with courtesy,
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Politely offering him the wine to drink

Drugged with Datura. Then the liquor stole

His senses from him, like his shamelessness,

Depriving him of reason
;
and the maid

Stripped him of all his clothes, and ornaments,

Leaving him naked. When the night had come,

They cast him out into a filthy ditch,

Marking his forehead with the iron brand.

The night passed b}T

,
and consciousness returned

In the last watch to him, and waking up

He thought himself in hell, the place assigned

To him for his offences. Then he rose

From out the ditch, and went in nakedness

Home to the devotee, the mark impressed

Upon his forehead. Fearing ridicule

He said, that he had been beset by thieves

Upon the way, and all day long at home

He sat, a cloth bound round his head to hide

The brand, saying that sleeplessness and wine

Had made his head ache. In the self-same way

They served the second merchant. He returned

Home naked
;
and he said, “ While on the road

From Devasmita’s house, I was attacked

By robbers, and they stripped me of my clothes,

And ornaments.” He sat with bandaged head

To hide the brand, and made the same excuse.

Thus all the four suffered the same disgrace,

And all concealed their shame
;
nor did they tell

Their ills to the ascetic when they left

Her dwelling : for they trusted that a plight

Like theirs would be her lot. Next day she went

Followed by her disciple, to the house

Of Devasmita
;
and her mind was filled

Full of delight, because she had achieved

Her end so happily. With reverence

The merchant’s wife received the devotee,

And feigning gratitude, with courteous speech

Offered her wine mixed with the harmful drug.
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The ascetic drank : and her disciple : both

Were overcome. Then helpless as they were

By Devasmita’s orders they were cast

With ears and noses slit, into a pool

Of filthy mud. Then Devasmita thought,

“ Perchance these merchants may revenge themselves

And slay my husband.” So she told the tale

To Guhasena’s mother. “Well, my child,”

Answered her husband’s mother, “ have you done

Your duty ! Still misfortune may befall

Mv son through this.” “ I will deliver him,”

Said Devasmita, “ as in times gone by

By wisdom Saktimati saved her spouse.”

“ My daughter, how was this ! tell me, I pray.”

Then answered Devasmita, “ In our land

Within this city stands an ancient fane,

The dwelling of a Yaksha : and his name

Is Munibhadra. There the people come

And offer up their prayers, and make their gifts,

To gain from heaven the blessings they desire.

If it so happen, that a man is caught

At night with some one else’s wife, the pair

Are placed within the temple’s inmost shrine.

Next morning they are brought before the king,

Sentence is passed on them, and punishment

Decreed. Now in that town the city guards

Once found a merchant with another’s wife
;

And therefore by the law, the two were seized

And placed within the temple : while the door

Was firmly shut and barred. The merchant’s wife,

Whose name was Saktimati, came to learn

Her husband’s trouble
;
and she boldly went

By night with her companions to the shrine,

Bearing her off’rings for the God. The priest,

Whose duty was to eat the offering,

Beheld her come : desirous of the fee,

He let her in, telling the magistrate

What he had done. Then Saktimati saw
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Her husband looking like a fool, within

The inner room, in company with him

The woman. So she took her own disguise

And putting it upon the woman, bade

Her flee with haste. But Saktimati stayed

Within the shrine. Day broke
;
the officers

Came to investigate the merchant’s crime,

And lo ! within the temple’s inner room

They found the merchant and—his wife. The king,

Hearing the tale, punished the city guard

But set the merchant free. So he escaped,

As if held in the very jaws of death,

Out of the Yaksha’s temple. So will I,

As Saktimati did, in bygone times,

By wisdom and discretion save my spouse.”

Thus Devasmita spoke : and putting on

A merchant’s dress, she started with her maids

Under pretence of merchandise to join

Her husband at Kataha. When she came

To that fair country, she beheld him sit,

Like comfort come to earth in human form,

Amid the merchants. He beholding her

Afar, clothed in a merchant’s dress, then thought;—
“ Who can this merchant be, so like my wife

In form and feature ? ” Earnestly he gazed

Upon her face. Then Devasmita went

And begged the king to send throughout his realm

And summon all his subjects
;
for she had

A boon she fain would ask of him. The king

Convoking, full of curiosity,

His citizens, addressed that lady clothed

In man’s attire, and said, “What do you ask ?
”

Then answered Devasmita, “ In your town

Four slaves of mine are living, who have run

Away. I pray you, noble king, restore

My slaves.” “ The citizens,” replied the king,

“ Are all before you, therefore recognize

And take your slaves.” Then Devasmita seized
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The four young merchants, whom she had disgraced

And treated so disdainfully : their heads

Still bound about with wrappers. Then enraged,

The merchants of the city said, “ Why these

Are sons of honourable men : then how

Can they be slaves to you ? ” She answered them :

“ If you believe me not, here is the proof :

—

Take from their heads the bandage
;
you will see

A dog’s foot on their forehead: with this brand

I marked them.” Then the wrappers were removed

And on their foreheads all beheld the mark

—

The dog’s foot brand.” Then were the merchants filled

With shame : the king himself in wonder said :

“ Pray what means this ? ” Then Devasmita told

The story. Laughter filled the crowd : the king

Turned to the merchant’s wife: “There are your slaves,”

He said
;
“ your claim indeed none may dispute.”

Then all the merchants in the city gave

Vast sums of money to the prudent wife

Of Guhasena, to redeem the four

Young men from slavery : and to the king

They paid a fine. Thus Devasmita gained

Money, and honour too, from all good men.

Then to her native city she returned,

Even to Tamralipta, never more

To be disjoined from her beloved lord.
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Art. II .— Pujahs in the Sutlej Valley ,
Himalayas. By

William Simpson, F.R.G.S., Hon. Associate R.I.B.A.

In the summer of 1860, I started from Simla to pass a few

weeks at Chini, so as to avoid the rains. Chini is 16 marches

about due east, which may be roughly put as being nearly

200 miles. Being just beyond the higher range of the

Himalayan chain, the rain cloud is generally spent before it

reaches the locality
;

still there is enough moisture to nourish

vegetation, so that trees and flowers are plentiful. About two

or three marches beyond this the rainless region commences,

where trees are few and far between, and crops depend on

the irrigation of small streams coming down from the melted

snow of the higher peaks. Chini is about 10,000 feet above

the sea, hence it is a most delightful climate in the summer

;

and few places in the Himalayas can present such a splendid

view as the one looking across the Sutlej from the village.

A bungalow had been erected at the time of Lord Dalhousie,

and in it I put up for about two months
;
as I did my best

when any of the people applied with ailments, they became

friendly, and seeing me sketching, and taking an interest in

their doings, they announced their ceremonies, and invited me
to come and see them. I regret that my knowledge of the

ordinary Hindostani was, at that time, but very small, so that

I was unable to ask questions and collect information
;
from

this cause my account of their Pujahs is far from complete.

Were it not, that, so far as I am aware, no account of these

curious ceremonies has appeared,—except a poplar sketch I

gave in Good Wordsj—the present notice would not have been

attempted. Gerard, who travelled for about four months

in the Sutlej Valley and neighbourhood, in 1821, does not

seem to have witnessed them, or he would have been certain

to have given a description. Travellers passing through

1 Sept. 1866.
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have but small chance of seeing such doings
;

it was the

lengthened stay I made which gave me the opportunity.

Himala}ran villages are generally very small, but in nearly

every one will be found a temple. These temples are unlike

those on the plains of India
;
they attract the eye from their

being larger and more important than the other houses, and

generally there is more carving and ornament about them

than on the ordinary dwellings of the people. Their purpose

is simply that of being a house for the local representation of

their divinity. “ Devi-ke-makan ” is the name usually given

to them, but “ Thakoor-dwara ” is a term not unknown in

the hills. At nearly all the temples there is a shed in front,

formed of four wooden pillars with a roof of the same

material, and ornamented in the style of the temple. It is

called a “ Dharmsalah,” as it is the only place of shelter in

the village for travellers : but it has a purpose connected

with the ceremonies, the god when brought out of the

temple is at intervals placed in it
;
round it is a circular

space, rudely paved, bearing a strong resemblance to the

thrashing floors of the villages, on which dancing and other

rites are performed.

The peculiar object of worship in these temples is a

structure which can be carried by two men with staves on

their shoulders. So far as I was able to see the one at

Chini, it was formed of a square frame-work—an office-stool

with the seat removed will convey a rough notion of this

part of it,—this frame was completely concealed by pieces of

silk of various colours which hung down all round, and a

piece of red cloth hung over the staves on each side, covering

them, except where they touched the men’s shoulder. Above

the level of the staves were some faces round the central

part, they were formed of masks, either of gold or brass.

I understood that they represented Devi
;
the central part

was surmounted by a mass of Yak’s tails dyed red; it may be

presumed that they were looked upon as cbowries, which are

royal emblems, and were placed there as a mark of honour.

This gives only the outward appearance of this god. What
constituted its sanctity I never could find out. It would
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have been looked upon as an act of sacrilege if I had touched

the object, and the want of language stood in my way, so

that proper inquiries could not be made. My supposition

is that there was something enclosed in the central part,

which endowed it with the character of a deity. I should

feel grateful if any one travelling in the hills about Simla

could investigate this subject, and would kindly let me know

the result. I have always regretted not having acquired the

necessary knowledge on this point, as it may be of importance

in relation to the ceremonies.

The name used in relation to this peculiar object was
“ Khuda,” but perhaps “ Devi ” was more generally given.

This word would imply that they were all feminine, a point

I do not feel quite certain upon. Mahadeo has temples

in the north-western part of the Himalayas
;
and Lloyd

states that there are temples at Rampur “
to Seeta Ram,

Nur Sing, and Shalgram ” 1—these imply the worship of

Yishnu
;

but the worship of Kali seems to be the most

common in the region. It might have been expected that

Parvati, the mountain-born bride of Siva, would have been

the favourite in the hills, but the sacrifice of animals, and

the offering of blood, which will be described, show that the

more terrible forms of Kali receive adoration. Gerard

writing in 1821, 2 says, that only six or seven years before

that time human sacrifices were offered to Bhima-Kali in a

temple at Serahn
;

this particular goddess being called the

“ Governess of Busahir,” will show her importance in this

section of the Sutlej Valley.

I was fortunate enough to see and make sketches of similar

Devis on the Ganges and the Jumna, which differed some-

what from those of the Sutlej. One of these was at the

village of Karsali, near Jumnotri
;

in it the central part

rose about eight or nine inches above the staves, and termi-

nated in a flat pyramidal form, this was covered with red

cloth, and bandaged round with other colours. It had no

masks or chowries. Another was at a place called Balah, on

the Ganges. Here the central part stood up, and was cubical

1 Lloyd and Gerard’s Narrative, vol. i. p. 183. 2 Ibid. vol. ii. p. 302.
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in form, also covered with orange-coloured cloth, and garlanded

with flowers. This was surmounted by a silver vase, above

which was a miniature umbrella of the same material. A
white pall, richly decorated with elephants, bulls, and other

forms of ornament, in red and buff, extended along the staves

and hung down almost to the ground. Over this was a

smaller piece of drapery of bright orange, and a couple of

chowries, one white and the other black, hung down from

the central part. Some of the men with the Devi carried

banners, the staff of which was of iron, and each was sur-

mounted by a trisula
;
this may perhaps be seen in other parts

of India, but I have never chanced to meet with it. I only

know from the old Buddhist sculptures that it was common
about 2000 years ago. I am inclined to class the trisula

with a number of old forms, which have come down almost

unchanged from the past, and the Devis themselves will in

all probability turn out to be objects which have existed from

a remote antiquity. Indeed I may state that I was much
struck with the number of things which seemed to be

primitive, and unaffected by the usual influences of time, in

this part of the world. As an evidence on this head it may
be mentioned that the houses of the Sutlej Yalley bear a

strong resemblance, in some important particulars, to those

represented on the gateways of the Sanchi Tope, and other

remains of a similar date, showing that great changes which

have made transformations in the plains have not affected

the hills.

On enquiring at Chini about the people and their caste, it

was answered that there were only two classes

—

Kati- Wallahs

and Cooli-log

;

the first being owners or occupiers of the

land, and the Coolies being the labouring population.

Gerard states that there were no Brahmins to the east of

Serahn, which agrees with my information. As there was

no priesthood, the rites, I understood, were performed by the

villagers. In relation to this unbrahminical state, it may be

as well to say that Chini is close on the borders of the Lama
region, and that there was a small Lama temple at Chini, the

first to be found, I think, on the way eastward. It was a
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very unimportant establishment, and only one man belonged

to it, who did not wear the Lama robes, which are red in that

part of the world. The mass of the villagers evidently

“ belonged ”—to use a familiar expression at home here—to

the Devi Temple.

Every morning one of the villagers—I have an impression

that the Kati- Wallahs only attended to the rites of the temple

—came to the well near the bungalow, and carried back

water, and a handful of mint, which grew plentifully there.

I understood that the mint was either offered to Devi, or

that it was used with the water to wash the masks, in which

case it would be considered that Devi had her bath on getting

up in the morning.

At times the Devi was taken out, seemingly with no other

object than for a haica khana, or a constitutional airing. On
such occasions a few of the villagers attended, in order that

a proper state of honour should be maintained. One carried

a chowrie, and the musicians with their instruments followed,

for the state of royalty, although in a rude condition, was

always preserved. The trumpets were very large, about four

or five feet long, some of them straight, and others bent in

the form of a letter S. Similar trumpets are represented in

one of the sculptures of the Sanchi Tope, where the upper

end of the S is shaped into a serpent’s head. 1 The figures

represented in this particular sculpture are different from all

the others, and Mr. Fergusson suggested that they were

people from Cabul, which is highly probable
;
but the Sanchi

sculpture shows how old the form of the instrument is, and

it may be referred to again here as another instance of an

ancient type being still in existence in the Sutlej Yalley.

The first festival which took place during my stay at

Chini was on the 14th July. In the morning the villagers

all came to the well to wash themselves and their clothes.

It may be mentioned that the people are not cleanly like the

Hindus of the plain, washing is not their custom, and on

asking them wThen they had washed before, they said “ six

1 See The Identification of the Sculptured Tope at Sanchi, hy William
Simpson, in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. XIV. Part III.

VOL. xvi.—[new series.] 2
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months,” and to the inquiry when they would again perform

this act of cleanliness the same number of months was given.

Later in the day the pujah began, and hearing the sound of

it, I went over to the temple, where the villagers had turned

out dressed in their best. The costume of the women is very

picturesque, a woollen cloth is wrapped round the body, and

is kept in its place by means of a kummerbund and a large

brass brooch .

1 The ceremony on this day, so far as I saw,

was a peculiar circular dance, which was performed on the

paved space on which the Dharmsalah stands, already de-

scribed as being in front of the temple. In this dance the

Devi was carried round in the usual way by two men with

the staves on their shoulders, and each with their face

towards each other. The drums and large trumpets were of

course out and in full operation. The villagers, both men
and women, formed a large segment of a circle, facing the

dharmsalah. Each person had his or her arms twisted into

those of their next neighbours behind their backs. The end

man had his right hand free, and in it he held a chowrie,

which he waved in the air, keeping time to the movement of

the dance. This consisted of a peculiar step, half forwards,

half towards the right, this last giving the progress round

the centre. At the same time the half step forward was

followed by a retiring movement, accompanied by a bending

of the body forwards, as if bowing or salaaming to the Devi,

which, with its attendants, took up the other part of the

circle not occupied by the dancers. The performers continued

singing all the time. The direction of the circular motion

was with the left hand to the centre 2
;

it is thus the opposite

of the way the Lamas turn their praying wheels, and also of

their custom of passing the Manies, which they invariably

do with their right hand to them
;
by doing this in going

and coming, they necessarily make a circuit round them.

1 An exact copy of one of these brooches has been exhibited for some years in

the South Kensington Museum as an Irish Celtic one. I have communicated with

the authorities about it, but as they can get no satisfactory reply from the firm in

Dublin who manufacture and sell it as an Irish brooch, it remains in the South

Kensington Museum as a Celtic work of art. [The original of this brooch was

found at Tara many years ago

—

Ed. J.R.A.S.]
2 In Good Words the opposite direction is given, but on reference to my

sketches, I am now convinced that what is here stated is correct.
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These details may be of value in considering the origin of

the peculiar culte they belong to. In the evening they

lighted a fire, and kept up the holiday till a late hour.

After going to bed I heard the instruments and the chant

still going on.

Being anxious to know the words sung at this pujah, I got

one of the villagers to repeat to me what seemed to be the

favourite song. Here is a copy of what I wrote at the time

from the man’s dictation :

—

OkUNG GEE TUNG.

Goli gohona i abi hona shung ma buna banlung na geen gae

too japtak kuoo kae go la’mo zdoo koo lang tee banglung na

geen Jumee ja to keema juma new dum maba zhung beshtory

banglung na geen Holy zanwee pia mooloo tsompoo mooloo

beshtory geesee meesee sbanoo po rango yo tcha la den

zangoo doong kora tootcha la shung sata sorrow gong sata

sorrow gong geesee meesee holy bala batson ho sata sorrow

gong meesee kung bolo masung panasoo parra o rogu o tung

tolo boly parra japyn o kangsha linga pay yo pia osheem

gayama key na leh a go ho sho go sheem dia nia

kena leh ago.

I have not been able as yet to find any one who could

translate these words. Mr. Yaux has tried more than one

Oriental scholar, but without success. I took the words down

by ear, and they may not be very correct. Not knowing the

sense, I have not risked any attempt at punctuation.

My friends in the village announced to me that there

would soon be another hurra din, or holiday, which they

gave tbe name of the “ Croat ke puja,” in their patois they

called it “Croat,” but the word is Acroat, or walnut. This

took place at the village of Coati, about a mile and a half

to the east of Chini, on the 4th August, exactly three weeks

after the one already described. There is a small tank close to

the temple, with fish in it. A friend who was with me went

off one day with fishing tackle, thinking he would provide a

treat for our dinner, for food supplies are not particularly
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varied in the hills. As soon as the people understood his

intention, they implored him to desist, as the fish all belonged

to Devi. This had never occurred to my friend, and of

course he carefully avoided any offence to their religious

feelings. The pujah did not take place in the village, but at

a temple in the woods close by
;
beside it there was a levelled

space, with, in this case, two dharmsalahs, and round it were

some very fine Deodar trees. At such places, I understood,

that these trees were never cut down except for the repair,

or rebuilding of the temple
;
as the deodar is a cedar, closely

allied botanically to the Cedars of Lebanon, we have a sug-

gestive resemblance here to the wood which was used for

Solomon’s Temple. I went down to the spot early and found

some of the people, principally women, busily engaged

preparing small chupatties which they cooked by dipping

them into boiling oil. The people gathered at this event

from a number of villages round, but it was the Coati Devi

which figured in the ceremony. It would be about midday

when we heard the drums and trumpets, and at last we
could see the Devi coming along a path through the woods,

a crowd of people with it, and some of them dancing round.

It was impossible at the moment to avoid comparing it with

the account of David dancing round the ark, but as it came

along another comparison came to the mind,—these people

are in the most primitive condition, probably unchanged in

anything for a thousand years. There was the magnificent

scene around,—the Sutlej some three thousand feet beneath,

and the snowy peaks glittering some ten or twelve thousand

feet overhead, add to this the forest of old trees, with the

strange performance of the figures, and you have a living

picture of Keats’ description of the villages on the side of

Latmos where the simple folks had come out to sacrifice

and pass a holiday. Such impressions I am aware do

not exactly belong to Archaeology, but the sense of a primitive

condition of things may have its use in a record of this kind.

The Devi was duly brought along and placed in one of the

dharmsalahs. This day an old man appeared with a red

dress, the same as that worn by the Lamas, he was the
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principal officiator at tlie ceremonies, in which he was

assisted by a boy. I saw the man after the pujah, and he

had put off the red dress, and appeared in the usual costume

of the locality. Dilloo, which was the old man’s name, first

approached the Devi, and washed the faces, or masks, with

mint and water, he then offered incense, and presented

flowers, fruit and bread. A number of kids, some black and

some white, were then brought forward, these were sprinkled

with water, and one of the attendants, with an implement,

shaped somewhat between a knife and a hatchet, highly

ornamented,—I noticed that such articles are kept in the

temples, hence it may presumed they are used only on such

occasions—cut off one of their heads at a blow. The boy

who assisted Dilloo lifted up the head, and advancing towards

the Devi, presented it, muttering some words in a low voice.

He touched the blood still dripping from the head with his

finger, and with a jerk he flicked a drop or so, as near upon

the masks as he could. After doing this once or twice, he

dipped the point of his forefinger into the blood, and touched

the Devi with it. The head was then deposited among the

offerings. The body of the kid when it fell was so placed

that the blood ran into a chillimchee or brass basin : after

two or three of the kids had been despatched, and the basin

was pretty well filled, it was lifted by one of the men, and pre-

sented to Devi, then turning round to the temple, with a swing

of his body, the man emptied the vessel upon the wall. The
sacrificing of the kids went on, and it may have been three

times that the contents of the basin were thrown on the

building. The wall of the temple seemed to be whitewashed,

and as this is unusual in the hills, the conclusion was natural

that its object was to cover up the effects of the former

ceremony, and to present a clean surface for the new.

This part of the pujah seemed to be completed, and being

in the autumn might have passed as a kind of harvest

festival, and that which followed, as walnuts and pine cones

were employed, might also have some relation to the ripening

of the fruits of the earth, only it is difficult to understand

how a fierce battle could be associated with such a ceremony.
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Unfortunately I was unable to get any explanation, all I

learned being that it was “ dustoor ” or custom. This being

the case, I can only describe what I saw. The temple had a

rough balcony, which went round on the level of an upper

story; Dilloo, with his red dress on, appeared in this balcony

with some of the villagers, which became the signal for

action, and a spirited warfare began, the missiles being the

walnuts which gave the pujah its name, but pine cones were

also used, and being larger, they were the more dangerous.

Dilloo and his party first made the circuit of the balcony,

when those below began throwing the walnuts and cones at

them
;
the defenders soon returned the fire, covering them-

selves as well as they could by means of the balcony, and

some of them using one or two small windows as embrasures.

This lasted for about half an hour, when those in the temple

returned and mixed with the others below, seemingly none

the worse from the encounter
;

this, I understood, was not

always the case, for accidents had taken place.

While the battle had been going on, the kids had been at

the same time cooking; when they were ready, the people

sat down on the grass in front of the Devi, and the meat

and bread were handed round—one noticeable thing being

that the women were served before the men .

1

When the feast was over, the Devi was lighted up, and the

march back to Coati was begun. Here a very remarkable

feature connected with these Devis attracted our notice. The

movement towards Coati suddenly stopped, and a consider-

able agitation took place; the red Yak-tails that surmounted

the Devi shook and bobbed up and down, while the people

crowded round, and seemed very excited. On asking about

the meaning of this, the answer was, “Khuda bolta hai,”

which means the God speaks. By what means the utterance

was accomplished I could not make out, but in some manner
the wishes of the Devi were understood, and its desire was

not to go back to Coati
;
being out for a holiday, it, or

perhaps those around it, seemed to desire a continuation of

1 A very striking resemblance to what is here described will be found in 2 Sam.
xi. 17, 18, 19.
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the day’s amusement, so its wish was to go to Chini, and

pay the Devi there a visit. When this became known, the

villagers from Chini gave a great shout of joy at the honour

of the visit. The excitement was great, and the Yak-tails

shook very much, the long trumpets sounded, the drums beat,

and the dancing commenced again round the Devi as it

moved away to the neighbouring village, the crowd all

following. The dancing was much more lively than when

the Devi was first carried out from Coati.

A number of the Chini Wallahs went off at once to their

village, and it turned out that their object was to bring out

the Devi there to receive the other. When the Coati Devi

arrived, the Chini Devi wTas at the outskirts of the village

with all its attendants, with trumpets and drums. The

reception of the one Devi by the other was like two rajahs

meeting
;
there was a great amount of shaking and bobbing,

which ended by the Chini Devi getting behind, and allowing

the visitor the honour of going first at the head of the pro-

cession. When the temple was reached, there was more

shaking, and the Coati Devi was carried once or twice

round the dharmsalah, and then into the temple. This was

repeated with the other Devi, and the proceedings of that

day, so far as I saw, terminated. Next morning the visitor

returned to Coati, and was accompanied by the Chini Devi

to the outside of the village, where, with the usual shaking,

they parted, and the Chini Devi was carried back to the

temple.

There is a striking resemblance in many of the details

here described to that of the Mosaic ritual. Whoever will read

chapter xxix. of Exodus might be almost excused for sup-

posing that I had copied the details from that source. The

putting of the tip of the finger into the blood is exactly

the same as I have here recounted. If the Jewish origin

of the Afghans had any foundation, I should have had no

hesitation in supposing that some of these people, or their

religious customs, had extended as far to the south-east as

the Sutlej Valley. Dr. Bellew, in his Journal of a Political

Mission to Afghanistan in 1857, gives a number of state-
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ments which are in favour of the Jewish origin of the

Afghans, and says, that “ the physiognomic resemblance of

the Afghans to the Jews is most remarkable, and is more

especially observed among the Nomad tribes of this people,

and those of them who dwell among the wild and inacces-

sible mountains of the Sulaiman range, and in the hilly

regions of the northern parts of the country.” 1 As a

Jewish colony penetrated somehow into Southern India at

some former date, and another reached a spot in the centre

of China in some mysterious way, a Jewish origin of the

ceremonies I have described may not be altogether im-

possible
;
on this account I shall make a quotation from Dr.

Bellew’s work, which he gives from one of the Afghan

Tawarikhs or Histories. It is regarding the Ark of the

Covenant which the Afghans seem, according to it, to

have had with them, and it may be stated that the Afghans

call themselves the “ Beni Israil.”

“ The Ark of the Covenant (Tabut i Sakina) was the oracle

of the Bani Israil. It is generally believed to have been a

box of Shamshad wood, on which were figured the forms of

all the prophets of God. In length it was three cubits

(A’rsh), and its breadth was two cubits. It was sent to

Adam from Paradise, and Adam at his death bequeathed it

to his son Seth (Shish), and so on it was handed down from

generation to generation to Moses. Ibn ’Abbas says that it

was a basin of pure gold, in which the hearts of the prophets

of God were washed and purified. According to the learned

Muhajid, it was an image in the form of a cat. It had a

head and tail, and each eye was like a torch. Its forehead

was formed of emeralds, the brilliance of which was so great

that no one had the power to look in them. In the time of

battle, it moved forward like the wind, and overpowered the

enemies of the Bani Israil
;
and the Bani Israil, when they

heard the sound of its rushing, knew that victory was on

their side. On the day of battle, it was always placed in

front of their camps
;
and when the oracle moved, the Bani

1
p. 66.
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Tsrail advanced
;
and when it stood still, the Bani Israil also

held fast. Habb bin Mania says it was an oracle or com-

mand (’Amr) from the Spirit of God, and that it spake words,

and that whenever any difficulty arose before any of the

Bani Israil, they represented their case before the ’Amri

Khuda, and acted on its reply.” 1

Being looked upon as a God, having the power of speech,

and causing the people to follow it, are sufficiently near as

points of resemblance to the Devis to justify the above

quotation. I do not chance to know what value is attached

to these Taicarikhs, but it may be suspected that this legend

of Jewish descent of the Afghans arose in some way after

their conversion to Mohammedanism
;

there are legends

about Ali having been in many parts of Afghanistan,—Ali

Musjid being one of the places which derives its name

from him
;
the tombs of Latnech, Lot, and others, which are

now noted shrines in Afghanistan, may be cited as illustrations

of the same kind.

It may be of interest in connection with this subject to

point out that the Arks of the Egyptians were looked upon

very much as these Afghan Arks and the Himalayan Devis

seem to have been. Sir Gardner Wilkinson states that

“ when the shrine reached the temple, it was received with

every demonstration of respect by the officiating priest, who

was appointed to do duty upon the day of the festival : and

if the King happened to be there, it was his privilege to

perform the appointed ceremonies. These consisted of sacri-

fices and prayers
;
and the shrine was decked with fresh-

gathered flowers and rich garlands. An endless profusion

of offerings were placed before it on several separate altars.” 2

Macrobius speaks of these arks,— “ being carried forward

according to divine inspiration, whithersoever the Deity

urges them, and not by their own will.” 3

Although these resemblances are very striking, and may
possibly be connected by links which our knowledge has not

1
pp. 49, 50.

2 Ant. Egyptns. vol. ii. p. 274.
3 Saturn, i. 30.
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yet reached, I am inclined towards another explanation. If

an origin can be found in India, it would on that account be

more likely to be the true one
;
and I suspect that these

pujahs of the Himalayas are only a variety of the Rath Yatra.

To most people unacquainted with India the Rath Yatra, or

Car Festival, is associated only with Jagan-natha (Jagganath)

at Puri, but this is not so
;
cars are kept in the temples over

the whole of Southern India, and the festival is celebrated

every year throughout this region, and I think it is also

common in Bengal. Although now a ceremony connected

with Hinduism, we have evidence that the Buddhists also

had a similar festival. Fah-Hian, in the beginning of the

fifth century, describes a Buddhist Car Festival at Patna,

and another at Khoten
;

from which we see that this

practice extended over a wide extent of space, Khoten being

about 300 miles due north of Chini, and on the other

side of the Himalayas, thus showing that the ceremony

was in all probability common to the whole of India, and

even to districts beyond. If this festival was common to the

whole of India, including the Himalayas, it is very easy to

understand that, wherever there were no roads in which to

wheel a car, the god, or symbol of a god, would have to be

carried on men’s shoulders. In the Himalayas the roads are

only “ Pttgdimdies,” the word meaning a path or trail made

by the feet of a single person passing. A traveller will soon

realize what this condition means, for as soon as he enters

the hills he has to leave all carriages, carts, and horses

behind, he must walk himself, and all luggage is carried in

fciltas on the backs of coolies. Of course, a large object like

the car of Jagan-natha could not be carried by two men, and

the size would be made to suit the circumstances
;
this would

explain the small size of the Hevis in comparison to the

Rath as.

I understand that in the present day, with the exception

of Jagan-natha, none of the Hindu divinities are ever placed

in car sat any of the pujahs. 1 ISurya is certainly represented

1 The Antiquities of Orissa, by Eajendralala Mitra, LL.D., vol. ii. p. 135,
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in sculptures with a car. Cars are used with the Jain saints

Parsvanatha and Mahavira. Cars in connection with deities

are of very frequent mention in the Yedas. There is a

most wonderful description of one on which Brihaspati

stands. It is described as a “ luxurious, awful, foe-subduing,

raksha-slaying, cow-pen-cleaving, heaven-reaching, chariot

of the ceremonial.” 1 In the description of the city of

Ayodhya in the Ramayana is the following ,

—

“

Above all,

there were the sacred and resplendent chariots of the gods.”

These numerous allusions to cars, I think, help to confirm

my suggestion that ceremonies in which they figured were

more common than in the present day. “ In some of the

Tantras a car has been enjoined for Durga, but they are the

most modern works of their class, and the indications in

them of the imitation Vaishnava ritual are obvious.” 2 As

Durga is Kali, or Devi, in that terrible form to which sacrifice

and blood are offered, this quotation from Rajendralala Mitra

is of some value in reference to the Himalayan pujahs. In his

work on Orissa there is another short quotation which I

must give,— it refers to the Parashuramashtami Yatra, one

of the ceremonies connected with the great temple of

Bhuvanesvara
;

it “is celebrated on the 8th of the waxing

moon in the month of Ashadha (June-July), by taking the

proxy to the temple of Parashuramesvara, and there enter-

taining it with flowers, incense, music and dancing. The

vehicle used in this procession is called a Yimana, a kind of

sedan chair carried on men’s shoulders. These visits con-

stitute a peculiar feature of the local custom, as it is almost

unknown in other parts of India.” 3 This quotation shows

that the carrying of gods on the shoulders of men, which is

done in almost every village of the Sutlej valley, is all but

unknown to the plains of India.

In the yearly ceremony at Puri, Jagan-natha is carried

along the Baradand, to the Gundicha Garh, which is a

summer house in a garden
;
this has a ver}r strong resemblance

1 Eig-Veda, ii. 23 ;
Muir’s Sanscrit Texts, vol. v. p. 276.

2 The Antiquities of Orissa, by Kajendralala Mitra, vol. ii. p. 135.
3 Ibid. vol. ii. p. 79.
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to carrying tlie Devi to the temple in the wood. Of course

the sacrifices and offerings of blood could find no place in the

worship of Jagan-natha. As we have in the modern Lama
system of Tibet, the strange and incongruous mixture of the

worship of Siva with the system of Buddha, it is not sur-

prising to find the sanguinary rites of Devi interwoven into

a festival which was most probably at one time connected

with the humane teachings of Sakya Muni. On the inacces-

sible parts of the hills, which seem to have been so little

liable to change, if, in the pre-Buddhist period, as is most

probable, there existed a worship of a fierce and terrible

form of the deity, the chances are that this worship was

never quite obliterated, and that it only took on a veneer

of Buddhism. If this has been the case, then in these

pujahs of the Sutlej valley we have perhaps the most perfect

remains of some of the oldest ceremonies to be found in

India.

I have given the dates of the pujahs in the Sutlej Talley.

I think it was Colonel Sykes who first noticed that the date,

as given by Fah-Hian, of the Car Festival at Khoten, agreed

with that of the date of the Bath Yatra of Jagan-natha.

The date of the latter is on the second day of the waxing

moon of Ashadha
;
I have not at hand the means of knowing

what date that would be for 1860, the year I was at Chini

;

but by means of a Bombay Almanac for 1874, the Bath

Yatra of that year was on the 16th July, and the first pujah

I saw at Chini—the one at which the six-monthly washing

of clothes took place—was on the 14th July. The date of

the one is thus very close upon the other, and this Himalayan

ceremony may become an important link between the Yaish-

nava Car Festival at Puri and the Buddhist one at Khoten.

The second pujah I take to have been connected in some

way with the harvest, but of the battle with the walnuts

and pine cones I cannot pretend to offer the slightest ex-

planation. The only instance of fighting as a religious

ceremony that I have chanced upon in reading is contained

in a passage of Herodotus. It is this :

“ In Papremis they

offer sacrifices and perform ceremonies, as in other places

;
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but, when the sun is on the decline, a few priests are occupied

about the image, but the greater number stand, with wooden

clubs, at the entrance of the temple
;
while others, accom-

plishing their vows, amounting to more than a thousand

men, each armed in like manner, stand in a body on the

opposite side. But the image, placed in a small wooden

temple, gilded all over, they carry out to another sacred

dwelling; then the few who were left about the image draw

a four-wheeled carriage, containing the temple and the image

that is in it. But the priests, who stand at the entrance,

refuse to give them admittance
;
and the votaries bringing

succour to the god, oppose, and then strike, whereupon an

obstinate combat with clubs ensues, and they break one

another’s heads, and, as I conjecture, many die of their

wounds; though the Egyptians deny that any one dies.” 1

There is much in this that resembles the Himalayan cere-

mony, and the car with the temple and image in it, is, so far

as the description goes, a perfect counter-part to the Rath of

Jagan-natha. Herodotus gives the Egyptian explanation of

the ceremony, but unfortunately it throws no light on our

subject.

To these ceremonies of the Sutlej Yalley I shall add a very

few notes on what I saw the next year at Jumnotri. The

nearest village to that place is Karsali, and chancing to

halt for a day or two, a pujah took place on the 30th May,

and lasted for some days. It came on to rain, which inter-

rupted the performances, and this cause also interfered with

my observations. I have already described their Devi, and

when I chanced to see it carried, they ran about with it in

a much quicker way than at Chini. There was no dancing

round it so far as I saw. The men stood in one row, and

the women in another
;
both men and women had in their

head-dress bunches of a pale yellow grass, which I under-

stood had been grown in the dark in order to get it of this

peculiar tint. On the 2nd of June, after a heavy rain in the

forenoon, I went over to the village, and found that the Devi

1 Herodotus, ii. 63.
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and all the people had moved to a small temple outside of

the village. Here I found the girls dancing by themselves

;

while the men were earnestly engaged at a peculiar ceremony.

There was a Brahmin here, who seemed to be connected with

the temple. His name was Hoop Ram, his figure was tall,

and he stood in the centre of a crowd seemingly taller than

ever. I found that he was standing on the sharp edges of

two of the sacrificial hatchets, which were held on the ground

by some of the men. Roop Ram talked in a very excited

way, and at last put his hand into a dish in which were what

seemed to be grains of corn
;
taking some in his hand he

dashed them in a man’s face standing near. A third hatchet

was placed in advance, and Roop Ram moved forward a step

—he was supported all the time by men on each side to keep

him from falling—and at every step a hatchet was moved in

advance for his foot. At each of these movements a villager

stood near, and Roop Ram’s excited words seemed to have

reference to him, and corn was in every instance dashed on

the face. Each step with the talking took about a minute.

He must have gone about thirty steps after ray arrival, when

the performance terminated, when they all ran over to the

Devi. It was lifted in the usual way by two men, who ran

about with it as fast as they could, and the usual music

making as much din as possible. I had a conversation after-

ward with Roop Ram, who told me it was a yearly custom,

but he applied the word “ Klielna ” or game, to it, and yet

it was evidently part of a pujah. He showed me the soles

of his feet; they were not in the least injured, and he

explained that he was not hurt, for the god was in him.

He stated that he could do the same thing on swords as

sharp as my penknife. I asked if I could do it. He said,

“No.” I pointed to a coolie, and asked if he could. Again

he said, “No.” Only a Brahmin, I understood, could walk

under such circumstances : his father had done it every year

before him, and his son would succeed to the office, and would

do it when he was dead. This was all I learned regarding

this pujah.
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Art. III .—On some New Discoveries in Southern India. By

Robert Sewell, M.R.A.S., Madras Civil Service.

I have the pleasure to announce to the Society the recent

discovery at Kanchipura, the capital of the Pallava Dynasty

of Southern India, of some ancient temples, the importance

of which in the history of Dravidian architecture it would, I

think, be difficult to overrate. The present paper is put

forward merely by way of notifying the existence of these

temples, and of calling attention to them
;
there is reason to

hope that ere long reliable details will be laid before the

public in the shape of photographs, plans, and drawings,

prepared by the Archaeological Survey of Southern India

under the superintendence of Dr. Burgess.

The city of Kanchipura (Anglice Conjeveram) is a very

ancient one. The Pallava Dynasty, which was entirely over-

thrown by the Cholas in the eleventh century a.d., appears

to have been one of the most important dynasties in the

peninsula for several centuries previous to that period. Ac-

cording to tradition, apparently believed in from a remote

date, certainly as early as the eleventh century ( vide the

Chalukyan inscriptions), the first Chalukya established his

sovereignty in the peninsula about the fifth century a.d. by

conquest of territory from the Pallavas, south of the Ner-

budda
;
the Pallavas at that time ruling over the most part

of the Dakhan and the eastern coast of the peninsula, but

having the Pandiyan and Chola Dynasties to their south.

Their capital, Kanchipura, which is situated about thirty

miles S.W. of Madras, was near their southern boundary.

The city was always remarkable for the beauty of its sculp-

tures, if we may believe the testimony of an early Chalukyan

inscription, which relates how the brother of the sovereign
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of Kalyanapura fought against and defeated the Pallavas,

seized the capital and entered it in triumph
;

for it is therein

stated that the victor was so much struck with the beauty of

the sculptures and temples in the conquered city that he

refrained from injuring it in the slightest degree, and even

went so far as to cover the statue of Rajanimhesvara with

gold, in order to create a lasting memorial of his admiration.

Kanehipura is therefore a city where naturally one would

search for temples and sculptures of older date than most of

those so plentifully strewn over Southern India, few of which

have yet been found earlier than the eleventh century, the

period of the palmy days of the Cholas.

By that time a style of architecture had been established

which was destined to remain almost unchanged, or at least

unchanged in its main arrangements and details, for eight

centuries. As regards its shrines, the idea universally

prevalent was that of a building divided into not less than

two divisions, viz. an adytum entered and lighted by a single

door opening into a little hall. Often, in the more preten-

tious shrines, this hall opens into others, larger and pillar-

supported, called mandapams. But whatever number there

may be, the hall nearest the adytum is remarkably dark and

mysterious in character, surrounded by solid unbroken walls

and entered by a door generally opposite the entrance to the

shrine, which door affords almost its only light. When the

temple is a small one it consists of only a shrine and hall, and

in this case the building from outside presents the appear-

ance of a solid mass of masonry unbroken except by the

single door, and surmounted by a gopura, or pyramidal tower

of two or three stories, terminating in a member called the

Jialasa.

Now the idea governing the structure of the “ Seven

Pagodas,” the well-known monolithic temples or Rathas at

Mahavallipura, which, according to the best authorities, date

from the period a.d. 650 to 700, or thereabouts, was different

from this, as will be gathered from a perusal of the “ Cave

Temples” of Mr. Fergusson and Dr. Burgess. In these the

hall was open, like the main chamber of the caves, which
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appear to be of date coeval with the Rathus. In other words,

the whole front of the larger chamber was exposed by the

cutting away of the rock, and the hall then represented a

sort of piazza, sometimes walled in on three sides, but

entirely open on the fourth. In the back wall of rock was

cut, in the case of the caves, one or more cells, the centre one

of which was the adytum. The front of the cave or Ratha

was supported by two or more pillars of a peculiar shape,

one of which is figured on p. 119 of Messrs. Fergusson and

Burgess’s work, from a drawing by Mr. Chisholm.

Regarding these pillars Mr. Fergusson writes :

“ They are

all of the same pattern, which, in fact, with very slight

modification, is universal at Mahavallipur. They all have

bases representing Yalis and conventional lions, with spread-

ing capitals . . And again (p. 115) : “They are the most

characteristic features of the architecture of the place, being

almost universal at Mahavallipur, but not found anywhere

else that I know of.” I may state, in passing, that I have

seen several of these in different parts of the country close to

Mahavallipur, but none at any distance. They are all in the

Pallava country.

With this, by way of introduction, I return to the newly-

discovered Kanchipura temples. It was in May last that I

observed them first, and since then I have examined them

several times, once in company with Mr. Alexander Rea, of

the School of Art. They have been cleared by my orders of

noxious vegetation, which threatened to do them very serious

injury, and now only await careful inspection by the Archaeo-

logical Surveyor.

These temples are three in number, and stand not far from

the Railway Station. Two are dedicated to Siva, one to

Yishnu. The latter, and one of the Siva temples, stand in

the outskirts of the town
;

the other Siva temple, almost a

pair to the first, is rather more among the houses. We will

consider the Siva temples first, and a description of one will

answer for both. Any one familiar with the usual forms of

Dravidian architecture will at once recognize the difference

between this and the ordinary Hindu fane, and will, I think,
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not fail to appreciate the extreme importance of the dis-

covery. The temple is, to begin with, constructed entirely

of stone from top to bottom, almost all the pyramidal parts

of South Indian temples being made of bricks plastered over.

The two storeys of the tower are distinct storeys
;
the simu-

lated cells, so characteristic a feature of the style, with their

retaining wall, being quite distinct from the body of the

tower in each case, a sure test of age. The chambers below

are two in number, the vim&na, over which rises the tower,

and the mandapam or entrance-hall. The floor of the

entrance-hall is very high above the ground, and there are

now no steps up to it, so that broken slabs have been piled

up to make temporary steps. Once inside the mandapam,

any visitor acquainted with the subject must be startled to

find that he is actually standing inside one of the Mahavallipur

caves. There is the same chamber entirely open to the front,

walled in on three sides, and supported on four pillars of

precisely the type alluded to above, with the lion bases and

spreading capitals. There are its half-pillars in continuation of

those standing free, dividing the walls of the hall into panels.

And, more characteristic perhaps than anything else, all the

panels in the walls are richly sculptured with groups in high

relief, representing subjects similar to those treated of in, for

instance, the Yamapuri or Mahishamarddani cave at Maha-

vallipur (“ Cave Temples pp. 145-147). In the case of

one of the Siva temples, the outer walls are covered with

inscriptions in the old Tamil character, which await decipher-

ment (I had no leisure to examine them carefully), and on

one pillar I noticed two letters of the Cave character, such

as is used on the Rathas at Mahavallipur.

So far as my experience goes these two temples are unique,

and I should not be surprised to find that after careful ex-

amination, experts declare them to be coeval with the Rathas

and Caves.

It may be suggested that the caves must be older than any

structural building now standing. Possibly
;

but is it not

almost certain that the caves were imitations of structural

buildings, and not the reverse, when we find the facade of
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almost every cave at Mahavallipur sculptured in imitation of

the simulated cells and retaining wall, which stood free oyer

the facade of the oldest-known structural temples ? The

cave-fronts would not he so sculptured except in imitation of

structural buildings, whether in wood or stone, which bore

those peculiar features. I do not assert that these particular

Siva temples at Kanchipura are necessarily older than the

caves, but I think there is no reason why they should not be.

Even if they are coeval, or a little later in date, I believe

these temples to be four centuries older than any structural

temple yet discovered, and therefore to be of extreme im-

portance in the history of Dravidian architecture.

The Vishnu temple is different. Unfortunately it is still

used for worship, and appears to be in the keeping of a

number of priests, remarkable for their bigotry. I could

see nothing except from quite outside, and cannot therefore

describe the lower storey, owing to the principal building

being surrounded by a high wall, which prevented me from

seeing anything but the pyramidal tower above the vimuna.

The wall is of extreme age, so that the stones of which it is

composed, and which have not long since been taken down

and replaced in position, seem almost as if made of coal

rather than granite, they are so black and weather-worn.

A peculiar feature of this wall is that at all corners stands

a Tali, as if to protect the edifice within. The tower is older

in character than any other I have seen elsewhere. It rises

in distinct storeys, consisting of platforms, each less than the

other, and each surrounded by a row of simulated cells and

retaining wall, and presents precisely the appearance of the

Dharmardja Hatha at Mahavallipur (“ Cave Temples,” pp.

124, 125). Just as in that case, some, at least, of the panels

of the tower-walls are sculptured with figures, probably of

deities.

While the interior of the two Siva temples, therefore,

represents exactly the caves at Mahavallipur, the Vishnu

temple from outside is a structural reproduction of the Dhar-

mardja Hatha. Which is the older ? At present it is im-

possible to say, but it is extremely interesting to find these
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entirely new types of temples of hoary antiquity at the

capital of the Pallavas, when it is believed that the Pallavas

were the sculptors of the monoliths on the sea.

With these samples before us, and the fact of the existence

of the Chalukyan inscription referred to, which praises

Kanchipura in the seventh century as being a city remark-

able for its beautiful sculptures, I think we may fairly

assume that sculpture and architecture was further advanced

amongst the Pallavas of the fourth century than has been

supposed. At least these newly-discovered structural temples

will form an interesting subject for study to those concerned

in investigating the origin and course of temple-architecture

amongst the Dravidians.

There are a number of other most interesting relics of

great age in and about Kanchipura
;
amongst others, some

very remarkable pillar-bases, sculptured each with three

figures of woodmen or soldiers about four feet high, which I

cannot help thinking represent the Kurumbars of those days.

Mr. Fergusson has called attention to the curious apsidal

shape of the gopara of the Sahadeva Hatha at Mahavallipur

(“ Cave Temples pp. 135-139). Another example not far

from Mahavallipur, at the village of Manimarigalam, has

long been known, though all are not aware that the entire

tower of this latter gopura is made of brick and plaster, and

not of stone. I have found some further examples. One is

at a little temple in Kanchipura, amongst the trees, on the

way (one way at least) from the Tahsildar’s office to the Jain

temple near the river. Two are to be seen inside the last-

mentioned Jain temple; while a portion of a small temple at

Vandalur (a railway station on the South Indian Kailway)

shows an apsidal base, though it has no cupola.

One very interesting and, as far as I know, unique variety

of form is to be seen in the construction of a temple at

ITttramallur, not far from Kanchipura. Here is a temple

having three shrines one above another, the tower not being

composed simply of the usual pyramidal form, but consisting

of three storeys, each containing the statue of one of the

many forms of Vishnu in a vimana

,

with a mandapam outside
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it, and an entrance court or platform, the whole surmounted

by a kalasa. The tower is not one pyramidal block, but con-

sists of a central block in which are the chambers mentioned

above, having round it a number of smaller gopuras in a

picturesque cluster, each surmounting one of the numerous

mandapams erected round the several shrines. The effect of

this group of towers, rising up to the central dome-like

member above, is exceedingly architectural and picturesque,

and it is much to be regretted that the builders of South

India did not, as in this instance, allow their fancy more

play when coustructing their temples, and so save us from

the dreary monotony which characterizes their style.
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Art. IV.—On the Importance to Great Britain of the Study

of Arabic. By Habib Anthony Salmone, M.R.A.S.

I believe that the short paper on this subject which I

propose to read to you will be interesting to this ancient

association for the cultivation of Oriental research in all its

branches
;
but, for it, I lay no claim to any special qualifi-

cations for its discussion; on the contrary, I approach it with

much diffidence, in the presence of men my seniors in science

and erudition. This consideration, however, is the main

ground of my encouragement
;

for, according to the Arabic
p

adage ^

A

^ VAcJl “Indulgence is an innate quality

of the liberal,” I feel assured beforehand of a lenient judg-

ment from you.

I am only stating what I have heard on all sides, when I

say that the study of Arabic is almost wholly neglected in

this country. A gentleman of wide experience recently told

me that the number of Englishmen conversant with this

language might be counted on the fingers of one hand.

And this, notwithstanding the fact that Her Majesty the

Queen rules over a larger number of Muhammadans than

any other Potentate, and that with these, the Kuran is

their Book of Divine Inspiration, their rule of Faith, their

code of Civil and Criminal Law, their universal Directory in

all matters intrinsic and extrinsic to themselves. So wide-

spread has Arabic become through this medium, so large has

been its influence in the composition of indigenous Oriental

dialects, that any one tolerably acquainted with Arabic could

scarcely fail to find people in every Muslim country with

whom he could more or less freely communicate. When in

Syria and Egypt, I frequently remarked how pleased the

natives were when addressed by a Franjy or European in
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their own language
;
and it stands to reason, that a British

Official, so qualified, would have a far better chance of elicit-

ing information from the people of those countries and of

making a favourable impression upon them than one incap-

able, owing to his ignorance of their vernacular, of exchanging

any ideas with them. I do not mean to say that these

remarks hold good of the East universally ;
but I unhesita-

tingly affirm that a knowledge of Arabic on the part of an

European exercises a much greater influence among Orientals

of all classes than a corresponding knowledge, say of French

or Italian, exercises among Frenchmen or Italians.

Permit me now to illustrate the utility of the knowledge of

Arabic in a particular case, such as that of an Eastern cam-

paign. I readily grant that primary success must be mainly

due to the operations of the expedition, directed by the skill

of its commander, and to the individual efforts of the soldiers

engaged in it. But military triumph alone seldom succeeds

in securing what is an important element in perfect success;

I mean friendliness, on the part of the population, towards

an army of occupation. But what more effectual means to

secure this—what more potent means to conciliate national

prejudices, and, in addition thereto, to remove misconceptions,

and obtain security against treachery—than a free communi-

cation with the subdued inhabitants by intelligent officers,

able to converse with them in their own language ? Local

native interpreters, however trustworthy and efficient, are at

the best a sorry alternative in such cases, to say nothing of

the natural antipathy they generally evoke on the part of

their co-religionists or fellow-countrymen.

It is true, and I sincerely hope it will always be true, that

armed British intervention in the East has uniformly been

successful, with or without the linguistic advantages on the

importance of which I am insisting. On the other hand, it

will hardly be disputed that possession of such advantages

would have tended to lubricate, so to speak, much of that

friction which hostilities necessarily engender between the

conquerors and the conquered—a friction, which has given

rise before now to misunderstandings and complications not
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to be overcome by tbe most splendid achievements of a

victorious army.

Considerations such as these—bearing in mind the vast

and complex interests of Great Britain in the East—have

always excited my astonishment, that this country, instead

of being the first to provide instruction in Arabic for the

pupils in its principal Civil, Military, and Naval Colleges, is,

unquestionably, the last and least provident in this respect.

Other nations are not so careless and supine. It is well

known that the Propaganda at Rome maintains a constant

succession of pupils in the Eastern languages, notably Arabic,

whose services are at the disposal of the College at all times.

Moreover, unless I am altogether mis-informed, Russia is

equally foreseeing in this respect. At the Imperial College

of Kazan a constant succession of pupils intended for the

three services is maintained, who receive regular instruction,

under competent masters, in the Oriental languages. Thence,

after keeping so many terms in College, these eleves are sent

out in pairs to explore the several countries in which they

are destined to be employed, and to study the vernacular

dialects of each district
;
thus the Russian Government has

always at hand a number of young men, Civil as well as

Military, adequately prepared to undertake any duties in the

East which may be allotted to them. In like manner, Austria

supports an Oriental College at Vienna; while France has

its “Ecole pour les langues Orientales vivantes.” Germany,

also, and even Denmark, are far ahead of England in pro-

moting the general study of Oriental languages.

Now, a fact may be generally known, without meeting with

the consideration it deserves. So I do not doubt for a

moment that the facts which I have adduced regarding the

importance of the study of Arabic to the multiform interests

of Great Britain in the East, as also to the English antiquary,

merchant, and traveller, would be accepted, generally, in all

parts of this country. Hence, I do not pretend to furnish

any special information on that score, my sole object being,

as far as in me lies, to urge such a recognition of admitted

facts as may lead to practical results.
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When it is said of French that it is the language of Europe,

the phrase has an undeniable significance, extending as it

does to every branch of international intercommunication.

In an equally significant sense, that Arabic is the French

of the East will hardly be disputed by those who have a

competent knowledge of its widespread prevalence and

influence.

I am greatly tempted here to dilate on the vast field for

literary research which a study of Arabic opens out to the

Western student
;
but my object on this occasion being

mainly practical, I shall content myself with quoting the

following passage on the subject from the pen of Mr. Bos-

worth-Smith, of Harrow :
—“ During the darkest period of

European history the Arabs for five hundred years held up

the torch of learning to humanity. It was the Arabs who

then ‘ called the Muses from their ancient seats ’
;
who

collected and translated the writings of the great Greek

masters
;
who understood the geometry of Apollonius, and

wielded the weapons found in the logical armoury of Aristotle.

It was the Arabs who developed the sciences of agriculture

and astronomy, and created those of algebra and chemistry

;

who adorned their cities with colleges and libraries, as well

as with mosques and palaces; who supplied Europe with a

school of philosophers from Cordova, and with a school of

physicians from Salerno.” In the same strain, albeit with

more especial reference to the widespread influence which

this language has exerted throughout the East, my learned

friend, Dr. Badger, remarks in the preface to his English-

Arabic Lexicon, “Arabic is, furthermore, the sacred language

of the Muslims throughout the world, and since the early

conquests of Islam has formed an integral part of several

of the living languages of the East. The modern Persian,

Turkish, and Hindustani, are so permeated with it, that a

thorough mastery of those tongues can hardly be attained

without a competent acquaintance with the Arabic.” To the

above, I may add the following quotation from a notice in

the Times on “ Recent Oriental Languages.” Speaking

of Arabic, the writer remarks that “ it is in construction one
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of the most perfect Oriental languages, and as a means of

training and developing the mental faculties, its study will

compare favourably with that of Latin and Greek. Indeed,

so freely do Arabic words enter into all the Mahomedan
languages of the East, that Arabic bears even a closer relation

to them than the classical languages bear to the vernaculars

of Europe.” One other advantage attending the study of

Arabic I venture to allude to very briefly, namely, the aid

which it affords to Biblical research. The Semitic origin of

Arabic and Hebrew is universally admitted
;

and, further,

most of the words met with in the latter are found in the

former. But whereas Hebrew can hardly now be termed a

living tongue, its sister-language, the Arabic, still lives in its

pristine vigour to throw light on many points, which, with-

out its aid, would be dark and enigmatical in the Biblical

Hebrew.

I am aware of a prevalent idea that the Arabic is a

language very difficult of acquirement. A would-be student

looks at the strange characters, with their numerous dia-

critical points, vowel symbols, and other syllabic signs, and

is bewildered at the complex array. Hearing, on further

enquiry, that the triliteral verb alone has no less than twelve

conjugations, he is fairly appalled at the task before him,

and forthwith abandons it in despair
: yet, strange as the

Arabic characters may seem at first sight, they are formed

on a system so intelligible as to be easily mastered in a very

short time. A little instruction, moreover, under competent

tuition, would suffice to convince a novice that the twelve

conjugations, instead of constituting an additional difficulty,

contribute greatly, not only to the richness, but to the facility

of acquiring the language. While on this subject, I beg

permission to quote the following remarks by Dr. Badger on

the study of Arabic :
—

“

Had I a son, whom I did not intend

for one of the professions requiring an adequate knowledge

of the exact sciences, instead of having him taught mathe-

matics, I would make him learn Arabic
;

for, in my judg-

ment, no better discipline for the mental faculties exists than

that afforded by the grammatical structure of that language.
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Take for example the triliteral etymon. Springing therefrom

in regular order are twelve boughs, representing the twelve

conjugations. From each of these issue a succession of

branches and branchlets, representing our infinitive nouns,

participles, adjectives, nouns of time, place, species, instru-

ment, etc., all formed on explicit rules which seldom or never

vary. What better training for the mind than to grasp

those rules, and to be enabled thereby to trace at a glance,

the derivative in any of the branches, together with its signi-

fication, down to the root. The study of mathematics, except

in the case above reserved, is not a whit more generally sub-

servient to mental cultivation than this,—and there it stops

;

whereas the study of Arabic gives one, in addition thereto,

the knowledge of a living language of immense practical

utility.”

Hitherto, a much more plausible drawback to the acquire-

ment of Arabic has been the paucity of elementary and other

works for the use of English students. The drawback, as

regards elementary books, still exists, though by no means

to the extent which was the case a few years ago. Professor

W. Wright has provided an admirable Arabic Grammar,

far surpassing in value any previously extant, and the late

lamented Professor Palmer has left behind him a useful

Arabic Manual. On the score of Dictionaries, the great

want which has hitherto prevailed is being adequately sup-

plied by the progressive publication of the late Mr. Lane’s

magnificent Arabic-English Lexicon, a perfect thesaurus

which leaves nothing to be desired
;
and more recently still,

by Dr. Badger’s equally valuable English-Arabic Lexicon,

pronounced by the best authorities to be the most perfect

work of the kind ever published
;
add to these, also, the late

Professor Dozy’s “Supplement aux Dictionnaires Arabes.”

With these efficient aids at hand, no English student can

henceforth justly complain of the want of sufficient educa-

tional books to enable him to acquire Arabic.

In conclusion, I ought to state that some of my friends

have advised me to abandon my endeavour to advocate the

study of Arabic in this country, predicting that they would
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meet with nothing but indifference and apathy
;
in fact, that

they will supply another example of the truth of the Arabic

adage, by being jjialls as vaan *' as blows

struck on cold iron,” emitting sound, indeed, but otherwise

absolutely ineffectual. I am happy to say, however, that

many eminent men have already recognized my exertions in

behalf of a wider cultivation of Arabic in the Civil and

Military Colleges of England
;
and that I have received

many encouraging letters from others who have not been

able to be present to-day to express their own views on this

subject.
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Art. V.

—

Grammatical Note on the Gwamba Language in

South Africa. By Paul Berthoud, Missionary of the

Canton de Vaud, Switzerland, Stationed at Valdezia,

Spelonken, Transvaal. [Prepared at the request of Mr.

It. JS". Oust, Hon. Secretary.]

I. Geographical Description.

A. The Name.

The Gwamha language belongs to the South-Eastern Branch

of the Bantu family of languages, according to Dr. Bleek’s

system of classification. But this language was never known
under its true name, until the Swiss missionaries settled

among the Ma-Gwamba people and studied their language.

In his Comparative Grammar Dr. Bleek calls it by the

name of Tekeza
;

and, complaining of the scanty materials

which he could get, he says (§ 32) :
“ Tekeza dialects are

known to us only through short vocabularies.”

Considering the scarcity of information which Dr. Bleek

could gather about that language, it is really remarkable that

he has been able to understand so well its particular features.

Still, it is doubtful whether this name of “ Tekeza ” could

to-day be heard anywhere in South Africa
;
whilst, on the

other hand, we find that the Ma-Gwamba people are actually

making use of the same words which are given in Bleek’s

Vocabularies of Lourenzo-Marques.

Till now the people who speak Gwamba have been known
under various names, of which the most largely applied

was that of Ama- Tonga. This is the word Tonga with a Zulu

Prefix. But it also appears on geographical maps with the

Gwamba Prefix, and then takes the form of Ba- Tonga. But
again this latter word sounds too nasal and too soft for a

Suto-speaking organ, and consequently a Suto man turns it

into Ba-Toka, as some Geographers write it. But whatever

may be its orthography and its pronunciation, that name is
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somewhat improper, because it has been given not only to

Gwamba people, but also to different tribes which are not of

the same blood. Nevertheless, it is used very often, so much

so that the Ma-Gwamba have accepted it to a certain extent,

and that they sometimes call their native land by the name

of “ Tonga.”

Knobnoses (in Dutch Knopneuzen) is another name which

has been largely applied to the Ma-Gwamba. Its Doer

oi’igin is easily detected by the form of the word. It was

given to those people on account of their special fashion

of tattooing, by which they cause warts of the size and

shape of a pea to develope along the top line of the nose to

the very point, and also around the eyes. Of course this

tattooing gives to their face a horrid appearance. Fortunately

that absurd fashion is gradually diminishing and being

abandoned, so that before long the name of Knobnoses will

no more be appropriate nor applicable.

A third name which has been applied to Ma-Gwamba is

that of Ba-Hloekica, which is the same as Ba-Hlengice, but

pronounced thus by different people. This name is right

enough, but it must be restrained to only a fraction of the

large Gwamba tribe
;
for the Ba-IIlengwe are but the Ma-

Gwamba of the north, that is, north of the river Limpopo,

and the name cannot be extended farther, neither applied to

the whole tribe.

A fourth name, that of Ma-Koapa
,
also spelt Ma-Koaba, is to

be found on maps. It is only a corruption of the word “Ma-
Gwamba,” which is the right name of that tribe. This

corruption must have arisen from the accidental fact that

some explorers, who came into contact with those people,

did not know their language, could not speak with them and

had to depend upon Ba-Suto guides and interpreters. I may
mention that the same thing happened once to myself. Then,

Ba-Suto people cannot pronounce the word “ Ma-Gwramba,”

they find it too soft and too nasal, and therefore they change

it into “ Ma-Koapa.” Again, a German traveller would make

this “ Ma-Koaba.” That explanation is not a mere fancy, for

it is based upon real facts and exjjerience.
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As a rule, a large tribe has not, as such, any proper and

general name. But the tribe being divided in a certain

number of clans, each one of these smaller communities

goes by its proper name
;
wherefore it is incumbent on the

foreigner, either black or white, to apply a generic name to

all the people and clans which belong to the same tribe.

The propriety then, of such a generic name, lies in its being

related to the special character of the tribe, and in its being

taken from the tribe’s own language.

This is the case with the name “ Ma-Gwamba.” The

people of that tribe have a belief that there is an evil spirit

which is always trying to do harm, and which they call

“ Gwambe.” Very often, when a man has a trouble of some

kind, he wishes it back to the evil spirit, and sa\T
s :

“ Let it

go back to Gwambe !
” It is from that circumstance that

the people of this tribe received from their neighbours the

appellation of “ Ma-Gwamba,” which means “ people of

Gwambe.” This name was adopted by the people because

it suited them perfectly. However, according to the gram-

matical rules of the language, the prefix should really be

Ba, instead of Ma. But a word like Ba-Gwamba would

sound very inharmoniously to their ear
;
and consequently,

for euphony’s sake, they have taken the only other suitable

prefix which could replace Ba, and they call themselves

Ma-Gwamba, whilst a singular person will be called a Mo-
Gwamba.

From that word they have also named their language, which,

according to grammatical rule, is called the Si-Gwamba.

B. The Tribe and the Land.

Si-Gwamba is spoken by a large tribe
;

but it would

scarcely be possible to estimate precisely its number. There

may possibly be several hundred thousand Ma-Gwamba.
Their native land is on the eastern coast of Africa, and ex-

tends from Zululand in the south up to Sofala, and perhaps

to the Zambesi river, in the north. Inland, the Ma-Gwamba
extend as far as three hundred miles from the Indian Ocean,
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so tliat the country which is occupied by the tribe is of a

large area.

All the Ma-Gwamba who live north of the Limpopo river,

that is to say, the greater part of the tribe, are under the

domination of Umzila, that Zulu Chief who, some thirty

years ago, left Zululand with a Zulu army, conquered the

countries through which he passed, and settled at some

distance west of Sofala.

The farthest inland region wThere Ma-Gwamba settlements

are to be found is situated in a south-western direction from

Umzila’s kraal. Indeed, if we examine a recent map, for

instance, that of Petermann’s Mittheilungen (1872, table 21),

or that of Jeppe, which for that matter is a copy of

Petermann’s, we find on the north of the Limpopo river,

along the 31° long., up to the 21° lat. S., a country which

has been explored only by the traveller Mauch. The names

which we read there, along the routes followed by Mauch,

are but those of Gwamba Chiefs. About five years ago I had

a good opportunity of collecting some fresh information con-

cerning those Gwamba settlements, when one of my Christian

servants, a middle-aged Gwamba man, made a journey back

and forth through that same country.

Thus, coming from the north, we first find Dumbo's kraal.

The river Lunde passes close by, and the people of the kraal

drink of its waters. This is close to the frontier, between

Ma-Gwamba and Ba-Nyai, or between Umzila’s and Lo-

Bengula’s kingdom. But the maps must be corrected and

the frontier removed some twenty miles more to the west

;

for the first Ba-Nyai settlement, the kraal of Makadyile, is

situated on the left bank of the river Lunde, about ten miles

north-west of Dumbo.

The father of Dumbo was Ngwenj*a
;

they are Ma-,

Gwamba, under the rule of Umzila. But Dumbo, becoming

dissatisfied with his suzerain, left the place and went to

live with Lo-Bengula. He was not followed by many of his

people
;
and the kraal is now governed by Dumbo’s young

brother, named Rangane
,
who is a loyal vassal of Umzila.

If we go southward, we find on the river Bubye several
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Gwamba names, from Vurmele downwards. But in this

name the letter V has the German pronunciation, and there-

fore it ought to be altered and changed for an F. The

exact orthography of the name is Furumele. However, this

Gwamba Chief is no more, and future travellers will find

another name at his place, because he was succeeded by his

son Mokaha.

Tshukumeta is a Gwamba Chief.

Makabele is also a Mo-Gwamba
;

but he has emigrated

with his people, and gone to settle in a place south of the

junction of the Bubye and Limpopo rivers, near the Gwamba
settlement of Makuleka.

Zamokazi has also left, to go and settle south of the

Limpopo, among the Zoutpansberg lower hills.

Halata, TJmkoko
,
Umkokinyane are all Gwamba people.

Malingotse is only the name of the land.

If now we go S.E., and cross both the Limpopo and its

affluent the Limvubu (called Lebvubye by the Ma-Gwamba),

we meet some hills, to which the maps give the name of

Sierra de Chicundo. This somewhat strange name is quite

right
;
but it needs to be explained. I dare say it was first

written so by Bita Montanha, in whose language sierra is a

range of hills; and geographers put down the full name after

him. Then came the ordinary readers, who found the whole

appellation of Sierra de Chicundo sounded very much like a

Portuguese or a Spanish name; and accordingly they assumed

that it really was a Portuguese name, given to the place by

the Portuguese of the coast. But such is not the case.

Chicundo is a proper Gwamba name, and it was, in this

instance, that of a Chief of no mean importance. In the

neighbourhood of Chicundo’s Hills there are many other

Gwamba settlements
;
but Chicundo himself died a few years

ago. I do not know the name of his successor. But at present

the most important chief of that country is Shikicarakieara,

who lives on the left bank of the Limvubu river, at a little

distance from the Motswetla chief, Makwarele.

The above details are no doubt sufficient to prove that the

various portions of the Gwamba tribe are scattered over a

VOL. XVI.—[new series.] 4
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very extensive country. This country is limited on the

south, east, and west, by frontiers which have been well

ascertained. But the northern frontier remains to be exactly

defined, as the country which extends from Sofala to the

Zambesi has, till now, scarcely been explored at all.

Strange to say, a small community of Ma-Gwamba is to be

found under the 12° Lat. S., to the west of and not far from

Lake Nyassa. The missionaries of Livingstonia and Bandawe

are in relation with those Ma-Gwamba, who live there mixed

with Xosa and Zulu from the South.

II. Classification.

Several dialects are to be found in the Gwamba language,

and their variations are sometimes very remarkable. But they

are still mostly unknown. The books which we have begun

printing are written in the dialect of Lorenzo-Marques, and

of the country south of the Limpopo.

The language to which Gwamba most closely relates is

certainly Xosa, although the “ ukuhlonipa
” custom is not

practised among the Ma-Gwamba. The Suto language

differs much more from both Xosa and Gwamba, than those

two from each other
;
and Dr. Bleek judged with accuracy

when he stated (§ 22) that “ The South-Eastern Branch

consists of three distinct species : Kafir, Si-Chuana, and

Tekeza.” Only, he might have named Xosa between the

two others, and put Tekeza the first, as being the natural

link between the Middle Branch and Xosa
;

or again, if

Zulu must be distinguished from Xosa, the list of the South-

Eastern Branch should be : Gwamba, Zulu, Xosa, and

Chuana.

Among Middle Branch languages, the idioms which

approach nearest to Gwamba are those of Sena and Tete.

But they are as yet too little known to allow of establishing

the degree of their relationship with Gwamba. However,

if it is not too bold to make a supposition, I should foretell,

after what is known of those languages, that a closer study

will bring them in very close relationship to Gwamba, closer
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than Kua is to Sena, and perhaps than Xosa is to Gwamba.

In that manner the Bantu languages will appear to form a

regular chain of which it may be felt necessary to know all

the links, before a full theory of their origin can be arrived at.

The theory of a “ mother-tongue ” seems to be actually

deprecated, because of the numerous questions that it cannot

answer. Thus Mr. Maples, writing on Kua, says: “Ma-Kua
possesses a large number of words entirely non-existent in

any other of the known languages in Bantu. No known law

of verbal change or transliteration can account for these words

by showing them to be phonologically connected with others

in other dialects of the same group. This fact refuses

to yield to the theory of a mother-tongue.” This is quite

right
;
but when we consider that the Bantu dialects are

still so imperfectly studied, we are obliged to defer drawing

conclusions
;
for it is not impossible that a more complete

acquaintance with the Bantu system may bring forth new

and still unknown laws of verbal changes, which will rehabilitate

“ the mother-tongue theory.” We can already see that any

other theory will have to overcome much greater difficulties

than that one. Indeed, the mutual relationship of the Bantu

languages is an undeniable fact, and of supreme importance

;

such a deep and intimate connexion between various lan-

guages demands an explanation, and the question must be

asked imperiously :
“ How have they come to be so much

like each other P ” Therefore I fear that if any new theory

is brought forward in opposition with the old hypothesis of

a mother-tongue, the said theory will find insuperable the

difficulty of answering that question.

But we are still far from any solution, because our know-

ledge of the Bantu dialects is far too incomplete to give

occasion to make I shall not say a synthesis, which will

only come at the end, but even a full and comprehensive

analysis of the general system of the Bantu languages. Let

us then, for the present, set aside all attempts at constructing

a theory of that system, and let us direct our efforts to the

analytical study of every particular idiom, in order to prepare

the necessary materials for the future edifice.
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III. Phonology.

The alphabet of the Gwamba language contains a very

remarkable peculiarity, which well deserves to draw the

attention of linguists. This peculiarity consists in a special

consonant which has never been heard of before, and which

must be classed as a labial sibilant. The sound of this letter

is obtained by putting the tongue in the position required

for the letter s, and then by closing the lips, so that they

cover the teeth, and so that the breath produces the friction

against the lips only. It is as pure a labial as p, b, m,

and is as strong a sibilant as s or sh (English). At first,

a stranger’s ear will mistake it for a compound consonant,

which it is not, for it may also combine with the letter t

the same way as s does in the words tsar, tsarina.

When Dr. Peters collected his vocabularies of Lorenzo-

Marques and of Inhambane, he missed the true sound and

misunderstood the real value of this letter. Dr. Bleek did

of course the same, because he had no other source but

Dr. Peters’ vocabularies. This traveller took this sound

for a combination of p> and s, and consequently he repre-

sented it by ps.

I may here make a general remark upon vocabularies

collected by travellers and explorers. Dr. Peters was, I

presume, perfectly prepared for the work he undertook, and

his collections of words were made with great care and ability.

In spite of that, his vocabulary of Lorenzo-Marques is very

defective, and it contains some gross errors. Thus he gives

for the Gwamba word tillo the meaning of ‘ God,’ which is

a mistake : tillo means the sky, and the Gwamba word for

‘ God ’ is Shiktcembo (or Tshikioetnbo). Again, for a ‘ blind

man,’ he gives this translation :

—

loa-koa-ngabo-ne : it is

evident that here Dr. Peters thought this expression was

perhaps made of four different words, which he attempted to

separate with hyphens. But he was somewhat mistaken,

and having not learned the Gwamba grammar, he mutilated

the language in an awful manner; he divided words and

made others with the separated syllables ; or he joined in
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one word different ones, which ought to have remained

separate. In fact, the translation he gave for ‘ blind man ’

contains a whole sentence, which, if constructed according to

grammatical rule, will read as follows : lo a ho a nga bone ;

and it means in English, ‘ the one icho says he does not seed

Of course, the idea conveyed by that expression is not wrong

;

but nobody would think of giving to this English sentence

the form and place of one word
;

and the said Gwamba
phrase is not the Gwamba expression for ‘ blind man,’ it is

but an explanatory description.

Many similar examples of errors could be produced out of

Dr. Peters’ vocabularies, and when we remember that this

eminent traveller deserved more than usual credit, we must

forcibly come to this conclusion: when explorers give

vocabularies of unknown languages, such vocabularies must

be received with caution and reserve, because a person who
has not mastered the language, who cannot explain its gram-

matical forms, and who has not lived long enough among the

natives to become fully acquainted with their manner of

thinking, that person will often be misled and give a wrong

translation.

That is the very reason why Dr. Peters used the combi-

nation ps to represent the labial sibilant which constitutes the

most remarkable characteristic of the Gwamba alphabet.

But then, what letter, what sign shall we take to express

graphically this newly-discovered consonant ? When seeking

for a system of writing to be applied to Gwamba, we found

the Standard Alphabet of Professor Lepsius the best system,

and adopted it. But though very rich, it contained of course

no representation of our new sound, which has not been heard

of before. However, as this sound’s basis is a sibilant

fricativa fortis, the principle of the Standard Alphabet led us

to take the basis s and try to invent for it a practical

diacritical sign
;
then noticing that the English sh was

represented by s, it was decided to invert the diacritical

mark of this and write s for our labial sibilant.

Now the question may be asked : this letter, has it a great

importance in the language ? or also, as the honourable Pro-
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fessor Dr. Lepsius wrote to me: this sound, is it not produced

by an anomalous pronunciation of the s ? It is an easy

matter to answer those questions, and to prove that this is

a real characteristic sound and of essential importance. We
have but to quote from Dr. Bleek’s Comparative Grammar
a sentence of paragraph 471, which says: “The following

table showing the correspondence of the derivative prefixes

of nouns in the Northern Tekeza dialect spoken at Lorenzo-

Marques, Delagoa Bay, is of course incomplete. It is

supposed that the form of the eighth prefix here is^?si, as in

the dialect of Tette, but the vocabularies (as yet our only

materials for the knowledge of these dialects) contain no

positive evidence of this.”

Remembering then that the psi of Bleek and Peters finds

its true representation in our si and tsi, I can assert that

it is really the form of the eighth prefix in the Gwamba
language. Before I could myself procure and read a copy

of Bleek’s Comparative Grammar (which I was recently able

to do through Mr. R. N. Cust’s obliging kindness), I had

pointed out that special form of prefix, both when corre-

sponding with Professor Lepsius and when teaching Gwamba
grammar to our missionary students. Therefore this letter

(s) is the only means of distinguishing a whole class of

nouns, and it has for itself a whole and independent set of

concord. It is also a mark of the plural, as will be seen

by looking at Bleek’s tables of prefixes
;
and in Gwamba

this is a rule without any exception : wherever that prefix

is heard or seen, the word which owns it is plural.

Moreover, this letter is largely used in the language, not

only because it occurs in the middle of words, as well as in

the prefix, but because the pronoun, which corresponds to the

nouns of that class, is commonly used by itself in a general

and neutral sense. This pronoun can then be exactly trans-

lated- by the French word ‘ cela,’ which the English word
‘ that ’ renders but insufficiently.

Therefore it is evident that this new letter is of the

greatest importance
;
and the readers of Bleek’s Comparative

Grammar will notice that the alphabets of Sena and of
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Tette also possess the same letter, which permits us to think

that those dialects are closely related to Gwamba (see

Bleek, § 471).

A very strange feature of the Gwamba language is that,

unlike its sister-tongues, it has two nasalized vowels (see

Lepsius’ Standard Alphabet
, pp. 58, 59). In Indian languages

it appears that this nasalization is occasionally applied to all

vowels
;

whilst I think that among European languages

French alone possesses nasalized vowels. But Gwamba has

only two, the sounds of which we find in the French words

ban and pain, and which Lepsius writes a and e. However,

those nasalized vowels are not found in a great many words.

Among the twenty-eight letters of the alphabet, the most

frequently met with in the speech is certainly the vowel a :

it appears in an average of 20 per cent. If we add to this

that the proportion of the letter e, with its various shades,

comes to 12 per cent., and of o to 8 per cent., the remaining

vowels making together about 10 per cent., it will un-

doubtedly appear that the consonants take but one-half of

the room in the speech, and that the language must sound

soft and harmonious. This opinion will be strengthened

by the consideration that there is no harsh guttural in

Gwamba, the letters k, g, and h having not a hard pro-

nunciation.

Euphony is indeed a very important element in the forma-

tion and derivation of Gwamba words. The same remark

is of course applicable to the other Bantu idioms; but they

do not follow the same phonetic principles. On the contrary,

each particular language has special phonetic principles, which

are its private property, and which can well serve as a dis-

tinguishing characteristic. This fact is so important that

Bleek ought to have had a chapter on euphony in Part I. of

his book, where he treats the subject of Phonology. Certainly

it is very strange that Bleek, in his Comparative Grammar of

Bantu Languages, did not write a word on euphonic principles

and rules. Was it, perhaps, because he could not ascertain

surely enough what these principles were in each language, on

account of the scantiness of his sources of information? True
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it is, at any rate, that one must be thoroughly well acquainted

with a language to understand perfectly the principle of its

euphony
;

and it has such a great importance that the

grammarian must always be on the watch not to miss it.

However, there can be no difficulty in finding examples

where the application of euphonic rule is to be detected.

Thus, it is the case with foreign words, when they are in-

troduced into a language : two sister-tongues will not always

give the same form to the same word, and generally Gwamba
does not alter a foreign word as much as Suto does.

But let us take a few examples to show the way those

idioms adapt to themselves a European word. The word
‘ book ’ has passed into several of the South African lan-

guages. Both Gwamba and Suto have retained the English

sound, and have only added a termination, made of a vowel
;

but Gwamba has chosen the vowel u to make it harmonize

with the first syllable, whilst Suto chose a in order to lighten

the word, for in Suto the vowel u would in that word have

too much weight. AVe have therefore buku in Gwamba,

and buka in Suto.

Again, the Dutch word for to work is work, from which

Ma-Gwamba have made berenga and Ba-Suto bereka. This is

in accordance with a remark made by Bleek, that in Gwamba
(Tekeza) and in Xosa the tendency to nasalization is stronger

than in Chuana. However, we cannot make of it a per-

manent rule, for even that nasalization of words is oftentimes

affected by euphony
;
and after a careful examination one

might possibly be led to say that the Chuana system of

nasalization is the contrary of the Gwamba system. If we

take, for instance, the English word ‘ paper,’ we find that

Ma-Gwamba have made of it ])apelo, without any nasal

sound, whilst Ba-Suto have made it pampiri, and thus

introduced a nasal consonant into it.

Still there are many foreign words which have taken the

same shape in both languages, an example of which is found

in the word veke, which in Gwamba and Suto means * a

week.’

Mr. Maples will have to prove the accuracy of his statement,
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when he said in his “Notes on Ma-Kua,” “The English o

(as in ‘ go’) is unknown in Ma-Kua and in South African

languages generally, the o of the vocabularies usually stand-

ing for the English oa in such a word as ‘ soar,’ or the a in

‘ water,’ ‘ call,’ etc.” I beg leave to say that the sound of o

as in ‘go’ is not unknown, but it is less common than the

other shades of o. We find it in the Gwamba word lo, which,

is of frequent usage, in the word ngopfo, etc. It also occurs

in the Suto word bobe ‘evil,’ Iona ‘you,’ etc.

Many ways of combining consonants are to be found in

Gwamba. But we must notice two remarkable peculiarities

which occur in the union of certain consonants with certain

vowels, or rather double-vowels. Let us take first the case

of m, as illustrated by the first class prefix of nouns. This

prefix is mo, and if it is applied to a radical which begins

with the vowel a, it should seemingly give mo-a . . . ,
etc. But

the “genie de la langue” does not allow of such a form, on

account of euphony
;
and consequently the vowel o changes

into the semivowel w, and the initial consonant m becomes a

guttural n, which Lepsius represents by h, and which also

belongs to English, as in the word ‘ singing.’

Therefore instead of mo-a the Gwamba says hwa

;

for

instance, ‘ a child ’ is in Gwamba nicana, which stands for

mo-ana.

But it is not only with the prefix mo, neither only with

the vowel a, that this rule finds an application. The meeting

of the vowel e will produce the same effect, of which an

example can be taken from the locative case of certain

nouns.

The locative is formed by adding n or en at the end of the

noun
;
the word mathamo might in the locative have become

mathamo-en, instead of which it becomes mathanwen. Iu the

same manner the locative of nsimo will be nsinicen, and so on

with all substantives which terminate in mo.

The second consonant to be mentioned is b, which has an

analogous peculiarity. This letter cannot in Gwamba precede

two vowels of which the first had the sound of o or of u ; it

cannot precede sounds represented by the joined vowels oa,
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ua, oe, ue, etc. We can take an illustration of this from a

class of nouns whose prefix is bo or bu. Thus the Gwamba
word for a ‘ boat ’ comes from the radical at and takes the

prefix bo

;

consequently it might have had the form of bo-at-o.

But the ‘genie de la langue’ and its euphonic principle

cannot accept such a sound as bo-a

;

and will not even allow

the vowel o to be replaced by its corresponding semivowel w,

as was the case with the prefix mo. Here, instead of the o,

the Gwamba will have the semivowel y, and the b undergoes

no change, so that the bo-a becomes bya

;

and the word for

a ‘ boat ’ will be byato. In the same manner, the word for

‘ beer ’ is byalwa instead of bu-alwa.

Again, the same rule applies to the locative case of the

nouns which terminate with bo or bu, whatever may be their

respective prefixes. Thus the word liubo will not make its

locative in hubicen, but in hubyen. Nkhubu will give

nkhubyen; mekhubu, mekhubyen, and so on.

IV. Morphology.

Before giving here the table of the Gwamba classes of

prefixes, it will be necessary to speak briefly of a word or

letter whose character Dr. Bleek could not define. Quoting

from his Comparative Grammar, we read in the paragraph

471 about “Tekeza” the following: “An initial vowel

(frequently a), which is evidently unconnected with the

prefix, occasionally precedes the noun in these vocabularies.

The nature of this vowel is not clear. When an a, it may be

merely the genitive particle.”

We gather from this: 1. That Bleek has noticed that in

Gwamba a vowel may precede the noun
;

2. That this vowel

may be either a or another vowel
;

3. That this initial

vowel is but occasional
;

4. That it is unconnected with the

prefix.

I am glad to be able to confirm Bleek’s observations on

this point, and I think I can explain the nature of this

vowel.
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As to the last sentence of the quotation, Dr. Bleek’s

vocabularies are not at present at my disposal, so that I

cannot point out the words in which the said initial vowel

may be merely “the genitive particle.” But it is no matter

of importance.

Now to the four observations which Bleek made upon the

initial vowel, we must add a few more, which will lead us to

understand its nature.

1. This vowel always precedes a word beginning with a

consonant.

2. It may precede, not only nouns, though this case is

the most frequent, but also other words, as, for instance, the

preposition ka, the adverb hast, etc.

3. When a noun depends on a preposition, and a preposi-

tion always precedes its regimen, the initial vowel will not

find room between the preposition and the noun.

4. This last rule is capable of a general extension, for the

initial vowel will not precede a word wdiich is so closely

connected with a preceding word as to make with it a

grammatical member of a sentence.

5. The vowel varies according to the phonetic character of

the word it precedes.

6. It is usually found to precede the most important

member of a sentence, or any important member, especially

so when this member opens the sentence.

From these various observations it will appear that this

initial vowel is an epenthetic letter
,

to the occurrence of

which a double cause must be ascribed, namely : euphony

and emphasis. Wherefore it has a double function : 1. When
Ma-Gwamba pronounce a word of importance in their speech,

they like to open the mouth with a vowel, especially after

a pause
;
and they want this vowel the most when the first

syllable of the word bears the accent. Euphony is then the

ruling principle in such a case. 2. If in his speech a Mo-
Gwamba wants to emphatically mark a noun or another

word, he will as a manner of announcement put this initial

vowel before it
;
but he must use the initial vowel which

euphony would require. This second function is uot
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therefore opposite to the first

;

but very often they are

united.

It strikes me that this Gwamba vowel is perhaps identical

with the vowel which often precedes nouns in Xosa and

Zulu, and which has also attracted the attention of Dr. Bleek.

But I dare not insist upon comparing them, because Dr.

Bleek assigns quite another role to the Kafir initial vowel.

In paragraphs 461 and sequent he calls it “ article” and he

says (464) :
“ Although it is clear that the initial vowel was

originally a pronoun (derived from, and at first identical with,

the derivative prefix which it precedes), and used with the force

of an article, it can hardly be said now to have this power-

Its employment appears mainly to depend upon usage, and

scarcely upon any intention of thereby defining the noun.

The position of this ancient article at the beginning of the

noun accords with the general position of the demonstrative

pronouns in Kafir, which in this language, as well as in

Isubu, precede the noun, instead of being placed after it, as

in Setshuana and most of the Bantu languages. Yestiges of

this old article are also found in some other Bantu languages

(as in Mpongwe).”

After this quotation I feel justified in considering this

initial vowel in Xosa as similar and parallel to the Gwamba
one. But I regret to say I cannot endorse Dr. Bleek’s

opinions upon it. First, it was in vain that I sought in his

Comparative Grammar for the ground upon which he states

“ that it is clear the initial vowel was originally a pronoun,

and used with the force of an article.” He gives no proof of

this, and therefore the words “it is clear” must be taken

only as the expression of a subjective opinion. Now, the

end of the sentence, and the sentence following it, contain

other statements which contradict his opinion
;
for he says

that the initial vowel has not now the power of an article,

that its employment depends upon usage, and that its function

is not to define the nouns. Here, I quite concur in these

three remarks : and I can only wish that linguists may
study more closely the question of this initial vowel.

In fact the Bantu languages have no article, and their
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peculiar genius admits of none. Often and often have I

examined this subject, and I cannot conceive where room

could be found to introduce a word which should be called

an “ article,” whether definite or indefinite. Indeed, what is

an “article”? In all languages, European or otherwise,

which possess articles, we find that these are little words of a

special kind which entertain intimate and peculiar relations

with substantive nouns. But these relations are very precise

and constant, and they may be said to take three forms or to

follow three manners : 1. The substantive may be without

any article, and is then taken in general, with its full exten-

sion. 2. The substantive may be preceded by the indefinite

article, which then particularizes the notion of the noun
;
but

it does not precise it. 3. The substantive may be preceded

by the definite article, which particularizes and also precises

the notion expressed, and draws the attention upon a definite

individual or object.

There are thus three notions which, by means of the

articles, we can apply to the substantive. But these func-

tions of the articles are only formal, and they do not affect

in any way the essential idea of the noun.

Now, the Bantu languages possess no special word to

exercise this power; and if they want to precise and to define

a notion, in order to refer to a single individual and to dis-

tinguish it from similar ones, those languages must have

recourse to demonstratives, to adjectives, or to some other

way of qualifying the noun.

But certainly this is not done by using the initial vowel

which we speak of. The initial vowel is used for euphony

and for emphasis, be they either joined together or separate.

Had Dr. Bleek written a chapter on the phonetic euphony of

the Bantu languages, he would probably have detected the

nature of this vowel in “ Gwamba ” (Tekeza).

It will now be necessary to complete Bleek’s table of the

Gwamba prefixes, which are given on page 62.
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Personal Pronouns.

Singular. Plural.

1. 2.

mo-, mu- ba-

n- (tno-l-)

nw- (:mo-a-)

3. 4.

mo-, mu- me-

n-
(
mo-l-) me-l-

n- me-
m-

5. 6.

ri-, re- ma-
(

)

7. 8.

tsi-, si- tsi-, si-

1i^00
tse-, se-

9. 10.

in-, en- tin-

im-, em tim-

(
)

ti-

5 (11). 10.

ri-, re- ti-

rim- tim -

ren- tin-

14 (Abstract). 6.

lo-, bu-

by-a-
(
bo-a-)

ma-

15. (Infinitive).

bo-

ku-
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About these prefixes, Dr. Bleek says (§ 471) :
“ The contrac-

tion of the form mu- 1- to n- in the 1st and 3rd classes is the

chief characteristic of the Tekeza species.” This remark is

true enough, but Dr. Bleek only possessed a very incomplete

table of the Gwamba prefixes, as he himself tells us in the

same paragraph. If he had seen a true list of them as they

stand in our present table, surely he would have found in it a

rich ground for investigation. He would, for instance, have

considered as very peculiar and interesting the form of

the 8th class, where a newly-discovered consonant forms a

prominent feature. Again, his attention would have rested

on the 3rd class, where the prefix n- is not only a con-

traction of niu-l-, but also a contraction of mo before the

consonants t, k, etc., when the accent does not fall upon

the prefix
;
and also on the 1st class, where mo-a contracts

into nw-a
;

again, on the 14th class, where bo-a contracts

into by-a, etc.

It is greatly to be regretted that Dr. Bleek was not able to

complete his work and to write on the Bantu system of verbs.

I have not yet seen this system fully explained in any book,

in any grammar. True it is that it is so peculiar, so very

different from what we are accustomed to find in Euro-

pean languages, that I am afraid it will be necessary to

overthrow half of our traditional notions on grammatical

exposition if we are determined to do justice to the conjuga-

tion of Bantu verbs. And first of all, a conjugation, what

is it P What does that name mean ? In a general sense,

it means a complete and systematic collection of the forms

a verb is capable of taking. Then in Gwamba there is but

one such collection, because all the verbs follow the same

kind of development. Therefore, in opposition to what we
find in Greek, Latin, etc., we can say that in Gwamba,
and generally in the Bantu languages, there is only one

conjugation.

But this name of “conjugation” is often used in a more re-

stricted sense by grammarians, so that in many grammars we
are taught that the same verb is capable of following several

conjugations, be they affirmative, negative, or otherwise.
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Some authors even call by that name every set of moods and

tenses which a verb may go through. But, if we were to

do the same in Gwamba, it would be an easy matter to show

that this language possesses some eighty or hundred con-

jugations. To take such a course would be somewhat

improper, and it will be better to seek for more proper

appellations.

We are accustomed to divide a conjugation in several

“voices.” But here again it is noticeable that grammarians

do not agree on the meaning of this word, and that they

follow no logical rule in applying it. Their disaccord leads

to confusion, and comes from the fact that they have not

properly stated what must be meant by a “ voice.” If we

want to avoid that confusion, and to get a clear idea of the

Gwamba, and indeed of the Bantu, system of verbs, we must

give a precise definition of the word.

As a rule, two or three sets of moods and tenses are

ranged under that heading of “ voices”
;
they are the active,

passive and reflective. This classification may bo good for

Indo-European languages
;
but authors have introduced it

into the grammar of other families of idioms, without first

examining whether it was really applicable. Were they

justified in doing so ? Have they not too easily yielded to

habit and prejudice?

If the characteristic of a “voice” is only to mark the

distinction of the meaning of the active and of the passive,

then the}' are right; and consequently we should acknowledge

that there are in Gwamba some twenty or thirty ‘ voices,’

namely, the active, passive, reflective, causative, relative,

reciprocal, frequentative, qualificative, etc. All of them

are grammatically of the same formation
;

all of them are

parallel modifications of the active primitive. To take an

example, the word Ko laba means ‘ to seek ’
: the passive is

obtained by adding to the radical a syllable (suffix) composed

of i and w, which gives labiwa ‘ be sought..’ Similarly, the

causative is obtained by adding i and s to the radical, which

gives labisa ‘cause to seek.’ Again, the reciprocal is formed

by adding a n to the radical, which gives labana ‘ seek each
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other.’ And so on, all the senses which differ from the

primitive active are obtained in a similar way, and the new
radicals formed in this manner follow exactly the same con-

jugation, or conjugations, as the active simple does. The

formative process is the same either for the passive, the

causative, or any other
;
and therefore they must be classed

under the same heading. If then the passive is to be

called a “voice,” the causative must be also, as well as the

reciprocal, the reflective, and also the combinations of them,

for these forms often combine. But to have twenty, or

more, voices, either simple or combined, would be rather

puzzling.

Some authors have used another name and have called

derivative verbs the causative, reciprocal, and a few more
;
but

they retained the name of “voices” to apply it to the passive

and active only. But in so doing they have created an

arbitrary division between the latter class and the former,

a division which does not exist in the Bantu grammar, and

which has no ground to stand upon. In Latin and Greek

the passive does not conjugate the same way as the active, so

that there is an active and a passive manner of conjugation.

Not so, however, in Gwamba, where active and passive con-

jugate exactly the same way, as well as the reciprocal,

causative, etc. All these forms of the verb only differ by a

small alteration of the radical
;
this alteration is different

in each case, but its power and its value are always

equivalent, consisting in the addition of a syllable of two

letters only.

But then what shall we do ? How shall we class those

various forms of the Gwamba verb ? If we are determined

to acknowledge the grammar as it is, and not to mutilate it,

it seems we must say that in Gwamba any passive is but a

derivative verb, and that, beside it, there are several kinds of

derivative verbs, such as the reflective, the causative, etc.,

which are formed by adding affixes to the radical. These

affixes are ten in number. As they may be used either singly

or in combination, some of the derivative verbs must be called

simple, because they are formed by the addition of only one

VOL. XVI.—[new series.] 5
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affix
;
and some must be called combined, because they combine

in them two or more formative affixes. If, for instance, we
take the examples quoted above, we shall note that from the

primitive labn ‘seek,’ the simple derivative labiica ‘be sought,’

is obtained, as also labisa ‘ cause to seek,’ and labana ‘ seek

each other.’ If then we combine them by two, we get

labisiica, of which it will be hard to give a right English

translation, the meaning coming to this, ‘they cause me to

be sought’; and another combined derivative will be labisana,

which means ‘they cause each other to be sought.’ An
example of the combination of three suffixes in one deriva-

tive is found in the word lahlekeriwa, which means that the

subject has ‘ lost some thing per accident.’ This verb is a

passive
;

but the formative suffix of the passive has been

applied the last, that is, after the two other, because the

sense to be obtained wanted it so.

Many other combinations may take place, and according to

the sense of the root give new derivative verbs, in which the

respective position of each affix may vary greatly
;
for it

would be erroneous to think that the formative suffix of the

passive is always found to occupy the same place. There is

but one affix, which, when used, always occupies the same

position, it is the formative prefix of the reflective
;
and this

is due to the fact that it is the only “ prefix ” among all those

formative affixes.

In opposition to all the derivatives, the verb, when taken

as it appears in its simplest form, should be called the

primitive. Still, one must bear in mind that both primitive

and derivative conjugate exactly the same way.

Their conjugation consists of four different and full sets of

moods and tenses. These four sets might be called either

“voices” or “conjugations,” the latter word being of course

taken in a restricted sense. As our European languages

possess no other expressions, we must choose between those

two.

It seems desirable a priori to apply the more special term

to the simpler division, and to reserve the more general name

for the whole. Therefore we shall call “ voices ” the said
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four sets of moods and tenses. We can do it the more rightly,

since it has been shown that the passive is a derivative and not

a voice, so that no confusion will ensue. Accordingly we can

say that the Gwamba conjugation divides into four voices
,
as

follows

:

1. The first one expresses a simple affirmation of the

action, and consequently it may be called the simple affirma-

tive voice.

2. The second is used to express the action, but only in

the relative sentences, and never in the principal proposi-

tion
;

wherefore it must be named the affirmative relative

voice.

3. The third is always constructed with a negative adverb,

and gives a simple negative statement of a fact, so that it

may be called the simple negative voice.

4. The fourth one has also a negative construction and

a negative sense
;
but its form can only be used in subordi-

nate propositions which begin with a relative pronoun. We
therefore shall call it the negative relative voice.

Those four voices are not equally rich in forms, because

their respective nature cannot allow them always to follow

the same development. Thus, the first and third have all

the moods and tenses
;

whilst the second and fourth can

evidently have no imperative mood, for an order cannot be

given in a subordinate sentence. But apart from such

natural deficiencies, all four voices are well provided with

the necessary forms
;

not only that, but very often they

have two, even three forms, where European languages

have but one, and where indeed one would suffice. A
speaker, when choosing among those various forms, will

often be guided by mere euphony.

It happens, however, that the fourth voice, the negative

relative
,
offers more complicated forms than the three others

;

and, as the genius of the Bantu languages is prone to

simplify the speech as much as possible, the result is that

this fourth voice is often avoided, and that the sentence takes

another turn.

Many authors have written on the grammar of Bantu
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languages
;
but, till now, we have not been able to find in

their books even the mention of these four voices of the

Bantu verb. Shall we conclude from this that Gwamba is

among all the Bantu idioms the only one to possess them ?

Such a conclusion would not only be very hasty, hut also

quite wrong; for, indeed, the four voices are actually existing

in the other Bantu idioms, as a closer study of them will

surely show. It seems as if the authors, when wishing to

unveil to European scholars the structure of those peculiar

idioms, had thought it necessary to cast the Bantu grammar

in the mould of European languages, but that, in forcing it

in, they nipped off those strange features which European

languages had nothing to correspond to. It appears to me
that the position of the Bantu languages is still far from

being fully understood, and that several of their most

interesting and most important features have been over-

looked and missed. Let scholars make a thorough investi-

gation of the whole matter, with an unprejudiced spirit, and

they can be certain they will be richly repaid for their

labour.

But to come back to our four voices. I can certify that

Suto, which I have been using for the last ten years, has

them also
;
and it would be easy to lay down their conjuga-

tions. Moreover, when perusing the books relating to other

Bantu languages, I easily detected in them the forms of the

four voices, as they stand respectively in every language

described by the authors.

Thus, in his Kafir Grammar, Davis gives a complete

paradigm of the verb
;
he gives the affirmative and negative

forms of the tenses. But he never speaks of the relative

forms, though they accidentally appear, or a few of them at

least, here and there, in the sentences he quotes as examples

for special rules.

Grout, in his Zulu Grammar, also gives the affirmative

and negative verbs, but no relative voices. However, he

could not help noticing the most evident forms of the latter,

as they repeatedly appear in the paragraphs where he speaks

of the “ relative pronouns.” Let us especially mention
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§ 163, e, and § 173, 1 and 2. In the examples given there,

it will be seen that the verbs at the relative affirmative voice

terminate in yo and ko (according to tenses). But the

author tries an explanation of this termination, and says

it is “a pronominal euphonic suffix.” This explanation is,

however, insufficient.

If now, leaving the south, we want an example of how

the matter stands in the most northern idiom, we can take

Steere’s Handbook of Swahili, and his Swahili Exercises. The

author gives much explanation upon the conjugation, but he

does not speak of the relative voices. We, however, find

some bits of them scattered here and there, for instance,

pages 127 and 135 of the Handbook, and pages 35 to 37 of

the Exercises. The author did not miss the change which

the verb underwent
;

but instead of searching the whole

conjugation, he only gave the name of “relative sign” to

the new syllable introduced.

This discussion would take us too far, if we were to go

into more details, and therefore we must leave it now. How-
ever, it will be proper, I dare say, to give a sort of justifica-

tion of our opinion, and to prove that it is rightly grounded.

The best way to do that is to take an example of the simple

affirmative and affirmative relative voices, and also of the

corresponding English conjugation, and then institute a

comparison, which, if laid out in a table,, will at a glance tell

the value of the relative forms of the Gwamba verbs.

Let us take the verb ndi laba ‘ I want,’ and write the first

person of every tense in the affirmative simple and in the

affirmative relative voices, with the English meaning. In the

table we shall suppose that the full sentences are ‘ I want

the knife’ ndi laba mokwana, and ‘the knife which I want ’

mokwana lotto ndi labaka
;
but for the sake of clearness we

will only write the subject and the verb.

This table shows that, in spite of the deficiencies inherent

to a conjugation, which can only be used in relative sen-

tences, still this affirmative relative voice owns a sufficient set

of moods and tenses to allow of our calling it a “voice”
;

or if the term “voice” is thought objectionable, then there
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remains only the other one, that of “ conjugation,” the use

of which is in no way more exempt from inconveniences.

Simple
Affirmative Voice.

English.
Affirmative

Relative Voice.

nda laha

ndi laha

a ndi laha ....
ndi labe

ndi labile ....
a ndi labe ....

a ndi labile . . .

ndi ta laba . . . .

a ndi ta laha . . .

ndi nga ba ndi laba

ndi nga laba . . .

I am wanting . j

I want j

I was wanting . .

1 I wanted . . . (

l I have wanted
j

|

I had wanted
.

j

I shall want . . . .

I shall have wanted
I should want . . .

I can (or may) want

ndi labaka

ngi ndi laba

ndi labeke

ndi nga laba

ndi labileko

ngi ndi labeke

ngi ndi nga laba

ngi ndi labileko

ndi nga ta laba

ndi nga ba ndi laba

ndi nga ta ba ndi laba

ndi nga labaka

In the above table we have given only the first person of

the singular of each tense
;
and it is sufficient, for a similar

occurrence is observable in the Bantu conjugation as in the

English one, namely, that in any tense the form of the verb

remains unchanged for all the persons. Thus the English

says

:

I had wanted we had wanted

he had wanted you had wanted

she had wanted they had wanted

it had wanted

The pronouns make all the difference. Exactly the same

thing happens in Gwamba and all Bantu languages.

Another similarity between English and Gwamba is notice-

able in the examples given above. The sentences ‘ I want

the knife,’ and ‘the knife which I want,’ have indeed an

identical construction in both languages. But the English

has an article, whilst Gwamba has none, as formerly explained.

We find that in Gwamba there is but one conjuga-

tion, which every verb must follow. But that conjuga-
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tion exhibits two sorts of development : 1. The primitive

verb gives rise, by means of radical affixes, to a vast series of

derivatives, among which the passive must be classed. 2.

Both primitive and derivative conjugate in four voices, of

which European languages have no example.

It may be the right place here to make a summary remark

upon the now generally adopted way of writing Bantu verbs

and sentences. Most English authors incorporate in one

word the verb, its auxiliary, its pronoun subject, and, if there

is one, its objective pronoun. Gfrout, however, did not do

so
;
and, as a rule, French and German authors do not do it

either. We think the latter are right, and we could prove

it; but a discussion on the matter would be here out of place.

We can only say that if this system of orthography were

adopted in English, we would, instead of a sentence like ‘ he

had not told it you,’ have the big word hehadnottolditj/ou.

There is no more reason to apply it to Bantu than to Euro-

pean languages.

A remarkable feature of the Gwamba verb is that the

active is often used instead of the passive, if there is no

possibility of amphibology.

Y. Sematology.

All the Bantu people have been led by nature to use the

decimal system in arithmetic, for when they are counting,

they always reckon the numbers with their fingers. But,

whilst some tribes have special nouns for the first ten

numbers, in others the numerals only reach as far as five,

and then there is a distinct word for ten. The latter is the

case with Gwamba. After five they count ‘ five and one,’

‘ five and two,’ etc.
;

and, again, after ten, they begin with

‘ten and one.’ For sixteen they accordingly say ‘ten and

five and one.’ However, there is in Gwamba also a distinct

word for ‘ hundred,’ so that, in all, the nouns for numerals

are seven in number, whilst in English we find about thirty

of them.

The ordinal numbers are nearly the same as the common
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ones, but the first is quite different. In order to say ‘ the

first,’ a verb is employed which means ‘ to be in front of,’

and it is used as a substantive ruled by the genitive preposi-

tion ‘of.’ The same thing occurs probably in all the Bantu

languages.© ©
Three different words are used for the verb ‘to be,’ namely,

la, re (or le), and nga (or nge, ngi). None of them has a

complete conjugation; but they supply the deficiencies of

each other. However, in simple sentences, when ‘to be’ is

only the copula, it is allowed to drop, as in Latin.

The verb ‘to have’ is expressed by the copula followed

by the preposition na ‘with.’ But as we have just said that

the copula is commonly suppressed, there remains only the

preposition na.

The negative adverbs are three in number. One is used

absolutely to say ‘ no,’ and the other two alwajrs accompany

the verb. None of them can be joined with a substantive,

and in order to say, for instance, ‘no horse,’ ‘ not a penny,’ a

short and impersonal phrase is generally used. This phrase

means ‘there is no . . .’ or ‘there was no . . and on account

of its frequent occurrence, it is sometimes taken with the

power of an adjective.

It is scarcely possible to obtain from Gwamba people the

names of the months, for they do not mind them. When
any date is to be determined, they take their various agricul-

tural labours as time marks, and they reckon the beginning

of the year to be marked by the first gardening work of the

season, which usually takes place in August or September.

Curiously enough, they are somewhat more particular about

the division of the day. They have distinct words or phrases

to express ‘daybreak,’ ‘sunrise,’ ‘morning,’ ‘middle morning,’

‘midday,’ etc., to ‘night’ and ‘ midnight.’

Gwamba possesses a good number of abstract nouns, and

when such a noun is wanting, it can be supplied by means of

a verb, the infinitive of which is then used as a substantive.

But, as might be expected, the actual abstract words express

more often sentiments, passions, and moral dispositions, than

intellectual abstractions.
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Mimical gesture and intonation often accompany the

speech. Thus, when an object is pointed to at some distance,

the pitch of the voice is raised in proportion with the

distance, and if the objects stand very far, the voice will

attain the highest pitch. But, it must be borne in mind,

that this is not characteristic of South African languages,

for the same thing is done in Europe, either in a familiar and

playful way, or by uneducated persons.

The Hottentot clicks which have crept into Suto, Xosa,

and Zulu, are not known to the Gwamba language. How-
ever, the young men who learn Zulu affect sometimes to

use clicks, by mere pride, to show that they know some

words of foreign origin.
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Art. YI.— Dialects of Tribes of the Hindu Khush , from

Colonel Biddulph's Work on the subject (corrected)}

Explanatory Note.

—

As the following languages are not found in a written
form, transliteration is not possible : they are, therefore, written according to

simple English pronunciation, eked out with signs :

—

a unaccented to be pronounced as in
* have.’

a or ah as the short a in ‘ America.’
d as in ‘ dark.’

e unaccented as in ‘ shell.’

e or eh as in the French ‘ etait.’

e as the first e in ‘where.’

e or ey as the a in ‘ way.’

i unaccented as in ‘ kill.’

l as the ee in ‘ feet.”

o unaccented as in the French ‘votre.’

6 as in ‘ knot.’

6 as in ‘for.’

6 as in ‘ hole.’

o as in the German ‘ schon.’

u unaccented as in ‘ gun.’

it as in ‘ full.’

ii as in the French ‘ mieux.’

ai as the y in ‘ my.’

th and ph as in ‘ Trentham,’ and ‘ up-
hold,’ not as the Greek 0 and <p.

gh and kh are pronounced much less

gutturally than in Persian,

n and g with a dot underneath
,
cere-

brally as in the French ‘ non,’
‘ long.’

j
with a dot underneath, soft as in the

French ‘jamais.’

n as in the Spanish ‘ senor.’

BOORISHKI (Yager Dialect), spoken in Hunza, Yager,

and Yassin.

[This is the language called Khajuna by Dr. Leitner.]

The Substantive.

Substantives are either masculine or feminine, as are also

the first three numerals, which have masculine and feminine

forms.

The genders of nouns expressing human beings are accord-

ing to sex
;

all other living creatures, irrespective of sex, are

masculine. All things made of wood are masculine, and all

metals or things made of metal are feminine, except jamd ‘ a

bow,’ which is feminine
;

and toomdk ‘ a gun,’ didoo ‘ a

bullet,’ chitr ‘a knife,’ and ‘coined money,’ which are mascu-

line. Things made of cloth of any kind are feminine, with

1 [It is proposed to publish these corrections, from time to time, as there is space

in the Journal of the lioyal Asiatic Society.—

E

d. J.R.A.S.]
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some exceptions. All trees, plants, and grains are feminine,

with one or two exceptions
;
and fruits are masculine, except

gaing ‘a grape,’ which is feminine. All liquids are feminine.

The relations of substantives are expressed by the applica-

tion of postpositions, which are alike both in the singular

and plural.

Singular. Plural.

Kom. a man siss. men siss.

Gen. of a man siss-e. of men siss-e.

Bat. to a man siss-er. to men siss-er.

Acc. a man siss. men siss.

Abl. on a man siss-ette. on men siss-ette.

in a man siss-e- Ciloo. in men siss-e-iiloo.

with a man siss-e-kat. with men siss-e-kat.

for a man siss-e-gunne. for men siss-e-gunne.

by or from a man siss-tsiim. by or from men siss-tsiira.

Yoc. oh man leh siss. oh men leh siss.

The e interposed between the noun and postposition in the

ablative is only for the sake of euphony, and is often omitted.

All nouns, both masculine and feminine, are declined like

Siss, except feminine nouns relating to human beings, as

:

Singular.

Norn, (thy) wife

Gen. of (thy) wife

But. to (thy) wife

Ace. (thy) wife

Abl. on (thy) wife

in (thy) wife

with (thy) wife

for (thy) wife

by or from (thy)

wife

Yoc. oh wife

ghs.

gus-moh.
ghs-mor.
gus.

ghs-moy-ette.

gus-mo-loo.

ghs-mo-kat.

ghs-mo-gunne.

gus-mo-tshm.
wah gus.

Plural.

(thv) wives ghs-hiunts.

of (thy) wives gus-hiuntse.

to (thy) wives ghs-hiunts-er.

(thy) wives giis-hiunts.

on (thy) wives gus-hiunts-ette.

in (thy) wives gus-hiunts-moloo.

with (thy) wives gus-hiunts-kat.

for (thy) w'ives ghs-hiunts-gunne.

by or from (thy)

wives ghs-hiunts-tshra.

oh wives wah ghs-hiunts.

The vocative exclamation differs according to the relation-

ship between the persons. Men say leh to one another, and

wall to all women except their own wives. To their wives

they use the exclamation sell, which is also used by women
to one another.

The noun in the genitive is placed before the governing

noun, as: SissS haghoor ‘The man’s horse,’ Sisse tornaki

didoo ‘ The man’s gun’s bullet.’

Every substantive and adjective has a suffixed termination

both in the singular and plural, which is used somewhat as

an indefinite or definite article, and is interposed between

the substantive and the postposition. This termination is
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always un or wun in the singular, but varies considerably in

the plural, the commonest forms being ing, isho, iits, ik, and

tints. It is not necessarily discarded when used with a

numeral, as: Oome berumdn sm-ik yotsuma ‘How many men
did you see?’ Jah hin siss-un yetsum ‘I saw one man.’

Jeh siss-xm-kat niyum ‘ I went with the man.’ But it would

be more correct to say: Oome berumdn siss yotsuma ? Jah

hin siss yetsum. Jeh siss-kdt niyum.

The termination is never used in the singular with both

adjective and substantive, but is suffixed to whichever comes

last in the sentence, as

:

A strong man Shatillo siss-w«.

That man is very strong Ine siss but shatillo-mum bai.

This rule, however, does not always hold good in the

plural, where the termination can be used at pleasure, either

with both substantive and adjective, or only with one
;
but it

is more correct to use it only as in the singular, for instance

:

Strong men Sbatillo siss-iA.

Those men are very strong Ooe siss-ik but shatill-yoAo ban.

Ten swift horses Toromo humalkum-isAo haghoor.

The suffix when used is placed between the noun and its

postposition, as :

Singular.

Nom. a horse

Gen. of a horse

Dat. to a horse

Acc. a horse

Abl. on a horse

in a horse

with a horse

for a horse

by or from a horse

Voc. oh horse

hhghoor-M».

haghoor-e<n-e.

haghoor-MK-er.

hhghoor-M>i.

haghoor-un- ette.

b hghoor- «»-uloo.
hhghoor-w«-ekat.
haghoor-Mx-egunne.
hhghoor- ww-tsiun

.

leh haghoor.

Plural.

haghoor-iwfs.

haghoor-i»ts-e.

h&ghoor-iwt.s-er.

haghoor-ints.

haghoor-mts-ette.

haghoor-iftts-uloo.

h hgboor-i'nts-ekat.

haghoor- iwts-egunne.

h aghoor- u/ti-tsum.

leh haghoor.

An adjectival noun is sometimes formed by adding the

termination kish to a common noun, as : imos ‘ anger,’ imos-

kish ‘ an angry person,’ but it is not employed as a simple

adjective. ‘ He became angry ’ would be imos manimi.

The Adjectives.

The adjective precedes the substantive, as shown above.

It is not declined. Adjectives that terminate in o change
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the termination to i when in conjunction with a feminine

substantive in the singular. No difference is made in the

plural, or in adjectives that terminate in urn.

Pronominal Substantives and Adjectives.

A number of substantives and adjectives have pronominal

prefixes, without which they are never used, and which are

employed according to the relation of the noun to which

they are prefixed. Each has seven forms
;
thus, to express

‘ head ’ it is necessary to say ‘ my head,’ ‘ your head/ etc.

;

hut there is no word for ‘head’ in the abstract. For

instance :

my head aa'-yetis.

thy head 170-yetis,

his head i-yetis.

their head

her head moo- yetis,

our head mi-yetis,

your head mm'-yetis.

oo-yetis.

When applied to animals or objects, the forms of the third

persons singular and plural are used. The prefix is nearly

the same in all pronominal words, both substantive and

adjective.

The use of the regular pronouns is not obviated by these

prefixes, hut they are employed in addition
;
nor are the

plural terminations discarded, as :

My head aches

What is thy name?
She had (lit. saw) a dream
Your tongues speak

Their brothers have gone

Ja aiyetis okholjibi.

Gome yoc-ik bessun dila ?

Kine moolji-un yetsoobo.

Ma mow-mhsho ghariehibiim.

Ooe ochookon niban.

These substantives all denote objects or attributes which

belong to a single individual, possession of which cannot be

shared, such as ‘head,’ ‘dream,’ ‘temper,’ ‘father,’ ‘wife,’ etc.

The pronominal adjectives are compounds formed from the

above substantives, as, es-shokum ‘ generous,’ from es

(pronom. subs.) ‘ heart,’ and shokurn ‘ wide,’ the prefix being

changed either according to the person of the verb it governs

or is governed by, and denoting qualities which cannot be

shared, as :

I became independent Jeh «.s-goorumun manam.
His father is brave Ine yoo es-daghanusun bai.

My wife is timid Ja ows moos-goosasun bo.

We are clever Min miY-chikoyo ban.
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In the nominative singular a difference is made between a

transitive and intransitive verb, by adding e when the former

is employed, except in the first person, when a slightly

different form is used, as shown above. Ho difference is

made in the first and second persons plural : e is added to

the third person sometimes, but is not obligatory

:

I went
I saw the man
Thou sawest the man
She went
He saw the man
They will come
They saw me

Jeh niyum.

Jdh siss-un yetsum.

Oome siss-un yetsooma.

Kin nimo.

Ine siss-un vetsimi.

Kuo joochen.

Ooe jeh aiyetsoomum.

When reference is made to objects or animals, the follow-

ing forms, which are not applicable to human beings, are

used

:

this

of this

these

of these

{

kl,ios, masc.

khot, fern.

( khosd, masc.

|
khote, fern.

khots.

khotse.

this

of that

those

of those

ess, masc.

et, fern.

esse, masc.

ete, fern.

ets.

etse.

This is the horse

This water is good
This is better than that

Khos haglioor hi

Khot tsil tultus dila

Khos-esse-X&iim tultus bi.

Reflective Pronouns.

The reflective pronoun is formed by a reduplication of the

personal pronoun

:

I myself Jeh je. we ourselves min min.
thou thyself oom gooi or goo gooi. you yourselves mah maiyi.

he himself in i. they themselves oo ooi.

she herself in moot. they themselves
(
objects

)
ets i.

it itself {masc.) ess i.

it itself
(fem .)

et i.

The genitive is formed by using the personal and posses-

sive pronouns together —jdh jehimoh, oome gooimoh, ine

iyimoh, etc.

:

Dative. Accusative.

dkherer. Same as nominative.

gookherer.

ikherer.

mookherer.

m ikherer.

mdkherer.

oo kherer.

VOL. XVI.—[new series.] 6
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Possessive Pronouns.

The possessive is also indicated by the following form

:

mine jehimoh.
thine gooimoh.

his iyimoh.

theirs

her mooyimoh.
ours mtyimoh.
yours maiyimoh.

ooyimoh.

Examples.

My house
Her horse

His mother’s head
I wish you to teach me your lan-

guage
;

in return I will teach

you mine.

The cows which you saw were ours

jehimoh hah.
mooyimoh haghoor.
ine imimoh mooyimoh mooyetis.

jhh ruck echaba gooimoh bash aikin

;

ette budul jehimoh bash oomer
goykyum.

boouns be yotsooma etse miyimoh
biun.

Interrogative Pronouns.

The interrogative pronoun is expressed by amin or menun

when relating to human beings, and amis (masc.) and amit

(fem.) when relating to animals or objects, as :

Which horse is this ?

Which milk is best ?

Whose horse is this ?

Whose house did you enter ?

Whose is this ?

Khos amis haghoor bi.

Amit mamoo tultus dila.

Khos haghoor amine bi.

Ooom mme hahle nibum.
Khos amine bi.

Relative Pronouns.

The relative is expressed

pronoun, as :

I who went
I who saw the man
This is the man who went
The horse which I saw
This is the man I saw

by using be with the personal

Jeh be niyum.
Jah be sissun yetsum.
Be nimi ine siss bai.

Haghoor be yetsum.

J ah be yetsum ine siss bai.

Indefinite Pronouns.

Kiits and men are used in the sense that wallah is employed

in Hindoostani, but are not used to make into verbal sub-

stantives as in that language, as :

A person of Hunza Hunzoo A'utsun

Nager people Nager Xutsik.

Somebody must go Menun niyuss awaji.
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In

ja

aiyer

taut

diebum

;
jeh

niyumtiloo,

ja

&choo

ilji

nimi.
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The Negative.

The simple negative ‘ no ’ is expressed by be. ‘ Not ’ is

expressed by dpi, which is apparently a compound of the

word bi ‘is,’ with the negative a affixed. For human beings

dpai is used in the masculine and apo in the feminine, as

:

Have you see him ? No
This is not your gnu
He is not here

The Queen is not in the house

Dome in yetsooma P Be.

Kos oome toomak dpi.

In koleh dpai.

Garnish hahle apo.

A negative form is given to the verb by affixing ai, a, oic.

Iu compound verbs the negative is interposed, as :

I will not do (it)

I do not know
I am unable

I will not forget

I have not forgotten

Jah atyechum.
J&h okeyum.
Jah owteyum.
Jeh till-ai-aljum.

Jeh till-ai-alum.

If the verb already begins with ai, A is interposed, as

:

aikenuss ‘to teach me/ ai-k-kenuss ‘not to teach me.’

If the verb already begins with A, ai is prefixed, as : aruss

‘ to send me,’ Ai-arwss ‘ not to send me.’

The Verb.

The verb is generally very regular with terminations ex-

pressing tense and person. The indefinite always ends in

ass, ess, or mss.

A number of verbs conjugate the past participle as a tense.

Among them are :

to do or to make
to bring

to ask

to sleep

etuss.

ditthuss

dogharususs.

ghcheyuss.

to see yetsuss.

to come jooyess.

to go niyuss.

All tenses, except in the imperative mood, have different

terminations of the 3rd person singular to express different

genders of nouns or of persons.

The imperfect tense in the 1st person singular and plural,

and the pluperfect in the 1st person singular, have two

forms, which are used at pleasure without changing the

meaning.
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By the use of uloo and ette with the perfect tense a gerund

in the form of a tense is produced.

The conditional or potential mood is formed by the suffix

dbe ‘ or not
’

to all tenses of the indicative mood.

The Verb.

Conjugation of the verb ‘ To Go.’

Infinitive Mood.

Present.

to gO myuss.

Future.

to be about to go niyuss niyuss.

Past.

to have gone niyus diliim.

Participles.

Present.

going nichoome.

Future.

being about to go niyuss6.

Singular.

I having gone
thou having gone
he or it having gone
she or it having gone

Fast .

n&.

noko.

ni.

nomo.

Plural.

we having gone
you having gone
they having gone
they having gone

nimen.
nama.
noo.

ni

(
objects

)
[fern.)

Gerunds.

in my having gone job niyum uloo.

in thy having gone oom nim-hloo
in his, her, its having in nim uloo.

gone

Id our having gone
in your having gone“o o'-

in their having gone

min num-hloo.
m&h nim-hloo.

oo nim-uloo.

Supines.

possibly to go
meet to go

niyuss-abe

niyuss-maiymi

must go
ought to go

myuss-awaje.
niyuss-dila.

Indicative Mood.

Present.

Singular.

I am going

thou art going
he is going

she is going
it is going {mas.)

nichaba

.

nichooba.

nichoobai.

nichooboo.

nichibi.

it is going (fern.) nichimdila.

Plural.

we are going

you are going
they

(
human beings

)

are going.

they
(
objects

)
are go-

ing (mas.)

they (objects)
are go-

ing {fem.)

niehaban.

niehooban.

nichooban.

nichooibiim.

nichhoobitsun.
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Imperfect.

Singular.

I was going

thou wast going
he was going,

she was going
it was going (mas)

it was going (fern.

nichabum or

nichabaiyum.
nichoobum.
nichoobum.
nichoobom.

. nichibim.

nichim dilum.

Plural.

we were going nichabum or ni-

chabaiyum.
you were going nichoobum.
they (human beings

)
nichoobum.

were going.

they (objects) were nichoobidm.
going (mas.)

they (objects) were nichoobisum.
going (Jem.)

Pluperfect.

I had gone niyabum or ni- we had gone nibum.
yabaiyum. you had gone nibum.

thou hadst gone nibum. they (human beings) nibum.
he had gone nibum. had gone.
she had gone nibom. they (objects) had gone nibidm.
it had gone (mas.) nibim. (mas.)

it had gone (fem.) nimdildm. they (objects) had gone nibitsum,

Perfect.

I went niyum. we went nimen.

thou wentest nima. you went nimen.

he or it went nimi. they (human beings) nimen.

she went nimo. went
they went (objects) (mas.) nimiun.

they went (objects) (fem.) nimi.

The perfect also acts as a future praeterite, as ‘ I shall have

gone/ etc., niyum.

Prcelerite.

Singular. Plural.

I have gone niyaba. we have gone niban.

thou hast gone nibh. you have gone niban.

he has gone nihai. they (human beings) niban.

she has gone nibo. have gone.

it has gone (mas.) nibi. they (objects) have gone nibidn.

it has gone (fem.) nimdila. (mas.)

they (objects) have gone nibitsun.

(fem.)

Future.

I will go nichum. we will go nichun.

thou wilt go nichooma. you will go nichoomun.

he or it will go nichi. they (human beings) nichen.

she will go nicho. will go.

they (objects) will go
(mas.)

they (objects) will go
(fem.)

Imperative.

nichoomiun.

nichimi.

let me go nisha. let us go nischen.

go thou ni. go you nin

let him, her, or it go nish. let them go nishen.
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Conditional Mood.
Present.

I may be going, etc. nichaba-abe.

Imperfect.

I may have been go- nichabum-abe.
ing, etc.

Perfect.

I might have gone, etc.

Prceterite.

I should have gone,

etc.

Pluperfect.

I may or would have niyabum-abe. I may go
gone, etc.

Future.

niyum-S.be.

niyabS-Sbe.

nichum-abe.

A future form is given to the verb in all its tenses, either

by reduplication, as :

1 am about to go niyuss nichabS I was about to go niyus nichabum.

or by using the verb manass ‘
to become,’ as

:

I am about to go niyuss maiyaba.

A verbal substantive is formed by adding the terminations

un in the singular and ik, oi/ki, etc., in the plural to the

infinitive, as

:

one who goes niyuss-aa. one who strikes delluss-aa

those who go niyuss-i/r. those who strike delluss-s/ioy&i.

also in an alternative sense, as :

something to eat shiyuss-wra. something to do etuss-a«.

A few verbs form some of their tenses irregularly, as

:

Jooy ess To come. Pluperfect

Perf.

Print.

Past Part.

daiy abum.
daiy um.
daiy aba.

da, dokd, di, etc.

Delluss To strike. Pres.

Imperf.

Future
Past Part.

dejaba.

dejabum.
dejum.
nideli.

A number of verbs form the past participle irregularly, as:

manass to become past part. nilmun.
osuss to have nos.

shiyuss to eat nishi.

etuss to do neti.

minass to drink yy nimin.
hrootuss to sit nooroot.

yetsuss to see naiyets, nokoyets, niyets, ete.

nookdcha.gScheyuss to sleep

aiyruss to die >* nooyr, nokoyr, niyr, etc.

eslianuss to kill neskun.
ghasass to laugh nookus.
yenuss to take up niyun, nokoyun, naiyun, etc.

gunuss
>> >> nookun.

tsooyess to take away nootsoo.

itsenuss to count notsun, nokotsun, nitsun, etc.

ooyess to give „ noo.

soormunuss to begin
yy

noosoormun.
Swukuss to fall yj nkwuk, nokowuk, niwuk, etc.

ifoosuss to shut up yy nhfoos, nokofoos, liifoos, etc.

gharass to say nookar.
senuss to tell jy noosun.

cum multis aliis.
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A tense of one of these verbs is conjugated as follows

:

Singular.

I am teaching thee

I am teaching him
I am teaching her

I am teaching you
I am teaching them

thou art teaching me
thou art teaching him
thou art teaching her

thou art teaching us

thou art teaching them

he is teaching me
he is teaching thee

he is teaching her

he is teaching us

he is teaching you
he is teaching them

she is teaching me
she is teaching thee

she is teaching him
she is teaching us

she is teaching you
she is teaching them

(
jah ooom) gokyum.
(jah in) ekyum.

(j ah in) moykyum.
(jah ma) maikyum.
(jah oo) oykyum.

(oome jeh) aikima,

(oome in) ekima.
(oome in) moykimft.
(oome min) mekima.
(oome oo) oykima.

(ine jeh) aikimi.

(ine oom) goykimi.
(ine moy) moykimi.
(ine min) mekimi.
(ine ma) maikimi.
(ine oo) oykimi.

(ine jeh) aikimo.

(ine oom) goykimo.
(ine in) ekirno.

(ine min) mekimo.
(ine ma) maikimo.
(ine oo) oykimo.

Plural.

we are teaching thee

we are teaching him
we are teaching her

we are teaching you
we are teaching them

you are teaching me
you are teaching him
you are teaching her

you are teaching us

you are teaching them

they are teaching me
they are teaching thee

they are teaching him
they are teaching her

they are teaching us

they are teaching you

(min oom) goykeyun.
(min in) ekeyun.
(min in) moykeyun.
(min mh) maikeyun.
(min oo) oykeyun.

(mah jeh) aikeymun.

(mkh in) ekeymun.
(mah in) moykeymun.
(mah min) mekeymun.
(m&h oo) oykeymun.

(oo jeh) aikeymun.
(oo oom) goykeymun.
(oo in) ekeymun.
(oo in) moykeymun.
(oo min) mekeymun.
(oo ma) maikeymuu.

The reflective form ‘ I am teaching myself/ etc., is never

used.

A few verbs, such as delluss ‘ to strike,’ are also used in an

abstract sense or as compounds, W'ithout the pronominal

prefix.

A few, such as yegooyess ‘ to search for,’ onl}r employ the

prefix when referring to human beings.
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Numeral Verbs.

A number of verbs have two forms according to the number

of the object, as :

to bring (one)

to bring (many)

to count (one)

to count (many)

to eat (one)

to eat (many)

to finish (one)

to finish (many)

to join (one)

to join (many)
to make (one)

to make (many)
to open (one)

to open (many)

to play upon (one)

instrument,

to play upon (many)
instruments.

dit-tbuss.

doot-tbuss.

itsenuss.

ootsenuss.

shiyuss.

shooyuss.

phush-etuss.

pbush-otuss.

desmass.

dismiss.
etuss.

otuss.

dinseruss.

doonserus.

egaruss.

ogaruss.

to produce (one)

to produce (many)
to pull (one)

to pull (many)

to summon (one)

to summon (many)
to see (one)

to see (many)
to cause (one) to sit

to cause (many) to sit

to strike (one)

to strike (many)
to take up (one)

to take up (many)

to teach (one)

to teach (many)
to throw (one)

to throw (many)

desmenuss.

doosmenuss.

jashetuss.

j
ashotuss.

yegooyess.

ooyegooyess.

yetsuss.

yotsuss.

erootuss.

orootuss.

delluss.

doluss.

yenuss.

ooyenuss.

ekinuss.

oykinuss.

phull-etuss.

phull-otuss.

and all compounds of etuss
1
to make.’

Examples.

I have eaten one apple Jah hun baltun shiyum.
I have eaten five apples Jah tsundo baiting shooyum.

A comparison of the above lists will show that several

verbs, such as ‘ to count.,’ ‘ to teach,’ are both numeral and

pronominal.

Generic Verbs.

A few verbs have different forms according to the gender

of the object, as :

Masculine form.

to bring

to eat

to take up

dit-thuss.

shiyuss.

yenuss.

Feminineform.

doosooyuss.

sheyuss.

gunuss.

Examples.

I took up the gun
I took up the sword
I brought bread

I brought water

Jhh toomakun yenum.
Jhh guttunchun gunura,

J All shuro ditsum.

Jah tsil doosooyum.
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The Verb * To Be.’

The verb To Be is defective, the only parts being

:

Indicative Mood.

Present.

Singular. Plural.

1. ba ban.
2. ba ban.

3

/ bai mas. ) - , , .

)
bo fun jJor human beings.

ban
(for human beings).

biun mas. ) for animals and ob-

( dila "fan j
for an^ma^s an^ objects.

bitsun fern, t jects.

Past.

Singular. Plural.
1. baiyum. 1 . bum.
2. bum. 2. bum.

3 .

( bum mas. ) . , ,

bom fern. (

for human beings.
g

( bum (for human beings).

< hiim mas. (for animals and objects).

( bira (for animals and objects .) (
dilimi fem.

The conditional is formed by the suffix of dbe, as in the

verb ‘ To Go.’

Gerunds.

baiyum-hloo
baiyum-ette

bumbloo
bura-ette

) 7 . /. ( in my or our being:.
> speaking of oneself <

J b
)

* J J J
(
on my or our being.

I 7 . r . 7 (in his. her, or their beirn

)
* * J (on his, her or their bein<

The verb ‘ Manass ’
‘ to become,’ is used to supply the

deficiencies of the above verb.

Both are employed to express possession, as in Latin, there

being no verb ‘ to have.’

I have a good horse Ja ipuch tultus h&ghoorun bi.

My father had a good sword Ja ow epuch6 tultus guttunchun maiym-
dilum.

The Yerb ‘ To Become.’

Infinitive Mood.
Present. Past.

to become manass to have become manass diliim.

Future.

to be about to become manass manass.

becoming

Participles.

Present. Past.

maiyime having become

Future.

being about to become

( niimun.

{
numa.

manass numun.
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Supines.

possibly to become manass abe. must become manass-awaje.

meet to become mauass-maiymi. ought to become manass-dila.

Indicative Mood.

Present.

I am becoming
thou art becoming

he, she, it is be-

coming

we are becoming
you are becoming

they are becoming

I was becoming
thou wast becoming

he, she, it was be-

coming

we were becoming
you were becoming

they were becoming

I had become
thou hadst become

he, she, it had be-

come

we bad become
you had become

they had become

I became
thou becamest

he, she, it, it be-

came.

we became
you became

they became

Singular.

maiyaba.
maiba.

for human beings
j

m.

/•

maibai.

maibo.

for animals and ( m. maibi.

objects
|.

/• maiym dila

Plural.

maiyaban.
maiban.

for human beings maibiin.

for animats and ( m. maibiun.
objects

| /• maibitsun.

Impekeect.

Singular.

maiyabum.
maibum.

for human beings
|

[
m.

\ /•

maibum.
maibom.

for animals and
j

i

in. maibim.
objects.

Ii /• maiymdilum.

Plural.

maiyabum.
maibum.

for human beings maibum
for animals and 1\

m. maibum.
objects.

1
t /• maiymbitsiim.

Pluperfect.
manabum.
manoobum.

for human beings
i m.

i /•

manoobum.
manoobom.

for animals and (
m. mauibim.

objects i /• manumdilum.

manoobum.
manoobum.

for human beings manoobum.
for animals and ( m. manibum.

objects i /- manoobitsum.

Perfect.
manam.
manooma.

for human beings j
m.

\ /•

manimi.
manoomo.

for animals and \ m. manibi.

objects
i /• manimdila.

manoomun.
manoomun.

for human beings manoomun.
for animals and mnnibiun.

objects
i /• manibitsun.
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There is also a pronominal form of the pei’fect

:

I became
thou becamest

he, she, it, be-

came

we became
you became

they became

Singular.

for human beings

for animals and
objects

.

Plural.

for human beings

for animals and
objects

I have become
thou hast become

he, she, it has be-

come

we have become
you have become

they have become

PRiETERITE.

j

for human beings

1 for animals and

\ objects

{

for human beings

for animals and (

objects \

I will become
thou wilt become

he, she, it will be-
come.

we will become
you will become

they will become

Future.

for human beings

for animals and
objects.

\

{

l for human beings

' for animals and

( objects

Imperative Mood.

become thou

let him, her, it become

become ye

let them become

There is also a pronominal form :

Singular.

let me become
let thyself become

let hem, her, it become

Plural.

let us become
let yourselves become
let them become

m.

/•

m.

/•

m.

/•

m.

/•

m.

/•

m.

/•

m.

/•

m.

/•

m.

/•

amanum.
goomanooma.
imanimi.
moomanoomo.
imanibi.

mamrn dilum.

mimanoomun.
mamanoonum.
oomanoomun.
oomanibifin.

oomanoobitsun,

manaba.
manooba.
manoobai.
manoobo.
manibi.

manimdila.

manooban.
manooban.
manooban.
mauibiun.

manibitsun,

maiyam.
maiyma.
maiyimi.

maiyimo.

maiyimi.

maiyan.
maimen.
maimen.
maiy miun.
maiy imi.

man€.
mamsh.

manin.
manishen.

amanish.

goomanish.
imanish.

moomanish.

mimanishen.
mamanooshen.
oomanishen.
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The conditional mood is formed as in the verb Niyuss ‘to

go ’ by adding abe to all forms of the indicative.

A verbal substantive is formed by adding postpositions to

the infinitive, as

:

in the going niyuss-ufoo. for the going niyuss-^runni.

on the going niyuss-e«e. from the going niyuss-f'suw.

with the going niyuss-MG

The Interrogative.

The interrogative is formed by adding d to the verb, or by

laying a stronger accent on it, if it already terminates in d,

as

:

Singular. Plural.

is he bringing ? dishoobaiya. are they drinking ? mibana.
hast thou brought ? dithoomu. were we drinking ? miabuma.

Adverbs.

There are a few regular adverbs, such as dshingai ‘ care-

lessly,’ taldn ‘ slowly,’ etc., but the more usual form is to

employ the adjective without adding the termination un, or

to use nd or numun the past participles of the verbs etuss ‘ to

do ’ or Manass ‘ to become,’ with the termination, as :

He came quickly, and proudly (and) In humalkum dimi, da mucharun
bravely drew his sword. numun es-dhghanusun ne guttunch

dyoosimi.

Lit. “ He quick came, and proud having become, brave having done, sword
drew.”

EXAMPLES.
l.

Iron is hard.

Lead is heavy.

Gold is heavier than silver.

My horse is swifter than my
brother’s.

Who is that man ?

Your horse is lame.

I forgot to get it shod.

Remember to do it to-morrow.

How far is it from here to Hager ?

Chlmer dungun dila.

Nang tsoomun dila.

Genish boori tsvim tsoomun dila.

Ja liaghoor ja achooe haghoor

tsum humalkumun bi.

Ine amin bai ?

Oome haghoor gowoo bi.

Sarpomuts efoosuss tillalum.

Gosuloo-gun chimden iner etuss.

Beruman muttun dila kolemoo

Nagerer.
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I went to Bassin to play polo,

but when I arrived at the

Shawaran I was ill, so I re-

turned.

I am hungry
;

give me some-

thing to eat.

Here are ten water melons.

They are too acid to eat.

I saw some fine fruit in my
brother’s garden.

Have you forgotten to ask him ?

I will heat you if you do not

remember.

You must go there.

I have to go, because there is

much business.

I will send my foster brother in

my place.

Yesterday one man “a hawk on

a walnut tree is perched” (lit.

fallen) said, then I went and

there two men caused to sit.

Yight to become till they sat,

afterwards they came, and to

sleep time on its becoming

torches having taken I went

with me six men I took.

Gently making near it we
went, much time we sat. Time

from one man I sent, that man
near having gone carelessly

rose. On his rising that hawk
alert made to so much (that)

having flown he went. I to

the boys “a torch should be,

look if again some where on

the trees (it) has perched,”

said. Those lads “torches are

not ” said, on that silent hav-

ing become again I slept.

Jeh Bassiner niyum bulla delluss

gunne, umma, shabarun dush-

kultum atoloo galis amanum,
ette gunne ilji talinum.

Chumini ba
;

jar shiyussun

jowoo.

Koleh toromo booerisho biun.

Shooyesser but shukoorumisho

biun.

Ja achooe bussiloo tultus phamu-

lishoik yotsum.

Oome iner dogharususs tillgo-

looma ?

A'kana oome gusette owgunoo-

rnake jah oom goodejum.

Oom elleh niyuss awaje.

Niyuss dila, bessunke dura but

dila.

Ooshum achoowun ja bago er-

chum seyaba.

Saboor hine “bashan tillyette

wullibi” scnimi, etoloo jeh

niyum na elleh altun siss

orutum. Sham manass kash-

inger hrootoomun, itsyete

doomun, da gucheyuss ken

manassuloo gareng nookun

niyum akhat mishindoowan

siss ootsooyum. Khish ec-

hoome epuch nimen, tushar

kenum hrootoomun. Kenum
tsum hinyete erum, ine siss

epuch ni ashingai dal manimi.

Ine dal manassette esse basha

lei etimi tairumaner thur

nidili nimi. Jah jotoomutser
‘ ‘ hulching manass dila, ba-

renin huzar dakuloo amuloo

tomunette wulljia ” senum.

Ooe jotoomutse “ hulching

apih ” senoomun. Ette tsum

chukne da gucheyum.
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Translation.

Yesterday a certain man told me that a hawk had perched on a

walnut tree, on which I went and caused two men to sit there.

They sat till nightfall, after which they came, and as soon as it

was sleeping time I took torches and went, taking six men with

me. We approached gently and sat a long time. After a time I

sent one man, who having approached stood up carelessly. The

hawk was alarmed by his standing up so that it flew away. I told

the boys to get a torch and see if the hawk had again perched

somewhere on the trees. The boys said there was no torch, so

being unable to say anything I went to sleep.

2 .

Saboor jeh ishkurer niyum, sundo siss jakat doobum. Jakat

altats bazishoyki toomakun bim. Etse bazisho hun serunke, altats

taljo, da mishindo gowoo donimiyun. Itsyete iske sisse kat hag-

hoorke bazisho hahler otsooyum, da hikum ooe kat jeh ette gaher

niyum. Phalis kenum tsum donun girik yotsoomun. Kansli

maiyimi opuch nimen, hun ooyum ilturenge giriyun dellum. Bun

sissune esse niun hah yekal nimi. Jah elleh thum da matan dish-

uner niyum elleh deshkultumette tupp manimi ooyum bunun-yare

guchumun. Yettum guntsuloo phalisun besko thanum chishun-ette

nimen, da phalis donun girik yotsoomun. Elleh barenussuloo

sirgane sissik ette gah-uloo joochoobum jah yotsum, umma ooe

yonuss owlenoomun, min mes-goosoomun huzar dushmoyok maimen

ette-gunne hah yekal nimen.

Translation.

Yesterday I went out hunting, and five men came with me. I

had two hawks and a gun with me. The hawks caught one hare,

two pigeons and six partridges. After that I sent three men home

with my horse and the hawks and went up the valley with the

others. After a short time we saw a herd of wild goats. We
crept close, and I shot one wild goat with large horns. One man
having taken it up went towards home. I went on to a further

place and having arrived there, night came on, we slept under

a big rock. The next day we ascended a very steep (lit. little-

sloping) and high mountain, and saw a small herd of wild goats.

While looking down I saw some men coming along the valley,

but was not able to recognize them, (and as) we feared lest they

should be enemies, therefore we went towards home.

vol. xvi.—[new series.] 7
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3 .

Koolto taiy kut niyabum barenake bin sissun tomunette yette

doosoobum, tairumaner taiy dullum bin sissun gharichoome dimi

epuch di degharusimi “oom yette bess doosooba?”

Ine senirni “ bess bessun munna dila.” Senussuloo da ine senimi
“ awa, jah munna etaba ja koleh oome be bi.” Ine senime “sbooa,

jeh yette doosaba bareyum bessun echoomake, joo.” Ette senuss-

ette yarum ine multsimi.

Multsassuloo yettum ineke multsimi tairumaner yarum ine yettum

ine yekal daiyok dellimi. Etse daiyo-tsiim bun dunnun delluss-

kat yettum ine iyetusette yemi.

Teyessuloo yettum ineke yare dimi, di, ineke dunnune ine iyetu-

suloo dellimi. Esse delluss-kat pbalisun iyetus kharimi, midtun

dimi, tairumaner ette puchiim kbote puchum siss doo pbut otoomun.

Ette bushaie Cbarboo elleb bum, oyon gutti numa Tarangfali

epucb nimen. Ine Tarangfah ooe ustum etuss owlenimi.

Ine Tarangfah-ke nia Wuzeere epuch nimen. Niyussuloo Wuzeer

hable apum. Wuzeere supooyarer dogharusoomun “Wuzeer um
nibaiya ?

”

Supooyar ooer senoomun “Wuzeer koleb apai
;
Thum epucb

nibai.” Ellemoo gliaricboome Thum epuch nimen.

Thumke Wuzeere oltalik gutti numa bum, barenumke ghari-

choome but sissik doomun
;
opucb joocbumke altun sissike multun

dibulum.

Thumke Wuzeer dogharusoomun, “he manoomun?” Ellemoo

Tarangfah awul-tsum mushuter oyon cheghah etimi
;
tairumaner

Thumke Wuzeere ustum ne oltalik ette hunum oyenoomun.

Translation.

To-day I had gone down (the valley) in that direction and saw a

man who had climbed {lit. had gone out) on a tree, so that a man

came calling up (the valley) in that direction and having come close

asked him, “ Why, have you climbed up ?
”

He said, “Why, what is forbidden?” On his saying this he (the

other one) also said, “ Yes, I had forbidden it
;
what business have

you here ? ” {lit. what is to you in this of mine ?). He said,

“ Well, I have climbed up, I will see what you can do. Come.”

On his saying this the one below abused him.

On his abusing, the one above also gave abuse, so that the one

below threw stones towards the one above. From those stones the

one above received one stone by striking on his head.
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On being hit (lit. receiving) the one above came down
;
having

come, he also struck him (the other) on the head with a stone.

That one with beating had his head a little wounded, and blood

came, so that men, having come from this side and that side,

separated them.

The Charboo of the village was there, and all having got together

went to the Tarangfah. The Tarangfah was not able to settle the

case (lit. to make judgment).

The Tarangfah also having taken them went to the Wuzeer. On
going, the Wuzeer was not at home. They asked the Wuzeer’s

household, “ Where has the Wuzeer gone ?
”

The household told them, “The Wuzeer is not here; he has

gone to the Thum.” They telling it (to one another) went to the

Thum.

The Thum and the Wuzeer were both together and saw many
men come talking

;
(when) they came near (they saw that) two

men were bleeding. The Thum and Wuzeer asked them, “ WTiat

has happened ? ” They enquired from first to last the whole

account of the Tarangfah
;

so that the Thum and Wuzeer having

awarded judgment, fined (lit. took goods from) both.

Vocabulary.

All pronominal verbs, nouns, etc., are given in the 3rd

person, and marked (pron.).

Numeral verbs are given in the singular and marked (mini.).

Some substantives are alike in both numbers, but the plural

forms of a few are omitted.

The plural forms of all the adjectives are omitted.

To be able ulenuss.

Above mudull. muddal. ye

Abuse chudo f. chudoing pi.

To abuse multsass.

Account cheghah /.

Acid skukoorum.

Across birecho.

Active humalkum.

To advise kunow etuss.

After ilji.

Afterwards its-yete.
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Again

Air

Alertness

All

Along

Alongside of

Also

Although

Always

And
Anger

To be angry

Another

Another time

Answer

To answer

Ant

Anxiety

Anxious

Apart

Apple

Apricot

Arm
Arms (weapons)

Army
To arrive

Arrow

To ask

To ask for

Ass

Aunt (father’s sister)

(mother’s sister)

Autumn
Avalanche

Away

da. dakuloo.

ghul.

lei/
oyon

horsk.

king.

ke {suffixed)

akhana.

hamesh.

da, na.

imos /. (pron .)

imos manass {pron.)

turn.

yetum dum.

joowab.

joowab etuss.

kon m., koyo pi.

sumba /.

goonbsh.

5tse.

bait, baiting pi.

joo,
j
ong pi.

ishuck /. {pron.), ishuckichung pi.

saman f.

hoi m.

deshkultuss {pron.)

hunts m., hunze pi.

degharususs {pron.)

doomaruss.

jakun m., jakoyo pi.

instoo f. {pron.). intsootaro pi.

imi /. {pron.)

duttoo f.

shel m.

phut.

Back

Bad

Barley

Bat

Battle

iwuldus m. {pron.)

ghonaikish.

hurri /.

tatapul m., tatapulsho pi.

birgah /., birgaing pi.
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To be manass.

Bean rabong m.

Bear yan m., yamuts 'pi.

Beard ingyi f. (pron.)

To beat idelluss (pron.), delluss.

Beautiful tultus.

Because besske, bessunke.

To become manass.

Before
(
place

)

yer.

Before (time) tsor.

To begin soormunuss.

Behind iiji.

Belly yool m., yooling^j/. (pron.)

Beloved shildato.

Below sirgan, yar.

To betray efilenuss.

Betrothal bar f.

Between makuch, harung.

To bind ifoosuss (pron.)

Bird buluts /., bulutsisho pi.

Bitter ghakowm.

Black matum.

Blind shon.

Blood multun f.

To blossom trok manass, dookuruss.

To blow phoo etuss.

Blue aiyesh shikurn.

Blunt phut.

Body idim m., idimisho pi. (pron.)

Bone iltin m., iltinjo pi. (pron.)

To be born dimunuss (pron.)

Both oltalik.

Boundary dir dirming pi.

Bow jame /., j
among pi.

Boy hillus m., hilesho pi., jotis

muts, pi.

Brain mutto /.

Brass shikurk ril f.

Brave es daghanus (pron.)

Bread shoro m.

To break yelluss.
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Breath hish f.

Brick dishtik m., dishtikisho pi.

Bride garoni f.

Bridegroom garono m.

Bridle tabung /.

Bridge bush m., bushunts pi.

To bring dit-thuss (nun.), doosooyuss.

Broad duldullum, shokum.

To be broken kharuss, gulluss.

Brooch chamah m., chamamuts pi.

Brother echoo m., echookon pi.
(
pron

.)

Brown gooro.

Beddish-brown soormai.

Bull her 7>i., hero pi.

Bullet didoo 7)i., didoomuts pi.

To bum ( tram.

)

eskolass (pron.)

To bum (intram.) gholass.

Business duro f.

But umma.

Butterfly bitun m., bitaiyo pi.

To buy gushetuss (pron.)

By tsum (suffixed.)

To call kow etuss.

Calling kow/.

Camel oont m.

Care shung /.

Carelessly ashingai.

Cattle
(
collectively) booants.

Charm turner tumering^?/.

Cheek imookush /., imookeyung, pi. (pron.)

To cherish yooshiyess (pron.)

Chin isun m., isaiyo pi. (pron.)

Circle bidiro m., bidirjoko p)l.

Clarionet sumai 7n., tootak m.

Clean praish.

Clever ilchikooin (pron.)

Clothes guttoo m., guttong pi.

Cloth hunum f.

Cloud haralt f, haralting^?.

Cock biro kerkamuts )n.
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Cold chagoorum.

Colour rung/.

To come jooyess.

Confidence buchik /.

To cook deseruss.

Copper bardum ril /.

Comer shuti /., shuteng pi.

Four-cornered walto shuteng.

Corpse gootus m., gootesho pi.

Cough kus/.

To count itsenuss
(pron num.)

Courage baghdoori /.

Cousin echoo m., iyus /.

Cow booah /., booantsj^.

To creep kansh manass.

Crooked gunder.

Crow gan m., gaiyo pi.

Cultivation bushai f.

Custom chol f, choling pi.

To cut eskartsuss, churuk etuss.

To dance giretuss.

Dancing nut/.

Dangerous naro, es goosass.

Darkness tootling /.

Daughter ey /., eyushunts^/. (pron.)

Daughter-in-law ikhakin /. (pron.)

Day gunts/., giintsing pi.

Mid-day dogoyi /.

To-day koolto.

Deaf gut.

Death marun /.

Deceit gultung/
Deceitful gultung-kish.

To deceive efilenuss (pron.)

To defend shung etuss, rutch etuss.

Destitute tarak.

Dew puts/.

To die iyruss (pron.)

Different fhar.

Difficult do in
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Dirty trek.

Disposition itsir /. (
pron

.)

To divide itse etuss.

Divorce phut.

To do etuss.

Dog huk m., hukaiyjp^.

Door hiug/., hingengjpZ.

Down kut, yar.

Dreadful bagherk

Dream yoolji/., yooljing pi. {pron.)

To drink minass.

Drum dudung m., dudungisho pi.

To be drunk muchar etuss.

Dry bum

Eagle germun in., germoyo pi.

Ear iltumal iltumaling pi. {pron.)

Earth tik /.

The earth birdi /.

Earthquake boonyul f.

East (sunrise) Dill-"

Easy sucho.

To eat shiyuss {num.), sheyuss.

Eclipse gran m.

Edge ing, ingisho^Z.

Error ting m., tingaiyo pi.

Elbow isusun in., isusunisho pi. {pron.)

Elephant husto in., hustomuts pi.

Empty push.

Enemy dushmun in.

To enter giess.

To envy koos etuss.

Envy koss f.

Equal bubber.

To escape diwasuss {pron.)

Evening {lit. sunset) saboor, f.

Ever beshal.

Everybody oyon.

Everything oyon.

Ewe bellis m., bellisho^^.

Except bagher.
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Eye

Eyebrow

Eyelash

ilchin m., ilchimuts pi. (pron.)

iltans m. (pron.)

irpur m. (pron.)

Face

Family

To faH

Far

Fat (subs.)

Fat (adj.)

ishkil /. (pron.)

humooyin f.

iwulluss (pron.)

muttun.

biss m.

daghanus.

Father yoow m., yootsaro pi.
(
pron .)

Father (as a form of address) aiyah, (as a mark of respect) baba.'

To be fatigued iwaruss (pron.)

Fault

Fear

To fear

Feather

tis tisming^?.

bijetai/.

esgoosass (pron.)

pergoo /., pergoochung pi., gulgi f.

gulgichung pi.

To feed

Female

Fig

Fight

To find

Finger

To finish

Fire

First

Fish

Flock (of birds)

Flour

Flower

Flute

To fly (as a bird)

To fold

Following

Foolish

Foot

For

To forget

Forgetfulness

Fort

esirusss (pron.)

soch m., sochomuts pi.

fag.

chul f, chuling^/.

iyeyess (pron.)

emish m., emiunts pi. (pron.)

phushetuss (pron. num.)

phoo f, phoming pi.

yerkomas.

choomoo m., choomoomuts pi.

hrin m., choo m.

daghon f.

askoor askooring^^.

gubbi m., gubbunts pi.

thur delluss.

desaratuss.

its-yete.

hung apim.

yootis m., yooting pi. (pron.)

gunne (suffixed).

tilleluss (pron.).

till/.

kun m., kununts pi.
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Foster kindred

Fowl

Fox

Friend

Friendship

To frighten

From

Frost

Fruit

Fun
Fur

ooshum.

kcrkamuts, m., kerkamusho pi.

loyn m., loynmuts pi.

shugoolo m.

sliugoolar f.

ess-egoosuss.

tsum {suffixed).

kutti f.

ph atu ill m., phamiilisho pi.

shuck.

bishkeh f.

Garden

Generous

Gentle

To get

Girl

To give

To go

To go away

Goats
(
collectively

)

He-goat

She-goat

Wild goat

God

Gold

Good

Grape

Grandfather

Grandmother

Grass

Gratitude

Great

Green

Grieve

To grieve

Gun
Gunpowder

bussi /., bussung pi.

es-shokum
(
pron .), lit. wide-hearted.

khish.

dukesh manass.

dussin /., dussiwunts pi.

yooyess
(
pron .)

niyuss.

doosuss.

hooyess m.

jait m., jaitaro pi.

sigir m.

giri m., girik pi., huldun, liuldaijm pi.

dummun.
ghunish f.

tultus.

gaing /., gaing pi.

epi m. {pron.)

epiJ. {pron.)

sliikah sliikaing pi., jut/., jilting j’ri.

minadari/
ooyum.

jut shikum.

supush /.

siipiish mamiss.

toomak m., toomakisho pi.

milliung f

.

Hail

Hair

ainyer m.

igoyiung/. {pron.)
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Half trang.

Hand iring /., iringchung pi.
{
pron

.)

Eight hand dom /.

Left hand ghom /.

Handle yun m., yununts pi.

Happiness shuriar f.

Happy shuriesh.

To he happy esgoorass {pron.)

Hard dung.

Hare ser m., serunts pi.

Hatred gut/.

Hawk gutchunchm., gutclmnchiso^/., bashan.

Head iyetis m., iyetisho pi. {pron.)

To hear deyaluss {pron.)

Heart es m. {pron.)

The Heavens aiyesh /.

Heavy tsoom.

Heel ighan m. {pron.)

Hen soch kerkamuts m.

Herd don m.

Here koleh.

High thanum.

To hit (as with a gun or a

stone) yeyess.

Hole gomur /., gomuring pi.

Hollow phush

Hope duck /.

Horn tur /., tiiryun pi.

Homed iltiir {pron.)

Horse haghoor m., haghoorints pi.

Horseman haghoorkooin.

Horse-shoe sarpo /., sai’jtomiits pi.

Hot guroom.

House hah /., hakichung pi.

Household supooyar f.

How heltum.

How many heruman.

How much berum.

Humble es-ashato.

Hunger chum f.

Hungry chumini.
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Hundred

To hunt

To be hurt

Husband

tah/.

ishkur etuss.

ikboluss
(
pron

.)

mooyer m., mooyerisho pi.
{
pron

.)

Ice

Idle

If

To be ignorant

To be ill

Illness

Independent

Industrious

Infant

Instead of

Iron

gumoo m.

butt.

akhan, huzar.

akenuss.

galis manass.

galis ni.

es-goorum {pron.)

duruskun, roocboo.

jotis m., jotumuts pi.

dishuloo.

cbimer f.

Judge

Judgment

To join

ustumelo m.

ustum f.

desmass {num.)

Kettledrum

To kick

To kiU

King

King’s son

Knee

Knife

To know
Knowledge

damul m., damulisho pi.

dapiski delluss.

eskanuss {pron.)

tburn m., tbummo pi.

gushpoor rn., giisbpoordaro pi.

idoomus m., idoomusisho pi. {pron.)

chur 7n., cburunts pi.

benuss.

lei /.

Lame
Language

Last

To laugh

Lazy

Lead

To learn

To leave

Leg

Level

ghowoo.

bash /., bashing^.

mushut.

ghasass.

butt.

nang/.

benuss.

phut etuss.

butsin /., butsining pi.

bubber
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Lie gultung /.

Life j*/•

Light (subs.) sung/.

Light (adj.) humalkum.

Lightning tumlum f.

Like joowun.

Line kishi m. (a line of men), jin /.

Lip lyl/v iyling pi (pron.)

A little phook.

Liver ekin /., ekiningj^. (pron.)

Loins eskting (pron.)

Long goosunum.

Long (in sound

)

birango.

To look at barenuss.

Love shod f.

To love shool etuss.

Low chutt.

Maid choomutker /., choomutkerisho pi.

To make etuss (pron. num.)

Male biro m., biromuts pi.

Man siss m., sissik pi.
;

hir rn., hiri-

kunts pi.

Young man chakur m., chakurisho pi.

Mare howom m., bowomisho pi.

Marriage gerf.

To measure ighunuss.

Meat chup /.

Medicine mili m. and /. milents pi.

Melon ghon, booer m.

Merciful jak-kish.

Mercy jak/.

Mid-day dogoyi/.

Midnight trang thup /.

Milk mamoo /.

Mill yeng m., yengisho pi.

Miserly es chedum (pron.), lit. narrow-hearted.

Mist khorun f.

Moon balunts m.

Half moon goowab m.

New moon tsai m.
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Month hissah f.

Half month tunts /.

Morning sordi /.

Moth pirun m.

Mother imi /., imitsaro pi. ( pron .)

Mother (as a form of

address) zuzi, maman.

Mountain chish m., chishming pi.

Mouse girkis m., girkisho pi.

Mouth ikhat /., ikhating pjl. pron.

Much but, tushar.

So much tairum.

This much akoorum.

Mud tagha/.

Mulberry- birunsh m. and birang pi.

Muscle girkis m. (literally a mouse).

Music harlp /., hariping pi.

Must awaje.

Hail (finger) yoori m., yooriunts pi. (pron.)

Name ik /., iking pi. (pron.)

Narrow tharonum, chedum.

Near asir (for objects) epuch (for persons)

(pron.)

Neck esh m. (pron.)

Nephew iyi m., iyoo pi. (pron.)

Never khus be.

New tosh

Niece ey /., eyushunts pi. (pron.)

Night thup /.

No be.

Nobody menke be.

None besska be.

North shimal.

Nose imoopush m., imoopusho pi. (pron.)

Not api, apai, apo.

Nothing bessun api.

Now mootoo.

Of e (suffixed).

Oil del/.
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Old men
(for objects), jut

( for persons,

animals, and vegetables).

On
One (person)

Only

Open

To open

Oppression

Or

To order

Other

Out

Over

Owl

ete (suffixed), yette.

kuts.

thih, khus.

bato.

bato etuss.

zulurn f.

yah.

hukum etuss.

turn.

holeh (suffixed).

yet, ette, ettum (suffixed).

hoo m., hooyoomuts pi.

To be pained

Palace

Palm (of the hand)

Partridge

Peach

Pear

To penetrate

Perhaps

To permit

Pigeon

Pity

Place

To place

Play

To play (a game)

ikholuss (pron.)

tang/., tangichun pi.

ituttus (pron.), f., ituttesho pi.

gowoo m.

chugder, chugdering pi.

peshoo, peshoomuts pi.

eluss (pron.)

maiytni.

hukum etuss.

tal m., taljo pi.

pk/-
dish /., dishmingj^f.

osuss.

giretuss /., giretusho pi.

giratuss.

To play (on an instrument) egharuss
(
num .)

Pleasant tasting ooyum.

To please

To he pleased

Plough

Point

To praise

To prevent

Pride

To produce

To promise

shuriar etuss.

esgooriiss (pron.), shuriar manass.

hersh /., hershing pi.

ithun m. ithaiyo pi.

defoogeruss (pron.)

munna etuss.

muchar, digashar.

desmenuss (num.)

kat etuss.
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Proud

To pull

digasharkish.

jashetuss
(pron . num .)

Quail

Quality

To Quarrel

Queen

Quick

ghoon m., ghooyo pi.

zel /., zeling pi.

gharass.

ganish /., ganunts pi.

humalkum.

Rain

Rainbow

Ram
To read

Ready

To receive

To recognize

To reconcile

Red
Relation

Relationship

The remainder

To remember

Remembrance

To return

Reward

Rice

Rich

Ringlets

To rise

River

Road

Rock

Roof

Rope

Rotten

To be rotten

Round

Rough

To run

haralt haralting pi.

bijon.

karelo m., karelomuts pi.

senuss.

rail.

iyeyess {pron.)

iyenuss {pron.)

desmass {num.)

bardum.

uskoon m., uskoyo pi.

uskooni f.

hikum.

eset gunuss {pron.)

eset, esuloo /. {lit. in heart).

talenuss.

goorin /., goorining pi.

bryun m.

gummus.

gikyoo.

dieess, dal manass.

sindah sindaming pi.

gun/., guning pi.

bun m., bunisho^?^.

tesh /., tesliing pi.

gushk tn., gushko pi.

dll.

diluss.

bidiro.

jecherum.

gatsuss, haiyetuss.

Sad supush, numun.
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Saddle

Sand

Sarcasm

To save

To say

To scatter or pour

To search

To search for

To see

Seed

To sell

To send
(for human beings

)

To send
(for objects

)

To separate

Servant

To sew

Shadow

Shame

Sharp

Sheep {collect.')

Wild sheep

Short

Shoulder

To shout

Shut

To shut

Side

On this side

On that side

Alongside

Sigh

Silent

Silk

Silver

Sinew

To sing

Sister

To sit

To cause to sit

Skin

Sky

tilyun /.

soh/.

nachit /., nachiting pi.

despususs
(
pron

.)

gharass, senuss.

demiyuss.

yegooyess.

iyegooyess {pron.)

iyetsuss {pron.), yetsuss {num.)

boh/.

gushetuss {pron.)

eruss {pron.)

itsooyess {pron. num.)

itse etuss.

shudder m., shuddershoo pi.

isapunuss.

yel /, yeling pi.

shiker /., shikering pi.

hirum

belisho.

yetul ni.

kut.

ipoing/., ipoiming^. {pron.)

ieher etuss.

turn.

turn etuss.

king m., kinging pi.

kitti.

itti.

yekal

hish /., hishing^^.

chuk.

chooshi, sikkim f.

boori f.

jowah m., jowamutsj^.

gharing etuss.

iyus /., iyustaro pi. {pron.)

hrootuss.

erootus {pron. mm.)
butt /., buttong^/.

aiyesh /.

VOL. XVI.—[new series.]
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Slave siss m., sissik pi.

Sleep dung/.

To sleep gucheyuss.

Sloping besko.

Slow tala

Slowly talan.

Small jot, echagon.

Smoke tuss /. tussming pi.

Smooth shigisbum.

Snake tol m., toljo pi.

Sneeze thiun /.

Snow geh/
Soft hililum.

Some phook, phalis.

Somebody men, menik, pi.

Something bessun.

Son iyi, m.
y
iyoo pi.

(
pron .)

Son-in-law erer m.
( pron .), ererisho pi.

Song ghur /., gharing pi.

Sorrow supush f.

Soul ji/., jiming pi.

Sound icher /., ichering pi.

South janoob.

To sow boh giess.

Spade booi /., booiming, pi.

To spill or shed esheluss (num.)

To be spilled shelass.

Spoon dori, kuppun m., dorimuts kuppoyo pi.

Spring gai’oo /.

To stand tsut dieess.

Star asi m., asimuts pi.

Stern dowom.

Stone dun m., daiyo^.

Storm tofan /.

Straight tsun.

Straw kurk /., mutoosho m.

Strength shut /.

Strong shatillo.

Stupidity owdoomunuss m. {lit. inability to pro-

duce).

Suitable yeshki.
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Summer
Summer solstice

Sun

Sweet

Swift

To swim

Sword

shini f.

shinimo-islia.

sah m.

gusherum.

hirum.

turn delluss.

guttunch /., guttang pi.

Tail

To take

To take away

To take hold

To take out

To take up

To teach

To tell

Temper

That one {applied to animals

or objects')

That one {applied to human

isumal m.
(
pron .), isumalsho pi.

tsooyess.

itsooyess {pron. num.), tsooyess.

donuss.

diyoosuss {pron.)

iyenuss {pron.), yenuss, gunuss {num.)

ekinuss {pron num.)

senuss.

itsir f, itsiring pi. {pron.)

ess m., et /.

beings)

That {relat.)

In that direction

In this direction

Then

There

Therefore

Thick

Thin

To think

Thirst

Thirsty

This one {applied to animals

or objects)

This one {applied to human

beings)

Thought

Throat

To throw

To throw away
To throw down

in.

he

taiy

aki.

etoloo.

elleh.

khote gun.

daghanus.

dikootum.

sumba etuss, esuloo gunuss.

ooyoonyar /.

oonyoonyoon.

khos m., khot f.

kin.

goonesh goonoshing pi.

buk m., bukunts pi.

pliull etuss {num.), wushiyuss.

lip etuss.

khut wushiyuss.
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Thumb lafut emish m., lafut emiunts pi.

Thunder tingtwung/.

Thus akil, taiyi.

Till khashinger, tung.

Time ken /.

Timid es-goosas
(
pron .)

Tin kalai f.

To er [suffixed).

Toe emish m., emiunts^?. [pron.)

Together gutti, nala.

To-morrow chimden, jimel.

The day after to-morrow hipulto.

Two days after to-morrow malto.

Tongue yoomus [pron.). m., yoomusho pi.

Tooth ime m. [pron.)

Torch
i hulch /., hulching^?.

1
garih/., gareng pi.

To touch jook etuss.

Touch jook m. and f.

Towards yekal [sufficed).

Tree tom f., toming pi.

Truth tsun /., tsunming pi.

To try esaluss [pron.)

Ugly ghonaikish.

To be unable owlenuss.

Uncle (father’s brother) oyum baba [older), echegon baba

[younger) m.

Uncle (mother’s brother) ingoo m. [pron.), nunne [form of

address).

Under yar [suffixed).

To unfold dinseruss [pron.)

Unless bager.

Upright tsut.

Up dull.

Valley gah /., bar/.

Vein baris m., barisho pi.

Very but.

Very well tultus, shoowah.

To vex pidik etuss.
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To he vexed

Vexation

Village

Vine

Voice

Vulture

pidik manass.

pidik

girum /., giruming pi., bushai f ,

bushaiming pi.

goobi goobing pi.

kow kowunts pi., icher J., icher-

ing pi.

gussir m., gussirisho pi.

WaH
Walnut

Walnut tree

Water

Watercourse

Weak
Weakness

To weep

West (sunset)

Wet
What

Wheat

When [interrog.)

When
(
relat

.)

bull /., bulling pi.

tilli ni., tillung, pi.

tilli

/

tsil tsilming^.

bartsil /.

ashato.

ashateyar f.

heruss.

boor.

haghiim.

bessun, be.

gur/.

beshal.

kenuloo.

Where
(
interrog .) amuloo, am.

Which one
(
applied to ani-

mals or objects) amis m., amit f.

Which one
(
applied to human

beings) amin.

Whip

White

Who [interrog.)

Why
Wide

Widow
Widower

Wife

Wind
Window
Wine

Wing
Winter

thur/., thiiryung pi.

boorum.

amin.

bess.

shokum.

gyoos /., gyoosho pi.

gyoos m., gyoosho^?.

yoos /., yoosindaro pi. [pron.)

tish /.

dari darimichung pi.

mell f.

gullgi/., gullgichung pi.

baiy /.
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Winter solstice

Wisdom

Wise

Wish

To wish

With

Within

Without

Woman
Wood
Wool

Work
To work

World

Wound

To wound

To write

Year

Yellow

Yes

Yesterday

The day before yesterday

Two days before yesterday

baiyimo-isha.

hung.

ilchinkoon
(
pron .)

ruck /.

ruck etuss.

kat {suffixed).

uloo, le {suffixed).

a {prefixed).

gus /., gushiunts pi.

ghashil m., ghasliding pi.

sheh /., shehmichung pi.

duro /.

duro etuss.

dunyat f.

gal/., galing pi.

gal ishiyess {pron.)

girminuss.

y6i/.

shikerk.

awa.

saboor.

sati.

yerbut.
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Numerals.

Masculine. Feminine.
For human
beings only.

1 kun hik hin

2 altats alto altun

3 usko iski iske

4 walto walti

5 sundo sindi

6 mishindo mishindi

7 tullo tulle

8 altambo altambi

9 huncho hunti

10 toromo tdrimi

1 1 turmah-hun

12 ,, -altats

13 ,, -usko

14 ,, -walto

15 ,, -sundo

16 ,,
-mishindo

17 ,, -tullo

18 ,, -altambo

19 ,, -huncho

20 alter

21 alter-hun

30 alter-torom

40 alto-alter

50 alto-alter-torom

60 iski-alter

70 iski-alter-torom

80 walti-alter

90 walti- alter-torom

100 tah

200 alto-tah

1000 sans
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Art. YII.—Grammatical Note on the Simnuni Dialect of the

Persian Language. By the Rev. James Bassett,

American Missionary, Tabriz. [Communicated by

Mr. R. N. Oust, Hon. Secretary.]

The city of Simnun is about one hundred and sixty-five

miles eastward from Tehran on the road from the latter city

to Mashad.

The people of Simnun are noted for their vernacular,

which is commonly called Simnuni.

The anecdote is current in Persia that one of the kings

of that country appointed a learned man to travel through-

out his kingdom, and to investigate the Dialects spoken

therein. The investigations having been completed, on a

given day the king and court assembled to hear the learned

doctor’s report. The philologist discoursed of many Dialects,

and then, referring to the vernacular of Simnun, took a dry

and empty gourd, and putting a few pebbles therein, shook

it aloft, saying, “ You now hear all that I can report of the

Simnuni.”

This Dialect is spoken by all the people of Simnun, and

also by the people of several villages a few farsang distant.

It is said to be spoken also in the province of Mazanderan.

In the following pages I have given a brief outline of

some of the grammatical forms, and a vocabulary, of this

Dialect, which was prepared under my direction by a mullah

of Simnun, himself a native of the place, and from infancy

accustomed to its use. These forms and words, though few,

will I hope serve a better purpose and be more intelligible

than the rattle of the pebbles in the philologist’s gourd.

A number of books are written in this Dialect, which, from

the peculiar forms of the verb and the sounds, afford much

merriment to Persians accustomed only to the modern Persian.
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The Nouns.

The plural of nouns is formed by the suffix lS- The

masculines with o only when ending with a consonant
;
hut

if they have a final vowel the plural is formed in e.cj.

Nouns are inflected as follows, to wit

:

Singular. Plural.

man men.

to man to men.

iJ of man or thy man of men.

woman women.
••

•
. _ _

•

There is no difference in the forms and inflection of nouns

to denote gender.

Case.

\j is used for the objective and dative case as in Modern

Persian, but the ablative is not expressed by particle. The

possessive case is formed by the prefix answering to the

suffix lzj of Modern Persian. The possessive particle is pre-

fixed thus :

Pronouns possessive : mine my man.

thine or thy Aj thy
> .

'

his J o bj-* j
his

These are evidently from the simple personals :

p\ ?

y> y i, or \ Lw* we.

& thou you.

J he Jj thcT» sometimes

The sign of the objective case may be added thus :

t >

by me

b<s,j thee

bj
him, and so for plural 1

f
, \ tj~j
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The Demonstrative Pronoun is nearly the same as in

Modern Persian, e.g. this, that; the plurals are

these, those.

Interrogatives are as in Persian b' is used in place

of e.g. modern Persian, yiy* 4b <b,l;b the same in

Simnuni ^LAj sjt b ^LAj. Indefinite,
ijy somebody,

some one, ^ every one.

Verbs.

1. There appear to be no different conjugations of Verbs.

2. There is no infinitive form.

3. The pronouns prefixed to verbs differ, the modern

Persian form being used with some other verbs, and the old

form used with other verbs.

The form of the Verb ‘ To Be.’

Present.

Singular. Plural.

,J i.e. = ^Uu.5) I am, etc. we are, etc.

. *
,
A

b 1 J ^ ^
>

Past Tense = ^;
yLO J I was /j b*J& or

J y Thou wert L-i

b J ,1 He was

Imperfect.

1 . * 4A J ^4
J i » « - 4

ji

b.* A • ''

W ||J

Imperative of Verb ‘To Be.’

J* ls^
4-0 J<JSi Ij
J'
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Passive form of the Yerb ‘To Be.’

Past.

Ua

crF. L.-1

l-j

Subjunct. =
* \

iJSf* 1 Ua

y) Ui

F* 3^ cr^r1*

Conditional.

' /'

W y /I

jrf J /'
Future.

= AaLkv« (I will
\

** '
or wish) ^UX. *-alsX.

,
etc.

XX;
LiwX-# uli£s

1. The future of every verb is formed by using as an

auxiliary verb.

2. Tbe passive of verbs is formed by tbe inflections of the

verb to be (Lj) with tbe participle or root.

3. Tbe negatives are formed by after
^

in tbe present

tense. In other words it is placed before the permanent

letters in regular verbs, e.g. present past ^LiJ.

Example of Inflections.

Present.

1 I go we go.

ye go.

t^\ they go.
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Past.

\ X went l*£>

L5^ * ^
> lst»M)

1>1j y\

Imperative.

ur^ ' L«JS let us go.

yJ jj-21j U.-1 let them go.

jAj j\

Pluperfect.

uUltj

y
bLij

Subjunctive.

U.& we may go.

<LWJ

Lij _jl

Perfect.

^LsaAj I went with pronouns,

tliou wentest

^ . -c\

1

Imperfect.

^
.. r

'S' » 1

L5^
A X

Lua/I
A >"

KS%

Ifij

LluJ

.,U&5

Ujr^l U.,\s&

\lL%

Future.
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j*.-+ S«Vc l&j Ail

ls***^' : i_s“?j^

<S.*s>-jj

*A-i

(Jls>- AjL..AJ

&\ri\ (*X eT* cT* ( J^'*
*-£* 1 A-jl

Wy *v
i_r' X ^ u

CT*'
c. o ^ \' i *, \' 1

»f £<0
l.« A*^«aJ

" ' >

a«j1 AjA tl>«\ XJ X»^ jLuoJ ^

jy* ^yy c«£^ ^ ^ 1^* AIjLk© X^ 1 l^Tf

U XI Al) Ui XJX^ \-4-X

.

<-> o ^ -

*<o
,A*-aU

uX ilr^ (*i
l*J ^TSTXf

o (,, o\' a/>*
XX’ Lj XXb ^kx*

L XX i

O O / C\' / x'

*-«j Lj L^\.«

jy cAX ^L

j

x^ l^sx#
C O x Ol'..JO

^_)A-V« w\-j l-j xxb

X0 «4?

,i i<-0
l.«

uW^ j*A«* w* A^y o«l XjX^ ^LijJ
o /

x **?y o

-

aA *j' A«^L*jS

V
V^i <wi i ‘X

L
_e'

1*jl
(A •• •• "

xj x< \ LiXj

CC"t
jS» t AxAaU

iL>\ p
lj ^ A^ l> jaa

\+Jy) l«X y) j*-*J

^jJ \ kNj) l-X w4-«*> X-*J l-J
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^jVsC' <X*j ^ a! *jU cT & f,
^/' *X> 1 £kX*\ ^IxLjI

£
ik\/lVy

(^r
s'? Al> Ui £kX«\ La#

*<X* «x^ £*x*^ Li-U

U? A X
*3/"* Jls- Ai^aj

>

*m> Ij ^
liT'* ^ U *y ixuwj ^<x^#! ^jl^uj 1

V \' ‘x -
u U» A-J jJ iA,'V- £) U U> Ui X.^1 1* £hX* 1 l^iUj

y U cA kXU Ij X kX*l U Ay U«s M) Lr' <3 Xl ^ \>^

<l4r (J\«5>- UrrV

\s* A*jl
.!

/4 w\-U ^ Xl
] cr* cpyu *y ^ *X 1 X\U jLuj ^

o x/f > ^
LS^

U £kX*l l^» Ay L*s **x£> *a*\ U
i
1 , i' ‘A \
Lj {* <&\

• • ••>
A-l AX» 1',' j^A-J U* A-J V*~i kX ^ x kXU xXi 1 L^-w

A*yaj

(
yy^ U Ayl &kX* 1

|l^* ^yyj* l^» Ay <ii£
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—

Etymology of the Turkish Numerals. By S. YY.

Koelle, Ph.D., Corresponding Member of the Royul

Academy of Science in Berlin, and late Missionary of

the Church Missionary Society in Constantinople.

The Etymology of Numerals, or the question what primary

ideas originally furnished the names for the different num-

bers, is a matter of considerable obscurity and uncertainty

in many languages. Professor Bopp, in his Comparative

Grammar of the Sanscritic Languages, translated into

English by Lieutenant Eastwick, says, in vol. i. p. 427 :

“I do not think that any language whatever has produced

special original words for the particular designation of such

compacted and peculiar ideas as three, four, five, etc. ;
and

as the appellations of numbers resist all comparison with

the verbal bases, the pronominal bases remain the only

means by which to explain them.” To whatever extent

this may be true respecting the Sanscritic languages, it

does not apply to many others spoken in Africa and

America
;

and from these some light may possibly be

derived for the elucidation of the former. Even in Asia

there is the extensive stock of Tartar languages, to which

also the Turkish or Osmauli belongs, where the roots of

words occupy so dominant a position, and can, with their

primary meaning, be still so easily traced, that in regard

to them the very reverse holds good of what Professor Bopp

affirmed about the absence of connexion with verbal bases

in the Sanscritic Numerals. Only so much is true, that
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also in the Tartar languages the Numerals were originally

not designations for the abstract idea of numeric order, but

expressions, still capable of being understood, to mark

certain peculiarities of the fingers, with whose help people

used to count. From being at first ordinary appellatives,

they gradually passed into Numerals, or mere symbolic

representations of numbers, when their primary significa-

tion faded away from the people’s mind.

My attention was first drawn to the natural connexion

between the numbers and the fingers, when, more than

thirty years ago, I compiled the Polyglotta Africana, i.e.

a comparative vocabulary of all the languages spoken in

Sierra Leone by its motley population of liberated Africans.

Many hundreds of natives from every part of the continent

passed through my hands in preparing that work; and as

the Numerals were amongst the words of my collection, I

had ample opportunity of becoming acquainted with the

African mode of numeration. One thing which I could

not help noticing in their manner of counting was, that

they generally made use of their fingers, and sometimes,

from 11 to 20, even of their toes. In doing so, they also

regularly with the fore-finger of their right hand first

counted the fingers of their left hand, beginning from the

little one and ending with the thumb; and then with the

fore-finger of the left hand thejr
,
in the same order, counted

the fingers of the right. Some of the men from whom I

obtained the specimens of their language were so dependent

on this dactylic aid, that they became bewildered when

I requested them to count without using their fingers.

A few of this class were so limited to the most rudimental

attainments in mathematics, that they could only count up

to five
;
and when I expressed my surprise as to how they

could find this sufficient for the transactions of daily life,

one of them replied, “ We can manage very well : for having

counted five, we put it aside on one heap and then begin

another, and so on, as many as we may want.”

The practice of calling in the help of fingers and toes

for the purpose of counting, which I could still observe
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amongst many African tribes, probably already existed in

the remotest antiquity of the nations and languages of man-

kind, and was continued unchanged, with other primeval

habits, by those children of nature in their secluded “ dark

continent
”

all these thousands of years. There can be little

doubt that at that early period of the world’s history, when

the languages now spoken over the face of the earth were

still in the process of primitive formation, that same practice

universally prevailed amongst the tribes and nations not

merely in Africa, but on every continent where man was

found, and that the mathematical genius of our own an-

cestors was by no means elevated above it. For it is this

antique and pristine habit of counting by the help of the

lingers which constituted the natural foundation, and now
forms the only satisfactory explanation of the fact that, in

almost all the languages of mankind, the system of numera-

tion reposes on either a quinary, or a decimal, or a vigesimal

base, or one composed of two or all of these; that is to say,

that people count either up to five (viz. the fingers of one

hand), or to ten (viz. the fingers of both hands), or to twenty

(viz. the fingers and toes), and then repeat or compound

these highest with the preceding smaller numbers. Accord-

ing^, all languages have distinct names for the Numerals

up to five, and many up to ten. Those resting on a quinary

base call six “ five and one,” seven “ five and two,” eight

“five and three,” nine “five and four”; but for ten they

form again a distinct name. The numbers from 11 to 19

are compounds of ten with the units 1 to 9 ;
and for twenty

there is again a distinct word. Beyond twenty they com-

pound in the same manner as beyond ten, and then assume

either a decimal or a vigesimal character, according as they

provide a new name for every decade or for every score.

These three bases of numeration—five, ten, twenty—are so

natural and do so readily, one might almost say, with a

kind of physical necessity, suggest themselves to every man
by the number of his fingers and toes, that it is really a

matter of surprise they have not been unexceptionally and

exclusively adopted. But though the Five and its multiples
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almost universally prevail, there are also some few languages

which build up their system of numeration on the basis of

six, twelve, twenty-four. They are so few, compared with

the others, as to appear only in the light of rare exceptions.

Our word ‘dozen,’ as far as its use is concerned, seems to

belong to a like category. What is the cause or natural

foundation for this exceptional mode of numeration does

not appear so plain
:

perhaps it proceeded from the still

simpler principle of ‘three’ and may not be unconnected

with a pronominal source, as suggested b}r Prof. Bopp. The

occurrence of such a numeration being exceedingly rare

and having even been questioned, it may not be superfluous

to adduce an instance here. It belongs to the Bola or

Burama language, spoken on the west coast of Africa

between Senegambia and Sierra Leone, where they count

thus: 1, pulolo; 2, kefaw; 3, koayents; 4, kebakr

;

5, kdnyen;

6, padsi or pdi

;

7,
padsi na pulo

;

8, bdkirei ; 9 ,
kahyengalo

;

10, inyen; 11, dukena ; 12, ngepads ngitm. As here ‘twelve’

or ngepads ngitm means evidently ‘ twice six,’ so also

‘ twenty-four ’ or ngepads nkebdkr, ‘ four times six,’ and
‘ seven,’ or padsi na pulo, ‘ six and one.’ The base of

numeration, therefore, is ‘ six,’ instead of ‘ five.’

Having once, by ocular observation, ray attention drawn

to the intimate connexion of the quinary, decimal and

vigesimal systems of numeration with the human fingers,

or with the fingers and toes, it was natural to look to the

same source also for light on the proper and original mean-

ing of the several Numerals. Engaged with the study of

the Yei language amongst the people who speak it about

Cape Mount, my expectation on that point first began to

be gratified. The Veiese count thus up to twenty : dondo,

fera, sdgba, nani, soru ; sundondo, sumfera, siinsdgba, sunndni,

tan ; tandondo, tdmfera, tansdgba, tannani, tansoru ; tan sun-

dondo, tan sunsdgba, tan sunndni, mobdnde. The etymology

of at least three or four of these Numerals soon became

clear to me. Dondo is evidently a compound of do ‘ small
:’

‘small-small’ or very small, smallest, as a designation of the

little finger (of the left hand), the first in being counted.
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The n of do-n-do is an evolved consonant, which we have

also in feranden, a twin, lit. a ‘two-child,’ from fern ‘two’

and den * child.’ I'he original meaning of fera must have

been that of companionship, association, addition in general,

and therefore it took its place in the language both as a

Preposition ‘with,’ and as a Numeral ‘two,’ the latter being

the first and therefore characteristic companion or addition

of number one. Tan ‘ ten ’ seems connected with ddna ‘ to

stay, stop
;

be at an end, be finished ;’ for after having

counted the fingers, a stop naturally took place before pro-

ceeding with the toes; and dan means ‘ to count.’ Mobande

is a regular compound of mo ‘ man, person,’ and bdnde

‘finished,’ the usual participle passive of the Verb ban ‘to

finish :’ because with ‘ twenty ’ one person was finished,

that is, all his fingers and toes were counted. Mo fera bande

or ‘forty,’ means ‘two persons finished,’ etc. I was sur-

prised that the Yeiese had entirely lost sight of the original

and manifest import of the word mobande, and that in

counting they used it merely as a symbol, like all the

other Numerals; but as soon as I had called their attention

to its proper etymology, they unhesitatingly fell in with

it and affirmed its correctness. Strange to say, in the

Greenlandish language the word for ‘ twenty ’ has the very

same signification as in Yei, from which it may perhaps

be inferred that the people who spoke it first lived in a

milder climate, and had their naked toes more easily at

their disposal for counting, than is now the case in Green-

land. A striking confirmation of this finger-theory is also

furnished by the Suto or Basuto language, where, as a

friend lately informed me, the word for ‘ six ’ properly sig-

nifies ‘ jump over :’ obviously because, in counting the

number six, one ‘jumps over’ from the fingers of the left

hand to those of the right.

When, with this knowledge of African numeration and

Numerals, I afterwards came to Constantinople and my
duties as a Missionary to the Turks rendered it incumbent

on me thoroughly to acquaint myself with their language

by exhausting etymological researches, I found the Turkish
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Numerals no less transparent and no less easily reducible

to their roots than Tartar words in general, and con-

firmatory, in a most remarkable manner, of my African

theory about the primitive signification of numbers. The

present treatise professing to set forth the etymology of

all the Turkish Numerals, it will have to trace them to their

source, and to point out the exact reasons from which the

ancient Tartars, the ancestors of the present Turks, originally

designated their numbers by the names which they still

bear, and which at the first were not special words to

express the abstract idea of numeric order, but general

appellations relating to the fingers employed in counting,

and only in the course of time turned into those purely

symbolic terms which practically they now are.

The Turkish language has only twenty distinct and proper

words to express numbers ; and with their help all the other

Numerals are represented. They are the names for the

ten Units, the eight Tens, one for * hundred ’ and one for

‘ thousand,’ as given here :— 1 (bir
) ; 2, (eki

)

; 3, —
(ug)

; 4, (,dort) ; 5, (bes ) ; 6, (dlti)
; 7, Jbo

(yedi)
;

8,j-L« (sekiz)
; 9, (toquz

) ; 10, u} \ (on); 20,

(ytkirmi, yermi)

;

30, (otuz) ; 40, (qirq
) ; 50,

(eli) ; 60, (altmis
) ; 70, (yetmis)

; 80,

(seksan)

;

90, (toqsan)
; 100, (y«z)

;
1000,

(bin).

0) J. OT jai (bir), one. This number, according to the

primitive mode of counting with the aid of the fingers,

answers to the little finger of the left hand. As the Yei

derived its name from the size of this finger (viz. donclo,

‘ small -small ’), so the Turkish fixed upon its position, as

hithermost in regard to the person who counts, and foremost

respecting the fingers and numbers that are to follow. The

word Bir therefore designates the number One, as that which

is before, hitherwards, antecedent, in regard to all the other

numbers. The same root has also settled in the language

as the Noun and Preposition or (ber-i), signifying

‘ the hither side, this side
;

hitherward, since and as a

Verb, viz. (rer-mek), which in Tshagatai has still the
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form (bir-mek) ‘ to give, to present properly, ‘ to

bring forward, to advance something for some one else.’ In

a more distant relationship to it stands (rdr-maq

)

‘ to

proceed, go forward to, reach,’ in Tshagatai jbjb (bar-maq)

id. This Tartar root, with essentially the same meaning,

is also widely spread in the Indo-European languages,

where, however, its first consonant is sometimes aspirated,

sometimes sharpened, e.g. Engl, fir-st, fore, before
;

fare

;

German gir-fi, gur-fi ;
Bor

; fefyran, fufjtatt ; Latin prae, pro, per
;

primus; Greek irpiv, nrpo, 7rpoo'l; 7rpw-To<; Trepa; Sanscr.

(pur) prsecedere,
(
pur-am

)
ante, coram,

(
pur-a

)

antea,
(
pur-va

)
prior, etc.

(2) (
ek-i), two. This is a Noun with a passive

signification, regularly formed from the Verb (ek-

mek), ‘to sow (seed), to sprinkle (salt, etc.);’ in Tshagatai

(
ik-mek

)
* to sow, to insert.’ The sowing is a

throwing or casting of the seed, and therefore the Noun
ek-i signifies any thing thrown down or added to something

else: an addition. Two being the first and, on this account,

the characteristic addition to one, the second Numeral could

consistently be represented by a word signifying addition,

just as in Yei by one signifying companion, fellow. The

succeeding additions, being no longer new and characteristic,

could not in like manner supply names of a similar import

for the following- numbers. I 11 Tshagatai another Noun is

formed from the same Verb to designate the peculiar addi-

tion of what is, “ thrown into the bargain,” and also of a

“patch,” viz. (ik-lik). Other instances of Nouns

formed like ek-i, by the mere addition of i to the root, are :

—

{ (jek-i) ‘a horse-load,’ from
(
gek-mek

)
‘to

draw, drag, carry;’ (««</-*)> ‘small coins scattered at

weddings,’ from (sag mag), ‘to scatter;’ lNjV. (yaz-i)

‘a writing, inscription,’ from (yaz-maq), ‘to write;’

ojV. il/dri) ‘ a half,’ from (ydr-maq), ‘ to split, to

cleave.’ The particular reason, which originally may have

suggested the designation of the second Numeral as a mere

addition or appendage to the first, was probably the charac-

teristic peculiarity of the finger next to the little one of the
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left hand, to which it corresponded in counting, and which

is the weakest, most dependent of all our fingers, slavishly-

following its neighbour in all its movements, so that from

this want of independence and character it has in several

languages been called the “nameless” one.

(3) (ug ,
Zenker in his Dictionary adds, vulg. yug

)

three. The third Numeral corresponds to the third or middle

finger of the left hand which rises or tops above all the rest

;

and from the surpassing height of this middle finger the

third Numeral has derived its appellation. _ d (
tig

)
‘three,’

and ~_j! (ug) ‘ end, point, top, farthest limit, utmost or

upmost end,’ are one and the same root, and were originally

identical. Under the influence of the soft vowels of the

second and fourth Numerals the u of the third naturally soon

softened into ii. The change of harsh into soft vowels is

something very common in the Tartar languages, and they

are sometimes interchanged by the people of the same

country; e.g. Vambery iii his Tshagatai vocabulary writes

jUo-d ‘to fly up’ with u, ‘to go out, extinguish,’

with b; but Shaw, in his Specimens from Eastern Turkestan,

writes the former och-maq and the latter uch-mak
;

again

Yambery writes ‘revenge’ both with u and ii, Shaw with

u only and Zenker with o only. The latter has the vowel u

in ‘ three,’ but u in jU-jl ‘ the three,’ and in IhU-jl ‘ all

the three.’ The ordinary Dictionaries give the vowel u to the

Yerb ‘ to fly up, to rise high ;’ but ii and rarely u to

the Adjective or ‘high,’ which comes from the

same root. The third Numeral, instead of connecting itself

with — *1 might also have attached itself to (ig) ‘inside,

middle ;’ for as the third finger is the highest, so it also

occupies an interior or intermedial position amongst the

other fingers, having two on either side, wherefore in many
languages it is called “ the middle finger.” But in Turkish

_«1 (ug) ‘three,’ can hardly be derived from (ig) ‘inside,’

because i does not easily pass into ii. Nevertheless there

is an etymological relationship of a different kind between

(ug, ug) and (ig)
;

they respectively expr-ess the
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opposite but correlative notions of out and in, high and deep,

and are held together, as it were, h}' the band of tbe neutral

—
1

(agf), which, in the Verb
(
dg-rnaq

)

‘to open,’

denotes an activity for affording both egress and ingress,

according to circumstances. Professor Bopp, on p. 427 of

the work already quoted, makes a remark containing both

truth and error, which deserves to be noticed here. It is

to this effect :
“ Only in three might one perhaps think of

the Sanscrit base rf (tri) ‘ to pass over,’ and consider three

as the more than two. This verbal notion of passing over,

adding, is, however, also the only possible one which could

be blended with the names of numbers.” Had Prof. Bopp

paid attention to the correspondence between the Numerals

and the fingers, he would have expressed himself differently.

It is a remarkable confirmation of the theory I am illus-

trating that, in spite of his preconceived notions, he has

to connect the Numeral three with the Sanscrit Verb H (tri)

‘ to surpass.’ But he is quite wrong in supposing that the

reason is because three is “more” than two. The idea of

addition could only furnish the name for two, where it is

new and characteristic, but not for any of the numbers

following, which all equally exceed their predecessors. The

reason why three is called the “ surpassing ” number in the

Sanscritic languages and the “ end ” or “ top ” number in

Turkish, is not because it numerically exceeds two, but

because the finger which symbolizes it surpasses all his

fellows in height.

(4) or L—:

.

J

^

(
dort

) four. The Verb from which

this Numeral is derived is still in common use, namely,

(
ddr-t-meh ), in eastern Turkish, according to Shaw,

still (tur-t-mak, with u
)

‘to poke, push, stir up,

rouse, drive away.’ The fourth finger, i.e. the finger next

to the thumb of the left hand, was therefore regarded as

the one with which we stir up, rouse, awaken, incite, chase

away
;
or perhaps also—seeing that the Noun

(
dor-t-i

)

signifies ‘ prick, point ’—the one with which we point,

show the direction : the “ index,” in Germ. Sdgeftttget, as his

brother on the right hand is still generally called. As
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regards its form,
(
dSr-t-mek

)
is an enlarged root

by the addition of t, which imparts a causative and some-

times an intensive force, and it corresponds to the eastern

(tur-yuz-maq) ‘ to rouse, raise, stir up,’ from Jv*j$o
or (dur-maq) ‘ to stand up, to rise.’ Of a similar

formation is l

(

bur-t-mek

)

or (ber-t-mek) ‘to

wrench, sprain, dislocate,’ from (bur-mag) ‘to turn;’

also: (gon-t-maq) ‘to cut or mend (a pen),’ from

JUJy (
yon-maq

)
‘to cut or dress the sides of

timber.’ All the simple roots which can thus be enlarged

terminate in j or ^ or J, and the single consonants by

which this enlargement is effected are t—> CL5 — — and lLS.

(5) (bes) fire. There can be no doubt that (jlq ‘five,’

and (bas) ‘head,’ were originally one and the same

word, so that the number five was called the head-number,

because it corresponded with the thumb of the left hand,

which, when the hand is closed, rises above the other fingers

as the head above the body. When once the word was

regularly employed as a Numeral in counting, it was natural

to change its pronunciation a little, so as to distinguish it

from its usual form with its primary meaning. In all the

Turkish dialects the thumb is still ordinarily called

(
bds parmaq), i.e. ‘ head-finger,’ and in Arabic and

Persian
(
el-foqi), i.e. ‘ the upper one.’ According to

A. Castren’s Grammar, p. 17, the Koibals pronounce

with the vowels i and e, and the Karagassians even with

the diphthong ei.

((5) (
dl-t-i

)
six. This means properly the “ low ”

number, or the number “below,” from the still current c^ll

(al-t) ‘ the under part, the space below
;
under, below.’ No

more striking proof can be required, of the agreement

between the ancient Tartars and the Negroes of Africa, in

their mode of using the fingers for the purpose of numera-

tion, than the name of this Numeral. It could not have

been better chosen, had it been specially invented with the

view of illustrating our theory. For if Five, as answering

to the thumb of the left hand, is called the head or upper

number, what can be more natural, one might almost say
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more compulsory, than to take the name for Six from the

corresponding low position of the little finger of the right

hand, or to call Six the underling of Captain Five? We
may also observe, in regard to its etymological character,

that the root
(
al-t

)
is parallel to (dor-t)

:

it is

not a perfectly simple or primary, but an enlarged or de-

veloped root. Its naked form is J' (a/), as in the Verb

(al-maq)
‘ to take, to hold ;’ so that it appears the ancient

Tartars regarded the under part of a thing as “taking” or

“holding” what was above it, just as we say a vessel

“ takes ” or “ holds ” what has room in it.

(7) {yed-i), seven. As
(
dl-t-i

)
‘six,’ can etymo-

logically be only derived from {al-t) ‘ under,’ and
i
J-j\

{ek-i) ‘two,’ from uJtl+.’LA
(
ek-mek

)
‘to sow, to throw:’ so

also {yed-i) ‘seven,’ can only be formed from

(yed-mek)
‘to lead a horse by the hand, to tow a vessel, to

draw after, or cause to follow anything.’ Another Noun

derived from this Verb is (yed-ek ), which means ‘a led

horse, a ship or boat in tow, the rope by which the horse

is led or the ship towed.’ The appellation of the seventh

Numeral is therefore a most correct and striking character-

istic of the finger next to the little one on the right hand,

which, with its brother on the left, is of all our fingers the

weakest and least independent, submissively following its little

neighbour in all its movements, like a led horse, or a ship

in tow. As the Latin language calls the one sccundus, from

sequi, to follow, so the Sanscrit names the other {sap-

fan) from HH. {sap) sequi, and the Turkish (y&d-i) from

{yed-mek) ‘ to be led after, to follow behind.’

These are facts which show a close observation of nature

and a truly remarkable agreement in the systems of

numeration belonging to languages so widely different

as the Arian and the Tartar, and yet strongly confirm-

ing our African finger-theory. In point of etymology

it may be observed that l_A» jo
(
yed-mek

)
‘ to lead a horse,

to tow a vessel,’ seems to have been originally identical with

and only gradually to have separated its form from

{yet-mek), in eastern Turkish O {yit-mek, yet-mek) ‘ to
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reach, to suffice for in meaning both Verbs are closely

allied, the following of a led horse or a towed vessel being

in effect, as it were, a continual effort to “ reach ” what

precedes. Perhaps the eastern dialects do not yet make

use of the forms Aj
(
yed-mek

)
and

(
yed-ek ), as I

do not find them in the usual eastern vocabularies, but in

their stead only
(
yit-mek

,
yet-tnek) ‘to reach,’ lIAs-j

(yet-ek )
‘a led horse,’ and likewise or

,
(yet-i) ‘seven.’

But the seventh Numeral tells also in this latter form

(
x-j yet-i

)
the same tale about its connexion with the

seventh finger, as in the now usual form i_?Aj
(
yed-i). The

Numeral o'Aj is the first of which the Tartar-Turkish

Dictionary, printed in Stambul by a learned Ottoman of

high position, attempts an explanation in these words :
“ Its

original form was
(
yet-di), as designating the day by

which the week had reached its completion, the Sabbath

day.” This explanation is right in connecting the Numeral

with the Verb L or lLCcj or ‘ to reach, to en-

deavour to reach by following :’ but as the ancient Tartars

no doubt had counted many things before they counted the

days of the week, they could hardly have remained without

a name for “ seven,” until the Sabbath day suggested it to

them
;
and had the last day of the week provided a number

with its name, we would naturally expect to meet also with

other traces of a septenary character in the Tartar system

of numeration, which is not the case. Therefore the latter

part of this explanation cannot well be entertained.

(8) (
sek-iz), in eastern Turkish [sik-iz) eight.

This is properly an Adjective derived from the Verb

(sek-mek) ‘to jump, spring, bound; to rebound, glance off,

ricochet (like a projectile from a hard surface).’ Accordingly

it describes the eighth or middle finger of the right hand

as the rebounding or glancing-off finger, in reference to the

almost universally prevalent practice of snapping with this

finger, when it glances off from the thumb, like a projectile

from a curved surface. Shaw’s vocabulary of eastern Turkish

has J-ALj and jx-j
(
sak-iz

)
for eight, and

(
sak-ra

-

mak) for: ‘to jump close-footed, to hop.’ Bianchi in his
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Turkish Dictionary gives us two words (sek-iz

)

;
the

first he calls Persian, and assigns to it the meaning “whip”

and “ woodman’s axe,” and the second is the Turkish

Numeral. But they are unquestionably one and the same

genuinely Turkish word, which in the first case designates

the whip and the axe as rebounding in being used and in

the second the middle finger as glancing off in snapping.

The termination iz or ’z occurs with a similar force also in

the following words : orjAl
(
ek-iz ), lit. ‘ a two-ling,’ i.e.

‘a twin, twins,’ from or (ek-i) ‘two’ (as in Yei

fdrandeh,
‘a two-child ’); JX> or

J-3
CjO (

deh-iz
)

‘the sea,’

lit. ‘ the still, quiet, the pacific,’ from or

(dih-mek) ‘ to be still, quiet, calm ;’ because the sea stands

still and does not ‘ go,’ like the
(
ir-maq

)

or ‘ river ;’

J-'A orj-i-j'
(
tit-iz

)
‘peevish, cross,’ from cliUJj

(
dit-mek), or

eastern
(
tit-mek

)

‘to rend, tear in little pieces, to

cast up wool as in carding it.’ The Tartar-Turkish Diction-

ary already referred to seeks to explain the etymological

origin of the eighth Numeral, by calling it “ the number

which jumps beyond seven.” But if this kind of jumping

had occasioned the name, it could with equal propriety have

been conferred upon any other numeral except one

;

for

every number in this sense jumps, as it were, beyond that

which precedes it. Our own explanation is therefore the

only one which meets the case.

(9) jJiW or or in eastern Turkish jjsy
(
toq-uz

)
nine.

The formation of this and the preceding Numeral are the

same in principle
;
for the difference in the formative syllable

iz and uz is purely phonetic, the soft root sek requiring iz

and the hard root toq demanding uz. As the name for

eight is derived from a peculiarity of the middle finger

of the right hand as the “snapping” one, so the appellation

for nine is taken from a quality of the index-finger of the

same hand, as the “ touch ’’-finger, If this finger is in some
languages justly called the “index” or 3cigcfinqer, it is in

others with no less propriety also termed the “touching”

or “feeling” finger; for most people, when they wish care-

fully to examine anything by their sense of touch, make
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use almost involuntarily of the finger next to their right

thumb. Accordingly the ninth Numeral derives its name
from the Verb or \s

(
toq-un-maq

)
‘to touch,

examine by the sense of feeling ;’ which is itself derived

from
(
toq-u-maq

)
‘to weave, strike yarn together;’

and this again from jjUiJ
(
toq-maq

,
Tshagatai) ‘ to put

together, attach,’ with which the form of the Turkish noun

A?
(
toq-maq

)
‘ a mallet, hammer, knocker,’ coincides.

The Tartar-Turkish Dictionary is again right in connecting

this Numeral with its verbal base, but as unlucky as before

in the reason it assigns, saying: “Jyals or Jyiyb (
toq-uz

)

is

the number so near to ten as to ‘ touch ’ it.” But Nine does

not touch Ten more closely than it does Eight, and all the

other numbers equally “ touch ” their upper and their lower

neighbour, and would thus be no less entitled to the appella-

tion of “touch-number”; therefore the reason assigned does

not account for the selection of the name exactly in this

case. In the three Numerals whose etymological elucidation

has been attempted by the distinguished and learned author

of the Tartar-Turkish Dictionary, he succeeded as regards

their outward form
;

but not possessing the right key to

the enigma, it is no discredit to him that he failed in solving

the difficulty altogether.

(10) ^ (on), in Yakutic ^yJ (yon) ten. This root is

identical with that of the Verb (.on-maq), which

Meninski renders by : findere, expectare
;
and Bianchi by

:

fendre, attendre
;
or with

(
yon-maq

)

which means ‘ to

split (wood), to cut or dress (the sides of) timber or stone.’

From the latter comes the Noun A*jy> (yoh-ya) or Uby>

(ydh-qa ), and ^g^Jyi (yon-un-ti) ‘splinter, shavings and other

offal in dressing timber.’ In Tshagatai Vambery gives the

meaning of ^yl (on) by :
‘ the right hand, the toes, ten ;’

and that of the cognate lI&jI (oh) by :
‘ right, good

;
the

right, justice.’ Now the missing link for connecting all

these different meanings is nothing else than the etymo-

logical base upon which all these words rest, namely, the

Noun ^y» (yon) i.q. (yan) ‘side.’ The connexion between

side and ten is not very distant. Having counted up to ten.
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the end of the fingers had been reached, so that they had

now to be left on one side, and the mind to turn in a new

direction. In Turkish (yan tertnek, lit. ‘ to give

side’) means: ‘to stand aside, aloof, to withdraw from a

thing.’ In any language, to pass from the side of a thing,

or to turn aside from it, can give the idea :
‘ to cease, stop,

stay in having any more to do with it.’ The tenth Numeral

is therefore characterized by its name ^ (on) or (yon)

as the first great turning-point (leaving one side and turning

to another), the first necessary stoppage, halt, stay, the chief

natural waiting place in the progress of numeration. What
my African friend, who could only count five, told me,

“ When we have counted thus far, we put it on one side

and begin afresh,” was also done mentally and figuratively

by the nations who developed the decimal system. In one

continued elfort, and as it were without taking breath, the

creative genius of language had invented a new name for

every successive number up to ten, when the aid from the

fingers was exhausted, and thus naturally a pause set in,

and the question presented itself how to proceed farther.

Many Negro tribes, after having done with their fingers,

called the toes into requisition
; and if the same thing was

done elsewhere, might it not explain the singular coincidence

that in Tshagatai and in German the same word is used

for toe and ten ? At all events the number (on) marks

a stop or end in one direction, and the turn for a new start

in another. The former meaning was also seized upon and

still more plainly expressed by the language of the Kagma-
sinians and Kanskois in Siberia, which, whilst agreeing

with the Turkish in the other Numerals, has, according

to Klaproth’s Asia Polyglotta, p. 160, for the number “ten”
the new word “ bud,” which plainly means “ end,” from

(but-mek) ‘ to come to an end, to finish, terminate

;

to come out, germinate (plants).’ Compare also

(bit-ik) and (bot-iik) ‘approaching the end, finishing,’

and (but-un) or
(
bit-tin

)

‘ whole, complete, all.’

The word jjy) (yon) ‘side,’ as we see from the Verb <JU-’ »•>
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idea of separating the two sides or halves of a whole, of

halving, dividing, severing, parting. This is another way
which would likewise lead us to the notion of division, section,

separated portion, as the meaning of the Turkish Numeral

which completes the first decade. The division of a whole

into two equal parts or halves, closely corresponding to each

other, also naturally suggests that similar correspondence

and agreement which subsists between merit and recompense,

and constitutes the essence of justice, righteousness, right.

Hence (6/5) ‘just, right, good,’ and (on) ‘the right

hand.’ When we see in dictionaries that (th-maq

)

means ‘to heal, recover,’ (im-ul-maq
)

‘ to be healed,’

y*I5d (bn-ul-maz) ‘incurable,’
(
on-ul-cli-gi

)

‘remedy,’

etc., we may feel tempted to regard the healing as a making

whole ,
and to look upon the name of the tenth Numeral as

signifying a numeric whole, a complete decade
;

hut the

meaning of Ll&d (6/5) seems to forbid us from taking this

view, and to represent to us the healing only as a restoration

to a suitable, right and good condition. We may here also

notice the material identity between the Turkish name for

the first decade On, and the European name for the first unit

in the Latin tin-us, German ctn
;
and the change of the former

into iconna in the Tshawushian (see Kasem Beg’s Grammar,

p. 54), and of the latter into icienas in Lithuanian, weens in

Lettish, and one (= won
)
in English,—a coincidence, which, if

not of an etymological, is at any rate of a phonetic interest.

(20) (ye'k-irmi, but usually contracted into y'inni
)

twenty. This Numeral is evidently a compound, of which

the first part is (yek-i) or (ek-i

)

‘ two,’ and the

second y\ (ir-im-i, irm-i) ‘ its reaching,’ so that the

whole literally means ‘ two its reaching, or its twice reach-

ing,’ viz. ‘ to the end of ten, second arrival at a full decade,’

or ‘arrival at the end of two decades.’ The Verb

(
ir-mek or er-mek), cognate with

(
ir-maq

)

‘to go, to

How,’ signifies ‘to reach, to attain to, to arrive at a place;’

and from it the verbal Noun *j>\ (ir-im, ir’m
)

is regularly

formed. In counting the ten fingers for the first time, a

stop or limit had been come to, which was indicated by the
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name of the tenth Numeral
;
and when they were counted

over again (or in their stead the toes), a second halt was

occasioned by this new arrival at the goal, and this was

expressed in like manner by the name for twenty, the second

decade.

The Turkish language has manifested an originality, a

vigour and productiveness far above other languages with

which it shares the decimal character of numeration. For

whilst these contented themselves, in forming the names for

the Tens, with simply repeating the Units in a peculiar

form, or in conjunction with the name for Ten, the Turkish

made a desperate effort to produce distinct appellations,

expressive of an intelligible meaning, for the second, third,

fourth and fifth decade, in their respective last number

;

and only after having well-nigh exhausted the possible,

stooped to the method of other mortals, by employing the

Units in the formation of the names for 60, 70, 80 and 90.

Only the Karagassians, a Turkish tribe near the river

Yenisei, seem not to have followed the general Turkish

imagination in its vigorous flight, but to have preferred

the even march with compounds of the Unit and Ten

throughout. According to A. Castren’s Sprachlehre, p. 17,

their Tens are as follows : 20 ihon, from ihi ‘ two,’ and on

‘ten,’ 30 ugon, 40 torton, 50 beson, 60 niton, 70 yeton
,
80

seheson, 90 tohoson.

(30) or jyd
(
ot-uz

)
thirty. The formation of this

Numeral is similar to that of
(
sek-iz

)

‘ eight,’ and ofjdib

(itoq-uz
)

‘nine.’ It is derived from the Verb or

(dt-ur-maq) ‘ to sit, settle, rest, remain.’ Therefore,

when the ten fingers had been counted for the third time

and the occasion was once more given for a pause or stop,

the name for the thirtieth Numeral was taken from the

idea of sitting down, resting, and thus the third decade

became marked as a new “ set” In Tshagatai the word for

thirty is JyJyl
(
ol-tuz), and, as we would naturally expect,

the Verb from which it is derived (dl-tur-maq) ‘to

sit, to remain.’ Another instance of the same formation is

i
(
qud-uz

)
‘hydrophobia; mad, enraged, out of mind,

VOL. XVI.—[new series.] 11
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from (qiid-ur-maq) ‘ to get out of one’s mind, to be-

come mad or enraged.’ It will have been noticed that in

these formations the final r of the Yerb is eliminated, and

that the z of vz and iz takes its place. By the same process

also jf (goz) ‘the eye’ is derived from the Yerb

(gor-mek

)

‘ to see.’

(40) Jlr or ifir-f) forty- The only Yerb to which

this Numeral can be referred is or
(
qir-maq

)

‘ to

break.’ Another pause having been reached on the ten

fingers being counted for the fourth time, and the previous

one having been called a “ sitting ” or a “ set,” this new
stop is with no less appropriateness designated as a “ break.”

The termination JP or j ( iq or
’

q ), or in soft roots L or

CJ (ik or ’k), is employed in forming past participles, or

adjectives of a passive and sometimes of an intransitive

character, which are also frequently used as substantives, 1

e.g
. Jyb (ydr-iq) ‘split, cracked; a split, a crack, a fissure,’

from
(
ydr-tnaq

)
‘to split, to cleave;’ JJ-Jb or <j£b

(yat-iq) ‘ lying, inclined, not standing erect
;

a large flask

with narrow neck, a travelling bottle,’ from JP»Jb (
yat-maq

)

‘ to lie, lie down, rest horizontally.’ So likewise or

(
qir-iq or qir'q

)
means ‘broken, broken off; a fracture,

a fragment ;’ and it became the name for forty, because

in reaching that number, the act of numeration met with

another “ break,” and the fourth decade constituted a new
“ fragment ” or part, portion, of the numbers.

(50) (
el-li), better

^J\
or (e/-?) fifty. "What is

now the usual orthography of this Numeral is plainly

erroneous. As dk-i ‘ two,’ is written ^_$\ or
,
so also el-i

‘fifty,’ ought to be written or ^bh Both these words

are equally pronounced with only one consonant. The

mistaken orthography may have been suggested to some

by the desire graphically to distinguish this word from

others, of which the pronunciation is different
;

and to

others by a false etymology, deriving the Numeral from

the Noun J! (el) ‘ hand,’ instead of perceiving that both the

1 Compare Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. XIV. Part II. p. 148.
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Numeral and the Noun have their common origin in a Verb.

The Tartar-Turkish Dictionary is of the latter class. It

makes another sporadic attempt at numeral etymology, the

last, as far as I can see, by explaining
(
el-li

)
as meaning

‘a hand of tens,’ probably in the stead of a quint of tens,

because the hand has five fingers. Yambery and Shaw

also follow in this track, contrary to native pronunciation,

the former by writing (el-lik) and the latter

(
il-lik

)
‘ fifty,’ adding the question in parenthesis :

“ Is this

Numeral connected with il-ik ‘hand’?” But what must

at once raise a hesitation in the mind as to the correctness

of this course, is the fact that this would be the only

instance in the formation of Numerals by means of the

termination <-!_£-! (lik), shortened into ( li

)

;
whereas the

language in general shows a decided partiality for providing

the forms of its Numerals in pairs, as e.g. alt-i, yedi ; sek-iz,

toq-uz ; alt-mis, yedmis ; seks-dn, toqs-dn. Another such pair

was the ancient
(
qir-iq

)

‘
forty,’ and (il-ik)

‘ fifty.’ Dr. A. Castren, in his Koibal Grommar, p. 17,

writes it quite correctly with one /, il-ik and il-ek
;
and

Mirza A. Kasem Beg, in his Turkish Grammar, p. 54,

though following the now customary faulty spelling in

Turkish, yet in his Latin transliteration gives the correct

form il-i. The state of the Turkish language itself, as it

is still preserved to us in its various eastern dialects, and

the nature of its grammatical laws, leave no doubt that,

whether we recognize in the present form of the name

for fifty the primitive termination (ile) or (lik),

the Verb to which alone it must be traced as its source is

u_£!)! or
(
il-mek), signifying ‘ to stretch out, stretch

forth
;
to stretch to, attach, tack to

;
to tie, fasten, button

;

to close, to shut.’ Yambery gives its meaning in Tshagatai

only by ‘ to close, shut, tie, fasten ;’ and that of its derivative

Ad (il-ik) by ‘ closed, shut, tied, fastened.’ Shaw, in his

eastern vocabulary, also assigns to the latter the meaning

of “hand” (either from being stretched out, or closed, shut),

and “ marrow ” (from being closed in and shut up within

the bone), to which Bianchi adds that of “buttonhole”
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(because it, as it were, closes in and shuts up the button, in

tying or fastening a dress). This same word is also un-

doubtedly the original form of the Numeral ^1 (el-i) which,

in harmony with its four predecessors, expresses the idea

that another counting of the ten fingers, the fifth decade,

is “closed.” Thus the Numerals 40 and 50 were formed in

one way, by the self-same suffix, which in the former case

assumed the form JO (iq), as attached to a hard root, and

in the latter L_5o
(
ik ), as attached to a soft root. Such ter-

minations and suffixes change in course of time, or are

dropped altogether.
(
el-ik), when it meant fifty,

shortened its termination into («’), (il-i, e/-?)
;
and

when it signified “ hand,” discarded it altogether JA or J1
(it, e/). The instances are not rare in which now only ^
(i) is left of the primitive suffix (ik), and the following

are some of them : o;.-.-' or (dir-i), i.q. ul

(

dir-ik

)

and
(
tir-ik

)

‘living, alive;’ g er-i) ,
‘militia-man,

soldier,’ i.q. (ger-ik) ‘ brave, dexterous

(

it-i),

i.q. (it-ik
)

‘ sharp, pointed, quick, agile.’

(60 and 70) (
alt-mis

)
sixty

; (
yed-mis

)
seventy.

"With this couple of names, for the sixth and seventh Ten

of numbers, the language has recourse to the correspondent

Units. In fabricating new appellations for the end of

decades and for the pauses occasioned thereby, the resources

were practically exhausted when the first Ten had been

called an “Aside,” a leaving on one “side,” so as to make

a fresh start in a new direction; the second a “Twice

arriving,” viz. at the end of the ten fingers
;

the third a

“ Sitting down, set, rest ;” the fourth a “ Break,” and the

fifth a “ Close.” At this point and not before, the creative

imagination of the pristine Turks turns for aid to the Units.

But even now it does not yet condescend to the mode of

other nations, by mechanically combining a Unit and a

Ten, but makes another desperate attempt, before consent-

ing to that last step. It ingeniously converts the sixth

and seventh Units into Verbs, and gives them the charac-

teristic of the past participle, by appending to them the

syllable (mis),
(
alt-mis

)
and (ydd-mis)
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mean respectively :
‘ having sixed,’ ‘having serened,’ that is,

having performed for the sixth and seventh time the act

of numeration within its natural compass, as indicated by

the fingers of both hands. Thus once more a couple of

Tens has been provided with intelligible names, and yet

the bodily introduction of ^1 (on) ‘ ten,’ dexterously avoided.

(80 and 90) (sdk-san) eighty
;

or

(
tdqsan

)
ninety. Now, in this last pair of Numerals, the

creative ingenuity seems finally conquered
;

it can no longer

avoid the long-deferred ^ (on). Rut there is yet one

means left of covering the defeat, and the language would

not be Turkish, if it did not avail itself of this last alternative.

A compromise is formed between the Unit and the Ten, by

which each has to yield something: the former has its

final consonant changed, the latter its vowel, and thus the

transaction issues into daylight under the disguise of a

(seksan) for (sekiz on), and a (tdqsan)

for jf!b (toquz on).

(100) Jy,
(yuz) hundred. This same word is also still used

with the signification of ‘ face, surface, front, farther side,

onward direction.’ A Verb is formed from it (u!-C yuz-

mek) which means ‘ to swim (i.e. to float or move on the

“ surface ”)
;

to skin, to flay (i.e. to take off the “ surface
”

or skin).’ It is obvious, therefore, that (yuz) was chosen

as a name for “hundred,” because this Numeral was con-

sidered as the uppermost, or as being upon the face and

surface of all the rest. At the time this name was chosen,
“ hundred ” was probably the highest number beyond which

the Turks did not count
;
and (bin)

‘ a thousand,’ may
have been superadded at a later period. In analogy with

the formation of (gdz) ‘ the eye,’ from (yor-mek),

‘to see;’ of JjI (iz) ‘track, trace,’ from (ir-maq), ‘to

go;’ and of (sem-iz) ‘fat,’ from (sem-ir-mek),

‘to grow fat;’ the Verb from which
(
yuz

)

was derived

must have been lLCmjJ (yur-mek). In the Osmanli dialect

this Verb is no longer used, but has been superseded by

(
yur-ii-mek

)

‘to walk, go, travel;’ in Shaw’s vo-

cabulary of the eastern Turkish, however, we still find
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(
yiir-mek

)
‘to walk, to progress, to proceed’ (e.g . atga

minip yiirmek ‘to proceed on horseback’). This Yerb fully

accounts for the meaning of (yiiz) ‘ face, hundred ’ as of

something foremost, uppermost. By the same association

of ideas the eastern Turkish
(
man-lai), signifying

‘forehead,’ comes from the Yerb
(
man-mag

)

‘to

walk, go, advance, progress, proceed.’ This view of the

connexion between ‘ hundred,’ as the face- or front-number,

and ‘ face,’ and between face and the verbal notion of pro-

ceeding, advancing, fronting, is certainly much more natural

and simple than another, which might likewise present itself

to one’s mind, and which might be attached to the meaning

of the English word gang in e.g. “ a gang of thieves,” so that

(
yiiz

)
‘ hundred,’ from

(
yiir-i-mek

)

‘ to walk, to

go,’ would be regarded as originally indicating indefinitely

any great number, e.g. of warriors going together to battle,

or of cattle going together to pasture, and as only gradually

restricted in its use to the definite number “ hundred.” But

though this is not altogether impossible, and I myself made

the suggestion many years ago, the former view is preferable.

(1000) «-Sj or {bin) thousand. This last of Turkish

Numerals undoubtedly comes from the Yerb or

(bin-mek) ‘ to mount, to ride,’ because it surmounts all the

other numbers and has them under it, like a rider his horse.

In the Numeral the n of the Yerb is changed into h from

euphonic reasons, as is also the case in the Substantive or

(beh ), which was originally identical with the Numeral

and signifies ‘ a spot, mole, freckle,’ evidently because these

things appear in the face or sit on the surface of the skin.

In the eastern Turkish dialects the Numeral and the Sub-

stantive are still wholly identical in every respect, and need

not be treated as two words, as is now done in the dictionaries,

for they are really only one. This whole view acquires the

strongest confirmation by a reference to the words under

consideration in Mr. Shaw’s eastern vocabulary, where it

has only to be remembered that the initial m stands for the

b of the west, and the three words are thus given : lL

(min) num. ‘ a thousand ;’
(
mih

)

subs. ‘ a beauty-spot,
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a mole on the face;’ U-.--*
(
min-mak

)

v.tr. ‘to mount a

horse, to ride.’

The attempt has now been made, and for the first time suc-

cessfully carried through, of tracing all the Turkish Numerals

to their roots and primary signification. Prof. Bopp’s opinion,

that not any language has produced original words for the

designation of the peculiar ideas three, four, five, etc., has

been fully confirmed, as far as the Turkish is concerned

;

for we have found that all the present Numerals had

originally definite other meanings, and were afterwards only

applied and adapted to represent numbers. But the other

part of his assertion, that “ the appellations of numbers resist

all comparison with verbal bases,” has been triumphantly

disproved, as wholly inconsistent with the Turkish. What-
ever may be said about the obscurity of the Sanscritic and

Shemitic Numerals, those of the Tartar languages are per-

fectly transparent, as to their etymology and original mean-

ing. The key which I have brought from Africa to the

solution of the difficulty did not fail us in a single instance.

It has enabled us to cast a slight glance into the early

laboratory of language, and to witness a little of the process

by which an unfettered imagination called into existence

new words, or used old ones with a new meaning, and thus

opened the door for a difference of pronunciation and change

of form. The success thus obtained, as regards the Turkish

Numerals—a success which hardly admits of doubt, in even

a single instance—may also prove helpful in other directions,

where obscurity and uncertainty have not yet yielded to

the assuring light of knowledge.
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Art. IX.

—

Grammatical Note and Vocabulary of the Language

of the Kor-ku, a Kolarian tribe in Central India. Com-

municated by the Honorary Secretary, Mr. H. N. Cust.

After the meeting of the Society on the 21st of Jan. 1884,

to discuss the subject of the origin of the Indian alphabet,

brought forward by me, a printed Missionary pamphlet and

a lithographed Vocabulary of the Language of the Kor-ku,

were found in the Rooms of the Society, left intentionally or

by accident by some unrecognized visitor. From internal

evidence they appear both to have been composed by Mr.

Albert Norton, an American Missionary, working among the

tribe at Ellichpur. It appears to be a proper compliment to

him to insert the Vocabulary and Grammatical Note in our

Journal, as they are genuine, entirely new material, and a

contribution to our knowledge.

In my “ Sketch of the Modern Languages of the East

Indies
”

(1878), I remarked as follows :

—

“ The Kur or Kur-ku dwell in the Central Provinces on

the Mahadeo Hills, and Westward in the Forests on the

Rivers Tapti and Narbada, up to the Bhil Country. On the

Mahadeo Hills they prefer to be called Muasi. They are

Pagans, and, though residing amidst the Gond (who are Dra-

vidian), their Language is Kolarian. Vocabularies are sup-

plied by Hislop and Dalton. They are wholly illiterate.

In the Districts of Hoshangabad and Betul their number

exceeds fifty-nine thousand.”

The name of the tribe is another instance of the Egotistical

character of Savage tribes, of which we have so many in-

stances in Asia and Africa. The word ‘ Koro ’ in their

Language means ‘ Man,’ with the Plural Suffix Kor-ku

means * Men ’

—

the men, par eminence. The Grammatical

construction has a strong affinity to the Sontal, and there is

ample evidence of their belonging to one Family. There are

many Loan-words in the Vocabulary.
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Vocabulary—English-Kor.

abide v., p. imp. taru or tare, p.

ind. tarba or perak uba, past

ind. taren or peraken, bang

tar.

able v. yaten.

about (Hind, pas) pr. meran.

above pr. len.

advantage n. faida.

afterwards ad. taute (F.).

all a. sabhl.

alone ad. ekla.

always ad. itinka.

anger n. rago.

animal n. j
anwar.

another a. unikl.

ant (large black) n. donga (F.).

ant (small black) n. chat! (F.).

arm n. baura.

arrived part, walen.

as c. hindar.

ashes n. hop.

ask v. komarai, komaraiba, ko-

maraiken or komaraike.

axe n. aki.

babul (kind of tree) n. babuli.

back n. baurl.

bad a. karabo.

bamboo n. mat.

barrel n. plpa.

basket n. dindwa.

basket (a long kind with small

opening) n. chate.

hathe v. anglukl, angluba, ang-

luken.

be v. ka or taka or ta,nyen.

bazar n. hatl.

beads n. mutku.

bear n. bana.

beard n. dadi.

beat v. kwage, kwageba, kwa-

gene.

beautiful a. awalsagira

.

become v. dai or dai,e, dailba,

dai,en.

bed n. bindil.

before pr. sutikin.

beg v. asl or aslke, aslba,

a siwen.

behind pr. tawen or to,en.

bell n. kasarti.

bellows n. bhata.

belly n. baj.

below pr. iten.

bind v. tolke, tollba, tolkI,en.

birds (names of kinds of) n.

boriku, chichiro, titit, susuru.

black a. kendl or kend.

blacksmith n. kiitl or lohar.

blackwood (Hind, tuas) n. rutu.

blessing n. sangu,i (F.).

blood n. pachna.

blow (used of blowing a fire to

make it burn) v. holome, ho-

lomba, holemken.

boat n. jahajo.

body n. kombor.

bottle n. sisa.

box n. sanduko.

boy n. pohara.

bracelet n. banta.

brass (Hind, pital) n. pltar.

bread n. shokra.

bridge n. pul or pula,

bring v. sage, sageba, sale,

broom n. junu or jukarl.

brother (elder) n. dhai (F.).

brother (younger) n. boko (F.).
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brother-in-law (by wife) n.

tia (F.).

brother-in-law (by husband) n.

itur (F.).

buffalo n. bitkil or batkil.

bullock n. doba.

cage n. pinjra.

calf n. asaru.

calf of the leg, pandarl.

call v., p. imp. konye.

camel n. ut or uto.

cane n. ti katl.

cannon n. topa.

careful, be, v., p. imp. khabardar

(Hind.),

carpet n. lubu.

cast forth v. tingke or tarpaike,

tinglba or tarpaiba, tingi,en

or tarpaike.

cat n. minu or manjar.

chain n. sanko.

child n. sen!,

chin n. ota.

cholera n. goll dard.

chulha (native fireplace) n. iptl.

clean a. bing.

clothing n. lubu.

cloud n. badra or badara.

cock n. komba.

cold n. bramre (F.).

cold a. rabang.

colour n. rango (fr. Hind.),

comb n. pint.

come v. heje or haje, hejiba or

hajiba, yien or he, en or hatki,

en.

command n. hukm.

cooked part. Isingken.

copper n. tamba.

cot n. parkom.

cotton n. kapuso.

cough n. ku.

cough v. kukl, kuba, kuken.

country n. gonom.

cow n. gai.

cow’s dung n. shena.

crow n. kaura.

cry v. yam or jame, yamba or

jamba, yamkT,en or jamken.

custom (Hind, dastur) n. dap.

cut v. netki, netkiba, netken.

dal (kind of grain) n. utu.

day n. dia.

daughter n. konje (F.).

day-after-to-morrow n. mi,ang.

debtor n. karjdaro.

deer (jangal bakra) n. gotarl.

deer (spotted) n. darkar.

die v. , go,Tba or gujuba,

gowen or gujuen.

difficult a. baka.

dig v. lai,e, lalaba, lake or lakl,

en.

dinner n. shokra {lit. bread or

cakes),

dirt n. kasa.

dirty a. kumu (F.).

do v. daie or kamai, dailba or

kamaiba, daien or kamaien.

dog n. chlta.

door n. daraju or tatl.

dove n. kabdur.

di'ess v. uri,e, urlba, urlwen or

url,en.

diink v. nu,e, nunaba, nu,en.

drum n. tambiir.

drunkard n. bulyen.

dry a. lokor.

duck n. badako.

dust, n. durl.
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dwell v. taru or tare, tarba,

taren.

ear n. lutiir.

earth n. wate.

easy a. sopa.

eat v. jume, jijumba, ju,en.

egg, n. atkom.

elbow n. kiini.

elephant n. hath!.

evening n. shingrup.

ewe n. bedai.

example n, umna.

excellent a. puta (F.) or khub.

eye n. met.

face n. mu,ar.

fall v. soju or ubdai or bachoke,

sojuba or ubdaiba or bocho-

kiba, sojI,en or ubdaien or

bochoken. (See Kor-English

Yoc.)

far ad. katlankan.

fasten v. tolke or ketkl, toliba

or ketkiba, tolk!,en or ketkl,

-

en or ketke.

father n. aba.

father-in-law n. kunkar.

fear v. higra, higraba, higra-

ken.

feed v. papalati,e or jljumaje,

papalatiba, palatiken.

fight v. tapaie or aparange, ta-

pangba or aparangba, tapang-

ken or aparangen.

finger n. boto.

finish v. dai or daie, dai,Iba,

dai,en.

fire n. shingal or shingel.

first a. sutii or sutuken.

fish n. kaku.

flee v. nlri or nlru, nxriba, nlrl,en.

flesh n. jllu.

flour n. kolom.

fly n. ruku.

fooKsh a. karabo.

foot n. nanga.

for pr. tin or tan.

forest n. dongor.

forget v. ringu,e, ringuba,

ringu,en.

forgive p. imp. mafokl.

forgiveness n. mafo.

friend n. soptl (Mar.),

frog n. dedda.

from pr. ten or aten.

fruit n. jo.

ghee n. tupo (fr. Mar.),

girl n. tare.

give v. lie, Iliba or yeba, lien or

Tkene or ike.

go v. shene or bo, sheniba, walen

or olen.

goat n. bokra.

God n. Bhagwan (fr. Mar.),

gomoi (the name of sun and

moon, the chief objects of

worship among the Kor-ku).

good a. awal.

government n. sarkar.

governor n. sarkar.

grain n. oro.

gram n. katan.

grass n. jara.

gravel n. bitil.

graze v. charakl, charaba, cha-

rawen.

great a. kat.

grind v. jati, jatiba, jati,en.

ground n. wate.

gum (Hind, gond) n. dik.
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gun n. bundki.

hair n. hop.

hand n. ti.

happen v. , dai,iba, dai,en.

happiness n. khushi.

hard a. hobor.

head n. kapar.

hear v. anjume, anjumeba, an-

jumken or ajumke.

heart n. rawan.

heat n. gamu.

heaven n. hadra.

hen n. shim,

herbs n. ava.

here ad. hingan.

hither ad. hingan.

hog n. shukari.

hole n. popa (F.).

horse n. gurgi.

hour n. ghanta (Hind.),

house n. ura.

how, ad. chopar (F.).

how many ad. choto.

hungry a. rangl.

hyena n. tarsa.

in pr. en or gen or n.

in the direction of pr. kone.

iron n. lo.

jaggory n. gulo (fr. Hind.),

jungle-goat n. kiri.

key n. kunjl (Hind.),

kill v. go,itke or mundai, goch-

kejba or go,itba or murijba,

go,itki,en or mundaiken.

kite (Hind, chll) n. bila.

knee n. topre.

knife n. tsurl (fr. Hind.).

known (Hind, malum) part. ade.

ladder n. sirdi (Mar.),

lamp n. diroa (Mar.),

language n. mande or parsl.

large a. kat.

late ad. di,ain.

laugh v. landai, landaba, landa-

wen.

lazy a. dila (Mar.),

leaf n. sakom.

leak v. , joruha, joren or

joruen.

leam v. atu or Itu,e, Ituba,

Ituen.

let go v. arraki, arraba, arraken.

level a. barabor.

lift v. tule or bide, tuleba or

bxdba or bldijba, tulen or

bidjen or bldkene.

light v., p. imp. labe.

line n. sarka.

lip n. chabu.

liquor (intoxicating), shidu.

loan n. tlrln (F.).

lock n. kulafo.

long a. gill (F.).

look v. doge, dogeba, doken or

doke.

love n. maya (Mar.).

mad a. beri (F.).

make v. hunare, hunarba, hu-

naren.

make ( i.e

.

cakes) v. lalate or late,

lalatba.

make clean (as a pot) v., p. imp.

gasaki.

make clean (as a spot of ground)

v. aruki, aruba, aruken.

man n. koro or dota.
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mangoe n. ambl.

many a. gonoch.

marry v. bl,an,e, blanba, bian,

daien.

mat n. tatara.

meat n. jilu.

medicine n. ran.

middle (in the), tala.

milk n. didom.

mine p. ifiye.

miiTor n. arsa (Mar.).

money n. dama.

monsoon n. barsado.

mouth n. mahina.

moon n. gomoi [or tende (F.)].

morning n pata or patoman.

mother n. mai.

mother-in-law n. kankar.

mountain n. bala.

mouse n. godai.

moustache n. musa or musha (fr.

Mar.).

name n. jumu or juma.

near pr. meran.

neck n. totra (F.).

never ad. chole ka bang,

new a. une.

niece, nephew, n. kosre.

night n. rato (fr. Hind.),

no ad. bang,

nose n. mu.

not ad. bang, bakl (Mar.),

nothing n. chu,I ka bang (F.).

now ad. ai or naka.

oil n. sunum.

old a. sanain [or aranja (F.)].

on^r. len.

one a. mi, a.

or con. kT.

out pr. daromen (F.).

over pr. len.

owl n. gugu.

pain v. , kasuba, kasu,en.

panther n. chitil.

paper n. kagado.

parents n. aiang (F.).

pea-fowl n. mara.

pea-cock n. jelya.

pea-hen n. pode.

pice n. dama.

pipe n. chilam (Hind.),

pistol n. tamancha.

place v., p. imp. doe.

place n. jaga (Hind.),

plaster v., p. imp. jolamkl.

plain n. chapara.

play n. hunju.

play v. ke,ale, or hunju, ke,-

alba or hunjuba, ke,alen or

hunjuen.

plow n. nangar (Mar.),

porcupine n. jilcria.

punishment n. saja.

put on ornaments v. url,e, uriba,

urlken.

quickly ad. japu.

rabbit n. kwali.

rags n. palu.

raise v. tule or bide, etc.
(
See

‘lift.’)

ram n. berla.

rat n. puchl, guso.

read v. —— ,
paratinuba.

ready a. tiar (fr. Hind.).

recognize v. , chlnaiba, chl-

nai,en.

red a. rata.
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remain v. taru or peraku, tarba

or periikuba, tiiren or peraken.

remember v., p. imp. yadokl.

return v. hindere, hindraba,

Iraken.

rice n. babachaull, join,

river n. gada.

road n. kora,

rope n. dora.

ruler n. sarkar, mallko.

run v. saurube, sauruba, sauru-

ki,en or saurujen.

saddle n. the European, jin

;

the native, khoglr.

salt n. bulung.

Saturday n. Chlnwar.

save v., p. imp. jltai.

say v. mande, mandiba, mandi-

wen.

see v. doge, dogeba, doken.

seize®. uthai,e, uthaba, uthai,in.

sell v. kije, kijlba, kijlken.

send v. kule, kfillba, kulen.

servant n. bagla.

scorpion n. kiding.

service n. lojar.

sew v. suke, suklba, suken.

shears n. kainchl.

she-goat n. sirl.

shoe n. kaure.

show n. soha (tamasha).

show v. kanl, kanlha, kanlken.

sickle n. datarum.

sing v. sirl,e, sislringha or slsl-

riugha, sislringken (or slrlen,

_E.).

sinner n. kat sum.

sir n. dada.

sisam (a kind of tree) n. chiras.

sister n. bokaje.

sister-in-law (by wife) n. bong,

sister-in-law (by husband) n.

ajl.

sit v. subange or subang, su-

bangba, subangken.

skin n. kalre.

sleep n. dunum,

sleep v. gltlke, gltlba, gltlen.

slowly, ad. baga-baga.

small a. sent (F.).

smallpox n. mai.

snake n. bln, bin (F.).

so adv. dindar.

son n. pohara, kon.

song n. suslring.

sore n. uj Q.

sour a. khatta.

sow v. ewere, ewer aba, ewer

ken.

squirrel n. tur.

stand v. tenginba.

star n. Ipll.

stone n. gota.

straight a. sarka.

strike v. kwageba, kwagene,

kwage.

strong a. katpaka.

stumble v. tokate or tobai (F.),

tokatkcn or toba,en (F.).

sun n. gomoi.

sweat n. ubrii.

sweep v. jukarlkl or jukari,e,

jukarlba, jukarlken or juka-

rlke.

sweet a. simll.

swing n. jurl.

sword n. talwar.

table n. mezo.

tail n. chut,

tailor n. chiplku.
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take across
(
i.e

.

a river) v. par-

umki, parumba or agruba,

parumken or agruken.

take away v. saiiike or sa,ake.

take care ex. khabadar.

take out v. oletba, oletkcn, olet-

ke.

tamarind n. cbicha.

tawa (native frying pan) n. lutl.

teach v. itu, ituba, ituen.

teak n. sipna.

teeth n. tering or tiring.

tent n. lambu, ranti.

that a. di.

this a. ini.

theft n. chuchari.

there ad. tengin.

therefore con. di bare.

thigh n. bulii.

thing n. chiz.

thither ad. hungan.

thorn n. janum or janom.

thread n. sitom.

throw away v. tingke, tingiba,

tingi,en.

throw v. tarpai, tarpaiba.

Thursday n. Bitwiir.

tiger n. kula.

time (Hind, dafa) dura,

time (Hind, wakt) beria.

tired a. lawa,en.

blackwood, rfdu.

to prep, ken or en.

to-day ad. teng.

to-morrow ad. gapan.

tongue n. lang (F.).

touch v. sabu, sabukiba, sabuken.

tree n. sing or tsing.

trouble n. pijito.

trouble n. rua, kasu (meaning

pain or illness rather).

trowel n. tapti.

tub n. pipa.

Tuesday, n. Mangra.

turban n. pagri.

turmeric n. chasan.

twelve o’clock, par-i-par.

twine n. sutri.

under ad. barun.

umbrella n. chhatri.

vomit n. fila (F.).

vomit v. ulaki or ulai, ulaba,

ulaken or ulai,en.

very ad. khub.

wages n. lojgar.

wait v. tengene, tengenba, ten-

genen.

waist n. maiang.

warm a. chata (F.).

water n. da.

water-pot n. gagra.

water-pot (earthen) n. kubri.

well n. jira or kfibi.

water-stand n. machan.

~we pro. ale.

week n. atodin.

well a. awal.

wet v. tupue, tupuiba, tupu,en.

what pro. choch.

wheat n. gehu.

when ad. chol or chowel.

where ad. tongan.

wheel n. chako.

wherefore ad. chojika, chochtan.

white a. pulum.

wife n. japai.

wild a. dongora.

wind n. korio.

wise a. chatrai.
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with prep, satou. worship v. pujai or sabki,

woman n. japai. pujaba or sabkiha, pujake or

wood n. (for burning) chakan, sabki, en.

(for building) kerl.

word n. mandi.

work n. kamo, kamai.

world n. wate.

worm n. kira.

worry n. kakai.

Kor-

aba, father,

adlren, arrived,

ade, known, understood,

ai, now.

aiang, parents,

ajl, sister-in-law.

aki, axe.

ale, we.

am, you.

ama, your,

ambl, mango,

angluki, bathe,

an
j
ume, bear,

aparange, fight,

ara, herbs,

arraki, let go.

aruki, make clean,

arsa, mirror,

asaru, calf,

asl, beg.

asiki, beg.

atkom, egg.

atodin, week,

awal sagira, beautiful,

awal, good.

baba chauli, rice,

babuli, babul,

badako, duck.

year n. orasso.

yes ad. wo,i, ji.

you pro. am.

your pro. ama.

yesterday ad. kola din.

English.

badsa, a cloud, heaven,

baga-baga, slowly,

bag!, a, servant,

baki, not (Hind. mat),

bamre, cold,

bana, bear.

bang, no, not (nahin).

bare, about (Hind, babat).

barsado, monsoon,

barun, under,

batkil or bitkil, buffalo,

baud, back,

baura, arm.

bauta, bracelet, bangle,

bedai, ewe.

berl, mad. .

beria, ram, lime (Hind.

‘ wakt ’).

bhata, bellows,

bliagwan or bbagwat, God.

blane, marry,

bide, lift, raise,

bila, kite (Hind. chll).

bin, snake.

bindil, bed, bed-clothing,

bing, clean,

bitil, gravel.

Bltwar, Thursday,

bo, go.
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bochoki, fall (used when the fall

is off from something),

bokaje, sister,

hoko, younger brother,

bokra, goat.

bong, sister-in-law by wife,

boriku, a kind of bird,

boto, finger,

buja, forearm,

bulu, thigh,

bulung, salt,

bulyen, drunkard,

bundkl, gum.

chabu, mouth,

chakan, wood,

chako, wheel,

chapara, plain,

charakl, graze,

chasan, turmeric,

chata, warm.

chate, long basket with small

opening for storing grain,

chati, small black ant.

chatrl, umbrella,

chlcha, tamarind,

chlchiro, kind of bird,

chilam, pipe.

Chinwar, Saturday,

chiplku, tailor.

chiras, kind of tree (Hin. sisam).

chlta, dog.

chltil, panther.

chiwai,e, recognize,

choch, what ?

chochtan, chojika, therefore.

chol, when.

chole ka bang, never.

chopar, how ?

choto, how many ?

chu I ka bang, nothing.

VOL. xvi.— [new series.]

chut, tail.

da, water,

dada, sir!

dadl, beard.

dai,e, become,

dama, money, ‘ pice.’

dap, custom,

darkar, spotted deer

daromen, out.

darum, physic,

dalarum, sickle,

dedda, frog,

dl, that, he, she, it.

dla, day.

diain, fate,

didom, milk,

dija, his, her, its.

dlk, gum arabic.

dila, lazy,

dindar, so.

diwa, lamp,

doba, bullock.

do,e, place, unload,

doge, see.

donga, large black ant.

dongor, forest,

dongora, wild,

dota, man.

dura, time (Hind. dafa).

dun, dust,

dunum, sleep.

ekla, alone,

en, in.

ewere, son.

faida, advantage.

gada, river,

gadari, ass.

12
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gagra, brass water pot.

gai, cow.

gamu, heat,

gapan, to morrow,

gasaki, make clean,

gehu, wheat,

ghanta, hour,

gill, long.

gochkejba, is killing,

godai, mouse.

goiba and gujuba, is dying,

gulo, jaggery,

gurgi, horse.

hathi, elephant,

hati, bazaar,

heje, come,

higra, fear,

hindar, as.

hindere, return,

hingan, hither, here,

liolome, blow,

hop, ashes, hair,

hiikm, command,

hunare, make,

hungan, thither, there,

hunju, play,

hunju, to play.

I, who.

la, whose,

lie, give,

in, I.

inya, mine.

Ini, this, he, she, it.

inija, his, her, its.

ipil, star.

ipti, native fireplace,

isingken, cooked.

Itinka, always.

Ttu,e, learn (teach?).

Ttur, brother-in-law by husband.

jaga, place,

jahazo, boat,

jaisa, as.

janom, thorn,

janwar, animal,

japu, quickly,

japai, wife,

jati, grind,

jilya, peacock.

ji, yes.

jijumaje, feed.

jlko or jikrla, porcupine.

jllu, fresh meat.

jlra, river-well.

jltai, save.

jo, fruit.

joruba, is leaking,

jukarlkl, sweep,

jume, eat.

jumu, name,

junu, broom,

juri, a swing.

kabdur.

kagado, paper, book,

kakar, worry,

kaku, fish.

kamai or kamo, work.

kamchT, shears,

kanda, piece,

kani, show.

kankar, mother-in-law.

kaura, a crow,

kaui'e, shoe,

kapar, he.

kapuso, cotton,

karabo, bad.

karjdaro, debtor,

kasartl, bell.
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kasubii, is paining,

kat, large,

katan, grain,

kati, blacksmith,

katlankan, fan.

katpaka, strong,

katre, skin,

katsum, sinner.

ke,ale, to play,

keri, timber,

ketkl, fasten,

khabardao, be careful,

katta, sour,

kattaba, is sour,

khogir, saddle,

khub, excellent,

khushl, happiness,

kl, or.

kiding, scorpion.

klje, sell.

klra, worm.

klrl, jungle-goat.

kola din, yesterday.

kola ke, take out.

kolom, flour.

komarai, ask.

komba, cock.

kombor, body.

kone, in the direction of.

kor, child.

kora, road.

korio, wind.

kosre, nephew, niece.

ku, cough {noun).

kubri, earthen water pot.

kuhi, well.

kuki, cough {verb).

kfila, tiger.

kulafo, a lock.

kule, send.

kunji, key.

kuni, elbow,

kunkar, father-in-law.

kumu, dirty,

kwage, beat, strike,

kwall, rabbit.

lai, e, dig.

laj, belly.

lalate, make
(
i.e

.

cakes).

landai, laugh.

lang, tongue.

lawa,en, tired.

len, above.

lo, iron.

lojar, service.

lojgar, wages.

lokor, dry.

lfibu, cloth, clothing, carpet,

luti, native frying pan.

lutur, ear.

machan, water-stand,

mafo, forgiveness,

mafokl, forgive,

mahina, month.

Mangra, Tuesday,

mande, word,

manjar or mlnu, cat.

mat, bamboo,

maya, love,

mara, peafowl,

meran, near, about,

met, eye.

mezo, table,

ml, a, one.

ml,ang, day after to-morrow,

mu, nose.

mu,ar, face,

mundai, kill.

musa or musha, mustache,

mutku, beads.
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nangu or nanga, foot,

nangar, plow,

nekki, cut.

nu,e, drink,

nlri or niru, flee.

oraso, year,

oro, grain.

packna, blood,

pagri, turban,

pak, boly.

pandarl, calf of leg.

papalati,e, feed,

par-i-par, twelve o’clock,

parkom, cot.

pars!, language.

parumkl, take across (i.e. a river).

pata or patoman, morning.

peraku, abide, dwell, remain.

pljlto, trouble.

pini, comb.

pinjra, cage.

pitar, brass.

pohara, boy.

popa, hole.

puchl, rat.

pujal, worship.

pula or pul, bridge.

rabang, cold, cool,

rago, anger,

ran, medicine,

rang!, hunger, hungry,

rango, colour,

ranti, tent,

rata, red.

ringu,e, forget.

ru,a, fever,

rutu, blackwood.

sa,arte or sa,a, take away.

sabkl, worship (v.).

sage, bring,

saja, place (w.).

sakom, leaf,

sanain, old.

sanduko, box.

sangu,I, blessing,

sanl or senl, small,

sanko, chain,

sarka, line, straight,

sarkar, the government, governor,

ruler.

saurube, run.

shena, dung of cow, bull, or

buffalo,

shidu, liquor,

shim, hen.

shingel or shingal, fire,

shingrup, evening,

shokra, bread, chapatl.

shukarl, hog.

simil, sweet,

similba, is sweet,

sing, tree,

sipna, teak,

sirdl, ladder,

sirl, she-goat.

sitom, thread.

sisa, bottle,

soba, show, sight.

soju, fall (used when one falls

down),

subange, sit.

sunum, oil.

suslring, song,

sutrl, twine,

sutu, first.

sirl, e, sing,

sulikin, before.

tala, in the midst.
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talwar, sword. topre, knee.

tamancha, pistol. totra, meek.

tamba, copper. tsing, tree.

tambu, tent. tsurl, knife.

tambiir, drum. tule, raise.

tan, for. tupo, ghee.

tapai,e, fight. tur, squirrel.

taptl, trowel. tu,iba, is floating.

tare, girl.

tarpai,ke, cast forth. ubdai, fall (in running).

tarsa, hyena. ubra, sweat.

taru, tare, abide, dwell, remain. ujri, sore («.).

taute, afterward. ula, vomit.

tawen, behind. umna, example.

te, ten, from. une, new.

teng, to-day. umki, another.

tengin, there. ut, camel.

tengene, stand, wait. uthai or uthai,e, seize.

tharl, forest. utu, dal.

tl, hand. ura, house.

tl,a, hrother-in-law by wife. uri,e, dress, put on ornaments.

tl,ar, ready.

ti kali, walking stick. walen, arrived.

tin, for. wate, ground.

tingke, cast forth. wo, I, yes.

tirin, loan.

titit, kind of bird. yadoki, remember.

tobai, stumble. yam, cry.

to,en, behind. yaten, able.

tokate, stumble. yeba, is giving.

tolke, bind. yih, who.

tongan, where. yih, whose.

topa, cannon. yin, whose («. nasal).

Numbers.

1. ml, a. 7. yeya.

2. barl,a. 8. ilari,a.

3. apl,a. 9. are.

4. opan. 10. gel.

5. mono or mono, a. 20. Isa.

6. turu, I or turu,i,a. 100. mla sadl.
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Notes.

1. Different forms of the same part of the verb. Ex. :

past tense of ‘come,’ yi,en, lie,en, hatke,en. Perhaps they

represent different persons.

2. Great need of noticing closely the forms of the letters.

e must always be distinguished from e. tarpaike means
‘ thrown away,’ tarpaike is the imperative ‘ throw away.’

3. The past form of the verb is sometimes used as a past

participle. Ex. : sale ‘ have brought ’ or ‘ having brought.’

4. u and o are interchangeable in many words. Ex. :

Korku sometimes say jume, and at other times jome for the

present imperative ‘eat.’

5. Korku postpositions. (1) len * above, on, over.’ Ex.

:

‘on the mountain’ bala len. (2) tawen or to,en ‘after, behind.’

Ex. : ‘come after me’ inya tawen heje. (3) sutuken ‘ before,

in front of.’ Ex. : ‘ go before ’ sutuken bo. (4) tin or tan

‘ for, for the sake of.’ Ex. :
‘ he works for you ’ ell amatin

kamaiba. (5) en or n ‘in, within.’ Ex.: ‘there are ten

houses in the village ’ gaoen gel urako tikye, ‘ he is in the

house ’ di uran ka. (6) ten ‘from.’ Ex. :
‘ from where have

you come ? ’ tonganten yi,en. (7) ke or ken ‘ to.’ Ex.: ‘give

the money to me ’ inke damn lie. (8) meran ‘ near, about.’

Ex. : inye meran heje ‘ come near me.’

6. The possessive termination ye or ya is used like the Hind,

terminations ka, kl, ke, before some postpositions. Ex. : inye

meran ‘ near me.’

"We have been able to discern only four forms of the verb :

1. The present indicative, which form is used also for the

future ind. Ex. : in hegiba * I am coming ’ or ‘ I will come.’

2. The present imperative. Ex. : am shene ‘ go.’ 3. The

present indicative with a negative. Ex. : in hingan bang

tar ‘ I do not dwell here.’ 4. The past indicative. Ex. : di

yi,en ‘he has come.’ We have not inserted in the vocabulary

the form of the negative present ind., except with the verb

tarba. It appears to be formed regularly by joining the

negative to the root of the verb. The past ind. seems to be

used for both the perfect and imperfect tenses. We have
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not been able to discover the variations of the verb in the

different persons and genders.

Nouns form their plurals by adding the termination -ko to

the singular. Ex. : dobd ‘
bullock,’ dobako ‘

bullocks.’ The

word for ‘ man ’ is koro, for ‘ men ’ it is korku

;

the final o of

koro is rejected, and ku added instead of ko. Many nouns

are adopted from Marathi, Hindi, and Hindustani, by adding

the vowel o to the adopted word. Ex. : the Hindustani word

for ‘ box ’ is sanduk, the Kor-ku say sandiiko. But the

Kor-ku adopt some words without making any change in

them. Ex. : in Hindustani tambu and rauti mean ‘ a tent,’

and they are used without any variation in Kor. In

adding the o to adopted nouns the usage is not uniform.
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Art. X .—The Pariah Caste in Travancore. By S. Mateer,

Nevandrum, Travancore, South India.

The Pariahs or Parayans (feminine in Tamil Parachi, in

Malayalam Parayi
)
number 63,688, and are more numerous

in the South of Travancore, though a few are found in almost

every Talook (county). Of the whole, only 192 males, and

no females, can read. Their general social condition is very

similar to that of the other so-called “ slave castes,” though,

perhaps, not quite so low.

There are said to be thirteen branches of this caste, some-

what varying in status and in the estimation in which they are

held. Like various other castes, they delight to expatiate oil

some traditionary pretensions to a former free and elevated

position, which the more intelligent endeavour to support by

curious childish reasonings and fanciful deductions. A native

friend, who is very familiar with their views, has favoured

me with a sketch of their arguments on this point, of which

the following slight abstract is presented. It will be observed

that they assume the truth of the Brahmanical explanation

of the origin of the present low castes, which is to the effect

that they are the offspring of forbidden unions between

persons of differing castes. All such instances reported by

tradition, or mentioned in sacred poems or Puranas, are

supposed to be instances of Pariahs, who thus can be proved

to have been kings, prophets, saints, and even gods ! The

argument is founded on baseless myths and poems rather

than on history, ethnology, and comparative philology. And
the whole applies rather to the Tamil Pariahs than to the

Malayalam ones.

Origin of Pariahs.

One born of a Brahman female by a Sudra was called

Chandalan or Parayan. In South India the classification of

“right-hand” and “left-hand” castes is ancient, and the
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mutual disputes between these long continued. There is no

open quarrelling at present, but their mutual enmity has not

quite ceased. Besides Pariahs, who headed the quarrel, the

right-hand castes are Vellalars, Shanars, Nayakkars, etc.
;
the

left-hand castes are Carpenters, Maravars, Pallars, Chakki-

liars, etc. The Brahmans joined neither party, but fomented

the discord.

Sundry Pariahs have reigned in ancient times, as Nanthen,

King of Bahar, son of a Sudra maid-servant
;
Kooken, the

friend of Rama Rajah in the Ramayana; Athikamen, born

of a Pariah woman, and brought up by Cheraman. Hari-

chandra Rajah, the great-grandfather of Rama, was brought

up by a Pariah, as stated in the drama. King Veerakumaran

and his mother were supported by a Pariah, and his kingdom

strengthened by a thousand of them.

Gurus also. Yadishtan, teacher of Rama, was born of a

dancing-woman by Brahma
;
and is said to have married a

Pariah woman, who, in consequence of her chastity, became,

on her death, a star in the zodiac.

The Shanar race are descended from Adi, the daughter of

a Pariah woman at Karuvur, who taught them to climb the

palm-tree, and prepared a medicine by which they should be

protected from falling from the high trees. The squirrels

also ate some of this, by which they enjoy a similar

immunity.

Uppei was the daughter of this Adi, and married a

Parayan Vediya: after her death she became Mariamman,

the goddess of small-pox, and is worshipped in every village.

Her younger sister, Valli, became the wife of the second

son of Siva, and is worshipped in every Saivite pagoda as

equal to Supramanian. Isakki was a Pariah woman, whose

pagodas in Tinnevelly and South Travancore are numerous:

the Hindus fear him more than they do their own Triad.

Oaths are taken at her shrines.

Siva is said to have had two children by a Parachi, in

honour of the elder of whom, Aneiyerum perum parayan

—

“ the great Parayan who rides on the elephant ”—annual

festivals are conducted at Tiruvarur.
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In many Hindi temples there is also an altar called Madan
munnadi, dedicated to Cbambanaya Parayan, on which sacri-

fice is offered before the worship of the chief gods is begun.

Also, before securing the ropes to idol cars for drawing them,

a lamb is sacrificed to Teradi Madan according: to the

proverb “ Before the god, the chambian or pariah
;

before

the Shastavu, the munnadi.”

All this, however, we may remark, might naturally arise

from the desire to propitiate the Pariah demons, as easily

as from any original authority or influence exercised by this

caste.

The origin of the Serpent Worship at Nagercoil is at-

tributed to a Pariah woman, who was at work in a rice field

on the spot, when she saw a divine serpent expanding its

hood : a pagoda was erected, and on account of this, certain

Pariahs in the vicinity enjoy grants from the Native

Government.

Tiruvallavar, the author of the Tamil Kural, and Avvei,

the authoress of various other poems, are reputed to have

been Pariahs.

Somewhat more to the point, whatever be their origin, are

the curious and anomalous privileges of the servile castes in

a few places, which Mr. Walhouse regards as surviving

vestiges of ancient power exercised by them, and of a higher

position as masters of the land before the arrival of the

Brahmanical races. At Melkotta, for instance, and Bailur,

the Iloliars have the right of entrance to the temple on three

days of the year specially set apart for them. At the Dindigul

“ bull games,” the Kallars alone can officiate as priests and

consult the deity. At Tiruvalur, the headman of the Pariahs

is mounted on an elephant with the god and carries a chauri.

At the annual festival of the goddess of Blacktown in

Madras, when the tali (marriage-badge) is tied round the

neck of the goddess in the name of the entire community,

a Pariah represents the bridegroom.

The following points of similarity or connexion between

the Parayans and the Brahmans have been traced by the

former.
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1. The Pariahs occasionally used the sacred thread
;
a few

of their priests (Valluvars) wear it constantly. At funerals

it is used
;
and on the occasion of marriages both bride and

bridegroom wear the cord for sixteen days, then leave it off.

But is not this mere imitation of a fashionable custom ?

2. When there is a marriage in a Brahman house, the

master is obliged to offer to the Pariah a new cloth, cocoa-

nut, rice, plantains, and vegetables : these are taken to the

back yard and the Brahman shouts thrice towards the Pariah

village, “ Brother, the wedding is about to be completed.”

The marriage cloth and badge are also taken there, but

brought back again.

But are not these mere acts of condescension and charity

to the poor on a festive occasion ?

3. The white cloth umbrella, the handle of which is a

bambu with twenty-one joints, and the white flag which

Brahmans only are privileged to use, are claimed and used

by Pariahs as their right on marriage and funeral occasions.

The proverb is, “A white umbrella for the Brahman and the

Sambuvan.”

4. At certain sacrifices Brahmans used to be obliged to

eat the flesh of the cow, which only Pariahs besides will

touch. Of late years, mutton, or a figure of dough, has been

substituted for this.

5. If an aged Pariah die, his wife is carried part of the

way to the funeral, as if to be burned with her husband’s

corpse.

6. There is a legend to the effect that in ancient times,

before the institution of caste, two sisters going weary and

hungry along a road came upon a dead bullock : the elder

sister very sensibly cut out a steak and ate it, which the

younger refused to share. The descendants of the elder

became Pariahs, those of the younger Brahmans, whence the

proverb, “ The Brahman’s elder is the Parayan.”

7. Brahmans and Pulayars have no special washermen.

(No one will condescend to wash for degraded Pulayars.)

8. Brahmans and Pariahs call their dwellings kottil, and

use the term nangeinatti for the husband’s sister, which no
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other castes do. Eastern Brahmans and Parachis at funerals

wear the cloth in exactly the same way.

Whatever be the practical value of the preceding specula-

tions, and they seem not to be worth much, it is certain that

the actual condition of the Pariahs in Travancore was and

still is lamentably low. They were formerly bought and

sold like cattle, starved, flogged “like buffaloes,” made to

work all day for a little rice, and kept at a distance as

polluted
;
and they still are in a position of subservience

and deep degradation, not vitally differing from that of the

Pulaj'ars and Yedars. Rarely possessed of any property but

a small clearing, to which their rights have never been

legally secured, they are employed principally in field labour,

with wretched dress, dwellings, and food, no manufactures

of any value, suffering from ignorance and evil habits of

drunkenness and vice, and devoted to demonism and

sorcery.

One peculiar characteristic of this caste, and most offensive

to others, is that they eat the flesh of bullocks and cows left

dead by the roadside. They cut it up and bear it away
;

what they leave the vultures and dogs devour. This dis-

gustiug practice is discouraged, and is to a great extent

disappearing among the Christian converts from that caste.

Beginning with those in the centre of Ti’avancore, we

shall afterwards speak of the Pariahs of Nanjinad in the

south, and lastly of those of the Vembanad and North

Travancore.

The Pariahs of Nevandrum district are rather stout, fair

in complexion, and comparatively bold. They live in clusters

of huts, and eat the putrid flesh of dead cattle, tigers, and

other animals. Their girls are married when very young

for mere form by their cousins, but when grown up, are

selected by others, who give them a cloth and live with them

in concubinage. Cases of polygamy occur, and sometimes

also of polyandry.

The females are rather fair in complexion and licentious

in habits. They wear numerous heavy ornaments, generally

two iron bracelets and two heavy and several lighter brass
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ones on the arms, copper rings for the fingers, and for the

ears several leaden rings with a flat circular brass piece, the

size of a rupee, pendent from the upper part. Their necks

are burdened with a multiplicity of bead necklaces. They

rub turmeric over their faces and bodies and cloths. They

have no washermen, and are not accustomed to wear white

cloths or to bathe regularly. From their filthy habits,

therefore, the stench of a crowd is almost insufferable.

These people are often dishonest, brutish, and drunken,

very offensive and abusive iu their behaviour towards the

higher castes, for which they are objects of reproach and

dislike, these classes forgetting too often that this moral degra-

dation has been caused by the long-continued oppression,

ignorance and contempt to which they have been exposed.

They eat the seed of the Melocanna Rheedii, which abounds

in an unusually dry season, as does also the bambu. Jungle

roots, land crabs, and snails form part of their food. Some
of them have enough of rice at harvest time, but seldom at

any other period of the year. Their domestic relations are

very loose and unsatisfactory, husband and wife too readily

separating for slight causes, and forming new connexions

even after several children have been born.

The Pariahs are zealous devil-worshippers, their chief

demons being Madan (the cow one), Rathachamandy Malian

(the giant) and Muvaratta Malian, Karunkali (black Kali),

Chavus (departed spirits) Bhutham, Mantramurtti, and other

Murttis (ghosts), with many other evil beings, to whom
groves and altars are dedicated.

The souls of their deceased ancestors are called Marutta

(ghosts), for whose worship young cocoa-leaves are tied at

the bottom of a tree, and a small shed erected on poles and

decorated with garlands of flowers
;
presents of cocoa-nuts,

parched rice, and arrack are offered, and cocks killed in

sacrifice. In the devil dancing they use clubs and rattans,

bells, handkerchiefs, and cloths dedicated to these deities.

Other castes generally dread incurring the displeasure and

malice of these deities. Sudras and Shanars frequently

employ the Pariah devil dancers and sorcerers to exorcise
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demons, search for and dig out magical charms buried in the

earth by enemies, and counteract their enchantments
;
and,

in case of sickness, send for them to beat the drum and so

discover what demon has caused the affliction and what is to

be done to remove it. Sometimes a present of a cow is given

for these services.

These pretended sorcerers are slightly acquainted with a

few medicines, profess to cure snake bite, and can repeat

some tales of the Hindu gods. They also profess to discover

thieves, who sometimes, indeed, through fear actually take

ill, confess, and restore the property.

One priest whom I knew used to pretend that he had a

“ bird devil
”

in his possession, by which he could cast out

other devils. On one occasion, however, when he made the

attempt in the presence of a large concourse of Sudras and

others, he utterly failed, and hurt himself severely h)r beating

his chest with a cocoa-nut and leaping into the fire. He
soon after resolved to abandon this vile course of life, and

became a Christian.

Even after commencing attendance on Christian worship,

they are easily alarmed by the occurrence of sickness, which

is attributed by their relatives remaining in heathenism to

the attacks of the demons whom they have deserted.

In one place the people of a whole village were hindered

from Christianity, to which they are well disposed, and

where some have at times joined us, by a peculiar endow-

ment they enjoy, on the ground and condition of their in-

fluence and intercession with the demons. The story runs

that some three centuries ago the Sudras of the locality

joined together for some cause to beat a Parayan to death.

Shortly after, many of the assailants died, and it was supposed

by the astrologers that the demon Para Madan, worshipped

by the murdered Parayan, was the cause of their suffering.

To appease his anger, the diviners recommended the Sudras

to make a collection of money, grain, fowls, and other offer-

ings, which was handed over to the Pariah devil dancers.

The sacred grove of this demon lay near the houses of certain

Brahmans, who next began to suffer, and who then endowed
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the grove with certain lands and rice fields for the service of

the demon. The Pariahs still possess the lands, and make

annual offerings in March. They are afraid that if they

become Christians, the whole will be taken from them.

Marriage.

The usual age is fourteen for boys, and seven for girls.

Having selected a girl, the bridegroom sends to her a cloth,

a fanam, and two finger-rings. This is called the “advance”

or “ earnest cloth.” Henceforward the man ought to pay for

her food and cloth at new moons and Onam feasts. Then

the bride’s father and uncle unite to give a feast. Early in

February a person from the husband’s party comes to the

girl’s house to settle that the marriage should be performed

at this harvest. On the next day both parties boil some rice,

which is called “muhurtta nel”—“rice for the propitious

hour”— fixed for the marriage, which will be, say, a

Wednesday or Thursday of the month of Meenam (middle

of March to the middle of April).

All friends should be invited, and each render what help

he can to the feast. The wedding takes place in a pandal at

the bride’s house, erected by their headman, for which he is

rewarded with a double mat, a double basket of boiled rice, a

nali measure of prepared areca nut, a bundle of tobacco, and

one of betel-leaves, and three measures of aval (flattened

rice) on the conclusion of the ceremony. On the appointed

day, the bridegroom comes to the bride’s house fully pre-

pared, and sits in the pandal, where a pot filled with water,

a nali measure of paddy, a lamp, and a flat brass plate, with a

cloth and betel-leaves, are placed.

When the auspicious hour has arrived, the bride’s uncle

covers her face with the cloth which had lain on the plate,

leads her three times around the shed, and then sets her near

the bridegroom and towards the east. Then his sister and

her sister take her, along with the measure of rice and the

lamp, and go round the shed three times : the bride then

covers her face with the nine betel-leaves, and sits looking
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towards the east. The bridegroom then ties the tali. The

headman now breaks a cocoa-nut (which is called the Gana-

pathi polivu) to augur the future of the pair. The bride’s

uncle delivers her to the husband’s elder brother, who takes

her from the shed and sets her in another room.

After the feast, the husband and wife go to their house

together with their relatives. They have a feast there too.

In the morning, the husband gives ten fanams to the bride’s

father, and fourteen fanams (two rupees) to her uncle.

Should the couple live together till the death of the husband,

the wife will receive one-half of her husband’s property.

Should they separate, the uncle returns to the husband the

fourteen fanams which he had at first received, which he will

pay to some other uncle to give him a niece as wife.

After the wife’s confinement, the husband is starved for

seven days, eating no cooked rice or other food, only roots

and fruits
;
and drinking only arrack or toddy. The shed in

which she was confined is burnt down. All this is dropped

by the Christian converts.

Death and Burial.

In case of sickness, the diviner is first consulted as to its

cause, as is done amongst other similar castes : he names a

demon, and offerings are demanded of rice, fruits, flowers,

and fowls. Being duly supplied with these articles, the

diviner spreads cow-dung thinly over a small space in the

yard, where he places the offerings on three plantain- leaves,

invokes the presence of the demons, dances, and repeats

mantras, looking towards the east. He catches the demon

that is supposed to come in an old piece of cloth filled with

flowers and parched rice, and carries both demon and offer-

ings into the jungle, where again preparing a spot as before,

two torches are set, the food arranged, and after further

mantras a fowl is sacrificed. He takes the whole afterwards

for himself, gets a good meal, and is also paid twelve

chuckrams (small silver coins) for the service.

Here it is interesting to note that among the Samoans a
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sheet is spread out to obtain the soul of one deceased without

burial, but some visible object is expected. The first living

thing that happens to light upon the sheet is supposed to be

the spirit, is carefully wrapped up, and the bundle buried

with all due ceremony. (Turner’s Polynesia, p. 233.)

Cases of death are at once reported to the relatives and

caste men, who assemble and bathe the corpse, males for a

man, females for a woman. Purchasing two new cloths,

they tie one round the head, the other round the waist,

remove the body to the open floor or verandah, and lay it

north and south. The children and nephews then put the

usual raw rice and scraped cocoa-nut into the mouth, wrap it

in mats and carry it for burial. The diviner gives directions

for the digging of the grave, which looks north and south.

The body is carried round three times, mantras are repeated,

and it is lowered in : the relatives first, then all present,

throw in handfuls of earth and fill up the grave. On it are

placed a tender cocoa-nut at the head, and a plant of turmeric

and another of the esculent arum (maran) at the foot. All

present are served with betel. The people of the house fast

on that day, next day take raw rice, conjee, and young

cocoa-nuts, and for sixteen days mourn and weep for the

departed.

On the seventh day, all meet again at the house and

purify it with cowdung. Each is presented with a little

tobacco and two betel-nuts, and pays two chuckrams to the

head of the house. A day is appointed for the pulakuli or

purification from pollution, which is done within thirty days

after the decease : then all attend and are fed with rice.

In case of small-pox, one who has had this disease is called

in to attend
;
he takes the patient to a temporary hut in a

lonely place, and is well paid and supplied with all that he
requires. Through fear, none of the relatives will go near.

Should the patient die, the attendant buries him on the spot,

performing the ceremonies himself, then comes to the house,

repeats mantras, and waves his hands round the head of each

to remove further alarm. If a woman with child dies, she is

buried at a great distance away. Occasionally the remains
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of an aged man are burnt on a funeral pile, as being more

honourable than burial, and providing some merit to the

soul.

The Pariahs spend much of their hire, received in grain,

on these ceremonies and on the purchase of arrack and

toddy and fowls, which they present as offerings, and after-

wards eat and drink.

One of our Christian converts who had been a devil-dancer

being asked concerning his former practices, replied, that

they were mere tricks to obtain money. Others have said

that something came over them which they could not

explain.

Let us pay a visit to one of the rural hamlets of the Kolam

Parayans, a considerable subdivision of this caste. It is

situated, as required by Travancore caste law, at some

distance from the road, so that one might pass by it for

years without noticing its existence. In obscurit}7 is their

safety. Brahman agrarams or streets are also far retired,

but from the opposite cause. The Pariah village is situated

at the head of a valley, and on the border of the rice-fields

where they labour. The site is unhealthy, low and damp,

surrounded by cocoa-nut palms and plantain-trees, the

ground covered with decaying vegetable matter, and the

drippings of cattle actually trickling into their spring and

well. Did they but settle on the hill above, in view of the

beautiful scenery, and fanned by the fresh breezes, longer

life would be enjoyed.

The houses are small and dirty, but not quite so bad as

those of the Pulayars, the walls being of mud and the roof

thatched with jungle-grass. They stand close to one another,

and are supplied with cowsheds and a few cattle. Two or

three sheds for drying and thrashing grain are larger and

more airy.

The younger women generally flee from the presence of a

stranger. Those whom we see are covered with numerous

brass rings, red beads, and other ornaments. The com-

plexion is rather fair, sometimes a nice light red colour.

There are occasional marked exceptions in fairness of skin,
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perhaps arising from some admixture of Mussulman or other

blood, as Pariahs are not avoided to the same extent as

Pulayars are. Some of the children are pretty, with pleasant

brown eyes.

The men are in wretched filthy cloths. There is much
suffering from sickness, the dirt of the houses produces

vermin and itch, which deprives them of rest by day and

sleep at night. A respectable native must cover his nostrils

with his cloth when he enters amongst them, for the stench

and filth. The aged, if there are any, suffer from debility,

and may lie helpless day after day until they die
;

infants

suffer from sores, diarrhoea, worms, and want of food
;
and

adults from headache and indigestion, ague, dysentery, and

intermittent fever. Much of the disease arises from starva-

tion and lack of nutritive food
;
but instead of saving and

careful habits and industry, they turn to drink, which is but

a poor remedy for their sorrows.

The cattle manure is partly saved, but handed over to the

Sudra farmers. The Pariahs plant a few trees around their

settlement as “ otti (mortgage) and kurikanam (a kind of

tenant-right),” then pay a sum to the Sudra landowner to

permit them to enjoy the produce, as it is so difficult for

them to get waste lands registered in their own name. Some
have cleared lands and possess a few cocoa-nut and betel-nut

palms, mangoes, etc., part of the fruit of which they sell

and use the remainder. They may have a few cattle also,

and let out a milch cow to the shepherds at one rupee per

month. They grow some vegetables, tapioca, etc., in waste

valley lands temporarily cleared and cultivated. They work

in the rice fields, sowing, planting, and reaping, for which

they are paid in paddy at about the same rate as other castes

—say seven edungallies of unhusked rice for reaping one para

of land (about an eighth or tenth of an acre), and earn with

diligence and care now-a-days as much at each harvest, twice

in the year, as supplies them for a month or two without

further purchase.

During the slack season they work at making mats of

Melocanna Pheedii, for which the men bring loads of the
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reeds from the hills, and the women do the more laborious

work of plaiting. Baskets are made, worth one chuckram

each, of which they manage to make sometimes three a day,

“ working day and night,” and coarse mats, which are sold

at four for a fanam at the nearest market, or three at Trevan-

drum or Kaliakavilei. This art they are said to have learnt

from the Kanikar hill men within the last fifty years.

A man needs cloths twice a year, the suit costing one

rupee each time. The wife sometimes sports a good red

cloth of Madura make, which costs three rupees, and lasts

for special occasions, with care, several years.

Their property, if they have any, goes half to sons, half

to nephews.

In another village familiar to me, the Pariahs live along

the side of a narrow and deep glen, in the bottom of which

their forefathers, four generations ago, cleared a small rice

field, on the produce of which, along with their labour for

the Sudras, they live. They manure the fields pretty well

with the droppings of the oxen and buffaloes, and reap about

ten times the seed sown. The sirkar tax is one-tenth of the

produce, but on one piece the rate is four times the quantity

of seed sown. Along the banks are planted a little coffee,

which they sell, areca palms, mangoes, and pepper vines.

The huts are very small and poor, and the spring of water

polluted with manure and mud, cocoa-nut husk and rubbish
;

so there are no old men amongst them, no tall well-grown

men, and no good-looking persons, as in some parts. They

die at a comparatively early age of fever, cholera, and other

diseases. And their masters have for years fiercely per-

secuted, in this out-of-the-way corner, those of them who

became Christians, and have tried to deprive them of the spots

of earth on which they live, lest their own power to oppress

and make gain of the unfortunate Pariahs should be gone.

Now a few notes on the Pariahs of Nanjinad, in the

extreme south, near Cape Comorin. Four of the subdivisions

of the caste are found there, and extend thence as far as

Kulitory. From their geographical position and the com-

parative readiness with which they could escape to either
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side from oppression, the high castes have been less able to

degrade them than in the more northern regions. They go

somewhat freely to Sudra houses, and into various streets

where other people go, but not into Brahman streets. They

enjoy pretty free intercourse with Sudras and other medium

castes, unlike the western Pariahs, who are called Teendar

Parayans ‘ not to be touched,’ and cannot associate with their

masters.

Some Pariahs in Nanjinad have enjoyed ancestral property

for six generations, and a few still have good properties. An
instance has been known of a Sudra writer employed by a

Pariah landowner.

Titles were purchased for money of the Rajahs of Travan-

core, e.g. Sambavan, an old name for Pandi Pariahs. The

Rajah gave to such a headman a cane and authority to claim

a double allowance of betel, etc. He, however, had in his

turn to give double at funerals and festivals to his visitors.

This head Parayan would be met with drums and marks of

honour by his people, and the arrangement would enable the

government to rule the Pariahs more easily. It is said that

some Rajah fleeing in war hid himself in Pariah huts at

Changankadei, and was thereby saved, for which he gave

them a small grant of land producing a few fanams annually,

which they still enjoy. They have a tradition that in m.e.

102 (a.d. 927) some Vanji Mannan Rajah granted privileges

to Pariahs.

Their priests, called Yalluvars, always wear the sacred

thread as gurus. There are two or three such in Nanjinad,

and their houses are called, like those of Brahmans, madam.

During the war with Tippu, proclamation was made that

every Parayan in this district must have a Nayar or master,

and belong to some one or other
;

all who were not private

property would be made slaves of the sirkar (which was

greatly dreaded on account of the merciless oppression), and

obliged to cut grass for the troops and do other services.

Many, therefore, became nominally slaves to some respect-

able man, asking it as a kindness to free them from govern-

ment slavery. This reminds us of the Roman clients and
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patrons. Several respectable families begged the Namburi

high priest, visiting Suchindram and other temples, to call

them his slaves, for which they paid him one fanam a head

per annum
;

this payment is still kept up. This priest con-

ferred upon them additional benefits, for in their troubles

and oppressions he wrote to the government requiring

for them justice and proper treatment. The slaves of a

Namburi would also be treated with consideration on account

of his sacred position and rank. These families, “ Potty

slaves,” still intermarry only among themselves, as in this

case the wife could not be claimed by a different owner from

the husband’s.

These Pariahs generally live near tanks and by the river-

sides, in order to be near the fields of their masters which

they cultivate. Sometimes both their houses and the sites on

which they stand are the property of their masters : so that

whenever they show any disobedience, they are driven away.

Their huts are poor and crowded together
;

cleanliness is

little cared for.

Lastly, as to the Pariahs of North Travancore. Their

condition seems lowest of all, as they enter farther into the

Malayalam country, and enjoy fewer opportunities of escape

from caste degradation and from bitter servitude.

“ Their own tradition has it that they were a division of

the Brahmans who were entrapped into a breach of caste by

their enemies through making them eat beef. They eat

carrion and other loathsome things. The carcases of all

domestic animals are claimed by them as belonging to them

by right. They frequently poison cows and otherwise kill

them for the sake of their flesh. They are also charged with

kidnapping women of the higher castes, whom they are said

to treat in the most brutal manner. It is their custom to

turn robbers in the month of February, in which month,

they pretend, the wrong was done them, to break in through

the houses of the Brahmans and Nairs, and to carry away

their women, children, and property, to which they are

actuated more by motives of revenge than of interest, and to

justify which they plead the injury their caste had received
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from these parties. In former times, they appear to have

been able to perpetrate these cruelties almost with impunity,

from the fear of which the people still betray great un-

easiness, though the custom is now grown into disuse.”

(Rev. G. Matthan, in C. M. Record, 1850.)

These Pariahs are regarded as polluting by contact, are

miserably provided with the necessaries of life, while their

persons and property are entirely at the disposal of their

masters. The state of these poor creatures is in every point

of view most wretched.
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Art. XI.— Some Bihari Folk-Songs. Contributed by

George A. Grierson, B.C.S., Member of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal, Officiating Magistrate of Patna.

The following songs are a portion of those collected by me
last hot weather, when acting as Magistrate of Patna. They

were written down for me in the heart of Bihar by Babu Shiv

Nandan Lai Ray, Deputy Magistrate, a gentleman born and

bred in the neighbourhood of Ara (Arrah), who takes a

most lively and intelligent interest in his own beautiful

native language. I have printed them exactly as they have

been taken from the mouths of the reciters, a few obvious

slips of the pen being alone corrected. I have allowed no

theories of my own to interfere with the text obtained, and

I have religiously abstained from consulting even competent

native scholars as to probable or possible emendations. Natives

in such cases are, as is well known, only too ready to invent

readings which have never existed. They have no reverence

whatever for the words or matter of songs in the vernacular,

and feel themselves justified in making any alterations or

additions on the spur of the moment, which may seem

required by the metre, or more adapted to their present

temperament.

The great preservers of these songs are the women of all

classes, and it is therefore impossible for a European to obtain

them direct from their storekeepers. I am hence doubly

indebted to Babu Shiv Nandan Lai Ray, who has given me
these songs exactly as they have been taken down from the

mouths of ladies in Shahabad.

It may be mentioned here that Bihari is the name which

is being adopted to a considerable extent in India for the
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language hitherto known as Eastern Hindi. The Government

of Bengal is publishing a series of grammars of the dialects

of the Bihar! language, and Dr. Hoernle and myself are

busily at work on a dictionary of it.

Bihari possesses a most elaborate grammatical structure.

It has three main dialects, a North-Eastern (the Maithill), a

South-Eastern (the MagadhI or Magahl), and a Western (the

Bhojpurl). The first has been grammatically dealt with in

the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and the extreme

western variety of the last (commonly known as Western

Bhojpurl) forms the groundwork of Dr. Hoernle’s Gaudian

Grammar. A grammar, set of fables, and vocabulary of the

MagadhI dialect has just been published by the Government

of Bengal, and a grammar of the pure Eastern Bhojpurl

spoken near Ara, the chief town of the district of Shahabad,

is in the press, and will shortly be published by the same

Government.

The following songs being collected in Shahabad may
reasonably be expected to be in the Bhojpurl dialect. It

will be seen that with one or two exceptions they are,

the exceptions being foreign songs introduced into and

adopted in Shahabad, and having their language curiously

coloured, so to speak, by the grammatical peculiarities of

their new home. These will be pointed out in the proper

place.

As Dr. Hoernle’s Gaudian Grammar is in the hands of

every one who will care to read these songs, and as there is

no great essential difference between the grammars of Eastern

and Western Bhojpurl, I have not devoted much space to

grammatical explanation. I would, however, here draw atten-

tion to the present tense of the Bhojpurl Verb, which should

be carefully distinguished from the 2nd preterite (v. Iloernle,

§ 520 ).

The main difference between the Western and the Eastern

forms of Bhojpurl lies in the termination of the oblique form

of substantives and pronouns. In Western Bhojpurl,

these end in e, but in Eastern Bhojpurl in d (Old MagadhI

Prakrit ah).
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Thus the genitival affix in Western Bh. is km with an

oblique form, ke, while in Eastern Bh. km, ke or k, with an

oblique kd. So also the first possessive pronoun is mor ‘ my,’

and its oblique in Western Bhojpurl is more, but in Eastern

Bhojpurl mora. Again, jekar ‘of whom,’ has its Western

oblique form jek’re, and its Eastern jek'ra. Full particu-

lars of these oblique forms, especially of the oblique forms

of substantives, will be found in my Essay on Bihar! Declen-

sion, lately published in the Journal of the Bengal Asiatic

Society. 1

Another set of terminations should be noted which is

frequently met in poetry. It is hi, ff lit, 1? hu

,

or Jr

hu. These terminations have two distinct uses. They are

commonly used as case terminations for almost any oblique

case. They are also used as particles of emphasis meaning
‘ even ’ or ‘ also.’ On this point, see also my essay above

alluded to.

I have already stated that these songs are printed ipsissimis

verbis, as they were recited by women of the Bhojpurl tract.

Th is has its advantages, but, it must be confessed, it also has

its disadvantages. The uneducated, and especially women,

have a great reverence for the unintelligible, and the love for

“that blessed word Mesopotamia” is just as great in the East

as it is in the West. Hence many an obscure word is re-

tained, simply because it is not understood, and finally after

generations of ignorant attrition becomes a sound and nothing

more, having no meaning in itself, but interesting simply from

its unintelligibility. A few instances of such words will be

met with in the following songs.

Another point to be noted in these songs is that they by no

means follow the strict and complicated metric laws of TulsI

Das and Bidyapati. Nor, considering their singers and pre-

servers, can they be expected to do so. Probably, when they

were first written, each line may have contained its orthodox

supply of long and short matras
,
but now they are, and for

generations they have been, remembered by the melody to

1 J.A.S.B. vol. lii. part i. 1883.
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which they are sung, and by that alone. Any number of

syllables, long or short, can be crowded into a line, so long as

the need of a musical ictus is satisfied. 1 Hence no study of

the Prakrit Pix^gal, nor of the Chhandodipak
,

will avail for

reading these songs, though, as Mr. Bearnes so happily says,

“ they trip off the tongue with a lilt and grace which are

irresistible.”

Like folk-songs in other languages, these songs abound in

unmeaning burdens, like the English “ Siim heigh sing ho,

the linden tree,” and similar passages unconnected with the

story, common in Percy’s Reliques.

Examples are the unmeaning phrases wI^T«iT in Song No.

9, and ^ ^ in Song No. 16. These, as a rule, I have

left untranslated. To transliterate them would seem only

ridiculous, and to translate them would be impossible without

destroying the Oriental colour of the picture which I attempt

to present to view.

The Biharl language, unlike Hindi, contains a series of

short diphthongs which possess no graphic representation in

the local character. The local character, indeed, possesses no

distinction for length in any of the vowels except a, represent-

ing i and l when initial by i (?|), and when non-initial by i (ft),

and u and u by u (^3, whether initial or not. This local

character is known as the Kaithl.

In transcribing these songs into the Nagarl character for

the benefit of European scholars, it has been found necessary

not only to separate the long and short vowels (I and u), but

also to show clearly the difference between the long and short

diphthongs. This has been done by allowing the established

Nagarl signs for e, ai, o, and an to retain their usual long

value, and by inventing the following signs, initial and non-

initial, for the short diphthongs :

1 A parallel example in English occurs in an extreme case in the famous couplet

of Tom D’Urfey

:

“ Oh w&sn’t he a r&scal,

Who refused to allow the children of Israel to go into the wilderness with

their wives and families to eat the Phschal.”
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INITIAL. NON-INITIAL.

€

at

6

an

P

TL
la

s
T

T

It will be seen that with the exception of the sign for initial

e (which is simply the sign TJ, for e, reversed) all these differ

from their corresponding long forms by merely having an

upward serpentine instead of a simply curved form for their

top strokes.

One other sign requires notice. Many syllables in these

songs which are long by position or by nature, must be read

short to fill up the metre properly. These I have still written

long, but over them I have placed the mark -, which corre-

sponds with the English brevis and is often used for that

purpose by natives. This will be found useful in reading the

songs aloud.

The first seven of these songs belong to a class well known

throughout India from the earliest times. Sanskrit literature

has more than one popular example, and Hala gives detached

fragments which seem to come from some similar Prakrit

poem. My own knowledge of modern vernacular folk-songs is

confined to Eastern Hindustan and the Bengal Presidency,

and with regard to this tract I can assert that several songs of

the class are popular in every district between Banaras and

the Brahmaputra. These songs are at the present day called

‘ Barah Masas ’
or ‘ (songs of) the twelve months.

5

Their

form is always the same. Some woman laments the absence

of her beloved or of her son. Each verse is devoted in order

to a month of the Hindu year; in it she describes the peculiar

woe which she experiences at that season. Thus she goes

through the round of the twelve months, and at the last

month her patience is generally rewarded by the return of her

husband, or of her son, as the case may be.

The following are the months of the Hindu Fasti year,

which is that current in Bihar :
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1 Asin or Kuilr, corresponding with the English
( September
1 October

2 Kiitik 99 99

( October

\ November

3 Ag’han j
November

95 99
(
December

4 Pfis 99 99

( December

( January

5 Magh 99 99
(
January

\ February

6 Phagun 99 99

( February

{ March

7 Chait 99 99

( March

1 April

8 Baisalch 99 99

( April

1 May

9 Jeth 99 99
|
May

(
June

10 Asarh 99 99

( June

l July

11 Sawan 99 99

(July
( August

12 Bhado 99 99

( August

( September

The first of these songs commences with the month Asarh.

The name of the singer’s husband is given as ‘ Sham,’ which

however is probably used in its derived sense of ‘darling,’

the original Sham, alias Krishu, having been the darling of

the Cowlierdesses of Braj.

I.

umi ^ *rrfir ^ i

^ fq^n Tf wtt i II ii q II

*TPR *rfa *TRPR, 1 *TT^R fqW *R BR#Tl

qpR ^ °R'tT^ ^RrT || || 5>. ||

^ 1 % i

xrftr^TT ^r% %5I ^TTRrff II II 3 II

wir fq^lT «T Jiff *HTT % I

ftr ^^ 'frr 'ST^ff br fq^rrfr qi h u 8 h
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^rrffrafW HTfrT I

wist ^trt^ ^5#r ^ ii mi

^ 5N H^Yh ^i*ft TTT^ifft I

*TT % fR^fi WW> Tff^ ^ff HTfa *f II II $ II

M*T vt JTO TRT xrfK^ ^ ^rTT^lf I

WTS WZrT, % *rftsf, <T^ ^l7 *RT3ff II II 'O II

•svy aw »s \!/ \
*rre *r jrsfi ^t?t *ttt h *ttt ^ttt^ ^ 1

?tt*t fw^T 15% htt ^ 11 11
a n

Cs

tJTT^V P^j Ti7 1 % I

*TW f%*lT jr^T *T ^ff ^gfT TW 3> II II Q. II

%h *Ttri«r i

% tt«t fl% f TsT'^mc ^ ii n «io ii

^*rra W?nff wnnr IT*rrf ^rar*ttt % i

5R m?T *TRcT, 1 rR fT^'tf ^ff*^ ^iff II II ^=1 II

%3 rl JEW ^Tir ^5^ ^TTI *TT* I

% JJff ^TTf *TTHT ^IT^ TT^T II II <RII

1. The month of Asarh has commenced. The clouds have

arranged their thick army. My beloved has left me 1 deserted,

and is sojourning somewhere.

2. Pleasing is the month of Sawan, O friend, my beloved

loves the month. What deserted damsel has enchanted him?

My husband cometh not home.

3. Iu Bhildo a bed is being made with care, 2 but the

sparrow-hawk and the peacock 3 cry, and it stings me exceed-

ingly.

1 ^\W
1

f* is a rare form in Bhojpurl. It is probably here tbe Hindi accusative
•V \ZjI

plural, .

2 Literally
,
is being made, and having made it.

3 Tbe cry of these birds is supposed to be an incentive to love. *rra<ft

is Hindi pres. part, fern., agreeing with
, used in the sense of the pres. ind.
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4. Kuar has come, but not my beloved, let me take

poison and die. Weeping let me wash my head with

the water (of my tears), and disarrange the parting of my
hair. 1

5. In Katik I am writing a letter, causing tears of blood to

flow (for ink). Go, 0 crow, 2 to the country where my beloved

is, and tell him the tale of my woes.

6. In Ag’han there is an empty bed, and alone I watch. 3

My beloved is gone and sojourns in a far country, how, 0
friend, can I endure P

7. In Pus a snow-storm has fallen, separation has come and

tortures me, nor will the cold leave me, 0 friend, till my love

clasps me in his arms.

8. In Magh the mango blossoms, let me go mad and die.

Without Sham the jasmine flowers. 4 Who can (at such a

season) seek her couch.

9. In Pliagun 5 colour is carefully made ready, but without

Sham I fly not about, like the balls of red Abir.

10. In Chait instead of cool sandal powder I applied

cool fire ( i.e . ashes) to my head, and went to seek my
husband. 6

11. In BaTsakh heat oppresses me, I die overpowered by it.

0 friend, when I am oppressed by the heat, to whom shall I

tell my condition ?

1 The parting of a married woman’s hair is coloured with vermilion, which is

washed out when she becomes a widow.

* A crow’s call is said to be 'ST'^T <JT^T > which means ‘ place.’ He is a

great traveller. Hence, by tradition, a crow is always supposed to know the

whereabouts of a beloved.

3 rnwt is Hindi pres. part. fern.

4 The odour of these two flowers is supposed to incite love.

5 In this month occurs the feast of the IIolI—the spring festival of love. It

is then customary to throw red powder (ablr) on passers-by in the street.

6 The meaning of this verse is doubtful. My informant, who recited the song,

did not know its meaning. Songs like the present one, which are in a language

foreign to Bihar, are often learned by rote, and only half-understood. The trans-

lation given is only a guess. I do not know the meaning of, nor is the

word known in Bihar. It may be a corruption of a necklace worn by

mendicants,’ and in this case would mean 1 having put on such a

necklace.’
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12. Jeth, the month of Jeth has come, and the twelve

months (of my love's journey) are fulfilled.

King Ram Chandra sang this song of the twelve months

to Sur. 1

Note on Dialectic Peculiarities.

This song is interesting as exhibiting the radical difference

between the Hindi and Bihar! languages. It was evidently

written originally in the Braj dialect of Hindi, learned as

such, and adopted in the district of Shahabad, where Bihar! is

spoken, and where it was found. The Hind! and Bihar!

languages are so distinct in grammatical structure, and even

in vocabulary, that parts of the song have undergone some

extreme corruptions and are quite unintelligible. Its grammar

is still almost pure Braj, although here and there some Bihar!

forms (e.g. in v. 1, and in v. 12) have been substi-
*

tuted. Examples of forms more or less Braj are (3 sg.

pret.) in v. 2 ; ^5r?T% (3 sg. pres.) in v. 3 ; (3 pi. pret.)

in v. 4 ; % (pres. 3 sg. for 1 sg.)
; (2 pi. im-

perat.) in v. 5; and other similar forms. A Hind! turn is

also given to many of the sentences, by the free use of the

pres. part. (e.g. in v. 2) in the sense of the pres, ind.,

which is rare in pure Bhojpuri.

This song is, in short, an excellent proof that Hind! is not

understood in Bihar, and that it is a cardinal error to make

Hind! the language of Government, and of the schools re-

ceiving Government aid in the Bihar! tract.

The next bdrah niasa is supposed to be sung by a cow-

herdess whom Krishn has deserted. It commences with the

month of Katik.

1 It is customary for a poet to insert his own name, and that of his patron, in

the last line of any of his works. The last line is hence called the b/iauita, because

it tells (root bhan) the name of the author. The poet here politely attributes his

inspiration to the king.
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II.

Refrain .—

^

f*R W *rrWft. ii

tiff^r ^rrfasfi wr
f*T % WTf^ fW 5f3f ^T5ITT I

*tN?T ’affr; ^TT^rT 7TTT

fq^ri qrrfrrqi *rrff ^ Wtitt ii ii q 11

q»Tf?iqi ^3rITfT *T qT*T

W *rf*$RR f*rf% *T^»T ^ ^TcT I

77T«i amnr

Uwt:tt <s*t fq n 11 r 11

trer tffa vtt\ ott
qnqq^ *tNr i

qqqrT *r§qr qrfqci

f^rlNT ^rftra *nf< ^T5l ii ii 3 II

*nq AT* ftn=T ^TrT (TTfTT

q"' nlfr ^icrtt i

^ f^fq

^RnT H <3TT=C ^ft^T || || 8 II

qj*TT

fTTt^r ?jft *rrq i

flfT *1*T qTrl <$|\S i t;*^

'fanfr^ ii im ii

%7T AT* q«T tR^fT Z7T
Cv N*

*nfw ri fqqi ^ siR i

VOL. XVI —[new series.] 14
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fro *R*nrr j? g*r

UTM ^rfarc *Tf «T 5JTT ii ii § ii

*rfa ftg

*T*H fWfrT I

WT^fT *TRrT *ftf>T

f%M fiRT *TR?T TTTff 11 11 ^ 11

*ffa fTT

*SR *R^ |

iTR^i $i fZff^T T’i
^v*/ I I •vv*/ *vl I »v

?T 3>T •q^T WT fwr tR^ II II « II

^if *rfa wrff

^IZ<\ ^ WR ^ I

f^t ,fT*R

I^TT fwr fsr^RTlfwtt ii ii q ii

?TRR jffa 5l*n wf^r fr?

^Tfg^ I

(f%)3pm ffSRRT *TRff *ftfrT

f^R fWT WPR JTTff II IHO II

*n^r *rfa *hr whc

wr •Tf^TT I

(fsR) *R^rr *r3i ^rtt
*nfw WTM fWr 1HTT II

*ffa ^«T ^tRrT *?tT

ss^ *rttt fWT rfTT I

M

^5R <TTT *R ‘sfc W*T

*5 ^r *ir[ ^tti *rra ii ii^ ii

ii
=1=1 ii
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Refrain.— 0 friend, without Sham Sundar, 1 I will not live.

1. When Katik, the first month, began, my beloved left ine

and became a merchant. The cowherds are dancing and

tending kine, but without my love, Katik pleases me not.

2. Kiitik passes away, and Ag’han begins, all my friends

embrace and are going on journeys (to their husband’s houses),

but I have given up betel, flowers, and sport, for fate has

separated me from my love, and given 2 me misery.

3. In POs a heavy hoar frost is falling, my limbs tremble

and my bosom quivers. The water cup 3 trembles and the

bed, and without her lord trembles the damsel’s heart.

4. In Magh, 0 Sib, it is thy fast (the Sib ratri), and I fast 4

on all the five (holy) Sundays. I washed and bathed, and

blessed 5 (my husband), may you live, my love, for ten thousand

years.

5. In Phatrun blow the Pha<;una sales, and the leaves ofO O o'
the trees are falling. The leaves are falling, and the stark

trees remain. And my love has caused 6 me to bear this

sorrow.

6. In Chait, the Tesii tree (Butea frondosa
)
flowers in the

forest, and the fair one is sending a message to her beloved.

“ As you go, tell him my message also, that the fire of separa-

tion can no longer be even endured by me.”

7. Baisakh is the season for performing four happy things,

bringing 7 home brides, marrying young people, 8 building

houses, and singing songs, but, without my beloved, they all

seem to be untimely.

1 One of the many names of Krishn.
2

and are Braj for tujff and ^«ff.
3 Compare Song XVI. line 24.

is not the Hindi present participle, but is the Bihari 1 pi. pres. conj.

used in its original indicative sense.

altered for metre from f. The five holy Sundays are the

first Sundays of the bright halves of Ag’han, Pus (omitting Magh), Phagun,
Chait, and Baisakh.

6

faPTt Hindi for «T •

lit. a going, is often specialized to mean the procession which goes to

fetch the bride from her father’s house. The root in Bihari means ‘bring.’
8
cJTT=

H

indi 37 .
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8. In Jeth there is the searching for

1

the bridegroom, and

every one goes out to honour him, (wearing) Tikulis 2 of gold,

and (adorned with) lines of collyrium. But what shall I

honour, when my beloved is in a far country ?

9. In the month of Asarh, the Asarhi grass is growing;

people are cutting it and thatching their houses with it.

Birds and the like are building their nests, but my beloved

is dwelling in a foreign land.

10. In Sawan everything is covered with water, 3 and

women are giving up their red veils and taking to white ones.

They rock themselves in swings, and sing songs, but it seems

untimely to me without my love.

11. In Bhado the (wind) blows strong in the sky, the rivers

are filled, and the streams are swollen. The (lightning)

flashes brilliantly, and the sky becomes bright, and the fair

one thinks that her beloved has arrived.

12. In Kuiir, the peacock cries in the forest, Rise, Rise, O
fair one, thy beloved has come,4 now the hope of your mind is

fulfilled, and Sfir Das sings the song of the twelve months.

Notes on Dialectic Peculiarities.

This song is in nearly pure Bhojpurl. A few Braj forms

have got into it, owing to a traditional theory, widely current,

that Braj is the only North Indian Vernacular worthy of a

poetic dress. This theory has influenced poets who write in

dialects even other from Hindi. Thus, Bangalis claim, though

generally wrongly, that their old Bangall hymns are written

in a variety of Braj. So also Biharl poets frequently insert

Braj forms to show their learning, e.g. in v. 2 of the

1 Reference is made to the ceremony of Parichhan, or welcoming of the bride-

groom at the bride’s house.
2

is the silver spot worn on a woman’s forehead.

5rf^T is an inundated piece of ground. is an old oblique form of

(like *tr;t in Hindi). The phrase is hence literally ‘ an inunda-

tion on an inundation,’ just as TfTVT I At is ‘ a beating on a heating,’ ‘ a

mutual beating.’
4

ij)T> as a s'"n of the genitive, is rare in BhojpurT, but is common in the

other dialects of Biharl.
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above son". At the same time the dialect of this son" is very

different from that of the first. The first is a Braj song, with

a few Biharl words introduced. The present is a Biharl song

with a few Hindi words introduced.

The next barah masa details various incidents which occurred

in the siege of Lagka by Ram Chandra and Lachhuman

(Lakshmana). Many of the proper names are changed from

their Sanskrit forms, but little difficulty will be found in

identifying them. The song commences with the mouth of

Magh.

III.

Refrain .— ^ ^TT^t
s»

^ II

"fT’Trf

f?T ^ I

^ TTR ffcfifT 5TW

*rrff rfr to tot

^Tff II II =1 II

TOT

W^[^ TO fWT I

fBR %% xjrr^T^T

IT* TO TTR <fT TO
(5N W* % %) II T II

%cT TO ^«T ^^TrT *TiftT
Os

TTH *J«T ffaTO I

fa TO tf^T *f "TR TO
Cv

Mff eft "TfTO ^rftT

(f«HR I^T %t) II 3 II
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cT^T rTC f^l Trf^T

fa«T T ATT ^TT I

myft TTfri vx^ *rff ^xr

f*r# f*rrf*r

(to* %% tff) ii 8 ii

%zff *TfTR 5^f^
^TfT I

• • Cv Cv

tri;%^^ fN ii

*ni) ii m H

^raif ttNt ^r

51^ Tf TR »f I

*rrTff rw*r wn^ «rkff RTfiTO

«rrr fwRRT% Tra

(*R ^tt<!T fTO ^t) II II $ II

TTRR TRT

. . . TJ*T TT^R t 5TO I

Cv

f3RTR TJ^R rK
fa ^iTT fWf ttrt; % «¥fa

(IN TR % %) II II
'Q

II

VTT^r ffa^ f*RR

RRR cT^XTfT **TR fafR I

«W Tfa « *IT*R R*?

^t tit:

(fN TRT %%) || ||
C

||

f^kff ^TtR ^^TTfr: TTfa

^5% 3iR *R TW I
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Wt TTTT^
ft# f TTOW

(% WrSr $ xrni) H Q. ii

^TfrT^i 3TTOW ^TT

WR# ^TTTt *TTST

SR *TFS7

(ff*T #%) 11^0 II

wr^i

#T SJiTrl *rra tf i

tariff *TfT *T7TTTT

rR rft 5ITT

(Iraj fWX «nT) II 1

TjrafC 511% wit% flw

xjft ?prf% 1

TT*T fat *IR #*r

ITfaR *rt ^ *ffa

(fafa gr trf^R) imii

Refrain .—Raghupati grieves much because Lachhuman 1 is

insensible.

1. In Miigh spring commences, and Madodari says, “ Hear

my beloved husband. Give back Janaki to Ram, and let him

return 2 to Awadh, otherwise he will destroy 3 the tribe of

demons, no one will escape.”

2. In Phagun lie made ready his army, 4 and invested the

1 i.e. Lakshmana.
2 is regular 3 sing, imperat. of root WT, ‘go.’

3 WT is shortened from for the sake of metre. It is 3 sg. fut.

4 Note the common change of a foreign j sound to d in BiharI in = the

Arabic • Cf .
= Ac .
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four gates of Laqka. As (thickly as) in Phagun flies theAbir,1

so (thickly) did the two heroes Ram Lakhan invest (the city),

with all their army.

3. In Chait the thick forest is in blossom, saith Ram,
“ Hear, brave Haliwant,2 go by night and bring the Sajiican

root, otherwise Lachhuman will depart from his body, and

then how will (shall) I live ?

4. In Baisakh my body burns day and night. Without

Lakhan 3 my army is down-hearted.” At midnight the

monkey went, 4 and has not yet returned. I will take

poison and die. How shall I go 5 to Awadh ?

5. In Jeth 6 Lachhuman became ready, and invested the

four gates of Laqka. The ground is thrown into a tumult by

the battle with the demons
;
and seizing a fit opportunity the

monkey army has come.

6. In Asiirh the sky is thundering terribly, and Meghnad
remains engaged in the battlefield. Lachhuman strikes 7 him,

his arm flies off up to heaven, and falls near Silochana.

It writes out the whole story.

7. In Sawan 8 Ram fights with Raban. Such heroes as

Kumbh’karan and Raban fall (dead) upon the shore of the

sea, with all their armies.

8. In Bliado Haluman cries out. (The night passed) as

they were roaring and leaping, and morning dawned. Even

as a horse roars 9 in the night, so attacked they Lagka with all

their armies.

9. In Kuar saith queen Madodari, “ My husband with all

1 See note to Song I. line 9.

2
i.e. Hanuman.

3 i.e. Lakshmana.
4

or ^ is a rare form of the indeclinable participle of root gfj ‘go.’

is Braj 1 sg. fut.

6 The in wsfi is the old Apabbramsha sign of the locative.

7

«TTf? in this line is superfluous as regards the metre.

9 There are two half lines missing in this verse.

9 The word ‘ roar ’ is rendered necessary for the comparison. Note, that for

the purposes of rhyme and are considered as one letter. So also a Sanskrit

"Z always becomes in Prakrit.
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his hosts has fought 1 (and been killed).” She went and

adored the feet of Ram. Ram, being gratified, gave her

everything. What she asked, that she got. 2

10. In Katik Jam’want and the others bowed their heads

to the gods and came. Janaki went with her head bent, and

the gods all left (their abodes) and went with her. Many
nights have passed.

11. In Ag’han Janaki returned to her abode, with a large

army. (For Ram) had conquered Laqka, and with beating of

drums he returned to Awadh, and bent his head to Sib.

12. In Pus the twelve months are passed, and, O Tul’si

Das, they came to Awadh. Ram came and wiped out every

grief, and the people of the city, all uniting, rejoiced.

In the following barali mdsa Kaushalya, the mother of Ram
Chandra, after cursing Kaikeyl, laments her son’s travails in

his banishment. It commences with the month of Cliait.

IY.

Refrain.— 'qt <pT ^ II

%rT Wt^T TUT

VT*T I

(SJT II 3 II

c^PficT I

1 The first aspiration in the root •51'?T or ‘ fight,’ is optional. It is used

generally to mean ‘ be killed in combat.’
2

i.e. salvation.
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%% fsR rf^TRcT

i *Tf?T *ft<Y Wt'f

(f^r 1*3 ^TVT)

TTTS ^fT^TcT^
TJH 5H$R ^T *Y<TT I

tw q«f ^nu«f

rT^T^fT ^rfY

faw qw)

wri *rfa *n;ii ^Yt

Wt^rT qfqfT ff^firT *ftT I

fqqr<l ^Tf%qrf 5T *CT*f

^Plr^rf fTTf <5Hqq faq TR?
(*ll rfft^T flT)

¥Tqqlf *TRK

4Y%rT ITCC ftRT T*pftT I

qfafYqT fqiTfT

TT*T ^ft *YrTT^
(T^ qftsRTpft)

VJT^T *rfa q«T ^f^f ^TOTT

tIT 1 ^Tq ^q?qr WTT I

q’s eng <g5 ii qfY*q qYx;

aftwci ^rfCfqq t^^Yt

(Wif* WTT *TTq)

q^TTT *IT* ^ TT*l

fqfrT qf3 'tlT* WWX I

Pff qiq^T *TTffq ttjt

fqq sfqri; f^q^ ^rq

faTT ^fY qJW*T)

Mil

Mil

118 II

it mi

Mu

n o u
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^TfcR ffa

*TR ffTf Hffa

^t*R ^TTff ^TfT

lTjfr ^rft«ri ^fcRrrft

(^T 3fit*fT)

^5Rf fnft 3RT/T ftfinT,

^IRT fWT^ ^ft^TT s|i rlTT I

*TT3 farT^T *WR
ffa ^5lfsfl ^ ?n^

H7T flfa, *rf^ } ^Trf Z^TT
©v N»

tff ^ VTT I

^Tff ^IT?R ^TM TT*f

»s\y *^»-v r r~^ v i*fx% fwm
fr; wTf %)

ft *Tfa, TTT^ ^*Pfl

fj% fnWf *f ^T^I^SrT I
S*

TT*T *R ^n^Trf ftT

%f% HRT ft ffWRcT ^TK

(w*prl fl

)

^ni;5f, ft *f*=f, ^^rr ^*rf

ft^lT f^HcI |

tfa -»T?f ft fTTrT ^ftT

3iT fwxm ffg T^ftT

(IT^5Tw ^ff

)

% ?ff *IR ^TTf Tffa

t XJT^ tf# I

*IR<T rl*ffa VfT*T

^5T*^r WJR T.T*

(ff% %)

ii *=n

ii eii

non

ii w n

tmii

^ ii
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Refrain.—0 tliou woman, my enemy, thou sendest my son

to the forest.

1. Earn is born in Chait in Ajodhya, and the palace is

sprinkled with sandal-wood. The chauk 1 is filled with elephant

pearls and the kalas 2
is made of gold, and within are excellent

jars.

2. Baisiikh is a season (hot) like poison, the earth and sky

are writhing under it. As a fish deprived of water writhes,

that is the state to which Keka'i 3 has brought me; she has

given 4 me dire distress.

3. In Jeth the hot wind affects the body, while Ram,
Lakhan, and Slta are together (in the forest). Ram’s feet are

tender as lotuses. The earth and sky are writhing, how can

he travel on the way.

4. In Asarh the thunder rolls in all directions, the sparrow-

hawk cries, and the peacock screams, Kosila 5 laments in her

palace in Awadh, Lakhan, Slta and Ram will be wet as they

stand at the foot of a tree.

5. In Sawan all the tanks and rivers are filled, Slta and

Raghublr will be wet. Worms and snakes creep about over

the eartli with Ram, Lakhan, and Situ, and the night is dark.

6. In Bhado huge rain drops fall, and all the world are

mending the roofs of their houses. Situ and Raghublr will be

wet with the great large drops as they fall, for the rain is loud

and sudden. 6

7. In Kuar, 0 friend, is the reign of the God of Virtue,

and the whole world is continually arising to do virtuous

actions. If, now, Ram were but here, he would have fed

Brahmans and filled dishes with gifts of gold.

8. Katik, 0 friend, has come, and the noose of separation

1 The chauk is a square space filled with sweetmeats, etc., for distribution at a

festival.
2 The jar decked with lights placed within the cupola erected in the courtyard

of a house at a marriage festival. The last line of this verse is very obscure.
3 Ram’s step-mother Kaikeyl.
4

f^rr Hindi for

5 i.e. Kaushalya, Ram’s mother. ___
6 root JJcfi means to ‘ glitter,’ hence to ‘ do a thing suddenly.’ 5J lT or ?D"3

is given in Hindi dictionaries as meaning a continued rain, but it means rather a

sudden burst of rain.
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has fallen upon me. In every house women are lighting

lamps, but my Ajodhya is dark, and Kekai has done it.

9. In Ag’han virgins adorn themselves, and embroider their

garments with golden threads. They wear silk garments,

(soft) as woollen (?) ones, and on their heads is the garland 1 of

the golden "Baijanti.

10. In Pus, 0 friend, falls the frost, and the nights are

sharp as the edge of a sword. How will Ram bear a seat of

kits grass, and how will he rest in the forest? May her
(
i.e .

Kekai’s) birth be cursed.

11. With Magh, friend, has come the spring, and how will

I live without Bhagabant? 2 My mind is fixed upon Ram’s

feet, while Bharath sits and waves a fan (over Ram’s shoes) 3

in the season of spring.

12. 0 friend, the jollity of Phagun has come, and we

sprinkle our bodies with perfume and sandal. Bharath sits

and pounds abir, but upon whom shall I scatter it, in Rain’s

absence ? With whom shall I sport ?

13. He who sings this song of the twelve months will find

a home in heaven. Tul’si sings that Ram and Lachhuman

came from the forest to the palace in Awadh, and met Kekai.

The next bdrah mdsa is sung by one of the Cowherdesses

of Braj, when Krishn has left Braj and gone to Mathura

(Madhupur). She addresses Udho, whom Krishn had sent

from Mathura with news of himself.

V.

trr rtr *reni, 1 Rf<u, ?itr r ruriT i

*fr*prr *rr ^ r^rp it n 3 n

RPR RR«T RTfPTR Ri RR WtR^f I

RT Rf^ RR ffiTRl RpR RiRtR^Y II II R II

1 Note in this verse how Tfjjj is considered as rhyming with ^

.

2
i e. Ram in his capacity of the Deity.

3 Alluding to the well-known tale of Bharat refusing to take Ram’s place as
king.
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% fwu ^tY I

^i^firf f%^*lY ^3TOYW ^IT^TcT^ *<Y II II $ II

WfiR Wt €t'^T Vff I

if infffw wt *ff hY^ *rff toiT ii ii 8 ii

WTfrl^ if g^ftrT ^VY ilf^ ilH ^ I

iff i ^ff%cT fY II II 4 II

^ii^fi^irf^, 5rr^ ^fiig f Wr fireri in^r’if i

^ TTir irrW Srtaf ^ftflYTOTOtf ii ii § ii

iff Tjl^T ’fcfa WfTJf s\ *SJff I

^rftr ^nff *nff ’sTyt: irt ir^r striY" ii ii ^ ii

Wf^'W ifR fW oRT MTif'if I

^f'if fwri; ^Tff **fY f^TfT^f ii ii « ii

^T^*if iTf^, %^frl lYfY T^*\ iff^cT iffY^lT

I

%^T7T frfY TTiT ^TfT ^Y*fYtwf^ *T#f ^i^lT II II <1 II

%fl*if Wil iJ T *TRfT I

^T?^I ^Trf ^refY ^YiT *T ^TRfY' II 1140 ||

wnulf ^vY *rrfY iri^f irrefY" i

^n;^ *1% **r *11% fpfT m^fTii n 44 11

il^if TRJ^ if^ ifc iff* ffl

xnra irre ^>yY i?^T ^RT ^nif ff 11 11 4^ 11

1. The first month is Asarh, 0 friend, and Sham doth not

come to-day. Having depopulated Gokhul, 1 O Udho, he hath

set up his house in Madhupur.

2. In Savvan I see good omens, and my mind is enchanted.

In each house, 0 friend, all (the fair ones) are rocking

1 Gokhul or Gokul is the country of Braj. Krishn had broken the hearts of

all the girls there by deserting them and going to Mathura (alias Madhupur).
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themselves in swings, and amusing themselves with their

beloveds.

3. In Bhado the night is terrible, and when I see it, I fear

in my heart. In all directions, flasheth the lightning, and the

clouds fill up their masses and thunder.

4. In Asin I am anxious, 0 Udho, at what thing can I

be patient ? I will take poison and die if Mohan come not

back.

5. In Katik are holy actions performed, 0 Udho, and my
friends are all engaged in sport. They worship Hari in the

doorway, and return home glad.

6. In Ag’han, 0 friend, I feel cold. If I were now with my
beloved, I would endure pain and pleasure, 0 Bam, and

would have lit a light in the sky.

7. In Pus, O friend, the fog is falling. At the time of

mist, it is too dark to see. Such a man, and such a woman
cannot be found (as we two), and yet he falls in love (with

another).

8. In Magh fortunate is she who is near her beloved, with

body pressed against body, and her arm placed upon the

pillow. 1

9. In Phagun my companions are enjoying the Holl, and

their bodies are wet with red dye. They are sporting, and

each is talking with her husband, while, without my beloved,

my heart is in a blaze.

10. In Chait, O Udho, my mind is restless. 2 Happy are

they who obtain their loves. It is in my lot, and whom should

1 not blame ?

11. In Baisiikh is there happiness, 0 Udho, and the women
are singing marriage songs. In each house are they singing

them, and in their delight singing Jhumaris .
3

12. In Jeth I met my lord, and the twelve months are ful-

filled. The twelve months are fulfilled, 0 Udho, and so are

my hopes.

1 The If in faTTUfff is the old Apabhramsha Prakrit termination of the

locative.
2 Lit. 1 1 have four minds.’
3 A kind of song sung by women.
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VI.

Refrain.—$TTOTT %% tfV *1^ II

t vtto *rrfTTO *\ <5rr5j i wfro Trrff ^ wtn i

wrfTOt tot f^€ fr i TOflj^f xj^rnif n h 9 n

TOTO ^ *Nr ^rert i to faTO tto i

*TTC 3TTTT WtTO % *TTTO I TO S*TO fTO ^TO II II ^ II

WTTO TOTO TO TOTT I TO *rfa $f*T ^TTT I

fTOTT TTTO jrff TOT% I TOTTO TTW fa!|fW II II 3 II

Sfc TTO TOJTTOT TO TT^ I Mff | ?JTO TOTT I

TOTfa ^TO TO miT ^ I TO TOTwfa TOT| II II 8 II

Refrain.—Sawan has become an enemy in regard to me.

1. In Bhado my house does not please me, nor does Asin

please me. In Katik my love went afar off, and as I realize

it I lament.

2. In Ag’han, 0 TTdho, he said he would come, but he has

not, and the whole of Pus has passed away. I am maddened

with youthful passion in the month of Magh
;
how can I sus-

tain the hope of my life?

3. In Phagun my eye throbs, 1 and I heard news in Chait,

If my beloved would come in this Baisakh, I would spread a

bed of flowers for him.

4. In Jeth I am restless like Radha, for my Sham is not

here. Tul’si Das (prays) for the vision of thee, 0 Lord. How
can I pass the month of Asiirh ?

The next song deals only with the four months of the rainy

season, and is hence called a chatur mana. In other respects

it does not demand special notice.

1 When the left eye of a woman throbs, it is a lucky omen. When the right

eye throbs, it is the reverse.
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YII.

ffrrr

Refrain.—wff TT^lrfa I

^ff wft PfTft II

irert ?pt«tm
fawft ^fi i

SI

fal?sft ^rfaft^ ft 1

ffrlff tff ^ fk II nil

W[^ ITT*

xftfaff wr ^ f^ftT i

*nrff"ST kfsRfTft ftr fk%
f I

(^T)^ *TTPT PTT*T Hw TT^f

fa^i ffa«f ftTl Pfa W*T ^ II IR II

«T^t kff

ft% I

fat) ftT^t ft % prHT

<fT*T ff^T^^T % II IR II

fWT kff PTffIfk ^

PT<ft ?TTff I

*T TTT^T frff ^Tfa fa^TT ft

kff ft PTR ffT II II 8 II

A Song of Four Months.

Refrain.— What day Beni Madho deserted me, on that

fire seized my body.

1. Asarh has commenced
;

the clouds of the sky are

thundering, and the lightning flashes 1 therein. I start in

fright, look round, and sit and think within my mind.
S *s

1 The e in the penultimate of Tf^TcRijl is always short. In this verse, however,

it must be read long to save the metre. The mark a over a consonant is the

native way of making a long syllable.

VOL. xvi.—[new series.] 15
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2. In Sawan Sham has deceived me, and made love with

Kubja. The frightened peacock cries in the forest, and the

frog makes its sound heard. 1 0 Naud Lai, how can I keep

my life ? Shame on my life to remain within this body.

3. Bhado 2 has come, nor can we see the paths, as the frogs

croak in the courtyard. Let me become a cuckoo and roam

from forest to forest. The marshes of Brindaban are dried up.

4. In Kuar I receive no news of Shiim, no letter has come

from Madhuban. Sur (sings) “ Let Sham meet me, otherwise

let me leave my life in an instant.”

This concludes the songs of the year.

Next follows a song in which a wife entreats her husband

not to leave her. His concluding threat of marrying another

wife is characteristic of an ordinary well-to-do native home.

VIII.

Refrain .—W VIV*! ^TT TV

tv^ ii

*TfT ^JTTfr i

Wr ^vrft 11 11 q 11

^ ^T^rftVT ftwf XWT ffTOT I

wv TW ^rzft^TT TI^T V*TT ^ 1VT II II T II

toIi ^tv ifW^fs ^t i

rlfTW ^ ^t Wt Tf^ffVT II II 3 II

W cfK vfi VT^qfT 5ITV ’ftT I

pw *TT ^J^T^T tMf ^T^TT ^ TTf II II 8 II

SNA ^ftT «rrf*it
,

*TV wr7 ^t^ ^t^t ttt i

VfiT fTTT ^tff II II M II

1 fVT^%is Braj.

2 A very dark and gloomy month.
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Refrain .
—“ O, my husband, brother of my sister-in-law,

remain at home in the Sawan of this year.

1. “The snake is deserting 1 its slough, the Ganges its

banks; and thou, my lord, art deserting thy young 2 wife,

and thine own abode.

2. “ For thy horses I will give a stall, and for thy elephants

a stable. To thee, my lord, will I give an upper chamber,

and I will remain humbly before thine eyes. 3

3. “To thy horses will I give a mash of beans, to thy

elephants cloves and camphor. To thee, my lord, will I give

clarified butter and khiehari
,

4 and with hands clasped will I

remain in thy presence.

4. “ May thy ship sink in the mighty stream,5 and may a

thief make off with thy bullocks. May robbers kill thee, my
lord, and may I be a virgin widow.” 6

5. “My boats will moor at Suruj ghat
,
and my bullocks will

cross the river. Wife, I will sell thee into the hand of a

Mughal, and marry a second wife.”

Next follow three Sohars or congratulatory songs sung by

Domin women on the birth of a child. Domins are the people

who are employed to sing at any festive occasion, especially

birth festivals and marriages. They usually have a large

collection of songs of various kinds, some being of considerable

pretensions. An example of the latter kind will be found in

the song of Sal’hes, in my Maithil Chrestomathy.

Of the three following birth-songs, the first describes at

length the circumstances of the birth of Ram and his brothers.

]
V*0 V

is the regular Bhojpuri present indicative. being the second

person plural, always has the inherent final a pronounced
;

thus tejHa. This
final a of the 2nd pi., moreover, is always pronounced long with a peculiar drawl
like the English word ‘awe,’ thus tejel ‘awe.’ This tense sometimes has the
force of the future. An example is in v. 5.

literally ‘a simpleton,’ ‘ a novice.’

J

*T*TT is oblique of «f «T ‘ an eye.’

4 A mass of boiled pulse and rice. The word is usually feminine, but is mascu-
line in the text.

1 4S l°ng t°rra of MTT
6 Or a widow from the date of my marriage. The chauk is a square space of

coloured meal in which the bridegroom and bride are seated at a marriage
ceremony. Hence ‘ a widow of the chauk ’ means a widow from the date of the
marriage ceremony. ,
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IX.

TT5TT TT

Tprai % fsrfrra ^ ii n n

*TfT3 rT, X I

*r^rr ^ ^ ^nx, ci 5^ tfi^r *tt^ ^ nm ii

^WTTfT ^IT. fT ’ftft ^ x i

ffW f^jf^ *TT 5|7nt. I^TT TTWT 3T? *FT^' T II II $ II

fa xt^t ^rc ffa^r *rfa«r x i

ttwt w^i? fki tr^%, f*nj tt? t ii ii 8 ii

^rff *ftT \J*T ffa^T Tffa^T Vf^ ^ I

*T*T*TT U^fiT ^>T ^nTTTT, cf ipt Tfi«T ^TTift^T T II 11 M II

jr^; tfiw ^ fa^i ttwt ft 3R I

TWT T^lft T*rft ^WT fv^, Tlftfa fa^TRlT T II II $ II

P^S WTT TfY^f^T ftfWT, TT^ft I

fa*T ^tT: ifi^fa ^faTT Tift , cffa WTfa TTT^fafft X II II 'O II

^R*T«TT ^fW> cf ^tft frfa^T ^ T I

ffw ttwtfa^ir ^rr ffait, ^ x h n c 11

tra^rr %^rcT tt^it ffw wK\ i

ttwt vfa f ffaT^ t ii ii Q. ii

^T^cT^T cTT ^TTT cTT T I

*t*rt wfa ^rsfafaT,^ «r vfa f*ra t ii non

frx Z*fa*t 3ft? ^IfTTT^ *[fftw T I

^T*r«n *rffa ^wfa^ri ftr> if#i ^rft% t ii ii w ii

f ^fT^cT ffa i

tt^ ^fa^ fr% ^ptt, ^it ^ ’fcwftfa x n imn
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toc*t, w* ^TirfcOr T i

^r^f*rT 5^ ^ *ft*r, ^ft n in? n

*nn; xnz^r, VcTcrr ^ whptt i

^^rr tR^T ^ jitw, ^frf^T T ii II ^8 ii

I’SfT^ T i

*pjRT ^WT f^WTt- ^3Zf% ^t| 35 TT5TT ^ ||

II <IM II

^ att zzt wn;*i % t i

€t*t sI-stt ^ *rwr^ xifz ii m§ ii

fflT rr i wrwr, *rro *fiT *t i

y’iftfa *frft vfa ^wff*r , ^ *rr*rr^ X ii

ii <V9 ii

(TT3T ^ Tfif^:, ftwiw *T

I

TT^it ^Tff %'tfT^ft *ftzf II II V* II

jns z? <\ snfri ^ v*Tftf«T, *n^T *tt t i

*riff %'ffT^ft *ff^n, #rzf ii mq ii

SWftfa wf^ *rfl?f*T ^TrTf<C. Tf T I

wf 'Eft TW ^tfffrC rf ^TEf <?TZTS^Tt II || RO ||

^Srl Slt^RW\wfT I

T.T5TT TTf^T ^i tfWT TRTR1?, Wff % ^RfT II II ^ II

^TfZ flffz tr^T ^^HrT 3i, trf^f t I

^ff =srf% ^jrftfa^TT, <T TK ’STRt II II ^ II

TTfrT *ntf*T TTfrT, ^ftft TTfVt |

*r*RT *TR WR, *T ^3Z StfTT II II *3 II

^TfWMi TT^TT TT*T, *Tf*R t I

*T*RT VT?I WRT, <ft«J ^X ^tfT t II II RB II
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^T*«TT RTf^f^TT ^fT*T*tT II II II

**TT ***T TTWT ^*T*T, T I

TT5IT *f* *<* *T*, rft* *1fT T II II *$ II

’STRl? f*R 7TiR%7, ’TN T I

^ff*T ^T*«T TW «TC^%, **I ^TT II II ^ II

TTWT *TTf ^ft* *i TT* T**T^Wt I

**^T %** TT5IT ^TTG?, ^TR% *TfT *J5TR% t I

*rR3i f*ir^r, ** *f* t ii ii ^ ii

^TTff Trft ^ff**T TT*f , TTWrtfi' t I

TT^rr 3!Tf* *TT*1?, T**T ^Tt II II *0.11

**^TT *** TTWT 3*T*T, TTSTt^R' t I

TT*tfE* ^ *T*, *%*T* TT* II II $0 1|

fW'% Jiff *T?: **T^*t I

*T**T lift, VT* TTRif *t II II ^ U

1. The Raja started suddenly from his sleep. He looks at

his face in a mirror. His youth has passed away.

2. The Mahauts gird up the elephants. On the horses they

tie the saddles. Behold 1 he came to the gateway of his guru

(spiritual preceptor) and asks 2 for a son as a boon.

3. The maid-servant was sweeping in the court-yard, with

her girls 3 and damsels. “0 maid-servant, wake the Reverend

Guru. His Majesty is standing in the doorway.”

4. “ Hath your Majesty’s wealth decreased, or hath thy

gold become dim ? Hath your Majesty fallen into any strait, 4

that thou art standing in my doorway ?
”

1
lit.

‘ a darling,’ is used in Birth-Odes like the present as a simple

expletive.
2 I have been careful throughout to translate the tenses as they occur.

3 mfr is simply a rhyming repetition of

4 *^i3= Hindi
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5.
“ My wealth hath not decreased, nor hath my gold

become dim
;
but, lo, for the sake of only one son (am I come),

and therefore I ask for the boon of a son.”

6. The Reverend Guru brought a fruit, and gave it to His

Majesty. “0 king, rub and pound this drug, and give it to

thy queens to drink.”

7. One cupful drinks Kosila, and another cupful drinks

Queen Keka'i. Queen Sumitra washes the grinding stone and

drinks (the water), and the three find that they become pregnant.

8. The maid-servant was sweeping in the court-yard with

the maids and damsels. “ O maid-servant, call his Majesty.

He understands my pain (and will sympathize).”

9. King Das’rath was playing dice, and the maid-servant

says respectfully, “ 0 King, your Queen is distraught with

pain, and I am come to call your Majesty.”

10. He threw away the dice at the foot of a Bel and of a

Babur tree. Lo, he hastily entered the lying-in chamber,

saying, “ Tell me, wife, how thou art.”

11. “ My head is aching, my legs are paining me, my face

hath become pale. Lo, I die, for my loins ache, I desire a

midwife.”

12. The Mahauts gird up the elephants, on the horses they

tie the saddles. And the King started for the Moraqg, 1 where

the midwives live.

13. He asks from passers-by and travellers, from the women
who carried water, and from the people of the city, where the

midwife lives.

14. The town is well laid out and is a high city, thatched

with cane. At her gate there is a sandal tree, where the mid-

wife lives.

15. The horses neighed at the door, and the stones rattled

under their feet. The midwife started from her sleep, and rose

saying, “ Why has the king come ?

16. “ Who is breaking down the mat (door of my house),

who is moving aside iny door-bar, the husband of whom of

my friends has come at midnight.”

1 The eastern part of the Nepal Tarai.
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17. “My house is in Ajodhya, and my name is Das’rath.

0 midwife, my queen is distraught with pain. I am come

to call thee.”

18. “ Thy wife is niggardly of hand, rough of tongue, and

doth not know how to speak even. O King, will I not go to

thy palace. Return to thine own house.”

19. Firstly, she was by caste a midwife, and secondly, she

speaketh in pride. Hence said she, “ I will not go to thy

palace. Return to thine own house.”

20. “ O midwife, if Lachh’mi become incarnate in my house

(
i.e. if a daughter is born), I will give thee a garment dyed in

Awadh; 1 and if Ram is born in my house, I will give away

Awadh.”

21. “ I will be afraid to mount elephants, and will fall from a

horse. 0 King, send for the Queen’s palankeen. I will mount

it and go.”

22. It was a dear little palankeen of sandal-wood, and

covered with cloth. The midwife rode in it, while the clxauri 2

was waved over her.

23. An hour, and a watch of the night passed, and then

another watch : then they began to sing songs of joy, and the

birth-song arose in the palace.

24. To Kosila is born King Ram, to Sumitra Lachhuman,

to Keka'i King Bharath. In all three palaces is heard the

birth-song.

25. They fill the fire pan with cumin-seed, and with an

equal weight of cloves. They light lamps of rubies, my house

is very pleasant.

26. King Das’rath sat in his audience hall, and the maid-

servant says humbly to him :
“ O King, a prince has been

born in the palace. They are singing the birth-song in the

three houses.”

27. “Come, my Reverend Brahman. Mount the platform,

and sit. 0 Brahman, under what star is Ram born, what

happiness will he enjoy ?
”

1
i.e. the complimentary garment given to the midwife on the birth of a child.

2 The chauri is the fly-flapper, which is a sign of royalty.
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28. “ 0 Raja, when Ram is twelve years old, he will go to

the forest.” Seated in counsel King Das’rath distributes

presents, and changes gold mohars. So, the beggars were

made happy, and all the gods and saints were happy.

29. Queen Kosila stands at the corner of the door, and

advises the Kin<r. “ 0 Kin", thou knowest that Ram must© © 7

go to the forest, and yet thou art distributing presents.”

30. King Das’rath sat in the council and advises the Queen.

“ 0 Queen, the name of ‘ childless ’ has departed from me ; I

care not 1 if Ram goes to the forest.”

31. He who sings and recites this song, by the blessing of

the Lord’s footsteps, will reach the supreme feet.

Note on Dialectic Peculiarities.

y. 2, is locative of ‘ a doorway.’

v. 3, is oblique of qTf?T«T * a courtyard.’ It is for

v. 9. is locative of ‘a pang.’

v. 11, cfiT^T is oblique of qRTT ‘ the forehead.’

v. 14, is oblique of ‘ a doorway.’

v. 15, The termination ff in is an old sign of the

locative. It is also found in the Apabhramsha Prakrit.

v. 17, or is the direct genitive of ‘I.’ The

oblique form would be

v. 20, is locative of ‘ a house.’

X.

^T3f^rr

rT qftfwqi ^ T I

wrvrwr ^rrf?r1% ^iqq tr wit

*rffafq*rr x ii in 11

1 An idiomatic use of the word used by men. Women in the same
sense would use
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*IR 5T *F^7T

rr-stt *rrfrrf% ^ref% fwra*r

’TTffTOT 3i ^T**f^nr: T II HR II

^TTRTM M

cT *TTfR3T R I

^»T3RTr

^TTfcrf^^ri wfrf' TTTi;^ R II 3 II

*TR ^ TRf%

% *rfa*iTr *r t i

Rf"T»n ^rrfrTf^T ^^fTRrr

^TfrTf^-^T ^rfrT T II II 8 II

rT *Rf^ flRfW eT R I

^Tfcrf^T % *JfRT

*nftrfa*rr ^frlf trr^r t ii im ii

1. It is the mother-in-law who sends the barber’s 1 wife (in-

stead of coming herself), and the husband’s sister who sends

the Ban’s wife; but the brother-in-law’s wife must come herself

(my lord), as she and I have to return each other’s debts (of

visits and complimentary presents).

2. It is the mother-in-law who comes singing, and the sister-

in-law who comes playing, but the brother-in-law’s wife who

comes angrily (in envy), because the birth-song is being sung

1 The barber’s wife and the Bari's wife (or torch-seller, who also acts as barber)

officiate at a birth ceremony. This song refers to the proverbial jealousy between

the wives of two brothers. It also refers to the custom of one sister-in-law

giving the other presents on the occasion of the latter having a child. When
the former has, in her ton, a child, the latter is bound to give her presents of

equal value.
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in the house of her brother-in-law’s wife
(
i.e . the mother of the

child).

3. It is the mother-in-law who distributes rupees, and the

sister-in-law gold mohars, but the brother-in-law’s wife dis-

tributes only cotton seeds, though she should return the

debt.

4. The mother of the child spreads a cot for the mother-

in-law, and a seat for the sister-in-law, but for the brother-

in-law’s wife a silk bed, as she will return the debt.

5. She gives a cloak to the mother-in-law, and to the

sister-in-law a yellow (veil), but to the brother-in-law’s wife

an embroidered silk, for she will return the debt.

XI.

TTR ^ TTfaf^T

X II II 3 II

ftTT wriffT wht

*rrc%r x ii ii
p n

TT^lT k trfw Trfil

^x ^zfx*n X h ii 3 ii

1. Hearing of Ram’s birth, the Dorn’s wife 1 came, and

begins to ask for rewards.

2. She asks for diamonds, precious stones, and shawls single

and double.

3. She asks for King Dasrath’s turban, and for the dagger

at his waist.

Next follows a specimen of the songs sung at marriages.

The present is an example of a class of songs celebrating the

marriage of Sib. They are very common in this style.

' These birth-songs are sung by Domins.
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XII.

n *TfT^I wt II

T *TfT^ ^r%

*rf% *n* *tttt i

WT fww ^P5T%Cv

f^r^%r ^rz^rrs; ^ 11 in 11

^TR ^RRTT T I

^Tf^ ^TT^T HR *T»R%

^ sfftr 'vrx

X

H H * ii

*R T Tiwf^ W^T
^rf^^rr wfwrT T i

»rrf^ *rrf*r

*r ^Nr ^fr*rra t b ii $ n

«U^1«1TO VrRT
S»s»

T i

5R T *TfT^ l^Tff «n#

*t^?t *it^ t ii ii 8 n

xrf^^T ^sneft *rn ^T^Tf^rf^r

*hr in^f T i

3TOTT % fejft *rT3RT

TTW'f % II II M U

*IKT % ^ ^fTTT ^
• O'. *

*fM ftWR ^rTTST T I
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xpra wtdf (^) *fni *riff

n n $11

WIT ^^ ^flTT

faTwr f^rrT T i

ftpf VTijfrT ^fTT'O

qfrPHJ T II II 'O II

flfcT ^WT J** *fr\ ’STOT ^3^

TTffTW TT rTT^T T I

?*TTT WPTr'jf rP7fa*TT

t Ira *z*r 5itt T ii ii
c

ii

W|if f*R *Pjf7T ^rTT%

^TZT ^T*TC T I

*I^f«T ATT ^rra *T^Tf*rfa

^ ^1* f*TTT*T II II Q- II

^TTT fa^TTT T I

^T*ft tlT^^T ^KT % ^TTTjft

f^rrara *Tfi% x ii non

ejj^cT <T^fi ^*l«T^T

T II II <N II

fWW *TfT^=T ftRT%

^ ^f*r *Rri *rr?j ^ i

^rk ^riff wrstw t ii ii <rii
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Marriage Song.

The Marriage of Sib.

1. When Maliadeb went to his marriage, the bridesmaids

all sang the (marriage) blessing. Ghosts and goblins formed

his marriage party, and he had serpents hanging about his

body.

2. Some rode on dogs and some on jackals, and he himself

on a bull. Sib had a garland of skulls, which he wore round

his neck, while he filled his wallet with poisonous snakes.

3. When Mahiideb came to the village site, the boys saw

the procession. They ran away and hid in their houses, saying

they would not see a procession again.

4. Instruments are being played,—the bassoon, and the

timbrel, while the hour-glass drum made a great noise. When
Maliadeb arrived at the gate, all the bridesmaids sang the

marriage blessing.

5. Madagini, the bride’s mother, came out to welcome him, 1

when the serpents emitted a hiss. She threw away her

wooden pestle, and flung away her stone one,2 and ran away

back (into the house).

6. “ I will run away with Gaura, I will drown myself with

Gaura, with Gaura will I enter the lower world, but to such a

madman of a bridegroom will I not give her. Better for her

would it be if she remained a virgin.”

7. Gaura speaks from behind the jar in (the cupola), “This

is my prayer to Sibji. 0 Sib, bathe in the Ganges, wash off

those ashes, and then come back to my father’s house.”

8. “ Mother, do not drown yourself, nor run away with me,

nor enter the lower world. An ascetic has been written in my
book of fate, how can it be wiped out ?

”

9. Sib bathed in the Ganges, rubbed off the ashes, and

applied sandal to his eight limbs. “ Where is my mother-in-

law Madagini? Let her now see my appearance.”

10. Hearing this much, the mother-in-law rejoiced, and

1 See note to II. 8
2 These are moved round the bridegroom’s head at the time of parichhan.
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thouglit in her mind, “ Gaura’s good fortune has been strong,

in that she is getting Mahadeb for a husband.”

11. “Now I will prepare the marriage platform, and anoint

myself with sandal, and perform the marriage.”

12. The marriage took place, Mahadeb returns, and with

him goes the mother of the universe. Gaura knows all his

good and bad qualities, and no one else knows them.

Next follows a selection ofjhumars or purwin, a kind of

miscellaneous song sung by women. The first treats of a

very popular legend,—that of Sib’s second marriage, a sub-

ject unknown, I believe, to Sanskrit literature.

XIII.

it

*rfT*rr ^f^rr

*rf t ii n ^ II

^TfT^T

'STS T I

5JT»I*r *ftn 3T
*" si

^

W'? T II II ^ II

t}f^TT ff

f

«T VfT T

ifTT^ 1 ^ITTT

T rTTWTT X I

jn* tlT *riff t rnTT
S^l r\\\z/ VJ/ I r-' swr fT f^ro* T ii ii 3 ii

wi f^rri ftR fasR trerf
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ffcPI fW IP *TPSRT

%*r wr t ii ii 8 ii

<HfT ?TR5 *fr^=R

^Tf W^TX X I

^T3RT <T *T^j vix! ^fTT^f *RTT

^THTT T II II M II

f^RT *ffrf faRT #TTT *TfT

fW #Ht ^fiTfWT Xsp* X I

+- I C5j I »vl »ss »v r>wfW *ITTT^ *TRT RWt
^rri wT^n: f ii n ^ ii

Rrff tTTT ^v%x Rrff *tttt

RTff ^ftTT ^TfRRT Rfpl T I

fafa ^ f^n^r *rfci «riff x

*rnft ik j*x f^rarn t ii ii 'o ii

1. Mahadeb has gone to the East to trade, and four months

are passing away. Gaura sits on a chair and watches the road

(saying), “ When will my ascetic come ?
”

2. Mahadeb returns after twelve years, 1 and stood at the

gateway. “ Art thou asleep, or awake, 0 Gaura ? Open the

strong fastened door.”

3. “ Drink water, and sit, 0 Mahadeb. Tell me the news

of my father’s house.” “ I am quite well, 0 Gaura, and all

is well in your father’s house. But there is one piece of news

about me, which is not good—I have married another wife.”

4. “You have done very right, 0 Sib, in marrying again,

but describe to me the person and the nature (of my co-wife).

What are her arms like, and what are her legs like, and what

her real nature ?
”

5. “ Her legs and arms are like thine, so also her person

1 pronounced baraha with the final a sonant, is an old oblique form of

‘twelve.’
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and nature. Her lips are like cut betel, and her locks (are so

sweet that) they attract the bees.”

6. “ Is Gaura blind, or lame, or barren ? Hath she failed

in her service towards thee P Why hast thou made another

marriage ?
”

7. “ Gaura is not blind, nor lame, nor is she barren. What
is written in one’s fate, 0 Gaura, cannot be expunged. It was

my fate, and I made a second marriage.”

XIV.

Refrain—.qfaf f TTfl*TIT II

7T WT?; fWT *TTIifT ^331% I

i*tt *if^*rrrf ii ii q ii

1 ^ IW r' »V

^Tfv wr f i

ffcT fa^s^iT ii ii r ii

Refrain .—My lord, in what month wilt thou return ?

1. My beloved has gone away, and entered into service,

me (alone) in the house.

2. He took two or four days leave and came, and went

away at dawn.

XV.

v IT IJTTT II II <1 II

• \»

tj ff ITTTV II II R II

Tpifr^rr X
v ff i*nt ii ii $ ii

WR’IIT V ff fTJTT II II 8 II

^w^rf ti it imr ii u mi
VOL. XVI.—[new series.] 16
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1. My water-jar was struck with pebbles and potsherds, 1

and broke, alas !

2. The water-jar broke, and my dyed cloak was wet, alas

!

3. My dyed cloak was wet, and my bodice became wet, alas !

4. My bodice was wet, and my bosom became wet, alas

!

5. My bosom was wet, and my love became angry, alas

!

The next three songs are a jat’sars or songs of the mill,

tTat is a wheat-mill, and a jat'sar is literally “a mill-house,”

It is a class of songs sung by women when grinding wheat.

These songs are always of a pathetic nature, and are sung to a

characteristic melody. The first one is a very popular account

of how a Rajput woman killed herself rather than become the

wife of a Muhammadan conqueror. The Mirza, as his name

indicates, is a Muhammadan, and Singh is a patronymic of

the Rajputs.

XVI.

A- I A- I

W[~z HifT *t^jt t *T^rr i

^ v wt in ii

nff ms hhwt faft^rr i

wff vr^r^fTT r ir n

TjOrsrr vjfrt I

If\ wt II $ II

*fhr% ht%t frft^r f*rf wtt i

Wfffa SfiT if V^ II 8 II

MTH HI MTH I

faf TJHifa % if T II mi

1

means ‘ pebbles.’
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TTf^nri vr^f?T tjfffTfrff fffz^rr i

ftfv* wfWlf «f T II § II

^tH: «f| ^rlTT^rT ^f^rr I

^rrt *rfle*n ir*T wt 11 o 11

frf^r fff ^ t ^
(arc*^) frft*r fffrsrr trism i

^ W^rf ^r^f?T^T «r t ii ^ ii

fj? *TT f*Tf ^T*T **T I

*R^frT Tftff ^-amiZ ftll <» II

^ITff f*T¥ fffW 1T*T HT *fcpTT

^fTTTT ff ^r^i^f?T *tt *rRf ^ t ft ii 90 11

f*t*it Trfs 1

fa^rr Trfs^r frft flraft -%'

\

ft 11 «n 11

^rfffT *T*T¥ *WfcT rTTlfr ^fcT^T I

fTTWTT °fiTT»T WT’^ H T ft II <R II

fi? *n ftft >sr: i

#rft*r ^TTT*R f*T 1* t ft m$ 11

(irr) tiff faff*n w[ ql^TTr 1

**rfa*n itf ft 11 ^8 11

wr g^r fafw ^jttt * *nfw 1.

ftff*I falf ^ T ft IHM II

ff gf fafwr ^raffT fifa^rr 1

ffa ^*Tfa w^ir ^ t ft m§ 11

ffg# faff*rr ftfa*n 1

ffa ^*!T *IST*T¥ ft im 11
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#f Ww %Tf%*TT I

^*ttt wt% tf^rr ^ t %t ii ^ ii

iff% fafrwr *it *icjW i

fTT ff* %z> •% % %t ii qe ti

ff% ff% faft*n ^^tTt i

ft?: ffs; %'W n*wfii ^t iro n

|f% ffa fatten 15514% 1

ffr ffr^ wrf% %4 11 ^ 11

jj^5 %T4T ^f% %%t I

^rtf^i *k ?ratt ^ T II ^ 11

*TFf (TTT ^fJT^TT Wf'T^\ I

jTeB xjf^^r fwRj? % ^ ir$ 11
©v

Mt^rr *rr?i% nf^T fxraw %t 11 ^8 11

v»

%TTT TOS faf^T fafrT ftW I

V*

«TRT % 4T5IT^T HT% fTT %t II II

jn* f%^i fwfa f%w fW*r

frWT *ntf% <T4^TWT %t II R§ II

ftwr faft^nrr %f % ^*rf%*n 1

jjf% W«rf?T ^ T II ^9 II

ft^-THT fafwf^ *rf%*n *T*IT3% I

%rfw *Nf 'qf^T 5% II v II

ff% frfT^i f*rf ^f%^r *r*rre% 1

^Tfg %f% ^*prf?T ^ || ^Q. ||

f frf^r f*f %f ^rnc imi

cffa ^fff^^TT ^^frT it r 11 30 ||
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A Song of the Mill.

1. The ship, the ship, was of 1 eight pieces of wood, and its

four heads were adorned with 2 vermilion.

2. At the landing-place descends the Mir’jii Saheb, where

Bhagabati is bathing.

3. “0 ye girls who are filling water, whose sister is she who

is bathing ?
”

4. “ The head of the village is Raja Horil Siggh. It is his

sister who is bathing.”

5. “ Run, thou barber, run thou peon, seize Horil Siggh and

bring him here.

6. “ 0 ye girls who are filling water, where is Horil Siggh’s

house ?
”

7. “ His house faces the north, and towards the north of his

doorway is a sandal tree.”

8. “ Tie Horil Siggh’s arms behind his back.” When
Horil Siggh came before the Mir’ja, he bent low and saluted

him.

9. “ Take, O Horil Siggh, a basketful of gold, and give 3 thy

sister Bhagabati.”

10. “ O Mir’ja, may fire burn thy basket of gold. No
Bhagabati has been born in my family.”

11. Bhagabati’s sister-in-law
(
i.e

.

Horil’s wife) comes out of

the house, and stands in the courtyard. She stands in the

courtyard and weeps.

12. “May fire burn thy beauty, Bhagabati. For thy sake

my husband is in prison.”

13. “ 0 sister-in-law, take charge of the house, and of its

duties, for I will go to release Horil Siggh.”

is a rare instance of the Bihari genitive suffix taking a fem. form,

giy, itself, is rare in Rhojpuri.
vy v»/ \u

2 It is hardly necessary to point out that is for the instrumental of

3 Note the word for give put in the mouth of a Muhammadan. It is the Urdu
LAisT.
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14. When Bhagabati came before the Mir’ja, she bent low

and saluted him.

15. “If, 0 Mir’ja, thou desire me, unloose the bonds of

Horil Siggh.

16. “If, O Mir’ja, thou desire me, dye a dyed garment fit

for me.

17. “ If, 0 Mir’ja, thou desire me, have ornaments made

fit for me.

18. “ If, O Mir’ja, thou desire me, have made ready a

palankeen fit for me.”

19. Laughing, laughing, did the Mir’ja have the ornaments

made, and weeping, weeping did the girl Bhagabati put them

on.

20. Laughing, laughing, did the Mir’ja have a dyed

o-arment dyed for her, and weeping, weeping did the girl

Bhagabati put it on.

21. Laughing, laughing, did the Mir’ja have the palankeen

made ready for her, and weeping, weeping, did the girl

mount it.

22. One league they went, a second league did they go, and

there came to her a slight thirst.

23. “ I fall at thy feet, 0 first palankeen-bearer, let me

drink one drop of water.”

24. “ Drink out of the Mir’ja’s cup.”

25. “I will often drink out of your cup, 0 Mir’ja, but my
father’s tank will soon be hard to drink from.”

26. She drank one handful, and then a second, and at

the third she threw herself into the deep water, and was

drowned.

27. The Mir’ja weeps, and hides his face in his handker-

chief, saying, “ Bhagabati hath made a fool of me.”

28. Weeping, weeping, the Mir’ja lets down a net, but only

shells and weeds were brought up.

29. Laughing, doth Horil Siggh let down a net, and

brought up his sister Bhagabati.

30. Horil Siggh laughs, and eats betel, saying, “My sister

Bhagabati hath preserved (the honour of) three generations.”
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Notes on Dialectic Peculiarities.

W3ff, in y. 1, is oblique of ‘eight.’ ^TT£, in v. 2,

is locative of ‘a landing-place,’ and ITHI, in v. 24, of
VI

IIHT the long form of ^Fg"^lT ‘ a cup,’ of which ?T3T£, in
Vi

. ^ ^ i
v. 25, is the locative of the short form. fiir> in v. 26, is

the locative of <ftlT ‘ third.’

XVII.

Refrain.—arfffr if^IT Hlfl if Tfa ifllT

iIit i*t% jfr% ^ht, fiifir tti ^fiiT ii

wfii ifiifp irfinr ii f fi^iiT i

fiir i ipiit p *rffair hitt f^iif 11 11

^1 tti hit hit i

fWfIT %% ttihi II T II

*jl ITT II V ^TTf^r^T III % ITfllT I

irrf^ itt ii p irtfairwt i nffiT 11 3 11

ITI itt fi p *nrfw IIIT Ii 31 tit i

*rf itt it p *rrfw iii iwf^nr 11 8 11

’are ifv it p infinr HIT 5* hit i

HTT ITT fl P ITtfH^T iff iff ITf^IT II M II

iffi itt ii p irrfinr ititi ireir i

ii itt fi P irtftriT irifi hit ii $ it

itt ii P iftfw fffiir i hit i

iti itt fi? iffur iTit i i*iit ii 'o ii
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Refrain .—The river is deep, and the water flows bottomless.

My beloved has gone to the Moragg, and my bosom is being

cleft asunder.

1. If I had known, 0 covetous one, that you would go 1 to

a far country, I would have hid your paet 2 under my cloth.

2. The Chakwa 3 and his mate are weeping on the lake, and

Ah Ram, my beloved, has deserted me.

3. 0 covetous one,4 thy face is 5 like the rays of the sun,

and thine eyes are large as a split mango.

4. Thy nose is like a parrot’s beak, and thine eyebrows like

a strung bow.

5. Thy lips are red as clipped betel, and thy moustache is

stiff.

6. Thine arms are like golden maces, and thy stomach like

a lotus leaf.

7. Thy back is flat as a washerman’s plank, and thy legs

like a plantain stem. 6

XVIII.

^fT TTfrT tffa T TTfa I

^rf^n *ff^T * t art 11 <*\\

IT ffTT IT T fasrfw I

IT T *it *rf»nrr ^ t whi t ii

1

is 2nd person plural future. In the 2nd person plural the final inherent

vowel is always pronounced, thus jaiba, and not jaib, even in prose. The first

person singular would be jaib.

2 A paet is a dress or cloak, worn hy a man, which, when he is going on a journey,

is sent out on the way before him at an auspicious time. is oblique of

^rhrr <a woman’s bodycloth.’

3 Anas casarca. This bird is traditionally said to spend its nights lamenting

its enforced separation from its mate.
4 This refrain in the original is repeated in all the following verses, but will be

omitted in the translation.

In this word the penultimate is always pronounced long, though

generally written short. In the Western Bhojpuri, illustrated by Hoernle’s

Grammar, it is written (see
§ 516).

6 These similes, which seem absurd enough in a translation, are perfectly

natural to a Hindu mind.
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^rffC^ f ^TffT I

^Tf^t wptt i

f*T# rr TT5TT W II 3 II

f^*rr ^nft'fl^T ^rKfa *iTff ^ff*r^rr i

5TTff TT^Ifft^rr ^T^TT ^ ^ II 8 II

f^TT ^Tl! Ti^RT ^TTfTT ^TfT I

f^TT TOf^TT^ ^*l^T w T wt II 4 II

^frlWfTT^n ^ITT |

TTTT ^fT? faW I

ilhflf% ^t ift II $ II

Tf faftro h *r ^firR^rr i

<prfa mx ^srreir a 'r wt I

^T WT ^ T II 'O II

^I^it «pi^t fto *fr *n?;^ i

^ frff'T ^ ii
<=

ii

TOf% tottt wto vfK wix^f i

^iff% ^ Sfi^cfT ^tto frrt't wt ii e ii

faT ^5 TOT TO f*f tJTTO^f i

TOttf fqTfl^T *lff f*T *fff ft T aft II <*0 II

#tot w *ittot ^fr X fwr i

TOcft STTO ’SlfaTfTOT s$X aft II <n II

1. An hour of the night, and a watch of the night has

passed, and the King’s son would open the door.

2. “ Begone 1
(if you are) a dog, or a cat, or if you are

people of the city.”

‘F is an interjection used only to something contemptible, like a dog, cat,

or a discovered villain.
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3.
“
I am not a dog nor a cat, nor yet the people of the

city. I, indeed, am the son of the king.”

4. “There is no oil in the lamp, nor fire in the pan.1 There

is no betel in the betel- seller’s shop.”

5. “ There is oil in the lamp. There is fire in the pan, and

I have got betel in my handkerchief.”

6. “ Where have you passed so much of the night? ” “ I

call upon Ram, and swear by heaven, that I have only been

playing dice in the goldsmith’s shop.”

7. “ Such an oath, my lord, I will not believe ; touch the

platform and the TuFsi plant (that grows in it, and swear by

it), or touch the sacred thread of a Brahman (and swear by it).”

8. “ If I were 2 to touch a Brahman’s thread, I should die,

and the vermilion on your head would become a dream.3

9. “If I were to touch the platform and the Tul’si I should

die, and the collyrium in your eyes would become impossible

for you.”

10. “ 0 husband, I would rather lose the vermilion on my
head, than bear the pangs of being a co-wife.

11. “A thorn gives pain for but an hour, or for but a

watch
;
but a co-wife gives pain at midnight.”

1
Cf. Song IX. 1. 24.

2 Lit. ‘ on touching.’ is the locative of the verbal noun ww.
3 i.e. you would become a widow. Only women whose husbands are alive wear

the red line down the parting of their hair, and the collyrium in their eyes.
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Art. XII.

—

Some Further Gleanings from the Si-yu-ki.

By the Rev. Prof. S. Beal, M.RA.S.

There are several passages in the Si-yu-ki that deserve

more notice than can be given in a foot-note by a trans-

lator. To some of these I will call attention in this paper.

My remarks may appear in some cases too discursive
;
but

I trust this may be pardoned, as they are but “ Gleanings.”

There is a passage in the 7th book (p. 2 in the original,

p. 357 in the first
1 vol. of Julien’s translation). The pilgrim

is speaking of a stupa in the “deer garden” 2 at Banaras
;

this stupa was erected to commemorate the prediction uttered

on the spot about Maitreya becoming a Buddha
;
the trans-

lation runs thus :
“ This is the spot where Maitreya Bodhi-

sattva received assurance that he would become a Buddha

;

in future years when the country of Jambudvipa shall be at

peace . . . there will be a Brahman called Maitreya, whose

body will be the colour of pure gold
;

leaving his home
he will become ‘ perfectly enlightened,’ 3 and preach the

three-fold law, for the benefit of all living things,” or “ he

will widely diffuse the three-fold—spoken—law for the benefit

of all that lives.” The expression “ three-fold ” in this

passage is sail hwuif which Julien translates by “ three

assemblies,” thus :
“ He will obtain superior intelligence,

and in three great assemblies he will exhibit the law for the

sake of all men.” 5

1 Commonly cited as Jul. ii.

2 Mrigadava.
3 perfect Sambuddhi.
i - -firH •

5 Jul. ii. be. cit.
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It is true the word hwui means “ an assembly ”
;
but the

rendering of ^ ^ by “ preaching the law in three

great assemblies,” does not quite commend itself. We may
seek therefore another meaning of the passage. Now the

law of Buddha is described as “a triple, twelve-part,

trustworthy knowledge.” 1 Thus we read, “ And so long,

0 monks, as I did not possess in perfect clearness this

triple, twelve-part, trustworthy, knowledge and understand-

ing of these four sacred truths, so long, 0 monks, I knew
that I had not attained the supreme Buddhahood

;

” and

in a note 2 the writer explains the expression thus :
“ Of

each of the four truths 3 Buddha possessed a tripartite

knowledge, e.g. of the first :

‘ this is the sacred truth

of suffering,’ ‘ this sacred truth of suffering must be under-

stood,’ ‘ I have understood this sacred truth of suffering.”

Thus having this three-fold, or tripartite, knowledge of

each of the four sacred truths, the law is described as

“ a three-fold, twelve-part law.”

This point is explained by M. Leon Feer in his Etudes

Bouddhiques, 1st series, p. 267, where he is describing “ the

duodecimal evolution of the truths ”
;

4 in explanation of this

phrase, he says that each of the four truths must be first

of all announced, thus: “ suffering exists ” ;
secondly, it must

be understood, thus :

“ It is necessary to know to the bottom

the existence of suffering ”
;
and thirdly, it must be declared

that this knowledge has been attained, thus :
“ I have under-

stood to the bottom the existence of suffering.”

This, again, is the three-fold, or tripartite, division of

the four truths, composing the law, first declared at Banaras

by Buddha, after his enlightenment.

The text, therefore, of the Si-yu-ki asserts that Maitreya,

after he has attained Buddhahood, will, like other Buddhas,

preach at Banaras this three-fold, or tripartite, law
;

and

1 Oldenberg, Buddha, p. 129.
2 op. cit. p. 129 n.
3 I. ‘ Misery always accompanies existence.’ II. ‘All existence results from

passions and desires.’ III. ‘There is no escape from existence but destruction

of desires.’ IV. ‘ This must be accomplished.’
4

i.e. the four “ sacred truths,” see the preceding note.
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so Asvaghosha says :
“ All the Munis who perfect wisdom

must do so at Gaya, and in the Kasi country they must

first turn the wheel of righteousness.” 1

It seems that the Sanskrit term corresponding to the

Chinese san hwui, is trikutaka

?

This is illustrated by one

of the Bharhut sculptures
;

it will be found in General

Cunningham’s work 3 among the historical scenes, Plate

xxviii. disc No. 1. It is the figure of a triangle and labelled

“ Tikutiko chakamo,” i.e. “ the three-pointed wheel (of the

law)
;

” 4 here tikutiko seems to correspond with san liwui and

to refer to “ the turning of the wheel of the law,” in the

three-fold, tripartite way already described. General Cun-

ningham indeed 5 explains the sculpture as indicating the

Nagaloka under the trikuta parvata, which supports Mount

Meru

;

6 the presence of the lions, however, he says, “ does

not favour this view
;

” nor does the inscription seem to bear

it out, for even if chakamo might refer to a division of the

ancient Indian universe, yet that division, viz. of the Naga-

loka, is not itself three -pointed, but situated beneath a

mountain with three peaks, or points. I think, therefore,

that the scene is intended to represent the turning of the

wheel of the law, in a three-fold way. This will be further

seen from a comparison of the Chinese symbol hwui with the

Sanskrit kuta in another place
;
I refer to the well-known

sutra called Ratnakuta, or “Heaps of Gems.” In Chinese

the title of this work is Pao-tsih, “ a multitude or mine

(ahara
)
of jewels

;

” 7 but this multitude consists of separate

heaps, or piles, which in Chinese are called hwui. This

may be seen by referring to the “ Catalogue of the Chinese

Tripitaka,” 8 where on p. 9 this book is alluded to. It will

be seen that each sutra of the 49 contained in the collection

1 Fo-sho-hing-tsan-king, p. 171.
2 Kuta means ‘ a meeting point,’ and so does hwui

; I think the idea in such
compounds as trikutaka and san hwui is the three-fold or triple point. We still

use the word ‘ point ’ in this sense
;
we say ‘ the first point,’ ‘ the second point,’ etc.

3 Stupa of Bharhut, by Major-Gen. A. Cunningham.
4 Or, code of doctrine, see Childers’ Pali Dictionary, s.v. Chakko.
5 op. cit. pp. 25, 83.
6 Spence Hardy’s Manual of Buddhism, pp. 11, 44.
1 So Julien restores the symbols, ii. p. 385, n. 1.

8 B. Nanjio’s Catalogue of the Buddhist Tripitaka.
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is called by the name hwui, or heap. I think each of these

heaps or parts is intended to be a separate portion of the

entire collection. These portions
('fj}')

make up the whole

work, called perhaps for that reason Ratnakuta. 1

n. Mm
There is a passage in the sixth book, and on the eleventh

page. 2 It has been passed over in the French translation:

but I think it is of importance, as it illustrates one of the

Amaravati sculptures, and is otherwise interesting. Hiuen

Tsiang tells us, in the passage referred to, that within the

eastern gate of Kapilavastu, on the left side of the road, was

the place where Sarvarthasiddha, the prince, practised athletic

exercises
;
and outside the gate was a Temple of Isvaradeva.

He then adds that in this temple was a stone figure of the

god in a position of “ rising and bending,” or, “ rising

bendingly.” Julien has translated the words thus: “There

is in this temple a stone statue of the god of an imposing

size.” 3 But the phrase icei in 4 seems to me to mean

“bendingly,” or “in a bending position.” It refers to the

story of the prince being taken to the Temple when he was

a child, and the image of the god rising to salute him. The

observation as to his attitude is important
;

for when we turn

to the 69th Plate, “Tree and Serpent Worship,” we see the

force of the phrase. The chief object there is a gigantic

form “ rising bendingly.” The figure is saluting some

persons carrying a cloth with the foot-impress of Buddha.

This is Isvaradeva saluting the infant as described in the

Si-yu-ki. It is curious that the phrase employed by Hiuen

Tsiang in relation to a scene at Kapilavastu should be so

1 I would call attention to Julien’s remarks on the right restoration of the

symbol tsili Jul. ii. 385 n. With respect to my remarks on the symbol ^
I wish to add that it may refer to the cycles of each Buddha’s teaching, which
also were three, viz. the empty

,
the false, the medial ; thus, (1) all things are

empty, i.e. non-existent. (2) all things, though empty, or unreal, have a false

existence. (3) All things exist and do not exist.
2 Jul. ii. p. 321.
3 Jul. ii. p. 321.
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accurately verified by a group found at Amaravati
;

it seems

to show that this building was not only constructed with all

the art of Bactria, but was also indebted to North India for

some of the details of its sculptures.

IIL M & B
There is a third passage in the Si-yu-ki which suggests an

explanation of one of the Bharhut discs. I refer to the

account relating to the purchase of the ground at Sravasti

for the erection of a vihara
;

it occurs at the beginning of

the 6th book. 1 The Prince Jeta seems to have repented

of his agreement with Sudatta, 2 which was, “ to give the

land, if the merchant could cover it with gold pieces.”

When there was only a small space left, he came to the spot

and begged Sudatta to discontinue his work, for “ he would

not give the site ”
;
the scene is thus described by Asvaghosha

:

3

“The householder, his heart rejoicing, forthwith began to

spread the yellow gold; then Jeta said, ‘I will not give,

why then spread you your gold?’ The householder replied,

‘ Not give ! why then said you, “ Fill it with yellow gold ” ?
’

And thus they differed and contended both, till they resorted

to the magistrate.”

This appears to me to be the meaning of the passage in

the Si-yu-ki, “ There was yet a little space not filled. The

prince thereon asked him to desist, but he replied, ‘ The

honest, fertile field of Buddha is the one in which we
ought to sow good seed;

’ ” 4 that is, the promise made should

be truthfully kept, viz. of giving the land.

Now if this be the true meaning of the passage, I think

the Barhut sculpture, PI. xlv. No. 9, must refer to this

incident. General Cunningham,5 in his remarks on the

inscription chitu-pada-sila, refers the scene to the history

of a raja called Chetiya, who told the first lie
;
and then, he

1 Jul. ii. p. 297.
2 Anathapindada.
s Fo-sho-king-tsan-king, p. 217, Beal’s Translation.

4 The whole passage runs thus
: fife M

6 Bharhut Stupa
, p. 94.
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adds, “ In the Bharhut sculpture perhaps the point of the

story may have been the first occurrence of cheating, and

the consequent punishment of the offender.” This seems

to be a likely explanation of the purpose of the scene and

inscription
;

but may we not refer the actual plot, or

incident, of the sculpture, to the attempt of Jeta to cheat

the merchant, as recorded both by Hiuen Tsiang and

Asvaghosha ? and the remark of General Cunningham,
“ that the small square pieces with marks on the top . .

are exactly the same as the coins used for paving the

Jetavana,” 1 confirms this explanation. I take the square

space therefore, marked out like a draught-board, to indicate

“ the small space not yet filled,” and the broken rock to

signify the “broken promise” of the Prince Jeta, and his

attempt to cheat the merchant, after having bargained to

give the land.

IV. $ f) £ is pa m
There is a curious story told towards the end of the

the 12th Book of the Si-yu-ki 2 respecting a prince of

Persia, who was affianced to a daughter of Han
;

the

bride having arrived as far as Tush Kurghan, 3 in the

middle of the Tsu’ng ling, was visited by the Sun-god,

and bore to him a child of supernatural power and beauty

;

“ he was able to fly through the air, and control the winds

and the snow. He extended his power and the renown

of his laws far and wide, and the neighbouring people

as well as those at a distance subscribed themselves his

subjects.” A palace was built for the princess at the top

of a rocky peak, where, conjointly with her son, she

conducted the affairs of the Empire.

We seem to have in this story a form of the Persian

legend about Kai Kosrav. 4 He was the son of the Persian

Syavaksh and of the daughter of the Turanian Afrasyab.

His renown was also far spread, and he avenged the

1 Bharhut StApa, p. 94.
3 K’ie-pan-to.

2 Jul. iii. 211.
4 See S.B.E., yol. xxiii. p. 64 «. 1.
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murder of his father slaying his grandfather, Afrasyab,

and overthrowing the Turanian kingdom.

The introduction of the “ daughter of Han,” may perhaps

have originated in the ambiguous form of the province of

Chin 1 and Mdchin, which Afrasyab gave his daughter as

a dower. Mr. West, in his Pahlavi Texts
,

2 tells us that

the country of Seni, which is Chinistan, was probably the

territory of Samarkand. Here Syavaksh dwelt in the town

of Kangha, which was built on the top of a high mountain,

and is called, in the Shah Namah, Kang dez, the fortress

of Kangha.

Chin being mistaken for Chinn
,

3 led to the idea that the

daughter of Afrasyab was a princess of Han.

v. m m m m
This intermingling of names suggests the inquiry whether

the country of Tn-ho-lo, so constantly named by Hiuen

Tsiang, and called the “ old territory 4 of the Tn-ho-lo

country, or kingdom,” may not be restored to Tur, or Turya.

The middle symbol ho represents the rough aspirate, we
should thus get Tuhra or Tu^ra, from which would come the

Greek Tocharoi. At any rate, without going so far as a

recent writer
,

5 who would find in the Tn-ho-lo people the

Greek Teuchri, I see no reason why the Tochari, or the

people of Tu-ho-lo, should be confused with any Turkish

horde, or with the Yue-chi .
6 They probably represent an

old civilized Turanian people dwelling between the borders

of Persia and the centre of the Ts’ung ling Mountains. This

was just the territory of Afrasyab, until it was broken up by

Kai Kosrav
;

it then became the prey of every invader and

2 “ Rut we must observe that the country of Seni which is Chinistan (A'inistan)

was probably the territory of Samarkand and may perhaps be connected with
Mount /lino.”—West’s Pahlavi Texts, S.B.E., Part i. p. 59 n.

3 Compare Col. Yule’s remark, Wood's Oxus, xxiv. n. 1 .

4
ft lUi, vid. Jul. ii. 201 and passim.

s G. de Vasconcellos-Abreu.
6 Mr. Kiugsmill distinguishes the Tochari from the Yueh-ti, identifying the

former with the Ta-hia (J.R.A.S. Yol. XIV. p. 81).

vol. xvi.— [new series.] 17
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lost its unity. So in the Si-yu-ki 1 Hiuen Tsiang describes

the Tu-ho-lo country as extending 3000 li from Persia to the

Ts’ung ling Mountains, and 1000 li from the iron-gates to

the Hindu Kush
;
but he takes care to speak of it as the

“ old territory ”
;

it had now been overrun by the Tuh-kiue

or Turks proper, and was no longer an independent state.

VI. n £ or J
The Yue-chi are not named in the Si-yu-ki, and only once

in the “ Life of Hiuen Tsiang.” 2

The Chinese characters, however, for the Yue-chi and the

Vrijjis, who lived at Yaisali, are the same. 3 This circum-

stance alone would not be sufficient to warrant any conclusion

as to their identity. But other considerations seem to sup-

port such an opinion. I have referred to these elsewhere
;

4

it will be enough therefore to name the sculptures at Sanchi

(PL xxxviii. Tree and Serpent Worship)), showing that the

Vrijjis were a Scythian people
;
and also that the Lichchhavis

or Litsabyis, who were the same as the Vrijjis, are stated

by Hodgson and Foucaux to be Scythians.5

But if the Vrijjis were Scythians, and their name be

phonetically represented in Chinese by the same symbols as

the Yue-chi, who were also Scythians, it would follow that

the Yue-chi and the Vrijjis were one people.

AVe have a description of the manners and customs of the

Vrijjis, the people of Vaisali, in the Parinibbana 6 Sutta.

This description shows that they were not a barbarous tribe like

the later Yue-chi invaders (called Indo-Scjdhs) and the Ye-

tha (i.e. Ephthalites), but were an independent, chivalrous,

and proud people.

1 Book I. Jul. i. p. 23.
2 P 19 of the original, p. 43, Jul. i.

3 Compare “Texts from the Buddhist Canon,” p. 165, with “Buddhist
Suttas,” by Rhys Davids, S.B E. vol. xi. p. 1

,
n. 1 . Cf. also “Le Sutra en 42

Articles,” by Leon Feer, p. 74, n. 6.
4 J.R.A.S. Vol. XIV. p. 39. I regret that in this paper the word Vrijjis and

Vnjjis should have been printed Vriggts and Vaggis. The paper (owing to its

brevity) was not sent to me for correction.
5 Vid. paper referred to, J.R.A.S. Vol. XIV.
6 S.B.E. xi. pp. 2 sqq.
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A similar account of them is found in the corresponding

Sutra in the Chinese collection
,

1 and also in the Chinese

version of Dhammapada .

2

From these books we learn that Ajatasatru, King of

Magadha, being about to equip an expedition against the

Vrijjis, who were encroachers and strangers, had fortified

the town of Pataliputra against their advance
;

before

entering on the expedition, however, he sent to Buddha

to acquaint him of his purpose, and to draw from him

some opinion or statement as to the undertaking.

Accordingly the messengers came into the presence of

Buddha, and explained the object of their mission
;

on

this the Blessed One spoke as follows :

3

“So long as the Yajjians hold full and frequent public

assemblies, so long they may be expected to prosper.

“ So long as they meet together in concord and rise in

concord and carry out their undertakings in concord
;

so

long as they enact nothing not already established, abrogate

nothing that has been already enacted, and act in accordance

with the ancient institutions of the Yajjians as established

in former days
;

so long as they honour and esteem and

revere and support the Yajjian elders and hold it a point

of duty to hearken to their words
;

so long as no women
or girls belonging to their clans are detained among them

by force or abduction
;

so long as they honour and esteem

and revere and support the Vajjian shrines in town or

country, and allow not the proper offerings and rites as

formerly given and performed to fall into desuetude
;

so

long as the rightful protection, defence and support shall

be fully provided for the Arahats among them, so that the

Arahats from a distance may enter the realm and the

Arahats therein may live at ease ;—so long may the Yajjians

be expected not to decline but to prosper.”

From this extract we learn the character of the Yajjians

and their government.

1 Nanjio’s Catalogue, No. 119.
2 Texts from the Buddhist Canon, by Samuel Beal, pp. 165, 166.
3 S.B.E. xi. p. 3.
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In the Buddhacharita by Asvaghoslia 1 we find some

further particulars respecting these people :

“ At this time the great men among the Lichchhavis,

hearing that the lord of the world had entered their

country and was resting in the Amra gardens, went thither

riding in their gaudy chariots with silken canopies and

gorgeous robes, both blue and red, yellow and white, each

one with his own cognizance
;
accompanied by their body-

guard surrounding them they went, others prepared the

road in front, and with their heavenly crowns and flower-

bespangled robes they rode richly dight with every kind

of costly ornaments.”

In the Pali translation 2 the account is as follows :

“ Now the Lichchhavis of Vesali heard that the Blessed

One had arrived at Vesali and was staying at Ambapali’s

grove. And ordering a number of magnificent carriages

to be made ready, they mounted one of them and pro-

ceeded with their train to Vesali. Some of them were

dark, dark in colour and wearing dark clothes and orna-

ments; some of them were fair, fair in colour and wearing

light clothes and ornaments
;
some of them were red, ruddy

in colour and wearing red clothes and ornaments
;
some

of them were white, pale in colour and wearing white

clothes and ornaments.” 3

These accounts of the Vrijjis, taken in connection with

the Sanchi sculpture and the term Lichchhavi, tend to show

that they were foreigners, and as Ajatasatru was fortifying

his frontiers against them, probably they were invaders.

Assuming, then, that the Vrijjis were Yue-chi, we must

suppose that one branch of these people had penetrated to

the south about the same time that another tribe of the same

family had proceeded eastward to Tangut. The centre or

nidus of the race would be the region of the Massagetas, to

the eastward of the Jaxartes. We revert, therefore, to the

1 S.B.E. xix. p. 257.
2 S.B.E. xi. p. 31.
3 Compare the statement in the Ching-i respecting the bright-coloured

garments worn hy the Yue-ti. Kingsmill, J.R.A.S. XIV. p. 80 n. 4.
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old theory of Remusat and Klaproth, that the Yue-ti (or chi)

were Get®. M. Y. de St.-Martin (Les Huns Blancs, p. 37,

n. 1), indeed, says that this theory “ peche par sa base,”

because the Massaget® are spoken of by Herodotus
;
whereas

the Yue-chi had not arrived in Songaria from Tangut till

about the year 128 n.c. But the old home of the Yue-chi

was not in Tangut. They were strangers there, different

in manners, language, and dress from Chinese and Turks.

When they were driven thence by the Hiung-nu, they seem

to have proceeded towards their ancient territory on the

borders of the Jaxartes
;
they attacked the Ta-hia from the

west, 1 and after this the Parthians
;
being defeated by these,

they were driven south towards India
;
from this time they

became known as Indo-Scyths or Gushans. The old sound

of Yue was “ Get ”
;

the Chinese symbols would thus

correspond with the Greek form Hera/,. I think the com-

motions which took place in Central Asia during the reigns

of Cyrus and Darius Hystaspes, would quite explain an

irruption of a tribe of the Getso into India, where they were

known as Yrijjis, and eastward into Tangut, where they

became known to the Chinese.

The Ye-thas, 2 from Sung-Yun’s account, were the most

powerful of the four tribes
(
i.e

.

of the Turkish tribes then

advancing westward), and remained idolaters and com-

paratively barbarous, down to the time when they were

defeated at the hands of Khosru Naoshirwan, 3 and finally,

in 571 a.d., completely shattered by the invasion of the

Turkish Khakan. They must not be confused with the Yue-

chi
;
they were the Ephthalites of the Byzantine writers.

I cannot think, then, that Iliuen Tsiang, in referring to

the “ old territory ” of Tu-ho-lo, in which now the Tuh-

kioue were dwelling, means the old territory of the Yue-chi,

or of the Ye-tha, but the kingdom of Tu-ho-lo that spread

at one time from Persia to Tusk-Kurghan, and was broken

xip by the Persians, and finally overrun by Northern bar-

barous tribes.

1 Kingsmill, J.R.A.S. XIV. p. 81. 2 Buddhist Pilgrims, by S. Beal, p. 184.
3 Wood's Oxus, Yule's Introd. p. xxvii.
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vii. urn
Frequent mention is made in the Si-yu-ki of the office of

a holy Chakravartti king, to which Buddha would have

been called if he had not become an ascetic.

“ The general meaning of this term is well known
;

it

signifies a universal monarch, a sovereign who exercises his

supremacy over the entire earth (sarvabhaumo raja). It is

a term equally familiar in Brahmanical books as in Buddhist

writings ;
nevertheless, as it depends on certain cosmological

imaginations, which under this special form have only been

transmitted to us by the Buddhists, ... it has every right

to be considered and treated as specially Buddhistic.”

These are the words of M. Senart
;

1 the cosmological

theories of the Buddhists are, I believe, essentially different

from those of the Brahmans, and derived from a different

source. This has been frequently referred to, and I have

called special attention to it elsewhere .

2

The Buddhist theory of the thirty-three gods dwelling on

Mount Sumeru in the Triyastrimshas heaven, refers to the

year, the four quarters, and the twenty-eight days of the

month .
3 This differs from the Brahmanical interpretation.

But it seems to me more primitive and rational. There was

a period when Saturnus ruled the gods, and he as “ Time ”

(
Kpovos

)
was supreme over the divisions of the year. This

was the golden age
,

4 and the reiterated accounts of the cha-

racter of a Chakravartti’s dominion and government, found

in Buddhist books, point to this golden age.

It has been noticed that from the word annulus still

1 La legende du Buddha, p. 11.
2 Abstract of Four Lectures, p. 146.
3 In the Commentary to the Sheu lang Sutra, K. vi. fol. 8a. it is said that

each of the “four Kings” (Chaturmaharajas) has 91 sons, and that these,

collectively amounting to 364, look after the world throughout the year. But in

the older accounts given by Jin Ch’au
(
Catena

,
etc. p. 73) it is said that each

King has 28 generals
;
does not this refer to an older mythology, in which the

lunar month of 28 days was followed P Compare the account of the 30 Izeds

who preside over the month. S.B.E. xxiii. p. 1.

4 So Pausanias says : iv ’OAuuTTia iroiriBrjvai Kpbvcp vabv {mb rwv Tore avOptlmuiv

o't iivopa^ovTo xpvaovt' ye'vos.—Lib. v. p. 391, ed. Kuhnii. Compare Martial xii.

Ep. 62.
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surviving, there must have been a root annus ‘ a ring.’ So

Yirgil says :
“ Atque in se sua per vestigia volvitur annus.” 1

So the ring, especially the rolling ring, or wheel, came to

represent “ Time,” and would be a proper symbol or type

of the lord of Time. 2 We find it so in a quarter scarcely

anticipated. I refer to Grimm’s “ Teutonic Mythology,” 3

where we read, “ Who does not see that Sitivrat is the Sclavic

name for Saturn ? ” and he goes on a few lines down, “ I

should prefer to give Sitivrat the subordinate meaning of

Sito-vrat, ‘sieve-turner,’ so that it would almost be the same

as Kolo-vrat ‘wheel-turner,’ and afford a solution of that

wheel in Krodo’s (Saturn’s) hand : both wheel (kolo) and

sieve (sito) move round, and an ancient spell rested on sieve-

turning.”

The wheel in Saturn’s hand refers to an image of this god,

in which he is represented as “ standing on a great fish, with

a pot of flowers in his right hand and a wheel erect in

his left.” 4

It is sufficient to have a hint here given (although, as

Grimm says, these coincidences are still meagre and insecure)

that Saturn, as the lord of Time, was regarded as the wheel-

roller. The Chakravarttin monarch also “ makes the wheels

of his chariot roll without obstacle athwart all lands,” 5 and

his was “ a golden age of universal peace and prosperity.”

I think we have authority therefore for supjjosing that this

was the origin of the myth revived, or preserved, in the

Buddhist speculations respecting this fabulous sovereign.

There are one or two observations which I will venture

to add to the above. Why is the Chakravartti monarch

called “ holy ” ? 6 It seems to me, from the idea of perfect

truthfulness involved in the idea of Sitivrat, which corre-

sponds to Satyavrata, as it denotes one “ who adheres to

1 Virg. Georg, ii. 402.
2 Compare Tennyson's words in the poem “ The Golden Year

“ Universalpeace
Thro’ all the circle of the golden year.”

3 Edition hy Stallybrass, vol. i. p. 249.
4 op. cit. p. 248.
5 Petersburg!! Sansk. Diet.
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truth.” So Buddha (as we have seen above) “ sowed in

the field of truth,” and “ scorned to lie ”
;

1 and so in the

Introduction to the Pratimoksha it is laid down that an

essential qualification for confession, was “ the utterance

of the truth;” and that no one could be a disciple of

Buddha who framed a lie. Herodotus also tells us that

the Persians (who worshipped the Sun especially) held it to

be disgraceful, “to lie ”; now all this, as it seems to me, was

derived from the truthfulness of Time, considered in the

abstract
;
and I think it a reasonable supposition that the

origin of the myth of Saturn’s dethronement and the con-

fusion in heaven and the decay of the golden age, is to he

found in the first discovery or rather realization of the ap-

parent untrue movements of the Sun, and the disarrangement

of time, as the equinoctial points advanced, and the seasons

in consequence appeared to change .

2 In any case there

is no difficulty in seeing why Buddha claimed to be of

the holy race of “ the wheel-turning kings,” represented

by Satyavrata, or Saturn, the veracious.

If the “ golden year ” was represented by a wheel, it

would appear that the Roman Saturn “was furnished with

a sickle 3 and not with a wheel.” Why so ? Because they

regarded the Moon rather than the Sun as the arbiter of

time. So we read in Ovid 4 that when the people seceded to

the Sacred Hill, food failed them, and then

“ Orta suburbanis qusedam fuit Anna Bovillis,

Pauper, sed mundac sedulitatis anus.

Ilia, levi mitra canos redimita capillos,

Fingebat tremula rustica liba manu.

Atque ita per populum fumantia mane solebat

Dividere : hsec populo copia grata fuit.

Pace domi facta signum posuere Perennae,

Quod sibi defectis ilia tulisset opem.”

Was this figure (signum) of Anna Perenna, the sickle ?

1 Romantic Legend, passim.
2 Compare Martial, Lib. xii. Ep. 62, “ Antiqui, rex magne, poli, mundique

prioris,” referring to Saturn.
3 Grimm, op. cit. i. p. 248.
4 Ovid, Fast. iii. 667.
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the symbol of the crescent moon and the type of progressive

time ?

With respect to the seven gems possessed bj7, the Chakra-

vartti sovereign, it may be they originally represented the

seven days into which the week was, from remote time,

divided. But I leave this as a mere possibility.

1

VIII. ft or U
There is frequent mention made in the Si-yu-ki 2 of a

stone called Yu-shih, sometimes thow shill, which Julien

translates by “ brass ”

;

but it appears to be “ calamine

stone.” Calamine stone is the cadrnia of Pliny, “ fit et e

lapide seroso quem vocant Cadmiam,” 3 so called because

Cadmus is supposed to have discovered its use in the compo-

sition of brass. Calamine stone is, I believe, a silicate of

zinc, and from remote antiquity has been used in the manu-

facture of brass. Long before zinc was procured in its

metallic form, this calamine stone was calcined and powdered,

and, being mixed with grain copper, or copper clippings and

charcoal, was exposed to great heat in crucibles, and so the

brass was formed. In the Si-yu-ki the calamine stone is

spoken of as brass—reminding us of the saying, “ out of

their hills they shall dig brass.” But it is only by accom-

modation, or licence, that it is so named. The stone itself

is the silicate of zinc spoken of. But why is it called

calamine ? The Chinese tell us it is found in the Po-sse

country, and thence exported. By the Po-sse country we
must understand Persia, because Iliuen Tsiang tells us so in

the 11th book of the Si-yu-ki,
and the 22nd page.

I should suppose, then, that it was called “ Calamine

stone ” either because of its resemblance to the /xe\i to icdkd-

yuvov to Xeyoyievov ad/c^api, “ honey of a reed called sugar,”

1 I am aware of M. Senart’s learned explanation of the Chakravartti and his

insignia. Nothing that I have said is designed to interfere with his theory
;

I

think, however, the earliest idea of the Universal monarch must be sought in the

primitive conception of the ' golden year.’

2 K. ix. with k. xi. and vid. Medhurst sub. |{j.
3 Pliny, N.H. II. xxxiv. 2.
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which was exported from Baragyza
;

1 or else from the name

of the town Kalamina, which, according to Cunningham, was

the capital of Indo-Scythia
,

2 the same as Minnagara
;

and

this last place the same writer seems to identify with Patala

or Potala, the capital of lower Sindh .

3

We come now to consider a probable origin of this word

Kalamina. General Cunningham “
feels inclined to derive it

from Kara-Mina, the black Mina, to distinguish it from the

older city of Min in Sakastene.” 4 He adds in a note that

“ Calamine may also be interpreted as Kilah-mina, or the

“fort of Min,” as Sir H. Bawlinson has shown that “the

original Semitic word for a fort was Kar, which was cor-

rupted very early to hat and khal, as in Khalasar, the Fort

of Asshur, Kalwkdeh, the Fort of Wad,” etc.

Father Kircher quotes Steph. le Moyne, who says, “Cala-

minam existere tantum in Utopia et cerebro male feriato.” 5

Kircher himself reads Calurmina for Calamina, and says that

the word signifies “ upon a stone,” because the Malabars say

that St. Thomas (who was martyred at Calamina, according

to some accounts) was pierced by a Brahmin on a stone

figured with crosses, which is still shown .
6

But if we remember that Potala, the Portus of the Indus

(compare Portus on the Tiber, opposite Ostia, from being

bishop of which place Hippolitus derived his title Portuensis),

was from time immemorial the seat of the Ikshvaku

sovereigns, of the Sakya race, we may perhaps arrive at a

natural derivation of the name Kalamina. It was a Greek

form 7 of the abode or town of the “Ikshus,” the family of

“the sweet sugar-cane” (Calamus). The first lines of “The
Life of Buddha” (Buddha-charita) written by Asvaghosha

just at the beginning of our era, and who himself was a

follower of Kanishka, are these

:

1 Muller, Geoff. Grtec. Min. I. Proleg. cviii.
;

Periplus, by McCrindle, p. 65.
2 Arch. Survey, vol. ii. p. 45.
5 Compare Cunningham, Anc. Geoff, of India, Index, p. 586, s.v. Patala, with

p. 291 of the same work.
4 Arch. Survey, vol. ii. p. 60.
5 Hough's Christianity in India, p. 39, n. 3.
6 op. cit. p. 38 .

7 Compare Pattalene, from Pattala, or Patala.
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“ A descendant of the sweet sugar-cane family,

“An invincible Sakya monarch, pure in mind, and of un-

spotted virtue, and therefore called Suddhodana, etc.”

The title of “ sweet sugar-cane,” therefore, was still applied

to the Sakyas in the time of Asvaghosha.

Now it was just at this time that St. Thomas is sup-

posed to have come to Calamina. He was commissioned

to repair to this place to build a palace for Gondoferus.

In the Saxon life of St. Thomas, which is ascribed to Elfric,

the legendary account is :
“ The Saviour himself came to

him from heaven and said, ‘A king of the Indians, who

is called Gundoforus, will send his gerefa to Syria’s land

to seek some labourer who is skilful in arts. I will soon

send thee forth with him.’ Thomas answered, ‘ Send

me whither thou wilt except to the Indians.’ But on the

command to go being repeated he assented : and when the

regal officer came they went together to the ship, and reared

their sail and proceeded with the wind
;

and they sailed

forth then seven nights before they reached the shore ; but

it would be long to tell all the wonders he did there. They

came next to the king in India, and Abannes boldly brought

Thomas to the speech of the king, who said to him :
‘ Canst

thou build me a kingly mansion in the Boman manner?’

Thomas tried and succeeded, and had then liberty to preach,

and baptized and constructed a church, and Migdonia the

king’s sister believed what he taught.”—Cott. MS. A. 14,

pp. 112-118.

The story in the Golden Legend differs somewhat from the

above, but is to the same effect as regards the mission of

St. Thomas to build a palace for Gondoforus.

With regard to Gondoforus or Yndopheres we read in

von Sallet

:

“ At first nothing of this king existed but a mass of coins

which were according to their style relegated to a tolerably

late date soon after the last Azes-coins. Then the coins of

‘Abdagases, the brother’s son of Gyndepher(es),’ were added.

Abdagases, according to Tacitus, was a Parthian dynast

;

therefore the Parthian descent of Yndopheres became
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probable
;

which, as well as the immediate contact of his

boundaries with those of the Arsakedan realm, is satis-

factorily proved by the pure Greek drachm of the Berlin

Museum, coined exactly in the type and style of the

Arsakedes, as discovered by me Sanabaros must

have produced his coins about 80 A.n., and Yndopheres had

died at this date.” 1

Accounts seem to agree that St. Thomas, if he was ever

in the East, laboured among the Parthians, Medes, Persians,

Carmenians, Hyrcanians, Bactrians and Margians, 2 confining

his sphere to NAY. India, or rather the borders of the Indus

(at this time in possession of the Parthians). It was here

we take it Calamina, the capital of the Ikshus, must be

placed, and from them took its Greek name.

With regard to St. Thomas at Madras, the curious

agreement of Bodhidharma’s name, Tn-mo, who left that

neighbourhood for China a.d. 516, would be sufficient to ex-

plain the stories about the Apostle having flourished in that

neighbourhood, and having gone thence to China. This

has been noticed by other writers
;
M. Margrot, Bishop

of Conon, writes thus :
“ One Tamo, as notorious a rogue

as ever visited China, who became chief of one of the sub-

divisions of the sect of Foe, which they call the sect of the

contemplatives, has been mistaken by the missionaries for

St. Thomas.” 3

That Bodhidharma (Ta-mo) went to China, from South

India, about the beginning of the sixth century, and became

the first patriarch of the sect of Fo, in that country, admits

of no question
;
but this cannot affect the tradition recorded

by Eusebius and other early writers respecting the Apostle

St. Thomas in Parthia, or his death at Calamina. 4

1 Ind. Antiq. vol. ix. part cxi. p. 260.
2 Compare Asseman. Bib. Orient. Tom. iii. part 2, p. 25, quoted by Hough,

op. cit. p. 35 n.
3 Hough, op. cit. vol. i. p. 94.
4 I will here merely add the names of some of these writers : Origines (Lib. ii.

in Genes.) ; Eusebius (Lib. iii. Histor. Eccl. cap. 1) ;
Rufinus (Lib. i. cap. 9)

;

Auetor libri Reeognitionum (Lib. ix. c. 29) ; Socrates (Lib. i. cap. 15) ;
aliique,

Parthiam Thom* obtigisse scribunt
;

Persidem Fortunatus Parthi® substituit

(Lik. i. Carm. 1) Parthiam, Persidem et Indiam Thom® assignat Hippolytus.
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There is some ground, therefore, for the belief that

Calamina, where tradition states St. Thomas was martyred,

was a town of Parthia, bordering on the Indus.

A curious illustration of this point will be found in

Josephus “against Apion,” where, in Whiston’s translation,

he is made to say that Aristotle told Clearchus that there

was in India a sect from whom the Jews derived their name

or their character. “ These Jews,” he says, “ are derived

from the Indian philosophers named by the Indians Calami

,

by the Syrians Judcei.” 1

The texts, indeed, agree in giving KaXavou for KaXdyoL,

and I am quite unable to state from what text Whiston

translated (or whether my copy, the ordinary edition by

Howell of Liverpool, is defective), but I am quite prepared

to agree with Lassen in the Rhenish Museum (“ Indian

Sects named by Greek Authors”) that the use of the word

Kalanoi 2
is the work of some sciolist, who had in his

mind the name of Kalanus, who came to Alexander, and so

coined the term of the Indian sect. I quite assent to that

opinion, and I believe that the true reading should be

Kalamoi. Were these Calami 3 or Calani the holy tribe of the

Ikshvakus of Potala ?

In proof that the Ikshvakus of Potala were considered a

holy or righteous tribe, I will only add two passages. In the

Si-yu-ki 4 we are told that four of the Sakya youths were

banished by their clansmen from Kapilavastu, because they

had withstood the marauding force of Virudhaka
;
such an

act of violence was unworthy of a tribe in which a succession

of holy kings had appeared
;
they ought rather “ patiently to

Loca pnedicationis Soplironius apud Hieronymum sic recenset, ‘ Thomas Apos-
tolus, quemadmodum traditum est nobis, Parthis et Medis et Persis et Carminis

et Hyrcanis et Bactris et Hargis prsedicavit Evangelium Domini (Soplironius

Cap. 8).’ Given by the Rev. J. Hough, op. cit. vol. i. p. 35 n.
1 Against Apion, Whiston, p. 640.
2 There is however a Sanskrit word Kalana

,
as well as Kalama, signifying

‘ a reed,’ or 1 cane.’ Cf. the word naKapos applied to St. John the Baptist. The
query is whether the term naKapos, like Kadapos among Christians, was applied

to any one of a marked religious character.
3 The Sanskrit Calmna means both “rice” and “ a reed”

;
the Calamus of

Ezekiel (xxvii. 19) is the Hebrew Koneh.
4 Jul. ii. p. 317.
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have endured wrong, than bring disgrace upon their name

by acting cruelly and revengefully.”

So again, in the account of the banishment of the four Sakya

princes from Potala, it is said
,

1

“ When they had proceeded

sixteen miles from Benares, a council was called. The princes

said, ‘ We have so large a retinue that there is no city in

Jambudwipa that could withstand us
;
but if we were to

seize on any kingdom by force, it would be unjust and con-

trary to the principles of the Okkaka (Ikshvaku) race : nor

would it be consistent in us as princes to take that which

belongs to another; we will therefore erect for ourselves a

city in some unpeopled wild and reign in righteousness.’
”

Such principles as these seem to connect the Calani or

Calami, named by Aristotle, with the Ikshvakus of Potala.

IX. jp ^ (Samyak Sambuddhi)

.

There are frequent allusions in the Si-yu-ki 2 to the con-

dition of Samyak Sambuddhi, which constitues the condition

of enlightenment peculiar to a Buddha.

The corresponding phrase in Pali is Sammasambodhi,

which Childers translates “ perfect knowledge of the truth.” 3

The Chinese symbol j£ also implies perfection .
4 I do not

profess to explain the radical force of sami-ahc, or sami-ac
;

but there seems to be a similarity, at least a verbal one,

between Sambuddhi and crvveiBi)(n<;. Perhaps this deserves

some notice.

The Si-yu-ki states that Bodhisattva arrived at this

condition of “perfect enlightenment” (
samyak sambuddhi)

under the sacred tree at Gaya, in agreement with the general

statement in other Buddhist books.

This condition of intellectual perfection is described thus

in the Buddha-charita :

“ That which behoves the world to learn, but through the

1 Spence Hardy’s Man. of Bud. pp. 131, 132.
2 Jul. ii. pp. 309, 312, etc.
3 Pali Diet. s.v. Samma.
4 It denotes the point of culmination also, a star, for instance, coming to the

meridian.
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world no learner found, I now myself and by mj’self have

learned throughout, ’tis rightly called Sambodhi.” 1

This is the statement of Buddha “ the enlightened,” to

Upaka the student, who met him on his way to Banaras.

He had refused to argue, but self-reliant he stated his own

independent superiority
;
he had reached himself, and by

himself, enlightenment.

I can hardly say whether this is not Stoicism pure and

simple. “ Chrysippus, like other Stoics,” says Dr. Lightfoot,

“ had no belief in argumentation, but welcomed the highest

truths as intuitively apprehended.” 2

Buddha also asserted he had reached the highest truth

intuitively. “ Self-taught in this profoundest doctrine, I have

attained to that which man has not attained (intuitive truth).” 3

Again, Dr. Lightfoot observes :
“ The Stoic being a Pan-

theist, and having no distinct belief in a personal God, was

not a prophet in the ordinary sense, but only as being the

exponent of his own inner consciousness, which was his

supreme authority.” 4

Again, “ The Stoic was essentially a philosopher of intui-

tion.” 5

I need not dwell on the points of agreement between the

two systems
;
they may be summed up as embracing (1) a

common belief in the supreme good, derived from the prac-

tice of virtue, (2) the self-reliance and assertion of conscience,

and (3) the reality of intuitional apprehension of truth.

It is singular that this agreement of thought should be

supplemented by two striking historical facts. 1st, Zeno

was a child of the East, a native of Citium, a Phoenician

colony of Cyprus, and called “the Phoenician.” Dr. Light-

foot asserts that “ Stoicism was in fact the earliest offspring

of the union between the religious consciousness of the East

and the intellectual culture of the West.” 6

1 Fo-sho, etc. y. 1206.
2 Lightfoot, Epist. to the Philippians, Excursus ii. p. 276.
3 Fo-sho, p. 169, y. 1205. Compare n. 1, p. 170.
4 Lightfoot, op. cit. p. 276 n.
5 op. cit. p. 275.
6 op. cit. p. 273.
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Again, the same writer says :
“ To Eastern affinities

Stoicism was largely indebted for the features which dis-

tinguished it from the other schools of Greek philosophy.

To this fact may be attributed the intense moral earnestness

which was its most honourable characteristic.”

Dr. Lightfoot attributes the Eastern affinities to contact

with the Jews, or Jewish schools. I should be inclined,

in the presence of such marked resemblances of detail, and

even of verbal similarities, to believe that Zeno, the Phoeni-

cian, was indebted for his inspiration to the further East.

The second historical fact is this, that the Antigonus

Gonatas of Macedon of the Edicts of Asoka 1 was the patron,

if not disciple, of Zeno. Whilst residing at Athens he

attended his lectures and earnestly invited him to his court.

Was Antigonus entirely ignorant of the doctrine of Buddha,

accepted and patronized by Asoka ? At least it is strange

that the same man named by Asoka in his edicts should be

a follower of Zeno !

On all grounds I think the condition of Sambuddhi or

Sambodhi, is allied to the avvei8r']ai<; of the Greek philosopher.

X. — QJ H
I may call attention to the Chinese rendering of the name

Sarvarthasiddha, the secular appellative of the young prince

who afterwards became the Buddha. This name is otherwise

given as Siddhartha, and it is rendered into English by

Prof. Max Muller, 2 “ he by whom the end is accomplished,”

and by Prof. Monier Williams as “one by whom all things

are effected.” 3 I cannot say that either of these renderings

agrees with the Chinese translation of the word. The trans-

lation as given in Si-yu-ki is Yih-tsai-i-shiny? which is thus

rendered by Dr. Eitel, “ the realization of all the meanings,

sc. which were attributed to the various miracles that

happened at the moment when Sakyamuni was born.” 5 I

2 Chips, i. p. 217.
4 -

-tjj m j*.

° sans*, jjici. s.i

5 Handbook, s.v.
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think, however, the key to the meaning of the child’s name

will be found in the explanation given in the Life of Buddha,

which I have translated as “The Romantic History”; it is

there stated that he was so called because of his perfect en-

dowments and gifts. So that the Chinese phrase Yih-tsai-

i-shing may be rendered “ omni ratione perfectus ”
;
the

symbol i corresponds with ratio
,
and it need not be confined

to its common signification of “reason” or “meaning”; in

this way it denotes “perfection,” both as to personal ap-

pearance and jiropitious circumstances. I should therefore

simply translate Siddhartha, by “ the perfect ” or “ the per-

fectly accomplished,” or “perfected with every excellency.”

There is a curious illustration of this meaning of the word

Siddhartha in the Si-yu-ki. In the account given of a

Master of Sastras called Bhavaviveka, in the 10th book, 1 it

is stated that he was able by the recitation of some magic

formula to enter a cave of an Asura, where he is now sup-

posed to be, awaiting the arrival of Maitreya. In the trans-

lation of Wong Puh’s life of Buddha, 2 there is an account

of this proceeding of Bhavaviveka
;
we find that he repeated

a magic formula called Kin-kong
(
i.e . the Diamond dharani),

before the door of an Asura cavern, and then knocking at

the rock it opened. But there is an expression used before

the account of his knocking, which is the difficulty

—

chin pih

kae tseu 3 “enchanting a white mustard seed,” he knocked at

the face of the rock
;
does this mean he enchanted the seed

and then threw it against the rock ? or does it mean he

repeated his magic sentences
(
pirit

)
to a mustard seed, i.e.

perfectly {ad unguem) ? It may mean, as J ulien supposes,

that the white mustard seed was enchanted,4 and I find, in

confirmation of this, that, in the preface to the Liturgy of

Kwan Yin, one of the directions for preparing the sacred pre-

cinct, or Mandala, is to take some white mustard seeds, and

1 Jul. iii. p. 115.
2 Journal of the Royal Asiatic Soc. Yol. XX. Part II. p. 210.
3 % 6
4 Childers gives a compound pnritta-suttain, ‘ charmed thread.’—Pali Diet.

s.v. paritta.

VOL. XVI.—[new series.] 18
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then repeating the dharani to throw them, looking to the

four quarters

;

1 but in either case what is the signification of

the “ white mustard seed ” ?

This seems to be answered by turning to Childers’ Pali

Dictionary, where we find the meanings of Siddhattho to

be “ white mustard : Grautarna Buddha’s name when a

prince.” I find this also to be a meaning of the Sanskrit

Siddhartha
;
does it then imply “ perfection,” i.e. that when

the mustard seed is used, the dharani are perfectly re-

peated, or is the white mustard seed used as a symbol or

emblem of success ? Siddhartha ? Anyhow, the virtue of the

white mustard seed is so great, that in the case of Bhava-

viveka, the rock opened and the cave was freely entered.

It is possible that we have here the explanation of “ Open

Sesame ” in the tale of Ali Baba.

But to return to Siddhartha, the prince. When his

renown as “possessed of every perfection” spread to Persia,

it may have laid the foundation for the legends about the

perfect knight Arthur (Siddhartha), and his round table

(chakra?). The story of the holy grail, at least, seems to

be connected with the history of the Patra, 2 and there are

other particulars in the two legends which seem to be closely

connected. Of these I will not speak here.

xi. % fp if m % n
It appears from the Si-yu-ki

,

3 that the majority of the

Buddhists in the neighbourhood of the Sindhu province

belonged to the school called Sammatiya
;
this was the case

at Fa-la-pi (Vallabhi), Mo-la-po (Malava), Anandapura,

Surashtra, Pitasila, Avanda, and other countries.

In the Life of Buddha according to the Sammatiya school,

1 Compare Colebrooke, Essays, § iv. p. 93.
2 With regard to this, I think Col. Yule was the first to point out the simi-

larity of the story of the Patra and Holy Grail (Marco Polo, vol. ii. p. 266, 1st

edition). In my Report on the Buddhist Tripxtaka I called attention to the same

circumstance, p. 114. I may now add that the Chinese equivalent for Patra,

Ting k'i ‘a proper measure dish,’ seems to agree with grail (graduale).
3 Jul. iii. pp. 162, 180.
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which I apprehend is the same as the Chung-hii-mo-ho-ti-king, 1

we have a lengthened account of the kings of Potala (the

Ikslivakus), and the descent of Sak}Ta ;
this we should expect

in a work belonging to a school so largely diffused in the

region of the Indus, whose chief port was Potala.

But there is an adventure recorded concerning the youth-

ful Siddh&rtha in this book, which I have not found anywhere

else. It occurs on the 17th page of the 4th kiouen, where

we find him encountering a fiery dragon in the Lumbini

garden. This poisonous beast dwelt in a cave near the river

Lu-ho-ka (Ruhaka?), and by his noxious breath afflicted the

people who were engaged in the attempt to remove a tree

that had fallen across the stream and caused a drought. The

young prince was summoned to assist them, and on his way

through the garden the fiery dragon came forth from his den

and disputed the way. On this the royal prince drew his

sword and speedily killed him, whilst the poisonous vapour

from his mouth spread around the spot. The dragon, because

of his colour, was called Kalanaya (Kia-lo-na-i) “the black

worm.”

This adventure with the dragon naturally brings to mind

the legend of St. George and the Dragon.

In the first place St. George, according to one version of

the legend, destroys a dragon who is guarding a spring of

water, whilst the countiy is languishing for irrigation. “ St.

George, we are told, restores to the land the use of the spring

by slaying the dragon.” 2

Secondly, the epithet “ St. George the victorious ” is quite

parallel to the accepted title of Buddha (or Bodhisattva in

his contest with Mara) as Jina, “ the conqueror ” or “
vic-

torious ”
;

this epithet is applied to all the Buddhas in virtue

of their conquest over Mara.

Thirdly, there is an agreement in the seven years’ torture

which the Saint underwent at the hands of Dacian, Emperor

1 Mr. Nanjio
(
Catalogue

,

no. 859) gives another title to this Sutra. But, in

the first Chapter of the original, Chung-hu is made to represent Sammata, and
I would suggest that Mo-hu-ti is Mahati (as in Mahati katha), or simply Muhat
Sutra.

2 Myths of the Middle Ages, by S. Baring-Gould, p. 311.
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of the Persians, “ who was stirred up by the Devil,” and the

seven years’ suffering of Bodhisattwa ere he became a Jina

b}r overcoming Mara; “for seven years Mara (the devil)

pursued the Bodhisattva up to the last vain attack he made

upon him under the tree
;

” 1 here we have “ satta vassani,”

seven years, expressly named, and during all this time he was

pursued by Mara.

But the veneration paid by the Turks to St. George indi-

cates a non- Christian element in the tradition. “The Mus-

sulmans say that El Khouder (A1 Khedr) is not dead, but

flies round and round the world, and that chapels are built

wherever he appears.” 2 This sounds very much like a

Buddhist myth; 3 it occurs also in the Arthurian legend; 4 the

dish of Buddha, moreover, flies here and there, and shrines

were raised to it.

A1 Khedr, the companion of Moses (according to the

Mussulmans) is alluded to in the Coran (Surat lxxvi. 21), and

elsewhere. He is believed to have been Phinehas, whose

soul passed into Elias and thence into the “ sacred rider
”

Girgis, or Jergis (St. George), after whom the bay of Beyrout

is named, where tradition says he met the dragon.

The term “ sacred rider ” would very appositely belong to

Bodhisattva mounted on his steed Kantaka. By referring

to the beautiful central disc found on Plate xlix. Tree and

Serpent Worship, 1st edition,5 this will be readily allowed.

His sacred character as he rode forth is evidenced by the

graceful light about his head, whilst round him angels

(devas) cluster, and support the horse’s hoofs. This scene,

it is well known, has given name to the history of Buddha

called Abhinishkramana, and in the translation of that work

from the Chinese, 6 it has been placed on the cover of the

book as the key to the whole story. The scene is found

elsewhere, and I believe it forms part of the Lahore collec-

1 Oldenberg, Buddha, p. 420.
2 Stanley, Sinai and Palestine, p. 274.
3 Each Tathagata has a successor awaiting (in heaven) his time “to come.”

Tathagata therefore never dies.

4 “ Arthur is come again; he cannot die.”— Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.
5 Also PI. lix.

6 The Romantic Legend of Buddha.
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tion. 1 I will give Asvag-hosha’s account of this scene :

2 “ The

devas then gave spiritual strength
;
and unperceived the

horse, equipped, came round with even pace
;
a gallant steed,

with all his jewelled trappings for a rider. High-maned,

with flowing tail, broad-backed, short-haired and eared, with

belly like the deer’s, head like the king of parrots, wide

forehead, rounded claw-shaped nostrils
;

breath like the

dragon’s, with breast and shoulders square, true and sufficient

marks of his high breed. The royal prince, stroking the

horse’s neck, and rubbing down his body, said :
‘ My royal

father ever rode on thee, and found thee brave in fight and

fearless of the foe ;
now I desire to rely on thee alike, to

carry me far off,”’ etc. The account then proceeds: “ Having

thus exhorted him, he bestrode his horse
;
grasping the reins,

he sallied forth
;
the man, like the bright sun, the horse like

the white floating cloud ; . . . four spirits held the horse’s

feet
;

. . . thus man and horse went forward strong of heart,

now lost to sight like streaming stars, but ere the eastern

quarter flushed with light they had advanced three yojanas.”

This scene, so famous and widespread, if applied to St.

George, would well account for his name, “ the sacred

rider.”

The story of Yambushadh related in the book of Na-

bathsean Agriculture, written by Kuthami, the Babylonian,

and translated by Ibn Wa’hshiya al Kasdani, who lived ap-

parently at Bagdad about a.d. 900, is curiously parallel with

the history of St. George, so much so that Mr. Baring-Gould

says that the legends about Tammuz (with whom Yambu-
shadh is associated) is but a heathen form of the history of

St. George. 3 But who then was Yambushadh ? Kuthami

says : “I believe in the story of Yambushadh, and when they

read it and weep, I weep along with them, and the reason

is this, that the time of Yambushadh is nearer to our own

1 So “ sacred ” was the group considered that at one time (by a stretch of

fancy) it was confounded with the entrance of Christ into Jerusalem. See Dr.
Leitner’s Lecture on “ Graeco-Buddhistic Sculptures ” (quoted in The Hour, Feb.
27th, 1874).

2 S.B.E. xix. p. 56.
3 Baring-Gould, op. cit. pp. 283, 284.
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than the time of Tammuz, and his story therefore is more

certain and worthy of belief.” 1

And then he observes :
“ The contemporaries of Yam-

bushadh assert that all the seka’im of the gods and all the

images lamented over Yambushadh after his death, just as

the angels and the seka’im lamented over Tammuz.” So

that, whoever Yambushadh was
,

2

one reason why St. George

is associated with him seems to be on account of the weeping

of the gods at his death. But this is also a particular con-

nected with Buddha
;
was it not rather borrowed from his

history and referred to St. George P

3 “ The sun and moon withdrew their shining
;
the peaceful

streams on every side were torrent swollen : the sturdy

forests shook like aspen leaves, whilst flowers and leaves

untimely fell around, like scattered rain.

“ The flying dragons, carried on pitchy clouds, wept down
their tears; the four kings and their associates moved by

pity, forgot their works of charity.

“ The pure devas came from heaven to earth, etc.”

And so all accounts describe the circumstances of the

Nirvana.

Lastly, it is perhaps worth remarking that the story of

St. George and the dragon first appeared in the Legenda

Aurea of Jacobus de Voragine. It is to this legend we owe

the revival of the story of St. Thomas and King Gondoforus,

and the death of the Christian martyr at Calamina.

If the account of the Apostle’s death was derived from

traditions surviving at Potala 4 (Tatta), or the neighbourhood,

wre must also remember that it was in this neighbourhood the

legendary history of Bodhisattva contained in the work

named at the head of this section was widely circulated, and

in this work is the account of the battle of the prince and the

dragon, and the deliverance of the land from drought.

1 op. cit. p. 280.
2 Yambushadh was one of the three wise men (Ssagrit, Yambushadh and

Qutaraa), who wrote a work on Nabathaean agriculture, he is supposed to have
lived some 7000 years ago. It is an old Chaldaean name.—Dr. Malan (a private

communication).
3 Fo-sho, etc. S.B.E. six. p. 308. 4 Calamina (?).
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XII. Jp 3i (Mara).

There is much said in the Si-yu-Jii about Mara, the

Tempter. The question is one of interest, what was the

Buddhist conception of this “author of evil” ? In any case

he was not the lord of the “ under world,” but rather the

prince of the “ upper world.” There are apparently two

representations of him in the Sanchi sculptures : the first in

pi. xxx., 1 where he is represented as placed above the Trayas-

trinishas heaven, in which they are celebrating the festival of

the chudamani
;
supported by his wives (or daughters), he is

regarding with dismay the determined purpose of the Bodhi-

sattva to reach the condition of a Buddha. Secondly in pi.

xxvi. fig. 1, where he is exhibited, with his five female

attendants, as in the former plate, approaching Buddha for

the purpose of dissuading him from continuing in the world

“ a kalpa.”

There is no sign in these plates of the idea of a degraded

form of being
;
he was prince of the world of desire, the ruler

of the Kama-loka, the personification of lust, of sin and

death, the arch-enemy of all goodness, residing with legions

of subordinates in the heaven Parinirmita Visavartin, 2 situ-

ated on the top of the Kama-loka
;
he is also called “ the

wicked one” 3 (Pisuna), or “sinful love”
;
another name for

him is “the murderer.” 4

One of his chief attributes is the power of fascination. He
fascinated Ananda so that he failed to ask Buddha to remain

in the world a Kalpa. And he endeavoured to fascinate the

Bodhisattva himself with thoughts of worldly power, and

sensual love, but failed.

There is a curious passage in the Si-yu-ld, in the 7th book,

p. 55,5 which seems to exhibit his character in this light, and

which may perhaps help to explain the origin of the phrase

“ night-mare.”

1 1st edition.
2 Eitel, Handbook, s.v. Mara.
3
i£6l-

6 Real’s translation.
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“ To the east of the ‘ deer forest ’ 2 or 3 li, we come to a

stupa by the side of which is a dry pool about 80 paces in

circuit, one name of which is ‘ saying life,’
1 another name is

‘ ardent master.’ The old traditions explain it thus : Many
hundred years ago there was a solitary sage (a sorrowful or

obscure master
)
who built by the side of this pool a hut to

live in, away from the world. He practised the arts of

magic, and by the extremest exercise of his spiritual power

he could change broken fragments of bricks into precious

stones, and could also metamorphose both men and animals

into other shapes, but he was not yet able to ride upon the

winds and the clouds, and to follow the Rishis in mounting

upwards. By inspecting figures and names that had come

down from of old, he further sought into the secret arts of

the Rishis. From these he learned the following: ‘The

spirit-Rishis are they who possess the art of lengthening

life.
2 If you wish to acquire this knowledge, first of all

you must fix your mind on this—viz. to build up an

altar enclosure 10 feet round; then command an “ardent

master” (« hero), faithful and brave, and with clear intent,

to hold in his hand a long sword and take his seat at the

corner of the altar, to cover his breath, and remain silent

from evening till dawn. 3 He who seeks to be a Risbi must

sit in the middle of the altar, and, grasping a long knife,

must repeat the magic formulae and keep watch
(
seeing and

hearing). At morning light, attaining the condition of a

Risbi, the sharp knife he holds will change into a sword of

diamond (a gem-sword), and he will mount into the air and

march through space, and rule over the band of Rishis.

Waving the sword he holds, everything he wishes will be

accomplished, and he will know neither decay nor old age,

1 There is no expression for 1 pool,’ as in the French translation.
2 The magic art of lengthening life, or of a long life. The ‘ elixir of life ’ and

the art of transmuting metals had been sought after in the East long before the

Arabs introduced the study of alchemy into Europe. The philosopher’s stone is

the tan ska of the Chinese, i.e. the red bisulpliuret of mercury, or cinnabar. See

an article on Tauism in the Trans, of the China Branch of the R.A.S., part v.

1855, article iv., by Dr. Edkins, p. 87.
3 We may compare with this the ceremonies observed anciently on conferring

the dignity of knighthood, especially the vigil before the altar. (Ingulphus,

quoted by Mr. Thoms in his Book of the Court

,

p. 138.)
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nor disease nor death.’ 1 The man having thus obtained the

method (of becoming a Rishi), went in search of such an

‘ ardent master.’ Diligently he searched for many years, but

as yet he found not the object of his desires. At length, in

a certain town, he encountered a man piteously wailing as he

went along the way. The solitary master seeing his marks

(the marks on his person), 2 was rejoiced at heart, and forth-

with approaching him, he inquired, ‘ Why do you go thus

lamenting, and why are you so distressed ? ’ He said, ‘ I was

a poor and needy man, and had to labour hard to support

myself. A certain master seeing this, and knowing me to be

entirely trustworthy, used me
(
engaged me for his work)

during five years, promising to pay me well for my pains.

On this I patiently wrought in spite of weariness and diffi-

culties. Just as the five years were done, one morning for

some little fault I was cruelly whipped and driven away

without a farthing. For this cause I am sad at heart and

afflicted. Oh, who will pity me P
’

“ The solitary master ordered him to accompany him, and

coming to his cabin (icoocl hut), by his magic power he

caused to appear some choice food, and ordered him to enter

the pool and wash. Then he clothed him in new garments,

and giving him 500 gold pieces, he dismissed him, saying,

‘ When this is done, come and ask for more without fear.’ 3

After this he frequently bestowed on him more gifts, and in

secret did him other good, so that his heart was filled with

gratitude. Then the ‘ ardent master ’ was ready to lay

down his life in return for all the kindness he had received.

Knowing this, the other said to him, ‘ I am in need of an

enthusiastic person.4 During a succession of years I sought

for one, till I was fortunate enough to meet with you,

1 The account of this magic gem-sword may be compared with the ‘ great

brand, Excalibur,’ of King Arthur :

‘ But ere he dipt the surface, rose an arm
Clothed in white samite, mystic, wonderful,

And caught him by the hilt, and brandished him
Three times.’ —Tennyson.

2 Siang, the marks indicating his noble character.
3 Wu-wai may also mean ‘ seek it not elsewhere.’ Julien translates it “do

not despise me.’’
4 ‘ A brave champion.’—Julien.
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possessed of rare beauty and a becoming presence, different

from others .

1 Now, therefore, I pray you, during one night

(to wntch) without speaking a word.’

“ The champion said, ‘ I am ready to die for you, much

more to sit with my breath covered .’ 2 Whereupon he

constructed an altar and undertook the rules for becoming

a Rishi, according to the prescribed form. Sitting down,

he awaited the night. At the approach of night each

attended to his particular duties. The ‘ solitary master
’

recited his magic prayers
;

the champion held his sharp

sword in his hand. About dawn suddenly he uttered a

short cry, and at the same time fire descended from heaven,

and flames and smoke arose on every side like clouds. The
‘ solitary master ’ at once drew the champion into the lake

,

3

and having saved him from his danger, he said, ‘ I bound

you to silence
;
why then did you cry out ?

’

“ The champion said, ‘After receiving your orders, towards

the middle of the night, darkly, as in a dream, the scene

changed, and I saw rise before me all my past history. My
master 4 in his own person came to me, and in consolatory

words addressed me
;

overcome with gratitude, I yet re-

strained myself and spoke not. Then that other man came

before me
;
towering with rage, he slew me, and I received

my ghostly body 5 (I wandered as a shade or shadowy body).

I beheld myself dead, and I sighed with pain, but yet I

vowed through endless ages not to speak, in gratitude to

you. Next I saw myself destined to be born in a great

1 So I translate the passage, hut it may be ‘ your beauty (or figure) corre-

sponds to the ideal portrait I had formed of it.’ So Julien translates
;
but fi yau

ta would more naturally be rendered ‘ unlike that of any other.’
2 From this it seems that the portion relating to ‘ holding the breath ’ is

omitted in the previous sentence.
3 That is, to escape the fire.

4 That is, ‘ my lord or master whom I now serve ’—the solitary master or

RTshi. It cannot be my old master, the one who treated him so cruelly (as

Julien construes it), for he comes on the scene in the next sentence. The symbols

sih sse are not to be taken with chu, as though it were ‘my old master’; but

with kin, as I have translated it, ‘ there arose before me the former events of my
life.’

5 This ghostly body or shade (chung yin shan) corresponds with the tfSwAoi/

of the Greeks

—

'VuxV Kal elSuAov, aTap (ppevts ovi( ivi Trap.irav.—Iliad, xxiii. 104.
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Brahman’s house in Southern India, and I felt my time

come to be conceived and to be brought forth. Though all

along enduring anguish, yet from gratitude to you no sound

escaped me. After awhile I entered on my studies, took

the cap {of manhood), and I married
;
my parents dead, I

had a child. Each day I thought of all your kindness, and

endured in silence, uttering no word. My household con-

nections and clan relatives all seeing this were filled with

shame. For more than sixty years and five I lived. At

length my wife addressed me, “ You must speak
;

if not,

I slay your son !
” And then I thought, “ I can beget no

other child, for I am old and feeble
;
this is my only tender

son.” It was to stop my wife from killing him I raised the

cry.’

“The ‘solitary master’ said, ‘All was my fault; ’twas

the fascination of the devil.’ 1 The champion, moved with

gratitude, and sad because the thing had failed, fretted him-

self and died. Because he escaped the calamity of fire, the

lake is called ‘ Saving the Life,’ and because he died over-

powered by gratitude, it has its other name, ‘ The Champion’s

Lake.’”

P.S. After this paper was written and corrected, I was

enabled, by the kindness of Mr. Yaux, to compare my
remarks on the Yue-chi with the investigations of M. Specht

(Journ. Asiatique, Serie viii. Tome ii. pp. 319 seq.). I am
gratified to find his opinion bears me out, so far as the

Ye-tha are concerned. I wish to call attention to the

Mceso-Gothic words maiyi (greater) and minni\a (less), and

to suggest that we have here the origin of the names

Massage tae, and the Mins, the ta Yue-chi (great Yue-chi)

and the siau Yue-chi (little Yue-chi). I wish also, in

reference to the name Al-Khedr, or Khuder, to point out

the curious coincidence between this Arabic name for St.

1 Or Mara : it is plain that this weird story, taken in connection with the

dream, (he inability to move or speak, and the actual reference of it all to Mara,

is but an account of “ the enthusiastic hero’s ” suffering from “nightmare.”
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George, and the Chinese H, jp, the common mode of repre-

senting the Sanskrit Gotama, i.e. Buddha. The first symbol

is phonetically equivalent to Khu or Kiu, the second, although

generally equal to Tan, is in numerous cases used for dhar

(as in dharma). So that the sound of the two would be

Kiu dhar, i.e. Khuder, or St. George.
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Art. XIII.

—

On the Sites of Brahmanabdd and Mansurali in

Sindh ; with Notices of others of less note in their Vicinity.

By Major-General M. R. Haig, M.R.A.S.

Notwithstanding the labours of the various authorities

who have from time to time written upon the ancient topo-

graphy of the lower Indus Valley, the subject remains in

much need of further investigation. Attempts to identify

places mentioned by the historians of Alexander’s Expedition,

by the author of the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, the

geographer Ptolemy, the Chinese pilgrim Hiouen Thsang,

the historians of the Arab conquest, and by later writers,

have not usually been attended with the happiest results.

Nor, when the difficulties which beset investigation are con-

sidered, is it at all surprising that this should be so. It is

hard enough to have to contend with the vagueness, incon-

sistencies and contradictions of old writers; but these are as

nothing compared with the obstacles which the physical

characteristics of the country itself oppose to the inquirer.

For ages the Indus has been pushing its bed across the

valley from east to west, generally by the gradual process

of erosion, which effectually wipes out every trace of town

and village on its banks; but, at times also, by a more or

less sudden shifting of its waters into entirely new channels,

leaving large tracts of country to go to waste, and forcing

the inhabitants of many a populous place to abandon their

old homes, and follow the river in search of new settlements.

In course of time the forsaken channels are, in some parts

wholly, in others partial^, filled up by the action of the

dust-laden winds that prevail for many months during the

hot season, so as to leave but the vaguest traces of a former

river-bed
;

or, perhaps, the retiring stream will leave behind
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it vast quantities of drift-sand which is swept by the high

winds over the surrounding country, completely burying the

sites of the abandoned towns, and transforming the once

fertile fields into a blank waste of sand-hills where the

explorer may search in vain for any record of the past.

Having had, as an inquirer, experience of the difficulties

here described, and knowing the errors which even eminent

authorities have not been able to avoid, I am bound, in

attempting to throw some additional light on a very inter-

esting portion of the ancient topography of Sindh, to admit

that I am very far from feeling any undue confidence in the

soundness of my conclusions. The most I can hope for is

that the views submitted in this paper may attract the com-

pliment of criticism, and so give rise to further and more

satisfactory investigation.

Brahmanabad was probably one of the oldest cities in

India
;
and, whether or not there is sufficient ground for

regarding it as “the city of the Brahmans,” which played its

part in the events of Alexander’s Expedition, the Harmatelia

of Diodorus, as Gen. Cunningham thinks
,

1 there can be little

doubt that it was then in existence. The fame of great an-

tiquity attached to it at the time of the Arab conquest, and

the historian Biladhuri, writing a thousand years ago, calls

it “ Brahmanabad-al-a'tiqah,” “Brahmanabad the ancient.”

The neighbouring fortress of Mansurah was but short-lived

in comparison, but it possesses historical interest from the fact

of its having been the Arab capital, and, so far as we know,

the first important stronghold built by Muslims in India.

Sir Henry Elliot’s identification of Brahmanabad with

the modern Haidarabad was unfortunate. There is really

nothing to support it, and the evidence against it is over-

whelming and conclusive. It was an unlucky circumstance

that, several identifications being to some extent dependent

on that of Nerun, Sir Henry fell into a mistake regarding

this place. No fact is more certain than that the present

fort of Haidarabad occupies the site of Nerun, and Sir Henry

1 Ancient Geography of India, p. 268.
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would have had no difficulty in admitting it, but for one

obstacle that seemed insurmountable. Nerun was certainly

west of the river, and Haidarabad is unquestionably east of

it. He was not aware that the Indus bad changed its course

about the middle of last century, from the east to the west

of Haidarabad. 1

By others it has been supposed that the question of the

site of Brahmanabad was settled by the labours of the late

Mr. Bellasis, of the Bombay Civil Service, who, in 1851 and

subsequent years, carried out some excavations in the ruins

situated in the Shahdadpur Parganah, which go by the name

of Brahmanabad. The result of his operations was to lead

Mr. Bellasis to believe that these ruins were indeed the

remains of the ancient city. His published accounts of the

matter, as well as those of Col. Sykes, are extremely interest-

ing, if not entirely convincing. 2 Here it will be sufficient

to say that a large number of coins found in the ruins were

submitted to Mr. Thomas, who, from an examination of

them, formed the opinion that the identification of the ruined

site with Brahmanabad was questionable. 3 This opinion is

confirmed by the results of my own study of the question and

observation of the locality.

In one of his interesting papers on Sindh, published in

the first volume of this Society’s Journal, Captain McMurdo,

after describing the situation of Brahmanabad, says (p. 232),

“Bhamana 4 was afterwards called Dibal Kangara.” I have

not been able to discover his authority for this statement, but

I conclude it was some local history which I have not been

fortunate enough to meet with. If his statement is correct,

the site of Brahmanabad is at once ascertained. Not “Dibal

Kangara,” but “DepalGangrah” is to be read. Capt. McMurdo
found it written JCj-), and, naturally enough, trans-

1 See History of India, vol. i. Appendix, s.v. Brahmanabad and Xerun.
2 Mr. Bellasis, in Journal Bomb. As. Soc. vol. v. pp. 413, 467. Col. Sykes in

Illustrated London News
,
Feb. 21st, 28th, 1857.

3 See Thomas’s Prinsep, vol. ii. pp. 119-124.
4 Bhamana, Bhambanah, Bhambar-wah, Bhaman-wah, Bhamanwasi are

variants of the name of the old city. Bahmanah is the name in vogue
among Sindhis.
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liberated it as above. 1 The place is frequently mentioned in

the local histories, and it must have been of some little im-

portance, as it gave its name to the Parganah—or part of the

Parganah—which in recent times has been called Shahdad-

pur, from a town founded by Mir Shahdad, one of the first

chiefs of the Talpur family. Depal Gangrah was probably

some petty Rajput chief. Nothing is known of him, but his

name survives under the modified form of Depar

Gangro, and it pertains to a ruinous site of considerable area,

and apparently of great antiquity, the crumbling remnants

of houses, walls and bastions having been worn down nearly

to the level of the surrounding country. Here, then, if

Captain McMurdo’s authority may be trusted, is the site of

Brahmanabad, and if so, then the ruins now bearing that

name are almost certainly those of the Arab capital, Man-

surah. For convenience sake I shall so far assume these

identifications to be made out as to name each site in accord-

ance with them in the further discussion of the question.

The exact positions are

Brahmanabad 25° 56' N. 68° 54' E.

Mansurah 25°53'N. 68°49
,

E.

Mansurah is ten miles E. by S. from Shahdad pur, and Brah-

manabad is six miles and a half N.E. from Mansurah, both

measurements being in a direct line. The distance between

the two sites is thus in agreement with that stated by

Biladhuri, namely, two farsakhs. General Cunningham con-

siders the O-fan-cha of Hiouen Thsang to be Brahmanabad,

and Pi-ta-si-lo to be Neriin. According to the Pilgrim the

distance between the two places was 300 li, or 50 miles,

O-fan-cha bearing N.E. The Brahmanabad of this article

is 49 miles, in a direct line, N.E. from Haidarabad. Abu-1-

fida quotes a writer named Muhalabi to the effect that

Mansurah was fifteen farsakhs from Nerun. The Mansurah

of this article is a little under forty-four miles in a direct

line from Haiderabad. Idrisi says that Mansurah was

“rather more than three days’ journey” from Nerun, but he

1 He took great pains to collect local histories and acquire correct information,

but never was in Sindh, and doubtless never heard of a place which in modem
times has sunk into obscurity.
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puts the distance from Nerun to Debal at three days, and

Ibn Haukal, from personal observation, states that Nerun

was nearer to Mansurah than to Debal. At the present day,

by the most direct route, via Nasrpur, English officials do

the distance in three journeys, averaging sixteen to seventeen

miles. Thus, as regards distance between given points, the

proposed identifications are quite consistent with the data

supplied by old writers. Further evidence may be derived

from the Chach Namah, a chronicle which treats of events

prior to the founding of Mansurah.

After relating the capture of the fort of Dhalil, the last of

the strong places taken by the Arab army before reaching

Brahmanabad, the historian says :

“ Some relate that when

Dhalil was captured, Muhammad Kasim called for Nubah,

son of Dharan, and, after giving him strict injunctions,

entrusted to him the charge of the business of the boats,

along the bank of the river, from that point to a place called

Duhati, and from that place to Brahmanabad there was a

space of one farsang.” 1

There is no place in the neighbourhood of Brahmanabad

called Duhati, but there is a township named Dufani, and

this I have no doubt is the name intended. A glance at the

two names written in Persian shows how easily one might

be substituted for the other by a copyist, for jjJ, in

consequence of the dot of the * > in the latter word having

been placed too close—perhaps joined—to the 1, and an

extra dot given to the penultimate letter. The township

of Dufani is two miles and a half S.W. from Brahmanabad,

and by writers who never employ a fraction this distance

would be called a farsang. Now the Arabs were advancing

from south to north, and while it would be intelligible that

the commander should assign to one of his officers the duty

of watching the communication by river up to Dufani, if

that place were short of—that is, south of—Brahmanabad,

1 I have translated this from the copy belonging to the India Office Library.
Sir H. Elliot’s copy appears to have been defective at this place, and his transla-

tion would make it appear that Dhalil was a farsang from Brahmanabad, while
the general teuour of the narrative shows that it was at some distance from that
place. See his Hist., vol. i. p. 176.

VOL. XVI.—[new series.] 19
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it would have been a useless and absurd proceeding on bis part

if Dufani had been some way beyond the great fortress, held,

as we are told it was, by a strong garrison. Dufani is four

miles N.W. of the place popularly supposed to be the site of

Brahmanabad, but which I believe to be that of Mansurah.

Another piece of indirect evidence from the Chach Namah.

It states that when the Arab army left Brahmanabad, its

first march was to a place called Mathal We are

told that it was advancing towards the capital, Alor, by way
of the districts of the Sahta and Sama, that is, through the

modern Parganah of Naushahra, in which the Sahta have

had their home from time immemorial. This lies N.W.
from Brahmanabad, but it would doubtless be an object to

strike the main stream, then flowing in the Luhano (see

sketch-map), as soon as possible, consequently the first two

marches would be nearly due westward. Now, a little short

of seven miles west by south from Brahmanabad, there is

a township called Mutahlo (in Persian written J^'A*), which

is most probably the place referred to. The march would

be a short one, but this is just what we should expect in

the case of an army breaking ground after a detention of

many months at Brahmanabad. On the other hand, if the

site I assume to be that of Mansurah is really that of Brah-

manabad, the march would be little more than two miles

(Mutahlo is two miles and a quarter N.W. from Mansurah),

and so short a move is highly improbable.

From the account given by the Chach Namah it appears

that Brahmanabad was on the west side of a stream called

the Jalwali. It is stated that “Muhammad Kasim marched

from Dhalil, and halted on the bank of the river Jalw&li

on the east of Brahmanabad,” whence he sent

to summon the town. Most probably this was a stream

coming from the branch of the Indus now known as the

“Eastern Narah.” Portions of a channel which left the

Eastern Narah about twenty-one miles N.E. from Brahman-

abad, and took a south-westerly course, are yet to be seen

between Brahmanabad and Mansurah. These I conjecture

to be the remains of the Jalwali channel.
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Here we may inquire what led to the ruin of Brahman-

abad ? All that we know is that when Biladhuri wrote his

“ Futuh-us-Sindh ”—perhaps about 870 to 880 a.d.—Brah-

manabad was in ruins, for so he says shortly, and without a

word as to the cause of such a calamity. The Arabs, it must

be remembered, destroyed none of the places which they

captured. Each fortress, as it was taken, received an Arab

governor and garrison, and became a centre of civil adminis-

tration of the kind understood by Arabs, that is to say, a

place for the reception of the tribute due from the surround-

ing district. Brahmanabad was thus treated, but the com-

plete submission of the people on their first experience of

Arab prowess was of no long duration, and within two years

the native prince, Jesiyah (or Jai Sinh), son of Dahir, had

re-occupied the town and expelled the foreigners. This

prince soon afterwards became a Muslim, and he appears to

have been allowed by the Khalifah to retain some kind of

regal authority, but he was eventually killed in an action

with the forces of the Arab governor, who evidently could

not brook a rival. The prince’s brother was a little later

treacherously murdered by the same governor, and with him

the native dynasty seems to have ended. 1 But the struggle

1 Biladhuri calls this prince Sasah (A«2«s), which is the Arabic transliteration

of Chach. He must have been so named after his famous grandfather, the

founder of the Brahman dynasty. According to I bn Khallikan, he was the

inventor of Chess (Elliot, Hist. vol. i. p. 409). Sir Henry Elliot had evidently

forgotten what Biladhhri shows to have been the fact, that there was really a
“ Chach son of Dahir,” as stated by Ibn Khallikan, and he thought that it must
have been Chach, the first Brahman prince, who invented the game. On this

point I may observe that, whoever invented the game of Chess, prince Dahir, if

we may credit the Chach Namah, certainly played it, and was much too fond of

it. In that chronicle we are told that when the Arabs were preparing to cross

the Indus to attack him, Dahir manifested the utmost indifference to the peril of

his situation, so that at last a “ Samani” made hold to remonstrate, and roundly
charged him with spending his whole time in hunting and Chess when the enemy
were almost at the gates. The passage is not among the extracts translated by
Sir H. Elliot. It is as follows :

Jj,

i ^

*

A-wJj
)jj

b lA .
-• 1 —‘A i ^ A - A CybJ

^

_}
SAjL* -y-' ‘

(J

Jaj> y Jyrf J
Among the relics exhumed by Mr. Bellasis from the ruins of the so-called Brah-
manhbad was a set of ivory chess-men.
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for national independence continued, and it would seem that

Brahmanabad was never recovered by the Arabs, who, during

the reign of the Khalifah Hisham (723-742 a.d.), had to

construct, first, the fortress which they named “ Al-Mah-

fudhah,” and, afterwards, the more celebrated “Mansurah,”

as places of refuge in the midst of the rebellious Sindhians.

From this time nothing more is heard of Brahmanabad.

Its name, linked to that of the neighbouring Arab fortress,

long survived the ruins of the ancient city, and even at last

extinguished the proud title given by the conquerors to their

capital. Bahmanah-Mansurah in process of time became

Bahmanah only, and at this day no native of Sindh has any

notion where Mansurah stood : very few are aware that such

a place ever existed.

What had happened between the founding of Mansurah

and the period at which Biladhuri wrote—an interval of

about 150 years—to bring about the ruin of Brahmanabad?

The stale fiction of wicked prince Dalu Bai and the earth-

quake has been current for centuries, and has amply satisfied

all popular curiosity on the subject. If it were thought

worth while to examine a story of such suspicious appearance,

it would suffice to observe that an earthquake violent enough

to have totally wrecked Brahmanabad must have done as

much for Mansurah. A more prosaic and much more

probable cause may be suggested, namely, the failure of the

stream on which the city stood. This would do the work

of desolation quite as effectually, though less cruelly than it

would be done by an earthquake. A similar catastrophe

befell Alor, the capital, and there is no reason to seek

further for an explanation of the ruin of Brahmanabad.

Both calamities, indeed, may have happened simultaneously,

in consequence of a sudden change in the course of the Indus

above Alor, resulting in the main body of water being forced

some distance westward, and the Narah and Alor channels

being left dry.

Let us now turn to Mansurah. Biladhuri says this city

was built by A'mru, a son of Muhammad Kasim, the con-

queror of Sindh. Its site is described as “ on this (the west)
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side of the buliairali
”

(^-..saJI ^J). before it has

been said that Mahfudhah was built on the “ far side of the

buhairah ” (Sj^sxl11 *by). “ Buhairah ” is properly “ a lake,”

but there is no appearance of a lake having ever existed in

the surrounding country, and it is probable that what was

intended was some old river-channel containing standing

water, a common enough feature in Sindh landscapes. Now,

at Mutahlo (close to Mansurah) there was, according to

the Chach Namah, “a delightful piece of water
(jSS\) called

a ‘ d/iandh,’
” on the banks of which the Arabs encamped.

Dliandh is the Sindhi word for such a pool as I have above

described, and it seems probable that Biladhuri and the

Chach Namah refer to the same piece of water. On the

bank of this Mansurah was built, and at a later period

the hollow was no doubt connected with the river (in the

Luhano channel) by means of a canal, for the Arab Geo-

graphers describe Mansurah as encircled by a canal (Khalij)

from the Mihran, so as to make the land in which it stood

an island. Of this canal there is now no trace, except at

Mansurah itself, where, on the north side of the ruined

fortress, the channel is plainly distinguished. Standing at

the north-west angle of the fortifications, one can just see

that the channel came from the direction of Mutahlo,

though at this point the trace northward gradually fades and

disappears.

The old fortress itself is in a better state of preservation

than would be expected, considering that its abandonment

dates back several hundreds of years. The curtain and

bastions are clearly traceable in their entire extent, rising

to a height of thirty to forty feet above the level of the

surrounding country. There appears to have been an inner

citadel, and the whole interior area is a mass of brick heaps,

the remains of dwellings which must have held a large

population. To the south-east of the fortress, at the distance

of about a mile, are the remains of a smaller stronghold,

which may have been the Al-Mahfiidhah which was the

predecessor of Mansurah. The country to the north and

east of these sites, for a distance of a mile and a half, is
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covered with the ruins of small forts and dwellings. 1 Here

no doubt, in those unquiet times, many thousands of traders

and peasantry gathered for safety, under the shadow of the

great fortress. Of the later history of Mansurah little is

known, and of the cause of its abandonment nothing. It

appears to have been at the height of its prosperity in the

tenth century, when it was visited by Masudi, Istakhri and

Ibn Haukal. From the commencement of Arab dominion in

Sindh, that country, separated by so many leagues of sea,

and such vast deserts, from the central power of Islam,

became a convenient refuge for the rebellious and the un-

orthodox subjects of the Khalifah. In the early part of the

eleventh century, when Mahmud passed through Sindh on

his return from the Somnath expedition, a Karmati was

ruler in Mansurah, and was deposed by the strictly orthodox

Ghaznavide. This is among the latest authentic particulars

we have of the Arab capital. If Mir M'asum, the historian

of Sindh, is correct in his statement that the rule of the

Sumrah chiefs in lower Sindh dates from the reign of

Mahmud’s son ‘Abd-ur-R,ashid (1049-1051 a.d.), Mansurah

can, by this time, have no longer had a title to be regarded

as the capital. The events, indeed, of the reigns of Mahmud
and his successors caused the political current which had

hitherto flowed from ‘Irak to set in strongly from the

north, and Bhakar, which the restless river had now en-

circled with its waters, and made a position of great natural

strength, supplanted the Arab fortress. By 1203 a.d., when

Nasir-ud-din Kubachah took possession of Sindh, Mansurah

had become a place of secondary importance, and was per-

haps merely the principal town of a small surrounding

district. Its final abandonment I should conjecture to have

been occasioned by the drying-up of the Luhano channel,

the date of which event is unknown. The failure of this

channel would render it quite impossible for a large popula-

tion to occupy any longer the position of Mansurah and its

1 It is possible that Al-Mahfudhah occupied a position opposite the northern

face of Mansurah. It seems to have been a mere temporary place of refuge, and
was doubtless small and poorly fortified.
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environs. At the present day, though this part of the

country is well fertilized by inundation-canals, the supply of

water is very scanty during half the year, and, as a conse-

quence, the tract is but thinly populated. It is popularly

believed that the fortress was destroyed by an earthquake,

and, indeed, Mr. Bellasis, during his excavations, found

evidence of such a catastrophe. It is not unlikely that por-

tions of the town may have been destroyed in this way. The

fortifications cannot have suffered materially, their present

condition appearing to be rather the result of the wear and

tear of time than the consequence of a convulsion of nature.

An earthquake may indeed have caused the shifting of the

Indus from the Luhano to a new channel. A similar oc-

currence took place in 1819, when the earthquake, the central

force of which was experienced with such terrible results in

Kach, occasioned the abandonment of the branch of the

Indus running by Shahbandar. The injury caused by earth-

quake is in time repaired, but the deprivation of water is

irremediable, and in such a case a population has no choice

between perishing and migrating. I think, then, that the

drying up of the Luhano channel was the effectual cause of

the ruin of Mansur.

The mention of earthquake recalls the legend of Dalu

Rai. The name of this semi-mythical prince cleaves to

nearly every ruined site in Sindh, and a “mound of Dalu

Rai ”
is met at every turn in the neighbourhood of Brah-

manabad and Mansurah. It is said that after his sins had

brought about the ruin of Alor, he transferred his residence

and his vices to Brahmanabad, and eventually caused the

destruction of his second capital. The earthquake, as we
know, is a terribly stale ingredient in the legends of ruined

towns, though here there may be a slight foundation of fact

for that part of the story. But the character of Dalu Rai

seems to me susceptible of rehabilitation. That such a prince

lived, and acquired wide-spread fame, good or bad, cannot be

doubted. It is a misfortune that he is unknown to authentic

history. Some conjecture that he lived in the early days of

Arab rule
;
others would put him so late as the time of ‘Ala-
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ud-din Khalji of Delhi (end of the thirteenth and beginning

of the fourteenth centur}r
). What is certain is that the

common stories about him are of Muslim origin, and I

am disposed to infer that Dalu Rai headed some of the

popular risings against the Muslim rulers, and to con-

jecture that in the obloquy which has been heaped on his

name, we may perhaps have a measure of the prince’s

patriotism and success. Such a treatment of history would

be quite in accordance with the methods of Muslim chroni-

clers, with whom the credit of Islam is the first consideration,

and the interests of truth of secondary importance, and it is

allowable, I think, to interpret the legend of Dalu Rai in the

light afforded by our knowledge of these tendencies.

Leaving the twilight of legend and conjecture, I may pass

on to the mention of another identification of some interest,

which I think offers fair ground for acceptance. I refer to

the site of Sawandi. This place is mentioned in the legends

of the “ Mujmal-al-tawarikh,” as having been built by the

King of Kashmir during an expedition to Sindh. The

legend is full of absurdities, but we may perhaps safely infer

from it the antiquity of Sawandi. It is twice mentioned in

the Chach Namah. On the first occasion it is stated that

after the capture of Brahmanabad (about the middle of the

seventh century), Chach paid a visit to a Buddhist devotee of

great reputation, who lived a little way from that town.

The devotee, after declining the prince’s offer of high dignity

in the State, went on to observe :

“ As your mind is inclined

to charitable deeds and the promotion of beneficent works,

there is the temple and monastery of Sawandasi—an ancient

place of worship—in which for some time a breach has

appeared due to the wear of time. It ought to be repaired,”

etc. We may suppose that the buildings in which the de-

votee was interested were somewhere in the neighbourhood

of his residence, and therefore not far from Brahmanabad.

Now the Mathal which I have identified with Mutahlo is

described as being “ in the environs of Sawandi,” and near

Mutahlo (about a mile east of it), there is a mound, perhaps

a square mile in area, evidently the site of some long ruined
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town. This I take to be the site of Sawandi, and I would

suggest that Sawandi may be the O-fan-cha of Hiouen

Thsang, which Stanislas Julien renders by Avanda. As the

pilgrim cared for nothing but what was Buddhist, he would

be more likely to visit a town containing at least one ancient

temple and monastery, than one abounding with Brahman

abominations. 1 The distance from Pi-ta-shi-lo— if that

represents Nerun—suits quite well. In a direct line it is

forty-five miles, but, as the pilgrim travelled, it would be

over fifty miles. At the conquest Sawandi received an Arab

Governor. Nothing more is said of it.

In the accompanying sketch-map, the line which I conjec-

ture the Mansurah canal (Khalij) to have taken is shown to

leave the Luhano channel about twenty miles N.'W. from

Mansurah. At this point there is a township called Kalro,

which extends for a few miles east and west of the Luhano.

Idrisi says that at one day’s distance from Mansurah, at a

place called Kalari, the river sent off a branch to Mansurah.

This place may have been in the township above mentioned,

but the names given by the old geographers are evidently

terribly corrupted, and identifications based on them can

hardly be satisfactory.

One other place in this neighbourhood I mention for the

purpose of pointing out a mistake made by others regarding

it. This is Manjabari. I am not able to identify this

place with any existing site
;
but we have two indications

from the Arab geographers which will guide us to its

situation approximately. Ibn Haukal says it was west of

the Mihran, and opposite to Mansur, at the point where

travellers to the latter city from Debal crossed the river

(Elliot, vol. i. p. 37). Idrisi says the distance from Sharu-

san (Sehwan) to Manhabari (Manjabari) was three days’

journey (ibid. pp. 79, 80). A point opposite to Mansurah is

about sixty to sixty-four miles from Sehwan, so there can be

no doubt that the site may be fixed within a short distance

of accuracy. But Idrisi goes on to say that Manhabari is

1 General Cunningham, it will be remembered, considers O-fan-cha to be
Brahmanubad.
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only two days from Debal, whereas, by his own statement of

the distance from Sehwan to Manhabari, the latter could not

have been less than five or six days from Debal. The fact

is, as will be seen by comparing the account of the different

geographers, there were two places of this name, or, at least,

nearly similar in name, and the geographers got confused

about them. There was the town above described, and

another (sometimes called Manhatar), two days west of

Debal, on the road to Makran. Idrisi himself says :
“ In

going from Debal to Firabuz (in Makran) the road passes

by Manhabari.” This settles the question, but General

Cunningham, misled by the confusion of the geographers,

has identified Manhabari with Thatha, and he considers, too,

that it was probably the Indo-Scythian capital Minnagar.

If he were again examining the question, he would doubtless

admit that this identification cannot stand.

I have only further to point out that in the sketch-map

there will be noticed the traces of a channel taking a

south-easterly course, that apparently came from Mansurah.

I have not myself seen this remnant of an old branch of the

river, but it is shown in the Survey-maps. Al-Biruni says

that at Mansurah the Indus divided into two branches, one

of which went east (south-east) to the borders of Each.

This is not consistent with the accounts of the older geogra-

phers, but there is no doubt that the latter gave a very

imperfect description of the river, as they make no mention

of a great eastern branch, which, nevertheless, we know
existed. Indeed, several ancient channels taking this direc-

tion are still traceable from middle and lower Sindh to the

Ran of Each, and a portion of one of these is shown in the

map a few miles south of the old channel to which I have

been referring, and which I think may have been an affluent

of the eastern branch described by Al-Biruni.
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Art. XIV .—Antar and the Slave Daji. A Bedoueen Legend.

By St. Clair Baddeley, M.R.A.S.

Shas, eldest-born of Zuhayr King of Abs,

Had eight-score slaves to tend bis camel-herds.

Many were valour-tried and loyal men :

But, for sheer iron sinew, past them all,

Daji, their prince’s favourite,—even as a snake

By coil on coil is throned the jungle’s lord,

—

So mastered them by force or venomed words,

(By which he fawned on his oft-angered Liege

For fresh rewards), that none of those eight-score

Ventured his frown :—a slave being tyrant worse,

Above his abject fellows once upraised,

Than throne-born despot : wherefore, too, a man,

Of those two rules, the royaller tyranny

Doth easier brave !

Now fell it on a day

That all the most forlorn of both the tribes

Coming together,—orphans, aged, and poor,

Urged a scant drove to water at the pool

:

And lingering, gossipped at the water-side

The while their camels drank.

Then, like such shade

As ends the noontide singing in a grove,

Bidding each bird sit closer on its nest.

This Daji came to drive their beasts aloof

Lording the troubled puddles with a curse,

Even for his Prince’s cattle. But thereat

A grisled hag, tottering, all-bent, drew nigh,

Then suppliantly made timid-voiced request :

—
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“ Good master Daji, let my wretches drink !

These few mean things are my whole maintenance:

Pity their leanness : Aye, look you what necks !

Some scarce will live the night !

”

Straight fury-like,

He screamed lewd words, abused her,—wished her dead;

Till she like some old wing-clipt owl crept off,

Shedding some silent wrath in tears. Anon,

Yet feebler than herself, like blasted corn

Blackened by storms or blight, a sickly crone

Leaned up before him, saying :
—“ 0 master, see

I am as Time’s worst target
;
look at me :

I have had husbands, children, pleasant days,

Till all like summer’s leaves were stripped from me

;

So, saving those poor fleeces, life is bare.

Ah, let not tears like these be turned to frost,

Let the sheep drink ! 0 master, let them drink :

For on their milk I live.”

Then he, seeing men
Staring agape, to mark what he would do,

Whirling enraged upon her where she stood,

Struck her, throwing her down upon her back,

Revealing her : and all those fawners laughed

;

While he, well-pleased, outlaughed them : as some gust

Of evil-working wind that dulls the sound

Of merrier raindrops !—Antar urging by,

Swift as the levin, with one roar of rage

Rushed on the coward, under-gripped his thigh,

His iron right hand eating at his throat,

—

Then lifting him as he had been a babe,

Dashed him down hard on the unyielding clay,

Massing his length and bulk
;
straight called aloud,

—

(Gazing once more at him,—to seal the deed),

—

“ Dregs of the land ! base carrion ! vermin, all,

Shameless as yonder wretch, whose worthless flesh

May jackals ravin,—Allah warp your bones !

Have Abs and Adnan friended with sick Fear

And ta’en the infection fiercelier for their health,
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Since marking age beset by dastard hands

None bares a blade?—none quivers at his heart,

Viewing this cowardice ?
” But all they, there,

Seeing the tyrant dead, yet fearing sore

Prince Shas for very wrath would wipe them out,

Shouted upon him :
“ Antar, none can save thee !

See : thou hast slain our Prince’s favourite slave,

—

Higher in grace with him than any here :—
The very wind-vane of our master’s moods,

Whereby each one of us foreknew the day.

Exalted I)aji stiffens in the dust.

Death to his murderer ! Come
;
who, Antar, slays,

Will surely earn reward !

”

So some with stones,

Others with staves, and other some witli goads,

Aimed at him standing, lionwise, at bay,

Pressing toward him in great number, fierce,

Till he,—as when a ship first weds the sea,

The last with-holding stock being knocked away,

Rushes with joy amid the merry waves,

—

Sprang to their midst, cleaving this way and that,

Fleaming their clumsy shoulders :—all the air

Athunder with vile oaths of pain and groans,

As he forth-went ! Yet, creeping up anew,

Noting him single, like base craven wolves

A rallied herd gave mouth, and urged at him,

Till many a gashing hurt bedyed his front

;

While down his cheek a crimson freshet flowed

Like a red vein dividing some smooth marl,

Dabbling his thirsty lips. Yet heeding not,

—

Nay, rather glorying at the sight of Death,—

-

(Even as a storm that lightens till its end)

—

Knowing heroic cause, he strook around,

Misted in drifting dust
;

till nearing them
Prince Hatem, wondering at the moil, scarce seen,

Cried at his brother’s slaves : bidding them, “ Hold !

Now, by the Shrine, what do ye ? Tell me that

!

I heard right-quaintly cries
;
then one loud roar
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As of some chieftain rushing on his foes

;

And here I do behold ye carrion-curs

Baiting a single warrior, worth ye all !

—

Accursed ones ! what mean ye, not to fear

The womens’ bitter taunt and raged contempt ?

—

Tenting your braggart sinews on one man ?

—

Away, ye mongrels, lest we leave your limbs

Mounded along this plain before to-night,

Destroying ye !

”

Then summoning Antar there,

Bade him shew forth the case, and how it fell

That he became the targe for all their blows !
—

So Antar told him how he slew that slave,

Daji, the favourite one,—withal the cause :

—

Seeing a woman and one full of years,

Albeit poor, affronted
;
then thrown down,

Turned to a railing-stock for imping fools,

—

And said :
“ I dashed him senseless and he died !

But I defend my bones from such as these

Unworthy kites that hope to drink my blood :

For all they praised the deed, in cringing fear

Laughing when he laughed
;
and now he is dead,

They look for recompense by killing me !

I tell thee, gentle Prince, that Persia’s Lord,

Even at these hands, should lose him for such deed

Then Hatem looking on him, like the sun

That beams all-smilingly thro’ threatening clouds,

Knew him a hero.—Antar then bent down

To kiss the golden stirrup
;
then the Prince,

“ I will protect thee now from all neath Heaven !

”

Antar and Hatem wandered toward the tents

Unharmed; withal, their hearts in morning-rise

Of friendship unentreated, then came Shas

Scowling enraged, shaking a dazzling brand

"Which flourished o’er the crimson-falling sun

That lay along the desert,—tall, astride

An Asian courser housed in wroughten gold
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And swiftlier flighted than the star that falls,

So marking Antar, would have slain him there,

An Hatem had not wheeled his charger round

Perilling his life to stay the mad assault,

Begging his desperate brother for what cause

Such gust of anger swept him on a day

That held the honour of their sire, the King,

And eased with quiet rest the sorriest jade

In the whole camp.

To him in turn then, Shas,

Uttering windy words ,
—

“

Away with him,

Accursed slave ! Nay, scant me not in wrath

;

For no appeal avails thee,—but his blood !

Yea, my whole heart is hungry for his death

Who slew my favourite Daji—even but now !

—

Well-nigh must I have seen him in the act ?

—

You, ask ? ,
I come to take his life :—my due !

Think not to save him, brother !
”

—

But the Prince,

Yeering his charger, turned with his, and said :

—

“ His life and mine are threaded like two beads,

Equal, upon a string : cut that : fall both !

Liefer my Life be foi’feit than my Friend !

Touch him who dares : his Providence—my Sword !

Yet this fair light that glows on it—our Peace !

(For the wan moon just looked along the steel.)

—

Better it took no life : least thine of all l”—
But Shas unrecking, rushed in cureless rage

Toward his brother, till both swords flew bare

Toying for Death
;
when Zuhayr, Sire and King

Scenting the air of conflict as he passed,

Matched both of them for womanish quarrellers

Making them both abashed,—one, sore ashamed,

—

Seeing ’twas no true battle !—Then the King,

Hearing the case from Hatem :
—“ Antar’s life

To me, as to thy brother, is worth half

Of the best tribe we rule : so, mark us well ;

—

This night, for quittance, twenty slaves are yours
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For this slain One !” But Shas rode wild away !

—

Then gravely at Antar gazed the parleying King :

—

“ And You,—how fell it that you shamed my Son ?

—

"Why did you slay his lackey ?”—Bending then,

In knightliest meekness, like a sapling-tree

Under a summer-wind, yet natheless

Fired with his purpose, Antar told the King,

Showing him all, till Zuhayr cried, “ Enough !

”

Then turning to his escort, spoke him fair,

Esteeming Him the champion of the weak,

Beloved of God and man :
—“ Aye, good Shedad,

Beside your son, in this wide land the best

Are as mere spindrift on his flood of fame.

Fear not for him ! He but adds praise to thee

!

His glory, e’en Time’s finger shall not rase

;

But it shall bloom as Chivalry’s full rose

!

His name shall be the challenge of the Waste.”

Thus spake the King. But Antar stole aside,

Tender as maiden whom a flower too sweet

Seems to affront with over-fragrancy !

So from the air of Envy he went home.

Zuhayr and Hatem from that self-same day

Counted their golden calendar of love,

—

Even from that deed ! While—as he passed the tents,

Women and girls, both old and young, came out

Swelling a merry descant in his praise

:

But through it all one only voice was sweet,

Only one cared-for,—his delight,—his Hope!—
And that was Abla’s voice,—the voice of Love

!
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Art. XV.

—

Observations upon the Languages of the Early

Inhabitants of Mesopotamia. By Theo. G. Pinches,

M.R.A.S.

In the following pages I propose to go a little into a subject

of great interest, whether we look at it from an antiquarian,

or from a scientific point of view—namely, the question of the

ancient non-Semitic languages of Mesopotamia and the people

by whom they were spoken. To this subject I have given

a great deal of attention, and have, by examination of the

documents left to us by the Assyrians and Babylonians,

their successors, found out many interesting and important

facts, which will, I hope, not only prove to be of interest,

but also of value to those who make comparative philology

their study.

We have not, it is true, any direct evidence as to the

primitive home of these ancient nations, but there are docu-

ments which allow us to infer a great deal, and with probable

certainty. The most important of these documents is,

perhaps, that referring to the cardinal points, which, while

showing how these differ from the cardinal points of our own
time, give us also an idea of the direction of the migration

of this people.

The passages referring to this are as follows

:

w *
aru sutu mat Elamti, sdru iltanu mat Akkadi, sdru sadu

mat Su-edin a mat Guti, sdru Aharru mat Martu.
/I

t
A

Imni Sin mat Akkadi, sumeli Sin mat Elamti, eli Sin mat

Martu, drki Sin mat Su-edin u mat Guti.

‘The south is Elam, the north is Akkad, the east is Su-edin

and Guti, the west is Martu.

‘ The right of the moon is Akkad, the left of the moon is

Elam, the front of the moon is Martu, the back of the moon

is Su-edin and Guti.’

VOL. XVI.—[new series.] 20
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From this it is clear that all the cardinal points were (at

least in early times) exactly between what they are now, the

north being shifted westwards, the south eastwards, etc. But
besides this, the paragraph referring to the moon speaks of

the right hand as the north, the left as the south, the front

as the west, and the back as the east, the names of the

countries given for these corresponding -with the indications

given for the cardinal points. The west, or, rather, the south-

west, is called the front, and the migrations of the people

must therefore have been from north-east to south-west. This

corresponds therefore to what we find in Gen. xi. 2, where,

speaking of the Tower of Babel, it is said that as they

travelled from the east, they came to a plain, and there

raised the Tower, afterwards so celebrated.

Now, as I have shown elsewhere, the Cuneiform style of

writing was in use in early times in Cappadocia, and the

country around seems to have borne the name of Cush. This

I supposed (whether rightly or wrongly time will, perhaps,

show) to have been the home of the Akkadian race, who,

breaking off from the main body, travelled towards the east,

and became the Kassites or Cossaeans of the later writers.

These people, after settling there for some time, afterwards

sent out colonies which settled in Southern Babylonia, to get

to which country they would have to travel in a south-easterly

(with them in an easterly) direction. Here they remained,

and their language underwent considerable changes, and

ultimately developed into the two dialects designated by

many Assyriologists by the names Sumerian and Akkadian.

Many of the Kassite nouns end in as, and it is an interesting

fact that part of Babylonia bears a name having this termi-

nation—namely Kardunias, where -ias is the Kassite word

for ‘country.’ I cannot believe, in the face of these facts,

that Prof. Fried. Delitzsch is right in regarding Kassite as a

language totally unconnected with Sumerian and Akkadian
;

on the contrary, it seems to be the fact that they are closely

allied, Sumerian being the direct descendant of Kassite or

Cossaean.

Besides these three tongues—Sumerian, Akkadian, and
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Kassite—traces are found of other languages, distinguished

by the names Su, Sug, Mar, and Nim—Mar being probably

Phoenician, and Nim Elamite. Su and Sug were probably

spoken in the north-east. There was also another tongue

called Lulubite. The following are the words for ‘ god,’

‘ goddess,’ ‘ Itimmon,’ and ‘ the Sun-god ’ in these tongues :

God. Goddess.

Sum. Dimmir. Akk. seems to have been Bardu,

Akk. Dincjir or Digir. Kanuku, Iltu, and Istaru

Kadmu.

Gilibu.

(same word as Istar).

Su Ene (connected with

the Akk. Eni

‘lord’).

Kim or )

Elamite
j

Nab. Kirir and Usan.

Mar Malahu. Astaru (clearly the same as

Istaru).

Lulubite Kiuru.

Kassite Masgu or Basgu

The: God Rimmon. The Sun-god.

Sum. Mur.

Akk. Mer. Bara, Utu, etc.

Su Tcs-sub.

Nim or )

Elamite J
Kun-zibami.

Mar Addu and Dadu.

Kassite Burias. Sag, Surias.

Sug Adgi.

Of comparisons between the Kassite and the dialect of

Akkadian (called Sumerian), between which Prof. Fried.

Delitzsch strongly denies that there is any connection, may
be quoted the words eme, meaning in both Sumerian and
Kassite ‘ to go forth ’

;
the Sum. mulu and the Kassite mail
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‘ man ’
;
the Sum. Gala and the Kassite Gali or Gala * the

goddess Gula,’ also the adjective ‘great’; the Sum. mer

and the Kassite gamer ‘ foot ’
;

the Kassite merias * earth,’

evidently composed of mer * foot ’ (as in Sum.) and ias

‘ground’ (compare the German Fussboden), with some others.

Of course it is only natural that the words for the deity in

each language should differ greatly, as each nationality would

regard its own patron deity as the great God, and this would

become the word for the supreme deity in the tongue.

So much, at present, for the other tongues. Enough has

been said to show what a deeply interesting field of research

would be open to us if we had more documents to aid us in

our researches, and what deeply interesting philological and

ethnographical questions would he solved. Perhaps, on the

resumption of excavations in Assyria and Babylonia, more

documents may be found, but until then we must, I suppose,

be content with such facts as have been preserved to us

hitherto.

It is not my intention to discuss here the question which

has been raised during the last few years, as to the name by

which the two chief languages ought to be called, and I have

therefore thought best to head my observations as above,

rather than seem to incline to any particular view. Of

course one thing is pretty certain, and that is, that the

northern part of Babylonia was called Akkad, and the

southern part Sumer. Whether, however, Sumerian or

Akkadian was the standard language, or whether we are

to understand a time-distinction rather than a place-dis-

tinction, I am unable to say with certainty. It may have

been one or the other, or it may (and this is, perhaps, the

most likely) have been both. At some future time, and

in the light of the new texts which, it is to be hoped,

future excavations in the East, on the sites of the ancient

cities of Babylonia and Assyria, will bring forth to us, I

hope to be able to discuss this interesting question.

The early languages or dialects of the early Babylonians

were at least two, the time at which they were respectively

spoken, and the place where, being, as above remarked,
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unknown. With regard to the tongues themselves, this

much may be said, that whilst we can, to a certain extent,

understand and explain the texts in which they are used,

and even make compositions in these tongues
,

1 yet no one

would, I think, he bold enough to translate one of those

texts without an Assyrian (or Babylonian) translation

—

indeed the difficulty is so great, that many students are

frightened by the magnitude of the task which they would

have to set themselves if they studied them, whilst others

(but these are in the minority indeed), not wishing to

give themselves the trouble of explaining all the difficulties,

boldly maintain that they are cryptographies—puzzles which

the ancient Babylonians, having nothing better to do, set

themselves to while away the time, and wrote long explana-

tory lists with distorted and unrecognizable forms of Semitic

Babylonian words with dialectic variants, sound-laws, and a

grammar, quite different from those of their mother-tongue.

The principal difficulties of the language are the large

number of meanings which every sign or group of signs

could have, and the large number of verbal prefixes (or

suffixes). To this also may be added the large number of

homophones, which, whilst giving difficulties to the modern

student only in a limited degree (he having the chai’acters to

guide him), must often have made the spoken language diffi-

cult to understand, unless guided by some special intonation

in the speaker’s voice, or some faint echo of the lost conso-

nant, which would have made the word distinguishable
;

for

these early Mesopotamian tongues were largely affected by

phonetic decay, hence the large number of homophones.

The language, as presented to us in the syllabaries, bi-

lingual-lists, etc., consists, for the greater part, of words of

one syllable, expressed by a character formed of wedges in

various positions, each character having as a rule more than

one meaning. These various meanings do certainly, as a

rule, coincide to a great extent, but they also often widely

differ. The following extracts from the syllabaries and

bilingual tablets will make this clear :

1 See the “Zeitschrift fur Keilschriftforschung,” Heft 1, Jan. 1884.
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A Variously-sounded Character, haying Meanings more or less

Connected.

m tTflfc: m ^y
T *=TYlfc && --y ^
T -TY* ^ m <m ^yy

y i^Y m t^ty ^yy

T m yy ^y*^^y
m<y m
Tw M m yy v

T [ -YY4] IeJ iin V- s=yyys=

ku JEJ nadu ‘to set.’

tu JEJ suhatu ‘clothing.’

zi JEJ kemu ‘ cloth.’

us TEf temu ‘ command.’

se JEf ana ‘to;’ ina ‘in.’

gun JEf nasitsaeni ‘to raise,

of the eyes.’

dur JEJ asdbu ‘ to sit, to

dwell.’

gi JEf rubu ‘prince.’

A Variously-sounded Character, having Unconnected Meanings.

y ih
t m

-y --yy

i &yw= ^y yy -y<y

kus fc=Ytt= nahu ‘to rest.’

sur ezzu ‘ strong.’

In the first of the examples here given all the meanings

agree more or less. From the chief meaning ‘to set’ or

‘place,’ comes the idea of ‘clothing,’ that is, that which is

put on, and from this also comes the word for cloth. A
‘command,’ also, is a thing which may he imposed on a

person, and the meanings ‘to’ and ‘in’ also come from the

idea of setting or placing. The expression ‘ to raise, of the

eyes,’ would, perhaps, be better rendered by ‘ to direct, of the

eyes,’ and would correspond to the English expression ‘ to

set eyes upon.’ The meaning of ‘prince’ probably comes,

in Akkadian, from the idea of a person set up over the

people, the word gi being probably from gin ‘to set,’ ‘to be

or make firm.’ The meaning of ‘ to sit ’ or ‘ dwell ’ {dur
)

1

may also be connected.

Now in the majority of the cases here explained, the

character
f
here given in its late Assyrian form, appears

in early Babylonian texts as |E=J and ,
the former when

used for the word ‘ to,’ the latter in the signification of

1 Or tur.
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‘prince/ whilst yet a third form, l*-^, expresses the mean-

ing of ‘ to sit.’ Are we to regard these as being all variant

forms of the same character, or as different characters after-

wards assimilated, in consequence of their likeness to each

other? The former may, indeed, be the case, but I am in-

clined to regard tbe latter as the more likely, partly from the

natural tendency of such forms to become confused, and

partly from the fact, that meaning ‘to/ coincides in

form with the character which, in later Assyrian, is written as

just as, in the latest Babylonian,
1
has to do duty

for the characters written
*
T
y SfpJj and in the

earlier style, and £:yyy, and £^111 in Assyrian. Thus

are we to explain what may be called the “ unconnected

polyphony ” of the greater part of the wedge-formed characters

of the Assyrians and Babylonians.

As has been already remarked, Akkadian and Sumerian

were greatly affected by phonetic decay, the result being

that an enormous number of homophones were developed out

of roots originally quite distinct. As, however, in those

grammatical forms where a vowel-ending is required, the

lost consonant is restored, it was probably so in all cases,

even where that consonant is not written. 1 As an example

of that extensive polyphony, I give a list of words indicated,

by the Assyrians and Babylonians, as having the same pro-

nunciation :

List of Homophones of the Syllable Ge
,
with the Original Form

of the Word where Known.

ge i^^y
ge -yy^
* *=TTT

ge {

essu ‘ new.’

kanu ‘reed’ (full form gen, for gan).

kitu sa kani ‘root(?) of a reed’ (full form get),

mihiltu ‘ battle.’

1 An exception must be made, however, for the roots ending with the letter l,

which seems to have been always either left out, or softened, as in French.
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ye maga.ru ‘to obey’ (full form gen),

ge (XX- musu ‘night’ (full form gig),

ye mursu ‘sick’ (full form gig).

kuna ‘ like ’ (full form gone or kerne).

in <Igf ge-nun, kinunu ‘ fire.’

in
yy V1

za-ge, ellu ‘bright’ (full form gin),

siklu ‘a shekel’ (full form gin),

isten ‘one’ (full form gis 1
).

Of course, in most cases, the position of the word in the

sentence gave the sense plainly enough, and also in the com-

pound words there could be no mistake as to the meaning.

The words, also, having g or n as end-sound of the full form,

probably retained an echo of these consonants, g being pro-

nounced as in the German ending -ig, and n as a nasal.

Now we have seen, from the examples quoted above, that

the method of writing used by the early inhabitants of

Mesopotamia was by means of characters formed of wedges

in various positions
;
that many of these characters got con-

fused by carelessness of writing, thus, to a great extent,

creating the polyphony which exists to so great a degree.

We have seen, also, that at the time when the Babylonians

wrote down the Akkadian or Sumerian pronunciation of the

characters, the words had become worn down to such an

extent, as to make a very large number of homophones,

but that it is possible that these homophones were only

alike in sound to a certain extent. As we now know, there-

fore, with what kind of language we have to deal, and by

what means the words were expressed, with this introduction

(which, though short, has, I trust, been enough to explain

the nature of the case), we may go more deeply into the

language itself.

As shown by the two lists of words given above, Akkadian

1 See my paper upon the Akkadian numerals, Proceedings of the Society of

Biblical Archaeology, vol. iy. p. 111-116.

<S1T

*<M
ye

ye miy
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is essentially monosyllabic, the words having been brought

to this state by phonetic decay, exactly as in English. The

concrete noun is the simple root. As soon, however, as a

suffix, either to express the plural, or a case, is added, the

root takes the vowel a dingir * god,’ £yyT

dingi-ra-ni ‘his god’), and any lost consonant is, as a rule,

restored a
>

‘father,’
It ^TT~ a-da-a-ni, ‘his

father’).

Even the form with the lengthening a, however, seems to

be shortened from an original root-ending ag, which is still

attached to a few words. This fact, indeed, is almost certain.

The word u-zng ‘ fever,’ was borrowed by the

Assyrians, and they, as was their wont, added the Assyrian

case-endings, and in doing so, changed the end-sounded g

into k, making the word
Ti m asak/cu, and the

Akkadian
|y

0,-sir-ra even, becomes in As-

syrian
T? it- a-sur-rak-ku, and in this latter word,

not only is lost g restored as k, but it is even, as in the case

of asakku, doubled. It is almost certain, from these examples,

that the Assyrian words were borrowed at an exceedingly

early period, before the Akkadian language had quite gained

the form in which we now find it.

Akkadian (for by this term it will be well, perhaps, to dis-

tinguish the standard tongue) and its dialect were languages

poor in words, but being essentially monosyllabic, it made up

for this defect by compounding largely, and very many of its

expressions are most interesting, as the following examples

will show.

Verbal Compounds.

tiy igi-sum ‘to see,’ ‘to regard,’ literally ‘to give

eye,’ from igi ‘eye,’ and ^£:y 'sum ‘to give.’

gu-de ‘to prophesy,’ literally ‘to pour forth

words,’ from 0H ‘word,’ and ^ y
de ‘to pour forth.’

tz]
][
V~ gis-tug ‘ to hear,’ literally ‘ to make ear,’ from Sif

gis ‘ ear,’ or ‘ attention,’ and
JJ

1*- tug ‘ to have ’ or ‘ make.’
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Jl V -M su-gar-gi ‘to revenge,’ literally ‘to bring

back a benefit-making,’ from su ‘ hand ’ or ‘ benefit,’

gat' ‘ to make,’ and gi ‘ to return.’

** -n<T gab-ri ‘ to oppose,’ literally ‘ to set the breast,’

from tV' gab ‘breast,’ and >~yy<y n ‘to set.’

In all verbal compounds, of which there was a large

number, the two parts were separated by the various prefixes.

Thus ‘he opposed’ is ff^
*^yT<y

GAB-*“®>-

ri
;

‘he regarded ’ is <T- ET £iy igi-imman-

sum, and so on for all the rest.

Noun-Compounds.

These are formed in almost the same way as the verbal

compounds :

—

(for ^y- transposed from lu-

gal ‘ king,’ literally ‘ great man,’ from lu ‘ man,’ and

gal ‘ great.’

<IeIIeI ki-tur ‘ seat,’ literally ‘ place of sitting,’ from

^^y ki ‘ place,’ and T^y tur ‘ to sit.’

^y <y- gubba-igi ‘attendant,’ literally ‘he

who stands before,’ from £^5y gub ‘ to stand,’ and ^y>- igi

‘ eye,’ ‘ face.’

^ ^YYYY~y gis-uru ‘ beam,’ literally ‘ supporting (?)

wood,’ from gis ‘ wood,’ and
r ^ iryvll T uru.

>-< aralli ‘ Hades.’ This example is not quite

the same as those given above, as the word aralli is not,

strictly speaking, the pronunciation of the group. -HIT
is pronounced e, and means ‘ house,’ kur means ‘ land,’ and

>-< bat means ‘ to die.’ The meaning of the characters is

therefore ‘ house of the land of the dead.’ Aralli seems to be

for uru-galli ‘ the great city,’—a very significant name for

Hades.

Examples of other compounds met with may also be

noticed, and these last, though rather rare, are not by any

means among the least interesting, as they show the extreme
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flexibility of the two tongues which we are now considering.

This class of compounds expresses the subject, predicate, and

object, in a very curious way :

—

<+ +T ~
Bur - mi (D.S.) hi - na - nam 1

*y -t<y~^m<T^
Bur - babbar (D.S.) bi - na - nam 2

meaning respectively ‘ his raven is black,’ and ‘ his raven is

white.’ The literal meaning is ‘ raven black (bird) his it is,’

and ‘ raven white (bird) his it is,’ instead of
>~Y<Y

^ »Y<T* (^y *^^y *~Y<Y^) bura-bi (D.S.) mi-

na-nam (babbara-na-nam) ‘raven his black it is (white it is).’

Numerals.

The Numerals are formed from different roots as far as

five, and after that the first series is repeated and added to

the word for 5. They are as follows

:

1 as
(
asa), ge (for ges ), and des.

2 min.

3 esse.

4 simu.

5 id.

6 as
(
ossa

) 5+ 1 d-asa for id-asa.

7 imina 5+ 2 i-mina for id-mina.

8 ussa 5+ 3 'i-esse for ia-esse.

9 isirnu 5 + 4 i-simu for id-simu.

The tens now begin a different series, and their derivation

is not easy to determine :

10

gu, ga, u, d.

20 ban, nin, nis, susana (-§-).

30 ba, usu, es (for u-esse and d-esse respectively, for gu-esse

or ga-esse 10 x 3).

40 nimin (20 x 2), sanabi.

50 ninnu, kingusilla.

60 sus (dialectic mus).
//

1 Assyr. : Erib-su salmumma ‘ his raven (is) black also.’
A ....

2 Assyr.
;
Erib-su pisumma ‘his raven (is) white also.’
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The Method of Expressing the Cases, etc., in

Akkadian and its Dialect.

Akkadian was a tongue of singular mobility. A phrase

could be expressed in the shortest, tersest way, leaving out

not only the verb * to be/ the postfixes marking case, but

even also the plural suffix, as in the phrase

:

du - abzu imi - na - ne - ne

the abyss are seven/ where the sign of the plural is left out

after J: ,
the particle ‘of’ after >->£^yy >-*-{’ and the

verb ‘to be ’ is understood
;
or it could be provided with

whole rows of prefixes and suffixes, as in the following :

ess xw ieij ecti -ati Am
LU - GISGAL - lu DU - DINGIR - VCb - na SU - Ml - ta

-A sp ^!e AHT *T ~T 4- Ed! ^ ATU
gi - ni - ip - ta - e bar - ra - ni - ta

4W »!l *TKJf^1
gi - ri - ip - e - ne

‘ may it depart from the body of the man, the son of his

god
;
may it go forth from his body/

In the above phrase almost all the needful pronouns,

suffixes, lengthenings, etc., are inserted. The first word,

which is rendered in the Assyrian translation by the word

amelu ‘man/ means here more citizen, lu-gisgal seeming to

mean ‘ man of an enclosure/ ‘ townsman/ lu is the lengthen-

ing. Du ‘ son ’ here in the genitive of position, as in du-abzu

above ‘ son of the abyss/ Dingira-na ‘ of his god/ In this

group the an ‘ heaven ’ or dingir ‘ god/ is followed by

the phonetic complement ra carrying the vowel-lengthening

a, indicating that the pronunciation of »-»y- is here dingir.

-na is the possessive pronoun of the 3rd pers. sing. Su-

ni-ta ‘from his body’

—

lit. ‘body his from/ su being the word

for ‘ body/ -ni the 3rd pers. sing. poss. pronoun, another form

the sons of
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of -na, and ta the postposition ‘ from.’ ginipta-e ‘ may it

depart from it’ is a verbal group, composed of gi, the pre-

cative prefix, ni, the verbal prefix of the 3rd pers. sing.
;

ip ‘it,’ a pronoun in the accusative; ta ‘from,’ the post-

position, and e, the verb ‘to go forth.’ Baranita ‘from his

body ’ the word for ‘ body ’ or ‘ side ’ with lengthening, bara,

the possessive pronoun -ni, and the postposition ta ‘ from.’

girip-e-ne ‘ may it go forth,’ is a verbal group like the

former, consisting of the precative prefix gi-, the particle

-ri-, the exact meaning of which I do not know, the accusa-

tive pronoun -ip- or -ib-, the verb e ‘ to go forth,’ and the

ending -ne.

The two examples printed above I have given in order to

show the two extremes to which the Akkadian language

could go in the matter of poverty or richness of those gram-

matical forms which we of the west consider so needful for

clear expression, and also as specimens of the language.

Almost every mean between these two extremes of re-

dundancy and barrenness is to be met with, especially in

the verb. I shall now try to give an explanation of several

of these forms, together with an analysis of the same,

but first I must say, that as the subject is, as before

remarked, one of extreme difficulty, and one of which an

explanation, from a scientifically analytical standpoint, is

now for the first time made, although I believe that I have

found out the true explanation in many points, yet there

must needs be a few, which future researches will show to

be wrong, but for any shortcomings in this respect I beg for

that indulgence which I would readily accord to another.

The Verbal Root, with and without the Lengthening.

The infinitive of the verb is the simple root, such as is

found in the bilingual-lists, as >—< BAD=petu ‘to open,’

urv= nasaru ‘to protect,’ *-y<y^ sni—va/tdlu ‘to

cry out.’

The simple verb-root, however, could be used by itself,

without the lengthening, in the singular, to express various

forms of the finite verb.
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Examples :

1. Translated in Assyrian bv the Aorist

:

CD nigin—usilihira ‘he enclosed.’

SrJJ e
x —irbi ‘ it grows.’

2. Translated in Assyrian by the Present or Future :

^ tum—itabbal or ubbal ‘ he lays or shall lay.’

3. Translated in Assyrian by the Participle

:

ba= munassir ‘spreading abroad, distributing.’

4. Translated in Assyrian by the Imperative :

tag— Input ‘ thrust !

’

In all these cases, however, it may be that we ought to

add the vowel
(
nigina

, ea, tumu, bae, taga), in which case they

are to be regarded as defectively written, and come into the

next rule, which is, that the simple verb-root could be used

by itself, with only the lengthening, or the suffix marking

the plural, to express the various forms of the verb.

Examples :

1. Translated in Assyrian by the Aorist:

—

-fc=y* srfif bal-bal-e
(
balbale

)
= ikka ‘ they have

sacrificed.’ 2

tyyy* yy
y«->+- dig-ga-a-mes (digtimes) — irbu ‘ they

grew.’

2. Translated in Assyrian by the Present or Future :

—

tIH T? mu-a (or mua or maa)=ibbani ‘ it is produced.’

EOTT4 V T— gi-a-mes (giames or gingiames) =
isappar (for isapparu) ‘they send.’

3. Translated in Assyrian by the Participle or Per-

mansive :

—

X~ fcflf lal-e (lale)=tarsu ‘it is fixed.’

E?TT Pad-da (pada)=zakru ‘it is recorded.’

^fSy ^y yy
y«-«- dul-la-a-mes

(
dullames

)
= katmu sunu

‘ they are covered.’

1 Evidently for e (for ege, Dialectic erne).

2 In Akk. literally ‘ it has sacrificed,’ namely ‘ my hand.’ The Akkadians here

used the singular, the Assyrians the plural.
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ca nigin-na-mes (imginames
)
= saidu sunu

‘ they are caught, enclosed, hunted.’

4. Translated in Assyrian by the Imperative or Pre-

cative :

—

JE| jr|TT< su-lug-gi (sutugi)=misi ‘wash !

’

JE| {ryyy< yy< su-lug-ga (suluga)=limsu ‘may they wash.’

With the negative the simple root, with lengthening,

seems to give the idea of will or needfulness :

—

^Tr nu-bal-e— ld eteki, Id nabalkuti, or la

muspilu ‘ it shall not be crossed,’ ‘ it shall not be

trespassed upon,’ ‘it shall not he defiled.’

The Verbal Prefixed- and Suffixed-Particles.

As a rule, however, Akkadian and its dialect add a large

number of prefixes (sometimes, however, used as suffixes),

to express the various persons and moods, often including,

also, the relation of case.

The following is a list of the verbal prefixes, gathered

wholly from the connected texts :

Prefixes.

ab- (ap-) 1

an- 2 ga-

al- ga-

im- a-

um- gu-

i- gi-

ii- su-

ba- sa-

mu- si-

na- gil-

ni-, ne-

nam-

na-
j

nu_ ) negative 3

la- \

ra- '

precative

1 Also eb- or ep, ib or ip, ub or up. 2 Also en-, in-, and un-.
3 The lists give also lu and li.
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-ab-

Infixes.

-tan-

-an- -dan-

-e- -gan-

-ba- -ra-

-da- -si-

-di- -mi-

-ta- -me-

-ab

Suffixes.

-mes

-ib -ne

-am -ene

-amu -enna

-ba -da

-banib -Ta

-nes

Many of the above pronouns, as -well as the verbal and

nominal suffixes, and the separable pronouns, seem to be

formed from the verb men ‘
to be.’

Akkadian possessed two of these verbs, the one (that

mentioned above) used exclusively as an auxiliary, the other

used almost exclusively as an independent verb. This latter

was the verb gal (in the dialect mal).

Both these verbs had given to the language a noun—from

men ‘ to be ’ comes the word umun (with prefixed u) meaning

‘lord,’ shortened sometimes to un
(
umun—uwun

,
u’un, un).

From the root gal comes the Akkadian rarely-used ^/‘man,’

which passed over into Assyrian under the form of kalu (also

exceedingly rare). The dialectic form of this word gal is mulu,

of rather frequent occurrence.

It is from these roots that most of the verbal prefixes and

particles are formed. From men we get the imperative prefix

umu-, and the many forms of the other pronouns (un-, in-,

an-, inni-, ni-, etc.). From gal comes evidently the prefix al

(by loss of the initial g), which, prefixed to the verbs, makes

those forms translated by the Assyrian participle or perman-

sive tense
;
and from this gal comes also, perhaps, the ga (ga,
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gi, gu, or a) expressing the precative (may he do ... ), and

that particle -ga- which, inserted between the two pronouns,

subject and object, of a verb, seems to express a kind of

passive.

Many of these inserted particles, namely da, di, ta, ra, and

si, seem to he merely forms of the nominal postfixes da ‘with,’

ta
4
in,’ ‘ from,’ ra 4

in,’
4
to,’ and su or se

4
to,’ and it is

probable that many more of this kind exist.

These particles are of course compounded, and form the

numerous and puzzling strings of prefixes of which an

example has already been given.

The most commonly used is in- an- or un-, which is

generally added to the word to express the third person

singular. Examples are :

—

in-vagyal-p— ittanablakat ‘ he revolts.’

in-GiGi-ene—isabbitu, 4 they

herd together.’

>->f- I*"
an-LAL-e 4 he weighs.’

>f- an-AGA-e=imandad ‘he measures.’

>-T~y «< an-8A-es=epsa 4 they made.’

<y-^UI m-PA(n
)
1 4 he has invoked.’

JgJ >~>t:y in-mv-ba' * he took.’

-y<y<^<^4 in-s1 1 4 he proclaimed.’

ni- is probably another form of this same pronoun :

—

-y<yA ni-GAG— ibassi
4 he is.’

£<:^y Jffy tyy ni-AG-ga-e=imaddad 4 he measures.’

>Tf EffT -It t— ni-ag-ga-c-mes—imaddadu 4 they

measure.’

gyy- y*~ tyy y«-w- ni-GA'L-e-mes— isakkalu ‘they weigh.’

ni-GA~L-la=saknu 4 he made.’

»yy- >-£=y£ gyy ni-ra l-p— ibbalakkitu 4 he revolted.’

iyf g<(F5^y ni-AG-ga

zw t-Vi ni-AGA-e ^
= imdud 4 he measured.’

1 From the case-tablets— originals written while the tongue was still living

.

von. xvi.

—

[new series.] 21
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To in-, expressing the object, might be added the particle

ga (part, evidently, of the verb ‘to be’), seeming to give the

verb to which it is added a passive meaning, in is, as before,

changed into an :

gJjJpflL efflf* ->f- ^Y ingan-z\i=iltamad ‘he learnt’
(
= ‘ he

was made to know ’).

Still more common is the compound inda-
(
unda -, anda-).

The particle da seems to give the idea of association, and is

perhaps the same as the postfix -da ‘ with.’ The following are

examples

:

^Yrr E?YT -YY4 unda-G\—utar ‘he returns.’

^YY -Y<Y* inda-GAJL=ibassi ‘ he is.’

^?YY *-Yf
<Y Yr GAB-inda-B.i-a=imhuru ‘he opposed.’

Yrr FYY -YY<Y It unda-Ri-a= irmu-su ‘he set him.’

The group of prefixes innan is very common, and expresses,

according to the lists, the subject of the verb with the accu-

sative. This was formerly explained as the prefix in with

the infix nan, but this explanation is wrong. The accusative

is expressed by inna (a lengthened form of in) with an (for

in), so that innan-lal, for instance, means ‘it he weighed.’

The following are examples

:

^Y I"
1 innan-BKG—iskulsu ‘he weighed it.’

v^Y *-»f- T" W innan-LAB-cs= iskulusu ‘they weighed

it.’

^Y ’~>
Y
L T ^Yr innan-L\L-e= isakkalsu ‘he weighs it.’

fcESffF *~^Y hf- r ^ east innan-'LAi.-ene = isakkalusu

‘ they weigh it.’

^Y Y" Y
^”- 1 innan-~LAB-mes ‘ they weighed it.’

The case-tablets give us also forms in which the subject is

not expressed

:

^Y Y”~
fwwa-LAL ‘ (he) weighed it.’

^Y r inna-BAB-tnes ‘ (they) weighed it.’

1 From the case-tablets—originals written while the language was still living.
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The prefix in, changed to en, enters largely into the forma-

tion of what is known as the Precative Mood.

The ordinary prefix expressing the Precative is gi or ge, or

with vowel-harmony ga or gu. The stronger form ga- is also

found, as well as the still more weakened a-.

The prefix gi is expressed by the character meaning

‘ to be.’ It is found with this meaning in the phrase

-EE -EE tEEE! * gan-gan-dam, in Assyrian sibta

isakkan ‘ he made a profit ’ or ‘ revenue,’ literally ‘ he caused

a profit to be,’ the reduplication here seeming to indicate the

causative sense. The word gan is the fuller form of the verb

‘ to be.’

is also used, with the lengthening a, to express the

particles ‘ either . . . or,’ in Assyrian lu,

1
:

UI^M <HH 1! II r <HH I!

TT^M <HfcJ II.
etc.

utug gal gi-a, a-ld gal gi-a
,

gidirn gal gi-a, etc.

‘an utug 2 evil be it, an aid 2 evil be it, a gidirn 2 evil be it,’ etc.

in better English ‘ whether it be an evil utug, or an evil aid,

or an evil gidirn ,’ etc. (in Assyrian : Id utukku limnu, Id aid

limnu, Id edimmu limnu, etc.)

As a verbal prefix is generally followed by the syllable

en, which is either the same as the prefix an-, in-, or an-,

or else a kind of phonetic complement, restoring the lost

ending of the verb gan ‘ to be.’ The former explanation is,

however, the more probable. The following examples will

illustrate this form

:

‘"—I gi-en-GVB-ba— ldk&n ‘may it be placed.’

gi-en-G\-G\—litir ‘ may he turn.’

gi-en-GAB-a= lippatir ‘may it be loosened.’

1 This word in Assyrio- Babylonian seems to be weakened from a root meaning
‘ to be able,’ and is prefixed to verbal forms, as lu or li.

2 Names of demons.
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f J^<y gi-en-GVB-bu-us= lukdn 1 ‘may they

be placed.’

tjE ^TT 9i-en-da-an-GAB= lunasi ‘ may be

raise witb.’ 2

EEE -n <T- HT4 MT4 gi-en-si-in-Gi-Gi=lituru

‘ may be turn.’ 3

»-»f- J^y -^y ga-ba-an-GVB-ba= lukan ‘maybe fix it.’

YT< ^
-y^ >-yy^ ^yy^ ga-ba-an-zi-zi=Ussuh (?) ‘may be

remove it.’

Hf<f^ yy< ^y ti^yy ^TTT £^y nam

-

ga-ba-ra-TAB-ru-da or

-y<y^ yy< --y ^Tl «f *in s=^y ^-ga-ia-da-

an-TAB.-ru-de=liruru-su ‘may he curse him.’ 4

yy< -^y t^yy *->f- Jffiy S^fy ga-ba-ra-an-ga-ga= liskun or

lupakid ‘ may he make,’ or ‘ may he appoint to him.’

-y<y ^ mi m t£r gu-mu-ra-ab-svM-mii

5

=liddin-ka

‘ may be give to thee.’

-y<y^ f^yy EEf ^ gu-mu-ra-ab-B\—likbi-k,a ‘may be speak

to thee.’

The prefixes in and inna are the most common forms of the

third person. The most common form of the second person

is e, to find which we must first go to the imperative.

The imperative proper is expressed by the syllable

ab, placed usually at the end. The meaning of this particle

is probably ‘ thou,’ and seems to be another form of the

syllable TEr ib, explained in the wrongly-named “five-

column syllabary,” by atta ‘ thou.’ It may not be amiss

to reproduce here the passages containing this explanation :

1 The plural is not expressed—perhaps more correctly—in the Assyrian trans-

lation.
2 The full phrase is su-na gendangal ‘ may he raise it with his hand.’
3 The verbal form here implies motion towards a given point.
4 Literally, ‘ fate may him-to decide,’ and ‘fate may him-with he decide,’ that

is, ‘ may he decide the fate against him,’ from HM* ~ nam-tar ‘ to decide

fate.’
6 For gu-mu-v.-ra-ab-sum-mu ‘may (he) thee-to it give.’
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Paragraph 6.

II1MT<T<<< ! B D 4
lu - ri - es - ka ra ana- ku

‘ I (at the beginning).’

-s!=TT T? I

h ra - a-su

‘ to be chief (?).’

SET tETTT Of <TI

ib dt " t(l

‘ thou (at the end)/

Paragraph 8.

ib ar lu - ’ - ud- ka ib

ar

SET tETTT O Hf-
at - ta

‘ Thou (at the beginning).’

T?

na - a- du

‘ to be glorious.’

From these we learn that the Assyrian lures-ka ‘let me

make thee chief,’ is, in Akkadian, or its dialect
|
>-££=11

ra-ui-ib ‘ I exalt thee,’ and that the Akkadian (or

dialectic) ib-ar, is, in Assyrian, lu’ud-ka ‘ may I glorify

thee,’ and that the non-Semitic equivalent is

composed of ib ‘ thou ’ (more properly ‘ thee ’) and ar ‘ to

glorify’—literally ‘thee glorifying.’ The characters

and D <11
mean ‘

spectively, and refer to the position of the pronouns ra and

ib— ‘ above ’ being the beginning of the word, and ‘ below ’

the end. We see from this that the particle ib denotes the

2nd person, and ab is probably another form of this pronoun,

used to express the imperative.

placed above ’ and ‘ placed below ’ re-
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Examples of the Imperative in -ab.

•^yy <y^ £gy si-sx-ab—susir ‘ cause to direct !

’

>f- ^J:yy tty RKR-ra-ab=purus ‘ decide !

’

^Trr GAR-mu-un-ra-ab=sukun ‘place thou

(there) !

’

Ab is sometimes prefixed, as in

t^y ysy <y-i£iy ysy <y-y^Ty «&-tus-s«-tl' §-««

=

mih, nu/i ‘rest,

rest !
’ where the single prefix ab refers to the re-

duplicate verb, and is translated in Assyrian by the

imperative twice repeated.

In some cases the b seems to have fallen away, leaving

only the vowel a, as in the following examples

:

tty ^y GV-na—alik ‘go !’ (for r>u-na-ab).

^y tyyy* lag-lag -ga— ubbib ‘be pure!’ (for lag-lag

ga-ab).

Another, and rarer form of the imperative has ba-,

evidently another form of -ab, prefixed, as in the word

-*=! ba-nv=nil ‘ lie thou down !’

The most usual form, translated by the imperative in the

texts, prefixes the syllables u-me-ni-, u-mu-e-ni-, or u-mu-un-.

The following are examples of these very interesting forms :

<i^IeU y~ -me-ni-RVR=pusur-ma ‘loose also!’

<T-I^T T- >Lf u-me-ni-GKR —putur-ma ‘free also!
’

Ml <T-IeU 1- Of «T< su-u-me-ni-ri—liki-ma ‘ take also !

’

< t- m u-me-ni-&AR=ruktcs-ma ‘ bind also !

’

<y-lEU ^ -Tr Jau <T~- HfT4 u-mu-e-ni-si-in-Gi=

tir-ma ‘ turn also !

’

<t-ied >* cn sff an u-mu-e-ni-sit ‘ repeat also !

’

cheij ^ u-mu-un-T>VR=tubuk-ma ‘pour out

also!
’

Now as, from a fragment of a bilingual text in triple lines,

the pronunciation of mu-un-na-sub 1

1 Or ru-
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is given as [^TTY ?] mu-e-na-\sub 1

], it is

most likely also the case in the example imundub quoted above,

and we ought probably to read umuendub. I'his inserted

e has the meaning of ‘ thou ’ or ‘ thee,’ as the following

examples will prove :

—

fCYTY ~TTT -Tr -YI* nm-ta-e-zi=tassuha 2 ‘ thou removest

it from him.’

Jj| -||<y >-<y< su-ba-e-ri-n= liM-ma 3
‘ place it there.’

tyyy^ tyy in-ga-e-zv— tidl* ‘thou shalt know it.’

From these examples it is clear that the prefixes umeni-

and umun- are for urnueni-. This long imperative seems to

have been the polite one, and the examples given above are

probably to be translated ‘ be thou he loosing,’ ‘ be thou he

freeing,’ ‘ be thou he taking,’ ‘ be thou he binding,’ ‘ be thou

he placing it to it ’
(
tir-rna ‘ turn (it out) also’), ‘ be thou he

repeating,’ and ‘ be thou he pouring .’ 5

In a large number of cases, therefore, where there seems

to be no distinction between the persons in the verbal forms

in Akkadian and its dialect, this arises from no defect in the

language itself, hut from the defective system of writing,

which did not allow the people who used it to distinguish

between the pure vowel and its modification or diphthong.

Another form of the second person of the verbal pronoun

is i, either a modification of e
,
or of which e is a

modification :

t^y i-GVB— tcizzizzu ‘thou establishest.’

J^y ^ i-Gmi-bi=tarrinnu ‘ thou settest.’

^ -y<Y^ ET i-'&KVi-ma—dtta-ma ‘thou art.’

In like manner also the first person of the verbal pronoun

is often expressed by a :

yy f^yy >-*f- ^TTT a-ra-an-svB=addi-ka ‘ I place thee.’

yy £i:yy scyyyy a-ra-an-j>vn=aspuk ‘I pour out.’

1 Or KU. 3 W.A.I. iv. 22, 10-11.
2 W.A.I. iv. 27, 24-56. * W.A.I. iv. 22, 7.

5 The Babylonian scribes evidently regarded tbe prefixed /y^Tciy or ^
(u) of this imperative form as tbe conjunction ‘and.’
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Literally, in Akkadian, * I there it place ’ (as the line is

broken, the pronoun ‘thee’ was probably otherwise expressed

in the lost part), and ‘I there it pour,’ the particle -ra- being

probably equal to the French ‘y.’ From the extract from

the so-called five-column syllabary, given above (p. 321) ara-

could be explained as a shorter form of ra—anaku ‘I,’ but

the above explanation is preferable.

In these observations and notes upon the languages of the

early inhabitants of Mesopotamia I have only been able to

give the broad outlines of that part of the accidence which

is not generally treated of. It was, at first, my intention to

make these observations much more complete, but want of

time and not over-good health have prevented this. Enough,

however, has I trust been given, to enable the student of

philology to see what these tongues really were like, and to

prove that they were certainly not cryptographies, as some

scholars maintain. Many of the explanations which I have

given will probably have to be abandoned when we know

more about these interesting tongues, but the study is not by

any means an easy one, and I therefore beg the reader’s

indulgence. At some future time, after a thorough exami-

nation of all the material we have, I hope to return to the

subject, and to give as full a grammar of these languages

as is possible, with a critical analysis of all the grammatical

forms.
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Art. XYI .—On the Origin of the Indian Alphabet. By R.

N. Oust, Esq., Honorary Secretary R.A.S.

This subject was first mooted by Sir William Jones in

the Asiatic Researches. Some of the most distinguished

Scholars have at different times expressed opinions, totally

irreconcileable with each other. New direct or indirect

fragments of evidence have been contributed, sometimes

narrowing, sometimes widening, the arena of the con-

troversy. Last year Mr. Isaac Taylor summarised the

facts of the case in his Book on “ The Alphabet.” I myself

contributed a paper on the subject to the Indian Section of

the Sixth Oriental Congress at Leyden, in September 1883,

which led to a lively discussion, occupying the best part of

two days of the Session. In January of this year I again

brought the subject before this Society, and I now place the

whole case before the Members of the Society in the pages

of our Journal.

Let us first deal with facts, and then pass on to theories.

The Indian Alphabet is a marvellous and magnificent

phenomenon quite unrivalled in the world. History is

absolutely silent as to its origin, and development. Legendary

accounts are also wanting. The earliest specimens of it

have a well-ascertained date, and Inscriptions are found

in excellent preservation in many parts of India, from

the extreme Northern frontier of Peshawar to the Island

of Ceylon. I have seen some of these and passed my
hands over them, and, being actually in situ, not shut up

within the modern walls of a foreign Museum, they make
a deeper impression upon the mind even than the venerable

stone of Thera at Athens, or the Assyrian and Egyptian

Inscriptions, all of which can boast of a much greater

vol. xvi .—[new series.] 22
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antiquity. But this Alphabet represents a sj’mmetrical

combination of symbols, designed by skilled Grammarians to

indicate various shades of sounds, and is grouped in scientific

order. The band of a Brahmanical Scholar, dealing with

a highly-polished Language, is detected here. No such

refinement was necessary for the Yernaculars. This Alphabet

became the Mother of a magnificent family spread over the

whole of India, Nearer, and Further, Ceylon, the Indian

Archipelago, and the Central Asiatic Plateau as far as

Mongolia. In these two particulars the Indian Alphabet

has no parallel, but enquiry is for the present restricted to

the question, How did the Indians in the Centuries preceding

the Christian era get this Alphabet and at what approximate

period ?

But other facts require to be noticed. I quote Prof. Max
Muller’s Histoi’y of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, p. 497.

There is not one single allusion in the thousand Yedic

Hymns to anything connected with writing. Such indeed

is also the case, with the exception of one doubtful passage,

with the Homeric Poems. To this silence the Hebrew

Scriptures present a great contrast, as in the Book of Exodus

the art of writing is unmistakeahly alluded to, and the same

three consonants used which represent to this day the idea

to countless Millions in Asia. Throughout the whole

Brahmana period, there is no mention of writing materials,

whether paper, bark, or skins. In the Siitra period, although

the art of writing began to be known, the whole literature of

India was preserved by oral tradition onty : more than this,

Kumarila’s remark, that the knowledge of the Yeda is worth-

less, if it has been learnt from writing, amounts to con-

demning its use after it is known to exist. However, the

use of the word “Patila,” or “Chapter,” for the Sutra,

a word never used in the Brahmana, lets in a side light

:

its meaning is a “covering,” “the surrounding skin or

membrane ”
: hence it is used for a tree, and is an analogue

of “ liber ” and “ biblos,” and means “ book,” presupposing

the existence of the art of writing. Again, in 1878, in

Macmillan’s Magazine, Max Muller states, that there is no
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really written alphabetic literature much earlier than the

Fifth Century before the Christian era : all poetry and

legends must have been handed down orally previously.

An Alphabet may have been used for Monumental purposes,

but there is a great difference betwixt this and the use of it

for art, pleasure and literature.

Prof. Roth of Tubingen at the Leyden Congress stated his

firm conviction, the result of prolonged Yedic studies, that it

was impossible to sustain the theory that the vast collections

of Yedic Hymns could have depended for existence on oral

transmission : he considered it a sine qua non, that writing

was known, and that, in fact, a Pratisakya, or Yedic

Grammar, could not have been composed by any one who had

not written texts before him. He gave, however, no hint as

to the date of the first writing.

Another kind of evidence is derived from the writings of

independent Authors. The historians of the Greeks, who

came into contact with the people of India after the in-

vasion of Alexander the Great 327 b.c., have left conflicting

testimony : Strabo quotes Megasthenes, who states, that the

laws were unwritten, that the Indians were ignorant of writing,

and in all the business of life trusted to memory, not even

requiring seals for their pledges or deposits. He also quotes

Nearchus to prove that the Indians wrote letters on cotton

that had been well beaten together, and that they had

milestones with Inscriptions upon them indicating resting

places and distances. Quintus Curtius mentions that they

wrote on the soft rind of trees, a custom which is confirmed

by an allusion in the play of Sakuntala. In the Lalita

Yistara it is recorded that the young Sakya was taught to

write. The value of this quotation of course depends on the

date assigned to that work. The case seems to he that the art

of writing was known for public and private convenience, but

that the learned classes abstained from using it for literary

purposes.

We have a significant fact also from a Hebrew writer:

Xerxes, King of Persia (the same who was defeated at

Salamis, b.c. 480), who was well acquainted with the
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Greek character used by his Ionian subjects, and the Per-

sian Cuneiform alphabetic character, used by himself, and

his Father Darius, ordered his scribes to write to the

authorities of the different Provinces of his Empire from

India to Ethiopia, unto every Province according to the

writing thereof, and unto every people after their own
language. This evidences a plurality of forms of script,

of which practical notice was taken, and India is specially

alluded to. The Hebrew character, which must have been

the old Hebrew character, not the later square character,

is also mentioned. The name of India at that period

is inseparably connected with the River Indus. Was
the character used by Xerxes for the letter to India one

of the Asoka Alphabets ? It is of importance to recollect

that the Greeks at the time of Alexander the Great were

a highly literary nation. Herodotus knew very well how

different Egyptian Hieroglyphics were from the Greek

Alphabet, in which he wrote his own notes
:

yet in the

allusion made by Greek writers to forms of writing in India,

we find no hint that it was different in kind from the Greek.

Clearly, therefore, it was alphabetic, for a system of Ideo-

graphs, or a Syllabary with its wealth of forms, would

have struck with surprise the Greek as much as it would a

modern traveller.

Such are the facts : all that remains consists of theories,

inductions, arguments based on analogies, ingenious combi-

nations based on historical data, and Pakeographical minutiae.

It may be stated that the Archaeological Survey of India

is drawing to a close, and the Archaeological Survey of

Arabia and Mesopotamia has not yet commenced.

Before I commence an analysis of the discordant theories,

I would place on paper certain general arguments, as to the

possibility and probability of the Indian Alphabet having

been derived from the West of Asia, and being the offshoot

of one of the branches, or directly of the parent tree, of the

great Phenician Alphabet.

I. There has existed from time immemorial commercial

intercourse, by land, across Persia and Afghanistan, and, by
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sea, by the Persian Gulf, and Red Sea, betwixt Western

Asia, and India in its fullest extent.

II. In Western Asia there has existed from a very remote

date before the Christian era an Alphabet of a very complete

and highly elaborated character, the oldest specimen of

which is the Moabite Stone, to which a date of 800 B.c. is

attributed.

III. That from this Phenician Alphabet at a remote period

the Greek and Roman Alphabets were derived.

The derivation of the Indian Alphabet from the Phenician

is therefore possible.

Let us consider whether it is probable.

I. The copious Indian literature, so garrulous, so faithfully

reflecting the introspective and egotistic character of the

Indian mind, so ready to supply a mythical origin to every

fact or event, even to the descent of the River Ganges, or to

the origin of the rocky ridges, which connect Ceylon with

India, is absolutely silent as to the origin of the Alphabet,

which is used in conserving that literature. Indian authors

have certainly made use of alphabetic writing for more than

two thousand years, and have treated upon every possible

subject, physical and metaphysical, yet no account has been

handed down by them of the origin of the marvellous vehicle

of thought, which lay under their hands, and which they

have elaborated to a degree unparalleled in any other

country. Had it been invented in India, it would have

been attributed to the God Ganesa, just as the invention

of the Cuneiform character was attributed to the God Nebo.

II. An Alphabet cannot spring into existence in full

development from the brains of any people, nor is it the

result of a compact at any given period. Where such

Alphabets have been constructed in modern times in

England, or North America, in Africa, or China, the pro-

cess has only been that of adapting new symbols to the

old Phenician method. It may safely be laid down that an

alphabetic system is the outcome of a long use of ideographic

and syllabic symbols. A nation capable from its own self-

consciousness of carving upon rocks alphabetic Inscriptions
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would assuredly have left traces of the same tendency on the

same endurable tablets in ideographic and syllabic symbols.

Now in India from the Himalaya to Cape Comorin no trace

of such a non-alphabetic Inscription, found so frequently, and

in such diverse forms in Western Asia, and North Africa,

has been found.

III. The resemblance of the Indian Alphabets to those

that have taken root in Western Asia, Africa, and Europe,

all of which are unquestionably of Phenician origin, is so

striking that it is difficult even to entertain the idea of a

separate origin. No speculator has been hardy enough to

suggest that the Western lands are indebted to India for

their Alphabet as well as for their Numerals. In the

single instance of the Ethiopic Alphabet this idea was

indeed once mooted, but is now definitely abandoned. The

resemblance exists, and must be accounted for
;

for there

is no necessity pre-existent in the human mind of one, and

one only, method of representing sounds by symbols : at any

rate, we have totally distinct and independent ideographic

and syllabic systems in different parts of the world, which

might, uninfluenced by contact with the Phenician method,

have developed into totalty independent alphabetic systems,

but this phenomenon has not been proved.

A consideration of the above points leads to the conviction,

that the separate and independent origin of the Indian

Alphabet is highly improbable, or in other words that a

common origin is exceedingly probable. The importance of

these a priori arguments of possibility and probability lies in

this that it throws upon the opponent of the solution now
suggested the necessity of explaining away the remarkable

facts or reasonable inductions above stated.

Of the Indian Alphabets there are two varieties, known

generally as the North and South Asoka, though many
others named have been supplied or suggested. Now these

two Alphabets, though independent, and dissimilar, have

many resemblances : though morphologically different, yet

they are identical in structure : they adopt a contrary

direction of writing : in usage they slightly overlap each
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other: coins are found bearing Inscriptions of both: the

Edicts of Asoka were contemporaneously published in both

in nearly the same language : the North Asoka died

out in the first Century after the Christian era, and was

absolutely sterile : the South Asoka, as stated above, is

the happy Mother of scores, with all human probability of

an eternal existence : in both the necessities of the language,

to which they were handmaids, compelled the use of the

cerebral letters, a characteristic shared by no other known

Alphabet. The North Asoka is by unanimous consent

affiliated to the Iranian branch of the Phenician Alphabet.

Now this decision as regards the one Alphabet has an

important bearing on the other, for a great many difficulties

common to both, but surmounted in the one case, cannot

be urged against the same solution for the other.

The theories with regard to the origin of the South

Asoka divide themselves into two categories :

I. Those which assert an indigenous origin.

II. Those which assert a foreign importation.

It is worthy of remark that the authorities, who press either

theory, totally disagree with each other : in this controversy

each theorist stands on a separate pinnacle of his own

private judgment, with but a small substratum of proof,

manipulated by his own clever handling, and hanging

together by his own ingenious plastering.

Let us consider the first category : the champions of this

view are Mr. Edward Thomas of H.M. Indian Civil Service,

Babu Rajendra Lala Mitra of Calcutta, the late Professor

Goldstiicker, the late Professor Christian Lassen of Bonn,

General Cunningham, Director-General of the Archaeological

Survey of India, the late Professor John Dowson, and Pandit

Shamaji Krishnavarma of Gujarat.

Thomas is distinguished as a Numismatist and Palaeo-

grapher. He remarks in his Edition of Mr. James Prinsep’s

Essays, vol. ii. p. 48 (1858), that the South Asoka Alphabet

bears every impress of indigenous organisation and local ma-

turation under the special needs of the language, which it was

designed to convey : at p. 144 of the same book he alludes
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to the independently perfected Alphabet of India. He quotes

with apparent approbation a passage from M. St. Hilaire (Journ.

des Savants 1857), that he could better understand the theory

that the Semites received at third or fourth hand an Alphabet

of Indian origin, and adapted it to their requirements by

cutting it in half and mutilating it, than the theory of the

Indians receiving a shapeless and confused Alphabet such as

the Phenician, and elaborating it to the state of perfection in

which we find it.

In the Numismatic Chronicle of 1863, n.s. No. III.

Thomas treats of the Bactrian or North Asoka Alphabet,

but he turns aside for an instant to express very decided

opinions on the subject of the South Asoka. He remarks

that this Alphabet possesses in an eminent degree the merit

of simplicity combined with extended distinctive capabilities,

and remarkable facility of lection : it is formed from a very

limited number of literal elements, and its construction

exhibits not only a definite purpose throughout, but indicates

a high order of intellectual culture on the part of the

designers, who discriminated by appropriate letters grada-

tions of sounds often inappreciable to European ears, and

seldom susceptible of correct utterance by European organs

of speech. It clearly constituted an independently-devised and

locally-matured scheme of writing, adapted with singular

facility for the exhibition of the language of the country, and

as such competent to express all needed in the ancient vernacu-

lars equally as in its but little changed, though more cursive

and elaborately combined, forms, it suffices for the present day

for all the demands of the multifarious dialects. He then

goes on to say that the North Asoka, unlike the South,

has no pretence whatever to an indigenous origin : and was

superseded and extinguished by its more flexible and con-

gruous associate of indigenous growth. It is worthy of

remark that Thomas was aware, when he penned the

above, of the arguments of Max Miiller and Professor Weber

quoted in this paper, yet he is surprised that the Indian

Alphabet could be deemed an emanation from a Phenician

Stock, when we have in full contemporaneous development
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a series of letters adapted to Indian wants, which not only

declare their derivation in their own forms, but show how

inconceivable a series of transmutations must have been

gone through in the other instance to produce so innately

dissimilar a set of characters from one and the same source.

At a meeting of the Royal Asiatic Society in 1866

(Journal of Royal Asiatic Society, n.s. Vol. V. p. 420),

Thomas propounded the theory, I. that the Arians had never

invented an Alphabet, but were always indebted to the

nationality, among whom they settled, for their knowledge

of writing
;

II. that the South Asoka was obviously

originated to meet the requirements of the Dravidian

languages. This expression of opinion was communicated

to the Bengal Asiatic Society, and the subject was discussed

there in 1866 and 1867, vide Journal of Bengal Asiatic

Society, vol. xxxv. p. 138, and vol. xxxvi. p. 33. In 1871,

Thomas, in his paper in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society, n.s. Yol. Y. p. 422, brought up the topic again, and

affirms his theory in a long argumentative note based upon

an examination of the different letters of the Alphabet. In

1874-75, he remarks in a Note to Mr. Burgess’s Report on

the Survey of Western India for 1874-75, p. 46, that his

inference regarding the Turanian, or quasi-Dravidian, origin

of the South Asoka does not imply a copying or imitation

of any given Tamil (query Dravidian) Alphabet, and far less

of the modern form now current : his object in giving the

Romanized letters of that Alphabet was merely to show what

letters were required, and what were not required to express

one group of Dravidian languages. In a private letter to

my address in 1879 he remarks that the more he advances

in knowledge, the more confirmed is he in the universality of

the primitive Scythian element, its predominance in Indian

Alphabets, and its vitality in Indian speech. Again in 1884,

understanding that my attention was turned to the subject,

he assures me that he has not modified his opinion at all

with regard to the origin of the Indian Alphabet.

The theory of Thomas was twice discussed at meetings

of the Bengal Asiatic Society in Calcutta, and on the second
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occasion Rajendra Lala Mitra, a Sanskritist distinguished

as the author of many works on Archaeology, read a note,

which he had prepared in the interval betwixt the first

and second discussions. He directly traverses Thomas’

argument, that no Arian Nation had ever invented an

Alphabet by the remark that the Arian race migrated from

their cradle at different times, and under different intellectual

circumstances. The Indians were the latest, and it is neither

inconsistent nor illogical, to suppose that they were more

advanced than their predecessors in culture, and might

possibly have composed an alphabet. And even supposing,

as is probable, that they came to India before they had

discovered the art of writing, there was nothing to prevent

a highly intellectual race from doing so in their adopted

country. There is not in his ojnnion a scintilla of evidence

to show that the Non-Arians had a written literature at the

time, when the Arians entered the country, or for some

time afterwards. There is neither Inscription, nor Tradition,

to support this theory. The history of the Non-Arians,

apart from the Arians, is a blank, and all that we know of

them from the writings of the Arians is that they were the

reverse of a literary race. He then reviews the arguments

of other authorities, and asserts that the Alphabet called the

South Asoka existed long before the time of that Sovereign.

The different shapes under which the letters of the different

Edicts appear, can only be accounted for according to him

by a long usage, engendering local peculiarities. He then

enters at length into technical arguments.

Goldstiicker in the Preface to his Manava-kalpa-sutra, p. 15

(1861), cannot imagine the possibility of a people so civilized

as they appear to have been at the time of the Mantra, a

period anterior to that of the Sutra and Brahmana, being

unacquainted with the art of writing, though no mention of

this art is made in the hymns to the Gods : according to

Lassen (Alterthumskunde, i. p. 1007), Prof. Goldstiicker went

so far as to maintain that the Rishi themselves committed to

paper their own hymns as they conrposed them at that remote

period.
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Christian Lassen of Bonn in his Indische Alterthumskunde

2nd Edition, i. p. 1006 (1867), stood up for the indigenous

origin of the South Asoka Alphabet, and, with reference to

Weber’s comparison of the Phenician and Indian charac-

ters, he asserts that, when the letters are brought into close

comparison, they are not found to possess the same phonetic

value in both systems, and that the number of those, which

do agree in sound and shape, is so very small that no safe

hypothesis could be built upon them.

Cunningham is distinguished as an Archaeologist, and a

Palaeographer. He has had unrivalled opportunities of local

inquiry, and familiarity with the Indian subject. He has

published several remarkable woi’ks. In his Corpus Inscrip-

tionum Indicarum, p. 54 (1877), he states without reserve his

conclusion that the South Asoka Alphabet is of purely

Indian origin, just as much as the Egyptian Hieroglyphics

were the purely local invention of the people of Egypt. He
works out an ingenious scheme to account for the indigenous

origin of the Asoka Alphabet from ideographs representing

different members of the human frame. The Indians could

not, according to his view, have borrowed the Egyptian ideo-

graphs, as there was no correspondence betwixt the symbols,

nor could they have borrowed even the idea of the Egyptian

system of alphabetic symbols without borrowing the Egyptian

system of Numerals at the same time, which we know that

they did not. He admits that the difficulty in his theory is

the non-existence of any traces of Inscriptions in the early

stages of ideographs, and he accounts for this partially by

the incomplete Survey of India, which may still contain

unrevealed Monuments with specimens of archaic writing.

He alludes to one very uncertain item of evidence in the

Harapa stone, which however as yet proves nothing. It is

fortunate in my opinion that one Author has been hardy

enough to adopt this extreme theory, as it shows that this

point of view has not been overlooked.

Dowson was a Sanskritist and Paleographer : he con-

tributed a paper to the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,

Yol. XIII. p. 102 (1881), but he was too ill to read it : so
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I read it for him, and he died very soon after. He states,

that though he agrees in the conclusions of Thomas and

Cunningham, he is unable to accept their arguments. His

own are derived from a close study of Sanskrit writings :

he considers that the peculiarities of the Sutra are such that

their production and transmission was almost impossible

without the use of letters : that as the Yedic teachers

instructed their pupils in the rules of Sandhi, or Euphonic

changes, it was incredible that the study could have been

conducted with reference to sounds only without names for

the sounds, and symbols to represent them : he admits that

there is no proof of this. He is strongly of opinion that

Panini knew about writing, and that his date is from 600

B.c. to 400 b.c. : this leads him to the conclusion that the art

of writing was practised by the Hindus five or six Centuries

before the Christian era. He remarks that the North Asoka,

though confessedly Semitic, has developed features such as

a compound consonant, and adjoined medial vowels, to suit

the requirements of a Sanskritic language, and there must

have been some older Indian Alphabet, to which it was

assimilated : of this however there is no proof. He does not

think it credible that the Hindus, who were such masters of

language, and who invented Numerals, could not invent their

own Alphabet. He states the theory that neither in the

North nor South Asoka have we the real original Indian

Alphabet, as both are applied to a language passing into the

second stage of decadence : of this again he gives no proof,

except that such an Alphabet in his opinion ought to have

existed. He admits that the cerebral letters are the special

feature of an Indian language, and doubts not that their

existence is owing to the influence of the language of

the Non-Arian tribes, who were found in the country

by the Arian invaders, but he scouts the idea, implied by

Thomas, that the Indian Alphabet was of Dravidian origin.

He admits that the art of writing was known in the

West of Asia long before there is evidence of its exist-

ence in India : but according to him the fame of the

art of conveying ideas by material symbols must have
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penetrated to India through the channels of commerce, and

the idea of an alphabet must have reached India from

without, though the practical application of the idea came

from the Indians, and at a considerable period after the

Arians had settled in the country. Such is Uowson’s

theory : to me it seems that, if things happened in the way
in which he surmises, allusion to the adoption, and adap-

tation of this wonderful art would surely have appeared in

Hindu writings : it may be true that no Arian race ever did

invent an alphabet, and the operation suggested by Dowson can

scarcely be called an invention in the proper sense, but only

an adaptation of an idea, of which there exist several analogues

in Asia, Africa and America. If the symbols, however,

were entirely new, whence came the remarkable resemblance

to the Semitic Alphabets in certain particulars ? At any

rate the Indians have beyond doubt scientifically developed

their Alphabet to an extent quite unparalleled elsewhere.

In September 1883, at the Sixth Oriental Congress at

Leyden, Shamaji Krishnavarma of Gujarat, a Sanskritist and

graduate of the University of Oxford, and a Member of Baliol

College, in the discussion which followed the reading of my
paper in the Arian Section, read a note in reply, which is pub-

lished in extenso in the Report of that Congress. He drew

attention to certain expressions, words, and phrases, the use of

which in the ancient literature of India proves that the art

of writing must have existed from a very remote period. He
maintains that certain works could not have been composed,

if the art had not existed. Himself an Indian, and a Pandit,

with a well-trained memory, he asks how could such an

enormous literature as that of India have existed without the

aid of writing. He admits that his ancestors had a preference

for oral teaching, and that his contemporaries have it still,

but he cited certain quotations to show that the art dates

back to the most remote epoch.

None of the distinguished advocates of the independent

origin of the Indian Alphabet appear to me to have con-

sidered sufficiently, if at all, this remarkable fact, that the

formation of a pure alphabetic system, free from any traces
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of Syllabary, or Ideograph, is a unique and exceptional

invention, of which we find no instance except the Phenician

in the history of the Human Race. It is not a simple con-

ception, nor a necessary outcome of Human intelligence :

the Chinese have never reached it, nor are likely to reach it.

There are some things which it is hard to believe could have

been invented twice : at any rate, in the absence of direct

evidence to the contrary, and with opportunities of contact

open, it is easier to believe that one nation derived it from

the other.

Let us now consider the second category, that the Indian

Alphabet was a bona fide foreign importation of symbols as

well as idea. As might be expected, there is here a great

variety of opinions.

First came the theory of a Greek origin. James Prinsep

in the Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Society, vol. vi. p. 219

(1837), hazards the opinion “that the oldest Greek was

nothing more than Sanskrit turned topsy-turvy :
” that

illustrious Scholar could only write according to the light

of his own period, and the wonder is, that he saw so many
things clearly and rightly : his argument was “ that so

constant and close a conformity of the alphabetical Symbols

of two distant nations could not exist without affording

a demonstration of a common origin.” In the volume of the

same Journal for 1838 he sets out the “ Greek resemblances
”

in detail. It does seem strange that he should not have

thought of the even in his time well-known derivation of the

Greek from the Phenician Alphabet, which is disclosed by

the very names of the letters, and made his comparisons of the

earliest form of the Indian Alphabet with the earliest form

of the Mother Alphabet of the West. Hr. Otfried Muller

followed Prinsep, and in 1838 suggested that the Greeks took

their Alphabet to India in the time of Alexander the Great.

The theory of a Phenician origin requires more serious

consideration. Jones had suggested in the Asiatic Re-

searches a Semitic origin
;
he was followed by Professor

Kopp in his Bilder und Scriften der Yorzeit (1821). Pro-

fessor Lepsius in his treatise on Alphabets (1835) states
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that he had no doubt that all the Indian Alphabets could be

derived from the Semitic. Dr. Stephenson, in a paper on

the Grammatical Structure of Vernacular Languages in the

Journal of the Bombay Asiatic Society, vol. iii. p. 75 (1849),

anticipated in a remarkable way the fact, that all the Alpha-

bets of the world come from the same source, and that all

Indian Alphabets come from the Phenician, or from the Egyp-

tian : if it was a guess, it was a lucky one. Dr. Geisler in

his Studia Palaeographica (1859) not only derives the South

Asoka Alphabet from the Semitic, but also the old Persian

Cuneiform Alphabet of Darius. Weber in the Journal

of the German Oriental Society, vol. xxxi. (1856), was the

first not only to take up the subject of the origin of the

Indian Alphabet, but to subject the question to a serious and

minute discussion. He has a few weeks ago in a private

letter called my attention to an opinion expressed by Prof.

Benfey of Gottingen in an Encyclopaedia published at Leipzig,

p. 254 (1840), that both the conjectures of a Greek origin

of the Indian Alphabet, and an Indian origin of the Greek

Alphabet, are unnatural, but that it is not impossible that the

Phenicians, to whom the Greeks owe their Alphabet, and

whom we find about 1000 b.c. in commercial intercourse

with India, made this important present also to the Indians :

for thus by the intermediation of a common mother the re-

semblance of the Greek and Indian Alphabets, which is very

striking as regards certain letters, is sufficiently explained.

For the very peculiar development and systematization of

the Alphabet in India would require a space of time equal

to that between 1000 b.c. and 250 b.c., the age of the oldest

Inscription. Weber tells me that he had either never read

this opiuion, or entirely forgotten it, for he does not allude

to it in his Essay in 1856, and only by chance came across it,

the book being rare, when he was preparing to reply to my
letter. I wrote to him because I felt that betwixt 1856, and
the present time great advance had been made in Paloeo-

graphic study, and many discoveries made, notably the

Moabite Stone, and numerous other groups of Semitic

Inscriptions, and I wished to know whether he maintained
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the same opinion. His opinion was then and is still that the

Indians borrowed their Alphabet from the Phenicians at

nearly the same time as the Greeks borrowed theirs from the

same source, about the period betwixt the eighth and tenth

century before Christ. A long time was required to develop

the Indian Alphabet from the few Phenician Symbols, and

so great has been the expansion that the Alphabet, as it

exists, may be almost spoken of as an Indian invention.

In his Essay Weber shows the manner in which the original

Phenician Symbol was altered and changed to meet the

necessities of the Indian language with its rich vocabularies,

and he went into detail to meet the expressed wishes of

his friends: he expresses the opinion that, though subsequent

modifications might be suggested, the general result could

with difficulty be combated.

In the Sequel of this Essay he discusses the resemblances

between the Indian and Himyaritic characters, and explains

them, as regards the consonants by the common Semitic

origin of both Alphabets : as regards the vowels he assumes

it as probable that the principle of the Himyaritic vowel-

marks, not the marks themselves, was borrowed from the

South Asoka Alphabet. In doing so he sweeps away the

opinion of Kopp, who found Masoretic influences, and of

Gesenius, who found Greek influences, and he supports the

opinion expressed by Lepsius (in 1836) : the latter laid

great stress on the name “ Masnad ” given to the Alpha-

bet. Weber thinks that the reason why the Ethiopic

Alphabet adopts the special mode of vowel notation, is the

great wealth of Yowels in their Language, which is its

distinguishing feature among all Semitic Languages, and

that this being the feature of the Indian Languages also

led to the same results. With regard to the period of

the introduction of writing into India, Weber in his History

of Indian Literature (1852) cannot admit the idea of such

an art existing in the Veda or Brahmana period, and he

attributes the great variety of texts held by different schools

to their oral handing down : he quotes a remark made by

Dr. Burnell in his “South Indian Palaeography,” that
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in the North of India, the cradle of Indian literature, no

indigenous materials for writing existed before the introduc-

tion of manufactured paper, and this fact I can confirm

from a long and intimate knowledge of Northern India from

the Indus to the Karamnasa River.

Prof. Henry Kern, of Leyden, who has made a close study

of the Asoka Inscriptions, was good enough to send me his

opinion by letter : he is quite positive that the Alphabet

was not indigenous in India, and was derived from the

Phenician, but the peculiar channel by which the art was

conveyed to India is quite uncertain. He is of opinion that

the origin of the South Asoka Alphabet does not date from

any remote period, for in the days of King Asoka it was

used in various parts of North India and the Dakhan with

insignificant variations. If it had been in use in India for

many Centuries, more pronounced differences would be

expected
;
as indeed the later history of the Indian Alphabet

evidences. Allowing three Centuries as the period during

which the writing might remain unchanged from its first

use, 600 b.c. might be assumed as the date of the arrival

of some Semitic Alphabet into India. This line of argument

seems to me to take no notice of the fact, that the Asoka

Inscriptions, though in different parts of India, were issued

by the Ruling Power and probably in the Court character

of the Empire, or the Province, just as the Nagari is used

at this day in Public offices all over North India, in super-

cession of the numerous local varieties of script, which are

used by the people.

Kern proceeds to remark that he cannot agree with the

theory of M. Halevy (which will be described further on),

that the discrepancies betwixt the North and South Asoka

Alphabets, and the striking resemblance betwixt certain of

the South Asoka and the Greek letters, could be explained

by supposing that some of the letters of the South Asoka

Alphabet had been remodelled under Greek influences. And
his reason for non-agreement was the fact that the supposed

influences must have operated precisely in those parts of

India, to which the Greeks never penetrated, and no trace of

VOL. XVI.— [new series.] 23
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this influence is visible in the North Asoka Alphabet, which

was used in countries where the Greeks had long exercised

influence. He considers that the peculiar manner of denoting

the vowels was an Indian invention, because in no other

Language except the Old Persian is the short vowel A so

predominant, that the framer of an Alphabet suited to the

wants of the case would feel tempted to consider the short

A as something to be understood. In fact, Kern thinks

that the missing link betwixt the South Asoka and the

Phenician has not yet been found, and that we cannot there-

fore state with confidence what the channel of communica-

tion was.

Prof. Biihler of Vienna, who during a long residence in

India had turned his attention most particularly to the Inscrip-

tions of India, which he has illustrated in the pages of the

Journal of the German Oriental Society (1884), has expressed

his opinion in a Memorandum printed in Vol. XIV. New
Series of this Journal, as part of the late Sir Clive Bayley’s

paper on the Genealogy of Modern Numerals. He is of

opinion that the South Asoka Alphabet comes before us a

fully developed system about 300 b.c., and that it was even

then an old institution in India, and that it owed its develop-

ment to the grammatical schools of the Brahmans. He bases

his theory on the fact of the enormous extent of territory over

which it is found ; that it must have been known among the

higher and lower classes, as Asoka hoped to improve the

morals of his subjects by his official Inscriptions : that the

execution of the Inscriptions is excellent : that the Andhra

Alphabet of the Caves is a sister-alphabet of the South

Asoka, not a daughter, pointing to the existence of a common

mother at some still earlier date. To this I reply that King

Asoka may have published his official Edicts in his own

official characters in every part of his dominions without the

necessity of that character being localized in these parts, or

being understood by the people. Inscriptions are found

in many parts of Asia, and in Egypt, in situations, where

apparently the object of their being placed there was not that
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they should be read or understood, but for the self-glorifica-

tion of the Sovereign who erected it.

Biihler shows that it must have been the Brahmanical

Grammarians, who developed this Alphabet, as no other class

would have invented five or six different signs for nasal

sounds, three sibilants, and a careful distinction betwixt

short and long vowels. Now this argument does not exclude

the possibility of a Phenician origin, subject to a Brah-

manical development, to suit a fine polished school language.

But the number of nasals and sibilants are required for the

Sanskrit Grammarian, and nobody else, for the Prakrit

Language, in which alone Inscriptions are found, has

thrown off this extreme discrimination of sounds. But this

leads us to the conclusion, according to Biihler, that they

must have been long in use before the time when we first

find them : and, as we shall see below, this opinion is of

the utmost importance in determining by what channel the

Phenician Alphabet found its way to India. He remarks

that the inference as to a very early cultivation of the art of

writing in India, at a time much anterior to 300 b.c., is

strengthened by the consideration of the North Asoka,

which was clearly worked up by the same class of people,

who fashioned the South Asoka : take for instance the

system of vowel notation and of compound letters.

The late Dr. Paul Goldschmidt, Archaeological Commissioner

of Ceylon, in a letter to the “Academy,” Jan. 9, 1877, accepting

the fact that India derived its Alphabet from the Phenician,

starts the idea, that this Alphabet might have found its way
to the Peninsula through the Island of Ceylon : if, as he

assumes, the Arab traders were the introducers, this course

in his opinion would be the likely one. Mr. Rhys Davids,

late of the Ceylon Civil Service, drew attention to this

opinion at the Leyden Congress in the discussion which

followed my paper, and puts the case still more distinctly :

viz. that the Ceylon forms of the South Asoka Alphabet were

so different in several cases from those used in the Indian

Inscriptions, that an independent origin was inferred for the

Ceylon Alphabet, if not the greater honour of being the
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channel of transmission to India of that Alphabet. When
Goldschmidt died, his work was completed by Dr. E. Muller,

who in his Report on the Ancient Inscriptions of Ceylon, p.

24 (1383), remarks, that the art of writing seems not to have

been known in Ceylon so early as in India, for not only are

there no Inscriptions, which can be assigned to the date of

Ring Asoka, but nothing older than the first Century before

the Christian era. As we cannot argue beyond our evidence,

Goldschmidt’s theory cannot be seriously entertained.

The name of M. Emile Senart of Paris must ever be con-

nected with the Inscriptions of King Asoka, in consequence

of the elaborate revision, which he has made of the text and

translation in the pages of the Journal of the French Asiatic

Society (1880-1883). An expression in Isaac Taylor’s

“Alphabet,” page 304 (1883), implies that Senart still

attributed the peculiarities of the South Asoka Alphabet to

Greek influences. As I could trace nothing in his published

works to elucidate this point, I wrote to Senart, and asked

him, whether he still held that view, and whether he would

favour me with an abstract of the argument on which he

based that view : he courteously replied by return of post,

that it was an entire mistake to attribute such views to him,

and that he purposed to discuss the subject of the origin of

the Asoka Alphabet in the Epilogue to his Essays on the

Inscriptions themselves. He however informed me of his

conviction that the Asoka Alphabet was undoubtedly of

Semitic origin. If there were any indications of Greek

influence, they were restricted to aesthetic influences, which

contributed to the regular and monumental appearance which

they presented. As to the particular channel by which this

Semitic Alphabet found its way to India, Senart was unable

to pronounce any opinion : but to him it seemed impossible

that the Aramean germ could have found its way to the

South Asoka by the same road which was traversed to the

North Asoka. On the other hand, he could accept the theory

of an origin from South Arabia.

The late Dr. Burnell, of H.M. Indian Civil Service, in

1874 published his Elements of South Indian Palaeography,
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which marks an Epoch in the Science. His conclusions are

important.

I. That the art of writing was little, if at all, known in

India before the third Century before the Christian era, and

that there is not the least trace of the development in India

of an original and independent system
;

it followed, there-

fore, that the art was introduced by foreigners, or at least

borrowed from foreign countries.

II. That the original source was the Semitic alphabet, but

that the immediate source was uncertain, there being three

possible channels, the Phenician, the Himyaritic, and the

Aramean : he discusses each separately.

As regards the first possibility, he lays it down as his

opinion that all Phenician communications must have ceased

five hundred years before the date fixed by him as the earliest

date of writing in India. If, then, the art had arrived at

that remote period, it would have been perfected and been

in common use, which was not the case. It was difficult,

according to him, to understand how the form of the letters

could be retained with so little modification for such a long

period, for the changes of the characters of a date subsequent

to the Inscriptions of King Asoka were very rapid and marked.

He further notices that all the South Asoka Inscriptions are

in the same character, from which fact he deduces that the

art of writing possibly spread over North India from Gujarat,

the place where, in his opinion, it was first used. In the

course of a very few centuries subsequently the characters

used in Gujarat and Orissa, in both of which Provinces

exist Asoka Inscriptions which are practically identical,

became totally different, as is notoriously the case at the

present day.

As regards the second possibility, that the South Asoka

Alphabet was the offspring of the Himyaritic Alphabet in

South Arabia, the great difficulty in Burnell’s mind was to

show that the South Arabians were in a position to furnish

India with the elements of an Alphabet as early as the

fourth Century before Christ. He admits that this Alphabet

is written boustrophedon, which gets over the difficulty of
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the different direction of the South Asoka Alphabet from

its presumed Semitic original. He remarks that the

Himyaritic Alphabet did not mark the vowels, but he admits

that the Ethiopic Alphabet, its admitted derivative, did

mark them. He leaves the case open, subject to further

discoveries of lapidary Inscriptions in a country which is

still virgin soil.

As regards the third possibility, that the South Asoka

Alphabet is derived from an Aramaic type used in Persia,

Burnell is more sanguine. He brushes away the idea that it

can be traced back to the Assyrian Cuneiform Syllabary, or

the old Persian Cuneiform Alphabet, but he calls attention

to the cursive Aramean character, which had long been in

use in Mesopotamia, and which, at a much later period, in

the form of Pahlavi, became the official character of Persia.

He quotes Professor Sayce to show that tablets exist, written

in Cuneiform characters with Aramean dockets, as old as the

reign of Tiglath-Pileser (745 B.c.). His difficulty, both in

the first Edition of his Book (1874) and the second (1878),

was that the South Asoka Alphabet (as well as the North

Asoka and the Vatteluttu) had a peculiar method of in-

dicating vowels in the body of the word, and that this

method, though closely resembling the method of vowel-

points in Semitic Alphabets, could not be evidenced as

existing at a date earlier than the date at which it clearly

was in use in India. In 1882, while suffering under that

malady which proved fatal, he addressed a letter to the
“ Academy ” to announce the discovery by Professor Sayce

in the British Museum of a Cuneiform contract tablet, which

precisely satisfied his requirements : it had a docket by one

of the parties in a hitherto unknown character, which ap-

peared to Burnell, after examination, to resemble closely the

South Asoka Alphabet, with vowels marked as in the Indian

Alphabet. This document could be attributed to the date of

Artaxerxes II., who fought against Xenophon at the battle

of Cunaxa (401 b.c.), a date earlier than that of any Indian

Inscription, and the Language is not Indian. Every line

written by Burnell is precious : he died at the age of forty-
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two : had he lived longer, the world would have known

more.

Let us now consider the opinions of other writers on the

subject of the three possibilities of Burnell.

I. The Phenician origin. We have seen above that several

writers have approved of this theory. Isaac Taylor in “ The

Alphabet,” page 312, vol. ii. (1883), supports Burnell’s

objections : he states that the trade of India with Phenicia

ceased 800 b.c., that only one character is found to exist

in 250 b.c. so many Centuries later, that the art of writing

was not practised in India till 600 b.c., and that there is

no appreciable resemblance between the Asoka and early

Phenician type, say the Moabite Stone. Now in my opinion

none of these arguments are conclusive. It is not clear from

History that the intercourse of India with Phenicia did

cease so early, nor does the official character used by King

Asoka for his edicts in the different Provinces of his vast

dominions exclude the possibility of the existence of many
other varieties of script in use by the people. The English

Government issues its official orders in the Nagari character

in Upper India, but it is notorious that very many varieties

of script of the Indian type exist in the different Provinces

in use by Bankers, and Accountants. Many Sanskrit scholars

of note insist from internal evidence upon a much earlier

introduction into India of the art of writing, as the sine qua,

non of the existence of its literature. Lastly we cannot

rest much on resemblance, when we know historically, and

beyond all reasonable doubt, that the Arabic Shikastah, the

Mongolian, the Greek, and the Homan Alphabet all descended

from the Phenician.

Bayley, of H.M.’s Indian Civil Service, had long interested

himself in this question : so far back as 1867 he took part in

the discussion which arose in the Bengal Asiatic Society upon

Thomas’ theory above described. When I brought the

subject before the Royal Asiatic Society in Jan. 1884, he

made some remarks, with the following abstract of which he

has favoured me. After combating the assertion that the

Phenician intercourse with India ceased before the destruc-
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tion of Tyre by Alexander the Great, he remarks that

Indian writing bad certainly an antiquity greater than this

latter date, that in his opinion the Nana Ghat (in West
India) Inscriptions were of considerably greater antiquity

than the Asoka Edicts, and not impossibly may be referred

to the middle of the Fourth Century n.c. But even these

represent the Alphabet already equipped with the full array

of aspirated and cerebral letters, and distinctive marks for

long vowels. Probably even this alteration was derived

from the North Asoka, as the signs, which form the aspirated

letters, seem to be imitated from that alphabet, and have in

the South Asoka no inherent meaning, while in the North

Asoka they represent the letter H. The simple Alphabet

therefore on which the South Asoka was based must have

been known to the Indians very long before the Fourth

Century b.c.

The Phenicians were in contact with India at least as

early as the time of Solomon, and they certainly possessed

an Alphabet at that time, with which the Indians may
have been acquainted. Some of the Indian letters seem

clearly to be derived from the Archaic form of the Pheni-

cian Alphabet : others from later types : many probably

from the branch from which the Sassanian Alphabet even-

tually descended. As the Indians borrowed from an ex-

traneous source, they would naturally, until their own

Alphabet took its final shape, appropriate any more con-

current, or cursive form, which later improvement of the

original presented. The change of direction of the South

Asoka Alphabet may be attributed to the occasional use of

the Boustrophedon method by early Phenicians, and to the

nature of the material on which the Indians originally

wrote. The latter was a substitute for the fine clay, on

which the tablets of the Western Asiatics were written,

and not being available in India was replaced by the use

of tablets of wood smeared with a mixture of clay and cow-

dung, as is still used largely in the Village Schools of

North and West India. This would account for the name

given in the oldest Indian Inscriptions to writing : viz.
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“ lipi,” wliich (as Burnell pointed out, though he rejected the

inference) seems to come from the root “ lip
” “ to smear.”

It may be observed that at the present day the use of the

root is almost exclusively confined to “ smearing with clay

cowdung.” On such a material it would be far easier to

write that portion of the boustrophedon method which pro-

ceeded from left to right, as in the opposite method the

hand would obliterate what was written on the surface of the

moist material. The former therefore in the end would he

eventually adopted to the exclusion of the other, and with

it the reversed mode of writing the Phenician characters,

which would be further modified by the necessity of

epigraphic purposes. I deeply regret that, while these pages

were passing through the Press, this accomplished Scholar

and amiable man has been lost to his friends.

As regards the second possibility, it was M. Lenormant

who first seriously put forward the theory that the South

Asoka was derived from the Himyaritic. It is sad to think

that the bright light of his genius has been extinguished

in a premature death. In his Essay on the Phenician

Alphabet (1872), which is an unfinished work, he makes

the bold assertion or happy guess at page 150, vol. i. that

the South Asoka sprung from the Himyaritic, and in his

Sixth Table in the appendix to the first volume he gives

the Indo-IIomerite Branch, under which the Ethiopic,

and the whole Family of Indian Scripts are ranged, but

he either never worked out, or at any rate never published

the details of his proofs. In my own Essay on the Phenician

Alphabet published in 1876 in the Calcutta Review, and

reprinted in my collected volume of Linguistic and Oriental

Essays (1880), I followed Lenormant, and at page 355 of the

latter work I give the Indo-Arabian stem, and remark on

the new feature which this stem of scripts discloses in the

fact that the notation of vowels is formed by conventional

appendages to the symbol used for the consonant, and to

such an extent that in consequence of this appendage in

many cases the appearance of the consonant is modified.

As it was not part of my plan in a brief Essay on the whole
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Phenician Alphabet to go into the proofs of a single stem,

and as to me the theory was entirely new, at page 364 I

remarked that the question of this affiliation was still an

open one, and that the nomenclature of this stem, assum-

ing this fact, is premature, and can only be accepted with

reserve. Isaac Taylor in “ The Alphabet,” 1883, p. 314,

lays claim to the credit of having worked out the proofs not

supplied by Lenormant, and he is satisfied that his theory

is correct, and that Burnell is mistaken. His argument is

as follows :

The transmission of the Semitic alphabet could only have

been effected through some nation which was in commercial

or political contact with India prior to the expedition of

Alexander. Then, as now, India had intercourse with

the Western world through two channels, by land and by

sea. Her Northern Alphabet plainly came to her through the

Khaibar Pass; her Southern Alphabet, that of the Inscriptions

on the western coast, as manifestly must have come by sea.

Now, from the tenth to the third century b.c. Yemen was

the great central mart in which Indian products were

exchanged for the merchandize of the West. For a pro-

longed period this lucrative traffic was in the hands of

the Sabeans, and was the main source of their proverbial

opulence. The trade between Egypt and Yemen began as

early as 2300 b.c., that between Yemen and India was

established not later than 1000 b.c. Even in the time of

the Ptolemies the Indian trade was not direct, but passed

through the hands of the Sabeans, who possessed extensive

commerce and large vessels. Their ports were frequented

by trading vessels from all parts
;
from the Red Sea, the

Persian Gulf, the coast of Africa, and especially from the

mouth of the Indus. From the Periplus we learn that

Aden was a great entrepot of this commerce, while at the

beginning of the second century b.c. the island of Socotra was

the centre of exchange for Indian products. There was there-

fore ample opportunity for the transmission to India of the

Sabean Alphabet, which must have branched off from the

Phenician stem at some time not later than the sixth century B.c.
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It is to this very period that the origin of the Indian Alphabet

must be assigned. A very superficial examination will suffice

to show that the Asoka Alphabet, though it offers hardly

any appreciable resemblance to any of the Northern Semitic

Alphabets, agreed in a very remarkable way with the general

type of the Alphabets of the Southern Semitic family. The

common characteristics of the Indian and Southern Semitic

Alphabets are their monumental style, the direction of the

writing, the vocalization, and the retention of the primitive

looped and zigzag forms. The general aspect of the Sabean

Inscriptions agrees so remarkably with those of the Asoka

that the resemblance cannot fail to strike the most careless

observer. In both Alphabets the letters are symmetrically

constructed out of combinations of straight lines and arcs of

circles. Hence the writing is rigid, regular, and monumental,

all slanting and cursive forms being absolutely excluded. The

Sabean Inscriptions are written from left to right as well as

from right to left. No importance, however, can be attached

to the remarkable agreement between the Ethiopic and

Indian systems of vocalic notation, since the Ethiopic Alphabet

is later in date than the other.

Strengthened by the above arguments, I brought forward

this solution of the problem distinctly at the Leyden Congress

in 1883 in my paper on the Origin of the Indian Alphabet,

and although a long discussion followed, in which many
distinguished men took part, I cannot flatter myself that

a single one supported my views. I stated the case as

follows

:

The South Asoka Alphabet was imported from Arabia,

and was derived by the Red Sea, from the Himyaritic

development of the Phenician Alphabet. Unquestionably

the continuous existence of a commerce between Yemen and

South India can be asserted from a very remote period, quite

sufficient to meet all requirements. This channel of con-

veying the knowledge of the Alphabet was possible. It is

shown further that the Him}7aritic Alphabet branched off

from the Phenician not later than the sixth century before

Christ, and it is to about this date that the origin of the
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Indian Alphabet is assigned, as the result of a careful chain

of reasoning. It is suggestive that there exists in the

extreme south of the peninsula of India a third Alphabet,

confessedly independent of the South Asoka, the Vatte-

luttu, which, though nearly entirely superseded by later

Alphabets, has left marked traces of its peculiarities in the

Tamil character. Now this Alphabet, though differing from

the South Asoka, and only adapted to the sound of a

Dravidian language, shares with the Asoka certain Semitic

resemblances, and must have been a foreign importation

;

and in this case there can be no question that it must have

been imported by sea from countries which already possessed

Alphabets, for there exists no possible presumption of its

invention at home or importation by land from abroad.

Passing from general considerations to a particular com-

parison of the original letters of the South Asoka with the

Himyaritic, I stated that the style of both is strikingly monu-

mental; the direction of the writing of the South Asoka is

from left to right, and we find that Himyaritic is written in the

boustrophedon manner either way, and as a fact its admitted

descendant, the Ethiopic, adopted the same direction as the

Asoka. It is noteworthy that to the same Alphabet of Arabia

the honour is thus ascribed of giving a vehicle of speech to

India and Ethiopia. The mode of noting the vowels in the

Ethiopic and the Asoka have a special resemblance, and

although the Ethiopic came into existence at a much later

date, yet its possession of these peculiarities, and its un-

doubted parentage, add to the probability of the South

Asoka, which possesses the same features, having come,

though at an earlier date, from the same stock. The

objections are that in India culture, religion, and the arts

of civilization have always proceeded from the North to

the South. As a general rule this may be the case, but the

casual introduction of a special art from a foreign country

must be an exception. In modern times the art of printing

has spread from the South to the North, being an import

from the West, just as it is urged that more than 2000 years

earlier the art of writing found its way.
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I admitted however that a more serious objection was that

up to this time no Himyaritic Inscription of a date sufficiently

early had been found. Late in time, compared to the Inscrip-

tions of "Western Asia and North Africa, as the South Asoka

Inscriptions confessedly were, the oldest of the Himyaritic was

considerably later. If such an Archaeological Survey of South

Arabia, as has now taken place in India, were possible, earlier

Inscriptions might be found, as the Himyaritic Alphabet is

elaborate and refined, and the culture of Yemen is of remote

antiquity. As it is, the intercomparison of existing specimens

is that of sister Alphabets, alleged to he derived from a

common, though as yet unknown prototype.

After all, I only propounded a hypothesis, for there neither

exists, nor is likely ever to exist, any direct or material

proof. History is silent
;
tradition is non-existent

;
no hints

or inductions can he drawn from ancient literature.

Against Burnell’s third possibility, Isaac Taylor in “The
Alphabet,” vol. ii. p. 313, urges that there is no appreciable

resemblance betwixt the Aramean and the South Asoka

types, that in the former the loops of the letters had been

opened, and in the latter closed : that this very Aramean

type was already represented in India by the North Asoka,

and that it was impossible to admit, that two such very

different types should have found their way to India from the

same source, one coming overland through Afghanistan, and

the other by sea through the Persian Gulf. He lays

stress upon the fact that Burnell bases his argument upon

a hypothetical Alphabet, the existence of which cannot be

materially proved. Now to this argument of Taylor’s and

one remark of Senart’s at page 344, in my opinion it may
be urged that the North-West frontier of India extends

one thousand miles from the Indian Ocean at Kurachi

to the Himalaya at Peshawar, and that the approach

to India, whether by Armies or by Merchants, has been

effected by a multiplicity of mountain passes all down the

frontier line, and that there is little intercourse betwixt the

tribes to the South of the Bolan Pass opening into Sindh, and

the tribes North of that pass, who enter India by their own
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passes into the country of the Five Rivers. The scripts used

in Persia may have found their way to India at different

times, and by different passes : unquestionably the North

Asoka is found in existence at the mouth of the Khaibar pass.

The South Asoka may have come by the Bolan, and have

never come into contact with the North. Again, the absence

of an Inscription of a date sufficiently early to be the

prototype of the South Asoka Alphabet presses with equal

force against the theory of the South Arabian, as the

Aramean origin, and it may with equal hardiness and light-

heartedness be asserted, that there is no reason why an

Archaic Inscription of a sufficient antiquity should not be

discovered in unexplored regions at some centre of primi-

tive Commerce on the Shores of the Persian Gulf. The

argument of the absence of resemblance has been already

noticed.

M. Halevy ranks as one of the most distinguished Palaeo-

graphers of the time, and he has not confined, like so many,

his labours to the cabinet, but at the risk of his life he has

collected or copied Inscriptions in the field : he is also famous

in Europe as an independent polemic, one who hits all round

with wonderful impartiality, and retires to a perfectly

isolated pinnacle of his own private judgment. He was

present at the Leyden Congress last September, and when I

had read my paper on the Origin of the Indian Alphabet,

he attacked my conclusions, and his argument is published

in extenso in the Report of the Congress, though it is in fact

but a resume of a longer contribution to the Journal of the

French Academy of Inscriptions not yet published. In his

view no previous writer has yet satisfactorily explained the

two-fold form of the vowels in the Indian Alphabet, when

used as an initial or medial, and that all have erroneously

accepted the theory that the North and South Asoka

Alphabets were totally distinct, with the exception of the

resemblance of the forms of medial vowels, which the North

Asoka is supposed to have borrowed from the South.

Halevy considers the North Asoka as older in date

than the South, and that therefore it is necessary to com-
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pretend the features of the elder sister before the posi-

tion of the younger can be understood. No one has

ever doubted that the North Asoka is of Semitic origin.

Halevy affiliates it to the Aramean Script, of which the

Ptolemaic papyri in the Louvre are specimens. Sixteen

consonants were at once adopted with slight, if any,

modifications
;
from these sixteen primaries, the secondary

consonants were formed, which were necessary for the re-

quirements of a Prakrit Language. He traces the vowels

to the same source, and the absence of any symbol for short

A, which is supposed to exist where no other vowel is ex-

pressed. He considers that the South Asoka was formed in an

analogous way, but of more eclectic elements. After a careful

analysis of its component parts, he finds that a certain portion,

of the forms are Aramean, and a certain portion Phenician :

when however he studies the phenomena of the existence

of an Alphabet with a few Archaic forms and a great number

of greatly modified Aramean forms, he is driven to the

conclusion that as the archaic form of the South Asoka must

have been derived from an Alphabet, which had preserved its

archaic form up to the Ptolemaic period, and as the Mother

Alphabet must have been at the very gate of India, it could

clearly have been no other than the Greek Alphabet which

was diffused in India at the time of the conquests of

Alexander the Great.

To the seventeen consonants obtained thus, the Indian

scribes added seventeen secondary, while to form the vowels

they combined the systems of the North Asoka and the

Greek
;
from the first they adopted the medial symbols, and

from the latter the initial. He considers that both the

North and South Asoka were introduced at a date later than

that of Alexander the Great, in the reign of Chandragupta,

about 330 to 325 b.c., for the purposes of a Prakrit Language;

but for the Sanskrit Language it was not used till after 250

B. c., and that the Vedic literature was not committed to writing

until after that date. As if not satisfied with the amount of

antagonism aroused by his Palmographical novelties, Halevy

turns round, and stirs up another nest of hornets by the
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suggestion that the Yedic hymns were not even themselves

composed till after the invasion of Alexander the Great.

Up to this point all the advocates of the Semitic origin of

the Indian Alphabet, whose opinions we have quoted, have

admitted, directly or indirectly, that the Phenician Alpha-

bet, to which by one way or other they have traced it back,

was at some remote period previously derived from the

Hieratic form of the Egyptian Hieroglyphics, and it would

have been unnecessary to allude to that point in this con-

troversy but for the fact that Prof. Deecke of Strasburg in

the XXXIst volume of the Journal of the German Oriental

Society, p. 102, has asserted that the Semitic Alphabet is

derived from the Assyrian Cuneiform Syllabary, and in

the same volume of that Journal, page 598, goes on to

prove the South Asoka Alphabet is derived from the South

Semitic Alphabet. At p. 612 he sums up his argument

that the South Asoka and Himvaritic Alphabets exhibit

such a close relation, that they must have both derived

their origin from the same Mother Alphabet, which however

at page 599 he admits is only an hypothetical Alphabet.

As a proof of this connection he cited the whole appearance

of the letters, their regularity, stiffness, uniformity of size,

as well as other peculiar features. It is not possible in his

opinion to derive one from the other. As part of the argu-

ment rests upon the connection of the early Semitic Alphabet

with the Cuneiform characters, it is necessary to notice this

theory separately, although he arrives at the same conclusion

as those who adopt Burnell’s second possibility.

All the writers previously cited advocate either an indige-

nous, or a Western, origin to the South Asoka, but in the last

few years a new theory has been propounded by Prof. Terrien

de La Couperie of an Eastern origin, and as this has been

distinctly stated in a paper read by him at a Meeting of the

Royal Asiatic Society, June 20, 1881, “On the Sinico-Indian

origin of the Indo-Pali writing” (which has not hitherto been

published), and as this theory was alluded to in the discussion

at the Leyden Congress by Rhys Davids, it is necessary that

his argument should be clearly stated. I applied to the
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author for a brief statement of his theory, and he informed

me that he proposed soon to publish a paper on the subject,

and referred me to the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,

Yol. XIY. n.s. I had not the pleasure of hearing the paper

read, but I find that in the issue of the “ Academy ”
of the

subsequent week, it is stated that the author gave reasons

for rejecting both the theory of an indigenous, and of a

Semitic origin, and pointed out that historical facts as well as

traditions demonstrated that relations did exist between India

and China as early as the third Century b.c. He considered

that the Indo-Pali or South Asoka Alphabet had been systema-

tized from an older system of writing consisting on the borders

of China of a certain number of Chinese characters used

phonetically for commercial purposes. This statement was

supplied to the Secretary of the Society by the author, and

in the above-quoted volume of the Journal of the R.A.S.

at page 123, in a paper on a Lolo Manuscript, the same

author finds an intimate connection of the characters used

by the Lolo, a tribe, subject to, but not ethnologically con-

nected with, the Chinese in the province of Se-chuen, with

the characters on the stone seal found at Harapa near Lahore,

already alluded to in page 335, and a remote affinity with

the Indo-Pali. In a paper in the same volume, p. 802 and

803 (note), on “The Yh-King and its Authors,” he remarks:

“The influence of the advanced civilization and the mixture

of the Ugro-Altaic early Chinese immigrants with the native

population of China were not confined to the area of their

political power. . . . The phonetic writing, propagated by

the Chinese immigrants, was eagerly adopted by the active

and intelligent population of the South-IYest: in 1109 a. n.

the Annamites had a phonetic writing, and in several

instances we have tidings bearing on the existence of such

writings, composed of a great number of Chinese simple

characters used according to the phonetic principle disused by
the Chinese. These simple characters, selected by progressive

elimination of the less easy to draw and to combine, formed

a special script, of which we knew several offshoots, and

have been, as far as affinities of shape, sound and tra-

VOL. XVI.—[new series.] 24
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dition are to be trusted, tbe Grundschrift with which has

been framed that splendid monument of phonetic lore, the

South Indian Alphabet, or Lat-Pali.” In this age we have

so many startling theories, and still more wonderful facts,

that I must be excused if I hold my breath for a time, and

suspend my judgment, until the paper appears in extenso.

It is clear from the above resume that we are a long way

from finality, and indeed that each year puts us further off,

as new theories are started. A sudden find of Inscriptions

may alter the wdiole position of the controversy, and intro-,

duce new facts, engender new doubts, or establish new con-

victions. I must protest against the assertion that the

direction of writing adopted by the Greeks, Romans and

Indians is more natural, convenient and facile, than that of

the Semitic Alphabets, as some writers, who know India

by books only, maintain. Having practical knowledge of the

use of the pen either wajq right to left, or left to right,

I think otherwise. The right arm is more free to act when

it commences its work outstretched, and works towards the

left, as a barber uses his razor. If I required in my Indian

office a letter to be written quickly, I should have entrusted

tlie duty to an Indian Clerk, who used the Arabic, and not

the Nagari, character.

Many who will read these pages have, like myself, been

familiar for a quarter of a century with the Arabic and

Nagari characters, not as a pleasing and interesting study,

but as the necessities of our daily drudgery as Magistrates,

Collectors, and Judges in Northern India. If our Pro-

ceedings and Petitions were drawn up in the Arabic, all the

village accounts, all the shopkeepers’ ledgers, the majority

of title-deeds, and all bankers’ letters of credit were in some

form or other, horribly degraded, and miserably written, of

the Indian Alphabet, one of the descendants of the South

Asoka. When I state that the affairs of one hundred

millions are managed and recorded in one or other or both

at the same time of these Alphabets, the case is not over-

stated. Every officer of Government, European or Native,

is expected to be able to understand one : some few officers
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can write both : many officers can read both, setting aside

the documents that were extremely badly written, and this

last remark would equally apply to badly-written Roman.

Now if any one twenty years ago had told me in India

that the three characters, which I was simultaneously using,

the Roman, the Arabic, and the Nagari, came from the

same source and within historical times, notably since the

composition of Homer’s poems, I should have laughed in

his nose, and yet by the sure and safe process of historical

and palteographical induction aud comparison, the fact in

my opinion is nearly as certain as the second amazing fact,

that the three languages which I promiscuously, and without

effort, used in the transaction of business, English, Persian

and Hindi, came from the same Mother Language beyond

any possible human doubt, this fact being admitted by all.

After sending the above pages to the Press, it was inti-

mated to me that, as I had made a criticism of the opinions

of all the authorities, I was bound to express a distinct

opinion of my own upon the issues raised : I accordingly

record the following, that

I. The Indian Alphabet is in no respect an independent

invention of the People of India, who, however, elaborated

to a marvellous extent a loan, which they had received from

others.

II. The idea of representing Vowel and Consonant Sounds

by symbols of a pure alphabetic character was derived from

Western Asia beyond any reasonable doubt.

III. The germs of the Indian Alphabet are possibly to be

found in the Phenician Alphabet, from which beyond doubt

sprung independently the Greek and Arabic Alphabets : the

origin of the Phenician Alphabet is to be found in the

Hieratic form of the Egyptian Hieroglyphics.

IV. It cannot be ascertained with certainty, upon the

evidence before us, by what channel, or through which

branch, of the Phenician Alphabet-stem India received either

the idea or the germs.
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Art. XVIL—The Yi king of the Chinese, as a book of Divina-

tion and Philosophy. By the Rev. Dr. Edkins, M.R.A.S.

An important point in the study of the Yi king is the

recognition of its existence before Wen wang’s time. The

elements of main difference between the Yi king of the early

dynasties and that of Wen wang was in the order of the

Kwa. The same names were current, and probably the

admonitory remarks were, many of them, the same also.

These remarks are all anonymous, and we are at liberty to

guess who wrote them. The appendices are anonymous also,

and they may have mainly been written by men before the

time of Confucius. The three sages, Wen wang, Cheu

kung, and Confucius, were all editors, and Fu hi the original

author.

As Fu hi is supposed by tradition to have lived about 3020

B.c.,
1 before the invention of the plough, in the days when

men’s occupations were mainly hunting and fishing, he

belongs to what is called the Mythic period. He may,

however, have really existed, and perhaps the preferable

hypothesis respecting him is that he was a Chinese and

lived in China. At least this is the Chinese notion. The

part that Babylonia, Susiana, and Bactria had in helping

forward the early progress of China in knowledge and the

arts would be by successive contributions of information at

different times. The early acquaintance of the Chinese with

astronomy, their calendar, their cycles, and their symbols

used in writing, are best accounted for in this way. Possibly

foreigners settled in China on each occasion of the intro-

1 If we adopt the assumption of Chinese native chronology, which makes the

year b.c. 104, when the winter solstice occurred on the day Kia Ts'i, the 17th

year in the 44th cycle, and regard the first cycle as commencing in the 8th year

of Hwang ti, we obtain b.c. 2757 as the eighth year of Hwang ti. To this add

Shen nung 140, Fu hi 115 years.
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duction of western information. But I am inclined to the

supposition that the early emperors recognized by the

Chinese were all natives. A period of four thousand years

is not too much for the growth of a language like the

Chinese. During the whole of the third millennium before

Christ the Chinese race may very well have been in their

present home, and Fu hi may have been a Chinese born in

the country. He may, as the Chinese say, have invented

the practice of divination by the milfoil, and have acted

among his countrymen and subjects as a prophet. The

third appendix to the Yi king tells us that (Legge, p. 382)

Fu hi worked at the brilliant forms exhibited in the sky,

that is, the sun, moon, and stars, and at the shapes or figures

which presented themselves on the earth. He then looked

at the feathers and hair of birds and beasts, and examined

plants and trees, whose appearances vary according to the

season of the year and the locality in which thejr are found.

He took note of what is in the body whether physical or

moral. He also looked forth on what is beyond man to

whatever class of being it may belong. He then made the

Pa kwa, etc.

This description may be taken to mean that this ancient

emperor of five millenniums ago accomplished much towards

the formation of a system of writing, in addition to the

invention of the Pa kwa. Ting nan hu of the Ming dynasty

says, the invention of writing is attributed by every one to

Tsang kie, and it is not said that it originated with Fu hi.

If Tsang kie was an officer of Hwang ti, it will be right

to say that Fu hi commenced making the characters, and

that they were completed in the time of Tsang kie. Or

it may be said that Tsang kie was an officer of the emperor

Fu hi. All this is now beyond the reach of research.

Whether we assign to Fu hi a share in the invention of

the characters or not, we must, if we would retain for him

the invention of the Pa kwa, exclude rigorously from our

chronology all extravagant elements not belonging to

classical and primitive tradition. Thus, in Lie ts'i, we are

told (ch. vii. p. 9) that Fu hi lived more than 30,000 years
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ago. He also says (chap. ii. p. 16), Fu hi, Nil kwa, Shen nung
and Hia Heu (founder of the Hia dynasty) had snake bodies,

human faces, buffalo heads, and tiger noses. This Tauist

author belongs to an age of fictitious literature, and is, indeed,

himself the oldest extant example of it. His account of the

fairy islands is so like a tale of foreign origin that our only

doubt need be as to whether this story entered China by

Bactria or Cochin China (ch. v. pp. 3, 4). Cyrus had taken

Babylon and established the Persian empire in the century

before Lie tsi. The eyes of the Tauist philosophers were

intently fixed on the west. It would be by the importation

of Babylonian or Hindu tradition that Lie tsi would imagine

the existence of a god of the north called Gugom, a vast

circumambient ocean bathing the shores of the world and

monsters swimming about with vast islands on their heads.

These he mentions in connexion with Fu hi and Shen nung.

He must have seen Babylonian mythological pictures with

figures half man and half fish. He wrote in a spirit of

greedy credulity, without cool insight, his aim being to help

in leading his countrymen to aspire after moral perfection

by living in a land of dreams and practising an ascetic life.

We must reject Tauist stories, because the standpoint of the

authors is not satisfactory. The historical instinct belongs

in China only to the Confucian school. The clustering of

myths around the early Chinese emperors and their times

began, however, before the days of Lau tsi. Thus we find

romance commencing about b.c. 1000 in the time of Mu
wang, and in Kwan tsi b.c. 680 we have mentioned (ch.

xxiii. p. 6) a personage called Chui jen, who in the folklore

of those days, when P’an ku was unknown, served as a first

ancestor of the human race and as first instructor in cookery.

Rejecting mere folklore and Tauist stories, we will follow

the admitted ancient works and treat the traditions of the Yi

king and all the older classics as the true primitive tradition of

China. We may then with a certain confidence regard Fu hi

as a real man, who lived about b.c. 3000, but had neither the

body of a fish nor the nose of a tiger, yet taught his countrymen

useful arts, and, believing in divination, taught them this also.
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The Yi king reads like a genuine relic of ancient times.

It has the tone and colouring of high antiquity in the text

and older appendices. There is a marked absence of myth.

The persons mentioned are real. The incidents bear the

stamp of actuality. There is poetry and imagination, but

it is never mythological. In these respects it is like the

Book of Odes, which contains no Tauist element, and no

myths like those of the post-Confucian period. The

celestial emperor, the earthly emperor, and the human

emperor, myths of the later Han period, imported from

western countries after the time of Christ, are entirely

foreign to the Chinese classics, as they were entirely un-

known to the ancient Chinese people. The same is true of

P’an ku. The Yi king belongs to a time when all such

personages were in the future
;

it is, itself, a truthful

picture of ancient China and may be fearlessly referred to

as descriptive of what the country was, chiefly in the second

millennium before Christ.

The Shwo kwa chwen, or appendix Y. in Legge’s trans-

lation, is mentioned by him as containing one mythological

passage. It is remarkable that this appendix was lost,

and was afterwards found about b.c. 30, by a woman in the

wall of an old house. This was after the time when King

fang introduced the principle of applying a kwa to each of

the twelve months. Perhaps there has been manipulation

in this appendix, after it left the hands of Confucius.

The first great school of Yi king interpretation was in fact

introduced by King fang 1 and rests on the application of

the symbols of this book to physical nature as its pivot. We
see the effect of this in the explanation of the Fu kwa the

24th. Instead of being an affair of a returning seventh day

as in the text, it is applied to the eleventh month, and

strictly limited to the time of the winter solstice. It suited

the ideas of the Han period to apply the Yi king to

symbolize the seasons and the phenomena of day and night,

1 King fang again is said by critics to have derived his views from Meng hi,

also of the Han dynasty. But King fang is the more prominent figure. The
imperial calendar, published annually, is profoundly influenced by his opinions.
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but this was not known to Confucius. In the tenth and

eleventh centuries, Ch’en t’wan, a Tauist, and Shan yan fu, a

Confucianist, founded a new school by introducing what they

called the Sien tien chi hio doctrine of the early heaven,

meaning by this name the teaching of Fu hi. Shan yan fu

aimed to restore the primitive order of the characters, but he

failed, in the judgment, at least, of Man si ho, who attacked

him vigorously, saying that in placing heaven in the south,

earth in the north, fire in the east, and water in the west,

he had merely followed the leading of the Tauist Wei pe

yang, the alchemist of the second century. The celebrated

commentator Ch’eng yi adopted the principles of moral

philosophy (Li hio) in opposition to those of Shan yan fu

(Shu hio, doctrine of numbers). The authors of Chien lung’s

catalogue ascribe to Man si ho the merit of founding a new

school in the 17th century, on the principles of accurate

criticism of Chinese antiquity.

The Seventh Kwa, Shi, Army.

To obtain the correct sense of the Yi king, our best course

is to view it as a collection of fragments added to, from time

to time, by court diviners.

For instance, we have before us the 7th hexagram =_=_.

This consists of two parts, (k’an) kham and (kwun) khon.

The whole is shi, an army. The lower three lines are called

kham, a sinking cavity. The upper three are k’on, earth,

submission. Let us suppose that an army is about to set out

on an expedition. The emperor orders the diviners to inform

him by their methods what will be the success of the expedi-

tion. The diviner takes his fifty straws. He manipulates

them in a variety of ways, till he obtains a certain figure of

six lines. He finds that the 7th kwa, Shi, army, is the

answer to his inquiry. This he has to interpret. He has

before him in the first place three symbols, shi, k’am, k’un,

coming down from the author of the eight kwa. They mean
‘army,’ ‘ many,’ ‘to lead an army,’ for the whole hexagram,

‘danger,’ ‘water,’ for the lower three strokes, and ‘earth’
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and ‘ submission ’ for the upper. As a rule, thus much was

common to the three divining guide books in use at the court

of the Cheu dynasty.

In addition, there were remarks inserted in the books by

previous diviners. These remarks were anonymous, but in

the Cheu li, as the Yi king of the Cheu dynasty was called,

it was understood that a good many of these remarks came

'from Wen wang, the ancestral founder, and Cheu kung, the

legislator of that dynasty.

The 7th hexagram is explained thus :
“ Army. If the

leader be correct in character and views, there will be good

fortune. No need to fear.” This may be from Wen wang,

or from some ancient diviner and adopted by Wen wang.

It may be an admonition based on the experience of some

early occasion.

The admonition in the lowest line states “ that at the

beginning of action (c’hu) there is weakness (feminine

element). Let the army go out according to rule. If bad-

ness be present, there will be misfortune.
> ’

Second line. Male element (nine indicates this). Seat of

power (the second line of a trigram is usually the seat of

power of subordinates). When he is in the midst of the

army, luck, no fear. The king has given command three

times.

This was probably inserted in some case of divination,

when the general had received commands from the emperor

on three different occasions with honour specially bestowed

each time. It would be in the Shang dynasty.

Third line. Dark element (six) (combined with danger)

in the third place (over the male element). If the soldiers

bring back their dead in carriages, it will be unlucky, with

this arrangement of the straws. 1

Fourth line. Dark element. Fourth place. For the

army to retreat a stage will be not unlucky. 2

Fifth line. Dark element. Place of the general, who is

1 Certainly there must he an allusion to some fatal engagement, some actual

event not on record. By the care of we know not what old diviner the admoni-
tion is preserved.

2 A stage is 30 li or about five miles, as in the sun’s path a stage is 30 degrees.
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here warned that when there are birds in the field, and they

can be easily captured, there will be luck. If he place

eminent persons in command of troops, and then allow

ordinary men to convey the slain in carriages, even though

such men are correct in character, there must be ill luck. 1

Sixth line. Dark element in the last and closing scene.

The emperor gives orders to reward the army. The rule of

states and clans is assigned to the deserving. Let not the

bad be admitted to office. 2

If the hypothesis of a foreign vocabulary be adopted, all

the help we get from the relative position of the lines, and

their elemental significance as belonging to light or dark-

ness, is completely lost, and the concatenation of the thoughts

shut out from view. Thus, submission characterizes the

three upper lines, which prophesy the close of the expedition.

Danger marks the three lower lines, which admonish the

general in regard to the first part of the experiences of the

campaign.

If the three ruling ideas of the hexagram and its con-

stituent trigrams belonged to them before the time of Wen
wang b.c. 1150, as Chinese authors assume to be the case, we

may then view the Yi king as truly belonging to the Hia

and Shang dynasties. It was at that time used as a book of

divination, and was regarded as essential to the administra-

tion of affairs. To make it begin to be a divining book with

the time of Wen wang is to interfere too rudely with the

smooth consecutiveness of ancient Chinese history.

This will be seen by foreign students with increasing

clearness, in proportion as the Tso chwen comes to take its

right position as the most important historical work we

possess on the period with which it deals.

Let us take as an instance of the value of the Tso chwen,

1 Here we meet with enigmatical language. The birds are real persons. The
slain carried with the army in its retreat (an unlucky thing to do) embraces also

other unlucky actions.
2 The sense is well connected throughout these admonitions and prophecies, if

we only make allowance for the mode of composition. The remarks were
gradually collected in the official divining hook, and finally issued from the hands

of Wen Wang and his son in this form. The Siang appendix supports the

interpretation I have given.
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and of the helpful light of history, a case of divination in

the year b.c. 596, as recorded in Legge’s Ch’un ts’ieu, pp.

312, 317. When armies went out, it was necessary to

divine and this on both sides. In pages 311, 316 there

are examples of divination on the part of the Cheng people.

A few pages later occurs an extract from the Yi king, which

shows how it was used at that time. Siiin sheu, an officer

in charge of one brigade of the Tsin armies then put in

motion to invade Chang, said, “ The army is in danger

according to the Cheu yi now consulted
;
the hexagram Shi

was obtained, consisting of danger below and submission

above. This changed to lim ‘ coming down upon,’ consisting

of marsh below and submission above. The admonition of

the altered line, the lowest line of the 7tb hexagram, says

if the army go out not according to rule, but with mis-

conduct, there will be evil. For the general to be submissive

in carrying through his duties is good conduct. To fail in

submission is misconduct. The many
(
Karri

,
many) are

scattered and the army becomes weak. The river (symbolized

by K’am ‘water’) becomes a marsh (tui the new trigram,

which takes the place of kam) by increase of obstructions.

The rules are not obeyed, and are made subservient to a

capricious will. Therefore it is said that in carrying out

the rules there is misconduct. Further the rules are brought

to nought. The full (water) becomes spent. Ileaven places

obstructions and prevents completeness. Therefore there is

misfortune. To become standing water is the effect which

proceeds from obtaining the Lim hexagram. There is a

general, but the men do not obey. This is the Lim hexagram

carried to its utmost limit. If we meet the foe, there will

be a great defeat. Chi' tsi will be the representative person

to be visited by this calamity. Though he should escape

death and return home, he must there sustain great evils.”

Here we see how thoroughly the main idea of each group

of lines, as suggested by its name, pervades the interpre-

tation. The prophesying power of the Yi king is in the

groups of lines still more than in the text or letter-press

description. Both are necessary parts of the Yi king and
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the Appendices are another necessary part. But the most

authoritative, original, and essential ideas are those involved

in the three names of the eight kwa and of the 64 kwa. In

this case submission, belonging to each of the six lines, belongs

therefore to the bottom line, which is taken by the lot in this

instance. The single line possesses the qualities of both

the lower and upper trigram. It has also the qualities of

the new trigram which is obtained by later manipulation.

The meaning of the new line obtained is made up of four

factors. Shi ‘army,’ ka’m ‘water,’ k’un ‘submission’

tui ‘ marsh.’ This is the reason why the diviner thinks

still more of Fu hi than of Wen waug. The eight names

and 64 names, which are supposed to be pregnant with

prophetic meaning, are all attributed to Fu hi. Fu hi

has a real share in the exposition of the sense
;
and when

the Chinese speak of the three sages who compiled this work,

they mean Fu hi, Wen wang and Confucius.

The Fifteenth Kwa, K’ien, Humility.

A second example of a hexagram will be now presented.

I take advantage again of M. Terrien de Lacouperie’s article

on the Yi king and its Authors, and select one of those which

he has there treated in detail, the 15th, the kwa of humility.

I do this in order that the reader may be able to refer to

the Chinese characters and the four translations collected by

the industrious care of M. de Lacouperie, and placed before

the reader at one view.

Kwa of humility ==. Stopping or mountain belongs to

the lower trigram, and here is the commencement of action.

Submission and earth belong to the upper trigram, and

characterize the later stages of action.

The diviner’s admonition in reference to the whole hexa-

gram says, “ Perseverance. The noble actor will in the end

succeed in his enterprise.” No doubt the diviner, in saying

this to the person who consulted him, had in view the union

of the three ideas, definiteness, submission, humility. Wen
wang when he wrote these words, or adopted them from an

ancient diviner, which is more probable, was simply stating
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what lie understood Fu hi to mean by the names. In the

Shang dynasty Yi king the character ki’en had no radical,

but it was probably then pronounced k’am, and meant

* humble.’

First line. Weakness (broken line) or the dark element

is at the beginning. But the noble actor is humble in two

respects (mountain below earth, and he himself at the foot of

mountain). He will therefore be successful in crossing (k’am,

water) the great stream (formed by the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th

linesEE).

Second line. (This is the seat of power.) Dark element.

His humility is spoken of by many. He is correct in pur-

pose, and lucky on this account.

Third line. The noble actor, who is both meritorious and

humble, will be lucky in the end. 1

Fourth line. Weak element. But (being immediately

above so strong a position as the third line) he will prosper

in everything. Still he must be careful to maintain his

humility.

Fifth line. Weak. He is not rich, but by help of his

neighbours he can successfully make assaults. Wherever he

fights, it will be with success.

Sixth line. Weak. The general voice proclaims him

humble. He can successfully depart with his troops, but

(not being in the seat of authority, as is shown by the

fifth weak line) he attacks only the cities of his own state. 2

A third example will now be taken.

1 As the diviner studies the kwa which he has obtained as the result of his

eighteen manifestations, he instructs the person who consults him in the meaning
of each of the six lines. In this case the main idea, humility

,
recurs in each line

except the fifth. In determining the significance of the third line, an undivided

one, he quite possibly took into consideration that it made k’am, water, if joined

with the line above and below it
;
and chen, thunder, if joined to the two lines

above it, as native commentators explain things. He looked on the unbroken
lines as a sign of strength, and then the combination of strength with humility

brought before his consciousness the conception of an actor of noble qualities,

who must in the end be successful.
2 There is nothing very abrupt or improbable in the native interpretation of

this kwa. There is a concatenation in the admonitions on the separate lines.

The building of the admonitions on the essential primary meaning of the trigrams

and hexagram is obvious. There appears to be no call to accept the hypothesis

of a vocabulary. This hypothesis is disproved by the obvious concatenation of

the sense in the several lines. Legge’s translation seems to be sustained, and so

also is the supposition that Wen wang found in the old Yi king the main purport
of the trigrams and hexagram almost complete.
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Thirtieth Kwa, Li.

Again I refer to M. Terrien de Lacouperie’s article,

Journal, Yol. XY. Part II. p. 270, for the Chinese text

and four parallel translations.

This kwa is made use of in the 1st section of the latter

half of the Hi t’s'i appendix. Pan hi made nets for his

people to use in hunting and fishing with the help of this

kwa. He may, after the nets were made, have detected a

resemblance between the holes of nets and the open spaces

in the divided lines of this kwa. The simple study of the

lines of the kwa would not of itself suggest how a net was

to be made. But this is how things are put.

In li a divided line in the middle is flanked by two un-

divided lines. The prominent idea is brightness. The

middle line represents substance, and is weak. The outer

lines are the signs of action, and are strong. The consulter

is told by the diviner in the general admonition that correct

conduct insures continued success. In nourishing the cow

(a patient and docile animal, here introduced as a symbol of

submission) luck will be insured.

Brightness is doubled in this kwa. Weakness is flanked

on both sides by power. There must be correct conduct and

patient docility as in the cow. The other prominent idea in

the word li is attachment to. Fire must be attached to

something, as plants to the earth, and the heavenly bodies to

the sky.

When the admonition was first written, there must have

been a cow in the possession of the consulter. The admoni-

tion would then appear natural.

First line. Action begins with the strong element. The

shoe or your stepping is entangled or confused. Be careful.

There will be no error.

Here the word for “straw sandal,” and “to tread,” is used,

though in the ascending tone. We know that the tone was

different from that of li, brightness, attached. The diviner

may have introduced the word sandal as homophonous,

although the tone differed. All the help he could get in
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interpreting the kwa was embraced under the one word li

in all or any of its meanings. He had no aid from the

trigrams, they being the same with the hexagram. I do not

know why Legge, M'Clatchie, and Regis have avoided the *

word sandal in this place. Probably both sandal and the

action of treading were before the writer’s mind.

Second line. Weak element in the centre. The yellow

Li bird. Great good fortune.

I take this from M. Terrien de Lacouperie. Diviners

in those times had scarcely learned to make use of the

philosophy of the five elements in the way which Chinese

expounders here assume that they have done. I suppose

the diviner to have seen the yellow li bird on the occasion.

As its name agreed in sound with the kwa, he accepted it as

a good omen.

Third line. Strong element in the 3rd place. The shining

of the setting sun is the symbol. If not saluted by beating

earthen pans and singing, there will he heard the sighing

of the tottering old man. The omen is unfortunate.

Here the diviner is thinking of the end of the day. The

trigram is a day, and the third line is its close. The

man who consulted the milfoil was perhaps aged. Or the

diviner introduced an old man whom he saw. The old must

die. It is either a joyful event to be greeted with singing

or a sorrowful one to provoke sighing. The diviner takes

the sun shining in the evening as an omen, limiting him-

self to sense “ brightness ” found in the name of the kwa.

The omen means death.

Fourth line. Strong element at the beginning of the

second period of action. He comes with sudden rush, like

the burning of a fire, like death, as if to be rejected.

This is the beginning of the second day in the diviner’s

statement, which assumes the form of prophecy.

Fifth line. Weakness on the throne. A shower of tears

shows how sad he is. He will have good fortune.

The tears are those of self-condemnation and a new resolu-

tion.

Sixth line. Strength at the end. The king in action.
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He leads out an army. He obtains fame. He kills the

chiefs and merely makes prisoners of those who were not

fellow-rebels. 1

We cannot resign the help given to the explanation of the

kwa by the relative position of the lines as shown in the

preceding interpretation. The hypothesis of a vocabulary

does not seem therefore admissible.

Thirty-first Kwa, Hien.

This is the kwa of mutual influence, and refers to mar-

riage. The separate trigrams are ken, mountain, below, and

tui, marsh, above. The weak lines are 1, 2, and 6. The
strong lines are 3, 4, and 5.

The mutual influence is that of conjugal affection. The

constituent elements are stopping (which indicates entire

devotion) on the part of the husband and smiling consent

on the part of the wife.

General admonition. Mutual influence. Perseverance.

Benefit. Correctness. To take a wife will be fortunate.

This is one of those kwa which is taken to represent the

human body, and the separate lines indicate the parts of

the body from the toes to the face.

First line. Weakness. Beginning of action. Movement
begins in the great toe.

Second line. Weakness in the second place. Movement

in the calf will be unfortunate. In rest there will be good

fortune.

Third line. Firmness in the upper part of the mountain.

Movement in the thigh. Keeping hold of the person follow-

ing. Advancing will be regretted.

Fourth line. Firmness in the first line of march. Correct

1 A Chinese friend, to whom I referred some points in the interpretation of

the six admonitions or prophecies in this kwa, recommended me in the first line

to keep in view both meanings of the word li, sandal, viz. as a verb to tread on,

and as a noun sandal. With this I agree, for divination is enigmatical and often

ambiguous. The ambiguity consists in taking one or more words in two senses.

Diviners love ambiguity, because whichever sense is verified by the event, the

correctness of the divination is confirmed, and every diviner is naturally interested

in the success of his own divination.
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conduct. Good fortune. No repentance. Restless move-

ments back and forth. Only his friends follow him.

Fifth line. Firmness in the post of honour and power.

Movement in the flesh lying along the spine. No re-

pentance.

Sixth line. "Weakness in the end of the action. Move-

ment in the jaws and tongue.

The object is to divine respecting some proposed marriage.

Would it be fortunate? In the progress of the eighteen

manipulations it struck the diviner that in the diagram

drawn by him in accordance with the result of those manipu-

lations, there was a rude representation of the human body,

from the feet to the head. Each line represented a portion

of the body. Each part he viewed as subject in succession

to influence as expressed in the name of the kwa, kam, to

affect. The feet, the heart, and the tongue are set in motion

by feeling. The effect and nature of the movements of the

parts of the body in succession are adduced as affording

indications of what would be the good or ill fortune of the

man whom the diviner had in his eye. The general ad-

monition is on marriage. The scope of the six particular

admonitions is wider. It embraces the influence of nature

on the human body and the orderly movement of the limbs

in their mutual connexion. On this depends the repute a

man has among his friends.

Perhaps it would be well to regard the six particular

admonitions as based not on the idea of marriage at all, but

on tbe name kan, influence, under which heading marriage

furnishes one example. In the remarks of the second

appendix, Hi t’s'i hia chwen, there is not a word of marriage.

It was the destiny of the Yi king to become changed

early into a book of philosophy, and here is an instance

where a kwa, which originally proclaimed good or ill

fortune attending marriages, modified its tone so that it

became the teacher of the influence of the superior man
as set forth in the remarks here referred to in the 2nd

Appendix.

VOL. XVI.—[new series.] 25
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Twentieth Kwa, Kwan, Gazing.

Kwan is stated in the Er ya to be K’iue, the side opening

in the gateway of a palace or ancestral temple. The diviner

who wrote the general admonition to this kwa had before

his mind a sacrifice. This would be suggested by the cir-

cumstance that it was on occasion of a proposed sacrifice

that he was called to manipulate with the milfoil. But as

the name kwan was already given to the kwa, the diviner

who wrote the particular admonitions added such remarks

in each case as appeared to him to come naturally out of the

meaning of the kwa name.

Divination existed in the earliest times, and every kwa
would acquire a name in accordance with the results of the

earliest divination. In this case the kwa became, in the first

instance, that of “seeing,” “gazing.” The earliest recorded

addition which now remains to this kwa is the general

admonition, and the six particular admonitions would follow

at a later period. In each case, when an entry was made in

the divining book, the diviner would endeavour to gain aid,

in shaping his admonition or prophecy, from the meanings

of the kwa name, and the ideas suggested by the relative

position of the lines. In the general admonition, the meaning
“ wash hands ” is used. In the admonitions attached to the

lines the meanings are all varieties of the original seeing or

gazing. We are warranted in concluding that the applica-

tion of this kwa to sacrifices was specially primitive, and

that it was by later diviners applied to the emperor, the

courtiers, and the palace.

General admonition or prophecy. Seeing. He washes his

hands previous to offering the sacrifices. He is trustworthy

and dignified.

First line. Weakness at the outer and lower stage in the

scene. Boys looking. The matter belongs to inferior men.

There is no fault. For the superior man there is cause for

regret.

Second line. Weakness at the second gateway. Looking
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at the prince. There is advantage in connexion with such

women as these. Their deportment is correct.

Third line. Weakness at the third stage. Those who are

at this stage should look at their own life. They will then

know whether to advance or to retreat.

Fourth line. Weakness. Stage the fourth (where the

king, who is at the fifth stage, can be seen). Here he looks

at the glory of the kingdom. It will be advantageous for

him to be guest with the king.

Fifth line. Strength. Place of honour. (The king speaks),

Look at my mode of life. (The diviner says to the consulter),

Such a man is the superior man, and you, if you so act, will

be without fault.

Sixth line. Strength. Highest stage of progress. He
who looks at the king’s life (and imitates it) will be a superior

man without fault.

The whole scene presents the king on his throne as the

object of contemplation. There are five stages of contempla-

tion. Men of low origin peep from the outer door. Women
peep from a nearer position. Men in office are near the

king, as are those who aspire to be guests. The king him-

self is on the throne, here represented by the fifth line.

It is necessary in divination for any kwa to become

applicable to new circumstances. Here the sacrifices of the

general admonition are lost sight of altogether. The whole

attention of the diviner is bent on a court scene, where the

centre figure is a good and noble prince. Probably there is

an allusion to some ancient emperor, as in the “ Song of

the five children
”

there is a description of the virtues of the

emperor Yu, which would in its tone agree very well with

the character of the ideal emperor here pourtrayed. But it

might be the emperor Cheng Tang, or Pang keng, or Wu
ting of the Shang dynasty. If Cheu kung, for instance,

drew his materials from the Lien shan yi, it would be Yii ti

that is referred to. If from the Kwei tsang yi, it would be

one of the three Shang emperors just mentioned. It could

not, I think, be one of the five children, as supposed by
M. Terrien de Lacouperie, because they were not seated on
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the throne, and the name Kwan was applied to all the

five brothers. The coincidence is probably a mere accident.

The ideas attached to Kwan in the court scene require us

to suppose that the diviner thought of it as an outer and

second gate, as a verb to gaze, and as also meaning to wash.

It does not appear to be used here as a proper name of the

king who might be on the throne at the time.

The Thirteenth Kwa, Tung jen, Associated friends.

The diviner has before him to help in interpretation the

ancient name of the whole kwa, associated friends, and its

parts, li, fire, below, at the beginning of action, and k’ien,

heaven, above, completing the action.

In the tenth century, when the Tang emperor Fei ti

invested the city Tai yuen, the Tsin emperor Kau tsu in

his distress commanded Ma chung tsi to consult the milfoil.

This officer went through the eighteen manipulations and

obtained the 13th kwa. His statement to his sovereign was

as follows. Firmness above and brightness below. The ruler’s

virtues are bright. The people in the south look towards

him, and he obtains the empire. There must in these cir-

cumstances be associated friends to help him. Kien is the

north-west. The Yi king says there is fighting in Kien.

Li is the south. The Yi king says there is meeting in Li.

Those who come to help us are in the north-west. Kien

is the kwa of the ninth and tenth month. The victory

ought to be won at the union of these months.

In accordance with this prediction, the Kie tan Tartars

helped the Tsin emperor and defeated the Tang army in the

ninth month.

In the primitive divination, so far as we know, the kwa

were not divided among the months. Nor does it seem clear

that the Shwo kwa chwen, which places the eight kwa

round the compass in the positions chen east, sun south-east,

li south, kwun south-west, tui west, kien north-west, ka’n

north, ken north-east, was written before the time of Con-

fucius. But it would be hypercritical to deny that this was
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the order of the kwa in the Cheu yi. Supposing the Shwo
kwa chwen were a late addition, this part of it would not

be likely to be an innovation. The elemental philosophy

required this arrangement, and it was under the influence

of this philosophy that Wen wang wrote.

The position of the diviner in Wen wang’s days would

differ therefore from that of the diviner in the tenth century

after Christ, mainly in regard to the application to months.

The three leading ideas, Tung jen, heaven, fire, would be

the same for each.

The Tung jen could not mean Troglodytes, because the

appendices agree with the text in assigning to the words

the sense, associated friends, and as the text is much of it

older than the time of Wen wang, there is no call to break

with a tradition so self-consistent and so primitive.

General admonition. Friends are in the field. Perse-

verance. There will be good fortune in passing a great

river. There will be a benefit secured, the chief being

upright.

Particular admonition on first line. Strong element

at the beginning of action. Friends are at the gate. No
error.

Second line. Weakness. Second place (the chief place

among subordinates). That friends connect themselves in

parties under leaders is cause for regret.

Third line. Strength. Third place (indicates intention

to seize the opportunity to attack him who is in possession

of honour at the fifth place). He hides his arms in the long

grass and mounts a high hillock. For three years he has

remained without marching in advance.

Fourth line. Strength. Fourth place. Mounting the

wall of the fortress, he refrains from an assault, not being

able to conquer. There will be good fortune.

Fifth line. Strength. Place of honour and power.

Friends first lament and afterwards are seen rejoicing. The

great army conquers them and then they meet.

Sixth line. Strength. Highest line. Friends are on the

outside of the city. There is nothing to regret.
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History does not throw light on the circumstances here

alluded to. It would not be strange that these entries should

have been made in reference to some unknown event in the

Shang dynasty. It ought to be recollected that we mentioned

in the 11th and in the 63rd kwa events which took place

about b.c. 1190 and b.c. 1364 respectively.

When once the record had been made, it was liable to

become an enigma to all those who were not acquainted

with contemporary events. This is the reason that the

Yi king appears to be disjointed and obscure.

Conclusion.

The diagrams being inseparable from the text of the Yi

king, to view the text as consisting of vocabularies and

ballads is inadmissible. The oldest part of the text that we

can trace by internal chronological evidence attaches itself

to b.c. 1364. Other parts may be older than this, and there

is nothing decisive in the words or grammar of the text to

indicate the period to which it should be referred.

The diagrams are contemporary with the invention of

writing by the Chinese. The same sort of mental activity

made the one which made the other. The diagrams became

the vehicle for the expression of a philosophy. The characters

became the basis of the national literature.

The reason why the diagrams of the Yi king became the

vehicle of philosophy was that they are general symbols

capable of application to new circumstances a hundred times

over. But what does philosophy consist of if it be not the

reduction of human knowledge to general propositions ?

Philosophy began very early in the world, because some men,

possessing the generalizing faculty, would, in any country

where civilization had made some progress, be able by a few

intuitions and deductions to lay the foundations of a philo-

sophy. The first philosophy of the Yi king was the dual,

based on the strong and weak element found in nature. In

the diagrams the single and double lines became symbols

for the expression of some of the simpler ideas of this
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philosophy. Then the names of the kwa became attached

to them by diviners, a memento in each case perhaps of a

successful divination. These names also became repositories

of ideas springing out of the dual philosophy. But, as

time went on, the philosophy of two contrasted elements in

a single antithesis expanded itself into the system of the five

elements. A philosophy whose symbols were linear became

a philosophy whose symbols were circular and linear. This

was the stage which philosophic progress had reached in the

eleventh century before Christ, and this was the reason that

Wen wang changed the order of the kwa.

When Confucius appeared on the scene, and undertook the

task of preserving the classics for posterity, what struck him

most forcibly in the Yi king was its philosophy, and in the

appendices he bent himself to the completion of that philo-

sophy. He found them probably in a fragmentary state, and

when they left his hand, they had assumed nearly their

present form. What was in early ages a manual of divina-

tion, became by the completion of the appendices both a

manual of divination and a compendium of the philosophy

of the ancient sages. It was only the mind that dictated the

Chung yung philosophy, that could have finished the Yi

king. Native scholars have been impressed by the general

similarity of tone in the Chung yung and the Appendices

to the Yi king, and have unanimously regarded them as

proceeding from one master mind.

The philosophy of Confucius was moral, but he preserved

the elemental philosophy of Wen wang, and, having a fervent

admiration of that sage, retained his system unimpaired.

The Wen yen, or 4th Appendix, is cited in the Tso chwen as

used a.d. 564, before Confucius was grown to man’s estate,

and is therefore not his. The Shwo kwa chwen, or 5th

Appendix, forms a bridge between the teaching of Confucius

in the old Yi king and the views of the Han dynasty

writers.

The Yi king proved itself to be the mother of philosophies

in the Han dynasty. King fang founded upon it the philo-

sophy of the calendar, and Yang hiung constructed upon
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this idea a long philosophic poem which he called the Tai

hiuen king, 1 in eighty -one sections. Each section had a

kwa, and it was intended as a sort of competitor in repute

with the Yi king, hut the attempt has failed. An alchemical

philosophy was founded by Wei pe yang on the Yi king.

The pride and admiration felt by the Chinese in the Yi

king cannot therefore be wondered at, for it is the funda-

mental hook of their philosophy. If in certain passages it

is obscure, it ought to be considered whether the necessary

historical elucidations are wanting. Where they exist, the

Yi king is no more difficult to understand than any other

ancient Chinese book.

1 The Tai hiuen king proceeds in its 81 sections from the winter solstice

through the year to the winter solstice again. The Yang principle is at its climax

June '21st. It expands in spring, and contracts in autumn. The elements metal,

wood, water, fire, earth, are influences in perpetual circulation, each dominating

for a short time in succession. Fu hi preferred 8 and 64 as the favourite numbers
of his philosophy. Yang hiung preferred 9 and 81, in this following Wen wang.
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Art. XVIII.

—

On the Arrangement of the Hymns of the Rig-

veda. By Frederic Pincott, M.R.A.S.

The supreme importance of the Rig-veda in all questions

bearing on the history of the Aryan mind, and on the de-

velopment of the religious idea in man, gives interest to

every attempt to throw light on that priceless heir-loom of

India. Much has already been done by able scholars, in

many ways, to investigate the language and ideas enshrined

in the Rig-veda-sanhita
;
but no one has yet discovered the

principle on which the hymns are arranged among them-

selves, or has advanced beyond the mere consciousness

expressed by Prof. Max Muller in his History of Ancient

Sanskrit Literature, that “ there is some system,” “ some

priestly influence,” “ traces of one superintending spirit,”

and such-like generalities. The object of the following

paper is to show the principle which regulated the formation

of the Sanhita, the aggregation of hymns into Mandalas, the

reason for the positions assigned to the Mandalas, and the

method followed in placing each particular hymn. If my
deductions prove accurate, it is evident that a fresh impetus

will be given to the study of these remarkable documents,

for the clue to the labyrinth will be in the hands of future

investigators.

Prof. Max Muller gave a sound basis to the inquiry by

pointing out that the division of the Rig-veda into Mandala,

Anuvaka, and Sukta, is more ancient than that into Ashtaka,

Adhyaya, and Varga. He also called attention to the fact
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that eight of the ten Mandalas begin with hymns addressed

to the god Agni, which, in seven cases, are followed by

hymns to Indra, and that these again are generally followed

by hymns to the Visvadevas. If I add to this the statement

that it has been noticed that the last hundred hymns of the

Rig-veda are arranged in the order of their diminishing

length, I believe I have adduced all that has yet been pub-

lished as to the principles governing the arrangement of

these ancient poems. Indian scholars do not help us in this

matter
;

for Sayana, the great Commentator, frankly states in

his Introduction to the Rig- veda, that the hymns have no

principle of arrangement
;
and the Pandits now living in

India with whom I have communicated seem just as clear

on the point.

The Brahmans, however, have divided the Sanhita into

five parts, in a way which proves that they were well aware

of distinct differences between various portions of the col-

lection. The five parts they name respectively Satarchin,

Madhyama, Pragatha, Pavamani, and the Kshudra and

Mahasuktas. The Satarchin is a name given to the 1st

Mandala, under the assumption that each Rishi contributed

100 richas, or verses, to its formation. 1 The Madhyama

1 The visionary character of this assumption is demonstrated by the following

list of the Rishis of the 1st Mandala with the number of verses which each
contributed :

—
NAME or RISHI. NO. OF VERSES.

Madhuchhandas
Jetri

Medhatithi
S'unahs'epha

Iliranyastupa

Kanwa
Praskanwa

102

8

146
96

71

96

82
Savya 72
Nodhas
Paras'ara

Gotama
Kutsa
Kas'yapa

The Five Rishis

Kutsa
Kakshivan

74
91

204
47
1

19

145
153

Paruchchhepa 100
Dirghatamas 237
Agasti 229

It will be seen that only one Rishi contributed exactly 100 verses
;

five others
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portion comprises the whole of the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th,

and 7th Mandalas. They are, in fact, uniform in character,

and constitute the centre or corpus of the whole Sanhita.

Pragatha is the name applied to the hymns of the 8th

Mandala, from a consciousness that this miscellaneous col-

lection had something exceptional in its character. The

Pavamani, or purificatory hymns, are those of the 9th

Mandala, all of which are addressed to the deity of the

Soma juice. The 10th Mandala contains the Kshudrasukta

and Mahasukta, or the short and long hymns
;

obviously

indicating that it is a miscellaneous collection placed at the

end of all the others. The facts to which the above nomen-

clature calls attention are indubitable, although the Indian

traditional explanation of those facts may be rejected. The

only amendment I propose to the Indian classification is the

division of the 10th Mandala into two parts. My reasons

for doing so are as follows: — The hymns of the 10th

Mandala are almost entirely ascribed to mythological Rishis;

but the first 84 hymns are arranged according to the Rishi

and the metre of the poem, and comprise the Apr! hymn of

the Badhyasvas. As soon as we pass the 84th hymn we
find a totally different system of arrangement; Rishi and

metre are disregarded, and the hymns are arranged in strict

accordance with their diminishing length. Furthermore

this latter cluster comprises the Apr! hymn of the Bhrigus

by Jamadagni. When we reflect on the high importance

attached to the Apri hymns, and the tenacity with which

each family clung to its own Apn-sukta, coupled with the

fact that these two Apri hymns are imbedded in collections

which differ entirely in their method of arrangement, it

seems impossible to avoid the conclusion that the 10th

Mandala consists of two collections of hymns in accidental

union.

roughly approximate 100 verses; but the remainder vary between the wide limits

of a single verse up to no less than 237 verses. It deserves remark, however,
that the term S'atarchin has this slender application to these Rishis, that, of all

members of their respective families, their hymns approach nearest in their total

to 100 verses. This is true even of Dirghatamas with his 237 verses; for he is

the nearest to 100 of any member of the Gautama family.
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I will now state the six sections into which I propose to

divide the Rig-veda, and will afterwards deal with the

arrangement of the individual hymns :

Sect. 1.—The 1st Mandala. This is an eclectic ceremonial

liturgy, divisible into eleven parts, connected with the

offering of the Purolasa oblation in eleven vessels. This

is why it was accorded the first place in the Sanhita
;

for all that follows is only supplementary to this great

ceremonial. The proofs will be given further on.

Sect. 2.—The 2nd to the 7th Mandala. These, as is well

known, are the family collections of hymns, representa-

tives from which were taken to produce the grand

eclectic liturgy of the 1st Mandala.

Sect. 3.

—

The Pragatha hymns, or the 8th Mandala. This

collection, as its name imports, is semi-canonical in

character, and comprises the Valakhilya, or Supple-

mentary hymns, along with a mixed collection of hymns

representing all the different families of poets. Further

exjjlanation of this will be given.

Sect. 4.—The Pavamani, or Soma hymns of the 9th Mandala.

This Mandala necessarily occupies a position subordinate

to those which have preceded it. They contain hymns

addressed to the gods themselves
;

this contains those

celebrating the virtues of that which was offered to the

gods. This is obviously the reason for its position in

the Sanhita.

Sect. 5.—Mythological hymns of the Badhyasvas, comprising

the first 84 hymns of the 10th Mandala.

Sect. 6.—Mythological hymns of the Bhrigus. These last

two sections comprise hymns by Rishis, nearly all of

whom are mythological personages. The hymns them-

selves are for the most part dedicated to Agni, Indra,

Visvadevas, etc.
;

but there are several addressed to

powers unrecognized as deities in other parts of the

Rig-veda, such as the Pitris, Mrityu, to certain celestial

birds and beasts, and even to Angiras, the sage. Here

are also found the doubtful Purusha-sukta, and a hymn
to Dakshina, or the presentation of alms at sacrifices

;
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we find also references to the “ seven ancient Rishis,”

and many other evidences that we are breathing a

different atmosphere when among these hymns to that

which surrounds us when we are among those of the

earlier Mandalas. The last place in the Sanhita is

properly given to these mystical and mythological

poems.

The different parts of the Rig-veda are thus seen to be

systematically arranged. First comes the liturgy
;
next the

family collections of hymns; then the Supplementary hymns;

then the Soma hymns
;
and last, the mythological poems.

Now let us see if any system is discernible in the family

collections of hymns themselves. We have only to arrange

them under the family names of their Rishis to see the

principle which dictated the order in which we find them

:

1. Bhrigu (Gritsamada), 2nd Mandala.

2. Visvamitra (Visvamitra), 3rd Mandala.

3. Angiras, Gautama branch (Vamadeva), 4th Mandala.

Atri (Atri), 5th Mandala.

3. Angiras, Bharadvaja branch (Bharadvaja) Gth Mandala.

2. Vasishtha (Vasishtha), 7th Mandala.

1. Pragatha hymns, 8th Mandala.

These seven Mandalas evidently find their pivot in the 5th

Mandala, on each side of which they are systematically

arranged. The important Angiras family (under whose in-

fluence the Rig-veda seems to have been arranged) placed

the hymns of its two branches one on each side of the centre.

The Vaisvamitra family, ever the friends of the Angiras, were

placed next, balanced on the other side by their great rivals

the Vasishthas; while outside these again was placed, at one

end, the inconsiderable collection of the Bhrigus, the shortest

of the Mandalas, with the miscellaneous Pragatha collection

as a counterpoise at the other extremity. Nothing could

be more systematic than this. It is just what the relative

importance and mutual rivalries of the families would

necessitate.

But why should the hymns of Atri and his family occupy
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the centre ? This is the very key-stone of the arch
;
and the

reason that it became such is clearly shown in the traditions

of the Atreyas. These traditions show an intimate connec-

tion between Atri, the Moon, and Soma. The Moon, or

Soma (for the terms are almost interchangeable), was the

offspring- of the Rishi Atri
;
and hence was frequently called

'’SrfafTST or or ’^rf^STTrl, terms which mean “born

of Atri,” or “ born from the eye of Atri,” or “ born from a

glance of Atri,” the tradition being that the Moon was pro-

duced by the flash of the eye of the Rishi Atri .
1 The Moon,

as we know, was the parent of Budha, the progenitor of the

Lunar race, whose capital was at the famous Hastinapura,

near Delhi. It is, therefore, clear that Atri was held to be

the patron-saint of the Soma, and he and his race may, in

fact, have had something to do with the introduction of

Soma into the ritual
;

2 at all events, it is evident that he

occupies the central position among the Mandalas as the

representative of the sacred Soma, around which the other

Mandalas were grouped as shown above.

Before quitting this part of the subject, it seems needful

to show the subordinate character of the Pragatha hymns, to

account for their being placed in an outer position. There

is first the name Pragatha, implying that Indians are fully

aware that there is something in this Mandala to distinguish

it from the others. This Mandala contains the eleven

Yalakhilya, or distinctly non-canonical hymns
;

and al-

though the rest of the hymns are sufficiently canonical to

be included in the Anukramani, or Index, of the Rig-veda,

still they are all, so to speak, branded with the epithet

Pragatha. Now a gatha is the name of any secular or non-

canonical poem. No rich, yajush, or saman verse is ever

spoken of as a gatha
;
for it is a term which implies human

1 Colebrooke’s Essays, vol. i. p. 171 (
ed

.

1873).
2 It is worthy of inquiry whether the contests of the Solar and Lunar races

had anything to do with the worship of the Sun and Moon. Certainly a com-
promise seems to have been effected in the Rig-veda, as a kind of settlement ;

for

Soma or the Moon is accorded the posts of honour both here, and in the 1st

Mandala, while hymns to Agni, Fire, or the Solar principle, are placed first in

order in every arrangement of individual hymns. Thus the Moon dominates the

order of the Mandalas, and the Sun rules the arrangement of the individual hymns.
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authorship, an idea unhesitatingly rejected in the case of

canonical hymns. The term pragatha implies superiority

over ordinary gathas, whether that be a superiority of ex-

cellence or of antiquity. The term signifies that the hymns

in question occupy an intermediate position between gathas

by human authors, and the revealed verses of the Rishis.

The subordinate character of this Mandala is further shown

by the heterogeneity of its contents. It contains hymns of

all the great families of Rishis
;

but not all the hymns

ascribed to the Rishis included in it. It seems to give only

an odd hymn or two of various Rishis, not included in the

preceding Mandalas, the highest number of hymns ascribed

to any one Rishi being five. There are hymns by as many

as 56 Rishis in this Mandala, of whom there are 37 that can

boast of only a single hymn each
;
10 have but two hymns

each
;
3 have three hymns each

;
5 have four hymns each

;

and 1 only has five hymns. Another noticeable fact is that

the mass of these Pragatha hymns are by members of the

Angiras family
;
a fact which supports the opinion that the

Sanhita was arranged under Angiras influence, and that

that family was anxious to include in the canon all the

relics of their own poets, even those about the revealed

character of which doubts might be entertained. The

composite and fragmentary character of this Mandala, there-

fore, sufficiently explains the subordinate position assigned

to it.

Before finally passing to an explanation of the method

adopted for the arrangement of individual hymns, it is need-

ful here to introduce the reasons which induce me to speak

of the 1st Mandala as an eclectic ceremonial liturgy. If I

am correct in my deductions, then we have here a very

curious discovery which cannot fail to throw much light on

the religion of the ancient Aryans. In my opinion we have

in this Mandala the veritable prayer-book of the ancient

Brahmans, rehearsed while performing the eleven acts which

completed the solemn offering of the Purolasa. The arrange-

ment of the hymns in this Mandala enables us to indicate

with certainty the supreme moment when the sacred Soma
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juice was offered. The demonstration of these bold opinions

is as follows

:

A careful inspection of the 1st Mandala shows that it

contains hymns by no less than seven of the eight great

families of Rishis. There are hymns by the Vaisvamitras,

by both the Bharadvaja and Gautama branches of the

Angirasas, by the Vasishthas, by the Kaiyapas, by the Bhar-

gavas, and by the Agastyas. It is evident from this that we
have in the 1st Mandala an eclectic collection of hymns

;

not, as in the case of the 8th Mandala, a mere heterogeneous

collection of fugitive poems, but a carefully selected and

systematically arranged set of hymns representing the great

families of ancient Rishis. It is hardly venturesome to

assert that this designed selection of hymns was intended for

ceremonial purposes. For what other purpose could it be

intended? Why should a pinch of hymns be taken from

each of the family collections, and placed in an orderly

sequence by themselves, unless for some purpose for which

the hymns so selected were to be used ?

A convincing proof that the 1st Mandala is a ceremonial

liturgy on eclectic principles, is found in the fact that the

centre of the Mandala is occupied by the remarkable single

verse to Agni of Kasyapa and the hymn of the Five Rishis.

So earnest has been the intention to get these into the centre

of the book that they are actually thrust into the midst of

the hymns ascribed to Kutsa. No other Rishi’s hymns in

this Mandala are disjointed in such a way, and this of itself

constitutes a startling anomaly. There are 191 hymns in

the 1st Mandala, an exact division of which would give 95

hymns on each side with an odd one in the middle. The

95th hymn, however, happens to be the first hymn of Kutsa

addressed to Agni. To insert anything there would be to

sever the hymns of Agni, of which there are five. Kutsa’s

next hymns after these five are addressed to Indra, and it is

between the last hymn to Agni and the first to Indra that

the one verse of Kasyapa and the hymn of the Five Rishis are

introduced. It thus happens that there are 99 hymns before,

and 90 hymns after, this medial couple. Such a medial
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position for two exceptional hymns cannot have resulted

from accident.

It may instantly occur to a critic that a more nearly

medial position would have been secured by placing these

two hymns just before those of Kutsa to Agni, thus having-

94 hymns before and 96 hymns after them. But if the

centre of the Mandala represents the supreme moment in

the ceremonial when the Soma was poured out, there was

special reason for placing the hymns to Agni on one side,

and those to Indra on the other side of that solemn act
;

for

Agni and Indra are said to share the Soma libation between

them. That the verse of Kasyapa and the hymn of the Five

Rishis marks the place in the ceremonial at which the

Soma was offered, is conclusively shown by the following

argument : Kasyapa and his family were pre-eminently the

Rishis of the Soma. The Aitareya-Brahmana distinctly tells

us (vii. 27) :

fsrrej; |

“ For these Bhutaviras, the Asitamriga Kasyapas

conquered the Soma-juice.” In corroboration of this, it may
be obsei-ved, that all the hymns of the Kasyapas but two are

in praise of Soma. The exceptions are, one hymn to Indra

placed among the miscellaneous collection of the 8th Mandala,

and the hymn, consisting of a single verse to Agni, which

we are discussing. Thus Kasyapa was just the Rishi most

appropriate to cite at the Soma libation
;
and what does his

single verse to Agni say ? Why, just the words we should

naturally expect to be uttered at such a moment. The verse

runs thus :
—“ Let us offer libations to him who knows all

our wealth. May Agni consume the wealth of our enemies !

May Agni free us from all dangers, and cause us to pass over

misfortune, as a ship passes over the sea !
” Here we have

a remarkable hymn—the only hymn in the Rig-veda con-

sisting of a single verse—ascribed to the special Rishi of the

Soma, invoking the deity who shares half the libation, and

proclaiming its very purpose in the words “ Let us offer

libations.” The companion hymn to this short one of Kas-

yapa renders this still clearer, for it is by the Five Rishis, and

26VOL. XVI.—[new series.]
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is dedicated to Indra and the Maruts. Now we know that

Indra and the Maruts are sharers of half the oblation with

Agni (see hymn 72), and this circumstance renders the

position of this hymn both obvious and full of interest. It

seems impossible to suggest any other reason for separating

Kutsa’s hymns to Agni and those to Indra from each other,

by the insertion of these invocations to Agni and Indra with

the Maruts, in the very centre of the Mandala, than the

reason I have offered, that it marks the point in the cere-

monial when the libation of Soma was poured out.

The orderly arrangement of the families of the Rishis

around this central point is far too systematic to result from

accident, or indeed from any other cause than thoughtful

design. The Mandala is arranged as follows :

—

1. Visvamitra’s family. (Hymns 1-10.)

2. Angiras family (Bharadvaja branch). (11-64.) 1

3. Vasishtha’s family. (65-73.)

4. Angiras family (Gautama branch). (74-94.)

5. Kutsa (Bharadvaja Angiras.) (95-99.)

Kasyapa 2 and the Five Rishis. (100, 101.)

5. Kutsa (Bharadvaja Angiras). (102-116.)

4. Angiras family (Gautama branch). (117-127.)

3. Bhrigu’s family. (128-140.)

2. Angiras family (Gautama branch). (141-164.)

1. Agasti. (165-191.)

An inspection of this list will show its admirably syste-

matic arrangement. We see that the representative of the

Soma occupies the centre just as we saw in the arrangement

of the Mandalas themselves
;
on each side of this centre an

Angiras set of hymns of the Bharadvaja branch is placed

;

outside these come hymns of the Gautama branch
;
outside

1 Some A of the Rishis in this cluster are of doubtful lineage
;
but they are all

certainly Angiras.
- The special connection of Kas'yapa with the centre is plainly stated in the

Bhagavata-Purana (is. 16, 21. 22), where, speaking of the distribution of space

among the Brahmans, it is said :— • • • • ^«rr
j
“He gave .... to others the intermediate regions

;

and, to Kas'yapa, the central.”
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these are found hymns of the Vasishthas and Bhrigus

balancing each other
;
beyond these come other Angiras

collections
;
and finally at the extremities we have hymns

of the Vaisvamitras and Agastyas at opposite poles of the

Mandala. It will be noticed that, in the first part, there are

two sets of Bharadvaja and one of Gautama hymns, in the

second part this is reversed, for in that there are two sets of

Gautama hymns and one of Bharadvaja hymns.

Another striking peculiarity of this Mandala is the fact

that towards the end are hymns to Agni. In all other parts

of the Rig-veda every hymn to Agni is placed at the

beginning 1

;
this is also true of the hymns of all the Rishis

of the first Mandala, except those of Agasti, which have

those celebrating Indra and the Maruts first, while those to

Agni come near the end. The effect of this arrangement is

that this Mandala has hymns to Agni at both the beginning

and the end, a peculiarity which brings to mind the oft-

repeated dictum that Agni is the beginning and the end of

the sacrifice.

An important thing to notice is that there are five clusters

of hymns on each side of the medial point. This divides

the Mandala into eleven parts, and at once explains the

meaning of the phrase that the Purolasa was offered in

eleven vessels. It suggests the inference that the Purolasa

was a religious act which commemorated all the Rishis,

and with them the entire people, in a ceremonial observ-

ance, consisting of eleven separate acts accompanied by

the recitation of eleven sets of hymns, as arranged in the

first Mandala.

The hymn of the Five Rishis is one of peculiar signifi-

cance
,

2 but need not detain us in this preliminary explana-

1 The 6th Mandala, however, has one hymn to Agni at the end.
2 These Five Rishis are said to have been rujarshis, or royal sages, and there

is something in their relationships, and even in their names, to identify them
with the five Pandava princes. It is noticeable that one of them, Ambarisha, is

reputed to have been the progenitor of Sunahs’epha, whose hymns are conspicuous
in this Mandala. On the other hand, it must be stated that they are called

Varshagirs, or descendants of Vrisliagir, who is supposed to have been an ancient
king. I prefer to translate the word as “ descendants of the adorers of the
sprinkler,” that is, worshippers of Indra, a title singularly appropriate to the
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tion of tlie main principles regulating the arrangement of

the hymns of the Rig-veda. I hope I have offered enough

to show that the Mandalas are arranged upon intelligent

principles, that the 10th Mandala consists of two distinct

parts, and that the 1st Mandala is a ceremonial liturgy. 1 I

now proceed to explain the arrangement of the individual

hymns in each Mandala.

There are three circumstances which guided the arrange-

ment of the hymns in all the Mandalas
;
the first of these

is the deity addressed, the second is the length of the hymn,

and the third is its metre. The primary arrangement of the

hymns of the first seven Mandalas is according to the deities

celebrated. The gods follow each other in a fairly defined

order. Hymns to Agni invariably come first, and those

addressed to Indra are placed second. These two are the

dii majores. In the first seven Mandalas, out of a total of

618 hymns, 333 are in praise of either Agni or Indra,

leaving only 285 hymns to celebrate all the other gods of

the Pantheon. After the hymns to Indra are placed those

addressed to the Visvadevas, and the Maruts or companions

of Indra. Then come hymns connected with the Sun, under

the names of Mitra, Surya, Savitri, Adityas, Aswins, etc.

;

followed by those celebrating meteoric phenomena, as storms,

rain, wind (Rudra, Yaruna, Vayu), etc.; and lastly come

those addressed to the heavens and the earth, and such-like

material objects.

The hymns occurring under each deity are arranged in

the order of their diminishing length, the longest hymn
always coming first, and the shortest hymn last. A mere

cursory inspection will show that wherever the regularity of

authors of a hymn to Indra and the Maruts. It is curious that the hymn itself

speaks of the “ five classes of beings,” as though this hymn were intended to

express the adoration of all sections of the Bralimanic community.
1 It certainly deserves notice that no hymn of Atri, or of liis family, finds a

place in the 1st Mandala. He is the only Maharshi excluded. This may arise

from the fact already mentioned that he represents the Soma, and the place he

would therefore have occupied is filled hy Kas'yapa. Atri appears to have been

devoted to Lunar interests, and preserved no hymn to Agni, although some of his

family did, and this partizansliip may have operated to exclude his family from

the eclectic Mandala, every Rishi in which celebrates the god Agni.
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these clusters of hymns of diminishing length has not been

strictly preserved, it is invariably caused by the presence of

one or two hymns of greater length at the end of the series

to which they belong. This circumstance alone is sufficient

to prove that these longer hymns were placed at the end of

their respective series for some special reason. And that

reason is found to be a change of metre. The following

tables will show the regular arrangement of the hymns
according to deity and diminishing length

;
the places where

this order is disturbed at the ends by change of metre is

indicated by a short rule or dash. These tables contain the

hymns of the Sanhita in the order of their occurrence, giving

the number of verses which each hymn contains. The

arrangement into clusters of diminishing length serves to

show the deities which were intimately associated with each

other in the minds of the ancient Brahmans, and the relative

importance of each deity.

2nd Mandala.

Deity celebrated. No. of verses in each hymn.

Agni— 16, 13, 11, 9, 8, 8, 6, 6, 6, 6.

Indra—21, 15, 13, 12, 10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 6, 4.

Vrihaspati, etc.—19, 16, 15, 4.

Adityas, etc.— 17, 11, 7.

Various deities— 11, 7,— 8.

Rudra, etc.—15, 15, 15, 6, 6.

Savitri, etc.—11, 8, 6, 21, 3, 3. Total, 43 hymns.

3rd Mandala.

Agni—23, 15, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 9, 9, 9, 9, 7, 7, 6, 6,

5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5,-9, 15, 6, 16.

Indra—22, 22, 17, 13, 11, 11, 11, 11, 10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8, 5,

5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5,-12, 8, 24.

Visvadevas—22, 22, 8, 6.

Aswins, etc.—9, 9, 7, 7,— 18. Total, 62 hymns.
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4th. Mandala.

Agni—20, 20, 16, 15, 15, 11, 11, 8, 8, 8, 5, 6, 5, 5,-10.

Indra—21, 21, 13, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 8, 7, 5, 5, 5,—

24, 15, 24.

Ribhus— 11, 11, 9, 9, 8.

Sun—10, 6, 5.

Indra and Yaruna— 11, 10, 7, 7, 7, 7, 4,—6, 6, 11.

Dawn, etc.—11, 7, 7, 6.

Various deities— 10, 7, 8,—11. Total, 58 hymns.

5th Mandala.

Agni—12, 12, 12, 11, 11, 10, 10, 7, 7, 7, 6, 6, 6, 6, 5, 5,

5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 4, 2,-9, 9, 6, 6.

Indra— 15, 15, 13, 12, 10, 9, 8, 6, 5, 5, 5,-9.

Visvadevas—20, 18, 17, 15, 11, 8, 7, 5, 5, 5,—15.

Maruts—17, 16, 15, 10, 9, 8, 8, 8, 8,-19.

Mitra and Yaruna—9, 7, 7, 6, 6, 5, 5, 4, 4, 3, 3.

Aswins—10, 10, 9, 5, 5,—9.

Dawn, etc.—10, 6, 5,—9.

Various deities—10, 3, 8, 6, 9. Total, 87 hymns.

6th Mandala.

Agni— 13, 11, 8, 8, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 6, 6, 6, 6,-19, 48.

Indra— 15, 15, 13, 13, 12, 11, 10, 10, 9, 8, 8, 8, 6, 5, 5, 5,

5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 4, 4,-24, 33, 14, 31.

Visvadevas—22, 15, 15,—16, 17.

Pushan— 10, 10, 6, 6, 6, 4.

Indra and Agni, etc.—10, 15, 14, 11, 11, 6, 6.

Maruts, etc.—11, 11, 11, 8, 6, 6, 5, 3,—4.

Agni—19. Total, 75 hymns.

7th Mandala.

Agni—25, 11, 10, 10, 9, 7, 7, 7, 6, 5, 5, 3, 3, 3,-15,

12, 7.

Indra—25, 11, 10, 10, 9, 6, 6, 6, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5,-12, 27, 14.
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Visvadevas, etc.—25, 15, 9, 8, 8, 7, 7, 7, 6, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4,

4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 3,-8.

Maruts—25, 7, 6,— 12.

Mitra and Varuna— 12, 7, 6, 6, 5, 5,—19.

Aswins—10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 5,—6.

Dawn—8, 7, 6, 5, 5, 3,—6.

Indra and Varuna— 10, 10, 5, 5.

Varuna—8, 7, 7, 5.

Vayu—7, 7, 5.

Indra and Agni—8, 12.

Sarasvati— 6, 6.

Various deities—10, 7, 7, 7, 6, 3,— 10, 25.

Total, 104 hymns.

It will be seen that the deviations from the regular

arrangement of the hymns according to diminishing length,

occur at the ends of the various clusters. An examination

of the hymns themselves will show that these deviations are

caused by a change of metre, the practice being to place

hymns of mixed metre after those written in one and the

same metre. It will be found that hymns addressed to a

single deity and written in one metre have precedence over

hymns addressed to several deities or written in mixed

metres. It would extend this paper to extravagant length

to substantiate this assertion
;

because it could be done

only by a detailed examination of each unconformable

hymn. It may be accepted, however, as a simple fact that

all these apparent deviations from the theoretical order

are readily explainable in the manner indicated.

There are, however, two notable exceptions to the law I

have laid down. It will be seen that the twelfth hymn of

the 4th Mandala contains six verses, while the hymn before

it has only five verses. This is, in reality, the only hymn in

the Rig-veda which puzzles me
;
and I am driven to the

unsatisfactory suggestion that either this hymn contains a

spurious verse, or the hymn before it has accidentally lost

a verse. It is, however, consoling to my theory to know
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that it is not driven to invent all sorts of excuses to explain

all sorts of anomalies
;

on the other hand, of the 1017

hymns the Rig-veda contains, there is only this solitary verse

which stubbornly defies the principles of arrangement I have

laid down.

The other instance to which I have alluded is anomalous

only in appearance. The hymns to Savitri, etc., at the end

of the 2nd Mandala, are arranged according to the following

lengths—11, 8, 6, 21, 3, 3, where we find a hymn of 21

verses thrust between hymns of 6 and 3 verses respectively.

An inspection of this hymn, however, confirms rather than

militates against my law
;
for the hymn in question will be

found to be divisible into seven portions of three verses each.

There is nothing fanciful in this suggested subdivision of the

hymn, for the sections are clearly marked by the varying

deities to which each part is addressed, and these deities are

not obscurely alluded to, but are distinctly named, and clearly

cut the hymn into seven well-defined portions. The follow-

ing list shows the construction of the hymn

—

Yerses 1 to 3 celebrate Yayu.

99 4 „ 6 99 Mitra and Yaruna.

99 7 „ 9 99 Aswins.

99 10 „ 12 99 Indra.

99 13 „ 15 99 Yisvadevas.

99 16 „ 18 99 Sarasvati.

99 19 „ 21 99 Heaven and Earth.

The last hymn of the 3rd Mandala, also, readily admits of

resolution into parts of three verses each. It consists of

18 verses divisible into six portions, thus

—

Yerses 1 to 3 celebrate Indra and Varuna.

99 4 „ 6 99 Yrihaspati.

99 7 „ 9 99 Pushan.

99 10 „ 12 99 Savitri.

99 13 „ 15 99 Soma.

99 16 „ 18 99 Mitra and Yaruna
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Both these hymns are placed just where clusters of three

verses ought to be, according to the rule of diminishing

length.

The miscellaneous nature of the 8th Mandala does not

allow the system of arrangement to appear conspicuously

;

but wherever two or more hymns are addressed to one deity,

they are found to conform to the general law. Thus

Medhyatithi contributed two hymns to Indra, the one of 48

verses being placed before the other of 24 verses; Goshukti’s

two hymns to Indra occur in the order 15 and 13 verses
;

Yirupa’s two hymns to Agni follow each other as 33, 30 ;

and Kurusuti’s three hymns to Indra are placed in the order

12, 11, 10. There can, obviously, be no principle of arrange-

ment exhibited in the numerous single hymns of Rishis, of

which this Mandala chiefly consists.

The 9th Mandala, however, boldly proclaims the influence

of metre and length on the arrangement of the hymns. The

following table shows the construction of this Mandala.

(a.) Gayatri—10, 10, 10, 10, 11, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8,

8, 8, 8, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6,

6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 4, 4,

4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4.

Gayatri with other metres— 30, 30, 30, 30, 30
;

30, 32.

(5.) Jagati—10, 10, 10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5.

Jagati with other metres—12, 48.

(ic.) Trishtubh—9, 8, 7, 6, 6, 6, 5, 5, 5.

Trishtubh with other metres—24, 58.

(d.) Anushtubh—12, 8, 9.

Anushtubh with other metres— 16.

(
e.) Ushnih—8, 6, 6.

Ushnih with other metres—14.

(/.) Subordinate, and mixed metres—26, 16, 22, 12, 3, 4,

11, 4.

Total, 114 hymns.
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The foregoing clusters of hymns are themselves arranged

in the order of their diminishing length
;
for there are 67

Gayatri hymns, 19 Jagati hymns, 11 Trishtubh hymns,

4 Anushtubh hymns, 4 TTshnih, and only one or two speci-

mens each of the subordinate metres.

There is one apparent anomaly in this Mandala which is

actually a proof that the hymns have been heedfully arranged.

The Mandala, it will be seen, begins with four hymns of ten

verses each, and then comes one hymn of eleven verses.

Why is not the longer hymn first in this case also ? The

hymn of eleven verses is positively the Apri hymn of the

Mandala, addressed to Soma as Pavamana, and it is the

hymn whence the whole Mandala derives its title of Pava-

raani. These facts render it still more extraordinary that

four shorter hymns should take precedence of it. The reason

for the anomaly is to be found in the names of the Pishis of

these four hymns. The first is by Madhuchhandas
;

the

second by Medhatithi
;
the third is by Sunahsepha

;
and the

fourth is by Hiranyastupa. These Vaisvamitra and Angiras

poets were placed before the Kasyapa Pishis on account of

their special sanctity
;

in confirmation of which I would

point out that the hymns of these four Pishis are placed at

the very beginning of the 1st Mandala, and in the very same

order in which they occur here. Thus we have clear proof

of design both in the selection of the Rishis, and in the

order in which they are placed.

The first 84 hymns of the 10th Mandala follow the system

of the other Mandalas, beginning with hymns to Agni,

followed by others to Indra, and others to the Yisvadevas.

It is, however, evidently a congeries of small collections, for

this is repeated two or three times, mixed with other hymns,

in the course of these 84 hymns. Additional investigation

is required in order to separate these various clusters
;
but

I have not thought that needful in this preliminary essay.

As in the case of the 8th Mandala, the small number of

lij'mns ascribed to each Rishi renders it difficult to trace the

method of arrangement
;
but wherever two or three hymns

by the same Pishi do occur, the ordinary system is at once
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apparent. Thus the seven hymns ascribed to Vimada are

arranged as follows :

—

Agni— 10, 8.

Indra— 15, 7, 6.

Soma—11.

Pushan—9.

This is in strict conformity with the usual system, both as

regards the order in which the deities are celebrated, and the

arrangement of the hymns celebrating them, according to

their length.

After the 84th hymn of this Mandala, everything is plain

;

for the method of arrangement according to diminishing

length has been apparent even to casual inspection. It has

been observed and acknowledged as indisputable for many
years

;
and, therefore, I need not present a tabular statement

of what is already well known.

It is the intention of this paper merely to demonstrate

that the hymns of the Rig-veda are arranged on a definite

system, and to point out the main features of that system.

I venture to think that the evidences here presented are con-

clusive of the point. None, I think, will contend that the

orderly arrangement which I have shown to exist in these

venerable poems is the result of accident. The discovery

that the 1st Mandala is a ceremonial liturgy, and that all the

hymns have a definite place in the canon, can hardly fail to

give a fresh impulse to the investigations of scholars, and

to lead to many unexpected discoveries. In the hope that

such may indeed be the case, I lay this paper before my
fellow-students.
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Art. XIX.— II S'uka-sandcsah. A Sanskrit Poem
bij Lakshmi-dasa. With Preface and Notes in English, by

H.H. Rama-Varma, Maharaja of Travancore, G.C.S.I.,

M.R.A.S., and a Commentary by Kerala-varma.

Preface.

The ancient Sanskrit literature of India is attracting daily

the increasing attention of Orientalists of Europe. Sanskrit

works, hitherto unknown, are being brought to the notice of

the public by the labours of European scholars like Doctors

Biihler, Cowell, Burnell, and others. Those labours, however,

have been but very imperfectly extended to the purely Sanskrit

literature of Keralam or Malayalam in the South-Western

extremity of India. In the blessed isolation which that

Land of Parasu-rama had for ages enjoyed, the cultivation

of Sanskrit literature was far from being neglected. Poets

have flourished who would yield superiority to none in the

rest of India, except perhaps to the great Kalidasa and one or

two others of the highest rank. It cannot, therefore, be labour

wasted to bring some of the works left by them to the

notice of European Orientalists. The manuscript here printed

for the first time is a poem called “Suka-sandesa,” or “Suka-

duta ”—“ Parrot-messenger.” It is very much on the plan

of Kalidasa’s celebrated “ Megha-duta,” so admirably trans-

lated into English verse by the late Professor Horace Hayman
Wilson. The metre is the same—Mandakranta.
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The poet Lakshmi-dasa dreams himself to be suddenly

transported to Ramesvaram, or Rama-setu, the well-known

place of pilgrimage, off the southern end of the Coromandel

coast. There he meets a parrot of supernatural intelligence

and powers, and conveys the message by him to his wife at

Guna-puram.

Following the plan of the Megha-duta, the author de-

scribes the towns, shrines, mountains, rivers, and all chief

objects of interest in the route the parrot is asked to take

from Ramesvaram to Guna-puram. Some of the places

alluded to by the poet are well known and easily identified.

In regard to others, all that can be done is to hazard

guesses. The notes in English appended to the poem

are attempts to throw on such allusions as much light as is

available.

The age of the poet or of the poem I have not been able to

find out. But for the very reason that several of the places

are now difficult to be identified, and the political formations

described in the poem are not what are now found, the poem

must be some three or four centuries old. At the same time

the poet’s allusion to Kolambam, alias Kollam, alias Quilon,

which gives the current era of the Malabar coast, places the

poem posterior to the construction of that town and the

synchronous commencement of the era. The Kolambam

or Kollam era 1 dates from the 25th August, 825 a.d., and

hence the date of the poem must be somewhere between the

9th and 16th centuries—probably nearer to the latter than

to the former.
p

As already observed, the “ Suka-sandesa ” is in strict

imitation of Kalidasa’s “Megha-duta.” It is a much more

laboured production, and possesses very considerable poetical

merit, although the effortless wellings of a poetical genius

and the delicately graphic delineations of inward and out-

ward nature by an intuitively close observer of it, must ever

render the King of Indian poets—Kalidasa—inimitable.

There are other “ Sandesas ” or “ Messages ” besides this

1 See note 20.
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“ Parrot-messenger.” The Travancore Palace Library con-

tains the following :

—

1. Subhaga-sandesa.

2. Bhramara-sandesa.

3. Chataka-sandesa.

4. Hansa-sandesa.

5. Another Hansa-sandesa.

The first three of the above are by poets of Keralam, and

the last two by others. All are in the Mandakranta metre.

Further particulars on these will be found in Appendix A.

The poem of “ Suka-sandesa ” has more than one com-

mentary. But finding them either too prolix or too meagre,

I had requested Kerala-varma Koil Tampuram, the consort

of my niece, the Maharani of Travancore, to write a new
one. This commentary is inserted in the manuscript, and

selections from it are given at the end of this article.

Appendix A, also, I owe to him. While his attainments in

Sanskrit literature are of a very high order, he has acquired

by self-education a very creditable knowledge of English,

and possesses great natural talents.

I hope fully that the Sanskrit literature of Keralam,

hitherto almost entirely unknown to European Orientalists,

will receive the attention which it deserves. In this direc-

tion it will always be a pleasure to me to render such aid as

I may be qualified to do.
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Text.

*n*Rn Tt nfipi: ^frf^

wnrr ^rt: WTf*r: i

^TPPJ: w «r * rP3T:

^trt:^ iT^TfTT fan ^rr^n i q i

^TrTfT *T*fa fafaWR^rat fall^T

^r xs^Pitfare^ ^rcn i

^*1
v»

^ i i * i

SrRRlT^ *R<J W37\ PTRrT %^Iffr *TT-

*TRn: ^ *n fM *1 A <1 *r^*rR^*TTW I

^c^T^T

*ifar«uimjR *PR^ffafarr' snfa%*T

*rp^na: faimfa >afw rTTT^wr’mg i

^^^rtzrr *jRTfa *r ^T*mfa ^ ^fr

WT^n^’SW’jpRiff W^rfr TK^TTfa I 8 I

f^rr ^ft: *Rfa *nfai f^rnfanfan;

WT ^0T ^reTO!*VrePfa5Nt farm I

faiW ^T^HTCfaaRTanfal % nTnRrTf

W^^fafa fafa^TWrat^R ^ IM I

^[WT fag^^¥PT*R'mT*m«r-

R%W fa^R^cRT iN% <TfalR

*t^t cffarafq ^ *Jf5T I $ I
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wnft

5JT71T ^^twirrr: U7T^*i f^jfw: i

hsttri huht:

^r^rnfr^r ct^htopito i 'o i

^nftff f^iTfr

W^TTff fa*T HfrTT ^f^fTTT i

HI «1 <4 tt!l3

fl^TWSI ^fOTI^f^Tr^Tfa I
*=

I

^WHT^tlTfTJTCWT(il^TS%Bl HTHT

^Tq^rr *t frthtow: i

^ffNt fafaTfa’pft ftirarfUfinTfl:

SBTHHKH ^T^jJ ^ cF l <> I

srsJTrTHT U -3 A^i^UJ I 9j MWtHlf^ fT^T

rft^T HTHH I

^W^T’Kl’WW^HT^Wr^T fT%-

^raTTCHf^ ^W!*nn«i!T%
«J f% ISO |

t^iwr fa*preH% ^nf?r*it %^r *jt^t

HRfr^rr *rff ^PR^g-R^rr:

fT^^T*lfa*cWHt rTCNT*n;*lf^ I SS I

Cv Cv Cs

warrcnr: fan ^ranpnnrara: iftfacrRT

*T% Httfa TZfcT HfAT fnT ^THT^TW I

HW3TR**ifaai%TTO farol-

1 ss. 1
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XTsft ^TTrTt qT^HTW wft

f^f?T xirfcT: tff^TTft ?t i

?t fafsnww *trt: fwrer: i ^ \

w^firffrt *R^s*raTfj

^trn^r% qf *rai*rr*iTfagw i

St S»

TOmft^lTWr I W I

Tcr&$ 3 Ji-qw. fjrenran:

sT^RTt ?§nrWniTW%5 I

Tf f^faffrro^rfgTTT!^W
^wwrfa^farwwr^ i w i

^Trunrt ^frT *H*t M C\

T?V ^[W. *W^: I

^Tfw^:qrrf^T^uf^rm: i <\§ i

qT^rfr^rfT: qi*PRqfif%qrr: q^rcr*rrfariT%-

^t ^ : i

f^Tr: ufainn; witarafv hth^j: i <ro i

^ ^ ^IT^Rf "5^ I

*TTwu*rm*p3#

f=r*n^r ^t fqirf^ fa*irn*f*5R *rrem% i =f i

~wfvt
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1T4 WR rT^

mi mi ^^^Ti^nnffxrt: *rw|£t: t

xn4 vm

*TT*T 3IT^ ^ITf^rTT Me i

*RraHri*rarera%: TT3*»sftf*reTt:
(N Cs

tpjranr^’n^rcrr ro«Pr^f9?nv: i

Wtr^T^frt ^f*T Tff*J ^T*T t? ^i#

5*ftf<Tf^f 3TTTJJT <5R7rr I ^0 I

*r&m wtT^rfrffJTrfri

ST^ffanft ^TWT^mrTnr: I

«wf%

^fr: ^rf^^iT^T: i i

^T^rnrrt f^wt: i

TO ?r

tyrant eft ^ri^i

*nrrcft*r ^rft^fvxnfr *rart T^wt

wrrre?t n^nTJT’T^frJT'R^^^i %fa i

*IT *ftTO 7!WfW igwi

?i% i

WTmW^fWTfaf^cTT HTfcT mil I ^ I
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’srcfr fn^T

TJIR^rr HrTrl^TWr i

HWTwrtfT:^ nt^rR^rfrl^: ^rrcn

^RRT^renW’IT t RM I

<N

'^PNrt

^Yft % ^^rT tj^ fww^T
^TtTTT ^TTTT^^rr I

vm f^n ^Tn^TrfH^rr Tf^rerreta; i

7T^ ^r! ^T*l ^r^:

1W. ^ fWT*fK^ WV
w mm:^ tt^rit Tnf^Gt^nrrre: i ^

wsfar ^twt: i ^Q. i

^Wtwn^r^rf^^ fh?Rrreir 4ii

M^i^tvf^fTfn fa**ri f^nt^r i

^T WTTt^^m srr iftfiwraTfa^f

*T»T ^^Tfa^HTt^WpPfaWT: I ^0 I
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fwrwra
TTff^T^: TjRWfa WtiNR I

^Tri: #t fWPpi^W ^JngHsfhj I ^ I

^T*T JJsnWMT

fpftfSgrfa I

(TWlf^E'TO^FT

:

wnfK4 TRifr f ^ i ^ i

cnft^si

*rRT*nrr: i

^RIT^R WmWT«*frf^TT ^Ttf^TPlt

WI^Tf%^^f%3TRT^ 1^1

sTW^H

^TT^ST fSfTTC^^WR^T^^i ^T^t: I

%^T«Tip!lfnT I 38 I

^TWRT*Rf7TOfa$ ^TWrtlT ^TOT
\»

*T^fN HP f^ST W^WT^TffT^Tri: I

^rpi frov^irar ^isi<?nfafr$-

^T5f^%^fr^ ri 3Hj^t^fI ^ifi: i $n i

l>wr fawfx? -^cT^ft -qfWf^

^ffTtH^U^iT TT T*T% I

Mlfi firef^qpn}w
Cv v#

^eR Wt H^frT ff ^ci; I 3$ I
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^f^TR faR T^ig;-

TrfarT*mT TTf^t I

^fwsmfir ^ ^pft*.

»jf% cr^rn*rran% i ^ i

fT^fnjWTH^TTt f^sj-Rt

?;j^^TJTirqX!Tfvi^t TTOfTOTfq^S I

f^R f^R wnf
%*tt ^Tf %^*TOPra5t i i

cR ^fqfrlfflrT: TTfmW. TTRfatzr-

^ ^ f%^rr irrTTr^rTWT^ i

cTf^m# ?Rftf faffr!T*ft*nf(TOifa

fa fa ^rr*T fa?T WRift fafan: I ?<» I

fafRR^rRJSTT *R%

^T^T gr^fa rT<ft RTfrffT tjttt: I

xfK^T fRfafa 5^: Wf^T *R :

fat ^rt: fafR ^faft^rr^iffarR i &o

^fawt^fa ^rm r^rt %zvfTT-

TT^»Sffafarofalfair fawrR ^jtt: I

fag

gfa farfafa *frfafa ^ i 8^ i

rlfaR WWWRfwit ^TfrrRT ^^TRt

*rfa ^RT^far ^Rfarr wratiniirprPT i

rRf ^Tfaf ^Tf^tfr WRIT

ftWTUT^TWTTlr^ TftcR fa WSR I 8^1
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^rwr: ^^rr^TTW?T=[#i^w: i 83 i

^^q«rra f^Tr^f?T f^WT^^TRSn VrTWT

faTTRiTn-rtf* <TW i

f grf^rr ttt-

^TTf^wr: Tj^n; i 88 i

W& ri^ sjftm:

TTT%^Tt;fT^ r!Z^f% HT^^^TT?: I

*Tc4T ^ ^fT^r vr^flT f>T^rTT *^*UnT:
C\

^pra^TOffiTOOTT *repTW I 8 Ml

*rfwtia3En: ^TRnftft sfinrft

ST^rr wi: trft^rewu wrol i
Cs C\

^WT^f fnft to: FTT^fan

wwrcfopj, *ro% i 8$ i

T& f\wt ^rwrart titt-

TOsrrftt ufr^T ^frorciWRrcrpft i

CN

5TRrt ^TnTT T(fr{ TOTt* *T ^
V» v* Cv

*tt ^ TOPf to*tcr^: i 8^ i

<rtimi«^Hirr^it *Ptfa*rt ^4%t:

f%wt ^ra^n^’sprofsm : tforefa: i

^Trr: ^^^frow^Wp6f^Th*^T-

*nf*rere^f%fWTf% *nwnr*riW?i: i 8C i
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to ^ jt: TTf^fft i

Tarrwrci: wfa^r ototitot^I:

ttw^t ^rgTOWTTOr: i Be i

U^ MlTTTfr^ffllrTflW^ ^I^ffT *F?I'T,

TO* ff VT3<\1 #fw «fiT ^frT I

rTTOlH «TW *fr«T*!T% ^ 5IT%

^rwfa ^frt mo i

inTOT^fqrl^y ^T^rTTTT^Tt

Wt^TftfTO ^TRT I

%*TT TT«TTf*R f^TffWT TOf ^STRft

^f*rfrrfa*rr jf^ra: f^ i mm

%T^R W^rT^T TT^-

^tfW^T^ftrq^r^fT^T ttto I

1%: ^Tfrofir *i<?rftRT TO*n<ft ftto

mZW «T 3T*I TOT f*R3: I MR I

Os

S^WT TR ^TOTTWsRTO TJ5

^^Tf^HIT xrf^T qfT^^TTTT I

^3?ro: TTT^TO**! ?t ^R *3RTSTTO%-

^ftRirroT f*Rf^ *nx^R %* *fp?: 1 m$ i

cfi% VJTnftfR

towrw i

^swranw^Rfro ?r frot<r*ftw

JTO^TSftTW^TffWT grr Ti^wn I MB I
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H ^TTrTTf%R M

wrntftarjwr:

mrarTOT: ^T^fq^fjTT: i mm i

^WTJTf%^T

w ^ ^ ^KfR *n i

HfTt^rlT^t^TfmrTf^-

^'g^TTSITflfJIf'faRn 35^1 ^fiMW %rT: I M^ I

^ f^^^TRT gft RTP2HftRT*mRIT

%wt »?t i *$<^kui J| **Th: %<rwt%^Riln i

TRfa VT^rTI WtcTm^fftfrl I M O I

^fWT *T Rf*R f^3RT3T*n*!jt ^HiriT-

5RJ2T vjft ^rsj-eifTT «nrrt rwrtt rr%*t |

fsRR^RT fjilJfnlT ^ I Mc I

f^TTTR^Rf^R ^^*fT*f^ff^r1*ft%
Cv

irnf rif^^irmfwR%tsRT%: i

JTRZ -M«?ntlrlf?T R^ftWTTRRRRiRT

^Tt: I Me I

^T^T<t^TTfrT^^flfrT^i^ Rif^ TT^

fwfa^rfT<Wfl*IT I

wr-
Cv Cv

^*3 I §0 |
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U&fV rlcft

**zrn«TWf *pt

^¥fnT *ip|: I $<* I

fftw^^farrcrfasiT t%^wu 4ki

^WTITT ^sHTHt

3#m i i

inftc'lriTOZ’rerct ffTfTra JTT^*ft%

^'^T^^T^ffrlfvf^: ^re*pn$wi

^fra Tffa ^wr: ^'PPRj: i ^ i

^TtJPTT firf^f^ ^TJJJHrWI

hw#^: trf^r h*piht ^pirn fsr^: i

^VfrT

f wT^f^TTTW *P37 HmJ I $8

cTW ^ ^ ^T-

^Fr^^rr^’Jl ^ fir^nsnsnpqT f*rfawrr: i

*TT T^ffH *f^<i cTT^WT-

#aff i $n \

ch*^«iw<<4fTrf: ^T^TTTf^:

f^^T f^rr f^jm^rrafz^rr: i

^rtTT^r^ri^MH^rf^ s^rewr

wr ^ft^rr i $% i
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fWRf€t-

^rrfw wtigflTr^wi: i

f£T WT^: TO^TRWT^ ^HrlT I $0 I

^Tftw^lTH^f^^TcTTHTTTW

TT*IVT*ft*l I

TT’TOT^lfa^^TOT^wfTO^T

tot TOTOf^r*^ ^fW%rr: i ^ i

tot to *refrr tot*itot

^rr*TO ttfB f Tf 3 ^tw%ht ^Tf^T i

TO TTWf'T ^ *T^f*W: *TT

TO>T I $0. I

^^T^^f¥%fTO*TOWT *Tf(3T

TO ^T4SJ M^ : I
S» SI M

t^IT*rRT ITf^TT TOTO^t *rf^t TT-

wrw?fr^t ^ifronroT 1 •

*?^TOW ^fir HTOfc^TO TO%
in^n TOT¥frn;fa ^ ^^rasTO^st#: i

*nTOg Twrfir to *niwnpff *ct-

fTO^ TTTfTJT ^wreffa^fr^f^TOT: i ^ i

TO* TO* ^HT^TOT^^ftTO*fT%:

t^^T^Tfflfa^fTOT^^WTOt: I

tottotto
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*HrTf7TO *n;fa f^wrf ^ fa^rnnf^nsi-

^firaaRftFsrcrrt *i*reTf: i i

f*R CTPRR5H *TRT-

TTfwn ’Tw^rr^firr^ f^nn^rt i

fl («H 5I^7^T!J^tifrTT^TR^^nf^ ipt-

R«ftf^R *rfwr ^ffta^fr*!: i ^8 i

wN^jp ^r»rrFr

T?W ^T^^Rf^TfcTT ^$^31-

^NftijRrt fag^rofwfa^R ^fen^-R i

Rnfir t^fjR ^TnTfr^H^TlR: I °i I

^Ttsrot faf^Trw^f^wif^Twrr

winsn vldrifTT^^ i

5SP3 ^ilf^MT^f^n ^nr *RTfRR
C\ V»

^fCrfr ^WR^^PT I * I

-QfITT ^RT%5^

str^j *Rfa ^H?n#'?^^rri:
ifrfTT: i $

wt #tvt Tfa^rerat^Tra^hftfaT-

*fa %wr: xTT^ff^m: f^rewr: fspftfa: i

Wfl’ ffflfai^^lf^JT: 3R% I 8 I
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^•ftWWTT^fWTfa *fhre?T-

jsrrefcrrct *j^Tf*i i

wifat

ff^TTW tJrT^f^V^ ^f^^TTflfrT I M I

^1 ^WT^TH wtr-

iift^wn^^wiTZH^^TjTrRt *rzt«TT<R; i

^TTtWT-
^rfrn: ^>*r i § i

^nT=f T^i

xfpin: w^prsrfa<n: ^f^mt tpotNt: i

5TS ^Rlf^fq VT.fWrU 'ftf^l <^rfT-
\s vj v»

TM ’ETZfsTHJTrT: I 'O I

sfrvft f^^TfTT ^^WTT
^rrfirfwrt wrfJT’TTJft^rrw: i

*rwnrni^r^f% TT^w^rr wfam

^^frlH^Zifri TTO7T *1WW: I
c

I

^WT^Sf^TTflT’I^T^^’n^Trr^r^T-

W^T^^*^^iTxT^T;*TO*T^n'ilTlfW I

w^n?r«fi «r *§«r oRfz«n ;;En3T,rr^^M M

*ft%: xfrtTftg <*rf%7n%i wfa Tim: i q i

^ffsi %?rt ^rrf*R%

f ^f% ff%^ fi[fN i

*n§ ^n?^
fa^WfrT ^T ^ft: I ^0 |
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f^rprfa f%z wtt^rn: i
SJ >2

^TrrrHt JT^rftmcfr *R *rrci%g i 88 i

^nsr ^f^pnrni^T *fR% ^rr*R^

^frg tcm: fawfq ^rf^R^nnrT i

*nni:^fa f^i ^Rf?T ^£R
C\

^rrwnfr#^f^^rtiff%^T: fsrsRi i «r i

^t^TTTWfTT^ ^RTRTtI%W*TT%-

^ *ft%frR f^fT% ^rrfwfaiR:

rTTfTffr^: *Tf ^Rfrrftr: *rr^t *R tftt:

sfi^gRta:w Wiil*l5l ^tr: i 8$

ii'y-af Trarr%

v»
1t?T ZRIT

^’STWtxnt fairfa 188 1

^rr^TRi^T: wn&rfi *r ^rcRrr^tftat

v\j gnH ^njT^rr«n^T i

^TT% W§RRT
I 84 I

rf^lt t^RR

gw 3t«it ^Rraz%w*«n«rt <rt«tr; i

TRjftlT T^rr^’tRT «P3R ^R

RTIRTt *?f^t rlfTIRRT: I 8$ I
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\»

trerqTi: ^ftrtfr t*sw. ^
snwrc *pr^%=r 1 so 1

'*<o^i4 ^i^TOf^rf^tW

wrsnt: 1

XT^Trr^TT tHjxHtTXTO^: | ^ |
Cv d ^ Cv Cv

Cv Cv

fgs: br% Tunro: 1

Cv VI Cv Cv

ifat jj^rsRTj^n «nftrarret

rT^^fx? I SO. I

^TtsT^cT^fa^rTT 7<TWR*T TTTT

iftrf^ffTfTfwftr^n^IXT *js^faftT : I

^TRs^sifaftre ?*7\Tj ^mcfj-rirsfti

T7W ^5 V^ffri *rfx?ra qra^^R^TRT: I ^0 I

W^tH^*7H I

WhgWR f^fa^^f^?n^TfrT -qfW-

tstrt^ t? ^tr^wrmw^: 1 rs 1

*nTT^f%^ xrf^j^ ^T5
! TT^TTHWra: I

^ftw mJT^fTT ^ff

:

fa^^fx^TfrT ^ TIT firlTpi: TT^I I I
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^Wrntffro:

^rm'qrr: *rvr*T *?: i ^

TTr^^ 4rr^4^ Hq i^n

flTTWT^i ^rrrqf^: f%^r*n*i: wrfn: i

^rr«%w wsifww fir^t TrforeTsrr: i Rg i

fT^frxrr^ *n;^rnr*r:

ifYfT^Tt: itwwwfa: l

C\

Tf^f <r*n faxroifi^nj^ft

^^ ^rTT^^w^rnrt i rm i

xrrer^ wfaftifiH:: xrfg^ wf?r

wf%^ ^faTfwr x#rc?ffap?i ^r^zrr

fT^T^^TTW^rTwr^r^ffftf^: wtfa: i ^ i

rf^lt TTRj: ^^TSRffii

’ipiw i

^OfWTwrs^rsrf^ti ^gut fawr^r-

f=t%rn?ftf^f^ m ^ 3f i +fm \j *rw*rr ^ i i

*J^[t rH*^
^JW siqTgafTTf^f qi'sMq^'l^ oRTWr I

rTT f^Tlf^VTt f*T *RT f^JT,

^TTg cJT^T TRf% ^^TRT’n^: I
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Tr^?n ere ^vfz*r^«iT

qiM^ f^j^ifTTT^i^rrf?fi: i

^wr^T^rrif^fTif^rn wg^wr

sfirj i i

^zTR^T^TWt w^raftw: I

f% n ?rr^f% w-
*rnrt^#i ^Tr*^ 1 71 cnrt^rrfa i ^o i

^tttw i

TTTsft ^Tfni^t fir^T^T: I ^ i

l^*rflpTf*rfT<re ^ui ttw^rit:

TffT^n^rt f^TTRfr^: |

fwfr^Wfa^

^ 3iT% ^Ijfa ^ ^sft fl'eR »ft^T{WT I I

^rwr^^n ^w*TTff ffa^Rn

^1% *R ff^T I

w cR^ xft^rrTT
*' v* Cs.

^TTS^T fTCJrlRfa W^THT^ I $3 I

*n ^nfSa: *n ftrft

W[ ^ftwt^friTf^ *jvr*ft^: i

W^T| WRfaW^^TPN ^f*u-

iwtare wTcr v^f^nwm i 38 i
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TTcj wt

f^T^^pTT^T**nffaiT»pW: I

*TO *TErf^ ^IT-
Cv C\ V» Cv ^

3^sr^-jCj?f^f%fiT i i

in*

firstsfq i
Cv

^iwwff infam i $% i

^TnfT rTRt:

Trrf^^^TUTT I

^TT|[t *rfa ffe^niN^

fwra^ ^^f?rarn f^ror ^ft^ffr: 1 1

^fh^rnjn: *fr *r?n qfrpf^i

>*% rT^fir jzyirrrrfs 1

TTH 1

4

UTRTO; I I

^TS*T f^T *TWfa ^^^TT#trfm^TTT:

iNnswrfr w?rfq*m ^ 1

rTwrgij f^rfxr *t wrttw

*nrfa f^T^t vrct <rrc^q 1 30. 1
N» M C\ M '

*P^T^!t ?iwf 1

*rrfnwrf*R *rfqmit Trfl^’fr^^rr^T

^^^frwT^rf^Ej^i ttwK^t: ^ur 1 80

1
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wi f^TtrfwTcit^’swiwr ^*n-

fwanr f^rfarnsf^r ftf^*rifrsr<fNt

Trt^^T^^nrf^HTfTT w’ftT’sfa i 8=i i

^nf^sIWT ^TcT'W^nj (STfli^iTirfa^rro

*T5nn;ftr'5c:*rfa*i w*Tfa: i

Cs Cs

»rflE%TR^<wrirct^rcfr %»n% i 8^1

W% ’EfU^TfSTfal

«i i «ni q «fi i fifci*n «t *iwfl i

TtW^ ^fr TTwzi^n:

^TT^Tfa* ^TJ^figW^nf^lft I 8^ I

faw: f^ti^ff^ref^rtr: TrrWH^ftsraT^

wrim ^wrf*5* *rarflrraWhr i

^Tpeftt^f^rT^ $ ^TfJTTT^Tfa^

^5h ^N^rprt vtzw. ripper, I88i

wr^f^cTif^xdirr^iHT^

ft#: fafaf ^f^: firCT^Tir^t: i

^aTW fGjfi I 8 Ml

wn Uzv *n spErus^fawterr

^forrefr^fTW ^ftiwr i

I 8$ I
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WTnH WWT flftf^TT *jf£rU =TT I 8 3 I

fTTfT ^IrT^ftl 5R TT f^'qTTT

fwr f^ *ft^T«TRT3T i

f^T H# f*W<TJTWl *4RWt I 8C I

f^T sft^T f^n ^<4i«frwT^

gft<rr^iT xpn^cr^TsiwrcT i

if^r trif if^ tpwt

*n^<?n*rr^T5TOxn;T ht fcmroni inr i 8Q. i

T^T^rT OTHlfaf ^T^rfacSl^hTO

ffaTrT^SlfrP^rft Rtf^rj JT^tTT I

TTOlnft *T ^Wlf?T?t *rPRTTf«ra* I MO |

x*fw^ ^rr^r ^ ^i-

^rfhf^ tpt i

TWT#^ fT4?raf^ ^T5TT«tih -rtw$

UT^ ^Tn! ^fTfTf^ffT TT I I

^*Tc?ftH w^ W^TT TiK

TT^^rT ^*ft TTTfTjnr: TT I

TTlfTT f%f^: f* wttoWh

TOWflTftrfa ^ftSTOf ^Wt TT T^tfH I MR I
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^niTT% TT ftuj 7Tf^lW^T%

frTOTT?T*RfwK f^T rTT^RW I

^Trrqr: Trurf^f^r *r ^n^g^rfwrTRt

^qprcro: wrfM^^TTR^rr: m 3

1

^rci: it%^r ^ treHr: ^trrgRf^i-N \l M i M

TPffteTJRTO: I MB I

TpRTS^Tfq WtfaWTSlt

^wi tjT^crf»ifr i

rTR3?fT ^^ITflqWTWl-

mm

WF TTf^: cfiTTfa ^T^RTTiiW^Wffr *rr

flET^HR ^rWRT^ff I

*rm Fwt

w ^sr * m§ i

TTwfrf im^jrut ^n^ft wsmt%

4TR^4lT ^TWTftR5 *RJf %^r*MUj: I

VTrr: ^twt: I i

^5TR$Tf FF»T5I^ ITfacT: FWT rT

%rfr: i

^ ^ Tim iprfaF: ijfarrm fwmfq

ttr: *re: ^irfF f^: *FT^g I Mc i
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^n^frT^iTWf^^ WtWfTgj

^ im>

^n%^*rrfqq*ft: i mq i

rnsr ^r^snrnsft

^nuf^njsj •ft'^rTT I

^5: ^rT^IT rim^it-

*rnn^rf*nr vn^nt
1 §0

?nm Wf^T f^fT^T WT sT^ffi I

<TW WlI f5TqfrTri:

*rr^T TT*r$cft wrfa 1 ^ i

5?«n+i 1 ^i i q qrsift^ 1

clTlf^Sfn^f^rTf^^^f^ ^ Ttww-

^rrfRnft ^q5*if*n:wq ^t^twt

^tr ^nq ^xrii^^^Tff^<TT^?nf5T 1

^^n^irrr^t qrm^T

?T% *T% ^^fWrTVrfTT^^TTRg^rnR I $3 I

C\ Cs MM C\ N» * '

^nf^ng^T: ^^r^tqTT^n%

xf«jr^Tfa*T i

^^^•n: <5,9 i:

^i#tf^: Wqqiqrq qiqq TT\*m * i i% iM M VI 1
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*R^m-

ft^TTR f%f*rfftR^T I

^rY^rnft^Efflr *rf%ft*n^3infr$!R^

ft f%R ^ Tn^fTT: #^firT I §M I

•v «N ^ *V. *- C

Tnftt^r *^fwf*rfr^Tf*R: wiTjifo

utorto wumwi: i %% i

fs f%: *roff *rr%: urufa *rre ^RT^rt

*r: flRRR^R ^n^STftfTT^rr^: i

*TT?j% ?IW3I*R*RT f^RR^T I ^ I

S% ^TSf WfcTTW^lff ^ifw-
^IqT^W^cn^RTW^Tf^RT^rr: I

totor vrttotrtt: ^fw^ft h *R^rr
S» M

^^rr *r f^wfa tr*rsr wr: ^rt: i ^ i

e^RR^T^R^^lRR^nff fSRTf

^fNrfrr Tff% *R*rr ^rrsgwrfa *ri *tr i

^t^tt cit m *r ^fifriTswftsf^fcRt’i

faW^t flf|^|fiPTOtS*t ff^fRT: I $0. I

^ *R ^T *T*RT ^RTf^T»R^T-

^ralrftTr^fvRfwf^^ %^fhrr *r wi: i

fTTTIT^TlZ ^ JRTsR cT^trqiTT^ft-

*tr ff |*r i ^o i
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wnrT^f^: fW^THnsn^twr^: i

*T?q^wrw«rr

UTHH^ HT^f^ «T VTWfa I ^8 I

ctut^ f^rg wf^t: i

^t%ttt: ipfiT-

f^TfrcTOT in?r«taT*f*rr*TP3n*Vrr : i^ i

wit fa wjt

«r fast wsnrfafa i

^fiTf T^fa fa^I ^TfftTOT ttwt:

^JT^rTri; cfi^fWT ir %cfr f%TT«J I 'O? I

WTTT^^ *Tfa ^fa^WK^T WTRT

^ f;<TH^fa*fr ^sri ^rf^ i

^nfw TTc^f^ *m=i% '^rt^xir ^^ft^fqm^T-

^TTtJroErr^fr *rf*n ^tatct tt^ti?: i ^8 i

fa*fa ^TifrUrW^rTt^n^

^T^ ^ TT WW 1

* faT^ffaW Wc^TT^

Wlfa faTfa^T^T?^ Wtf^I I 'OM I

^ZfrT fa<t in^ir: ^TW¥RT

IN HS: TTc^fa *r*\w? faiw wfa ^
TIT tit: U]*t ^ST^f^rncTrRWRT I $$ I
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Wr^fT^ ^Tf?T ^f:

*pw% f^w^rr^r^^tf*nftr i
'$>'9

i

*nwr w[ *Rftr *rre?rr ^rs q^T«n-

*TW4 %^T^^WTZm«RT^TOflsr I

m f^Tjr^: ^ .ft

wr*i ^TTvSrr: tjwfa fafi- irroffi* i ^ i

^T^t lf^ c^WT ^TT^TWtfr^^iT^t

iftenftg ^?raqra% qtfwr^ Wfa l

*T*T5T lft?T TTT

ftwrarR ^ ^rrwrn; i i

xjf?»: wfaft qfslrrrct

«*r: trtqm^iwjn wrt*tr f*m^ i

^*ftf% fafaffiTOXlft 3J5%^T%-

TTTT^T <mfain*rK «\WR^^ffa; I
cO |

wrs^ft ^f*nr turf^t^ftr

TT^T^ftwr *Tfa ^i^ftfrT »ft^ ^ I
\»

q*r: %T’nf%:Wre

wt^re^T^srftT^T^ f^*rrwftj%g i ^ \

sfi^3Tf[% Wfa Sfi*Tf ^T^fq^T wt*ft

jtwt^; nfrT wtji i

qfq jp^rft ^ ^rrnroq^i

^n: *Tc4T SjfefrT fauTWH ^TOtT Wf: I ^ |
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wt% vmm^i

^WTVV ^PU*T^«Tcft3'^^n ^W’TT^n i

^f^T^ftw^TnOr^TTm i *=$ i

*rf*r «r *tr-

’jnjfNre: ^fs sfsrr^Tt*nWg i

f^wcWH^T^rfr jt f^viv-

wrarrt ^5 wta: 1 1

fli?T JTTVSJT fa*«ragZTO^S*ftan«lt-

*Nm fTTsr f**mf%r*rr ^rr^ g^rrsm ^vw. i

^(^c^wTfTift *rfa *r <nnjt ^ **rwr

TT^T flWT *n§TR*TWfer rlTO^nfo I I
V* M Cx

?4 fuf^r^rfir^T^ *rr vj f%ft^ 1

V^ msU ^

^TW Wttfv ^TTT^^f% I

^tTWT Vi 3T^f?T *R> tt^Tv TR^
*Trft Vi tfri vTv ^ ^TTtnf^ V^' I

Fffl[%WfWT5TO: ST^T^^^T-

^ 1 ^0 1

X&^ ^fvw v^i *rff#

*r^ ^j^rr 1

*mt *n% *trt

*lfN^ f^frlTf^^T l§TWfWT I
cc

1
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W^r H^nfTH I

fTT^^^f^^fTTJTTiTinfr^f

^ jpr^jprrc^r^fc i ^<1

1

jfz *wtk: ii

Notes.

1. Guna-puram.—No town or village at present bears that

name. But it may be remembered that Prakrita or ver-

nacular names are always Sanskritized when introduced into

a purely Sanskrit composition. In doing so, no strict

adherence to the construction or import of the original is

obligatory. This alone would make identification difficult

after the lapse of some centuries, not to speak of other

causes of mystification. All that can be done is to depend

upon tradition or to make one’s own guess. I have not been

able to gather anything from tradition on this point, and my
best guess is as follows :—The penultimate stage described

by the poet is Sri Kurumba, which, I am convinced, is

Kodungallur or Cranganore on the sea-coast, where there

is a celebrated Devi or Durga temple. Hence Guna-puram

cannot be far from it. Now, I am credibly informed that

there is a village called Trikkanapuram, a little to the north

of Kodungallur. In all probability this is the poet’s Guna-

puram. The supposition is supported phonetically and geo-

graphically.

2. It is well known that Sahkha, or the conch shell, is

bored in the apex and blown as a trumpet by Hindus. The

Mahabharata makes frequent allusion to the shells used by

the great warriors of that epic. Nowadays its use is a more

peaceful and humble one. It forms a part of the musical

band of every temple in Keralam. The verse alludes to the

spontaneous sounding of these shells in the sea. There is a
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belief that sometimes in the silence and calm of midnight

the sound of the conch shell could be heard in the sea off

Trivandram—the particular point on the coast being called

Saiikham Mukham.
3. Jyotirlingam in this stanza is the Linga of Siva, con-

secrated by Rama at Ramesvaram on his way back from

Lanka after killing Ravana in battle and regaining Sita.

The word Jyotirlingam, or Linga of light, is said to occur

in the Sthala-mahatmya of that temple.

4. This Setu-rekha is the rocky formation well known as

Adam’s bridge.

5. This allusion to pearls in the Tamra or Tamra-parni

would show that pearl fishery near the mouths of that river

existed in the days of the poem. Tuticurin still occupies a

prominent place in that respect.

6. The city of Manalura, on the banks of the Tamra-parni

in Pandya-desa, was of great note in ancient days. The

name occurs in Bhagavata-purana in connection with Bala-

rama’s pilgrimage. It occurs in Mahabharata in connec-

tion with Arj una’s pilgrimage. Arjuna married the Pandya

Raja’s daughter on this occasion. By that marriage he

had a son called Babhru-vahana. Arjuna, when he sub-

sequently went thither with the sacrificial horse intended

for his brother Raja Yudhishthira’s Asvamedha Yajiia,

had an encounter with his son and was vanquished. The

modern Brahman village of Manalkarai on the bank of the

Tamra-parni stands on the site of this capital of the Pandya

kingdom.

7. The poet advises his parrot to avoid the right-hand

route, which, though shorter, is risky, as it is infested by

Pulindas, who ensnare and kill birds and beasts, and to take

the left-hand one. To one facing N.W. from Tinnevelli,

this right-hand route would lie through the Western portion

of the Madura District and cross some point in the Ghats

near the present Gudalur pass. Who these Pulindas were,

whether any living races represent them, whether at the

period of the poem they predominated over civilized races

in this part of Southern India, are interesting questions.
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8. The "Western Ghats are in Sanskrit called the Sahya.

Sometimes Malaya and Sahya are indiscriminately used. It

is not clear which portions of the long range running parallel

to the western coast come under these different designations.

But surely the southern portion is Sahya.

9. Here the cascade indicated by the word is not

quite easy to identify. The two well-known series of water-

falls in the southern portion of the Ghats are, (1) those formed

by the little stream Ghatana, near Kuttalam
;
and (2) those

by the Tamraparni, called Pampan, Banatirtham, and Papa-

nasam. But either of these would be far to the north of the

route described to the parrot, who is to take Cape Comorin

en route. There is also another reason to suspect that the

above two series of falls are not meant. The poet’s words,

xn^T'tfMfiTqrlfn, should be taken into account. The

commentator considers indicates merely a change of

place. But my own surmise is that it means “ the other

side,” which, in this case, is also West. Now, TTMT(3B,

which comes from the same source as TJ^TTcI, means Western.

Hence I think the poet refers to some fall on the western

slopes of the mountains. There is a fall, though very small,

called Olakka Arivi (Pestle fall), in the Asambhu sub-range,

not far from Cape Comorin. Poetical imagination has of

course the licence of magnifying the tiniest of things.

10. These Sabaras are the Mongolian mountain races who

are found all along the range of the Ghats, having a par-

ticular name at each place, such as Todas, Badagas, Irulas,

Mannans, Vedas, Ranis, etc. Valmiki, alludes, in his Rama-

yana, to a Sabari, who entertained Rama with her fruit and

root fare, in his peregrinations in these parts in search of the

lost Sita. The women of these mountains wear necklaces of

the seeds of (Adinantha Pavonia
)
as described here.

11. The word in this stanza throws a flood of

light on the subjects of land tenures, the proprietary rights,

relative positions of Jannies and tenants, sovereign rights of

temple corporations, etc., which now occupy the serious atten-

tion of statesmen, judges, arbitrators, antiquaries, etc., in

VOL. XVI.—[new seuies.] 29
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Keralam, including Travancore. = Brahman-kinged.

Whatever may be the causes and facts of the original Aryan

colonization of Keralam, it is certain that the Brahmans, the

priestly class, became the lords of the land. All temple

property aggregations were created by them, and all kings

and chiefs originally appointed by them. It would be absurd

to maintain that temple aggregations are endowments by

kings, or that the Brahman lords were originally only

revenue collectors like the Zamindars of Bengal. Such

theories, however, are held by many well-intentioned Eng-

lishmen. The author of the poem is a disinterested witness

standing at the distance of several centuries back.

12. The legend that Jamadagnya or Parasu-rama raised

Keralam, extending from Gokarna to Kumari or Cape

Comorin, from the bosom of the Indian Ocean, by the

throw of his battle-axe, and colonized it with Brahmans, is

too well known to be detailed here.

13. The reference here is to the well-known Devi or

Durga temple situated at Cape Comorin.

14. The hill called in this verse is a bold granite

formation abruptly rising to some 2000 feet from the sea-

level and isolated from the spurs of the Ghats. It is ordi-

narily called Marutvan Malai or Indra Hill. It is situated

some five miles N.N.W. of Cape Comorin and as many miles

S.S.E. of Suchindram, described in the next verse. It is

supposed, as the poet avers, to be the favourite abode of Yogis

and Siddhas for their absorbing contemplation of the Divine

Soul in the solitudes of its caverns and breezy ledges. There

are two small rock temples—one near the foot and the other

a little higher up. The ascent is difficult and precipitous

;

but people do go to the very summit. The hill is illumi-

nated on the night of the full moon in the month of

Karttika.

There are two legends about the hill. One is that Indra

and his elephant Airavata were petrified here by a certain

curse, but were, by virtue of penances undergone in the

Suchindram temple, liberated. The hill represents their

petrifaction. The other is, that it is a bit that dropped
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from Oshadhi-saila with which Hanumat was speeding on

to revive Lakshmana, who lay pierced by Ravana’s spear.

The hill is therefore supposed to contain medicinal herbs of

rare virtues. The hill, with its rounded and lichen-encrusted

rock-sides and domes, and its slightly bent configuration,

not unlike the tower of Pisa, has, particularly when the

morning or evening sun beats on it, a most venerable ap-

pearance. Indeed it is so much so that I had often thought

Yriddha-sravas a more appropriate name for it than Marutvat,

though the strong winds which blow from all sides in its

vicinity make the latter name not less fitted.

15. in this, refers to the boiling butter ordeal

which was in vogue till some forty years ago in the great

Siva temple of Suchindram, which the parrot is directed to

visit. Chastity is most strictly enjoined among women of

the Namburi Brahmans. The adulterer, if he himself is

a Namburi Brahman, is likewise excommunicated and out-

casted. A pseudo-judicial inquiry is held by the recognized

religious headmen on receiving charges of adultery. When
direct proofs are obtained, the culprits are convicted at once

;

but when direct proofs are not available, and yet morally

suspicious circumstances exist, the accused man has recourse

to the Ghee ordeal to prove his innocence. This ordeal

must be performed in the Suchindram temple. Ghee is

boiled in a small vessel, and a small silver image of the

sacred bull is thrown into it. The accused picks this up.

His hand is immediately wrapped with plantain leaves,

and he is lodged in a place for three days, at the end of

which, if his hand be found unscathed on removing the

leaves, he is declared innocent, if burnt, guilty.

Along with Sati, Nariya sacrifice and other cruel practices,

this barbarous custom, founded though it was on Manu’s

dictum, was happily swept away by the humane influence

of the British Government.

16. Yativisvaram is in every probability the Agrahara

referred to. It is the most flourishing of the Brahman
villages in South Travancore. Even now there are there

several Brahmans who perform their daily Agni-hotra.
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17. Syanandura-puram is the name given here to Trivandram

or, more properly, Tiru-ananta-puram. It is, according to

the local Purana, said to have had four different names in

the four Yugas. Syanandura-puram in Krita, Ananda-

puram in Treta, Ananta-puram in Dvapara, and Padmana-

bham in Kali. The stanzas indicating this are :

%rrHTT*rfb ii

'WtU I

sjisra n

However, it is the Dvapara title that is most commonly used

now, viz. Ananta-puram, the prefix Tiru being equivalent to

the proposition Sri (
3^\) usually placed before Hindu names.

18. Several Tirthas, or holy bathing-places, exist in

Trivandram, such as, Saiikha, Padma, Pada, Varaha, Naga,

Agastya, Pitri, Sakra, Chakra, Dharmadharma, etc. But

many described in the Purana cannot now be identified.

19. The kingdom of Kujiaka (cfitjofi) was, in ordinary

parlance, called Kayankulam. It was conquered and annexed

by the king of Travancore in the middle of the eighteenth

century. A place called Kattola is said to have been the

capital of that kingdom. That kingdom went also by the

name of Jayatunganad. Quilon came within it.

20. Kojamba is the modern Kollam or (Anglicized) Quilon.

In the old annals of the Roman Catholic missions on the

Malabar coast we meet with such phrases as “Bishop of

Kolamba.” The place gives the current era of the whole

Malabar coast. The Kollam era commenced in 825 a.d. In

the southern half of Malabar the year begins on the 15th

August, and in the northern on the 15th September. As in

most matters the truth lies between extremes, and antiquaries

have found out that the true date of the era is the 25th

of August.

21. In a land so much intersected by natural rivulets and

artificial navigation channels, it is difficult to identify the
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two rivers here mentioned. It may, in all pro-

bability, have reference to the rivers of Kallada and Ittik-

kara, or two branches of one or the other.

22. Vallabha Grama is the modern Tiruvalla,

some thirty miles N.N.E. of Quilon. There is a large Vishnu

temple here, and a large settlement of Malayali Brahmans.

The Deity here is adored at different parts of the day as

Brahmachari, Grihastha, Vanaprastha and Sannyasi.

23. (Bimbali) refers to the two kingdoms of

Tekkankur and Vatakkankur and

*ft), also conquered and incorporated with modern Travan-

core in the eighteenth century. The descendants of those

chiefs are pensioners of the Travancore Government. Cotta-

yam (Kottayam), the well-known head-quarters of the Church

of England Mission in Travancore, is within three kingdoms.

The large lagoon to the west of Kottayam is called Vembanat

lake, and Vembanat is a corruption of Bimbalinat.

24. . This word would naturally point to some

island in the rivers and estuaries. I would have put it

down for the modern islet of Patira-Manappuram in the

Vembanat lake. But a learned friend suggests either a place

called Chitrakkatavu near Changanaseri or Tali-kotta near

Kottayam, though neither is an island. It is puzzling what

the poet means by making this place surrounded or fortified

by large elephants.

25. The river xjjpT is one of the branches of the Muvallu-

pura 1 river. It is locally called Parur river. It was on the

banks of this river that the great Hindu reformer Saiikara-

Acharya was born. The Vishnu temple described here is

that at Trippunittura, the modern capital of Cochin State.

26. Here, the learned Brahman referred to by the name

sTfRJT: >
belonged to the house of Puliyannur Nampu-

rippat, a Brahman lord of the village Venjanat. There is

also a Subrahmanya’s or Karttikeya’s temple near the house,

to explain the double meaning of the verse. The members

1 r pronounced as in thirst, first, etc.
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of this house are still the chief Tantrika priests in several

temples of note.

27 and 28. is the northern branch of Periyar or

Alvay river. The temple alluded to is Tiru-Yaiichi-kulam,

dedicated to Siva. It is a place of great note, and is one of

the 108 holy Siva- Sth alas sacred to Sivitesof Southern India.

(Mahodaya-puram) was the ancient capital of

the Perumals, of whom Cheram Perumal was the most

celebrated. The city was built by Mahodaya Perumal. It

is no longer a place of any importance, and even in the

poet’s time must have long past its meridian.

29. This refers to the legend of the coronation of Cheram

Perumal and others among his predecessors and successors

by the representatives of the 64 Brahman village corpora-

tions which Parasurama created. Some of these men were

authorized to hear arms, and were consequently deprived of

the privilege of studying the Yedas.

30. is only a synonym for Tiru-Yaiichi-kulam,

the Saiva temple alluded to in Note 27. The Sanskrit name

of Travancore is Yaiichi. How that name comes to be the

root of the name of a celebrated Saiva temple so near the

acknowledged capital of Cheram Perumal is a suggestive

question for antiquaries to solve.

31. The Devi or Chandika here referred to is of

or Kotungallur or (Anglice) Cranganore. In the very next

verse the parrot is directed to Guna-puram, the poet’s home,

and the subject of Note 1.

32. The allusion in this verse to rainbows produced by the

refraction of gems would point to the poet’s powers of

observation of Nature.
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Selections from the Sanskrit Commentary on the S'uka-sandesah by

Kerala-varma, edited by Pandit ShyamajJ Krishnavarma, B.A
,
of

Balliol College, Oxford.

Yerse 1 • YlRYl7= fRfoRiY l
= iRTprRfaYt-

i xfn = i

faf31 WR RTTTTORT fqfTTYt-

f^rcr: fiRTf^froffw: fwRf^i Trfro ?rr
flfwra: i

2. f^^'^Ll xJHirr IT^TT^^^frl >YTrTfYfrT I V*K = fa-

*RR I fWfT 3nWR (TO) Wl | TO fcTSTi-RR-

^R^lTWfa fa (Pail. i. 4, 34) TO^TTOJT, JRTCR#RP3Rt

%fcT (Pan. i. 3, 23) | TO: = f^RW: I
= *Tf^i: l fT

vmm fafR froaWRTTO ^Tfe*TrRT-

«rf^rnMrRR: i

3. 31RTO STTO RT*T<T l RR = «jf*R I
=

T^Wrr I ^tyt: = to?irr i ^rf^RRi: = uttot: t *r-

WT: = RtRRT: i = rt^rrIr i vRrfr wf<?rR*RfR-

^tRRT^T ^YR^R^TtfrRRR TJTO RtfarR I

4. YTfT^TYT: fTRR^TRRrR R

i rr^rr^rryt: = r^rtitt: i irrcn: = TORfoRR

*3R:i HTfW = YRt I TO^TORR= ^TlfstTOTTOltlTH-

*rr i f^^ffT=

i

'SR fn^f^sYsrrf^T (Pan. vi.

4, 157) rl^^TR^ “ <£YTOR*m f^Wfrl” T^‘

Rc^RTRR: I
- c*j^*rtTO*RR i|ll—RRTRT *R% RR

^ (Pan. y. 2, 1). HWn KURTO*: VPWn^far SJT^Rfa RT

m R tfcRTR I
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5. I# I
=

|TO =^ | RTgrW^Tf^R^t WT rT

ifiHTi: I

6. «T«T TRPRirJ+Rrn^ TT

wti^ Rfrirfa i ^n^rr= cttfr-

^ i R%*g= f^:^T%TTj i wr^i = i

7 . r^stitwi i *tcp5tt: = tw[: i wctit:= *r^tnfi-

*rt: i ***:= *ito: i = *frr*R i ^rr^r= f^rf^ST i

*Tf*T5R*ft=RIR%: I ^f^ltTliftt^RT Tfz lrf%-

-sr^Tm wtct ifa ^r: i

8. Rtflir ^ f^RTfxsr—*^RRRcqTfl*rr (Pan. ii. 2, 25)

xfh (Pan. V. 4, 73) I

f^RTRRVTifofR

frT^Wff^TfTWTrTT Wffif?RR: I

9. *rfiTI*rai*rr*n*n: firmer ^ftfarmfR ^njfsR ^nii-

*<fRT *TT WPITCR^WTI I flJRR: = flTi: I H*Nw-

Rj^RRrrfT fiRi ^jf^W?WT^: i

10. TR HTHRRrRTITfa flf (T IRtlR I IT : =

rtr: I ^n?TT: = rTTWH I 1 1# 3= I5W xr<s*t: l “RTt-

R?>fiT%i rtt *rerrf% ^iit i ri% wippi
i ^STfagiiPtiNR *riwt *iR*PRri fa^raRfiwri: i

1 1 . fl<5ftRT(= I WZ - fl*rr—^BTT flrft^T %-

fl RT^TTRTTr flrft^TT I %I = Rrr+ TR ^n^T=RT^^T-IR IT-

fl*fR Tfl RWl*l I ^RT= fqRRT I «RT^:=^^T*U

12. (Pan. iii. 1, 70) WHR W- I ^ !f

flRcW I
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13. wr=xi^r w[w. i i fa-

14. ^TfsR = *TR*ft I I HT-

^3^: = Tariff: i
“ wiffa^R ^htt «ref*n” *rrg-

ppcrT i

15. = fTT^fW^l I %= *RT-Ifc?rRt

(Pan. ii. 3, 71) Xfft I I

16. f?lf?TTl-RTfq cR \Wl^ I ^i^W(= ’SJ-

WV^ 1 = ^WfirT ^fH HRfTf^sftq: I ^fTf-

^:=^Rfaw: i

(Pan. iii. 1, 17) ^ |

17. *I^rRPT H^TWTH^T HfTOftWTf I

irfrorc;= i w^rr: = v?ni: i ffrr: = ft ^t ^ft wt i

18. *rr*ffq^rre ^pi?rfrin£Y*frffl i
= ing 1

19. WR*l= xpt: )R f%^T I W*R (Pan.

iii. 4, 22), (Pan. viii. 1, 4) ffR^R I

20. ^r MfwrTrfafTTr^TWR ifi tf-Rfa i gwr-

rTFC=^f^RR I

21. ’SRT«j?q?R*[*Rsfq I flfST-

*T:=«firarT$g*rrf*T i Trfro^:=f*rf^w: i

22. = ^3*Rtaai—^qTV^anf^T (Pan. i. 4, 90)

^RP <*1RcRift*m <=|RlTcRift^fa (Pan. ii. 3, 8) f^rft^JT I

23. ^rfr^fwft = Rjf i T^rnwt=tr i

24. <*%T=*R^7!¥rj | ftclRR: sfftn *IRT *1^1 cf^T

WRRT f®Ff (Pan. v. 4, 134) f^ WT-

*tptt:i
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25. ^ rrrerawf i = twniffa: i ^pr-

*i®:=*ireRra§: i

26. ^nr ^Tf^r^TfTiT^fT:

i

27. TT^rr^t ^^TnT^T^t 5r*j ^ffaWT ^f<T WT—faf^fa-

(Pan. iii. 2, 162) |

28. = ^rfWcT: xj^nr:— ^rrlrgW’sftfa (Pan. vi. 3,

101) c^t^: I gf^: = farn^: i = f^re: i

29. = i ^nf^TT-

f%: = *rcft?uT*RT*n3 I *RH^r: = ^n: I

30. = g^wncfarra^ i - smrf»ra

i ^^r1%=

i

31. = wrcr i wt^=

'

32. f^^TrT^^TtTsnu: i ffpi^r: = ^^ft-

fam^rroTrw i ,

33. I = ^*TTR sfiTTf^TT I ^f<TT-

•TfiR ^Tfa^snfasfTRt ^H^TnftWT *T<R*ft-

*rr*r«pR i

34. ^ I WtrR= \RVT*rrf^*T^ I

^rsr^i^T: = i

35. ^refiraf^= garret i gwr^-rac = i

^nrT^rr^TJi=^TX!i'm; i

36. wv ^fMt *i%c?rrf i f5ff%=wr*!f i

37. ^sro i ^*fr%: =

f^T^T i ¥^wr: = i
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38. vrT^rTw^rr^ = fwrfafrf^Tjj-R; i %srR3 -

Wl*{ i

39. i «t fw

40. i *ftT^T: = 3Tts

*rcrwr: i

41. i ^: = ^ft^f^: i
>* ©v

42. xirT% = xr^rt i = sprt? fwT^r

43. fnw^rr: = i

*T^nf^f7T (Pan. iv. 1, 54) |

44. firt iNTwmw%: ht#r:t^^it^^: = tT%-

TfwfrT vrR: |

45. intterT^: = i TUf^ia: = ^iffa: w
(Pan. iv. 3, 17) W | ^

^nfrTf^H” TfrT ^1*47^ I

46. cftirrRIj: = ^URIT WW?IT TTfH^:—'iN fTrlffR.-

xrwTrfaOr (Pan. v. 2, 26) | *f%:= -srr^ i

47. *r %?m. i *rr ^ irfa—

<9Tf^T (Pan. i. 4, 90) Iffi: fTSfffi ftrft^TT I

*TT Wl= *4T$^?J— •! *TPS^fm xf* (Pan. vi. 4, 74) ^T*mJT-

f?rqv: i

48. ^nfWq: = ^nf%«rT^xn^Tf^5iT9: i ^rftr= wtt i

49. xtc€jt = ^nr i i errant: = 35-

wk: 1
\»

50. fwftTrT*7= aPlfflflfSft:—HHi: ^T^^ft-

f^f^T (Pan. vii. 2, 50) %Z I ff TTf^ I
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51. f ^rrqpr = qjffqftsrrf^qT (Pan. m. 2,

158) qn^q; 1

52. tfT^T= fqqqqqT 1 qqqqT*( = ^g^Tfwm: 1

53. g-scwr= q^qT^qr Trqqrr 1 qqqqq= qftn; 1

54. ^wgx^jOf wtsrrf 1
= qg^qi

55. ^^TRT: = ^n^T^n?i: I qqTCSlfqq= fqqSfTftrg I

qqqT = %^q I qiTqjq= ^Tdl—qqqmqtq f^rffaT I

56. qra^fmrrfqqt'= qTrrqqq^t cgreT 1 qfqwfqqrr

=

qwwrn;: 1

57. fqjgqqq = q^gqqq; 1 %q^qTqrqn;wqqfq:= qV

1 = q^wrt : 1

58. fqqqq = qqfgiqq I qiqqq cfitmT= q$ qTqSP^: I

= dqfqqf^ I

59. -d^d^Tt: = qqqifwirrqt: 1 qiTTfqqqiqT: = qrqt qfftfl

^qqqiqf tl^TfrTT^l q% I

60. qjprrnfTqq= qqq^q 1 qfrrqqq=

I

f^>-

qifqqr fqqiqqrq^T qftqr: qqh ?rf|^T iwt qqri err fq-

jqwr^it qqrfac 1 qqrqqT*i= qq^—fqqfwqqqsqqtorq: 1

61. fq^T%: = qqqq: 1 tqTq-rqqqq; 1
q-

jqqrrt: - q^ftqqqqqrrfqTfq: 1

62. tprm; = ^m^rr qftq 1 fqgqqqqTqT qqq>^: = fq-

qq^Tf^qiTT^I^ 1

63. qq qqfwqwnrr fq^rqq-^ qfrPJT^qfq I qTfq%=

*H2l% I

64. fiTfTqfq=qi^fT qqq; q i qwr=qqqq qgfsiqiq I

qTwq = qwqfTwnqiqq; 1 1 qq q qT-
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I!rRt ^TT I fffT»T= 3JT^T I fwfw=

I

65. 3T^!=^nf^(?rr: i ft = ^fgfr i ^sift=w?: i w-
^ 1 faf^FTr: = ferr: i = f^TH^n: i ^r-

^4 : i*jft%: ^^rnffiirrr: sr^rt^Kn ^3nrm?rnrT

¥T ^sff^ |

66. •srft^: = irftarrcgraifh—f^raftart wm: ftu*r tTtt

(Pan. viii. 3, 89) |
^Tt: = Wf: I = I

67. fWRT: H^WTRT i^ft *TTT^t T£4 Sfilft

rT^TT I ^IWRt= WTfW I

68. ^tT^!T *lffrT ^TlWt fffl|—T^R^TTWlfaffl (Pan.

y. 3, 35) T[^ | TlNffn^f^

^WT*TCrftfrT rUfft' TTWR^ I

69. = ^n-gvfir^T'mii: 1 i

^*u*nt = ffara |

70. fawm; i xpsrersm; = i

71. *raiWTl= f^JSRW TTW—T1TT^ fff (Pan.

ii. 1, 18) ^Rforre: 1 WR^irfl: = 1

72. %ĵ w[: ?r *rrfr-

TRTT *TT3TtV^»TTf;T i *ft*r#: = 1

73. *frf?r^ = wftm*rre% *rnnjw 1 *r*nrrf: =

W[y 1

74. ^furwt= 1 ^rfftir: = *n*fw 1 *tt-

= ^^ITTTfaWl I

1 TfrT pif^5iMPn wtr: i
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1. ^ ^ifofrr i fNfrrn*cTTO:=

^^mTSvTHRTt ^^fawrj^irerrfafa ^RH | ^ftwfa;=

faffat ^TcTTC;—^3WtST0; %fa (Pan. iv. 4, 94) Wl
2. = mir^srran*i i w*rra^R= ^njxrr-

cfTT^n^i i

6 . msNr: = i
= srrafsrefatfcrr: i

^|rrra: = ^f^TrTR: I

9. ^n^ft^rT iwsrvfr w%yr. ^ ^rrr: faTWiwr

xr^-rf^r wisrtfa i ^Tf% ^ ^trr rnfa i

v* \*

10. WT'^rr ^rrf^n;-wTm xf*

(Pan. li. 4, 22) |

11. ^f#t='3JWR WR ^fTRTRHtl =w-
i *n^nrf?TOT^re i

<t

16 . fiRTHTf^t ^nf*nn«T ^xprfir i ^pft-

1*tr:= tfrmmrRi: i tp*^= ifm^TR ^tsT^fh*^) =xrcmrr-

vtfi -ms rTcc i i

21 . ^RT sft^pSTR ^TO^rTrT I ^TTTrl=Wtq i

^axo ^rrefi^rr: fwRrr ttr: xr=j mg: ^5:

1

27. fwr. ss sr mrRwVqi’y: i

fawt*i:=sr§pjr: 1 ^famxsN 1 fatrfr fsx%

Ti^nftf^^: fqf^nr m ^sft %^nwm*frwJi i

30. ^^nT?x=^n%u^ 1 fc?\r% = rT^ftfri 1 cto:=*^: i

^JXT^Tr: 1 m^fnrT= I^lf'rl I

32. jftW^T = '3i
,

3fr^ft I
= m3RT^T I Tf*TOW-

cRt= wtTRlTTl^HH I

35. c?^rn=r*:?fT!T = fagrfmn *rf^m i *iwt-

w<4 - 1
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37. ^ (Pan. v. 3, 76).

fWTfa*T?!T= SfilH^iHflT I

41. ^WTTrTt: = ^ff7T^W%: I HT^*RTrft = I

= T^TWT^^fwt: i

44. i hw^tr-rt <T?n i

wtit^

=

ifffr^^ ^ct: t

46. W cf^rT cT#^rf?T l f^rTT#= fWT*

^(IT^RT l
C

48. I l^J^FTTSTR: I WK = Tf-

WRTTWTTH—W^t ^fT%frT (Pan. i. 2, 59) I ^?R-

^^TT!I = HlfZH I

54. f^fHrmTf^^f^^rft-

arrf i faints J^n; ?m httst: i

57. TTFpi -?n^T ngtw cr^rr i = sftrroH i

58. tftfTRrr i ^fft: = TTiT%<fr: i ^-

i ^?nr: = i HfarnH = *n*g5j t

59. *f?i: = ^Rf?rerRH i

f»rg: tr hr: i

60. I H*f (^H:)— H^THT-
(Pan. vii. 3, 107) H »Rf?T rl^TTfR “ IT

HTSfa t H*f ” (Bhatti vi. 11) ^WT^THr TT*TT^I?T I

62. (Pan.

y. 4, 21) T^Z | ^fR3iT«fU <ilH= wfrn^RHtsRH I

64. I %=:^T

irrfHfTT (Pan. ii. 3, 52) wt I

66. H^»rt H^fr^TWT htpjtrt Or^rt Hsrfa?R

HHTft ^^fl^RTRRHRt fl: I

ht: i
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70. = ^rfTTrfsr^rr^rr^—
(Pan. ii. 1, 6). -qjf^fTT I WtE^fTTI

71. «T VTT*Trfa=VTW^%W^: I

= ?fq — ^rr^^^mmTfJTfrT (Pan. i. 4,

34) *Rt^Re4TW3*fT I

73. % = W^^PT% I Wf*l = H^f:—TTSITfW-
f%«T Tf^T (Pan. v. 4, 91) z%, jf* (Pan.

ii. 3, 5) f^TTfaT I H^TI-^TPTRTfflfrT (Pan. i. 4, 25)

^RrR; I

77. ^Tm= ^sJrR; I ’SRcT^l^T tft^JTRTf

^^ri^TftfTTJ | ^q^RT=**faTqfR |

79. ’SR f^PER^RTO ^r^HT^T^rfH^T^-RTTI I

c^cR ^RrR ^frf ^pIcftfFr HTf^ I

82. I wt^TRT^
(Pan. ii. 3, 38) ^frT^ |

85. ^r=

I

’Sjf^RT=wrw I ’srcft^ =urWRn: I

86. ^R I *T f*pft^=

*Rc?R: I

v»

87. »Rrf*R W : ^T^r TORTTflftfa

^fa^TRTrrv^R; i *ttt:—iJ3«rrerfa:— 'fa^wfacJRTR^ tt-

ft^Riir f5raf*rar$: i ^wfR=^wm;i
88. fWT^=fa<fH= ,3c%fa ^TRci: I ^:=TTgTcl I

=^RR^*C |

89. ^SR TT^RWSPRfTWTftR 3T^ I R^RR^R-
Rft:=R^fa^^RWiqfR: I ?RR=RfRT^T I

<X >» Cs

II tft T t WR II
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Appendix A.

The Five Sandesas.

There exist in the Palace Library five
,
besides the

most celebrated of Kalidasa, and the less known ofN**

Lakshini-dasa, of which I had the honour of submitting a MS.

with commentary added lately. They are (1)

(2 and 3) two quite different (4) TfTfTch^*!:,

and (5) is a (?) messenger sent

from Cape Comorin to a city which the author Narayana

calls etc- All these, except the

of the renowned Vehkatesa, Yedantacharya of the Yaishnavas,

are productions of poets born in Malabar. It is impossible

to determine whether Narayana, author of is the

same most popular and well-admired author of
,

MTcran^PT, YTYrewtere;, etc. But the latter’s exceeding

simplicity of style is not perceptible in This

is the first stanza :

^PTTYt

Trytyt: i

ytyty farf^cfr ^fwra:

The celebrated YlTlYTITHf is too modest to boast in the

manner the author of ‘ Subhaga-sandesa’ has done in this

last sloka

:

*1 Y "RYY

H^ITrlTr^ YlYYfd cPm YtH I

Y’t •nTTYRJ’T I

The subject of all these Sandesas (one of the two Hansa-

sandesas, and Chataka-sandesa excepted) is ‘Love,’ that

VOL. XVI.—[new series.] 30
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backbone of poetry. The arrangements are almost similar.

The sudden separation of the lover from his sweetheart, his

accidental meeting of some messenger, offering him hospi-

tality, description of the towns, villages, rivers, mountains,

etc., intervening between the destination and the spot where-

from the messenger is despatched, and the nature of the

message, are almost the same as in the masterly prototype

of Sandesas, the “ Megha-duta.” The “ Hansa-sandesa” by

Yenkatesa is in the usual form of this class of poems. Its

first and last slokas are the following

:

wtct: *rr«nm

«T£fT^ q% I

Ticftcr: i

TT^r: ^rtstfr; i

The other “ Hansa-sandesa,” whose author’s name could

not be found out, is quite of a different nature. The

subject is a philosophical one. It is probable that some

rival poet of the Yaishnava Yedantacharya has written this,

as he (the Yedantacharya) has composed a Nataka named

“Saiikalpa-suryodaya” to match the “ Prabodhachandrodaya.”

The beginning and concluding slokas of the philosophic

Hansa-sandesa are subjoined.

^ i «< iwnrcpra:

Iff^R WSHTR TO** l
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*rerrTPfrq?n^

m4 *Tqf^ WBlffoTOftTH i

Tf^: I

This Hansa-sandesa has a short commentary consist-

ing mostly of Anusbtup slokas. The other four have no

commentaries at all. The number of slokas in both the

“ Hansa-sandesas ” is the same, viz. 110. “ Subhaga-

sandesa” contains 130. All of these (the philosophic

“Hansa” excepted) are divided into two parts, viz. the

Purva and Uttara-sandesas. The metre in all these is

*T*^TsfTT«rTT ,
invariably adopted by writers of Sandesas.

fourth in the order, is a novelty in this class of

poems. A poor Brahman, probably a Namburi, that lived

in some northern part of Malabar, like many others, flew for

refuge to Trivandram, at that troublous time when Tippu

invaded Malabar. He (the Namburi) had an interview with

the then reigning Maharaja Rama Varma, but he was

obliged to leave Trivandram and go home without taking

leave of the Maharaja, on account of sudden illness. After

recovery, he seems to have submitted this poem to the

Maharaja praying for patronage. It consists of 141 slokas,

of which the first and last are given below.

^SRlfcT Wt
TTsfiT^ 35T<TTF3n I

STOTTS SfFTT

rTd: HfaJT I

J’TTfWrn’l^T'ff SpJTTnf^^
^ jm i
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Then comes the last, The author of this is

Vasudeva, a Keraliya Brahman. The author of the Yamaka-

kavyas and *T ,
is called by the same

name. So also, the author of the Jrf^n^iT°9 called

faarci, to which Narayana-Bhatta refers in the beginning

of his \TT<J3iT3I, thus :

VTcT^ 3iW| ff *mRTW<I I

There is no proof however as to the identity of the three

Yasudevas.

There are 192 slokas in “ Bhramara-sandesa,” and the

first and the last are :

fR ^f^f^7I«TWf^TRrr 1^1+t

’aftcT% ^rffl^ I

^Tr^TtJTwn

f*Rt I

(WR TT^^rlJPFfT I

^ ^ TOJTRT WT
WrfR TftcTT *nft TTfTnT: I

There is a striking resemblance in many of the slokas in

this to those in “ Suka-sandesa.” It is certain therefore that

either Vasudeva, author of *JTR, has imitated Lakshml-dasa,

author of “Suka,” or vice versa. It will be seen how well

the sixth sloka in “Bhramara,” given hereunder, for instance,

compares with the third one in “Suka.”

sw wk wr^irT
On

fa ^ fa^fryrfa fa^fawRrr: writ: i
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Art. XX.— The Chinese Book of the Odes for English

Readers. By Clement F. B. Allen, Esq., M.B.A.S.

The She King, 1 usually translated the Book of the Odes, or

the Classic of Poetry, is not so well known to the outside world

as it deserves to be. It is one of the Classics or Canons of

Chinese learning, and, like its companion books, is supposed

not only to contain deep lessons of morality for the instruc-

tion of future ages, but to have been compiled, if not written,

for the express purpose of their inculcation. 2 The events

recorded or alluded to in it are said to have taken place

between 1765 and 585 b.c. Confucius himself is acknow-

ledged to have been the compiler. Ssu Ma ch’ien 3 states :

“ The old poems amounted to more than 8000. Confucius

removed those which were only repetitions of others, and

selected those which would be serviceable for the inculcation

of propriety and righteousness.” In other words he brought

out a revised and expurgated edition. Constant allusions to

the Odes are found in the Confucian Analects, the Master on

all occasions expressing the highest admiration for the work,

and enjoining on his disciples the necessity of a thorough

study of it. The Odes, he says, stimulate the mind,4 teach

introspection, sociability, righteous indignation, filial piety

1 I confess a preference for Sir Thomas Wade’s system of transliteration, and
would fain call the work the Shih Ching

;
hut I am assured that this would

convey no meaning to European students of Chinese.
2 Qusecunque ex antiquorum temporum monumentis idonea ad revocandum

pristinum rerum ordinem videbantur, in sex lihros collecta edidit, ut inde rei-

puhlicae administrand* modum, morum disciplinam, et saniorem doctrinam
discerent posteri.—Confucii Chi King, La Charme.

3
Hi ill

B -c - 163-85.

4
it ?r w m. pi n m- ^ m t&. m £

^ it £ & g. % m & at m
Conf. Analects, xvii. 9.
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and loyalty, and, lastly, natural history. But on another

occasion he warns his disciples against the songs of Ch’eng

(the 7th book of the 1st part) as licentious. 1 He told his

son that he would not be worth talking to, if he did not

know the Odes. 2 Mencius, although he does not urge his

disciples to study these poems, frequently quotes them with

respect.

With these examples before them, can we wonder that the

Chinese, who have an exaggerated reverence for everything

that bears the stamp of antiquity, should still continue to

find in the Book all that is needed to teach the two funda-

mental attributes of Oriental perfection, viz. |§ Li Propriety,

and Yi Righteousness ?

There are several translations of the Book of the Odes

into European languages. La Charrne and Zottoli have each

given a prose version in Latin, both showing a great respect

for the views of the Chinese commentators. Callery calls

the former, “La production la plus indigeste et la plus

ennuyeuse, dont la sinologie ait a rougir.” Rather a harsh

judgment in my opinion, but La Charme’s version is not to

be compared to Zottoli’s, which is an extremely useful work.

In German there are the metrical translations by Friedrich

Riickert and Victor von Strauss, while in English we have

two translations by Dr. Legge, one in prose and the other in

verse. We and all students of Chinese must not fail to

express our deep and heartfelt gratitude to Dr. Legge for

the years of labour which he has spent over the colossal task

of translating the greater number of the Chinese classics.

Each of us may humbly venture at times to differ as to the

rendering of a certain passage, but which of us may dare to

compare our labours or our knowledge of Chinese language

and literature with his? No matter what further discoveries

may be made, Dr. Legge’s translations will ever retain their

value, for in them we have the Chinese views and opinions

of their own classics brought clearly before us, thanks to the

1

ns m u- Conf. Analects, sv. 10.

2
/f> fit ^ •g .

C0nf. Analects, Book xvi. 13.
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Doctor’s scholarly and exhaustive treatment of text and

commentary. The metrical version of the She King made

by Dr. Legge and his nephews is to my mind not quite so

successful as his prose work. It is very unequal. When-
ever the translator has allowed himself to shake off the

trammels of Chinese prosody, he has produced some very

pleasing verses, those in the Scotch dialect being particularly

charming, for instance :
1

“ Says oor gudewife, * The cock is crawin,’

Quoth oor gudeman, ‘ The day is dawin,’

* Get up, gudeman, an’ tak a spy :

See gin the mornin star be high,

Syne tak a saunter roon’ aboot

;

There’s rowth o’ dyukes and geese to shoot.

Lat flee and bring them hame to me,

And sic a dish as ye sail pree.

In comin times as ower the strings

Your noddin’ heed in rapture hings,

Supreme ower care, nor fasht wi’ fears,

We’ll baith grow auld in worth and years.

An’ when we meet the friends ye like,

I’ll gi’e to each some little fyke :

The lasses beads, trocks to their brithers,

An’ auld warld fairlies to their mithers,

Some nick nack lovin’ hands will fin’

To show the love that dwalls within.’
”

Another beginning :
2

“ The gudeman ’s awa’ for to fecht wi’ the stranger,”

is also well worth reading and remembering.

But in most of the poems the translator has allowed him-

self to be hampered and cramped by trying to follow the

Chinese prosody, at any rate to the extent of making his

English version consist of the same number of stanzas as the

Chinese, and by translating verse by verse. I contend that

1 Part i. Book vii. Ode 8.

2 Part i. Book vi. Ode 2.
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by taking a whole poem, and turning it into English with an

utter disregard of the order of the lines, or even of the

stanzas, it is easier to give a correct version of the original

than by following Dr. Legge’s perhaps more painstaking

method. This I hope to prove later on.

I know of no other complete metrical version of the She

King in English. Various gentlemen have tried their

hands at translating one or two odes, Sir John Davis among
others. A few translations have appeared in the China

Review,
some very excellent ones by Mr. Lister of Hong-

kong, the author of a most interesting and valuable essay on

the Odes
;
and some others by V. W. X., a pseudouym that

is an open secret among European residents in China. This

gentleman, although a ripe Chinese scholar, has attempted

the impossible task of going closer to the original than even

Dr. Legge has done, and of translating word by word. Sir

John Davis says in reference to the She King, “ In European

languages there is a certain connection which allows literal-

ness of rendering to be carried to a great extent, but a

verbal translation from the one concerning which we now
treat must of necessity degenerate into a horrible jargon,

which few persons will undergo the disgust of perusing.” 1

V. W. X. has proved this most conclusively. Here is one of

his translations :

*

“ The flax spreads large

Creeping down the gorge,

As the leaves grow thick,

The macaws on wing,

Grouped in the bush,

There sweetly sing.

The flax spreads large

Creeping down the gorge

When full in leaf.

First reap, then soften,

Weave coarse or fine,

And glad weave often.

1 Sir John Davis, “ Poetry of the Chinese.’’ 2 Part i. Book i. Ode 2.
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I’ll beg my teacher

To let me home.

First wash my common,

And clean my best,

Which clean, which not,

Then to parents blest.”

This the translator calls one of the more harmonious odes.

He explains the roughness of it by saying that a literal

translation has been attempted in all possible cases. “
It

should also,” he observes, “ be borne in mind, that you can-

not make a silk purse out of a sow’s ear.”

Here V. W. X. and I are at variance. I believe, and

would fain show, that the She King is not a sow’s ear, but

a mass of silk, rough and tangled if you will, but still

containing many beautiful threads, whereof the skilful work-

man may make use. In other words the She King consists

of a collection of ballads, odes, satires, elegies, and lampoons

(most of which were once sung to music), such as are found

in all nations in their imperfectly civilized stages. The

exigencies of this paper induce me to make the following

arbitrary divisions, which however often overlap each other :

1. Idylls, including songs and poems on love, conjugal affec-

tion, country occupations and festivals, the chase, and so on.

2. Songs and poems relating to war. 3. Laudatory odes in

honour of the deeds and glories of some great man, or the

beauties and virtue of some princess. 4. Satires and lam-

poons, and moral lessons. 5. Festal and sacrificial odes. 6.

Fragments, and corrupt and imperfect pieces.

The versification, as is to be expected, is rough, and the

text in countless instances is doubtful and corrupt, for not

only has it been subjected to the efflux of over 2300 years

at least, but the original editions, if I may use the term,

were destroyed at the burning of the books in b.c. 213. 1

1 It must not be forgotten that the oldest of these poems have had to pass
through three scripts before they could appear in their present form. The oldest

style of Chinese character, the Ku Wen ("jfj
-

was in use until about 800

b.c., when in the time of ‘Hsiian Wang (jg[ J), of the Chou dynasty, the Ta

Chuan 3g£) or Large Seal character was introduced. This was succeeded
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Fragments, the connection of which is unknown, are sometimes

found by themselves, and at other times two or more are

mixed together in such a way that no sense can be discovered

in the poem as a whole
;
and occasionally we find a piece

which becomes perfectly comprehensible if one stanza is

omitted. But are not these flaws exactly what one expects

in a work of this kind ? Has not every old poem, Greek,

Latin or English, hundreds of conjectural readings? Would
the versification of Homer have passed muster in the time

of Sophocles, or the rough diction of Beowulf or Caedmon

compare with the elegant mastery of the English language

shown by Tennyson and Swinburne? We all know King

Canute’s famous verse

:

“ Merie sungen the muneches binnen Ely

Tha Cnut ching renther by

Roweth cnihtes noer the land

And here we these muneches sing.”

Gilbert a Becket says of Canute, “ If he had known any-

thing of sense or syntax, if he had been happy at description,

or possessed the slightest share of imagination, he would

have been a fair poet.” Perhaps so, but let us imagine it

possible that the verse above is in a foreign language, and is

to be translated into modern English. Would it be unfair

to alter it, and make it run thus ? :

“ Merrily sung the monks of Ely

When Canute the king was rowing thereby,

Row to the shore, knights, said the king,

And let us hear these good monks sing.”

So with archaic Chinese poetry. Translate it into English

as rough as the original form, and I say that you give an

by the Hsiao Chuan
()J>

or Small Seal character, which lasted from about

225 b.c. to about 350 a.d., when the Chiai Shu (|^ ^|S) took its place.

Mods. Terrien de Lacouperie informs me that he has compared the oldest version

of the Shu King or Classic of History, as published in the

with the present standard editions, and finds the discrepancies to amount to nearly

25 per cent, of the whole text. A comparison of the earliest and latest versions

of the She King would surely show as large a proportion of error. See Prof. T.

de Lacouperie, On the History of the Archaic Writing and Texts.
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unfair idea to foreigners of the beauties that lie hid in the

original. The first requisite, therefore, for a verse transla-

tion of the poetry in question is modern language, and clear

expressions in honest flowing metre. It is, further, the duty

of the translator to avoid, as much as possible, the use of

Chinese names, which are so repellent to the English reader.

Let him also be granted a good deal of freedom in his

renderings of trees and flowers, or at any rate let him confine

his exactness to foot-notes. The jujube, the dolichos creeper,

the polygonum and the broussonetia are not ornaments to

verse, still less are the T’ung, the Yi, and the Tzil trees.

When first a little-known language is studied, the natural

impulse of the student is to place himself blindfolded in the

hands of scholars, whose native language is the one which

the student seeks to acquire, for he feels that they, surely, are

the men who know their own language best. This view

may satisfy him for a while, but a time comes when he learns

that there is a better path to take. Men who know nothing

but their own language are the unsafest of all guides to a

thorough acquaintance with that language. Critical acumen

and the power of comparison and discrimination are essential

to correct knowledge. These qualities seem wanting in all

Orientals, and in none more than in the Chinese, with whom
a sort of literary imagination, which invents non-existent

difficulties, and a hankering desire for these very difficulties,

appear to have taken their place .

1 Mr. II. A. Giles has

pointed this out so well in his Essay on Chinese Poetry. He
says: “ Chinese prose and poetry alike, to be of any literary

value, must bristle from beginning to end with allusions to the

events and personages of their own almost immeasurable past.

More than this. It is barely allowable to call anything by its

right name, some figure of speech or half-expressed quota-

tion—and the more obscure the better—must be called in to

do duty in the place of the universally tabooed spade.” Are

1 “ Les Interpretes Cliinois ne sont pas trop heureux a dechiffrer ces poesies.

. . . Le stile en est tres obscur, et cette obscurite vient sans doute du laconisme,

des metaphores, et de la quantite d’anciens proverbes, dont l’ouvrage est seme.
Mais c’est cette obscurite la meme, qui lui concilie l'estime et la veneration des
savans.”—Du Halde.
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we to be surprised then when we find that the simplicity of

old Chinese literature takes native scholars aback, scholars

who invent allusions never dreamt of by the writers, and who

must find meanings evolved from their own inner conscious-

ness before they can make the books worthy of their high

consideration ?

European students of the other great languages of Asia

have already found out these Oriental proclivities. Who
would now accept the Chaldaic view of the Song of Solomon

as an allegorical history of the Jewish people from the

Exodus to the Messiah
,

1 or the mediasval Jewish view that

the book represented the union between the active intellect

and the receptive or material intellect ? Professor Max
Muller has warned us that the Pandits’ own view of Indian

history and literature (in which no doubt he includes Persian,

Arabic, and Sanskrit) is more apt to mislead their pupils

than to guide them. My friend Mons. Terrien de Lacouperie,

Professor of Indo-Chinese Philology in the University of

London, has been the pioneer of this path where Chinese

literature is concerned. He has shown us, in his translation

of the Yi King, that the only proper method of finding the

real meaning of the older canonical books is to take the

Chinese characters as they stand and turn them into English,

without making use of gloss or comment to force the un-

happy things into bearing a distorted and fantastic meaning

which they were never meant to bear. His paper on “ The

Oldest Book of the Chinese” has struck us all as a revela-

tion, and though Dr. Legge, Canon McClatchie, and some of

our older sinologues, may feel a momentary unwillingness to

give up the accepted, i.e. the Chinese, views in which they

have been educated, yet I do not doubt that Mons. Terrien

de Lacouperie’s explanations and interpretations of the Yi

King must eventually be received by all as the only correct

ones. A similar procedure should be brought to bear on the

She King. He who would make a translation which would

give Englishmen a true idea of the beauties contained in the

Smith’s Dictionary of the Bible, article Canticles, by T. E. Brown.
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work, must of course study the commentaries, but must never

give himself up blindly to their guidance, and allow them to

take charge of him.

During the last few years I have occupied some of my
leisure time in attempting to make a simple metrical English

version of the She King, working on the narrow lines pre-

scribed above, and Mons. Terrien de Lacouperie has done me
the great honour to invite me to come forward this afternoon

and give some account of my humble labours and their result.

My translation at present only goes as far as the 2nd book of

part ii. I would not have ventured to stand up before you

until I had completed my task, but I have to return to China

shortly, and this therefore is my only opportunity, and is

one that I felt that I ought not to neglect.

The ballads of country life in old China may be paralleled

by dozens of pieces in Percy’s Reliques, and when one reads

the accounts of rustic merry-making, one’s mind naturally

turns to such poems as

“ Come lasses and lads,

Get leave of your dads,

And away to the Maypole hie.”

The Chinese verses on lads and lasses and man and maiden

are just as full of innocent freedom as the best of our own,

but the most harmless bit of fun or courtship is at once

pounced on by the commentator as showing the lewd manners

of the State from which the poem is supposed to have come.

If you will allow me, I will read my version of two odes, one

being the account of the Spring and the other of the Autumn
Flower Festival

:

“ The Spring Flower Festival

.

l

Gloomy winter’s gone and past,

Streams that lately lay asleep,

In their ice chains fettered fast,

Now are running clear and deep.

1 Part i. Book vii. Ode 21.
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Large and level plains of grass

On the further side outspread,

Haunts of many a lad and lass

Plucking flowerets white and red.

‘ Have you been across ? ’ says she,

‘ Yes,’ he cries, ‘ indeed I’ve been.’

‘ Come again and come with me,

Let us two enjoy the scene.’

Every man and every maiden

Sport together hour by hour,

With a load of blossoms laden

Each to each presents a flower.”

“ The Autumn Flower Festival.
1

’Tis fair and lovely weather.

We will to town together,

So let your hemp and spinning-wheel to-day untouched remain

;

For we are going straightway

To near the eastern gateway,

Where the white elms and the oak trees cast their shadow o’er

the plain.

See man and maid advancing

To meet each other, dancing,

With motions quick and graceful they nimbly turn and wheel.

Says he, ‘You are as fair, love,

As the blossom which you bear, love,

Give me a flower in token that you care for what I feel.’
”

Can one imagine anything more harmless or less suggestive

of evil than the above ? But what are the views of the com-

mentators and their English disciples ? The Little Preface

says that the former ballad was directed against the prevail-

ing disorder. The weapons of strife never rested, husbands

and wives were torn from one another, lewd manners were

prevalent, and there was no one to deliver the people from

1 Part i. Book xii. Ode 2.
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them .

1 Dr. Legge’s heading is “ A festivity of Ch’eng, and

the advantage taken of it for licentious assignation.” The

verdicts on the latter piece are still severer. The Little

Preface remarks :
“ This poem expresses disgust at the dis-

order which prevailed .
2 Through the evil influence of Duke

Yii, who was addicted to sensual pleasure, men and women

abandoned their proper employments, hurried to meet one

another on the roads, and danced and sang in the market-

places.” Dr. Legge, with almost equal sternness, heads the

poem, “ Wanton associations of the young people of Ch’en.”

When in any of these odes, which may be included under

the head of love poems, the heroine is not ashamed of her

affection, she meets with scant mercy. Here, for example :
3

“ A maiden fair and bright

Comes to greet me, when the night

Has departed, and the eastern sky is red.

But lest some envious eye

Should presume to play the spy,

Soft and lightly o’er my pathway will she tread.

Delights fade all too soon,

Comes the evening, and the moon

Rises full and round, my darling dares not stay.

But swiftly will she pass

O’er my pathway in the grass,

Lest her footprints should our meeting-place betray.”

The Little Preface remarks on this, that men and women

of the State of Ch’i sought each other in lewd fashion, and

Dr. Legge heads the piece as usual, “ The licentious inter-

course of the people of Ch’i.” Lord Macaulay once wrote a

poem, from which I quote one stanza :

1

*j a tfi. £ ¥ % m- s x # m- w m * n-
5 £ ft ifc M-
sa®. s. & & z pa ft. s x m
6 w m- m t % m a- mn n ur # »•

3 Part i. Book viii. Ode 4.
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“ 0 fly, Madonna, fly,

Lest day and envy spy

What only love and night may safely know.

Fly, and tread softly, dear,

Lest those who hate us hear

The sound of thy light footsteps as they go.”

What would his lordship’s feelings have been if he could

have seen this in any collection of English poetry headed
“ The licentious intercourse of the English people ” ?

When the lady is coy, the commentators ignore her cold-

ness and the passion of her lover, and go out of their way to

speak of the virtuous manners prevailing at the time and

place, and of the admirable qualities of the ruler, whose

influence has brought about this improvement. Take this

verse for example :
1

“ Where the poplars throw but a scanty shade

On the banks of the Han, lives a lovely maid.

I see her often, but find that vain

Are all my efforts her heart to gain.

Ah no, ’tis as easy a task to strive

To cross the Han in a single dive,

Or float on a plank down the Yangtzu’s tide,

As win this lady to be my bride.”

This shows, says the Preface, how the virtue of King Wen
affected the States of the south. 2

Love between husband and wife, bride and bridegroom,

and even between betrothed couples, is a little more fairly

treated. Conjugal affection is one of the five cardinal rela-

tions among mankind. No fault, therefore, is to be found

with it
;
but even in these cases Chinese scholars cannot get

free of the idea that any poem on this subject is more to

celebrate the good qualities of the ruler of the State than the

attachment of the two parties. These pieces give the joys

and sorrows of married life in considerable detail. In some
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the wives complain of their husbands’ neglect and coldness,

or of his attentions to some more favoured love or wife, for

polygamy prevailed at the time when these ballads were

written. We have also the longing of the wife for the safe

return of her absent husband, 1 and her joy when he gets

back, in strains that recall the Scotch poem, “ There is nae

luck aboot the hoose, when oor gudeman’s awa,”

Several of the odes are epithalamiums, among others Ode

1 of Book ii. Part i. This has been translated into verse by

Sir John Davis as follows :

“ The nest yon winged artist builds

The robber bird shall tear away,

So yields her hopes the affianced maid,

Some wealthy lord’s reluctant prey.

The anxious bird prepares a nest,

In which the spoiler soon shall dwell.

Forth goes the weeping bride constrained,

A hundred cars the triumph swell.

Mourn for the tiny architect

;

A stronger bird hath ta’en its nest.

Mourn for the hapless stolen bride,

How vain the pomp to soothe her breast.”

Dr. Leg'ge’s metrical version is more literal and simpler,

in fact almost too literal and simple :

“ In the magpie’s nest

Dwells the dove at rest.

This young bride goes to her future home,

To meet her a hundred chariots come.

1 The ladies among the ancient Chinese, as among the Aryan nations, would
leave their hair dishevelled during their husband’s absence :

“ I scarcely care to deck my hair,

But let my locks disordered stray,

For whom should I he neat or fair

When my loved lord is far away?”—Part i. Book v. Ode 8

.

“ Ten months Runjeet lay in Lahore.

Wah, a hero’s heart is brass.

Ten months never did Chunda Kour
Braid her hair at the tiring glass.”—Edwin Arnold.

vol. xvi.—[new series.] 31
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Of the magpie’s nest

Is the dove possest.

This bride goes to her new home to live.

And welcome a hundred chariots give.

The nest magpie wove

Now filled by the dove.

This bride now takes to her home her way,

And there numerous cars her state display.”

Now surely the motive of this little piece is the same as

that of King Cophetua and the Beggar-maid, the Lord of

Burleigh, and a dozen similar poems. The Prince is the

magpie, the strong handsome skilful bird, the peasant girl

the dove, who does not fight the magpie and rob him of his

nest, as the Chinese commentators say, and Sir John Davis

implies, but who by her softness and gentleness persuades

him to allow her to occupy the comfortable nest for which

magpies are famous, as every birdsnesting schoolboy knows.

A paraphrase seems necessary to bring out the force of the

original, and I have therefore ventured to write this version,

which I admit is not a close translation :

“ The dove, that gentle timid bird,

Small wit hath she a nest to build ;

Unlike the pie, whose home well lined

Within, and framed with labour skilled,

Might seem a palace, yet the dove

Will to herself appropriate

The magpie’s nest, and snug therein

Dwell in contentment with her mate.

My sweet, thou art the gentle dove.

Had fate’s decree then nought more fair

For thee, than in these barren fields

A peasant’s hut and toils to share.

My lands are wide, my halls are high,

And steeds and cars attend my call,

My dove within my magpie nest,

Thou shalt be mistress of them all.”
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Lastly, we have verses by the inferior wives in honour of

the chief lady of the palace, although I am bound to confess

that many of them have not a very genuine ring about them.

There is, however, one very pretty farewell, supposed to be

written by one widowed wife, when another lady, who was

also a wife of the deceased, took her departure. This is it

:

1

“ She who for many years has been my friend,

A gentle one and kind and most sincere,

Departs for her own country, and an end

Has come to all I once considered dear.

Decorous was her person, though one love

We shared, no jealous doubt nor angry hate

Could e’er disturb her
;
nay, she rather strove

My zeal and care for him to stimulate.

Far did I journey southwards, ere good-byes

Were uttered, then she left me, and in vain

I gazed at her departing, for my eyes

Were blinded with the tears that fell like rain.

I watched the swallows in their flickering flight,

They too go southwards, when the summer’s o’er
;

They will return when spring is warm and bright,

But my beloved friend comes back no more.”

Nor are poems wanting descriptive of country life and its

labours and enjoyments. The best and most complete of

these is the 1st Ode of the 15th Book of Part i., but it is too

long to quote in full. The date assigned to this ballad is

B.c. 1100 or thereabouts. It is a narration of a state of

things some 700 years before that. It shows that the ancient

Chinese had a great respect for the pursuit of agriculture,2

a respect which theoretically, at any rate, their descendants

still retain.

We also find short odes or songs illustrating various

pursuits. There is the song of the plantain-gatherers,

1 Part i. Book iii. Ode 3.
2 It is worth noticing that even in the oldest poems there are scarcely any

references to sheep. The ancestors of the Chinese, unlike their Aryan contem-
poraries or predecessors, were not a people among whom the chief shepherd was
practically a king. See Les Origines Indo-Europeennes, Pictet.
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several hunting-songs of the ‘ John Peel ’ type, and longer

pieces describing the chase and celebrating the skill and

prowess of the hunters. Fish and fishing are constantly

alluded to, but this pursuit does not form the main subject of

any ode. There is an account of a trapper, who was so

stalwart a man that he might well be the body guard and

comrade of a prince. We have likewise a little piece con-

taining a dialogue between two carpenters, at least so I

translate it :

1

A says

:

“ I have got to make a handle, but there is not any good

In beginning, for I have not got an axe to hew the wood.

Like a fellow who would marry, but his chance of wedlock’s

shady,

For he does not know a person to present him to the lady.”

B replies

:

“ Go to work and shape the handle, don’t make any lame

excuse,

The pattern you’ve to copy is laid ready for your use,

Like a baffled suitor, say you, nay you’re rather like a lord,

With his bride beside him and a feast set out upon the board.”

All the Chinese critics say that this poem is in praise of a

certain duke. Dr. Legge heads his metrical translation,

“ While there is a proper and necessary way for everything,

men need not go far to find what it is.” His verses are :

“ In hewing an axe shaft, how must you act ?

Another axe take, or you’ll never succeed.

In taking a wife, be sure ’tis a fact

That with no go-between you never can speed.

In hewing an axe shaft, hewing a shaft,

For a copy you have the axe in your hand.

In choosing a wife, you follow the craft,

And forthwith on the mats the feast vessels stand.”

I would refer you to the Marquis D’Hervey St. Denys’s

1 Part i. Book xv. Ode 5.
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work, Poesies de Vepoque des Th’ang ,
for a complete descrip-

tion of Chinese warlike poetry. I find among the odes in

the She King, which relate to warfare, a few breathing out

martial aspirations, but a greater number complaining of the

hardships of the campaign, and expressing a homesick

longing to get back again. Assuredly the feeling expressed

in the Chinese proverb of to-day,

8 s ? tr T
8 A 7. a j;

“ You don’t beat good iron into a nail, or make a good man
into a soldier,” was known to the ancestors of the modern

Chinese. Even in the most bellicose odes, the only thing

celebrated is the pomp and gorgeous array of the army, and

the success of some prince or general. There is not one

word expressive of

“ The stern joy which warriors feel

In foemen worthy of their steel.”

There is not even a description of a single combat between

two men. Still less can we find any generous mention of

the bravery of an enemy, for chivalry is utterly and entirely

wanting. One cannot help feeling that these warlike odes

have been made to order. On the other hand, the poems

which describe the hardships of war are only too real and

heartfelt. Their genuineness makes them pleasing. Here

is one of the best in my opinion :
1

“ Oh many a weary night we spent,

And many a dreary day,

On those eastern hills, with no roof o’erhead,

Save the carts under which we lay.

When the rains began, then the word was passed

That our service at length was o’er,

We might doff our armour and wear the clothes

That our wives had prepared once more.

1 Part i. Book xv. Ode 3.
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Yet a haunting fear would disturb my heart,

This thought would flash to the brain,

I have been long gone, shall I find all changed,

When I visit my home again ?

Perchance the creepers and trailing weeds

Have choked up my unused doors,

And the woodlouse creeps, and the spider weaves

His web o’er my empty floors.

The deer graze careless about the fields

Where I pastured my sheep and kine,

And around the desolate garden plots

The lamps of the glowworm shine.

We marched along through the drizzling rain,

We noted the signs of spring,

On the mulberry leaves the silkworms fed,

And we heard the oriole sing.

Its yellow plumage was shining bright

As it glanced in a moment by,

And we heard the cranes, as they caught their prey

On the ant hillocks, scream and cry.

Ere I knew it, there was my home in sight,

Since I such a sight had seen

Three years had passed, yet the rooms were swept,

And my dwelling was warm and clean.

And gourds were hanging, for me to eat,

On the boughs of the chestnut tree,

No moment while I was far a^yay,

My wife had forgotten me.

You may talk of the glories when youth and maid

Are wed, and their troth is plighted,

But not of the joy when two loving hearts,

Once parted, are re-united.”

3. Our next division contains the laudatory odes or poems

celebrating the achievements of some king, prince, or chief-

tain, or the virtues and beauties of some princess. The
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Chinese commentators, if left to themselves, would include

the greater part of the She King under this heading, but

even after an elimination of scores of pieces as having

nothing to do with royalty or aristocracy, a considerable

residue remains. Some of the pieces are curious, but the

bulk of them are of no great interest to the general reader.

Here is a little poem complete in one verse, which may
remind you of something that you have heard before

:

1

“ That pear-tree, woodman, spare,

Break not a single bougb
;

Shao’s chief once rested there,

Leave it uninjured now.”

The legend of Hou Chi, especially as translated by Dr.

Legge’s nephew, is very well worthy of perusal,2 but is too

long to quote.

4. We pass on to satires and lampoons and moral lessons.

Satire in small and youthful communities is usually very

personal in its application. In the personal satires and

lampoons of the She King, although names are not often

openly given, they can be easily fitted to the verse without

much doubt as to the correctness of the application. For

example, the beir-apparent of a certain duke was engaged

to marry a lady
;
but the father, inflamed by the reports

of her beauty, had a tower built on the banks of a river

whicb the lady had to pass on her way to the bride-

groom’s home, enticed her into it, and kept her for himself.

Afterwards he had his heir-apparent and another son

murdered. These rather doggerel lines refer to the first of

the two crimes :
3

“ A fisherman for fish a trap may set,

And catch a goose entangled in the net.

This hunchback, too, contrived a snare to lay,

Another’s bride he stole and bore away.

1 Part i. Book ii. Ode 5.
2 Part iii. Book ii. Ode 1

.

3 Part i. Book iii. Ode 18.
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Beside the stream a lofty tower he built,

Where he might safely perpetrate his guilt.

No pleasant mate the lady found, alas

!

She gained instead this vicious bloated mass.”

These lines allude to the second :
1

“ The two youths journeyed down the stream;

I noted, as they left the shore,

Their shadows on the water gleam
;

Ah, shall we ever see them more ?

Floated their boats away from here.

I watch for them in vain, and say,

As they return not, much I fear

Some danger met them on the way.”

Can we not imagine these verses repeated from mouth to

mouth among the people ? I conjecture that the latter piece

may be a fragment from a longer ballad.

Satire directed against classes and types of men, rather

than against individuals, is more interesting than the per-

sonal attacks mentioned above. Sometimes a moral lesson is

to be learnt from a natural object
;
from a quail, for instance,

which will fight in defence of its chickens, or from a rat,

which fills the place in the world which nature intended

for it :

2

“ Nature has made the rat the worst of vermin,

Teeth, limbs, and skin she gave unto the brute.

Let it use these as nature’s laws determine,

No blame unto the rat we dare impute.

But nobler gifts she gave to man to cherish

:

Dignity, self-control and love of right

;

And better were it that a man should perish,

Than scorn these godlike gifts or hold them light.”

A moral lesson is also drawn from the rainbow .
3 The

Chinese of that era held that the rainbow and other heavenly

1 Part i. Book iii. Ode 19.
2 Part i. Book iv. Ode 8.

3 Part i. Book iv. Ode 7.
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bodies must not be pointed at, but be passed "with averted

eyes. Young ladies are warned that if they elope, they too

will become objects to be passed with averted eyes. The lash

of satire falls on stinginess, as shown by a rich bridegroom

who would not afford leather shoes in winter, and made his

bride make and mend his clothes for him .

1 The elegant

officers who went in court dress to collect leaves and herbs

for soup are also held up to ridicule .

2 Nor do dissipation,

frivolity, pretence, and neglect of decent observances escape.

Then the advice of Horace, ‘ Carpe diem/ forms the subject

of more than one ode. Here is a specimen :
3

“ Great store you have of trailing robes and long,

Which lie and moulder useless and unworn.

Your cars are handsome and your steeds are strong,

But yet along the streets you ne’er are borne.

Courtyards it has, the mansion where you dwell,

And halls, where no one comes the dust to sweep,

With many a drum and sweetly ringing bell,

Which ever mute and voiceless lie asleep.

Why stint and spare, for surely it were best

With wine and dainties to prolong the day,

To cheer the hours, and. give to mirth a zest,

So take your lute and sing a merry lay.

Think, all-destroying death comes creeping near,

When our most cherished goods, our hoarded stores,

Shall be the stranger’s, who shall take our gear,

Shall spend our riches, and shall tread our floors.”

We may also, perhaps, include under the head of odes

conveying a moral lesson, those in praise of humility and

contentment, and even those applauding a love of solitude

and asceticism.

1 Part i. Book is. Ode 1.
2 Part i. Book ix. Ode 2.
3 Part i. Book x. Ode 2. This ode has a burden prefacing each of the stanzas

;

but as I can find no congruity in it, I have suppressed it.
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5. With regard to festal and sacrificial odes, I must throw

myself on your mercy, and request your indulgence. These

odes are mainly contained in parts 2, 3 and 4, which I have

as yet examined too cursorily to be able to give a positive

opinion on them
;
but by what I have read of them, I am led

to believe that most of them might well be relegated to the

category either of war pieces or of laudatory odes. The
lines in Campbell’s poem, “ The Battle of the Baltic,”

“ Now joy old England raise,

For the tidings of thy might,

By the festal city’s blaze,

While the wine-cup shines in light,”

would assuredly have induced a commentator of the Chinese

school to include the whole piece under the head of festal odes.

6. I pass on to the last division, namely, fragments and

corrupt pieces. These are mainly found in the first part.

Take the 3rd stanza of the 10th Ode of Book i. At the

close of a pretty little set of verses, spoken by a wife

delighted at her husband’s return, are these lines. I quote

Dr. Legge’s prose version :

“ The bream is showing his tail all red.

The royal house is like a blazing fire

;

Though it be like a blazing fire,

Your parents are very near.”

The commentators try in vain to torture a meaning out of

the characters, by suggesting that the bream has torn its tail

in its efforts to get up stream, and that the wife exhorts her

husband to work as hard as the bream, although his rulers

may be as cruel and all-devouring as fire, adding that he

must not disgrace his parents, who are standing near watching

him. Chu ‘Hsi, followed by Strauss, says that the ‘ parents
’

are the same rulers, who are watching his exertions. Grant-

ing, for the sake of argument, that the lines do bear this

horribly strained and distorted meaning, are they not utterly

out of place in this conjuncture ? Must we not cut them

out remorselessly, nor allow them to spoil a pretty little
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poem P Again, take the following ode, which this time I

quote from Dr. Legge’s metrical version :

1

“ Not for the stormy wind,

Nor rushing chariot’s roar ;

But when I view the road to Chow,

I’m pained to my heart’s core.

Not for the whirlwind’s sweep,

Nor car’s unsteady roll,

But when I view the road to Chow,

Deep sadness dulls my soul.

For him who fish can cook,

His boilers I would clear,

So him, whose heart beats westward true,

With these good words I cheer.”

Dr. Legge’s translation is a thoroughly literal construe of

each of the Chinese characters, but still I must confess myself

as unable to understand the English version as I am the

Chinese.

Another ode Dr. Legge translates as follows :

2

“ Those officers of state

Have their carriers of lances and halberds,

But these creatures

With their three hundred red covers for the knees.

The pelican is on the dam,

And will not wet his wings.

These creatures

Are not equal to their dress.

The pelican is on the dam,

And will not wet his beak.

These creatures

Do not respond to the favour they enjoy.

1 Part i. Book xiii. Ode 4.
2 Part i. Book xiv. Ode 2.
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Extensive and luxuriant is the vegetation,

And up the south hill in the morning rise the vapours.

Tender is she and lovely,

But the young lady is suffering from hunger.”

In his metrical version Dr. Legge has managed to write a

comprehensible poem, but only by an immense amount of

interpolation, and by a paraphrase so free, that it can scarcely

be supported by the original. In this and in similar cases,

is not the translator safer in saying boldly, “ There is no

meaning in this, I will pass on to the next ” ?

Such fragments as this :
1

“ Through the fields the livelong day

Mulberry planters idly stray.

There is nothing here to do,

Let me go away with you.”

are comprehensible enough, but call for little remark. Is

the translator bound to explain the allusions, or to fill up the

missing portions ? May he not be content to treat them as

fragments only ?

Many of the odes relating to men and their actions begin

with a mention of some object of natural history. For

instance :

2

“ The mulberry tree on the mountain grows,

No beautiful youth like Tzii Tu I see.

And down in the marshes the lotus blows.

But this young madcap makes love to me.”

Surely the allusions to the trees and the lotus plants were

only put in to make a burden to the song after the fashion so

common in ancient Scandinavian poetry
;
but the commenta-

tors say that the mountains and marshes were all furnished

with what was proper to them. It was not so with the

speaker and her friends. The very next ode begins thus

:

“ The withered leaves, the withered leaves,

The winds are blowing them away
;

Give us the key-note of the song,

You’ll find us join you in the lay.”

1 Part i. Book ix. Ode 5.
2 Part i. Book vii. Ode 10.
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The commentators here change from the negative to the

positive with startling rapidity, and say that this is meta-

phorical of the troubles which were afflicting the State. Not

that I believe that the song has anything to do witb State

affairs, although this is Dr. Legge’s interpretation.

I admit that in many cases mention is made of the bird

on the bough, the flowers in bloom, the pines on the hill

side, the elm trees in the meadow, or the fruit tree loaded

with fruit, because either the person who is supposed to

speak wishes to describe a scene before him, or the author

desires to indicate a particular season, but many instances

remain in which the only explanation is that in old Chinese

poetry, as in old European poetry and its imitations, a burden

is a favourite device of the poet.

My only aim has been to try and point out that the pieces

of which the She King is composed are not rough archaic

curiosities of no interest except to the specialist. Nor again

are they like Chinese poetry of the present day, wonderful

examples of verbal antithesis, but of no more real poetic

value to any one except the unfortunate competitive examinees

who have to compose verses on the same model, than the

Latin and Greek verses at our schools and universities. With

all their irregularities, I claim that they are poems not

unworthy the attention of all true lovers of poetry. The

prosody of the odes
,

1 the chronology and history contained

in the book, together with the examples found therein of

primitive manners, culture, and religion
,

2 I leave for the

1 The secret of the prosody has yet to be discovered. I venture to think that

the clue must he sought for in the Ku Wen, whence we shall find that certain

characters, which are now monosyllabic, were once dissyllabic or even polysyllabic.

I am indebted to Mons. Terrien de Lacouperie for this hint.
2 I would call attention to one fact only, viz. that in the She King is perhaps

the first mention of Sati [Suttee], unless the Mahabharata, which describes the

sacrifice of Madri, the best beloved wife of Pandu, at her husband’s tomb, is

older. Ode 6 of the 11th book of the 1st part alludes to the death of a prince at

whose grave three of the bravest warriors of the nation were put to death.

Herodotus (hook iv. 71) mentions a similar custom among the Scythians. When
the king dies he is buried in the country of the Gerrhi. “ In the remaining space

of the grave they bury one of the king’s concubines, having strangled her, and
his cup-bearer, a cook, a groom, a page, a courier and horses, and firstlings of

everything. A year afterwards fifty of the king’s horses and fifty of his servants

are strangled ana stuffed with chaff, and stuck round the king’s monument.”
’'Ei' Se rfj koiirf eiipvxwplr) rijr 8t)K7]s tuv iraWaKewv re p-iav kiroirv'^avrei
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researches of other and abler students, adding at the same

time my humble testimony to the richness of the mine which

they have to work
;
but I hope that I may be spared to con-

tinue and complete my own task as far as my powers will

permit me. I trust that I have said nothing to lay me open

to the imputation of slighting the labours of those who have

gone before me, or that would make me appear desirous to

ignore the debt of gratitude which I owe to Dr. Legge in

particular. I admit that there are, and must be, many errors

and misconceptions in my translations
;
but I beg you to

believe that the book really is a difficult one, and so let me
conclude with the words of King Alfred :

“ And now he

prays, and for God’s name implores every one of those whom
it lists to read this book, that he would pray for him and not

blame him, if he more rightly understand it than he could.”

OawTovm, Kal rbv oivoxiov Kal fidyeipov Kal iTriroKifxov, Kal 8i4\kovov, Kal

ayyeAnpcpdpov Kal 'lirirovs Kal tuv a.Wool/ awavraiv airapxas. . . . ’Eviavrov 8e

irepitpepofievou avtis iroteviTi roiivSe .... tovtwv Siv twv (OiTjKOvoou oiredv

a tvoit com irtvT^KuvTa Kal '(tvtvovs tovs KaWio’Tevovras 'Troi/TTjKoi/ra egeAovres

avrwv tt)u koiAIt\v Kal Kadrjpai/Tes ipnrntAdcri axvpaiv Kal <rvppdvTOv<ri. k.t.A.

Is this the origin of placing stone figures of animals and warriors round the

graves of Chinese emperors and high officials ? See also Ihn Batuta’s account of

the hurial of the Khan of Tartary.
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Art. XXI .—Note sur les mots Sanserifs composes avec qfrT.

Par <7. van den Gheyn, S.J., M.R.A.S.

Le terme TjffT, maitre, seigneur, entre frequemment comme

second membre dans les composes sanscrits. II n’est pas

toujours aise de se rendre compte de la maniere dont les

deux parties du mot se sont soudees l’une a l’autre. Plu-

sieurs cas presentent des difiicultes qui ont mis la sagacite

des grammairiens a la torture.

Nous voulons essayer de legitimer ces anomalies. Evidem-

ment, ce travail ne doit porter que sur les composes dont

la forme semble se refuser aux explications traditionnelles.

Le plus souvent en effet, les termes sanscrits ou entre le mot

TtfrT ont ete crees sur le modele des autres composes, e’est-a-

dire ou par simple juxtaposition des themes
(
clvandvas

)

ou au

moyen d’une desinence casuelle affectant le premier membre
et indiquant le rapport qui existe entre les deux parties con-

stitutives
(
tatpurushas).

Ainsi ont ete formas : d’apres la premiere methode,

;

1 d’apres la seconde cfrwfa,

1 Ce mot nous fourait 1’ occasion de refuter une erreur assez grave

commise autrefois par Haug qui rapprochait du Sanscrit le zend dingpaiti.

Haug faisait de ding une contraction de damas, genitif d'un mot suppose dam
“ maison ” (comparez dornus ?)

.

Or e’est la de l’arbitraire le plus complet : il

est impossible que ding represente jamais dam. Du reste ce dernier mot est

invente par Haug. Enfin le sens de “ maitre de la maison” donne par Haug a

dengpaiti ne saurait convenir a la phrase du Ya<;na (xliv. 11 vers. 4). II n’y est

pas du tout question de chef de famille, mais de sage, de docteur de la loi : en
tout cas, la version pehlevie donne tort a Haug. L’explication de Justi offre

aussi des difficultes. II pense qui ding est pour dan, dan, accusatif pluriel d un

mot did, qui ne se rencontre que dans 1' expression hudd (sanscrit

“ doue d’une bonne sagesse.” Cette racine da se retrouve dans le grec Saai,

Sarjvai, SeSaa. Mais encore une fois 1’interpretation de Justi se heurte au sens de

la phrase dans laquelle entre le mot dengpaiti. Nous croyons preferable de voir

dans ding l’accusatif dam de da “ sagesse,” ou meme dan signifiant “ sagesse.”

Dans ce cas, dingpaiti serait “ le maitre de la sagesse, le chef de la loi sainte.”

Nous sommes ainsi d'accord avec la version pehlevie qui rend dingpaiti par
docteur, pretre, connaissant la religion. Quoiqu’il en soit, le mot ding n’en est

pas moins un terme fort obscur et notre explication n’est pas autre chose qu’une
conjecture plus ou moins plausible.
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Les formations de ce genre n’ont besoin d’aucun e'claircisse-

ment. Mais il n’en est pas de meme pour les six composes sui-

vants: ^fT^rfrT , ’TPSlfrT, TTWfa, ^^TfrT, VWfcT-
Ces termes resistent aux interpretations generates.

Plusieurs savants linguistes ont deja tente ^interpretation

de ces mots, toutefois en passant et d’une maniere assez in-

complete on meme peu satisfaisante. Nous voulons aborder

la question de front et soumettre a un examen special les

termes que nous venons de citer.

§ 1. WPSfTT, ’TRTfW.

II nous parait convenable de commencer pour ces deux

mots et de ne pas les separer dans cette recherche, parce que

leur nature tout a fait similaire permettra de leur appliquer

les memes principes de solution.

Un mot d’abord sur les elements formatifs gna et ja. Le
premier est un terme vedique usite surtout au pluriel et

signifiant “femme divine, deesse.” Gnaspati, c’est done
1’ “epoux d’une deesse.” Quant a ja, il veut dire “descen-

dant.” Jdsjiati par consequent, c’est le chef de la race.

Il s’agit maintenant d’expliquer les formes gnas et jas des

deux composes.

On a emis l’opinion que dans gnaspati l’s doit se prendre

comme lettre intercalee et l’on affirmait que souvent dans le

Veda les consonnes p ou k admettent devant elles l’une des

sifflantes, dentale ou linguale, comme on le voit par les noms

propres Brhaspati, Brahmanaspati. Cependant dans l’exemple

en question on reconnaissait une attraction plus forte que

celle de ce genre de Sandhi, attraction qui aurait li4 euphoni-

quement la sifflante s au son labial du p suivant.

Cette premiere explication est de tout point insuffisante.

En effet pour bien des cas ou la raison d’euphonie supposee

existe, on ne constate pas d’insertion de sifflante. N’a-t-on

pas agvapati, dasapati ? Bien plus. Comment justifier/as^a^

par la necessite de l’intercalation d’une sifflante alors que le

compose prajapati vient evidemment contredire cette pr4-

tendue necessite ? Quant aux exemples cites de Brhaspati,
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Brahmanaspati, ce sont des composes du genre tatpurusha, car

brhas et brahmanas sont respectivement les genitifs de brh et

de brahman.

Grassmann voyait dans jds le nominatif de ja

:

aussi tra-

duisait-il jdspati par la periphrase suivante “ la maison et

son chef.” 1

Mais les regies de la composition des mots en Sanscrit

s’opposent a cette manure de voir. En effet aucun compose

n’admet les mots au nominatif Ou bien deux mots unissent

leurs themes et le second seul prend les desinences casuelles

;

c’est le cas des composes dvandvas
;
ou bien il y a un rapport

entre les deux membres, rapport exprime par une flexion du

premier
;
ce sont les composes tatpurushas.

Yoila pourquoi, il n’y a, quant aux formes gnaspati et

jdspati, que deux interpretations possibles, yu la formation

ordinaire des composes sanserifs. Gnds, jds sont des genitifs,

ou bien ils sont respectivement les themes des mots gna et ja.

Ces deux explications ont ete enseignees. Dans son Diction-

naire, Monier Williams pretend que gnds est un genitif

abrege, “ a shortened genitive.” Il est moins afflrmatif quand

il s’agit de jds, car il note son opinion d’un point d’interro-

gation .
2 Mais la plupart des auteurs, comme Pictet

,

3 Boht-

lingk et Doth
,

4 Lanman
,

5 sont unanimes a voir dans jds le

genitif de ja.

Il est certain qu’il manque seulement a gnds et jds, pour

etre reguliers, d’avoir Ya bref au lieu de I’d long, car le

genitif classique est gnas
,
jas. Peut-etre les anomalies ou

plutot les divergences de la declinaison vedique suffisent-elles

a rendre compte de ce leger ecart ?

L’ecole philologique contemporaine voit dans les formes

gnds et jds la racine des mots gna et ja. “Si l’on a egard,

dit Johann Schmidt, a ce qu’enseigne Brugman de l’origine

des formes comme ushdm et ushas qu’il croit issues de *ushds-m,

*ushas-ns
,
et de l’existence d’un theme usha, on ne peut con-

1 Worterbuch zum Rig- Veda, p. 485.
2 Sanskrit-English Dictionary, sub verbo.
3 Les Aryas primitifs, t. iii. p. 381, 2nd. ed.
4 Dictionnaire de St.-Pilersbourg

,

sub verbo jdspati.
5 On Noun-Inflection in the Veda, p. 448.
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venablement douter qae la racine du mot jas soit jas et non

ja, qu’elle a garde la sifflante dans les composes primitifs ou

celle-ci etait protegee parp, mais l’a perdue regulierement

devant m et ns
, et par suite jas a ete assimile par analogie aux

themes en a dont il se rapprochait du reste par le genre.”

1

L’hypothese d’une racine jas se fortifie encore du fait de

l’existence du g^nitif prajasas, comme l’indique du reste le

Dr. Schmidt
;
mais il aurait pu faire remarquer encore que

la langue sanscrite possede plusieurs autres racines mono-

syllabiques en as
;

telles sont bhas “ lumiere,” qui a fourni le

compose bhaspati
,

similaire de jaspati ; lias,
“ toux ”

;
was

“ lune ”
;

2
fas

“ chantre.” Pour ces raisons nous pensons

devoir nous rallier a l’explication du Dr. Schmidt, quant a

jaspati.

Mais faut-il en dire autant de gnas ? Telle n’est pas

notre conviction, car la solution precedente ne nous parait

pas presenter un caractere d’universalite suflisante pour

pouvoir etre appliquee a d’autres cas. C’est sans contredit la

forme prajasas, qui constitue a nos yeux la preuve la plus

solide de l’existence d’un theme jas.

Pour gnas, nous ne possedons pas cette preuve. Il est

done necessaire de recourir a une autre interpretation.

Monier Williams nous parait etre dans le vrai en disant

que gnas est un vrai genitif, mais il n’a pas demontre cette

assertion. Essayons de fournir cette demonstration.

Grassmann, dans son Worterbuch zurn Hig-Veda
,

3 fait une

remarque tres juste et qui nous semble onvrir la voie a une

solution satisfaisante. “Les formes gnas, gnam, dit-il, ainsi

que gnas dans gnaspati doivent etre prononcees plutot en

deux emissions de voix, comme ganas, ganam.” Et conse-

queinment a cette observation, il met entre parenthese, comme

moins correcte, la forme gnaspati pour donner ganaspati.

Pourtant ce dernier mot ne se rencontre pas dans le Pig-Veda

;

il est cree par l’auteur. Lanmau se rallie a cette explica-

1 Zeitschrift fur vergl. Sprackforschung, B. xxv. 1 heft, p. 15.
2 Lanman dit que mas de ma pourrait etre le vestige d’une ancienne forme de

participe. Un Noun-Inflection, p. 492.
3 P. 415.
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tion. “ Le pretendu genitif g(a)nas de gnas-pati a les

mernes anomalies que jets.”

A notre sens done, ganaspati etait l’exacte physionomie du

mot et nous faisons de ganas le genitif de gana que nous

croyons etre la forme primitive de gna. On ne remarque pas

sans un certain etonnement que presque tous les idiomes

congeneres attestent l’existence d’une forme analogue a gana.

Le zend a ghena, contracts plus tard en ghna
;

en vieux-

prussien on trouve ganna, en Slovene shena devenu zona pour

le polonais. En gothique, il y a gin

6

;
dans l’ancien haut-

allemand chena, chona et enfin le grec fournit yvvg, en dorien

yava, ce qui nous ramene a la forme primitive.

§ 2. Twf?r,

Comme on sait, le mot signifie “
le maitre de la

foret,” e’est-a-dire la plante par excellence. Le fameux

dieu Soma est invoqu£ sous ce nom a cause de son emploi

comme plante sacree dans les ceremonies du culte.

A premiere vue, on ne concoit pas trop le mode de forma-

tion de ce compose puisque le Sanscrit emploie le mot vana

pour designer la foret. II faudrait regulierement vanapati.

M. Regnaud a elude la difficulty qui se rencontre dans les

termes que nous etudions en ce moment. II suppose que

vanaspati est compose de vana et de spati, forme primitive de

pati. Pour lui cette liypothese se fortifie du parallelisme que

nous aurions en grec dans 7ro de 7roo-(9 et Giro de Se-GTroTrjs,

mais le latin sponte rend surtout cette conjecture plausible a

ses yeux .
1

Nous pensons que le fait tres frequent de s initiale dans un

groupe de consonnes ne trouve pas d’application ici. En
tout cas le grec Secr7roT?

7? et le latin sponte ne sauraient suffire

pour attester l’existence d’une forme sanscrite spati. Car

SecnroTr79 est apparente au Sanscrit dasapati, et le latin sponte

appartient a une serie thematique dans laquelle n’entre pas

1 Remarques sur V etymologie et le sens primitif du mot 0EO2, dans les Annales
de la Faculte des Lettiies de Lyon, lere annee, p. 64 du fasc. 3.
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pati. II n’est done pas possible de se rallier a l’hypothese de

M. Regnaud, que du reste Corssen semble avoir devance

lorsqu’il decompose le mot Sanscrit vdstospati de la maniere

suivante vasto-spati4 C’est la une erreur profonde. Vastos-

pati est en effet compose de vastos, genitif de vastu, et de pati.

Pour revenir a vanaspati, la difficulty d’expliquer vanas,

alors que la forme classique est vana, n’est qu’apparente, puis-

que, nous allons le demontrer, vanas peut etre considere ou

comme un genitif ou comme une racine.

II peut etre le genitif d’un mot van reellement existant

d’ailleurs dans la langue et dont on retrouve des traces au

locatif et au genitif pluriel dans le Rig-Yeda ou nous lisons

«T ^J 2
et ^TT*!- 3 Nous voila done suffisamment

autorise a voir dans vanaspati la trace d’un genitif.

D’autre part rien ne s’oppose non plus a ce que nous

voyions dan vanas une forme thematique. En effet en

presence des composes vanargu, vanarshad on doit admettre

un theme vanar. Des lors on est amene a la possibility

d’un compose vanarpati 4 devenu vanaspati par le phenomene

connu de la liquide changee en sifflante. Mais il y a bien

mieux, puisqu’a coty de vanar, nous avons aussi vanas qui

donne directement vanaspati.

Nous admettons plutot la seconde hypothese, bien que

la premiere soit irreprochable, parce que la seconde s’applique

mieux aux composes suivants.

II y a pour l’explication de rathaspati les memes difficultes

que pour vanaspati, car la theme est rat/ia,
“ char.”

Quoiqu’en disent Monier Williams 5 et Bohtlingk, 6
il

ne faut pas songer a faire de rathas un genitif. Le premier

de ces auteurs renvoie a vanaspati : le cas est bien different

puisqu’a cote de vana nous avons trouve van et vanas.

Mais rathas ne serait-il pas le theme primitif de ratha

ou du moins un theme coexistant avec lui ? On trouve, ce

1 Aussprache, t. i. p. 580.
2 ix, 573.
3 lxxxvi, 35.
4 Comparez aharpati.
5 Sanskrit-English Dictionary, p. 831.
6 Dictionnaire de St.-Petersbourg, s. verbo rathaspati.
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nous semble, la trace d’une telle racine dans celle du verbe

rathar-yati qui accuse nettement une forme rathar. Et puis

les mots pe#o<? en grec, lithits en gotbique et ratas en litbuanien

n’appuient-ils point la conjecture d’une forme archaique

rathas ou rathar ? Le parallelisme de *vanarpati a bien aussi

sa valeur.

C’est encore de la meme maniere qu’il faut expliquer

radhaspati, car a cote de radha, nous trouyons radhas, comme
vanas a cote de vana. Et ce fait constitue une probability de

plus pour l’existence de rathas parallelement avec ratha.

§ 3. ^BWfrT.

Force nous est d’avouer ici notre impuissance. Ce terme

resiste a toute explication, car rtas n’est pas un genitif et on

ne retrouve aucun vestige d’un theme rtas.

Grassmann dit bien que rtaspati est une contraction de

rtasyapati, mais cette explication est peu satisfaisante.

Pour nous, nous ne trouvons pas d’autre interpretation que

celle de l’analogie. Mais il restera toujours a justifier pour-

quoi rtaspati s’est forme par analogie de mnaspati, ratliaspati,

etc., plutot que sur le modele de jlvapati, agvapati, etc.
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Art. XXII.

—

Some Remarks on the Life and Labours of

Alexander Csoma de Koros, delivered on the occasion when

his Tibetan Books and MSS. were exhibited before the

Royal Asiatic Society on the 16th June, 1884. By

Surgeon-Major Theodore Duka, M.D., F.R.C.S., late

of the Bengal Army.

“ The dry old stick,” as we heard at our last meeting,

here affectionately designated that great Orientalist, Horace

Hayman Wilson, knew Alexander Csoma de Koros well,

and was in frequent correspondence with this Tibetan

scholar, when the latter was pursuing his studies at the

Buddhist monasteries in Zanskar, particularly at Pukhtar,

and afterwards at Kanum in Upper Besarh.

After Dr. Wilson’s return to England in 1833, and when

he had become Secretary to the Royal Asiatic Society, there

appeared in the first volume of the Society’s Journal, edited

under his care, a biographical sketch of the early life and

labours of Csoma, which account, even at the present day,

is read with much interest by those who devote their

attention to Oriental literature.

This sketch, however, is manifestly incomplete, because

Dr. Archibald Campbell, referring to it in the Journal of

the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1843, at page 823, part ii.,

made the following remark :

“The number of the Royal Asiatic Society’s Journal

containing the sketch, with the author’s manuscript correc-

tions, is now in my possession, the corrections having been

made by the subject of it before his death.”

This corrected copy of the Royal Asiatic Society’s Journal,

alluded to by Dr. Campbell, is, I regret to say, not

available
;

but I have a copy of the original document

written by Csoma, from which that sketch was compiled,
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and this will be found, with many other as yet unpublished

papers, in the Biography, which the late Mr. Triibner decided

to publish in his Oriental Series.

I have neither time at m}r command, nor is it my intention

to trespass now upon your indulgence, which I should be

compelled to do, were I to bring forward all the necessary

details, which would throw a sufficient light upon the works

of that indefatigable student and successful labourer in the

field of a real “ terra incognita,” as he used to call it. I wish

merely to state at present, that the following words, written

by Archibald Campbell, in December, 1843, hold good still

:

“ Since the death of de Koros, I have not ceased to hope

that some member of the Society (of Bengal) would furnish

a connected account of his career in the East. It is now
more than a year and a half since we lost him, yet we are

without any such record to show, that his labours were

valuable to the literary association he so earnestly studied

to assist, in its most important objects, as well as to show

that his labours have been duly appreciated.”

No surprise will therefore be felt that in the absence of a

biography based upon trustworthy records, little is known of

Csoma to this day. Extraordinary theories have been pro-

pounded regarding the real intentions and objects he had in

view
;
his own countrymen especially, I might say, knew

least of him, and were led to conceive opinions which, I

believe, can be traced originally to some mistaken or misunder-

stood data of Baron Charles Hiigel. This Austrian nobleman

visited Cashmir in 1835. Among other things it was said,

that after studying Tibetan “ for nine years,” Csoma “ at

last ” discovered, to his “ great vexation,” that the language

of Tibet was only an inferior dialect of the Sanskrit, or as

Hiigel puts it :
“ nur eine untergeordnete Sprache.” These

and similar opinions have repeatedly been propounded, and

the strange conclusion come to, that Csoma was the victim of

philological speculations, and spent his life-long labours in vain.

This is very plainly expressed in an interesting work

recently published by Messrs. Triibner, I mean Ralston’s

Tibetan Tales.
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But surmises, as I venture to call them, like the above,

can hardly be allowed to stand in connection with Csoma’s

fame as a traveller and a man of scientific philology. In the

preface to Ralston’s book we meet with certain statements,

philological, historical, and geographical, which on close

examination will, without doubt, be pronounced mistakes
;

and although these cannot be detailed here now, yet it seems

quite appropriate that, as the Royal Asiatic Society was the

first scientific body in Europe which did the honour to Csoma

of noticing his early career, any further remarks on the

same subject, though almost half a century later, should,

with your permission, be made before this Society.

When, a good many years ago, I landed in Calcutta, with

an appointment from the East India Company, as Assistant-

Surgeon in the Bengal Medical Service, I endeavoured to

collect all the details I could regarding my learned country-

man’s career in the East
;
Mr. Arthur Grote, then President

of the Asiatic Society of Bengal
;
Babu Rajendralala Mitra

;

the late Dr. Roer and others kindly rendered every assistance

in my pursuit. So much was positively known, that Csoma

started from Nagy-Enyed, in Transylvania, towards the end

of 1819, travelled overland, often on foot, through Wallachia,

Bulgaria, afterwards visited the island of Cyprus, and then

Egypt. From the shores of Syria, his journey led through

Baghdad, from Latakia to Aleppo, Mosul, Persia, Bokhara,

Kulm, across the Bamian pass into Afghanistan. He arrived

at Cabul on the 6th of January, 1822. And it was said that

Csoma toiled through all this distance, through the parching

plains of Central Asia and the snowy mountains of the Hindu

Kush and the Himalas, simply in the endeavour of realizing

a fanciful idea, namely, that of finding in Asia a nation

speaking a dialect akin to his own Magyar tongue.

This was attributed to him particularly by some of his

countrymen, and we find that the same happened recently in

the case of Count Bela Szechenyi when travelling in China

;

but I need hardly say that Csoma nowhere gave utterance to

this chimera. What we find, however, as being the object

of his researches, is comprised in these few words of his, taken
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from the Preface to the Tibetan Dictionary, where he says

that “ he had not been sent by any government to gather

political information, neither can he be accounted of the

number of those wealthy European gentlemen who travel at

their own expense for pleasure or curiosity
;
but rather that

he was only a poor student, very desirous to see the different

countries of Asia, the scene of so many memorable transac-

tions of former ages, to observe the manners of several

nations and to learn their languages. And such a man was

he who, during his peregrinations, depended for his sub-

sistence on the benevolence of others.” Csoma gratefully

acknowledges in that Preface his deep obligations to the

British Indian Government, and he mentions by name all

those English gentlemen who showed him any kindness on

his arduous journey, and publicly expresses respectful thanks

to all, for favours conferred upon him.

From Cabul, Csoma travelled through Peshawar, Lahore,

Umritsir and Jamu to Kashmir, thence to Leh, towards

Yarkand, intending to penetrate into Mongolia by way of

North China
;
but in this endeavour he was prevented.

On his return journey from Leh towards Srinaggur, he

met, accidentally, with William Moorcroft, in the valley of

Dras. The two travellers spent five months and six days

together, during which, Moorcroft put into Csoma’s hands

the Alphabetum Tibetanum of Giorgii, and the Hungarian,

having found by this means, a vast, yet uncultivated field of

Oriental learning, was induced to devote himself to the study

of the Tibetan language, and signed an agreement with

Moorcroft, by the terms of which, Csoma bound himself to

prepare a Dictionary and a Grammar for the Government,

and to this task he devoted the best years of his life.

The details of Csoma’s prolonged studies at the various

Buddhist monasteries, we shall pass over at present; it will

be sufficient to mention here that when, in April, 1831,

Csoma arrived in Calcutta, to arrange the result of his

labours, much valuable assistance was rendered to him

by Horace Hayman Wilson, and after Wilson’s departure

for Europe by James Prinsep, who, as numerous as yet un-
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published documents testify, was a most appreciative and

sympathizing friend of Csoma.

After Prinsep’s death Dr. Malan, Professor in Bishop’s

College, Calcutta, and afterwards Mr. Henry Torrens, suc-

ceeded to the office of Secretary of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal. Both these names are intimately connected with

Csoma’s life history.

On his way to Lassa, for the purpose of obtaining access

to the Libraries of the Dalai Lama, he died at Darjiling of

Terai fever, on the 11th day of April, 1842; having just

completed the 58th year of his age. He bequeathed his all

to the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and the substantial tomb-

stone in the Darjiling Cemetery bears an epitaph breathing the

spirit of so much affectionate appreciation of Csoma’s labours,

an appreciation which Englishmen never grudge to bestow on

real merit, be the subject of it a countryman or a foreigner.

This is the text of the epitaph, which can be so well read

on the photograph of the tomb :

H. I.

Alexander Csoma de Korosi 1

a native of Hungary
who to follow out philological researches

resorted to the East

and after years passed under

privations such as have been seldom endured
and patient labour in the cause of Science

compiled a Dictionary and Grammar
of the Tibetan Language

His best and real Monuments
On his way to H’Lassa
to resume his labours

he died at this place

on the 11th April 1842

aged 44 years 2

nis fellow labourers the Asiatic Society of Bengal
inscribe this Tablet to his Memory

Bequiescat in Pace.

1 This should he de Kiiros, without terminal i.

2 Csoma was 58 years old at the time of his death.
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Nine years after I had left Darjiling, where at one time I

was stationed as Civil Surgeon in medical charge of the

Sanatorium, I visited Csoma’s tomb in February of last year,

and to my great surprise found the old structure gone, an

entirely new one having been put in its place.

The cemetery of Darjiling occupies part of the eastern

slope of the ridge on the way to Takvar, looking towards

Nepal. The Buddhist monastery, with its large prayer

wheel, mentioned by Prof. Monier Williams at our last

meeting, is in the Bhotia-busti on the western side of the

slope leading towards the Lebong spur.

During the heavy rains, two years previous, a landslip

occurred, in consequence of which several tombstones suffered

damage. The late Lieut.-Governor of Bengal, Sir Ashley

Eden, ordered the necessary repairs to be done
;
and I like-

wise learnt at Darjiling, from the officers of the Public

Works Department, that Csoma’s grave had been placed by

the authorities on the list of those public monuments, which

are for ever to remain under the care of the officers of

Government.

Another act of English generosity towards the Hungarian,

more than forty years after his death !

In Calcutta, through the courtesy of the Council of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal and of the Government Secretary,

especially of Mr. Durand, assisted by my friend Dr. George

King, I was able to secure very valuable data, which at last

rendered the completion of Csoma’s biography possible. The

Boyal Academy of Sciences of Hungary testified an especial

interest in the work. Apart from Csoma’s own original

letters, there are those of Mr. Moorcroft, Capt. Kennedy,

Dr. Wilson, Mr. McNaughten, Mr. James Prinsep, Dr.

Gerard, Dr. Malan, a correspondence with Mr. Brian H.

Hodgson, Prince Essterhazy, and others. All of which will

be found in detail, in the Biography.

I feel that I owe apologies to the Society, after the long

communication they have listened to already, for detaining

you so long. But I venture to ask for a few moments more

of your indulgence, to enable me to exhibit the valuable gift,
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which, in the eyes of Csoma’s countrymen, is priceless. This

gift, which you see before you, was made by the Reverend

Solomon Caesar Malan, D.D., Oxford, Rector of Broadwindsor,

Dorset, who, as we read in the papers, made the munificent

donation to Oxford of his entire Oriental Library, consisting

of 2000 volumes. Dr. Malan’s gift of Csoma’s Tibetan

Books and Manuscripts, collected by him in the Buddhist

Monasteries of Tibet, will, in the future, be treasured up

in the Library of the Royal Hungarian Academy of Sciences

at Budapest. These books are the original foundations on

which the Tibetan Dictionary and Grammar were based.

They consist of

24 Prints

13 MSS. in capital
(
d’vuchan

)

3 MSS. in small
(
cCvumed

)

characters

altogether 40 Pieces.

In conclusion, I shall add a few lines by way of extracts

from Dr. Malan’s letters, with which I was favoured on this

subject
;
they throw a most pleasing light on the character

of the Tibetan scholar, and on the feelings, full of sympathy,

with which he was regarded by the writer of them.

Dr. Malan writes

:

“ April 5, 1884.—I am about disposing of my library, and

I feel sorry to scatter about Csoma’s Tibetan Books and

Manuscripts, which he gave me in 1839, and which I have

used and kept ever since for his sake. But it strikes me that

Budapest would be the proper home for these treasures.

There are some thirty volumes, and if you think they would

be acceptable, and j’ou would undertake to forward them, I

will send them to you
“ In looking over them, they remind me of him. There

was something so kind, so simple, and winning about his

manner. But my impression was that he was not duly

appreciated.”

“ April 17.—I shall be delighted to receive a copy of

Csoma’s life.

“ If by Philology they mean the system now in vogue of
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making languages, one language out of two or three, or two

or three languages out of one
;
then Csoma was no ‘ philo-

logist,’ neither am I, assuredly. But he was far better than

that. He was devoted to his one object, was master of

several languages, and, over and above all, he has and shall

have to the end the honour and credit of being the founder

of Tibetan studies in Europe. He did not scrutinize the

intricacies of hypotheses
;

he had too much sense for that.

But he laid the foundation, and others only built upon it.

“ The books leave this to-morrow. It has cost me ‘ a little
’

to say good-bye to them. But I feel that they ought to rest

in your University, where I trust they will be taken care of

and valued for dear Csoma’s sake.”

The catalogue is appended :

—
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TIBETAN BOOKS AND MANUSCRIPTS

of the late Alexander Csoma de Koros.

Presented to the Royal Hungarian Academy of Sciences at Budapest by the

Rev. S. C. Malan, D.D., Vicar of BroadWindsor, Dorset.

Current No. Designation. Title. Remarks.

I. Print Esoteric Buddhism 354 leaves.

II. Print Catechism of Buddhism 57
III. Print Introduction to Religion 81

IV. Print Elements of Religion 61

V. Print Exoteric Philosophy 181

VI. Print Ditto 50
VII. Print Epochs of Buddhism 31
VIII. Print Ditto larger 59
IX. MS. small Cycles 48
X. MS. capital Mode of Reckoning Years 18
XI. Print Cycles 42

XII. Print Lamp of Buddha’s “Way 6

XIII. MS. capital On Emancipation 11

XIV. Print Devotional 23
XV. Print How to Read Sanskrit in Tibetan 15
XVI. MS. capital Bvakarana 5
XVII. Print Tibetan Grammar 27
XVIII. Print Commentary on Byakarana 65 11

XIX. Print Ditto 30
XX. Print Mirror of Piety 122

XXI. MS. capital Explanation of Tibetan Words 12 11

XXII. MS. small A Fragment 3

XXIII. Print On Penitence of Nuns 8

XXIV. Print Questions and Answers onVarious Subjects 13

XXV. Print Religious Treatise 10

XXVI. Print Ditto 20

XXVII. MS. capital Philosophical. Dialectic 42 91

XXVIII. MS. capital Philosophical 44 11

XXIX. MS. capital Ditto, a Fragment 13

XXX. Print Introduction to Buddhism 190
XXXI. Print Technical Terms of Religion 10

XXXII. Print Names of Siva, Gotama, etc 29
XXXIII. Print Names and Praises of Manjusri 10

XXXIV. MS. small Hundred Actions of Sakya 197

XXXV. MS. capital On Emancipation, on After State 28 11

XXXVI. MS. capital Arithmetic 17
XXXVII. MS. capital Medical Treatise 28

XXXVIII. MS. capital Theological Treatise, No. 1 29

XXXIX. M S. capital Ditto No. 2 30

XL. MS. capital Ditto No. 3 29 11

Prints 24
Manuscripts (capital letters) 14 d’vuchan.

„ (small ditto) 3 d’vumed.

Altogether 40 pieces.



Art. XXIII .—Arab Metrology. V. Ez-Zahrawy. Trans-

lated and Annotated by M. II. Sauvaire, M.R.A.S., de

l’Academie de Marseille.

(Bibliotheque nationale de Madrid, MS. arabe, Gg. 57.) 1

Traite sur les poids et mesures par Ez-Zahrawy.

Cinquieme partie du Livre contenant les vertus des aliments

et des remedes par le ckeikh Eminent Dia ed-din ‘Abd Allah

1 Le MS. de la Bibliotheque nationale de Madrid est d’une tres belle ecriture

egyptienne des premieres annees du XVI e siecle de notre ere. La copie en a

ete achevee le 4 du mois de Chawwdl de l’anuee 914 de l’hegire, par ‘Aly ebn
Byghout el Achrafy. C’est, parait-il, le seul exemplaire des Simples d’Ebn el

baytar qui contienne un chapitre sur les Poids et mesures, emprunte d’ailleurs au
Ketub et-lasrif d’ Ez-Zahrawy.

M. le Dr. Leclerc, dans son Traite de la medecine arabe, signale l’existence a

la Bibliotheque Bodleienne, sous les Nos. 414 et 415, de l’ouvrage entier du
celebre medeein d’Ez-Zahra. Mais le savant orientaliste russe M. W. Tiesen-

hausen, qui a bien voulu collationner, a ma demande, le chapitre dont je donne

ici la traduction, m’a informe que cette bibliotheque possede settlement quelques

fragments de l’ouvrage d’Ez-Zahrawy, dont il est fait mention dans le Catalogue

imprime, vol. i. pp. 134, 145, 288, Nos. 561, 634 et 92, et vol. it. p. 165, No.
182, et que les bios. 414 et 415 ne contiennent pas cet ouvrage.

Le fragment du MS. No. 92, sur lequel a ete collationnee ma copie, se

compose de cinq feuilles in 4°, copiees par une main europeenne, sans indication

de la bibliotheque ou se trouve l'original.—Les variantes les plus interessantes

seront signalees dans ces notes et precedees des lettres BB.
On ne trouve a la Bibliotheque de Madrid que le premier volume de 1’ouvrage

d’Ez-Zahrawy. II a dte copie a Tolede en l’an 1265 de l’ere espagnole (1237

de J.C.). On y lit au commencement: “Premier tome
(
sefr) du Livre de

Vexplication pour qui ne peut composer, sur la medecine, ouvrage que s'est efforce

de reunir Abou'l (Jasem Khalaf ebn ‘Abbas ez-Zahrawy, que Dieu lui fasse

misericorde ! Dans ce tome sont contenues la premiere dissertation
(
maqulah

)

et

une partie de la seconde . . . .” L’auteur dit dans sa preface qu’il a divise son

livre en trente dissertations, dont il enumere les titres. La XXX e est intitulee :

Sur la denomination des drogues, leurs synonymies, lews succedanees, les mesures

et les poids. .

Hadji Khalifah fait ainsi mention dn Tasrif (t. ii. p. 302 de l’edition Fliigel):

“
i oJ l-.U ^+1 t sur la medecine, un volume, par le

Cheikh Abou’l Qasem Khalaf ebn ‘Abbas l’Andalosy, le Zahrawy, mort apres
l’annee 400. L’auteur a divise son ouvrage en trente dissertations qui traitent,

la plupart, des medicaments composes, suivaut la methode des Keunndcheh
(pharntacopees). C’est un livre d’une grande utility.”

Le texte arabe qui traite des poids et mesures commence, dans le MS. Gg. 57,
au r° du 16me avant-dernier feuillet. Il comprend six feuillets; je les numeroterai
de 1 a 6.
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ebn Ahmad ebn Mohammad, le botaniste, de Malaga, connu

sous le nom d’Ebn el baytar .

1

(fol. lr°.) Or done, commencons maintenant a men-

tionner les mesures de capacite et les poids qu’on rencontre

dans les ouvrages de mtMecine, avec leurs diverses acceptions

et dans l’ordre alphabetique. Cette mention se trouve dans

le Ketub et-tasrif d’ Ez-Zahrawy. Nous dirons done :

Au nom de Dieu clement, misericordieux ! Abou’l

Qasem ez-Zahrawy 2 a dit dans son Ketab et-tasrif (au

1 On peut consulter sur Ebn el beytar (Did ed-din Abou Mobammad !Abd
Allah ebn Ahmad) Casiri, t. i. p. 275 et suiv., ou l’on trouve les biographies de
cet illustre medecin, empruntees a Abou’l feda et a Leon l’Africain

;
d’Herbelot,

p. 183, et surtout le Dr. Leclere, Histoire de la medecine arabe, t. ii. p. 225 et suiv.

Ebn el beytar en-nabuty (le botaniste) naquit a Malaga dans les dernieres

annees du XII e siecle de notre ere. Des l’age de 22 ou 23 ans, il quitta

l’Espagne et parcourut une partie du Maroc et la cote septentrionale de l’Afrique

iusqu’a Barqah. II voyagea en Asie-Mineure et arriva en Egypte oil regnait

El Malek el Kamel, l'ayyoubite. Ce prince le prit a son service et le nomma
chef des herborites et des medecins du Caire. A sa mort, Ebn el beytar passa au
service d'El ‘Adel II, puis d’Es-Saleh Nadjm ed-din Ayyoub, qui avait enleve

la Syrie a son frere. II mourut en 646 (1248 de J.C.).

Ebn el beytar a compose un grand nombre d’ouvrages
;

le plus important est

celui qui a pour titre Djume ‘ el mofredut “Collection des Simples.” C’est,

suivant les expressions de M. le Dr. Leclerc qui, sous les auspices de l’Academie
des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, en aura sous peu acheve la traduction, le plus

serieux, le plus complet et de beaucoup le plus etendu que les Arabes nous aient

laisse sur la matiere medicale.

Quant au traite des poids et mesures qu’on lui attribue, le lecteur va voir qu’il

appartient incontestablement a Ez-Zahrawy. J’ajouterai que c’est le plus

ancien monument arabe de ce genre que nous possedions.
2 Abou’l Qasem Khalaf ebn ‘Abbas Ez-Zahrawy naquit a Ez-Zahra, localite

voisine de Cordoue et fondee par ‘Abd er-Rahman III en l’annee 936 de notre

ere. ‘“C’etait, dit Ebn Abi OsaybPah, un medecin distingue, profondement
verse dans la botanique et l’histoire naturelle. Parmi les nombreux ouvrages

ouvrages qu’il composa sur les sciences se rattachant a sa profession, le plus

estime est celui generalement connu sous le titre de Ketab ez-Zahr&wy.” C’est

le meme medecin Arabe si connu durant le moyen age sous les noms d’Abucasis,

Bucacis Galaf, Azaragi, etc., et dont les ouvrages furent traduits en latin. On
lit dans la Selah d’Ebn Bachkoual, que le savant professeur Espagnol M. Codera

y Zaidin edite si elegamment, p. 166 :
“ Khalaf ebn ‘Abbas ez-Zahrawy, dont le

keunyah est Abou’l Qasem, a ete mentionne par El Homaydy, qui a dit: C’etait

un homme eminent, religieux et savant
;

la science dans laquelle il se plaqa au

premier rang est la medecine. 11 composa sur cette matiere un grand ouvrage

celebre, tres utile, dont les superfluite's ont ete retranchees et qu’il intitula

Ketub et-tasrif leman ‘adjaz ‘an et-ta’lif; Mohammad ebn Hazm en a faitmention

avec eloge. “Certes, a-t-il dit, si nous avancions qu’il n’a rien ete compose en

medecine de plus complet pour la theorie et la pratique sur les temperaments, nous

serions vrai.” Il mourut dans l’Andalos (e’est-a-dire dans la capitale ou
Cordoue) apres les 400. Ebn Somayq l’a cite parmi ses maitres.”

L’erreur commise par Casiri, qui fait mourir Ez-Zahrawy en l’annee 500, a

deja ete relevee plus d’une fois. M. Leclerc, dans la savante notice qu’il

consacre a ce grand medecin [Hist, de la Med. ar. i. p. 437 et suiv.), regarde

comme peu eloignee de la verite la date de 404 de l’hegire (1013 de J.C.)

donnee par Leon l’Africain comme etant celle de sa mort.
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chapitre consacre a F) explication des mesures de capacite

et des poids qu’on rencontre dans les ouvrages de medecine,

suivant leurs differents noms et par ordre alpbabetique :

II faut savoir que pour les choses liquides, fondantes, les

mesures et les poids varient avec leur pesanteur
;

en d’autres

termes, la difference entre l’huile, le vin et le miel est tres

grande. En effet, le miel a un poids superieur a celui du

vin d’une quantite egale aux deux tiers de celui-ci. 1 Le miel

pese une fois 2 de plus autant que l’huile ou un petit peu

moins, suivant les differentes qualit^s de miel. Le vin est

plus lourd que Fhuile : cet excedent est 4gal au neuvieme

du poids de ce dernier liquide. 3 Le vin, le vinaigre et l’eau

ont la meme pesanteur ou a peu pres, selon leurs varietes. II

en est de meme des matieres buileuses
(
adhan

)
et des corps

gras
(
samn). Exemple : D’apres ce que les anciens ont

mentionn^, soixante-douze ratls d’huile sont la contenance

de la jarre d’Antioche
;

il faut pour obtenir le meme r^sultat

un poids de vin de quatre-vingts ratls et, en miel, cent trente-

six ratls 4 ou un peu plus, suivant la difference de qualite du

miel, d’apres ce qui vient d’etre dit.5

Conformement a l’analogie, le rob 1

,
qui est chez nous une

mesure contenant en ble ou autres grains dix meudcl et

demi, au meudd du Propbete, (fob lt?°), que Dieu le benisse

et le salue ! sera plein avec seize ratls d’huile de douze

31
1 Eliya dit

;
c’est aussi, comme on va le voir, la proportion donnee par

Galien et Dioscoride.
2 La moitie seulement d’apres le Metropolitain de Nesibe, d’accord avec les

deux auteurs precites.
3 Eliya et Ez-Zahrawy indiquent le meme rapport entre l’huile et le vin.
4 D’apres le principe que l’auteur vient de poser, il faudrait, au lieu de

136 ratls, 133^ (
= S0+

‘" V
,(^ )

ou 144( = 72x2). Suivant la proportion fournie

par les chiffres qu’il donne plus loin, on aurait 1 6:30::72:.r = 1 35.
6 La jarre d’Antioche parait avoir la meme contenance que Vamphore italique,

ou le double de Vurna. On lit dans les appendices aux (Euvres de Galien (Ed. de

Venise, 1650), t. iv. p. 275, Amphora italica habet
(
olei

)
libras 72; (vini) libras

80 ; (
mellis

)
libras 108 {De mens, humid.).—Do. p. 277.—Amphora habet libras

80 (Diosc., De mens, humid.), vini, p. 277.—Idem est pondus aqiue et aeeti. Aiunt
autem, si aqua pluviali vas repleatur, minime fallax, sed justissimum pondus esse.

Amphora habet libras 72. (Diosc., aqiue), p. 277.

—

Amphora
(
mellis

)
habet libras

108 (alias 120) (Diosc., mellis) p. 277. Urna libras 40 (Diosc., De mens, humid.,

vini), p. 277.— Urna habet libras 36 (Diosc., aquce) p. 277.— Urna {mellis) habet

libras 54 (alias 60) (Diosc., mellis), p. 277.

VOL. xvi .—[new series.] 33
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onces chacun et l’once de huit metqals. 1 II faudra pour

avoir son plein de vin dix-huit ratls 2
et, de miel, trente

ratls,3 un peu moins ou un peu plus.

Lettre Alef 1.

Estdr
,

stater—une copie porte estarah.—C’est (le

poids de) six derhams et deux daneqs,4 ou, dit-on, (de) quatre

metqals, ou, dit-on encore, (de) six derhams et deux tiers de

derham, ou, suivant quelques-uns, (de) quatre metqals et

demi; 5 d’apres d’autres, (il est de) quatre derhams kayl et,

suivant d’autres encore, (de) six derhams kayl et deux

cinquiemes de derham. 6 Mais ce surquoi les plus habiles et

1 Ce rati se compose par consequent de 96 metqals.— On verra dans la suite

qu’Ez-Zahrawy donne le nom de metqal a la darakhmy. II s’agirait done ici du
rati du Roum de 317gr., 808. On aura pour la jarre d’huile d’Antioche, pleine

d’huile, 72x317,808=22k. 882,176 et pour celle pleine de vin 25k. 424,640.
Ces chiffres correspondent au maddmioun de Casiri, No. 839 (Escurial 844). Cf.
ci-apres p. 10, note 6, p. 505, note 9, et p. 506, note 1.

2 Les nombres 16 pour l’huile et 18 pour le vin ne sontpas en rapport. Si Ton
conserve le premier, il faudra 17f seulement

;
si le chiffre 18 est le bon, on

aura pour l’huile 16,2 ratls. El Moqaddasy, geographe du IVe siecle de l’hegire,

attribue egalement 18 ratls au rob ‘ de l’Andalos, mais sans nous dire de quel rati

il entend parler ni s’il s’agit de vin. Avec le rati du Roum de 96 darakhmy
, on

aurait pour le rob' de 18 ratls, 5k. 720,544, et corollairement, pour le meudd du
Prophete, plein de vin ou d’eau, 544gr., 813f. Cette evaluation ne differe pas
sensiblemeut de celle qui nous est donnee par le plus grand nombre d’auteurs

musulmans : 529gr., 68 ou 535,5653j.—Mar Eliya nous apprend que le rati

du Maghreb se composait de 96 metqals, egaux a 137y derhams =423gr., 744.

En adoptant cette valeur pour le rati, on aurait alors
:
jarre d’Antioche, pleine

d’huile, =30k. 509,568 et la meme, pleine de vin, = 33k. 899,520.

Rob 1 de l’Andalos, plein de vin, =7k. 627,392 ;
meudd du Prophete, plein de

vin = 726gr., 418.

18x2
3 La difference est ici de 2 ratls, car 18 h—-

—

=30 et 16x2 = 32. Mais il faut
O

tenir compte de la reserve faite par l’auteur et, en efiet, le rapport entre l’huile et

le miel ne saurait etre constant, a cause des diversesqualites de ce dernier produit.
1 Le derham se composant de 6 daneqs, T estar serait de derhams

;
telle est

une des evaluations donnees par la Madjmou'ah JVl hesub, Escurial 844, El

‘Antary et Jean fils de Serapion. Mohammad ebn Isma'il dit dans son commen-
taire de 1

'Ardjouzah d’Avicenne que, pour les lexicologues, l’estdr est de 6J
derhams.

5 “ Au poids de Tor, lesquels font 6f derhams, au poids de l’argent ” ajoute la

Madjmou'ah ft l hesub. Tel est le poids de l’estar adopte par le Qdmous et par

les ouvrages de jurisprudence, comme representant le 20me du rati de Baghdad de

128y derhams
(
= 397gr., 26) ;

il est egal a 19gr., 863. Un autre estar, de 6£
derhams

(
= 20gr., 0837), est le 20me du rati de Baghdad de 130 derhams (401gr.,

674).—On lit dans un MS. ar. de la bibliotheque de l’Universite de Genes : Erf?

habitants de T Orient ont divise aussi leur rati en vingt estdr
;
chaque estar est de

quatre et demi de leurs metqals.

128 ^
6
6f derhams =-"-. On sait que 128 est le nombre de derhams donne au

rati par les Malekites. Cf. Maqrizy, Poids et mesures
,
etc.
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les plus savants medecins sont torabes d’accord et ce que

l’auteur regarde comme certain, c’est que l’estar pese quatre

metqals .
1

Ebriq aiguiere. Elle contient, suivant les uns, six

ratls 2
et, suivant d’autres, de dix-huit a vingt onces ou,

suivant d’autres encore, entre dix-sept et vingt onces.

Oboulous obole— (on lit dans) une copie oboulos

— C’est, dit-on, un daneq et demi et, suivant

quelques-uns, un sixieme de metqal, ce qui fait trois qirats .

4

D’autres disent que l’obole pese quatre qirats 5 et d’autres,

dix habbah.6

Ebnous .
II ^quivaut a quarante-buit ratls et, suivant

quelques-uns, a vingt-quatre qcst.1

Ezbd bjl . II est egal a l’ebnous.

1 Si, comme il est presumable, Ez-Zahrawy entend parler de la darakhmy,
cet estar pesera 13gr., 242.

Les appendices aux CEuvres de Galien portent : Stater pendit drachmas 4.

Appellantque ipsam Tetradrachmon (Ex libris Cleop., De pond, et mens).—
Dupondium etiam similiter pendit drachmas 4 (do. do.)

—

Stater pendit drachmas
4 (

Aliter de eisdem).—On trouve aussi 4 metqals pour Vestar des medecins dans la

MadjmouDah fV l hesub et dans le Menh&dj ed-deukkun d’Ebn el ‘Attar. D’apres
Jean fils de Serapion

(
Canon d’Avicenne), l’estar est egal pareillement a

4 metqals.
2 Nous ignorons de quel rati veut parler l’auteur. Cependant comme la

Madjmou'ah fi'l hesub donne cette meme capacite a l’ebriq, il est probable qu’il

faut entendre le rati de Baghdad. Escurial 844 dit 2 mana, c. a. d. 4 ratls.

3 J’ai rectifie sans hesitation la leqon 1 et y.'\ que porte le texte.

BB ecrit et »j 1
,

sans points diacritiques sous la seconde lettre.

Nous trouvons ici la transcription evidente du grec ofioAis, etranger a la langue

arabe et surtout aux copistes. On le rencontre ecrit et, correctement,

dans Escurial 844. Le % qui precede lc {jm represente, en rendant la

syllabe longue, l’accent de la derniere syllabe du grec.

Si les deux valeurs H daneq et 3 qirats sont identiques, on aura pour ce

daneq Ogr., 3678'- et, pour les 6 daneqs, 2gr., 207, c’est-a-dire le poids que nous
avons deja trouve ailleurs pour le derham dolchl de l’Andalos.

4 En effet, le metqal ou la darakhmy contient 18 qirats. Yoy. plus loin.

Escurial 844 dit aussi 3 qirats ou 12 grains d’orge 0,1839^x3=0,04597x4*12 =
Ogr., 55175. Tel serait le poids de l’obole.

5 4 qirats de 0,1839^ = 0gr., 7356|- ou le du metqal de 4gr., 414. Mais le

qirat de 4 a l’obole pourrait etre celui de Ogr., 1379375.
6 On sait que le metqal se divise en 60 habbah. La habbah du metqal de

4,414= 0,07356§ ;
celle de la darakhmy= 0,055175.— Chez le Grecs, l’obole

etait, comme on le sait, la moitie du gramme ou scrupule et le ^ de la drachme
et, chez les Romains, un poids de 12 grains et le i de la drachme.

—

Obolus,

siliquas 3 (Ceratium, id est siliqua, grace Kepanov). App. de Galien, iv. p. 275.
1 Ez-Zahrawy dit plus loin, en parlant du qest, que quelques auteurs donneut

a cette mesure un poids de 2 ratls.
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A'raba b^c! } Comrae l’ebnous et l’ezba.

Oqiyah
,
once. Elle (pese) onze derhams kayl, 2 qui

sont huit metqals de Vargent
,

3 et, en metqals de l’or, sept

metqals et demi, 4 car le metqal est egal a un derbam et demi

kay/,5 ce qui fait deux derhams dokhl et trois habbah.6 A
la mesure, elle est egale a neuf metqals. 7

Aban ^bl. 8 Cette (mesure) contient en miel deux mann
et, en huile, un mann et demi. 9

Okchoutafon oxybapbe, 10— (fol. 2 r°) une copie

(porte) okchoufay —J’ai yu dans un livre, a dit

l’auteur, (ce mot ecrit) okchound/on .
u C’est egalement une

1 BB b 1ji-\ aghruyd.

2 Ez-Zahrawy est le seul a donner 11 derhams kay

l

a l’once
;

peut-etre

faut-il voir la une erreur de copiste ou l’omission d’une fraction.
3 Les metqals de 1'argent me paraissent etre des darakhmy ; d’ou cette once

= 26gr., 484
;

c’est l’once du Roum.
On lit dans les appendices aux QSuvres du Galien, iv. p. 275 et 276 : Uncia

drachmas 8 qum et Holers dicuntur .— Uncia apud Atticos continet drachmas 7.

Apud Italos drachmas 8 [Bepond, et mens.).— Uncia habet drachmas 8. Scrupulos

24 . . . Vocatur ct alio nomine Telrassaron Italicon, id est Quatrussis Italicus

[Ex libri C/eop., Be pond, et mens.). Uncia habet drachmas 8 [Aliter de eisdem).

—

Uncia habet drachmas 8 [alias 7|) [Be mens, et pond, veterin.).— Uncia habet

drachmas 8. Scrupulos 24 [Diosc., Be pond.).
4 Les 75 metqals de 4gr., 414 = 33gr., 105 et represented l’once du rati de

Baghdad de 128f derhams de 3gr., 0898. On remarquera que cette once=10
darakhmy et aussi qu’une leqon du MS. de Galien porte 7|. II est evidemment
question dans tout ce passage de deux onces differentes, l’une de 26gr., 484 (ou

l’once du Roum), et l’autre de 33gr., 105 (ou l’once du petit rati de Baghdad).
4 414

5 ’
,

= 2,942§. Ce poids se rapproche de celui de nombre de monnaies

d’argent ;
mais pourquoi l'auteur le designe-t-il sous celui de derham kay l,

reserve au derham-^oirfs ? En ajoutant la fraction ^ aux 11 derhams kayl
ci-dessus, on aurait 2gr., 942|xllj = 33,105 ou, comme on l’a vu, l'once du
rati de Baghdad de 1284.

6 Nous avons trouve pour le derham dokhl 2gr., 207 ;
les 2 font par consequent

4,414 ;
mais les 3 habbah semblent de trop. Comp, cependant ci-apres, n. 4, p. 521.

7 Le texte porte be' l kayl “ a la mesure.” II faut se rappeler que, chez les

Romains, la livre de mesure, mensuralis, se composait de 12 onces et que 9 onces

de mesure correspondaient a 7j onces ponderales ou de vin ou d’eau [cf. V.
Queipo, Syst. metr. de anc. peuples, t. i. p. 508, et suiv.). Ce passage d’Ez-

Zahrawy prouverait que l’once metrique se suhdivisait elle-meme en 12 metqals ou
drachmes et que 9 drachmes metriques repondaient a 7| drachmes ponderales.

8 II est difficile de determiner la vraie le<;on. Si Ez-Zahrawy ecrit Aban, on
trouve Aydn dans l’edition romaine du Canon d’Avicenne et Andb dans les MSS.
du Menhudj ed-deukkdn.

9 Le Menhudj ed-deukkdn porte “ 2 mana pour le miel et 1 seul mann pour
l’huile.” Suivant Jean fils de Serapion [Canon d’Avicenne), V aydn (sic) de

l’huile pese 1£ mann et celui du miel, 2| ratls
;

il y a evidemment une erreur.

10 BB
11 BB . , liyA 1 . En changeant le

,
le ^ ou le i__j en L-J

,
on aura

,
qui est la transcription exacte du gree b[vl3a<pov, egal a un cyathe et
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mesure {kayl) et un poids
(
wazn). Sa mesure est de huit

darahma (sic), c’est-a-dire metqals, et son poids, de dix-huit

qirats .
1 D’apres quelques-uns, c’est treize derhams et, d’apres

d’autres, douze derhams kayl. D’autres disent que sa mesure

est un qouatous 2 (cyathe) et demi et le qouatous
,

3 une once et

demie .
4

Olostour . II est egal a deux darakhmy et demie .
5

Asarioun C’est un metqal de meme que la

darakhmy et aussi Voliqy.

Asatoun . On lit dans quelques ouvrages astar'aloun

J C’est un demi-qest.

demi. Dans un precedent travail, je proposais de lire asoutufon, mot

qui me semblait la transcription d’ acetabulum. Quoique ces deux mesures, l’une

grecque, l’autre romaine, soient les memes, c’est aux Grecs que les Arabes ont

emprunte le nom qu’ils ont adopte. C’est d’ailleurs dans les ouvrages des

medecins grecs qu’ils ont puise, en les traduisant, leurs premieres connaissances

medicales.
1 Quoiqu’Ez-Zahrawy, sous le mot Kasounu, qui n’est que la repetition de

^ji\jyuS

,

abrege par suite d’une erreur de copiste, erreur que notre grand

medecin s’est borne a repeter, attribue de nouveau 18 qirats a l’oxybaphe-poids,

c’est-a-dire 1 darakhmy, le texte est evidemment errone. Escurial 844 (839 de
Casiri) nous apprend que l’oxybaphe contient 18 darakhmy d’huile, 2 onces et 4
darakhmy de vin et 3|- onces de miel

;
ce qui Concorde avec les App. de Galien

:

Acetabulum habet {olei
)
drachmas 18

;
(vini) unc. 2, set up. 12

;
(inellis) uucias 3,

scrup. 9 {De mem. humid.). On sait que la drachme se composait de 3 scrupules.

—

Acetabulum habet {ol.) drachmas 18; {vini) drach. 20
;

{mellis) unc. 3, drach. 3 {De
mens, humid.).—Acetabulum {mellis) habet uncius 3, drachmas que 3 {alias 2)

(Diosc., mellis).—On voit que la leqon qui donne 2, est mauvaise.

—

Acetabulum,

id est quarta pars cotyles, cequat uncias 2£ (ou 20 darakhmy) (Diosc., De
mens humid., vini).

On lit aussi dans le Canon d’Avicenne (ed. de Rome) sous le nom d’Es-Saher
(Yousef el Qass, qui vivait du temps du Khalife Abbaside El Moktafy billah,

premieres annees du X e sieele de notre ere): “ T Eksounufon (sic) d’huile pese 16

(lisez 18) darakhmy; celui de vin, 2 onces et J darakhmy (lisez 4 darakhmy), et

celui de miel, 3 onces et f d’once.— Jean fils de Serapion {Canon) dit aussi 18

darakhmy.
Dans les livres de Cleopatre et dans Dioscoride, l’acetabule, dont la mesure

egale le quart de la cotyle ou un cyathe et demi, pese 15 draehmes. Faut-il

croire que cette drachme etait egale au metqal de 4,414? 4,414x15 =
3,3105x20. II s’agit ici de l'acetabule de vin. Ce qu’indique le mot pondere.

2 BB .

3 BB .

4 La valeur du cyathe donnee ici est conforme 5, celle qui figure dans Esc. 844

pour l’huile, soit une once et demie du Roum (ou 12 darakhmy = 39gr.
,
726.

—

App. de Galien : Acetabulum habet sesquicyathum {De pond, et mens.). —
Acetabulum mensura habet cotyles quartam partem, cyathum l j :

pondere

drachmas 15 {Ex libris Cleop., De pond, et mens.) (Diosc., De mens, et pond.).

—

On a pour l’oxvbaphe ou acetabule de vin 66gr., 21.
5 8gr., 27625.
6 BB .—C’est le grec atraapiov.

7 On serait tente de reconnaitre dans le premier le grec oarovv “ os ” et dans

le second (omis par BB) acnpayaAos “ osselet.”
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Oun C’est Voqiyah (once).

Amon . Dans une copie, (on lit) aboq Jpl . Cette

(mesure) est egale a dix mody.

Atiqy
,

1

—dans une copie OUqy C’est le poids

d’un metqal
,

3 comme la darakhmy
;
ce qui fait six oboles .

4

Erdabb i* ardeb. II equivaut a trois mody
;

5 le mody

se compose de cent soixante-douze 6 meudd, au meudd du

Prophete, que Dieu le benisse et le salue ! On dit que c’est

a trois rnann (qu’il equivaut ).
7 A Mesr, il est de six waybah,

et la waybah, de quatre rob *.

8

Toutefois il y a le grand et

le petit erdabb. Le grand comprend dix-huit qest et le petit,

neuf qest.®

Abinah
,

10 pincee. C’est la quantite qui peut etre

saisie avec l’index et le pouce.

Atouilin On donne ce nom a trois onces et aussi

a neuf onces et a un demi-qest.

1 Serait-ce la transcription de “attique,” sous entendu “ drachme ” ?
2 En grec b\K-i] “poids d’une drachme (Spaxpy).” La drachme grecque se

composait de 6 oboles.—Drachma qua et hotca etiam cognominatur (Galien, iv.

275). Drachma habet obolos 6 (Ex libris Cleop., De mens, et pond, et De mens.et

pond, veterin.). Drachma qua et Holce dicitur, pendit scrupulos 3, id est obolos 6.

(Diosc., De pond.).—Jean fils de Serapion
(
Canon d’Avicenne) donne egalement

6 oboles a la darakhmy.

3 Au lieu de J liw* • , BB porte par erreur
jJ

L- C.'M .

4 [sic); 1!I! t " l l.A .—Il faut lire sans hesitation ohoulousut.

Nous venons de voir que V oltqy etait aussi egale a un assarion.— Cf. la note 2.

5 Artaba JEgyptia habet modios 5 (
alias 3) (Galien, De mens, aridorum, iv.

275). On voit que la traduction dont s’est servi Ez-Zahrawy portait 3 modii.
6 BB porte 192. — Le meudd du Prophete etant egal a 171y derhams

(
= 529gr., 68), telle est du moins l’une de ses valeurs, on aura pour le mody

29485f derhams et pour l’erdabb 88457y derhams = 273k. 314,88. Si l’on

adoptait le chiffre (peut-etre plus exact) donne par le MS. de la B. Bodleienne,

on aurait pour l’ardeb 987425 derhams = 305k. 095,68 ;
ce qui est une des valeurs

de l’ardeb (egal a 96 qadh) deduite du qadh de l’Andalos egal a 6 meudd (de 1713d.)
dans Esc. 929 (ancien 925 Casiri). Comp. p. 523, note 7.

7 Les 3 mann font 6 ratls.
8 Voy. pour les diffdrentes valeurs de l’ardeb d’Egypte mes Maleriaux pour

servir a Vhistoire de la numismatique et de la metrologie musulmanes, IIIe Partie

(inedite).
9 Ez-Zahrawy fait le qest de 2, de 3 et de 4 ratls; mais meme avec le qest de

4 ratls de 130 derhams, on n’aurait pour le grand ardeb que 9360 derhams,
poids inferieur a celui indique par Ebn Fadl Allah pour l’ardeb du rif d'Egypte,

lequel n’atteint pas 3 waybeh.

10 BB Lzj] .
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Asetounafos} II est egal a un qqfiz, ce qui fait, en poids,

quatre ratls. 2

Lettre Ba

Baqelah aiib
,
en grec ancien, est le tiers d’un metqal, soit

six qirats. 3 On l’appelle aussi olouyous 5*k
4 La

(baqelah) de Mesr est egale aux deux tiers d’un metqal, ce

qui fait douze qirats.5 Celle d’Alexandrie est la moitie d’un

metqal, soit neuf qirats. 6

Babousanah (fol. 2v°). II represente deux darakhmy.7

Bondoqah AjAu, aveline, noisette. C’est le poids d’un

metqal, comme la darakhmy, exactement.8

Boiimos II represente deux qirats. 9

Bouqy j equivaut a deux qest.

Babel JjU. Le grand se compose de cent cinquante qest

et le petit, de vingt-quatre qest. 10

1 BB yjjSJ .

2 Yoyez sous Qnfiz.
3 On voit qu’il s'agit ici de la darakhmy, de 18 qirats.

4 BB (jwyJjL— Cette baqelah serait le double de l'obole, bien que

olouyous semble etre le mot obolos mal transcrit.—Ebn el ‘Awwam (trad. Clement-

Mullet) dit :
“ la feve est le bdqaly —L’orthographe des

medecins arabes indiquerait qu’il faut prononcer buqala, bdqela ou buqella.

S. de Sacy, dans sa trad. d’*Abd el Latif, p. 408, prononce baqilla .—C’est

l’equivalent arabe du Lj uvapos eWtivtubs (do. p. 95).

5 Fabtc cegyptice magnitudo pendit obolum et semis (Galien, Diosc., Be mens, et

pond., iv. p. 277).— Si 1’expression “ et semis” signifiait “une demi-dracbme,”
on aurait £ « (ou une obole) = y de dracbme ou de metqal-daraklimy. En ce

cas, les auteurs arabes seraient d’ accord, sur le poids de la feve egyptienne, avec

les appendices aux CEuvres du medeein de Pergame.
6 La Madjtnou'ah fit hesdb emploie, en parlantdes diverses baqelah

,
derham au

lieu de metqal; ce qui confirme qu’il s’agit bien ici de la darakhmy
(
= 3gr.,

3105). Ez-Zahrawy nous dit d’ailleurs expressement que le metqal est la

darakhmy.

—

Denarius italicus habet drachmam 1 (Galien, Ex libris Cleop., Be

pond, et mens.).—Le qirat de la darakhmy = — =0gr., 1839jt. On aura

done : pour la baqelah grecque lgr., 1035
;
pour celle de Mesr, 2gr., 207 et pour

celle d’Alexandrie, lgr., 65525.
7 Soit 6gr., 621.
8 Suivant les difierents auteurs, on rencontre la bondoqah comme l’equivalent

d’un metqal, d’un derham ou d’une darakhmy.
9 Ogr., 3678^.
10 Le grand egale done 300 cotyles ou 25 chous, soit, en huile, 71k. 506,8 et,

en vin, 79k. 452.—Le petit est le quadruple du chous
;

il pgsera, en huile,

Ilk. 441,088 et, en vin, 12k. 712,32.
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Grand barilioun II correspond a neuf onces .

2

Baros -

3 H equivaut a cinquante qest .

4

Banddimoun d'Antdlyah? C’est une jarre

de la contenance de quarante-huit qest.

Bdtarinamoun . C’est une darakhmd (sic).
7

Basdton ^Lj .
8 Le plus grand est de huit qest 9 et le

plus petit, d’un mody et un tiers .
10

Lettre Td lzj .

Tamrali ijAJ. Elle represente un metqal et denii .
11

1 BB .—En grec fiapuWiov.

2 9 onces du Roum= 238gr., 356 ; ce qui est le poids de la cotyle d’tuule.

Voy. Eliya.
3 Transcription du grec jSdpov.
4 Soit le | du babel ou 100 cotyles. Le 5uros_d’huile pesait 23k. 835,6 ;

celui de vin, 26k. 484.
5 L’ancienne Attalia de Pamphylie, auj. Satalie.

6 Ce terme a une grande ressemblance avec jU* mddamyoun, medimne,

qu’on trouve dans Esc. 844 (ancien 839 de Casiri) et qui est aussi egal a 48 qest.

Le qest d’liuile pesant, d’apres Ez-Zahrawy comme d’apres Eliya, 18 onces

(
= 476,712), on aura pour le banddimoun d'huile d’Antalyah (peut-etre faut-11

lire antdky, d’Antioche, ou encore itdliqy “italique,” comp, ci-devant la jarre

d’Antioche d’une contenance identiquej 22k. 882,176 et pour celui de vin,

25k. 424,64. Don Y. Vazquez Queipo, dans son remarquable ouvrage intitule

Syst. metr. des anc. peuples, t. ii. pp. 74 et 376, dit que, d’apres le pebliscite

conserve par Festus, le quadranlal ou amphore remplie de vin, dont le poids fut fixe

a 80 livres, devait contenir pres de 26 litres. 317gr., 808 (ou le rati du Rourn) x 80
= 25k. 424,64. L’illustre metrologue espagnolajoute que “le conge pesait 10 livres

et contenait 6 sextaires et le quadrantal, 48,” ce qui est eonforme aux evaluations

de nos auteurs arabes. Toutefois il donne a la livre romaine le poids de 325gr.

Dans un recent travail [tiur les notations ponderales des pateres d'Avignon et de

Bernay, et La livre romaine
)
mon savant ami M. L. Blancard vient de prouver

que “La livre romaine netait pas uniforme dans les provinces, et qu’elle y
etait generalement plus faible que la livre etalon de la region centrale, qui

s’etait elle-meme aitaiblie avec le temps.” On y trouve citee la demi-livre,

AITPA2 “ avec l’indication consacree de la moitie,’’ que M. Chabouillet adecrite

sous les No. 319 de son Catalogue general et qui a ete trouree a Beyrout

;

elle

pese 157 grammes, 51 centigrammes
;

ce qui donne une livre de 315 grammes 02.

M. G. Schlumberger
(
Monuments byzantins inedits) donne des livres byzantinesde

305gr.,60; 309gr., 50 ; 313,56; 318 et 321gr.
’ 3gr., 3105.
3 BB .

9 Les 8 qest d’huile de 476gr., 712= 3k. 813,696. Pour le vin, on a

8x529,68 = 4k. 237,44.
10 On a vu ci-devant, p. 500, note 2, que les calculs donnent pour le meudd, plein

d’eau ou de vin, d' Ez-Zahrawy,. 544gr., 813f. Le mody se composant de 192
meudd, on aurait ici pour le petit basdton 544,813fx256 = 139k. 472,310®; ce

qui est impossible. II taut sans doute lire meudd au lieu de mody : on aura alors

544,813f x 1|= 726gr., 418f soit un peu moins du £ du grand. Peut-etre

encore faut-il lire 2 meudd et

11 3,3105 x l£ = 4gr., 96575.
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Tanuiqsaqfd II ^quivaut a trois metqals. 2

Lettre Td

Tanou y\j.3 II correspond a six darakhmy, c’est-a-dire

six metqals. 4

Talatat asdbe ‘ 2j1!j
,

trois doigts, pincee. Cette

(quantite) est comprise entre un tiers de metqal et un demi-

metqal. On dit qu’elle va jusqu’a deux metqals, lorsqu’on

(la) prend avec trois doigts completement.5

Lettre Djim

Djawzali
,
noix. La djawzah employee sans restriction

egale sept metqals. 6 La djawzah da roi (royale) est de six

metqals. 7

Djydtah . Elle a le poids de dix metqals. 8

Bjarrah
,
jarre, amphore. La jarre d’Antioche contient

quarante-huit qest.9 On dit qu’elle est pleine avec soixan^-

douze ratls d’huile, quatre-vingts ratls de vin et un nombre de

1 Dans differents MSS. du Menhudj ed-deukk&n dont je dois la communication
a Bextreme obligeance de M. le docteur W. Pertsch de Gotha, on trouve ce

terme ecrit Yamaqsaqtyu, Bamaqsatiya et Tamafsa'ataba,
2 3,3105x3= 9gr., 9315.

3 BB JjD.
4 19gr., 863.
5 C. a d. “ en serrant les doigts,” comme le porte le Menh&dj ed-dcukhin.

On a ainsi pour cette pincee de lgr., 1035 et lgr., 65525 a 6gr., 621. Esc. 844
dit “ 2 darakhmy.”

6 Tel est le poids attribue a cette djawzah par Esc. 844. L’auteur de ce traite

porte “darakhmy.”—Jean fils de Serapion ( Canon d’Avicenne) et le Menh&dj
ed-deulckun disent qu’elle pese 14 chumounah. 7x3,3105 = 23gr., 1735.

7 Ez-Zahrawy est egalement d’aecord pour le poids de la noix royale avec la

Madjmou'ah fi'l hesub, Esc. 844 et le Menh&dj ed-deukkan (Esc. 844 dans
P extrait de la Pharmacopee d’El ‘Antary et le Menhudj ed-deukkan ecrivent 9

au lieu de 7) ; mais il ne Test qu’en partie avec Cleopatre et Dioscoride. Nux
etiam regia pendit drachmas 4 (Galien, Ex libris Cleop., De pond, et mens. iv.

276). Nux regia similiter pendit drachmas 4 (do. Aliter de eisdem). Nucis
basilica: sen regice magnitudo pendit drachmas 7 (do. Diosc., De mens, et pond.

iv. 277). La Madjmou'ah fi'l hesub et Esc. 844 font mention de la noix

nahateenne
,
dont le poids etait celui d’un metqal ou d’une aveline (ou darakhmy).

3,3105 x 6 = 19gr., 863 comme le t&noti ou t&neq. C’est aussi le poids du petit

mestrun pleine d’huile, cf. J.R.A.S. Vol. XII.
8 33gr., 105. Cest le poids de l’once de Baghdad en correlation avec le rati

de 128y derhams.
9 48x476, 712 = 22k. 882,176. C’est le madamioun (medimne) d’Esc. 844.

Pleine de vin, elle contient 25k. 424,64.
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ratls de miel variant entre cent trente-six et cent quarante

ratls. 1

Djalqous
,

chalque. 2 C’est le demi-sixieme d’un

metqal 3
et, dit-on, les trois huitiemes d’un qirat, 4 ce qui fait

une demi-obole 5
et, dit-on encore, le quart d’un qirat et le

huitieme (fol. 3r
c

)
d’un qirat.6

Djouch qu’on appelle aussi djouaoch II

contient liuit qest .

8 ~L’italiqy (l’italique) contient

six qest 9 ou, dit-on, six ratls
;
mais il est plus exact (de dire)

neuf ratls. 10

1 Yoy. p. 497, n. 5. 72 ratls du Roum = 22k. 882,176; 80 ratls = 25k. 424,64;
136 a 140 = 43k. 221,888 a 44k. 493,12. Ez-Zahrawy nous a donne en com-
menqant, pour la jarre d’Antioche pleine de miel, “ 136 ou un peu plus.”

2 II est impossible de ne pas reeonnaitre ici le xa^K°cs des Grecs, chalcus en
lalin, V eereus des appendices de Galien. Ez-Zalirawy aura cru voir un point

sous le ~ du mot dans le MS. qu’il avait sous les yeux ou plutot les

premiers traducteurs des ouvrages grecs en Syriaque ont-ils represente le x par

un g dur qui sera devenu un ^ en arabe.

•a Ne doit-on pas supposer que les copistes ont ecrit L pour .-*5 et qu’il

i,~4 . - 3,3105
^

faut lire
,
c. a d. -jrg? — = 0,06896f.

* Lesfde 0,1839i = 0,06896|.
5 Le teste porte otoulous pour oboulous, et le copiste a ecrit “ demie ”

au lieu de huitieme.” En efEet le chalque etaitchez les Grecs le huitieme

de l’obole. sEreus habet semi-oboli quartam partem (Galien, Ex libris Cleop., I)e

pond, et mens. iv. p. 276). L’obole pesant 0,55175 ou le ^ de l’obole=

0,06896|.
6 Ou les f. C’est une repetition, exprimee en d’autres termes, de la valeur

qui vient d’etre donnee au chalque. Comp, avec qalqos, plus loin.

7 Cette ortliographe donne lieu a la meme observation faite a propos de yJo-
(Yoy. la note 2). C’est le x«5s des Grecs.

8 Nous venons de voir que les 8 qest d’huile pesent 3k. 813,696 et les 8 qest

de vin, 4k. 237,44. Ce djouch serait done la meme mesure que le basdton et le

cudous. Chous habet ehoenicas 2. Sextarios 8. Ut medimnus contineat chcenicas

48. Sextarios 192 (App. aux ffiuvres de Galien, De pond, et mens. iv. 276).
9 On a pour les 6 qest d’huile 2k. 860,272 et pour les 6 qest de vin 3k. 178,08.

Le djouch italxque devient le hous d’Eliya (le chons ou conge). Apud Italos

autem Chus invenitur, qui mensura quidem Sextarios 6. Cotylas 12 habeat

:

pondere vero aquae pluvialis, quae minime fallax est drachmas 720 (App. aux
(Euvres de Galien, do. iv. 276). Congius hahet, mensura quidem cotylas

atticas 12, sextarios 6, chcenicas 4, pondere drachmas 720 (do. Ex libris Cleop.,

De pond, et mens. iv. 276). Chus habet sextarios 6 (do. De mens, humid., iv. 276).

720 metqals de 4,414 = 3k. 178,08.
10 Si l’on divise 2k. 860,272 par 9, on a pour le rati 317gr., 808 ;

ce qui est

le rati du Roum. On voit de plus que le qest d'huile est egal a 1) rati du
Roum. D’ailleurs Eliya dit expressement que le hous contient en vin 10 ratls du
Roum et corollairement, en huile, 9 ratls. Chus habet (olei) libras 9 ;

(vini)
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Lettre Hd

Hommosah pois-chiche. C’est le tiers d’un derham

hayl.
2

Hazmah C’est une poignee
(
qabdah

)
qui remplit la

paume de la main.

Habbah ‘Lo-, grain. La habbah de l’argent est, par rapport

a la habbah de l’or, une quantite egale et ses trois septiemes .

3

Halqoun . Elle est egale a une darakhmy.

Lettre Khd £.

Kharroubah . Elle a le poids de quatre habbah 4 et,

dit-on, de trois habbah et demie .
5

Khamyd . La grande pese trois onces 6 et la petite,

six metqals .
7

Khdlytouly II comprend trois qest, au qest

roumy .
9

Khouroch . II est egal a six qest .
10

libras 10; (mellis) libras 1.3) (App. aux (Euvres de Galien De mens, humid., iv.

275). Chus id est congius (vini) libras 10 (do. Diose., De mens, humid, iv.
, 277).

1 BB .

3 0898
2

^— = lgr., 02991. Mais il est probable qu’Ez-Zahrawy a voulu parler
O

de la darakbmy dont le tiers = lgr., 1035 soit 2 oboles, comme le scrupule.
3 On sait que le rnetqal ou poids servant d peser l'or pese If derham ou poids

servant a peser l’argent. Consequemment les deux habbab ou de chacun
d’eux sont dans ce merae rapport. Toutefois l’auteur s’exprime mal : c’est la

habbah de l’or qui contient If fois le poids de celle de l’argent.
4 Cette kharroubah pesant Ogr., 2207 (voy. ci-apres sous Darakhmy), on aura

pour la habbah Ogr., 055175. C’est la kharroubah “ au poids de Syrie ”

d’Esc. 844.
5 Ogr., 055l75x3f= Ogr., 1931125, soit le qirat compris 16 fois dans le

derham de 3,0898. Cf. Guide du Kdteb, fol. 80r°, et mes Materiaux, II e

Partie.
6 11 s’agit (Jvidemment de 3 onces du Roum et de la mesure pleine d’huile

= 79gr., 452; cette capacite est celle du grand mystron (mousatroun) d’Eliyd.

Ce metrologue nous dit que la contenance en vin de cette derniere mesure est de

31 onces du rati roumy
(
= 88gr., 28) =20 metqals (de 4,414).

7 6 metqals darakbmy= 19gr., 863, c’est-a-dire le petit mystron d’huile.

8 BB
9 On aura pour le khdlytouly d'huile lk. 430,136 et pour celui de vin lk.

589,04 ;
c’est la moitie du chous.

10 Cette mesure est done la meme que le djouch italiqy et le hous d’Eliya. Le

Menhddj ed-deukkun, MS. ar. No. 2005 de la Bibl. de Gotha, porte
;

d’apres l’auteur (Ebn el ‘Attar), chaque qest serait egal a 71 ratls.
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Kharsafla une copie (porte) Kharsafa.—II equi-

vaut a trois ratls
;

1 (on lit dans) une copie deux tiers de rati .
2

Lettre Dal J.

Darakhmy drachme. C’est le poids d’un metqal

et, dit-on, d’un derham kayl et d’un daneq
;

4 d’autres disent

dix-huit qirats .
5 (L’expression) “ metqal ” est plus generate

et de meilleur style
(afsah ). Elle renferme trois gharama .

6

II a ete dit encore que c’etait le derham en grec ce

qui fait quinze kharroubali? La darakhmy represente

egalement deux derhams moins un tiers, en derhams de

l’Andalos .
8

Daneq C’est le sixieme d’un derham kayl, ce qui

fait, d’apres le calcul des Grecs (Younaniyn), le quart d’un

derham dokhl.
9

Derham (•V- II egale quinze kharroubah, soit dix-huit

qirats, ce qui fait un derham et demi dokhl.
10 L’exactitude

1 3 ratls du Return = 953gr., 424 ;
ce qui fait 2 qest.

2
§ rat) du Roum = 211gr., 872. Si l’auteur a eu en vue le rati de Baghdad de

397gr., 26, on a pour les 3 ratls 1191k., 78 ou le petit qest de vin d’Eliya et pour
les § du meme rati 264gr. 84 ;

ce qui est la contenance de la cotyle en vin.
3 Ce nom pourrait aussi etre prononce darakhma et meme si l’on place sur le

un fathnh et sur le hr un sokoun, darakhmay.
4 Si le texte portait “ un qirat ” au lieu de “ un daneq," on aurait 3gr., 0898

(ou le derham kayl)h0,2207 (ou 1 qirat du derham kayl, e’est-a-dire
3,0898

14 )=

3,3105 ou la darakhmy, soit 18 qirats de Ogr., 1 839J-.—Telle qu’elle est donnee,

l’equation fait ressortir le derham kayl a 2gr., 8375f. Comp, note 6, p. 514, ci-apres.

5 On a ainsi pour le qirat de la darakhmy — — = 0, 1839-g-. Cf. Tableau des

Qirats dans mes Materiaux, II e Partie. On sait que le qirat est la silique, en
grec Kepdnov. Drachma habet siliquas 18 (Galien, iv. p. 275; Ex lihris Cleop.,

De pond, et mens., iv. p. 276).

6 BB Le gharama, en grec ypayya, est le scrupule. Gramma id

est scrupulus seu scriplulum (Galien, iv. p. 275). Drachma habet scrupulos 3

(Galien, De mens, et pond . ;
Ex libris Cleop., De pond, et mens.

;
De mens, et

3,3105
pond, veter.; Diosc., de pond.). —^— = lgr., 1035.

’ — =0,2207. Comp. p. 507, note 4 ci-devant.

8 II faut sans doute entendre par “un tiers” un tiers de darakhmy. Le derham
de l’Andalos ou dokhl pesant 2gr., 207, on a 2,207x2—1,1035 (ou le ^ de la

darakhmy) = 3,3105.
9 Par derham kayl Ez-Zahrawy me parait entendre ici la darakhmy. En effet

3,3105

g
=0,55175 = 2,207 (ou le derham dokhl) divise par 4.

10 II s’agit encore de la darakhmy. 15x0,2207 = 18x0, 1839j= ljx2,207 =
3gr., 3105.
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est qu’il est (egal a) un derham dokhl et quatre dixiemes. 1

On dit aussi qu’il contient soixante habbah, a la habbah de

l’argent.

Dawraq II a ete dit que le daicraq d’Antioche 2

comprend huit khouroch 3 et le khourouch, (fol. 3r°) six qest

roumy .
4 II a ete dit aussi que le grand dawraq chez les

Bourn, pese trois ratls 5 et, dit-on, un rati 6 et le petit, un

demi-ratl. 7 Le grand dawraq, dans l’‘Iraq, pese quatre

ratls 8 et, dit-on, six ratls 9 et le petit deux ratls, 10 comme le

qest exactement. 11 On dit encore que le dawraq est le

qoutouly,
13

Dinarj UjA. C’est un metqal et un tiers. 13 On dit aussi

vingt-quatre qirats
;
ce qui fait quatre gharama. 14

Destedjeh AsfLo. 15 C’est une poignee qui remplit la paume

de la main ou autrement dit une hazmah ,

16

Daqdsyd Elle est (egale a) sept metqals.17

Lettre Dal J

.

Ddrd C’est, dans l’Inde, 18 dix ratls de douze onces

chacun.

1 Ici au contraire l’auteur veut parler du derham kayl de 3gr., 0898, attendu
que 2,207 x 1,4 = 3,0898. On voit que les metrologues arabes confondent continu-

ellement le derham et la darakhmy.

2 BB d’Antalyah (Satalie).

3 Je suis ici la leqon du MS. d'Oxford; il est probable que je me suis

trompe en lisant L*J sur le MS. de Madrid. Esc. 844 dit formellement que

le dawraq itdliqy (italique, ce qui est peut-etre la vraie lecture) se compose de 8

djouhin et le djouhin

,

de 6 qest roumy. On a ainsi pour le dawraq 48 qest roumy
ou la jarre d'Antioche (l’amphore) *=25k. 424,64 de vin.

4 529,68x6 = 3k. 178,08 ou le hous de vin d’Eliya.
5 3 ratls du Roum = 953gr., 424

;
ce qui represente 2 qest d’buile.

6 317gr., 808. 7 158gr., 204.
8 Puisqu’il s’agit de l’‘Iraq, le rati est evidemment celui de Baghdad. Les 4

ratls de 128f derhams = lk. 589,04.
9 Eliya donne 6 ratls “ de Baghdad ” au grand qest de vin

;
ce qui fait

2k. 383,56.
10 =794gr., 52 ou cinq cotyles de vin.
11 Ez-Zahrawy fait mention (voir plus loin) d’un qest de 2 ratls.

1 2 BB
13 Par metqal il faut encore entendre ici la darakhmy. En effet 3gr., 3105x

I3 =4gr., 414.
14 4,414 f ,

3,3105—
2^

=0gr., 1839^ (cf. la note sous Derham). —j— =lgr., 1035.

15 BB AsrCA J. Ce mot est derive du persan “ main.”
16 Voy. ce mot. 17 De 3,3105 = 23gr., 1735.
18 BB “ en (poids) indien.”
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Derkhaneh ‘L'U-jJ. 1 Elle correspond a un qest et demi.2

Lettre Rdj.

Rati. II (se compose de) douze onces
;

ce qui fait un

demi-^es^. 3 Le rati des Roum est de onze onces et quart,4

et, a-t-il 4te dit, de neuf onces.5 Le rati de Baghdad com-

prend cent vingt-huit derhams kayl et quatre septiemes,6

soit vingt estdr.
7 Le rati mesry compte cent quarante-quatre

derhams kayl; 8 le rati Syrien, six cents derhams kayl repre-

sentant deux ratls et un tiers. 9 Le rati d’Alep est egal Et

quatre-cent quatre-vingt-cinq derhams, ce qui fait trois ratls,

un demi- rati et un quart de rati. 10 Le rati de la medecine

correspond a cent vingt derhams. 11

Lettre Zd j

.

Zaieraq jjjj, mesure de capacite {kayl) contenant un

qafiz et un tiers.
12

1 BB AiU-JJ.
2 En faisant le qest de 529gr., 68 (vin), on aurait pour cette mesure 794gr., 52

ou le | du grand qest plein de vin d'Eliya.
3 Au qest de 2 ratls.

4 Le rati roumy de l’auteur etant egal a 102f derhams, on aurait pour cette

once 9y derhams = 28gr., 2496.
6 Nous pouvons supposer au'il s’agit ici du rati metrique, de meme que nous

avons vu l’once metrique composee de 9 metqals.
6 C’est le petit rati de Baghdad = 397gr., 26. Pour celui-ci et pour les ratls

mesry , Syrien et d'Alep (sauf correction), Ez-Zahrawy est d’accord avec les autres

metrologues que nous connaissons.
7 Composes chacun de 6, derhams ou 4| metqals = 19gr., 863.
8 444gr., 9312.
9 Le rati S)Tien = lk. 853,88. Au lieu de 2J ratls, Ez-Zahrawy aurait du

dire 2^ mann, soit 4f ratls (de 397gr., 26).
ln Le rati d’Alep ne compte, d’apres le Guide du Kuteb et autres ouvrages, que

480 derhams (
= lk. 483,104), lesquels composent aussi le rati Syrien donne par

le Qdmous. Ces 480 derhams represented bien 3f ratls de 128 derhams ou
M&lekites. Aussi y a-t-il lieu de penser, quoique le MS. d’ Oxford et celui de

Madrid portent 485, que le nombre unitaire “ cinq” a ete ajoute, dans l'origine,

par un copiste.
11 S’agirait-il ici de la darakhmy ? On aurait alors pour ce rati 397gr. 26 ou

le petit rati de Baghdad. Le Guide du Kdteb fait mention d’un rati roumy de

120 derhams, et El ‘Antary (Esc. 844), d'un rati arabe de 12 onces de 10 derhams

chacune et qu’il dit etre celui de V ‘Iruq. 120x3, 105= 397gr., 26. La darakhmy
est bien d’ailleurs le derham en usage en medecine.

12 Le grand qafiz et un tiers (voy. plus loin) donneraient pour cette mesure

69k. 736,152^-; le petit qafiz et un tiers repoudraient a 5} ratls (de Baghdad
de 397,26) =2k. 118,72 = 4 qest de vin d’Eliya.
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Lettre Sin <j*>.

Sanoufos II (equivaut a) trois 1 ratls et trois

quarts. 2

Siliqoun ^yiLwJ. C’est une demi-once (fol. 4 r°) et, dit-on,

vingt oubodlous (oboles),3 ce qui fait trois metqals et un tiers4

Samound U^*Lj.5 Son poids est d’un gharama et demi.6

Sad oLj. II contient un modg et demi.7

Sokoradjah . La grande est de six onces et la petite,

de trois onces.8 D’apres quelques-uns, elle serait de quatre

metqals; 9 d’autres disent qu’elle comprend de deux tiers d’once

a une once. 10

Sastna
,

Yingt-deux qest, a-t-il ete dit. 11

Sattoudj —on dit aussi tassoudj --yd?, 12 ce qui est plus

correct. II (pese) deux habbah et demie. 13

Satimous —une copie (porte) satinoun II

contient quatre qest.
H

Safatos —II est egal a quatre darakhmy. 15

1 Le nombre manque dans BB.
2
3f ratls de Baghdad = lk. 489,725 on le \ du dawraq de vin d’Eliya.

3 Les 20 oboles de 0,55175 = llgr., 035. L’once serait done de 22gr., 07 et

le rati, de 264gr., 84 ou | qest de vin
(
= 80 darakhmy). La demi-once du

Roum = 13gr. 242 soit 24 oboles. Silicas uncice dimidium (alias uncia 1 h)

(Galien, De mens, et pond, veterin., iv. p. 276).
4 3^x3,3105= llgr., 035.
5 BB l3Y« L: . Dans le Canon d’Avicenne, on lit ij

;
Jean fils de

Serapion egale ce poids a une demi-darakhmy. II donne, en effet, a la djawzah

(
= 7 metqals-darakhmy) 14 chumounah. Ailleurs il la fait de 0,55175 puisqu’il

dit que la baqelah mesnyeh = 4 chamounah = 2gr., 207.
6 l,1035xl| = 1,65525 ou une demi-darakhmy. Yoy. la note precedente.
7 Le sad aurait ainsi la contenance d’un demi-ardeb. Yoy. notes 5 et 6, p. 502.
8 La Madjmou‘ah fi'l hesdb et Esc. 844 donnent aussi 6 onces ou \ rati

a la grande sokoradjah, et 3 onces ou
;)
de rati a la petite. Les 3 onces duRoum

(
= 79gr.,452) representent le grand mystron d'huile ou le tiers de la cotyle. Aux

6 onces correspond le tiers d’un qest d’huile.
9 Elle ne serait plus que le £ de la petite ou 13gr., 242.

i° 17gr., 656 a 26gr., 484. Jean fils de Serapion (dans le Canon d’Avicenne)

et le Menhudj ed-deukk&n donnent a la sokoradjah 6} estdr. ljestar de Jean
fils de Serapion etant de 4 metqals (darakhmy?), on aura pour la sokoradjah

3,3105 x4 x 6| = 82gr., 7625. Quant au Menhudj ed-deukkun, son estur est de 4,

4 4- ou 4j metqals, suivant les manuscrits.
11 529, 68x22 = Ilk. 652,96.
12 Cette denomination est la plus generale.
13 Esc. 844 dit aussi 2J habbah

;
mais Esc. 929 et la MadjmoiVah fi'l hisab

attribuent au tassoudj 2 habbah ou 4 grains d’orge. Cf. aussi mes Materiaux,
l re Partie, p. 105. Le tassoudj de la darakhmy = 0gr., 1379375 ou 2J habbah
de 0,055175.

14 4 qest de 529gr., 68 (vin) =2k. 118,72.
15 Darakhmyat.—13gr., 242 ou une demi-once du Roum. Comp, sous

Sokoradjah.
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Sanama Ua-j. Le grand (equivaut a) six onces 1 et le

petit, (a) trois onces .
2

Sa‘bdrj II se compose de vingt oulos (sic).
3

Lettre Chin

Cha‘chd/ah Son poids en vin ou en vinaigre est

egal a neuf onces; en huile, a un rati et demi 4
et, en miel,

a trois ratls.

Lettre Sad js

.

Sa‘ Chez les Houm, il contient dix qcst 5 et, chez

les Arabes, quatre meudd
,
au meudd du Prophete, que Dieu

le benisse et le salue ! Cette (mesure) pese cinq ratls de

Baghdad .
6

Sarfah La grande equivaut a quatorze samouna
,

8

—une copie (porte) sanama?—La petite equivaut a six clidmy
,

10

—une copie (dit) metqals .
11

1 Comme la grande sokoradjah.
2 Comme la petite sokoradjah.
3 II taut evidemment lire oboulos (oboles)

;
ce qui rend le sa‘bar egal au

siliqoun.
4 Ce paragraphe contient Evidemment une erreur : le vin etant d'^ plus

pesant que l’huile, la cha‘chdlah de ce dernier liquide ne peut peser 1J rati, alors

que cette mesure de vin pese 9 onces. II faudrait done lire 20 onces pour le vin,

1 1 rati etant egal a 18 onces. La mesure dont il s’agit representerait ainsi le

qest d’Eliya. On pourrait encore supposer que les copistes ont omis i

“dis” apres “neuf”; l’on aurait alors 19 onces pour le vin et le

vinaigre, ce qui se rapprocherait de la valeur exacte, sans aucun changement a

apporter aux evaluations suivantes.
6 529,68xl0 = 5k. 296,8.
6 Les auteurs musulmans donnant generalement a cette mesure le poids de 5J-

ratls de Baghdad (=2k. 118,72), il faut supposer que les copistes ont omis la

fraction. Cf. sur les differents poids du su‘ mes Materiaux
, II I e Partie.

7 La Madjmoulah Ji'l hesub, le Canon d’Avicenne et le Menhddj ed-deukk&n

portent sad/ah AJJws.

8 BB \Jy* . Jean fils de Serapion et Cohen el ‘Attar ecrivent chdmound.

En multipliant 1,65525 par 14, on a pour la sarfah ou sadfah 23gr., 1735 =
7 metqals-darakhmy.

9 Cette leqon est evidemment fautive
;

car, ainsi que nous l avons vu, le grand
sanamd =6 onces et le petit, 3 onces.

10 Le Canon d’Avicenne porte 7 chdmoAnut, pi. reg. de chdmounah
,
et un MS.

du Menhudj ed-deukkdn, 7 chawdmin, pi. irreg. Les 6 clidmy (mot corrompu par

le copiste) =9gr., 9315.
11 3,3105x6 = 19gr., 863. C’est le poids que la Madjmou lah ft l hesub donne

a la grande sadfah ;
1’ auteur inconnu de ce traite cite 1’ opinion d’Ebn Samadjoun,

qui attrihue 3 metqals a la petite = 9gr., 9315.
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Lettre Dad <jo.

Damadounali II (comprend) douze qest et demi. 1

Daras • H (equivaut a) deux metqals. 2

Lettre Ta b.

TdJiqoun C’est la meme chose que le qentdr

:

cent ratls et, dit-on, cent quinze ratls. 3

Tassoudj . C’est le poids de deux babbah et demie. 4

Le grand taroubotyoun (fol. 4v°) contient trois

masatoun .
6 Le tarabolyoun 7 juif est un demi-qest.8

Tatartimouryoun lb . C’est le poids d’un metqal,

exactement comme la darakbmy.9

Tardrj!>. C’est un vase de la contenance
(
qadr

)
de trente

derbams kayl.
10

Lettre Da b.

Dabily II est identique a la kachidjamah

—une copie (porte) ka/ulah 12—et, comrae le sd‘, il

contient quatre meudd.

Lettre ‘Ayn

‘Armou Le grand contient quinze mody—une copie

1 BB supprime la demie.—529,68 x 12J = 6k. 621.
2 =6gr., 621.
3 BB “ 125 ratls.” Suivant la nature des marchandises, le quintal est souvent,

en Orient et dans les Etats Barbaresques, superieur a 100 ratls.
4 Voy. ci-devant sous Sattoudj.
6 Parait etre la transcription du grec Tpvfix'iov, qui signifle “plat, assiette

”

6
(sic) ijllj . Le denominateur de la fraction aurait-il ete

omis par les copistes ?—3 mystron de vin = 264gr., 84.

2 BB
8 Le | qest de vin=264gr., 84

;
par consequent le taraboulyoun juif seraitegal

au grand.
9 Chez les Grecs, le tetartemorion representait J d’obole.

10 Je suis porte a croire qu’Ez-Zahrawy a encore ici confondu, comme a propos
de la hommosah, le derham kayl avec la darakhmy et qu’il s’agit de cette derniere.

En effet 30 darakhmy = 99gr., 315. Or ce poids represente exactement 4^ petits

mystron de 22gr., 07 (vin).

11 BB
,

.

12 BB
.

13 BB

VOL. XVI.—[new series.] 34
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(emploie le terme) meudd—
;

le petit comprend sept qest et

demi,—une copie (porte) neuf.
1

Lettre Ghayn c.

Gharama ^ ;
on dit aussi U^i .

2 Elle est (egale eI) six

qirats, corame la baqelah, ce qui fait le tiers d’un metqal .
3

On dit aussi qu’elle equivaut a trois qirats 4 et que, dans la

gharama, il y a un qalqis .
5 Suivant quelques-uns encore, la

gharama est le tiers d’un derham hay

l

et le sixieme du tiers
;

6

suivant d’autres, c’est le quart du derham kayl et deux

daneqs .
7 Gharma sous cette forme, a dit quelqu’un,

represente un demi-derham.

Lettre Fa <•—>.

Fldjy II contient dix darakhmy
(
darakhmyat),

c’est-a-dire dix metqals .
8

Faledj
,

9 par un djim. C’est le tantieme d’un qafiz au

(qafiz) de Baghdad .

10

1 Les 71 qest de vin = 3k. 972,6; les 9 qest=4k. 763,52. Les 15 mody
donneraient 192 meudd x 15 = 2880 meudd, chiffre excessif ; aussi la leqon
“ meudd” me parait-elle preferable. Le meudd de l’auteur etant, ce semble, de

529,68 (voy. n. 6, p. 502) on aurait pour le grand ‘ctrmou 7k. 945,2 ou le double du
petit. II est a remarquer que le meudd d’Ez-Zahrawy est egal au qest de vin.

2 C’est le ypa.yfjLa (gramme) ou scrupule des Grecs, tiers de la draekme. Comp,
note 6, p. 508.

3 C’est-a-dire d’une darakhmy, voy. sous 'Baqelah. La gharama (le gramme)
egale done bien lgr„ 1035. Ce passage d’Ez-Zahrawy me permet de corriger

dans ma traduction de Mar Eliya le tableau comparatif de different tes mesures

des liquides
,
ou il faut lire gharama et non ghar&fy. II faut en outre corriger

ainsi: 20 gharama (de 1,1035) pour le petit mestrdn et 3 onces 8 gharama pour le

grand mestrdn. Galien porte 6 drachmes 2 scrupules ( = 20 scrupules ou grammes
pour le petit mystrum et 3 onces 8 scrupules pour le grand.

4 3 qirats de 0,18391 = 0gr., 55175.
5 On verra plus loin que le qalqis (BB j) =3 qirats.

6 Les -nf de 3,0898= 1,20150. Si l’auteur avait voulu parler de la darakhmy,
on aurait 1,28741. Mais en donnant au derham kayl la valeur trouvee a la note

4, p. 508, c’est-a-dire 2gr„ 8375f, on retrouve pour le gramme lgr., 1035.
1 3,0898 3,3105 4,144—j— =0,77245; —j

— = 0,827625; —^—= l,103o. Les 2 daneqs repre-

sented 1 de derham.
8 Dans un MS. du Menhddj ed-deukkun

,
appartenant a la bibliotheque grand’

ducale de Gotha, on lit et dans un autre (No. 2006), «^VJ . La contenance

est de 33gr., 105 ou ll petit mystron de vin.

8 BB
10 Le fdledj serait done la merne mesure que le makkouk. Cf. mes Materiaux,

III 6 Partie.
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Fidjou l^sni. 1 Ce (poids) egale deux metqals et demi, soit

trente-deux djalqous
;

2
le djalqous 3 est le demi-sixieme d’un

metqal.

Fanaqos ^5 Li. 4 II est egal a douze qest?

Falidjiarat e^Lsrdi.6 H pese cinq derhams kayl et demi. 7

Lettre Quf Jj

.

Qest L*ui',8 sexte, sextaire. II est egal a trois ratls, en

prenant pour base du calcul le derbam kayl.

9 Quelques

(auteurs) l’ont fait egal a quatre ratls 10 et d’autres, a deux

ratls. 11 Le qest des Roam, a la mesure
,
egale deux ratls

et, au poids un rati et deux tiers. 12 Pour les cboses

(fol. 5r°) seches, il pese, chez les Roam, huit onces. 13 On dit

1 BB 1 .

2 BB , Au lieu de 32, il faudrait 30, car xi=2j. Nous avons vu

que le djalqous (chalque) = 0gr., 275875. 30 chalques = 3,3105 x 2f = 8gr., 27625.
Nous avons fait remarquer toutefois qu’il est plus probable que le cbalque soit

egal a 0,06896f-; on aurait alors pour les 30 ou le fidjou 2gr., 0690625, soit le I
de la valeur precedente.

3 BB .

4 BB (j^iLi

.

5 Ce qui fait un double hous.

6 BB o^Lsali.
7 Le mots “et demi” manquent dans BB. J’ignore quelle valeur Ez-Zahrawy

attribue ici au derham kayl.
8 Du grec ^eVnjs.
9 II s’agit par consequent du rati de Baghdad. Eliya nous dit aussi que le

petit qest de vin pese trois de ces ratls (de 397,26) = lk. 191,78.
10 4 ratls de Baghdad=lk. 589,04 ou 20 mystron d’huile.
11 2 ratls de Baghdad = 794,92 ou 10 mystron d’huile.
12 On ne peut admettre evidemment ici que le rati du Roum

(
= 317gr., 808).

Les 2 = 635gr., 616 et un rati et deux tiers = 529gr., 68 ;
ce dernier est le qest

de vin d’Eliya.

Nous trouvons dans ce passage la livre metrique ou mensuralls et la livre

statbmique ou de poids si bien expliquees par Don Y. Vazquez Queipo (t. i. p. 508
et suiv.), qui a elucide avec beaucoup de science ce passage de Galien :

11 Nun-
cupatur enim d Romanis cequivoce ponderalis ut ita dicam, libra solidorum, et

mensuralis libra liquidorum : qum copiosissima in tota urbe ex materia cornua
constat." La livre d'huile etait a celie de vin ou d’eau :: 9 : 7J. C’est dans ce

meme rapport que se trouvent 2 et If. Comp, ci-devant note 7, p. 500.

Le passage d'Ez-Zahrawy reproduit presque le suivant tire des Appendices aux
CEuvres du medecin de Pergame : Oribasius vero ex Adamantii sententia sex-

tarium Italicum, vini quidem mensura uncias 24 (ou 2 ratls) pondere libram 1

ac uncias 8 (If rati) habere : Mellis vero mensura libras duas et dimidiam pendere

[De mens, humid, iv. 275). Sextarius habet libram 1, uncias 8. (Diosc., De mens,
humid., vini).

13 8 onces de 26gr., 484=211gr., 872. El ‘Antary apud Esc. 844 attribue

egalement 8 onces au qest d ’Anidlyah.
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que le grand qest comprend quatre ratls, au (rati) de l’lraq
,

1

et, dit-on, trois ratls
,

2 et le petit, un double qoutouly

Le double qoutouly equivaut a deux ratls, a la mesure, et a

un rati et deux tiers, au poids .
3 Le qest d’Antioche est egal

a un rati 4
et, en poids, a dix-huit onces .

5 II est de vingt-

quatre onces cbez les droguistes .
6 Quant au qest (servant)

a mesurer les liquides, celui de l’huile contient dix-huit

onces
;

celui du vin, vingt onces, et le qest du miel, trente-

six onces .
7

Qoutouly AA
,

8 cotyle. C’est, a la mesure, un rati et,

au poids, dix onces .
9 Dans quelques villes du pays de

Roum, il est, a la mesure, egal a neuf onces et, au poids, a

sept onces et demie .

10 II represente six qouatous (cyathes ).
11

Le qoutouly d’‘Alayah
,

12 l’auteur l’a mentionne dans le tableau

parmi les mesures des liquides .
13

1 Comme ci-dessus note 10, p. 515.
2 397,26x3 = lk. 191,78. C’est le petit qest de vin d’Eliya.
3 Voy. n. 12, p. 515. Sextarius mensura habet cotylas 2. pondere drachmas 120

(Galien, Ex libris Cleop., Be pond, et metis., et Diosc., Be mens, et pond.).

Les 120 dradimes de 4,414 egaleraient 529 gr., 68 ou le qest de vin d’Eliya.
4 La proportion 7i : 9 :: lj : x exigerait If rati.

5 Les 18 onces du Roum = 476gr., 712, attribues par Eliya et par Ez-
Zahrawy lui-meme (voy. ci-apres) au qest d’kuile.

6 24 onces ou 2 ratls du Roum = 635,616.
7 Sauf pour ce dernier chiffre, qui est de 27 onces chez Eliya et qu’ Ez-Zahrawy

egale au double du poids de l’huile, notre auteur est d’ accord avec le metropolitain

de Ne'sibe ;
Eliya donne pour le miel le cbiffre de Dioscoride : Sextarius

( tneilis) habet libras 2 et uncias 3 (alias lj). Sextarius habet
(
olei

)
uncias 18 ;

(pint) uncias 20
; (

mellis
)

uncias 27 (Galien, Be mens, humid, iv. 275 et 277).

Esc. 844 a propos de la mesure “ appelee qestes, qui est le qest,” donne 18

onces pour l’buile, 20 onces pour le vin et 27 onces pour le miel.
8 En gree kotvKt).
9 Nous avons en effet 9 : 7| :: 12 (ou le rati) : x=\0 onces. La cotyle de vin

d’Eliya pese 10 onces.
10 Voy. notes 12, p. 515, 3 et 9, p. 516. Cotyle, mensura quidem habet cyathos 6,

pondere vero drachmas 60. Uncias (Galien, Ex libris Cleop., Be pond, et

mens.).
11 Conforme a Eliya et a Galien. D’apres ces mimes auteurs, la cotyle contient

9 onces d’buile
(
= 238gr., 356) ;

10 onces de vin
(
= 264gr., 84) et 13f onces de

miel
(
= 357,534). Esc. 844, le Canon d’Avicenne (Es-Saher), etc., donnent

egalement ces contenances a la cotyle.

12 Le texte porte et BB et l’on trouve la meme repetition

ci-dessous pour le qentur. C’est la meme leqon representee par les mots

dlAS't 0U d’El Djabarty a propos d’un rati. Je n’hesite pas a lire

dans tous ces passages “ d’‘Alayab,” avec le Guide du Kateb. La ville

d’Alaiah, qui fait actuellement partie de l’Eaylet d’Adana, etait comprise du

XI® siecle au milieu du XIIIe siecle, dans les Etats des Sultans Seldjouqides

d’lconium, sur le littoral, au N.O. du royaume de 1’Armenie.
13 J’ignore ou se trouve ce tableau don't la decouverte nous serait precieuse.
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Qentar jUs-j, quintal. II contient cent ratls comme le

talioun Le qentar d’‘Alayah 2 se compose de

soixante-dix mann, ce qui fait cent quarante ratls .

3 Le
Metely 4 comprend deux cent douze ratls .

5

Qoutotilds —une copie (porte) qouatous.6 II est

egal a cinquante-quatre onces kayl?

Qddous ,
8 II contient huit qest .

9

Qouatous ijMyAyi 10 ou, suiyant une copie, qabous (j»y li .
1

1

C’est une mesure de capacite {kayl) contenant une once et

demie .
12

1 Sous la lettre Td, ce poids est ecrit tdliqoAn. Ce mot serait-il la transcrip-

tion du grec to.Xo.vtov ?

* Voy. note 12, p. 516.
3 Le Guide du Kdteb nous a appris que le rati d’‘Alayah se composait de 180

derhams, soit pour son qentar 18000 derhams. Or les 140 ratls de Baghdad de

128f derhams donnent exactement 18000 derhams.

,
de Metelin ? II taut sans doute lire mesry.

5 212 ratls de 128f= 27257f ou 100 ratls de 272f derhams. Nous n’avons
jamais rencontre ce rati. Mais si nous substituons dans le texte 112 a 212 (erreur

probable de copiste), nous obtiendrons alors un rati de 144 derhams, lequel est en

efiet le rati mesry. — — =144.

6 u*y^y ;
bb u^y^y •

7 Cette mesure ne saurait etre un cyathe, les 54 onces kayl c’est-a-dire du
rati de Baghdad (de 128')) representant lk. 787,67.

8 En grec Kabos, “mesure de dix conges, ou peut-etre synonyme du melrete,

ou, selon d’autres, de 1'amphore." Alexandre.
9 529,68x8 =4k. 237,44; ce qui represente 11 ho&s de yin d’Eliya et le

djoAch de l’auteur, voy. note 8, p. 506. Cependant en faisant le qest egal a un rati de
Baghdad

(
= 397,26) on aurait pour les 8 qest 3k. 178,08 ou exactement le hous

de vin d’ Eliya
;
peut-etre est-ce cette valeur qu’il faut donner au djouch et au

basaton d'Ez-Zahrawy.
10 BB \yi .

11 BB J .

12 C’est le poids du cyathe plein d’huile d’Eliya= 39gr., 726 = 12 darakhmy.

Esc. 844 donne au cyathe, comme le Metropolitain de Nesibe, 12 darakhmy pour

l’huile
; If oqiyah pour le vin ; et 2f oqiyah pour le miel. Cyathus

(
grace

Ktbado?) habet (olei
)
drachmas 12

;
(vim) drachmas 12 serup. 4 ; (

mellis
)
une. 2,

drach. 2 (Galien, De mens, humid., iv. 275). Cyathus habet (olei) unc. 1 \ ;

(vini) drach. 13 scrup. 1 ; (
mellis

)
drach. 18 (Cleop., De mens, humid., iv. 277).

Quoique en d’autres termes, les mesures donnees au cyathe par Cleopatre sont les

memes. Elies se retrouvent dans le Canon d’Avicenne sous le nom d’ Es-Saher,

si l’on rectifie toutefois le texte imprime, evidemment fautif, pour le poids du
vin. Cleopatre s’exprime ainsi: Cyathus habet drachmas 10, sive unciam If,

scrupulos 30, obolos 60, lupinos 90, siliquas 180, cereos 480. Est autem
cyathus sexta pars cotyles (De pond, et mens. iv. p. 276) ;

cet auteur a en vue le

cyathe ponderal, de meme qu’il parle de la cotyle ponderate : cotyle, mensura
quidem habet cyathos 6, pondere vero drachmas 60, uncias 7J, scrupulos 180,

obolos 360, lupinos 540, siliquas 1080, cereos 2880. Le cyathe ponderal etant de

10 drachmes, le cyathe metrique sera de 12. Les 12 darakhmy = 39,726 ou le

cyathe d’huile d’Eliya.
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Qirat C’est le tiers du huitieme d’un metqal, soit

trois habbah. 2 II entre dans le derham dokhl douze de ces

qirats. 3 Le qirat, a dit quelqu’un, est une kharroubah

}

II

a ete dit aussi que c’etait la vingt-quatrieme partie du metqal.

Qa‘b . C’est un vase dont la capacite
(
qadr

)
egale

celle de la grande sokoradjah. On dit aussi qu’il est egal

au qest.

Qaifioun -
5 H contient dix ratls.6

Qa/qos cJ-j (fol. 5®°). II equivaut a trois qirats, ce qui

fait huit djalqous
;

7
il equivaut aussi au sixieme d’un metqal,

exactement comme l’obole. 8

Qartamand UUbyi— une copie (porte) qarsilt II

se compose a Antalyah (Satalie) de quarante-huit qest et

contient huit d/ouch.9

Qailh --Ai . II est egal a un rati et quart. 10

Qafiz jA-J. Le grand comprend vingt-quatre sa‘, soit

vingt-quatre kayladjah ou huit makkouk, ce qui fait quatre-

vingt-seize meudd, au meudd du Prophete, 11 que Dieu le benisse

1 Ceratium, id est siliqua, grace Kepdrtov (Galien, iv. 275).
2 S'agit il ici du metqal de 4gr., 414 ? Le qirat sera de Ogr., 1839J et la

habbah, de 0,061305f.
3 0,1839gxl2 = 2gr., 207, yaleur que nous avons deja trouvee pour le derham

dokhl.
4 18 de ces qirats ou kharroubali torment la darakhmy. Sub verbo, Ez-

Zahrawv nous dit que la kharroubali= 4 habbah. Qosta apud Madjmou'ah ft’

l

hesub, Esc. 844, El ‘Antary, Jean fils de Serapion
(
Canon d’Avicenne), etc.,

donnent au qirat 4 grains d’orge. C’est aussi ce qu’on lit dans Galien : Siliqua

babet sitaria, id est granula 4 (iv. 275). Cf. au surplus le tableau des differents

qirats, dans Materiaux, II e Partie.

5 BB
,

.

U7* ••

6 Si F.z-Zabrawy a eu en vue le petit rati de Baghdad, cette mesure contiendra

3k. 972,6 ou le tiers d’un koitz.

7 3 qirats (de 0,1839|) = 0,06896|x8 = 0gr., 55175 ou une obole.— BB

8 On lit dans le teste
,
evidemment pour

,
comme le porte

, «, 3,3105
d’ailleurs BB qui ecnt (juiyjJi . —g—= 0,55175.

9 En effet le djouch italiqy (italique) ou hous d’Eliya [chons, conge) est forme

de 6 qest. Le banddimoun d’Antalyah comprend egalement 48 qest, ainsi que la

jarre d’Antioche.
10 397,26* l|-=496gr., 575 ou 1 1-)- cyathes de vin. Cette contenance differe de

celle donnee au qadh par les autres metrologues musulmans.
11 Si nous adoptons le poids du meudd du Prophete (544gr., 8134), deduit du

poids de la jarre d’Antioche, nous trouverons que le grand qafiz pese 52k. 302,1164;

le sd‘ et la kayladjah, 2k. 180,445^ ; et le makkouk 6k. 537,7 64^. Ces valeurs

sont inferieures a ceUes donnees par Eliya.
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et le salue ! En poids, il egale deux ratls (sic). Le petit qafiz

est egal, en poids, a quatre ratls .
1

Qatb '•is

.

II contient un quart de mody .
2

Qarlounioun ^ydy/ 3 II renferme trois onces, exactement

comrae le grand mosatroun ,
4

Qafalian . Le grand pese cinq metqals

;

5 le moyen,

quatre metqals
;

6 et le petit, un demi-metqal .
7

Qadjalanaros C’est une darakhmy et demie,

c’est-a-dire un metqal et demi .
9

Lettre Kdf cS.

Knff (— ,
paume de la main, poignee. II egale six

darakhmy .
10

Kouz . II equivaut a six qest et, dit-on, a six ratls.

D’autres disent qu’il est dgal a deux cotyles .
11

Karanous (sic)—un auteur a ecrit /arduous (ju«y]yi .
12

C’est une once et demie .
13

Karfoulioun .
u Trois onces .

15

Kasiodn . Dix darakhmy .
16

Keurr . Le grand contient trente mody, ce qui repre-

1 Le petit qafiz etant egal a 4 ratls, il est evident que le grand devra etre

superieur a 2 ratls et que le copiste a fait erreur.—4 ratls de Baghdad de 397,26
= lk. 589,04 ou 6 qest de vin d'Eliya. Voyez aussi asetounafos.

2 D’apres Ez-Zahrawy, le mody se compose de 192 meudd du Prophete. Le
qatb sera done de 48 meudd ou un demi-qafiz, soit 26k. 151,058f.

3 BIJ

4 Le grand mystron d’huile d’Eliya pese, en effet, 3 onces (du Roum) =
79gr., 452.

6

5

metqals-darakhmy = 16gr., 5525, ou la moitie de Ponce du rati de Baghdad
de 128f derhams.

6 4metqals-darakhmy = 13gr., 242, ou la moitie de l’once du rati du Roum.
7
£ metqal-darakhmy= lgr., 65525.

8 BB
9 4gr., 96575.

10 19gr., 863 comme le petit mystron d’huile. La meme evaluation se trouve

dans Esc. 844.
11 Ces evaluations different beaucoup de celles d'Eliya. Il est difficile d'ailleurs

de savoir de quel qest et de quel rati Ez-Zahrawy veut parler. Esc. 844 donne
au kouz d’huile 48 estar et a celui du rnout de raisin, 60 estar.

12 BB .

13 1^ once (du Roum) = 39gr., 726 ou le cyathe d’huile d’Eliya; ce qui

porterait a eroire qu’ Ez-Zahrawy a eu sous les yeux une corruption de /:

.

11 BB
13 3 onces (du Roum) =79gr., 452 ou le grand mystron d’huile d’Eliya.
15 33gr., 105 ou Ponce du rati de Baghdad de 128f.
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sente cinq mille sept cent soixante meudd,1 au meudd du

Prophete, que Dieu le benisse et le salue ! Le petit equivaut

a cinq meudd.2 Le grand keurr de Baghdad correspond a

soixante qafiz de huit makkouk.3

Kayladjah as.^ . Cette (mesure) est egale, comrae le s&‘,

a quatre meudd 4
et, dit-on, a un rati et demi.5 La kayladjah

equivaut aussi a cinq ratls,6 (fol. 6t>°) ce qui fait trois

makkouk,7 soit quatre qcidh d’un rati et un tiers. 8

Kasound Des gens ont pretendu que c’etait le poids

de dix-huit qirats; 9 d’autres, qu’il etait egal a douze derhams. 10

Kasounous — (on lit) dans une copie Kanasa .

1 Soit 30x192 ou 3138k. 126,994f. Ce passage nous prouve que la leqon
“ 192” (voy. plus loin sous Modi/) est la bonne et qu'Ebn el Baytar aurait pu se

dispenser de faire mention des 172 meudd attribues au mody par un manuscrit.

Tout comme les autres, le celebre botaniste de Malaga se bornait a copier, sans

s’ assurer de leur exactitude, les valeurs qu’il avait sous les yeux.
2

. Les 5 meudd de 544gr„ 813f = 2k. 724,068f.
3 Cette evaluation du keurr de Baghdad est celle adoptee par la plupart des

juriseonsultes et autres domains musulmans. Voy. mes Materiaux, lll e Partie,

Mesures. Je profiterai de ce passage pom' rectifier une erreur de traduction dans

Ed-Dahaby ou j’ai rencontre
;

ces deux mots que j’ai represents comme

le nom d’une mesure sous la forme karsntoun me paraissent devoir etre traduits

par keurr soixante, keurr settoun, quoique le texte lui doune la valeur de deux

qafiz !

4 Ce qui fait dt du qafiz, comme on lit dans le Ke'tab el huwy.
5 Tabet ebn Qorrah, apud la Madjmou'ah fVl hesdb, et le Menhu.dj ed-deukk&n

donnent aussi 1-J rati a la kayladjah. 1 1 rati de Baghdad de 128f derhams =
595gr., 89.

6 128fx5=642® derhams = lk. 968,3 ;
cette valeur est ceUe donnee a la

kayladjah ou du qafiz par le Ketub el hawy. Yoy. Materiaux, 1 1 Ie Partie.

Nous devons pourtant faire observer que le su‘ est egal a ratls; oj ratls de

128^=685f derhams = 2k. 118,72: ce poids est celui de la kayladjah de Sour,

d'apres El Moqaddasy. La lecture 5
;j ratls se trouve confirmee par ce qu’ajoute

ensuite Ez-Zahrawy, a savoir que cette mesure se compose de 4 qadh d’ 1^ rati.

7

^
(sic). La grammaire exigeait apres dj&j le pluriel

l * II y a done lieu de supposer que le copiste s’ est trompe et qu’il

faut lire l
1 CL* ,

“ ce qui fait un tiers de makkouk.” Nous

trouvons en effet dans plusieurs auteurs et ci-apres sous Makkouk, que cette

mesure contient 3 kayladjah. 2k. 118,72x3 = 6k. 356,16. Telle est une des

valeurs que lui donnent la Resulat ech-chamsiyah et El Moqaddasy. Cf. mes
Materiaux, III6 Partie.

8 Sous Qadh, Ez-Zahrawy nous a dit que cette mesure pesait lj rati. Faut-il

voir une erreur dans sa premiere evaluation ? Ijx4 —5 ;
mais si nous admettons

qu'il faut lire 5-J ratls, le qadh sera alors de l-j-. Cette derniere valeur du qadh
ou gg- de l’ardeb mesry resulte exactement du poids (50k. 849,28 = 1 6457)
derhams) donne a l’ardeb d’Egypte par le Qumous. Plus loin cependant, sous

Waybah, Ez-Zahrawy continue le poids d’ 1] rati pour le qadh.
9 0,18395x I8 = 3gr., 3105 ou la darakhmy. Cf. note 1, p. 501.

10 3,3105xl2 = 39gr., 726 ou le cyathe d’huile d'Eliya.

11 BB .
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II contient en. huile vingt-sept derhams; en yin, trente

derhams
;
en miel, cinquante-quatre derhams et demi .

1

Lettre Lam J.

Lamouradiqy Cela fait neuf onces .

3

Lettre Mim ^

.

Metqal JUi*. II est egal a un derham et demi hay

l

et

a deux derhams dokhl et trois habbah, ce qui fait yingt-cinq

qirats .
4

Makkouk cSf*. ii egale douze meudd 5 et contient trois

kayladjah 6 et, dit-on, quatre ratls et demi
;

7 ce qui fait,

au poids, quinze ratls .
8 On dit aussi que c’est un demi-ratl

du qafiz 9
et, dit-on encore, le quart du rob‘, a la mesure

,

10

ce qui est, en poids, quatre ratls .

11

Mann ^ mine. Le grand equivaut a quatre ratls, et

le petit, a deux ratls, a la mesure .
12 Chez les Rourn, il est

1 BB supprime la demie apres 54. Le kasoAnoun egale 1| oxybaphe. Son
poids en huile est de 89gr.

,
3835 ;

en vin, de 99gr., 315 et en miel, de 180gr.,

42225
;
car je suppose que, par derham, Ez-Zahrawy entend la darakhmy.

2 BB \JLjyA

.

3 9 onces (du Roum) represented la cotyle d’huile d’Eliya.
4 Faut-il supposer l’omission de la fraction -J ? 251 qirats de Ogr., 1839-J=

4gr., 6347 ou le metqal mesry. Ce metqal= lj- derham kayl (de 3,0898). II

est aussi egal a 4,414 (ou 2,207 x 2)+0,2207. La habbah serait de Ogr., 0735§

;

c’est eeUe de Tor ou
4,414

60
*

5 Les 12 meudd de 544gr. 813f = 6k. 537,764f. En donnant au meudd le

poids plus general de 529,58 (lequel coincide avee le qest de vin), on aura pour
le makkouk 6k. 356,16. Yoy. note 7, p. 520.

6 Voy. note 7, p. 520.
7 On se rappellera que l'auteur vient de donner 1 | rati a la kayladjah.
8 4

1

ratls (a la mesure?) ne peuvent faire 15 ratls au poids. Ces 15 ratls du
makkouk paraissent correspondre aux 5 ratls qu’Ez-Zahrawy attribue a la

kayladjah. Le MS. de la Bodleienne ajoute ici, “ et, dit-on, quatorze ratls dans
un makkouk.”

9 L’expression “un demi-ratl du qafiz ” signiflerait-elle un huitiemedu qafiz ?

Le texte est ainsi conqu
:

J-Asll 1 di\ ,
;
dans

BB le second est supprime.

10
j . Je ne sais s’il faut traduire comme je l’ai fait (le rob ‘

n’etant egal qu’a 10| meudd du Prophete) ou par “ le quart du quart” c’est-a-

dire ys (du qafiz?). Le sens ne me parait pas clair. D’ apres la proportion

entre la livre metrique et la livre stathmique, nous devrions retrouver dans cette

expression 4-f ratls.
11 4 ratls de 397gr., 26= Ik. 589,04.

12 Les mots manquent dans BB.
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de vingt onces, 1 et, de vingt-six onces, a la mesure. 2 Pour

Galien, il est egal a cent metqals, au poids,3 pour les choses

seches. A Alexandrie, le mann est de trente onces et,

dit-on, de vingt onces. 4 Chez les droguistes, il est de vingt-

une onces. Le mann d’Ardabil 5 est de neuf ratls. [Le

mann], 6 a-t-il ete dit, est de deux ratls et le rati, de douze

onces, ce qui fait cent vingt derhams, aux derhams de la

mesure. 7 Le mann, a-t-il ete dit encore, est egal a quarante

e-star et le rati, a vingt estar.8

Mosatroun (fivcrTpov, mystrum, mystre)—on dit

aussi mosatoun (fol. 6v°) Le grand contient trois

onces 10 et le petit, six metqals, qui sont six darakhmy. 11

Mal‘aqah cuilleree. Elle est egale a un metqal 12 et,

1 Tabet ebn Qorrah, loc. cit., fait aussi le mann ro&my de 20 onces, ainsi

qu’El ‘Antary (Esc. 844). Mina Montana [ha bet) uncias 20 (Galien, iv. 275).

Plus loin (note 4) nous verrons Dioscoride egaler les 20 onces de la mine
d’Alexandrie a 160 holca (ou darakhmy)

;
ce qui nous donne pour l’ouce du

Roum les 8 darakhmy (de 3,3105).
2 BB porte 16 onces, comme le mann d’Antalyah, suivant El ‘Antary (Esc. 844).
3 Attica mina /tabet uncias 12jr, drachmas 100 (Galien, Ex libris Cleop., I)e

pond, et mensuris, iv. p. 276). Les 100 darakhmy= 331gr., 05 ou 10 onces du
rati de Baghdad de 1 28+ derhams et 12J onces du Roum de 26gr., 484.

4 Mina Alcxandrina pendit uncias 20, id est holcas 160 (Galien, Diosc.. De
pond. iv. 277). Esc. 844 accorde a deux reprises 30 onces a la mine d’ Alexandrie.

5 BB
,

i-0.HL
6 Je restitue ici d’apres BB les mots entre crochets.
I Les derhams de la mesure designent dans ce passage des darakhmy. 120x3,3105

= 397gr. 26 ou le rati de Baghdad de 128, derhams.
8 Sur le rati composd de 20 estar et corollairement le mann compose de

40, on peut voir ci-devant sous Estar, et mes Mate'riaux, IIe Partie, Poids.

9 Eliya ecrit ^ et Esc. 844 et « .

10 Les 3 onces
(
= 79gr., 452) represented le grand mystron d’huile; la meme

mesure de vin pese 20 metqals (de 4,414) ou 3| onces du Roum
(
= 88gr., 28) ;

celle de miel a le poids de 4J onces
(
= 119gr., 178). Les metrologues arabes

sont d’ accord sur la contenance de ces mesures. Tous donnent 3 onces au grand

mystron d’huile et 3j au grand mystron de vin
;
pour ce dernier, quelques-uns

s’expriment en des termes differents: ainsi, Es-Saher
(
Canon d’Avicenne) dit

3 onces et 8 gharama, comme Esc. 844 (oh il faut lire 8 au lieu de 18), et Eliya

ajoute que les 3 3
onces = 20 metqals. Mystrum magnum habet (ol.) uncias 3 ;

(vini) uncias 3 ;
scrup. 8 ;

(mellis) uncias (Galien, De mens, humid, iv., 275).
II 6 metqals-darakhmy= 19gr., 863. C’est le petit mystron d’huile (Esc. 844,

Es-Saber, Jean fils de Serapion, Menh&dj ed-deukkun). Mystrum parvum
habet (ol.) drachmas 6

;
(vini) drachmas 6 scrup. 2

;
(mellis) drachmas 9

(Galien, De mens, humid., iv. 275, 277). Pour le vin, Esc. 844 porte 10

gharama; il faut lire 20 (=22gr., 07) avec Es-Saher (Canon d’Avicenne,

oh on lit ‘arama au lieu de gharama).
12 C’est la cuilleree de medicament (

= 3gr., 3105), Tabet ebn Qorrah, loc. cit.,

Madjmau/ah ft l hesdb, Commentaire de VArdjouzah, Esc. 844, ‘El Antary (do.),

Jean fils de Serapion (qui ajoute “ ou un derham”), Menhddj ed-deukkun.

Cochlearium habet drachmam 1 (Galien, Ex libris Cleop. et aliter de eisdem,

iv. 276). Cochlearium habet scrupulos 3 (do. Diosc., De mens, et pond. iv. 277).
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dit-on, a deux derhams kayl.
1 On dit que la grande contient

une demi-once 2 et la petite, quatre derhams kayl? Quelques

(medecins) ont dit : La maVaqah correspond a quatre metqals

de miel 4 et a deux metqals, quand il s’agit de medicament .
5

Monaynah ,

6 II contient, dit-on, un mana—une copie

(porte) qu’il contient neuf mana.

Mody modium, muid. II se compose de cent soixante-

douze meudd— {on lit dans) une copie cent quatre-vingt-douze

meudd? au meudd du Prophete, que Dieu le benisse et le salue !

Maouch t*. II renferme vingt qest?

Lettre Nodn ^

.

Naicah . Elle est les deux tiers d’un metqal
;

9 quelques-

uns disent six qirats 10 et d’autres, les deux cinquiemes d’un

derham kayl.
11

Naytal (JLJ—on dit aussi natel <JbU .
12 II comprend douze

metqals, ce qui fait une once et demie .
13 II contient aussi

dix-sept derhams kayl moins un tiers 14 et deux estar?
5 a dit

quelqu’un.

Naysabat . Le grand represente cinquante qentars 16

et le petit, quinze qest .
11

1 Le copiste a ecrit
;
mais BB porte J . Ces derhams kayl

seraient-ils des darakhmy, comme le metqal, ou hien des J darakhmy= 1, 65525 ?

Nous allons voir que la petite cuilleree contient 2 metqals.
2
£ once (du Roum) =13gr., 242=4 darakhmy-metqals.

3 Comp, note 1. D’apres le Menhadj ed-deukkan. la petite cuilleree= 2 metqals.
4 13gr., 242; Madjmou‘ah fi’l hisub, Tabet ebn Qorrah (do.), le Comment,

de VArdjouzah, Esc. 844, El ‘Antary (do.), Jean fils de Serapion.
5 6gr., 621. Cochlearium facit scrupulos 6 (Galien, De mens, et pond, veterin.,

iv. 276).
6 Monaynah pourrait signifier “ petit mann.”
7 192 est la bonne leqon, puisque 30 mody font 5760 meudd ou un keurr. Yoy.

ci-devant sous keurr. 529,68x 192 = 101k. 698,96.
8 529,68x20 = 10k. 593,6 pour cette mesure pleine de vin.
9 2gr., 207.

10 6x 0, 1839J- = Igr., 1035 ou la moitie de la valeur precedente. La Madjmou‘ah
fi'l hes&b, Esc. 844, El ‘Antary (do.) et le Menhadj ed-deukk&n disent aussi

derham, 6 qirats, 2 daneqs.
11 Les f de 3,0898 = lgr., 2359J. Le Mmh&dj ed-deukk&n dit derham kayl.
12 C’est le terme qu’on trouve dans la Madjmou'ah fi’l hdsdb. Jean fils de

Serapion
(
Canon d’Avicenne) porte naytal; le Menh&dj ed-deukkdn donne les deux.

13
1 J once du Roum ou 12 darakhmy-metqals = 39gr., 726 ou le cyathe d'huile.

14 16fx3,0898 ?=51gr.,448-f.
15 2 est&r de 19gr., 863= 39gr., 726 = 1J once du Roum.
16 Nous ignorons de quel qentar il s’agit. Celui de Baghdad de 39k. 726x50

donnerait 1986k. 300 !

17 15 qest de 529,68= 7k. 945,2.
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Lettre Ha s.

Hamach Six qirats .
1

Hayman ^U-*. 2 Vingt-cinq estar 3

Lettre TPdouj.

Waybah Elle contient quatre rob

‘

et, dit-on, deux

makkouk. Son poids est de trente ratls
,

4 ce qui fait vingt-

quatre qadh, le qadh pesant un rati et quart .
5

El asatiqy (l’asiatique P) est egal a six qest .
6

Warsi‘oun ^ 4 . II contient deux darakhmy et demie,

c’est-a-dire deux metqals et demi .
7

Lettre Yd o*

Yammd . Sa contenance est des trois quarts de l’once

et, dit-on, d’un petit mosatour (sic).8

Fin 9 des mesures et des poids, par la grace de Dieu

(fol. 7r°) bienveillant et compatissant. Louange a Dieu Seul

et que Dieu benisse notre Seigneur Mohammad, sa famille et

ses compagnons et leur accorde de nombreux saluts !

Fin du livre beni. 10

1
0, 1839J x 6 = Igr.

,
1035 ou le tiers de la darakhmy.

2 2 MSS. du Menhudj ed-deukkun ecrivent hemyan.
3 25 estar de 19gr., 863=496gr., 575.
4 Les 30 ratls de Baghdad de 397gr., 26 representent Ilk. 917,8 soit le koAz de

vin d'Eliya. Nous avons yu ci-deyant le makkouk du poids de 15 ratls
;

ce qui
fait 30 ratls pour les 2. Le poids de cette waybah est celui donne par El
Moqaddasy a la waybah de Mesr “ egale a 15 mana (de 257) derhams).” Cf.

Materiaux, 3me Partie.
5 Yoy. sous Qadh et note 8, p. 520.
6 Les 6 qest de 529,68 = 3k. 178,08 ou le hous de yin d’Eliya. On remarquera

que cette mesure, qu’il m’est impossible de determiner, n’est pas ici a son rang
alphabetique. Peut-etre son nom a-t-il ete perdu par les copistes.

7 8gr., 27625.
6 Les f de l’once du Roum= 19gr., 863 soit le petit mystron d’huile.

9 BB supprime tout ce passage, qu'il remplace par aUI
^

“ Dieu en

sait plus.”
10 Le MS. de Madrid porte ensuite :

“ Disons maintenant quelques mots du
traitement des chevaux, d’une maniere abregee.” Un petit traite d’hippiatrie

termine, en effet, le yolume.

Robeexieb pab Montfobt (Yar), Octobre, 1883.
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Akkadians, language of, ultimately

developed into two dialects, called

respectively, Sumerian and Akkadian,
302.

perhaps travelled south-east

into Babylonia (being the Cassites or

Cassseans of later writers), ibid.

possible original home of, in

Cappadocia, ibid.

a multitude of homophones
were developed out of roots origi-

nally quite distinct, 307.
• essentially monosyllabic, the

concrete noun being the simple root,

309.

numerals in, 311.

dialects of, modes of express-

ing the cases, etc., in, 312.

the verbal root in, with or

without the lengthening, 313.

examples of the imperative

in ab, 322.

Akkadian and Sumerian, both greatly

affected by phonetic decay, 307.

iEthiopic, notes on, xc.

Afghans call themselves Beni Israel,

and are, especially the hill-men, very

Jewish in type, 27.

Africa, books, etc., relating to, cxxxvi-

cxxxvii.

Africans, generally count with their

fingers, and often with their toes,

142.

Ali Baba, possible explanation of the
“ Open Sesame” in the tale of, 270.

Allen , Clement F. R., Esq., M.R.A.S
,

“ The Chinese Book of the Odes for

English Headers,” Art. XX., 453-
478.

Specimens of Chinese
Ballads translated by, 461-476.

Alphabet, Indian, no consistent view
of its origin, 325.

— — evidently arranged by some
skilled grammarian or Brahmanical
scholar, 326.

Alphabet, derivation from a Phoenician

source possible, 329.

resemblance of, to the alpha-

bets derived from the Phoenician very

great, 330.

views of E. Thomas, Ra-
jendralala, Goldstiicker, Lassen,

Cunningham, Dowson, Shyamaji
Krishnavarma, 331-337.

no doubt that the Indians

developed it to an extent unparalleled

elsewhere, 337.

views of Lepsius and Weber,
338-341.

views of Drs. Biihler, Gold-
schmidt and E. Senart upon, 342-4.

theory of, propounded by
Dr. Deecke, 356.

Alphabetic literature, no real, according

to Prof. F. Max Muller, before 5th
cent, b.c., 327.

system, the outcome of the

long use of ideographic and syllabic

symbols, 329.

Amravati, perhaps constructed with
Bactrian art, and indebted to N.
India for some of its sculptures,

251.

Anderson, J., M.D., valuable “Cata-
logue and handbook of the Archaeo-

logical Collections in the Indian

Museum at Calcutta,” Ixviii-lxx.

Antiquary, the Indian, chief papers in,

lxxi-lxxiii.

Arabic, notes on, lxxxiv-lxxxviii.

a knowledge of, more appre-

ciated by Arabic-speaking people

than that of French or Italian, by
Frenchmen and Italians, 39.

value of, in conciliating national

prejudices, after a successful campaign
or contest, 39.

may he called the French, of

the East, much in the same sense,

that French has been called the

language of Europe, 41.
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Arabic, plenty of educational works

now available for the study of this

language, 43.

Archteology, notes on— 1883-4, lvii-

lxxi.

Aryan Languages, notes on, xc-c.

Asoka Alphabet (North), died out in

first cent, a.d., without leaving any
descendants, 331.

(South), may have

come, like the art of printing, as a

foreign invention from the West,
352.

Assyrian, etc., notes on, lxxvii-lxxiv.

Atreyas, importance of the tradition of

286.

Baddeley, St. Clair, M.R.A.S., “Antar
and the Slave Daji

;
a Bedoueen

Legend,” Art. XIV., 295-300.

Badger, Dr., quotation from, on the

value of the study of Arabic, 41.

opinion of, on the value of

the study of Arabic, as an intellectual

training, 42.

Babel, Tower of, story in Genesis xi. 2

implies that the people were journey-

ing from east to west, 302.

Babylonia, northern part called Akkad,
the southern, Sumer, 304.

Bantu languages, almost certain that

these must have had a mother
tongue, 51.

Bassett, Rev. James, “ Grammatical
Note on the Simnfini Dialect of the

Persian Language,” Art. VII.,

120-319.

Bayley, Sir E. C., K.C.S.I., M.R.A.S.,
early interest of, in the theories of

the Indian Alphabet, 347.

notice of, iii-viii.

Beal, Rev. Prof. S.. M.R.A.S., “ Some
further Gleanings from the Si-yu-

ki,” Art. XII., 247-280.

Bellew, Dr., Journal of a Political

Mission to Afghanistan in 1857,

quotations from, 24.

Bell, H. C. P. (Ceylon, C.S.), valuable

paper by, entitled “ The Maidive

Islands, etc.” lxiii-lxiv.

Bengal Asiatic Society (Journal),

miscellaneous papers, etc., in, xlix-li.

archaeological

papers in, by Messrs. Rajendralala,

Bivett-Carnac, Beames, Maj.-Gen.

Cunningham and Growse, lxiv-lxviii.

Bengali, notes on, xcvii-xcviii.

Berthoud, P.

,

“ Grammatical Note on

the Gwamba Language in South

Africa,” Art. V., 45-73.

Bhima-Kali, till recently, worshipped
with human sacrifices, in part of the
Sutledge Valley, 15.

Bhojpuri, chief differences between the
western and eastern dialects of, 197

Bibliotheca lndica, works or parts of

works recently published in this

series, ciii-civ.

Biddulph, Colonel, “ Dialects of Tribes
of the Hindu Khush (corrected), the

Boorishki Language,” Art. VI.,
74-119.

Bihari language, three main dialects

of. 1. North-eastern or Maithili.

2. South-eastern or Magadhi. 3.

Western or Bhojpuri, 197.

the name now largely adopted
for what used to be called Eastern
Hindi, ibid.

like the Hindi, has a
series of short diphthongs, not repre-

sented in the local character, 199.

songs, general character of,

200 .

Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic

Society, papers, etc., in Journal,

li-lii.

Boorishki language, called by Dr.
Leitner Khajana, 74.

substantive in, 74.

pronominal sub-

stantives, adjectives and pronouns in,

77-85.

the verb in,

85-99.

vocabulary of,

99-118.

dialects of, 74-
119.

numerals in, 119.

Bopp, Prof., doubt of the correctness

of his view as to the words used for

numbers, 141.

Brahmanabad, probably one of the

oldest cities in India, 282.

doubt if Mr. Bellasis’s

researches satisfactorily determine

this site, 283.

on the west side of

stream called Jalwali, 286
decay of, probably due

to a change in the course of the

Indus, 288.

Brahmans, nonetotheeastof Serahn, 16.

as the priestly caste, the lords

of the land, and the appointers of the

kings, 434.

British and foreign Bible Society,

translations and revisions, 1883-

1884, cxxxvii-cxli.
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Buddha, no one could he a disciple of,

who framed a lie, 260.

Burnell, Dr., special views with re-

ference to the Indian alphabet in

his Elements of South Indian Palaeo-

graphy, 344-7.

Calcutta Review, papers, etc., in, cv-

cvii.

Cardinal Points, important evidence

showing the differences between ours

and those used in Mesopotamia, 30 1

.

Cars in connection with deities often

mentioned in the Vedas, 27.

Cerebral letters, the, added to both

the North and the South Asoka
Alphabet, 331.

Ceylon Branch of the Royal Asiatic

Society, papers, etc., in Journal, lii-

liii.

Chenery, Thomas, M.A., notice of,

xii-xv.

China, miscellaneous notes on various

publications, cxv-cxx.

China Review, articles and papers in,

cxi-cxv.

Chinese poetry, proper way to translate

into English, 454.

Chinese warlike poetry, fully described

in the Marquis de St. Denys’
“ Poemes de l’epoque des Th’aug,'’

468.

Chiui, beautiful scenery of, 13.

no Brahmins at, perhaps because

close to the “ Lama” region, 16.

only two castes in, the Kati-

wallahs or occupiers, and the Cooli-

log, or labourers, 16.

Cole, Major H. H., R.E., Second Re-
port by, on Ancient Monuments in

India, for 1882-3, lxi-lxiii.

Cuneiform writing, used in early days

in Cappadocia, 302.

Cunningham, Major-General, publica-

tion by, of vols. xv. and xvi. of the

“Archaeological Survey,” lvii-lxi.

Cast, It. N., “ Grammatical Note and
Vocabulary of the Kor-ku, a Kolarian

tribe in Central India,” Art. IX.,
164-179.

‘ ‘ On the Origin of the

Indian Alphabet,” Art. XVI.,
325-359.

quotation from work by,

“On the Modern Languages of the

East,” on the “ Kur or Kur-ku,” of

the Mahadeo Hills, 164.

Essay by, on the Phoenician

Alphabet, in Calcutta Review, 1876,

340.

Cust, R. N., statement of the origin of

the Indian Alphabet at Leyden
Congress, 351-2.

judgment of the result of

the discussions and theories as to the

origin of the Indian Alphabet, 359.

I)ala Rai, probable origin of the stories

about, 292.

Dance, peculiar kind of, at the Devi
festival, 18.

Devi festival, words of the song at,

19.

Devi worship or Pujahs, general

details of, 17-23.
— live kids brought to and

killed at, 21.

mimic battle at, by pelt-

ing of walnuts and cones, 22.

remarkable resemblance

in many respects to the Mosaic ritual

of Exodus xxix.
,
23.

Delitsch, Dr., assertion that Kassite

is a language unconnected with
Akkadian, etc., not provable, 302.

Dickins, F. V., paper by, “On the

Roll of Shinten Daji,” xlvi-xlvii.

Dozy, Prof., notice of, xix-xxvii.

Dufani, probably the same as Duhati,

allowing for the errors of copyists,

285.

Duka
,
Surgeon-Major Theodore

,
M.D.,

F.R.C.S., “ Some Remarks on the

Life and Labours of Alexander Cosma
de Koros,” etc., Art. XXIL, 486-
494.

Eastwick, E. B., M.A., C.B., F.R.S.,
notice of, viii-xii.

Ebn-el-Beytar, value of the botanical

works by, 496.

Edkins, Rev. Dr., “ The Yh-King of

the Chinese as a book of Divination,”

Art. XVII., 360-380.
Egyptology, general notes on, cxxiv-

cxxix.

Egyptian arks, very like the Hima-
layan Devis, 25.

Encyclopaedia Britannica (ninth edition)

,

oriental articles in vol. xv. letter M,
cxli.

Epigraphy, notice of the principal in-

scriptions described and published

during the last year, cxxix-cxxxiv.
Evil, the author of, the original Budd-

hist conception of, 275.

Ez-Zahrawy, shetcb of his life, 496
note.

names and values of

weights given by, 498-524.
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Fa-hian describes Car festivals at Patna
and Khoten, 26.

Fallon, Dr. S. W. (the late), new
English-Hindustani Dictionary by,

now completed, xcviii.

Fu-hi, the supposed author of the Yh-
King, general story of, 360.

generally credited with the

invention of the Pa-kwa, 361.

probably a real man who lived

about b.c. 3000, 362.

Gana, the Sanskrit, traceable in the

allied languages Old Prussian, Polish,

Gothic, Greek, etc., 483.

Ganneau, Clermont, useful notes by,

in Revue Critique No. 37, Sur
Archeologie Orientale, lxx.

George, St., various interpretations of

the legend of, 271.

German Oriental Society (Journal),

papers in, etc., lv-lvi.

Ghats, the Western, called in Sanskrit

Sahya, 433.

Gheyn, J. van den, S.J., M.R.A.S.,
“Note sur les Mots Sanscrits com-

poses avec Art. XXI., 479-

485.

Giles, H. A., value of essay by, on

Chinese poetry, 459.

Gnas, Monier Williams right in sup-

posing that this is a real genitive,

482.

“Good Words,” Sept. 1866, short

account of the Pujahs at Chini, in,

13 .

Grassmann, accepts jas as the nomina-

tive of ju, 481.

Grierson, G. A., “ Some Bihari Folk-

songs,” Art. XI., 196-246.

Gujarati, notes on, xcix.

Gwamba language, belongs to the

South-Eastern branch of the Bantu
Family, 45.

the speakers of,

known under many and various

names, 45-7.

general classifica-

tion of, 50-51.
. has a special con-

sonant not met with elsewhere,

which must be called a “ Labial

Sibilant,” 52.

euphony plays an

important part in, as also in Bantd,

55.

unlike its sister

languages, has two nasalized vowels,

55.

Gwamba language, mode whereby
foreign words are adopted and altered

in, 56.

various modes of

combining consonants in, 57-8
morphology of,

58-61.

prefixes of, as given

by Dr. Bleek, 62.

has only one con-

jugation, 63.

any passive in, is

but a derivative verb, 65.

conjugation is di-

visible into four voices, 67.

numeral expression

in, 71.

Gwamba chiefs, names of some of the

principal, 48-9.

Gwambas, the greatest part of this

tribe live to the north of the Lim-
popo river, 48.

Haidarahad, unquestionably represents

the site of Nerun, 282.

Haig, Maj.-Gen. M. if., M.R.A.S.,
“ On the sites of Brahmanabad and
Mansurah in Sindh,” Art. XIII.,
281-294.

Halevy, M., special views of, at the

Leyden Congress, on the Indian

alphabet, 354-5.

Herodotus, quotation from ii. 63,

showing fighting to he a religious

ceremonial, 28.

Hindi, notes on, xcvii.

and Bihari, dialectical differences

between, 204.

not understood in Bih&r, ibid.

Hindu Fasli Year, months of, current

in Bihar, 201.

Holmhoe, Prof. C. A., notice of,

xxix-xxxiii.

India, Further, and Malayo-Polynesia,

cxxii-cxxiv.

culture in, has proceeded from

north to south, 352.

Indian or Oriental (miscellaneous),

notes on, c-ciii.

alphabet, two principal varie-

ties of the North and South Asoka,

330.

Institute at Oxford, general

progress of, civ-cv.

literature, silent as to the

alphabet, probably, therefore, of

foreign origin, 329.

writing, Greek account of,

uncertain, 327.
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Indus River, habit of, to change its

course periodically, 281.

Japan, notes on, cxx-cxxii.

Jus, accepted as the genitive of ja by
Pictet, Bohtlingk, Roth and Lanman,
481.

Jaschke, H. A., notice of, xxxiii-xxxiv.

Journal Asiatique, papers, etc., in, liii-

lv.

Kalamina, probable origin of the word,

262.

Kali, the worship of, the most common
in the Himalayan villages, 15.

Kafichiputra(Con
j
everam)

,
Siva temples

discovered at, distinctly of Dravidian
Architecture, 31.

the capital

of the Pallava Dynasty, ibid.

three temples recently

found there, by Mr. Sewell, two
dedicated to Siva, one to Yislinu,

33.

inside of the temples at,

exactly like the caves at Mahavalli-

pur, 34.

Vishnu temple at, exactly

like the Dharmaraja Ratha at Maha-
vallipur, ibid.

Kashmirian, book of Common Prayer
completed by the Rev. T. R. Wade,
M.R.A.S., xcviii.

Keene, H. G., C.S.I., M.R.A.S.,
paper by, entitled “ Can India be
made more interesting?” xliv.

Keralavarma, Sanskrit commentary of,

selected and edited by Pandit Shya-
maji Krishnavarma, B.A., of Balliol

College, Oxford, 439-448.

Kern, Prof., letter from, to Mr. Cust,

on the Indian Alphabet, 314.

Khuda or Devi, the name of the object

worshipped in the Himalayan villages

between Simla and Chini, 15.

Koelle, S. tV., “ Etymology of Turkish
Numerals,” Art. VIII., 141-163.

Kolamba (Kollam or Quilon), gives the

era to the whole of the Malabar
coast, 436.

Koros, Csoma de, sketch of his life

and labours in Journal of R.A.S.,

2nd series, vol. i., 486.

real object of his

travels, 488.

course taken by, in

his travels, 489.

death of at Darjee-
ling, April 11, 1842, and monument
to, 490.

Koros, Csoma de, Tibetan books and
MSS. collected by, presented by the

Rev. S. C. Malan to the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences, Buda Pest,

494.

Kurdish, note on, cxi.

Lacouperie, T. de, view of the origin

of the Indian alphabet, as set forth

in his paper read June 20, 1881,
356-8.

real value of his trans-

lation of the Yi King, 460.

Languages, others traceable in Meso-
potamia, besides Sumerian, Akkadian
and Kassite, 303.

Lassen, C., probably right that the

Kalani ought to be Kalami, 265.

Lenormant, E., notice of,xxxiv-xxxviii.

first suggested that the

Asoka alphabet was derived from
the Himyaritic, 349.

Library of the Royal Asiatic Society,

donations to, cliii-clviii.

Lie-ts'i had probably seen the Baby-
lonian mythical figures, half man,
half fish, 362.

Malan, Dr. S. C., gift by, of his entire

Oriental library of 2000 volumes to

the Indian Institute at Oxford, 492.

gift by, to the Royal Hungarian
Academy of Sciences at Pest, of

Csoma de Kbros’s MSS., 492.

letters from, about Csoma de
Koros, 492.

Mandala, the First, a ceremonial
liturgy on eclectic principles, 388.

shows that it contains hymns
by seven out of eight of the great

families of Rishis, 388.

commences with four hymns
of ten verses each, 398.

Manjabari, possible identification of,

293-4.

|

Mansurah, the Arab capital of Sind

and the first Musulman stronghold,

282.— almost certainly on the site

of Brahmanabad, 284.

described by the Arab geo-
graphers as encircled by a canal, 289.

present state of the old

fortification of, 289.

final decay of, probably due
to the drying up of the Luha.no
channel, 290.

probably supplanted by
Bhakar, owing to the change of the

river-courses, ibid.

vol. xvi.— [new series.] 35
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Mansurah, in the height of its prosperity

in the tenth cent., when visited by
Masudi, Istakhri, and Ibn Haukal,
ibid.

Marutvan Malai, or Indra’s Hill, pecu-

liar formation and character of, 434.

Mateer, Rev. S., “ The Pariah Caste in

Travancore,” Art. X., 180-195.

Mesopotamia, the migrations of the

people of, must have been from
N.E. to S.W., 302.

Mara the Tempter, alluded to in the

Si yu ki, 275.

general idea of, ibid.

fuller details of, in

the Si yu ki, 275-279.

Mysore, North, some account of the

Pariahs of, 194-5.

Najinad near Cape Comorin, notice of

the Pariahs of, 192-194.

Nicobar Language, notes on, c.

Non-Aryan Languages, Tamil, Notes
on, c.

North Asoka, by general consent,

affiliated to the Iranian branch of

the Phoenician alphabet, 331.

Numismatics, subjects, papers, etc.,

cxxxiv-exxxvi.

Numerals in the Tartar languages, not

designations for the abstract idea of

numeric order, 142.

Turkish, easily reducible to

their roots, 146.

detailed account of

their origin, 146-162.

Numeration, the natural base of, is

five and its multiples, 143.

base of, in the Bola or

Burama language, “ six ” instead of

“ five,” 144.

principle of, among the

Yei population, 144.

Odes, Book of, said to date between
b.c. 1765 and 585, 453.

Confucius’s opinion of,

453.

still looked up to, by
the Chinese, 454.

value of Dr. Legge’s

great prose translation of, 454.

various translators of,454.

Olshausen, Prof. J., notice of,

xxvii-xxix.

Ordeal by boiling ghee, now abolished,

435.

Oriental Congress at Leyden, 1883, no
official report of it, as yet to hand,

cxli.

Oriental Languages, a constant suc-
cession of pupils in, maintained by
almost every Government except that

of England, 40.

Pali and Sinhalese, notes on, xcix-c.

Pariahs, the origin of, 180-187.
marriage customs of, 187-188.
death and burial of, 188-190.
miscellaneous habits and cus-

toms of, 190-192.

Ufa pati, often found as a second

member in Sanskrit compounds, 479.
Patila, ‘chapter,’ ‘covering,’ etc.,

analogous to ‘liber,’ ‘biblos,’ etc.,

327.

Peters, Dr., his vocabularies of Lorenzo-
Marques and Inhambane, by no
means accurate, 52-3.

Phoenicians in contact with India before

Solomon, and must then have had an
alphabet, 348.

Finches, Theo. G., M.R.A.S., “Ob-
servations upon the Languages of

the Early Inhabitants of Mesopo-
tamia,” Art. XV., 301-324.

Fincott, F., M.R.A.S., “On the

Arrangement of the Hymns of the

Itig-Veda,” Art. XVIII., 381-399.

the object of his paper to

show that the hymns of the Big-Veda
are arranged on a definite system,

399.

Pragatha hymns occupy a subordinate

place in the Rig-Veda, 386.

Prinsep, J., of opinion that the oldest

Greek alphabet was ‘
‘ Sanskrit turned

topsy-turvy,” 338.

Pujahs of Himalayan valleys, probably
only a variety of the common Rath
Yatra or Car Festival, 26.

may represent a pre-Buddhist
worship, 28.

Rajendra Lala, quotation from his
“ Antiquities of Orissa,” vol. ii. p.

135, 27.

Ralston, Mr., Tibetan Tales by, valuable

as bearing on the work of Csoma de

Koros, 487.

Rath Yatra, not, as often supposed,

peculiar to Jagganath, 26.

Rathas, not a genitive according to

Prof. M. Williams and Bohtlingk,

485.

Raverty, Major, valuable notes by, on
Afghanistan and part of Baluchistan,

lxx-lxxi.

Rig-Veda, the six sections into which
Mr. Pincott proposes to divide it, 384.
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Rig-Veda, arrangement of, by Mr.
Pincott, thoroughly systematic, 385.

the hymns relating to each

Deity arranged according to the

order of their diminishing length,

392.

Roth, Prof., thinks the vast collections

of Vedic hymns must have been

written down, 327.

Saharas, the, the Mongolian mountain
races found all along the range of

the Ghats, 33.

Sacred Books of the East, works re-

cently published in this series, civ.

Salmone, E. A ., M.R.A.S., “ On the

Importance to Great Britain of the

study of Arabic,” Art. IV., 38-44.

Sanhita of the Veda, divided by the

Brahmans into four distinct parts,

382.

Sankha or Conch shell, use of, in

ancient and modern times, 431-2.

Sanskrit, notes on, xc-xcvii.

Sarvathasiddha, the secular title of the

future Buddha, Chinese rendering of

this name, 268.

probable meaning “ pos-

sessing perfect endowments and
gifts,” 269.

Saturn’s hand, theory of the wheel in,

259.

Sauvaire, H., M.R.A.S., “Arab Metro-
logy. V. Ez-Zahrawy, translated

and annotated by,” Art. XXIII.,
495-524.

Skwandi, possible site of, 292.

very probably the same as

the O-fan-cha of Hiouen-Thsang,
293.

Seturekha, the rocky formation known
as Adam’s Bridge, 432.

Sethna, Mr. R. D., appointed Lecturer
in Mariithi in University College,

London, xcix.

Sewell, R., M.R.A.S., “OnsomeNew
Discoveries in Southern India,” Art.

III., 31-37.

Sketch of the
Dynasties of Southern India, lxiii.

Semitic Literature, notes on, lxxiii-xc.

Seven Pagodas, general character of

the architecture at, 32.

She King, Book of, usually translated
“ Book of the Odes,” 453.

to he considered as a mass of

silk, rough and tangled, but with
many beautiful threads, 457.

the first to notice Sati

(Suttee), 477.

Shyamaj i Krishnavarma Pandit,

M.R.A.S., notes from the Sanskrit

commentary of Keralavarma,439-448.

Siddartha, meaning of, in the Si yu ki,

269.

legend of, may, in Persia,

have led to that of the perfect knight
Prince Arthur and the Round Table,

270.

legend of his encounter with

a fiery dragon, 271.

Si-Gwamha, the proper grammatical
phrase for “language of the Gwam-
has,” 47.

Simpson, W., F.R.O.S., Hon. Assoc.

R.I.B.A., “ Pujahs in the Sutlej

Valley, Himalayas,” Art. II., 13-30.

Sinclair, W. F., paper by, entitled

“ On the Fishes of Western India,”

xlv-xlvi.

Simnun, people of, noted for their ver-

nacular, usually called Simniim, 120.

Simnuni dialect, a large number of

books written in, 120.

the nouns, 121.

verbs, 122.

Si-yu-ki, passage in, illustrative of the

Amravati sculptures, 250.

passage in, possibly referring

to Bharhut sculptures, pi. xlv. No. 9,

251.

legend in, perhaps embracing
the Persian story of Kai Kosrav, 252.

meaning in, of the office of

the “holy Chakravartti kings,” 258.

notice in, of a stone called

Yu-shih ‘ brass’ or ‘calamine ’ stone,

268.

many passages in, relating to

the condition of enlightenment pecu-
liar to Buddha, 266.

Smith, Bosworth, testimony of, to

the value for centuries, to Europe, of

Arabic learning, 41.

South Asoka alphabet, the mother of

scores of others, 331.

Southern India, temple architecture

in, nearly unchanged for eight

centuries, 32.

few temples in, as yet

discovered, earlier than the eleventh

century, 32.

Specht, M., views of, on the question

of the Ye-tha, 279.

Spottiswoode, W., M.A., F.R.S.,
notice of, xv-xvii.

Stoical doctrine and Buddhism, com-
parison between, 267.

Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic

Society (Journal), papers in, liii.
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“ S'uka-sandes'ah ” or Suka-duta, the

“Parrot Messenger” a poem, by
Lakhsmi-dasa, with preface and
notes in English, by H.H. the

Maharaja of Travancore, G.C.S.I.,

M.R.A.S., Art. XIX. 401-452.
— - much
on the plan of Kalidasa’s Megha-
duta, 401.

the date of, between
the 9th and 16th cent. a. d., probably
nearer the latter, 402.

text of,pp. 404-431—— the commentary on,

written by Keralavarma Koil Tam-
puram, 403.

Sutlej Valley, houses in. have a great

resemblance to the gateways of the

Sanchi tope, 16.

Syriac, notes on, lxxxix-xc.

Tattooing, peculiar style of, originally

in use among the Gwambas, 46.

Taylor, Rev. Isaac, general views of, on
the origin of the Indian alphabet, 347.

advocates the Sa-

lt<ean origin of the South Asoka
alphabet, 350-351.

Temple, a, found in nearly every Hima-
layan village, 14.

Thomas, St., Saxon life of, 263.

story of, in “ Golden
Legend,” ibid.

— probably laboured, if at

all, in North-West India, 264.

Tibetan, notes on, xcix.

Times, the, quotation from an article

in, on the perfect character of the

Arabic language, 42.

Travancore
,
H.H. The Maharaja of,

G.C.S.I., M.R.A.S., edits Lakhsmi
Dasa’s “ S'uka Sandes'ah, withpreface

in English,” Art. XIX., 401-452.

Travancore, the Palace Library of, con-

tains five Sandesahs, 403.

Trisula and other old forms still found
in the B imalayan valleys, 1 6.

Triibner, N., notice of, xvii-xix.

Trumpets, like those on Sanchi sculp-

tures, used in the Devi festival, 17.

Tu-ho-lo (Tochari) of Hiouen-Thsang,
probably the kingdom which spread

from Persia to Tush-Kurghan, 257.

evidently an old civi-

lized Turanian people dwelling on
the borders of Persia, 253.

Turkish, notes on, cx-cxi.

Vajjians, speech attributed to Buddha,
about them, 255.

Vatteluttu, a third Indian alphabet of

foreign origin, 352.

Vedas, value of Prof. Muller’s sugges-
tion of the division of the Rigveda
into Mandala and Anuvaka, etc., 381.

Vrijjis, the, evidently foreigners, of

Sanchi sculpture, and the term
Lichchhavi, 256.

Weber, Prof., letter from, to Mr. Oust,
“ On the Indian Alphabet,” 339.

West, the, indebted to India for its

numerals, but not for its alphabet,

330.

Williams, Monier, C.I.E., D.C.L.,
Address to Anniversary Meeting,

cxliv-cliii.

Worship, chief object of, in the Hima-
layan villages, 14.

Wortham, Rev. B. Hale, M.R.A.S.,
“ The Story of Devasmita, trans-

lated from the Katha Sarit Sagara,

Tarauga 13, Sloka 54,” Art. I., 1-12.

Writing, use of, in India, no allusion

in Vedic hymns to, 326.

probably early known, but
little used for literary purposes by
the learned classes, 327

Xerxes, letter of, to the different

provinces of his vast empire, 321-2.

Ye-thas, the Ephthalites of the By-
zantine Empire, 257.

Yi-king, a genuine relic of remote
antiquity, and never mythological,

363.

probably to be considered as

a collection of fragments added to

from time to time by the Court
diviuers, 364.

the only part of the text

traceable by internal chronological

evidence, may be as old as b.c. 1364,

378.

naturally very highly prized

by the Chinese, as the fundamental

book of their philosophy, 380.

Yue-chi and Vrijjis, perhaps the same
people, 254.

Yueti, probable connection with the

Get®, known in India as the Vrijjis,

257.

Zend and Persian, notes on, cvii-cx.

STEPHEN AUSTIN AND 60NS, PRINTERS, HERTFORD.



ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

PROCEEDINGS
OF

THE SIXTY-FIRST

ANNIVERSARY MEETING OF THE SOCIETY,

Ileld on the 19th of May, 1884,

Major-General SIR H. C. RAAVLIXSOX,

K.C.B., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S., IN THE CHAIR.

Members .—The Council of the Royal Asiatic Society have

to report to the Members of the Society that, since their last

Anniversary Meeting, held in the Society’s House on May

21, 1883, there has been the following change in, and

addition to the Members of the Society.

They have to announce with regret the loss by Death, or

other causes, of their Resident Members

—

W. Spottiswoode, Esq., Pres.R.S.

E. B. Eastwick, Esq., M.A., C.B., F.R.S.

T. Chenery, Esq., M.A.

N. Trubner, Esq.

J. Westwood, Esq.

Sir E. Clive Bayley, K.C.S.I., C. I.E.

C. Milligan, Esq.

of their Non-Resident Members,

T. W. H. Tolbort, Esq.

and of their Honorary Members,

Prof. Olshausen, of Kiel.

VOL. XVI.—[new series.] A
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On the other hand, they have much pleasure in announcing

that they have elected as Resident Members,

Sir Patrick de Colquhoun, Q.C., LL.D., V.P.R.S.L.

Habib Anthony Salmone, Esq.

Rev. J. G. Woodward.

Sir Louis Jackson, C.S.I.

Rev. E. Baronian.

Wilberforce H. Wyke, Esq.

Frederick Conway, Esq.

Miss Edith Simcox.

Rev. J. L. Bigger.

J. Cotter Morison, Esq., M.A.

Muhammad Abd ul Jalil, Esq.

Lestock Reid, Esq.

Harbhamji of Morvi, Trin. Coll., Cambridge.

Capt. C. T. Hatfield, late Dragoon Guards.

S. A. Kapadia, Esq.

H. A. Tufnell, Esq.

Theodore Duka, M.D.
Colonel C. Ratcliff, F.R.S.L., &c.

The Rev. Dr. Wace, D.D., Principal of King’s College, London.

Sir Walter H. Medhurst, K.C.B.

and as Non-Resident Members,

Capt. John Humphrey.

David Ross, Esq., C.I.E.

H. A. Hughes, Esq.

T. Watters, Esq.

H. H. Waghji Thakfir of Morvi.

Nawab Abd al Hak Sirdar Dilar Jung.

Selig Ram Bias.

R. G. Alford, Esq.

H. Fauld, Esq., of Tokio.

Alexander Cumine, Esq.

G. A. Grierson, Esq.

Oscar Frankfurter, Esq., Phil.D.

Paudit Shyamaji Krishnavarma, Esq., Ball. Coll., Oxford

L. Myriantheus, Esq.

Dr. Bhawani Singh, Oodeypur.

Mehta Takht Singh, Oodeypur.

Philip E. Brito, Esq., of Colombo.

C. H. Tawney, Esq.

Rev. S. Mateer.

Robert Gordon, Esq.

Monseigneur C. de Harlez/

M. J. Van den Gheyn.

Mirza Mehdy Khan.

H. H. The Maharaja of Travancore, G.C.I.E.

Rev. Colin S. Valentine, M.D.
M. Longworth Dames, Esq.
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Capt. C. A. Moloney, C.M.G.

Rev. Henry Lansdell.

Fahrir uddin Ahmed.
S. M. Habib Ullah.

Mr. Jogendra Mitra.

Ram Das Sen, Zemindar of Berhampore.

J. B. Buchanan, Esq.

Clement F. R. Allen, Esq., H.B.M. Consul, Pakboi, China.

H. Holbem Henaley, Esq. (Surgeon-Major).

Adhar Singh Grour, Downing College, Cambridge.

and as an Honorary Member,
Pandit Bhagvanlal Indraji.

The Society has, therefore, elected fifty-six new Members

against a loss of eight.

On the personal history of some of those whom we have

lost, and of other distinguished Oriental Scholars, not

members of the Society, who have been taken from us

during the past year, a few words will now be said.

SirEdward Clive Bayley, who died April 30, the only son of

Edward Clive Bayley, Esq., and the grandson of ThomasButter-

worth Bayley, Esq., of Hope Hall, Manchester, was born at

St. Petersburg, in October, 1821, and, having greatly dis-

tinguished himself at Haileybury, entered the Indian service

early in 1842, and, after a stay of a few months in Calcutta,

commenced his official career at Allahabad. Thence he was

transferred to Meerut, and held, subsequently, appointments

at Bulandshahr and Rohtak. During this portion of his

life he suffered much from ill health, and was compelled to

pass many months in the Hills. But this enforced absence

from duty was not one of idleness, as it enabled him to

explore a wide extent of the Himalayas, then but little

known to English travellers.

On the annexation of the Panjab, Sir E. Clive Bayley was

one of the officers selected by Lord Dalhousie, for the post

of Deputy Commissioner, in these newly acquired districts,

and, entering on his duties in Gujarat, in April, 1849, had

an opportunity of exhibiting that earnest regard for the

welfare of the people among whom he was placed, which
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was a marked characteristic of his career in India. Thus,

observing that one of the chief industries of the country,

the manufacture of arms in steel inlaid with gold, would

be wholly destroyed, owing to the necessary prohibitions

of the Government, in the then disturbed state of the

country—and that, from this cause, a large portion of the

population were out of employment and in distress—he, at

once, encouraged the people to apply their artistic skill to

the making of ornaments, boxes, and other useful articles, at

the same time, procuring large orders for such objects from

England and from different parts of India. Thus it was

that native skill—the outcome of long practice—was not lost,

and a new and beautiful art created, which still flourishes

extensively in this part of India.

In November, 1849, he was appointed Under-Secretary to

the Government of India in the Foreign Department, and

held this post for two years. His friend, Sir Henry Elliot,

was at that time Foreign Secretary, and the two friends were

wont to devote many leisure hours to those historical re-

searches which were afterwards embodied in “ The History

of India as told by its own Historians.” Of this valuable

work, Sir H. Elliot, as is well known, was only able to print

the first volume—the “ Bibliographical Index to the Histo-

rians of Muhammadan India,” Calc. 1850. Eight more

volumes have been since issued, under the editorship of Prof.

Dowson, between 1867 and 1877. The ninth volume had

been entrusted to Sir E. Clive Bayley (whose assistance

in his researches Sir H. Elliot had always fully acknow-

ledged)
;
and this is, we hear, nearly, if not quite, ready for

the press. In working out the details of this volume, Sir

Clive was in constant correspondence with friends in India

as well as in England, so that all its details might be set forth

as efficiently as possible.

In November, 1851, Sir E. C. Bayley became Deputy

Commissioner of the Kangra District of the Panjab, then
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but recently under British rule
;
but, from the state of his

health, was compelled, after two years and a half, to take

furlough to England in April, 1854. During his residence

in England he employed his time in the study of Law, and

was called to the Bar in 1857.

Shortly after the breaking out of the Mutiny, he returned

to India, and was ordered, in Sept. 1857, to Allahabad,

where he acted as one of the Under-Secretaries in Sir John

Peter Grant’s Provisional Government, before the regular

establishment of the Official Government of the N.W.

Provinces, and, for the following eighteen months, held

various appointments in that city. Leaving Lucknow, he

was appointed Magistrate at Allahabad, and while he was

in this position he entirely designed a beautiful building for

the accommodation of the natives, while waiting for cases

on trial before the Courts there
;

as previously, they had no

place of shelter. For this building, he had the use of money,

derived from the sale of arms, etc., bought in, owing to the

Arms Act, under which great quantities of weapons were

broken up and sold. His design was in the best style of the

old Muhammadan buildings at Dehli and Agra, and for it he

made all the plans and measurements himself. His ideas

were carried into execution, during the two following years,

by his friend and successor, Mr. W. Johnson, and two slabs

were inserted in the building to commemorate alike its erection

and its designer. So perfect, indeed, is its workmanship,

that, some years hence, it will probably be quoted as a fine

specimen of the art of one of the Muhammadan Pulers ! In

April, 1859, he was appointed Judge in the Futtehgurh Dis-

trict, and, shortly afterwards, went to Lucknow as Judicial

Commissioner, in the absence of Mr. (now Sir George) Camp-

bell. Subsequently, after a brief residence as Judge, at Agra,

he was summoned to Calcutta by Lord Canning, in May, 1861,

to act as Foreign Secretary to the Government of India, pend-

ing the arrival of Sir Henry Durand, and, after a brief em-
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ployment on other duties, became Home Secretary in March,

1862, a post involving much arduous labour, which he held

for the following ten years, when he was selected by Lord

Northbrook to fill a temporary vacancy in his Council. In

the following year, 1873, he was appointed by the Duke of

Argyll to be an ordinary member of the Supreme Council, a

post he retained till he finally retired in April, 1878, after

thirty-six years in the Government service. During his

long life in India Sir E. Clive Bayley was the devoted friend

of the natives, and, in all the different posts he held, their

welfare was his chief object. Many were the native gentle-

men with whom he had formed sincere and lasting friendships;

and one enduring regret he had in leaving India was, that it

deprived him of a mutual intercourse, which they and he

alike equally appreciated. During the hours not demanded

of him for official work, he had studied deeply the history of

the people, their traditions, their literature, their arts, and

their archaeology ;—and, while collecting a valuable cabinet

of Coins, illustrative of many branches of Indian Numis-

matics, he had become one of the chief authorities for the

Numismatic history of India.

He was created K.C.S.I. on January 1, 1877.

Of the zeal with which he followed up his favourite pursuit

of Numismatics, the accompanying list of papers published

by him, at various dates, is a sufficient evidence : possibly

there may yet be others which have escaped our notice.

Thus, in the Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Society
, are

printed the following notices of Coins or Antiquities

:

Note on some Sculptures found in the district of

Peshawar. Yol. xxi. 1853, p. 606.

Note on two Inscriptions at Khunniara in the

Kangra District. Yol. xxiii. 1854, p. 57.

Notes on Babu Rajendralala Mitra’s translation

of a Bactrian Inscription from Wardak in Afghanistan.

Yol. xxx. 1861, p. 347.
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Remarks on Babu Rajendralala’s interpretation

of some Bactro-Buddhist Relics from Rawal Pindi. Yol.

xxxi. 1862, p. 184.

Memorandum on and tentative reading of the

Sue Yihar Inscription from near Bhawalpur. Yol. xxxix.

1870, p. 65.

Note on two Coins from Kausambhi. Yol. xlii.

1873, p. 109.

Further Note on the same. Ibid. p. 191.

Note on two Muhammadan Coins. Ibid. p. 311.

Note on a hoard of 543 Sassanian Coins in the

possession of Colonel II. Hyde, R.E. Yol. xliii. 1874, p. 99.

And, in the Proceedings of the same Society,

Remarks on Mr. E. Thomas’s letter, “ On the

Derivation of Arian Alphabets.” Yol. xxxvi. 1867, p. 43.

Do. on a Coin of Ghiyas-ud-din A’zam Shah.

Yol. xliii. 1874, p. 156.

On Sculptures discovered by Gen. Cunningham

at Bharhut. Vol. xliv. 1875, p. 44.

Do. on Rajendralala Mitra’s account of a Copper

Plate Inscription of the time of Skanda Gupta. Ibid. p. 45.

Do. on an Inscribed Stone obtained by Capt. R.

Beavan in the Chandra District. Ibid. p. 62.

Do. on a paper by the Rev. K. M. Banerjea, “On

Human Sacrifices in Ancient India.” Yol. xlv. 1876, p. 55.

To the Journal of this Society he contributed two papers

“On the Genealogy of Modern Numerals,” the first, published

in Yol. XIY. 1882, p. 335 ;
the second, in Yol. XY. 1883,

p. 1. The third and concluding paper on this subject was

in preparation, but cannot, we fear, now be printed.

To the Numismatic Chronicle he contributed “ Remarks on

certain Dates occurring on the Coins of the Hindu Kings of

Kabul, expressed in the Gupta era, and in Arabic or Quasi-

Arabic Numerals,” 3rd series, 1882, vol. ii. p. 129 ;
with a

“ Postscript ” to same paper, ibid. p. 291.
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Sir E. Clive Bayley was five times President of the Bengal

Asiatic Society, and for three years, since his return to

England, Vice-President of this Society. He was, also,

appointed by Lord Mayo Vice-Chancellor of the University

of Calcutta, and held that office for five years.

Mr. E. B. Eastii'ick, M.A., C.B., F.R.S., etc., who died at

Ventnor, July 16, 1883, was born in 1814 and received his

earliest education at the Charter House, where he was in the

First Form with the present Dean of Christ Church, and with

Dr. Elder, the late Head Master of that Scholastic Institution.

In 1832, he competed for the Scholarship at Balliol

College, Oxford, and, though unsuccessful, remained there

as a Commoner till he obtained a Postmastership at Merton

in the next year, after having been second for the Lusby

Scholarship at Magdalen Hall. He was not, however,

destined to complete an University career, so brilliantly

commenced, as, having received an Indian appointment,

he left Oxford, and arrived at Bombay, as a Cadet of

Infantry, on June 5, 1836. During the next few years

he distinguished himself highly, by his aptitude in acquir-

ing the chief languages spoken in the Presidency of

Bombay. Thus, he passed as Interpreter, successively, in

Hindustani, Hindi, Marathi, Persian, Gujarati and Kana-

rese, between 1837 and 1842, and thus secured appoint-

ments which were but the just recognition of his linguistic

abilities. During this period, too, he acted as Assistant

Political Agent in Kathiawad and in Upper Sind, at the

latter place having charge of the Shikarpur Treasury, and

of many hundred of Baluchi prisoners; he, also, during the

same period, drew up a report on the revenues of Khairpur

(for which see Sind Blue Book, pp. 279-293). Having

joined Sir Henry Pottinger at Nankin in 1842, he had the

opportunity of bringing thence a letter from Sir H. Pottinger

to Lord Ellenborough (then Govera or-General of India)

with the news of the Peace with the Chinese Government.
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During these years, too, he did good literary work, including

a translation of Hissar-i-Sanjar, or History of the Arrival of

the Parsis in India, and of the “ Zartusht Namah ” or life

of Zoroaster (which was published in the late Dr. John

Wilson’s “ Parsi Religion ”)
;

a Sindi Vocabulary, which

was lithographed by the Bombay Government and, sub-

sequently, reprinted in the Transactions of the Bengal

Asiatic Society, with other papers in the Bombay Journal.

Towards the end of 1843, failing health compelled him

to return to Europe, where, taking up his residence at

Frankfort, he so rapidly acquired a thorough knowledge

of the German language, that he was able to translate

Schiller’s “Revolt of the Netherlands” (Frankfort, 1844,

republished in Bohn’s Standard Library in 1846), and Prof.

Bopp’s “Comparative Grammar of the Indo-Germanic Family

of Languages” in 3 vols. (Frankfort, 1845), a second edition

of which was called for in February, 1854.

On his return to England, Mr. Eastwick was appointed,

in 1845, Professor of Urdu in the East India College at

Haileybury, and, five years later, its Librarian. During

his residence at Haileybury he published a Hindustani

Grammar, 1847 (with a 2nd edition in 1854) ;
“ Dry

Leaves from Young Egypt” (1849, 2nd and 3rd editions

in 1850 and 1851) ;
a new edition of the Gulistan, with

a vocabulary of the Persian text (1849) ;
an edition (with

vocabulary of the Hindi Text) of the Prem Sagar and a

translation of the same (1851) ;
a memoir of Pir Ibrahim

Ehan and a translation of the Bagh-o-Bahar (1852) : in

the same year, also, a translation in prose and verse of the

Gulistan
;

and a catalogue of the Ouseley MSS. in the

Bodleian Library. These works were followed by several

others, which demonstrate, in a remarkable manner, the

wide and varied reading of Mr. Eastwick.

Thus, we find among these, a translation of the Anvar-i-

Suhaili (1854j, which was highly praised by M. Garcin de
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Tassy, himself no mean judge of such performances
;

an

Autobiography of Lutfullah, which was translated into

French and German and subsequently republished in Tauch-

nitz’s “Standard Authors”; an edition of the Book of Genesis

(for the Bible Society) in the Dekhani Dialect (1858), with

articles in the eighth edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica

on the N.W. Provinces, Oudh, Persia, Panjab, Sind, etc.,

together with the first edition of Mr. Murray’s Handbook

for the Madras and Bombay Presidencies.

In 1859 Mr. Eastwick was for some time Assistant Secre-

tary in the Secret Department of the India Office, and, in

the commencement of the following year, held a similar post

in the Political Department.

In May, 1860, Mr. Eastwick was appointed Secretary of

Iler Majesty’s Legation in Persia, where he remained for

about three years. What he did and what he saw during this

period is pleasantly told in his “ Journal of a Diplomate,”

published in 2 vols. in 1861. We can only notice here the

chief ministerial work in which he was engaged during this

period
;
but this will show that this distinguished Oriental

scholar was also an excellent man of business, whenever the

occasion called for the exercise of business talents. Thus, in

March, 1861, he undertook and successfully accomplished

a special mission to the Caspian provinces, drawing up on

this occasion a report “ On the Commerce of Persia ” (see

“ Reports of Her Majesty’s Secretaries of Embassy and

Legation ”)
;
and, at the same time, taking on himself the

additional duties of the Consulate and Translator’s Office at

Tehran, In the autumn of 1862, he proceeded on a special

mission to Khurasan, and drew up, on his return thence,

a very interesting Trade Report. Subsequently, he was,

for a brief period (Dec. 9, 1862, to Jan. 23, 1863), Her

Majesty’s Charge-d’Affaires at the Persian Court.

It should be remembered that, while holding this position,

it was Mr. Eastwick’s good fortune to complete (mainly by his
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personal influence with the Persian monarch) the Treaty by

which the Persian Government undertook to construct a line

of telegraph from the Persian frontier near Baghdad to India,

at its own expense, but under the control of English officers

(see Correspondence presented to the House of Commons>

Feb., 1864). Negociations had been carried on, but with-

out result, by the late Mr. Alison, for a considerable period :

the concession was ultimately accorded freely to Mr. Eastwick

by the Shah, as a mark of his goodwill. Mr. East-

wick had good right to be proud of a success, to the

value of which the congratulatory letters of Colonels

Kemball and Stewart, who were fully acquainted with all the

details of this matter, bore ample testimony. Lastly, he

obtained from the Persian Government the settlement of the

case of Mir Ali Naki Khan, which had been eight years

pending. For his services in Persia he was created C.B.

On his return to England, in 1864, he was appointed the

Commissioner for settling a loan to the Government of

Venezuela, and, subsequently, wrote, at the request of Mr.

Charles Dickens, “ Sketches of Life in a South American

Republic,” for All the Year Round, 1865-6, papers deemed

so interesting that they were republished in a separate

volume in 1867 and 1868.

In July, 1866, the Secretary of State for India, Lord

Cranborne (now Lord Salisbury), nominated Mr. Eastwick

his Private Secretary, and, in 1868, he was elected as the

Conservative Member for the Boroughs of Penryn and Fal-

mouth, a seat he retained till 1874. In 1875, the University

of Oxford conferred on him the degree of M.A., “ as a slight

recognition of distinguished services.”

In 1878 he published the first volume of the “ Kaisar-

namah-i-Hind,” the “Lay of the Empress,” the dedication

of which to herself Her Majesty the Queen was graciously

pleased to order, and, towards the close of 1882, he was able

to bring out the second volume of this magnificent work.
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With the exception of the preparation and publication of

the “Kaisar-namah-i-Hind,” the later years of Mr. Eastwick’s

laborious life were almost wholly occupied with journeys

to India (and it is simply marvellous to those who had the

privilege of knowing him that, with such infirmities, he

could accomplish what he did), his principal object being

to complete the Handbooks to the different Provinces of India

w'hich he had commenced many years before. Thus, in

1875, Mr. Eastwick went to India, and, staying there during

the visit of H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, was able to con-

tribute many interesting articles to the Standard, descriptive

of the Prince’s visit to the “ Towers of Silence ” near

Bombay and to other remarkable sites. On his return to

England, he wrote the Handbook to Madras (which did not,

however, appear till 1878). The spring and early summer

of 1877 found him again in India, collecting notes for the

Handbook of Bombay, which was published in 1880, and

was succeeded by that of Bengal in 1881. Those for the Pan-

jab and Kashmir were not finished till April, 1883. His

last journey to India was in November, 1880, on which

occasion he visited Burma, Calcutta, Darjeeling, the Kangra

valley and many other places. Subsequently to this, his

health completely broke down, and though, at intervals of

comparative rest from acute pain, his insatiable longing to

visit new places revived, he was compelled to give up

much he would gladly have accomplished. He died full of

well-deserved honours, a Fellow of the Boyal Society for

thirty-two years, a F.S.A., and a member of many learned

Societies abroad as well as in England.

Mr. Thomas Chenery was born in Barbadoes in 1826, and,

in early youth, made many voyages between the West Indies,

where his parents lived, and this country, these, no doubt,

having the effect of inspiring him with the love of travel he

cherished so dearly till the last. He spent his school-days

at Eton, and thence proceeded to Caius College, Cambridge.
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At the conclusion of his University career, he was called to

the bar
;

but, shortly after this, entered the service of the

Times (with which paper the whole of his subsequent life

was bound up) as its Correspondent at Constantinople,

remaining at that capital for some years. The period when

he lived at Constantinople was that of the stormy diplomatic

period preceding the Crimean War, and, under the late Lord

Stratford de Redcliffe and Lord Strangford, he bore his full

share in the severe struggles then maintained by England

against the representatives of Russia and of other European

Powers. But his residence at Constantinople led to another

result, fostered as this doubtless was, to a great extent, by

his intimacy with Lord Strangford, viz. his taking up, with

enthusiastic zeal, the study of those Eastern languages with

which, at Constantinople, he was the most directly thrown in

contact.

It is well known that Mr. Chenery lived much with the

leaders of the Greek community at Constantinople, his

acquisition of their native tongue giving him an especial

interest alike in Modern Romaic and in Classical Greek.

The task of correspondent of the Times was, at that period,

no light one, and, on more than one occasion, Mr. Chenery

went up to the front in the Crimea, to relieve Dr. W. H.

Russell, at that time the Special Correspondent of the Times

at the seat of war.

At the close of the war, Mr. Chenery returned to England,

and was regularly employed on the staff of the Times as a

contributor of Leading Articles, Reviews, and Original

Papers
;

his extensive knowledge of European Politics

rendering his services of peculiar value to that Journal.

But, though strictly devoting himself to the business of

the office to which he was attached, Mr. Chenery found

time to pursue, and very effectively, his earlier Oriental

studies. Indeed, for philological studies he seems to have

had a special aptitude—the ordinary languages of Europe,
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French, German and Italian, he spoke with ease; he was a

master in Romaic and Turkish, and of Arabic and Hebrew

he had an excellent knowledge. In the latter language, he

was able to converse freely
;
indeed, he once wrote an intro-

duction in Hebrew to one of his philological works, an

edition of the Machberoth Ithiel, a Hebrew work written in

imitation of the “ Assemblies of Hariri.”

When the company for the Revision of the Old Testa-

ment was formed, Mr. Chenerv naturally became a member

of it, and devoted much time and thought to this work,

not only before he became Editor of the Times, but even

subsequently, as a welcome relaxation from more weighty

duties. In 1867, he published a translation, with learned

notes, historical as well as grammatical, of the “ Assem-

blies of Hariri,” which, in the judgment of two such com-

petent men as the late Professor Bernays of Bonn and M.

Renan, placed him, at once, in the first rank of Arabic

scholars. Hence, naturally, when, in 1868, the Lord

Almoner’s Professorship of Arabic at Oxford became vacant

by the death of Dr. Macbride, the Bishop of Oxford (Wilber-

force), then Lord Almoner, offered this almost honorary post

to Mr. Chenery, who, in his inaugural lecture, Dec. 3, 1868,

gave a masterly account of the Arabic language in its

historical and philological relations. This lecture was shortly

afterwards published. In 1869, Mr. Chenery printed a

pamphlet entitled “ Suggestions for a Railway Route to

India,” a paper which shows a remarkable knowledge of

contemporary politics and practical affairs, treated with a

scholar’s historical acquaintance of the conditions of Oriental

life.

Mr. Chenery retained his Professorship at Oxford, till, in

1877, on the failure of Mr. Delane’s health, he was ap-

pointed the Editor of the Times. From this time forward,

he could snatch but few minutes for his loved Oriental studies,

yet, when he could, he did so. Many will remember his
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cheerful happy appearance at the Congress of Orientalists at

Leyden, in September, 1883.

In this Society, he filled for some years, the office of its

Honorary Secretary.

Mr. Chenery’s health had been long failing
;
but his actual

death, which took place on Monday morning, February 11,

was scarcely anticipated even by those who knew him best

;

indeed, till within ten days of this event, he was hard at

work as usual, in his official post.

Mr. William Spottiswoode was born in London on January

11, 1825, and educated at Eton and at Harrow, at which

latter place he obtained the Lyon Scholarship. In 1842 he

went to Balliol College, Oxford, and, in 1845, obtained a

First-Class in Mathematics, and, shortly afterwards the

Senior Mathematical Scholarship. On leaving Oxford, he

took his father’s place in the well-known firm of Eyre and

Spottiswoode, the Queen’s Printers, and, in spite of a lifelong

devotion to the highest branches of mathematical and physical

science, continued till his last illness an energetic man of

business. Mr. Spottiswoode’s earliest Mathematical Essays

were published in 1847, in five quarto pamphlets, under

the title of “ Meditationes Analytic®.” The dedicatory note

attached to them is remarkable; its words are: “To those who

love to wander on the shore till the day when their eyes

shall be opened and they shall see clearly the works of God

in the unfathomed Ocean of Truth, these papers are in-

scribed.” It is not difficult to detect in these early efforts

the germs of many of his subsequent investigations. In

1851 appeared his “ Elementary Theorems relating to

Determinants,” a work which so greatly increased his reputa-

tion, that he entirely rewrote it previously to its being printed

as an elaborate memoir in Crelle’s Journal, vol. li., Berlin,

1855. The subject was one familiar to more advanced

mathematicians, but, at the time he drew up this essa3
r
,

there was no elementary work on the subject : his work
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was, therefore, of the highest value to younger students

of algebra, comprising as it did a collection of interesting

Theorems, in a comparatively easy form.

While not in the least neglecting his mathematical studies,

Mr. Spottiswoode paid special attention to the Polarization of

Light, and, also, devoted much time to a profound study of

Electricity, in the furtherance of which he expended large

sums in the collection and construction of appropriate instru-

ments. His gigantic “ induction coil ” furnished him with

matter for several papers before the Royal Society and for

lectures at the Royal Institution. Indeed, almost the last

time he appeared in public was when, on May 24, 188-3, he

took the chair at the Society of Arts, on which evening Mr.

J. E. Gordon read a paper “ On Electric Lighting.”

It would be out of place here to attempt to give even

a tolerably complete account of the many valuable scien-

tific papers Mr. Spottiswoode wrote— indeed this was

very fully done a little while before his untimely death

by a writer in “ Nature,” April 26, 1883 ;
most, too,

of the more important of them will be found in the

Philosophical Transactions. It will not, however, be

forgotten by Eastern scholars that Mr. Spottiswoode con-

tributed two papers to the Journal of this Society, the first

in vol. xvii. p. 221 (1860), “On the supposed discovery of

the principle of the Differential Calculus by an Indian

Astronomer;” the second, in vol. xx. p. 345, “On the Surya

Siddhanta and the Hindu Method of Calculating Eclipses.”

In the first, while giving full credit for the acumen of

Bhaskaracharya, the eminent astronomer of Ujjain in the

twelfth century A.n., he shows clearly that the theories pro-

pounded by the Indian mathematician have nothing to do

with the Differential Calculus, indeed do not even allude to

one of its most essential features, the infinitesimal magni-

tudes of the intervals of time and space therein employed.

In his second paper, Mr. Spottiswoode has attempted, and
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successfully, to translate into modern mathematical language

and formulae the rules of the ancient Indian treatise. He
further showed that the Hindus, from such observations

as they were able to make, had deduced fairly accurate

values for the mean motion of the sun, moon, and planets,

though on the assumption that the earth was stationary
;
the

details, however, of Mr. Spottiswoode’s curious paper are too

technical to be quoted here. It may be added, that, besides

his remarkable scientific knowledge, Mr. Spottiswoode had

a great facility in the acquisition of languages, and was, in

early life, well acquainted with some of those of the Caucasus.

Mr. Nicholas Trubner, who died suddenly on Sunday,

March 30, 1884, was born at Heidelberg in 1817, and, after

having distinguished himself by unusual ability in his native

town, was apprenticed to M. Mohr, then a leading publisher

in that place. Thence he joined the house of Yan den Hoeck

and Ruprecht at Gottingen, somewhat later, that of Hoff-

mann and Campe at Hamburg, and, later still, that of

Willmann of Frankfort.

While with the latter firm he made, in 1843, the acquaint-

ance of Mr. William Longman, then the youngest and most

energetic member of the firm of Longman & Co., to whom,

he was for the following nine years an invaluable aid,

from the masterly knowledge he had acquired of the then

literary resources of the continent and, especially, of Germany.

In 1852, mainly with the help of the late Mr. Nutt, he was

able to establish himself in Paternoster Row, whence, about

ten years since, he moved to Ludgate Hill, which, it is not

too much to say, has been, from that time, the centre of

a class of literary work not dreamt of, still less found, in any

other city in the world.

Of the general work he did as a publisher, it would be

out of place to speak here, but there are some matters that

deserve especial attention, connected as they are directly with

the objects of this Society. These are, his publication in a

YOL. XYI.—[NEW SERIES.] B
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new and costly form of Marsden’s “ Numismata Orientalia,”

on the novel principle of giving to separate scholars, each

one the most distinguished in his own special subject, the

compilation of the individual essays, under the general

editorship of Mr. Edward Thomas, unquestionably the fittest

person, from his wide numismatic knowledge, for such a

task. Of this important work two volumes and a portion

of the third have been now issued, and, though necessarily

one that cannot be hurried through the press, we believe

its progress and completion are assured
;
but, complete or in-

complete, every scholar will acknowledge its value, and that

what has been accomplished is largely due to the energy

and individual liberality of the late Mr. Triibner. Another

and most important work Mr. Triibner inaugurated was his

“ Oriental Series,” comprising now 46 volumes, which has

given the opportunity to a varied selection of scholars of

publishing many valuable works, which, but for his aid,

would most likely never have seen the light of day. Nor

can we omit to mention his “American and Oriental Record,”

first started in 1869, which, coming out with tolerable

regularity, though at no fixed period, affords a concise and

useful notice of a considerable mass of mixed literature,

with occasionally well- executed biographical sketches of

scholars who have recently passed away. It may be added

that, early in his career, Mr. Triibner took great interest in

the progress of literature in the New World, drawing up

and publishing a “ Bibliographical Guide to American Liter-

ature,” which still remains, for the period at least when it

came out, the best book on the subject. For Americans, it

was unquestionably the first publication that placed before

them and before the world their literature in a systematic

and orderly form.

Mr. Triibner had not only by hard study acquired great

and varied knowledge, but he was unselfish and large-

hearted, and always ready to place his knowledge, without
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reserve, at the disposal of his friends. He was a kind of

link between the American and the Asiatic world, for he

had the energy of a first-class publisher, with so sound a

scholarly instinct as led him to sympathize with and to

materially assist authors. His place, therefore, cannot be

filled, at least for the present, and he will be missed alike

by those who were enabled by his literary enterprize to

launch their works before the public, and by those, who,

publishing at their own cost, were benefited in a high degree

by his counsel and assistance. Mr. Triibner lent himself

readily to any measure for advancing and popularizing know-

ledge, and realizing, at once, the desiderata of the Oriental

and Linguistic Field, at once, determined to supply them.

Among distinguished Foreign scholars, we must mention

first Reinhart Pierre Anne Dozy, born on 20th of Feb. 1820,

at Leyden, and the member of a family originally French,

who, leaving Valenciennes, settled in Holland in 1647. He
was, also, descended from the two celebrated Orientalists,

John James and Henry Schultens. In June, 1834, he was

placed under the care of Dr. J. J. van Gelder, with whom he

remained till he was admitted into the University in 1837.

Dr. Gelder, who is still alive, at the age of 80, no doubt did

much to stimulate M. Dozy’s early tastes, as he was in the

habit of teaching those of his pupils, who were destined for

Holy Orders, the rudiments of the Arabic language, in his

opinion, the best preparation for the serious study of Hebrew.

It would seem from Dr. Gelder’s narrative that Dozy

mastered in two months the etymological part of Roorda’s

Grammar, without neglecting the other and ordinary studies of

his school. At the University, he was fortunate in becoming

the pupil of a young Professor of Arabic, M. "VVeijers, who

was especially noted for his skill in teaching, as well as for

the strict accuracy with regard to grammar he enforced on his

pupils. Under him, Dozy’s studies, at first somewhat vague

and irregular, became fixed and definite, taking, as he did, for
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liis model and his ideal, the works of Etienne Quatremere,

which he read and re-read, till he almost knew them by heart.

In December, 1841, the Dutch Institut proposed for a

prize to be given two years after, an essay with the title

“ De vestibus, quibus Arabes utriusque sexus diversis tempo-

ribus et in diversis terris usi sunt, aut etiam nunc utuntur,”

etc., a subject remarkably in harmony with the previous

course of Dozy’s studies.

Naturally, he set to work at it, heart and soul, and, as he

did not state the object he had in view, the Curators of the

University Library were greatly surprised at the number and

variety of the books and MSS. he was daily borrowing. The

result was that, in November, 1843, the proposed prize was

awarded to him, and, time having been granted to him, to

elaborate more fully some parts of his essay, the whole was

published in 1845, under the title
“ Dictionnaire detaille

des noms des vetements chez les Arabes.” Scholars at once

accepted the award of the Institut, and acknowledged that

Dozy’s essay was a remarkable specimen of lexicographical

labour.

Again, to M. AVeijers, Dozy was indebted for his next

course of research. It appears that M. AVeijers was in the

habit of reading with his pupils the Arabic writers of

Spanish History, and, hence, Dozy became acquainted with

Conde’s work, Historia de la dominacion de los Arabes en

Espana (1826), this leading him to study Spanish, as a means

of ascertaining the sources of the history, which Conde

himself had but too often carelessly noted or not noted at all.

Letters of Dozy’s addressed to M. de Yries between 1841 and

1851 are extant, and show with what zeal he took up this

new study. Already, he had conceived the plan of dealing

himself with a part of Arabo-Spanish history, selecting for

his first studies, on the advice of M. AVeijers, the period of the

Abbasides, as, on their succession to the sway of the Ommay-

ides, thev were the chief cultivators of Arts and Sciences in the
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Western World. His first pages illustrated the Thesis of the

Inaugural Lecture he read for the degree of Doctor in 1844.

Very shortly afterwards Weijers died at the early age of

38, and was succeeded by Juynboll, of Groningen.

The first printed papers of Dozy would seem to have been,

a brief one, in the “ Gids,” on M. Yeth’s “ Dissertatio de

institutis Arabum erudiendse juventutis,” 1844, and, in the

same year, one in the Journ. Asiatique, Mai-Juin, “ Histoire

des Benou-Ziyan de Tlemcen.” Marrying shortly after-

wards, he availed himself of his honeymoon to travel through

Germany and to make acquaintance with many distinguished

scholars, such as M. Fleischer. He was, also, so fortunate

as to discover at Gotha, an original history of Cid Campeador,

and, in the spring of 1845, during his stay in Oxford, two

poems, hitherto wholly unknown, among the mediaeval Dutch

and Flemish MSS. preserved in the Bodleian.

In the early part of 1846, Dozy printed the first of a

series of Arabic Texts—the historical commentary of Ibn

Badroun on the poem of Ibn Abdoun, which refers to

the fall of the Aftasids of Badajoz, together with the first

part of the Historia Abbadidarum : in the same year he

was appointed “Adjutor Interpretis Legati Warneriani,”

with the duty of cataloguing the MSS. in that collection.

The catalogue, drawn up by him in agreement with this

order, appeared ultimately, in two volumes, in 1851, and is

one of the best ever compiled. The only subjects he omitted

were those relating to mathematics, theology, and law.

While, however, he was preparing this catalogue, he con-

tinued to work unceasingly at the other works he had

undertaken
;
thus, he continued his labours on the “ Historia

Abbadidarum,” and printed, in 1847, Abd-al-Wahid’s Al-

Marrakushi or History of the Almohads, together with

“Notices sur quelques MSS. Arabes,” for the most part,

extracts from Ibn-ol-Akbar’s biographies of the most famous

men of Spain. This work was not finished till 1851, and, in
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the mean time, Dozy had issued a portion of Ibn Adhari’s

Chronicle of Africa and Spain. Most of these treatises were

accompanied by excellent glossaries, giving the words, etc.,

omitted in Freytag’s Dictionary, and were generally pre-

ceded by introductions dealing with questions of importance,

scientifically or historically.

In 1849, appeared the first part of the “ Recherches

sur l’histoire politique de l’Espagne,” a task for which he

had shown especial fitness by a dissertation in the Journal

Asiatique for 1847 on the Arabic words in a Castilian

Chronicle, and by three remarkable articles on Castilian

Literature published in the “ Gids.” The publication of

the “ Recherches ” was a death-warrant to Conde and other

writers
;
moreover, what greatly grieved Dozy at the time

was that he had to differ widely from many of the state-

ments and views advanced by his friend Don Pascual de

Gayangos, in his History of the Muhammadan Dynasties of

Spain, published in 1840-3 by the Oriental Translation Fund.

By far the most important part of Dozy’s work was the de-

termining the exact history of the Cid, around whom so much

legendary fog had been accumulated. Dozy discovered that

the Chronica General of Alfonso X., generally supposed to be

false, except by M. H fiber, was really a translation from the

Arabic, and, what is more important, that the Arab writer

was a contemporary of the Cid : he further showed how

this savage Condottieri became the hero of Castilian poetry.

It need scarcely be added that his “ Recherches ” met

with ready acceptance from all who were competent to judge

of the subject and of the method of its treatment. Even,

in Spain, the value of Dozy’s views, opposed as they neces-

sarily were to those of the native writers, was fully recog-

nized, and the writer was elected a Corresponding Member

of the “Academia de la Historia” in 1851.

In 1850, Dozy was appointed Professor of History, greatly

to his satisfaction
;
and, in the following March, he gave his
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inaugural lecture, his subject being, “The favourable in-

fluence of the Revolutions in France since 1789 on the

study of the History of the Middle Ages ”
: in this

lecture, he broke through the previous custom, which re-

quired that such orations should be in Latin, by giving it

in his native language, Dutch
;
a practice in which he per-

severed in all his future courses of lectures. Many of his

friends doubted, at the time, whether the considerable duties

of the chair of History would not compel him to relinquish

his studies on subjects he had made his own
;

the result

however showed that his obtaining this appointment greatly

widened his range of view and gave him greater power of

dealing with solid historical research. Each year he gave

his pupils a new period of history, and a good idea may be

obtained of the wide extent of his lectures from the notices

of them in the contemporary “ Gids.” He wrote, also, an

article on Drumann’s Boniface VIII. in the Atheneum

Frangais of Dec. 1852, and a brief paper, “ On Spain and

the French Revolution,” in Sybel’s Historische Zeitschrift,

ix. pp. 83-104. It is much to be hoped that these separate

essays may be collected and published in one volume.

In 1851 the post of “Adjutor,” he had so long held,

was given to his friend Dr. Kuenen, the President of last

year’s Oriental Congress at Leyden.

In the same year, Messrs. W. Wright, Krehl, and Dugat,

associated themselves with him, at his suggestion, with the

view of publishing the introduction written by Al-Makkari,

as a preface to the life of Ibn-ol-Khatib, and this work was

subsequently published, between 1856 and 1869, under the

title of “ Analectes sur l’histoire et la litterature des Arabes

d’Espagne,” in two quarto vols. of about 900 pages each.

M. Dugat added, in 1861, an introduction and index, and M.

Fleischer a list of corrections. When it is remembered that,

for his share of the work, M. Dozy had to transcribe 400

quarto pages, to collate his copy with many MSS., besides
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those of the originals used by Al-Makkari himself, one

can form some idea of the zeal with which he must have

worked, seeing that this publication was really a parergon,

and that he did not neglect for it any of the other subjects

on which he was occupied.

At length, in 1861, Dozy was able to publish the Magnum
Opus of his life, for which he had been so long collecting the

materials—the “ Histoire des Musulmans de l’Espagne,” in four

volumes. Of these, the first deals with the Early Civil Wars,

which, commencing in the East, were carried on with even

greater ferocity in the West; the second, The Christians and

the Renegades, described Spain under the Romans and the

Goths, with the conquest of the Arabs and the first period of

their rule
;

the third, with the title of Khalifat, gave the

history of Spain under the Ommiads
;
the fourth and last

volume comprised the Smaller Dynasties, which then sprang

into a temporary existence, and finished with the Conquest

of the A1 Moravids. An excellent compte-rendu of this great

work, which was written in French, has been published by

Prof. Yeth in the Gids for 1883 (ii. pp. 411-463). The

whole work was translated into German in 1874, under the

superintendence of Dr. W. W. Comte de Baudissin, with a

revision by Dozy himself.

Shortly afterwards (in 1863) M. Dozy, at the request of

M. Krusemann, of Haarlem, wrote the History of Islam for

his collection of the Principal Religions of the World, a work

much appreciated in Holland, and of which a second edition

was called for in 1880. It was translated into French by M.

Chauvin, a Professor in the University of Liege. In the

course of this work, M. Dozy came upon references, which did

not satisfy him as to the current view of the early Religion

of the Arabs, and which led him, therefore, to publish, in 1864,

a special essay, entitled “ Les Israelites a la Mecque ”

—

a work of considerable moment, doubtless, but unquestion-

ably marred by the way in which the argument was stated.
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Dozy seems to have forgotten, at all events to have not

sufficiently borne in mind, how few there were who were

sufficiently acquainted with his previous works to follow

him in one which, like the present, materially depended

on the force of his own ingenious inferences. Indeed, the

principal question whether the Feast of Mecca is of Israelitish

origin or not is “ adhuc sub judice.” A proposal on the part

of Dozy, to publish a complete edition of Edrisi (sometimes

called “ Liber Rogeri,” as it was compiled by the order of that

Prince in the twelfth century), unfortunately fell through,

but, from the materials he had collected, Dozy and M.

de Goeje were able to publish (in 1866) jointly “ La

description de l’Afrique et de l’Espagne ”—a work com-

prising the text, translation and an ample glossary.

In 1867, Dozy published, at the suggestion of his friend,

Dr. De Vries, under the title of “ Oosterlingen,” a list

explanatory of the Dutch words borrowed from the Arabic,

Hebrew, Persian, and Turkish, a small undertaking which

led to a larger and more important one. As long ago

as 1861, M. Engelmann had published a “ Glossaire des

Mots Espagnols at Portuguais empruntee a l’Arabe,” which

was no longer to be had; and, away, in the Far East, he could

not undertake a required new edition
;
so Dozy did this for

him, the result being a volume four times the size of the

original. So highly was this work appreciated, that the

Academie des Inscriptions awarded to Engelmann the Prix

Volney, which, unfortunately, he did not live to receive.

Engelmann’s work was based on the “ Vocabulista Aravigo”

of Pedro d’Alcala, which Dozy had, himself, at one time,

determined to republish.

In Feb., 1869, another and a different task fell to his

lot. As the retiring “ Rector Magnificus,” he had to pro-

nounce an oration, which he took care, this time, should

be in Latin: he chose for his subject, “De Causis cur

Muhammedanorum cultura et humanitas prae ea quae est
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Christianorum, imminuta et corrupta sit,” a theme touching

very closely one of the difficulties arising from the almost

universal decay of the Eastern as compared with the 'Western

populations. Not long after this, fancying he had some

reason to complain of the treatment he had received from

his old friend, the veteran Orientalist, Fleischer, he wrote
“ Lettre a M. Fleischer contenant des remarques critiques et

explicatives sur le texte d’Al-Makkari,” a letter which is

admitted to be a chef-d’oeuvre of criticism. In 1873, he

published the “ Calendar of Cordova ” for the year 961, from

a MS. at Paris, the text of which was written in Hebrew
characters, and had, also, an ancient Latin paraphrase. This,

with two papers—one in the Z.D.M.Gr. for 1866, the other in

the Pevue Asiatique for 1869, a study of De Slane’s Prolego-

mena to Ibn Khaldoun—was really preparatory to his last

work, the “ Supplement aux Dictionnaires Arabes.”

On March 9, 1875, his old friends and pupils assembled,

and gave him a reception in honour of the twenty-fifth year

of his professorship.

The first portion of his last and, as some think, his greatest

work, the “Supplement,” was printed in 1881, and, during the

course of the next year and a half, the seven “ livraisons ” of

which it consists were finished, and were at once recognized,

by such scholars as Fleischer, as of the highest lexicographical

importance. M. Dozy speaks of it in his Preface, as the result

of eight years’ constant labour, but it was really one of far

greater length, the notes made by him forty years before

having to be re-read—often modified—in all cases to be re-

studied and verified in their new position. About the same

time he was engaged on a new edition of his “ Pecherches

sur l’histoire politique de l’Espagne,” to which he added much

new and interesting matter. In the same way, he prepared

new editions of his “Histoire des Almohades,” and corrected

the texts of Ibn Adhar, etc. The last work he did—the only

one in his life he had undertaken and not brought to a
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successful result—was the paper he proposed to read to the

Oriental Congress at Leyden, as their President. But the

hand of death was already on him, and he was compelled

to leave to his friend, De Goeje, the completion of the task

he had undertaken.

Mr. Justus Olshausen, for more than twenty years a

member of the Royal Academy of Berlin, died on the

28th of December, 1882. The son of J. W. Olshausen, a

Protestant Minister, he was born at Hohenfeld in Holstein

on May 9, 1800.

In 1807, Michaelis received him into his school at

Gliichstadt, and after a boyhood which showed much

promise and aptitude for study, Michaelis, in 1816, carried

him to the University of Kiel to study Theology and

Philology : for the former, however, as he has himself

remarked, he had no earnest desire, as his inclinations

were principally for the study of languages, and of these,

especially for Hebrew, which he had some years previously

studied with his father. He also pursued with zeal the study

of the Classics, under Professor Heinrichs, at that time a

member of the Philological School there.

It was in the close of the summer of 1818 that he passed

on from the study of Hebrew to Syriac and Arabic, under

the guidance of the well-known translator of the Zend-

Avesta, J. F. Kleuker. At Easter in 1819, he thought of

going to attend the lectures of De Sacy, Kosegarten, etc.,

and a dwelling had already been hired for him in Paris,

when circumstances compelled him to remain another six

months at Kiel
;
in the end, Michaelis took him to Berlin,

where he passed some time with Savigny and his two elder

brothers, both of whom were already attached to the Faculty

of Theology. Orientalism was then at a low ebb in Berlin,

and Olshausen does not seem to have had much liking for the

professors with whom he came into contact, but he studied for

awhile under Ideler, at that time a very popular teacher.
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In 1820 he went to Paris, and worked under De Sacy,

Etienne Quatremere, Langles and Kieffers. While under

the last-named Professor, he has recorded that he and M.

Garcin (de Tassy) were his only pupils. He met there,

also, Schultz, who was subsequently murdered in Kurdistan,

and Alex, von Humboldt. Three years, subsequently, he

obtained his Doctor’s Degree for an essay entitled, “ De

Linguae Persicae verbo.”

His first publication of importance was “ Emendationen

zum alten Testament,” etc., Kiel, 1826, of interest for many

suggestions, then new. Thus, in studying Isaiah, he came

to a conclusion (in advance of the scholars of his time) that

the Semitic Chaldees were to be placed in Babylonia, where,

therefore, was the “Ur of the Chaldees,” and that the popula-

tion of Babylon was a mixed one, partly Semitic and partly

non-Semitic. In 1829, under the auspices of Frederick IV.

of Denmark, he published, at Hamburg, “ Vendidad, Zend-

avestae pars vicesima, adhuc superstes,” a study which con-

centrated his attention on Persian literature, and ultimately

led to his publication, twenty years later, of his famous

Numismatic essay, Die Pehlavi Legenden auf der Munzen der

letzten Sassaniden (Lips. 1819), which was translated by the

daughter of Prof. H. H. Wilson, and published in the

Numismatic Chronicle, vol. xi. pp. 60-92, and pp. 121-146

(1849). In continuation of the same line of study, also,

may be noted one of the last papers he published, entitled

“ Parthava und Pahlav, Alada und Mah,” which appeared,

originally, in the Monatsb. of the Berlin Academy for 1876.

The next work he took in hand differed much from what

he had been previously engaged on, namely, a paper en-

titled “ Zur Topographie des Alten Jerusalem,” Kiel,

1833. Obviously, this work is now superseded by the

large amount of recent discoveries. But it is still of value,

for the methodical arrangement of its materials. In the

introduction he refers to another work, which was in fact
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chiefly his, the publication of the 3rd volume of Carsten

Niebuhr’s Travels in Arabia in 1837, one chief value of

which was the improvement in the spelling of the geo-

phical names, previously in a very unsatisfactory state.

Somewhat later he was engaged for two years on the

Catalogue of the Kiel Oriental MSS., but the war between

Denmark and Prussia interfered so much with literary

pursuits, that the second part did not appear till 1851 : the

third part was finally completed by Van Mehren in 1857.

In 1853 Humboldt pleaded, not in vain, for his admission

into the service of Prussia, and secured for him the appoint-

ment of Chief Librarian and Professor of Oriental Languages

at Konigsberg, where he issued a new edition of his Hebrew

Grammar. In December, 1858, he was called to Berlin

(where he lived for the next sixteen years), and created

Medicinal-Rath, and, in November, 1873, he celebrated

his 50th Jubilee, with general applause. His latest works

were, in 1880, Erlauterung zur geschichte d. Pahlavi Schrift;

in 1881, Forschungen fiber d. gebiete d. Eranischer sprach-

kunste
;

and, in 1882, Zur wurdigung d. Pahlavi glossare

und ihrer erkliirung durch die Parsen.

Dr. Christopher Andre Holmboe, one of the most dis-

tinguished Orientalists of Northern Europe, was born in

1796, at Yang in Norway, and, at 14 years of age, entered

the Royal College of Christiania. In 1818 he became

licentiate in Theology, having previously studied Hebrew

(the knowledge of which is required there for this degree),

and commenced the study of the other Semitic languages,

especially of Arabic and Syriac. Shortly after this period,

he was appointed Sub-Librarian of the University.

In 1821 he went to Paris, and, for two years, studied

Arabic and Persian, under MM. Silvestre de Sacy and

Caussin de Perceval, and, on his return to his own country in

the autumn of 1822, became Reader in Oriental Languages

to the University, and in 1828, Professor of these tongues.
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In 1830, he was nominated Keeper of the Coins and Medals,

and, not long after, as on more than one subsequent occasion,

became the acting Head of the Administrative Council

of the University. In 1843, 1848, and 1866, the King of

Sweden conferred on him various honours, marking the

estimation in which he was justly held— while the inhabi-

tants of Christiania constantly elected him as the chief of

the commission which fixed, year by year, the sum each

citizen had to contribute towards the expenses of the town.

He was, also, the first Vice-President (and, subsequently,

President) of a Scientific Society at Christiania, founded by

the Professors of the University, in 1857, on the Anniversary

of King Charles XV.

Professor Holmboe’s studies embraced a singularly wide

range of subjects, but may he conveniently noticed under

the four heads—1. Biblical. 2. Archaeological. 3. Numis-

matical. 4. Comparative Philology, Sanskrit, Norwegian,

Celtic, and the Languages of Southern Africa.

In the first, M. Ilolmboe was appointed with M. Caspari

in 1846, on a commission, the object of which was the

revision of the Danish translation from the Hebrew of the

Old Testament, and the preparation of a new version, which

led him to publish, as a preliminary, The Book of Psalms in

1851, and the Book of Genesis in 1854. On this branch

of his subject, he also published in 1828 a Biblical Geo-

graphy
;
and an abridged form of the same work, for the

use of schools, in 1838 and 1847 : a defence of the translation

in the Septuagint and Vulgate of the word Kocliiteh (Journ.

Scient. Christiania, 1859) : and, in the same, a paper on the

meaning of the word Teref : and, On the Visions of Ezekiel

and the Chaldsean Astrolabe (Christ. 4°. 1860).

In Archaeology, M. Holmboe devoted himself to re-

searches bearing directly on Religion, and, naturally, to

the mythology and funereal rites or customs of his own

northern land. His principal detached work on this subject
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is, Traces of Buddhism in Norway before the Introduction

of Christianity, Paris, 1857
;
a work well noticed in both the

Journal des Savants and the Bevue Contemporaine, of the

same year. Considerable extracts were made from it by

Bajendra Mitra, and published in the Journ. Bengal As.

Soc. for 1858. Besides these, he wrote a great many articles

for the Scientific Soc. of Christiania, all, however, in the

Swedish language.

Mr. Holmboe was an excellent Numismatist, and we owe

to him several treatises which have thrown much new light

on this science, especially in connexion with Scandinavia.

His principal works are

—

1. Description of the Ornaments and Coins of the Eighth

and Ninth Centuries found in Norway in 1834—Christ. 1835,

and a second edition 1854. Much of this memoir has been

published, also, in Grote’s Blatter f. Munzkunde, vol. 2.

2. On Fifteen Hundred Mediaeval Coins recently found in

Norway, Christ, 1837. In Grote, and in the Urdu (a local

Journal). Bergen. 1837.

3. On the Ancient Monetary System of Norway, and on

the recent find of some Coins of the Twelfth Century.

Christ. 1841.

4. On the Oldest Monetary System of Norway (in Kohne’s

Numism. Zeitschr.).

5. On the Origin of the Scandinavian Weight System.

He wrote, also, a great number of minor essays, which we

have not space to record here, and these, not only in the

Journals of his own country, but in Kohne’s Zeitschrift, the

Memoires de la Soc. Imper. d’Archeol. de St. Petersbourg, the

Numismatic Chronicle of London, Blatter fur Munzkunde,

&c. &c.

In Comparative Philology, Holmboe was peculiarly at

home, and published several works alike important and

interesting, bringing, as he did, to this study long pre-

vious research and well-matured views. His first produc-
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tion was The Sanskrit and the Old Norse (Christiania,

1846), a memoir subsequently translated into French, and

published in the Journ. Asiat. iv. ser. ix. and x. 1847. Two
years later, he printed The Old Norse Verb compared with

the Sanskrit and other Cognate Languages, Christ. 1848.

In this short but very interesting paper, M. Holmboe points

out that the popular dialects of Norway and, especially, of

its secluded valleys, have preserved a number of old

words not now found in Norwegian literature, but existing

slightly changed in Sanskrit. It was clearly a matter of

philological importance to establish, as he did, beyond any

doubt whatever, the close existing connexion between the

Old Scandinavian and the Sanskrit Verb. This paper is

fully noticed in the Journ. Asiat. for July, 1848, by M.

Mohl. Another essay by him on a nearty similar subject,

the Relative Pronoun and the Conjunctions of the Old

Norwegian Language, Christ. 1850, is also fully noticed by

M. Garcin de Tassy in the Journ. Asiat. for Jan. 1851. In

1852 he printed, at Vienna, A Comparative Dictionary of

Norwegian, Sanskrit, and other Cognate Languages; and,

in 1854, at Christiania, a short essay On Norwegian and

Celtic, in which he showed the close connection between

the ancient Norwegian (or Icelandic) and the still older

Arvan or Sanskrit idioms. Many Sanskrit words he

found common to the Celtic and Norse tongues, which

had been so altered in the Teutonic dialects as to be no

longer recognizable, and some grammatical forms, agree-

ing in Norse, Celtic, and Sanskrit, but no longer extant in

the Germanic languages. He drew from these facts the

conclusion that there must have been, in remote ages, a

considerable commerce between the Celts and the Norwegians

(see, also, an article on this memoir, by M. Garcin de Tassy,

in the Journ. Asiat. of Dec. 1854).

But these were not all his philological works. In 1850

he edited, with a Preface and Notes, a Zulu Grammar, com-
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piled by M. Lohrender ;
and, in 1856, published in the

Journal of the American Oriental Society, vol. 2, Ideas

respecting an Alphabet suited to the Languages of Southern

Africa. He printed, also, a translation from the Arabic

into German of the Calila and Dimna, or Fables of Bidpai,

Christ. 1832, and the Turkish Catechism of Muhammed ben

Pir El-Berkevi.

M. Heinrich August Jdschke, the well-known Moravian

Missionary, was born at Herrnhut, May 17, 1817, and died

Sept. 29, 1883.

He received his theological training in the Moravian

College at Niesky, in Silesia, where he held subsequently for

several years (1842-1856) various appointments on the

educational staff. In the last-named year, he undertook

the superintendence of the Mission Station at Kyelang, in

Kahoul, in the Western Himalayas, where he found an ample

opportunity for the exercise of his remarkable linguistic

abilities. Hence, during the twelve years (1856-1868) of

his residence in this mountain tract, besides the writing of

various Tibetan papers for the use of his Mission, he found

the time to work steadily at a translation of the New Testa-

ment into Tibetan, and, also, to collect a mass of materials

for a comprehensive Dictionary of that language. His letter

to Schiefner (Bull. Acad, de St. Petersburg, Feb. 10, 1864),

and his Essay (Berlin Acad. Sitzungsberichte, 1866), On the

Phonetic Laws of Tibetan, demonstrate his philological

acumen and the deep insight he had gained into the nature

of that language. An earlier essay (ibid. 1860) supplied

Prof. Lepsius with valuable materials for his book “ Ueber

Chinesische und Tibetische Laut-verhaltnisse,” which was

printed in 1861.

The three linguistical essays from his pen, which were

printed by the Kyelang Mission, clearly mark the progress

of his studies. They are : 1. A short practical Grammar of

the Tibetan language, with special reference to the spoken

VOL. XVI.—[new series.] c
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Dialects (1865) :—2. A Romanized Tibetan and English

Dictionary (1866) :—3. An Introduction to the Hindi and

Urdu Languages for Tibetans (1867).

In the year following this (1868) Mr. Jaschke was com-

pelled, for health’s sake, to return to Europe. It chanced

that, on his way home, he met the late Dr. Burnell, who took,

as was his wont, great interest in the Tibeto-German Dic-

tionary, on which M. Jaschke was then engaged, and

at once gave him so liberal a contribution towards the

expenses of printing it, as to almost cover the whole cost

of publication. This work (a handsome quarto of 632

pages) was lithographed (at least the first portion of it) at

Magdeburg
;
the latter half was completed at Herrnhut in

1873.

About the same time, Mr. Jaschke undertook, at the

request of the India Office, to make a revised edition of it,

which was, subsequently, printed by Unger & Co., at Berlin,

an edition which has the advantage of an excellent Tibetan,

type, designed by himself and of a full English-Tibetan

Index. A Translation of the New Testament is, we believe,

at present passing through the same press.

Mr. Jaschke had undertaken a new edition of his Tibetan

Grammar for Mr. Triibner’s Oriental Series, but the disease

to which he recently succumbed made too rapid strides for

him to be able to make the additions and corrections he

wished. Though it may be long ere Tibet is fully opened

up to European commerce and enterprise, there can be no

doubt that the importance of Mr. Jaschke’s literary labours

will be hereafter fully recognised.

M. Francois Lenormant
,
whose untimely death, at the

early age of 47 years, every scholar throughout Europe,

must have mourned, was born at Paris in Jan. 17, 1837, and

died there Dec. 11, 1883.

The son of M. Charles Lenormant, long the eminent

Keeper of the Collection of Antiquities at the Bibliotheque
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in Paris (himself the victim of a fever he caught in 1859,

during his archaeological researches in Greece), Lenormant

was, from his earliest years, bred up among studies, to which,

in later times, he devoted himself with a zeal and assiduity

rarely surpassed. There is no doubt he was a precocious

child, and gifted with an extraordinary memory as well as

with a wonderful facility for the acquisition of knowledge,

and, further, that his father early discerned the character

of the child he had to educate
;
hence he taught him him-

self and did not send him to any gymnasium or univer-

sity. In his fourteenth year the Rev. Archeologique pub-

lished for him a letter to M. Hase, On Greek Tablets found

at Memphis : in 1854, he printed, in the Correspondant, a

critical study of M. Garrucci’s work On the Inscriptions

traced on the Walls of Pompeii [graffiti), and in the

Melanges d’Archeol. of the P.P. Cahier and Martin, a paper

“On the celebrated Greek Inscription of Autun,” etc. In 1857

he gained the Numismatic Prize of the Acad. d. Inscrip-

tions for his “Essai sur la Classification des Monnaies des

Lagides,” and in the same year, became a Licentiate of the

“Faculte de Droit.”

In Oct. 1859, he went to Greece with his father, on the

untoward journey which cost the latter his life, and was at

Athens with his mother in 1860, when the news came of the

massacre of the Maronite Christians by the Druses. He was

among the first to carry relief to Syria, and his letters to the

French journals compelled the Government of the day to send

a military force. The letters or papers issued by him, about

this period, were—History of the Massacres in Syria in

1860 (Paris, 1861) ;
Letters to Lord John Russell “On the

Government of the Ionians,” 1861
;
Two French Dynasties

among the Southern Slaves in the Fourteenth and Fifteenth

Centuries (1861) ;
Archaeological Researches at Eleusis

(1862), in which year he was appointed Sub-Librarian of

the Institute
;

Essai sur l’organization politique et eco-
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nomique de la Monnaie dans l’Antiquite (1863) ;
Mono-

graphic sur la Yoie Sacree Eleusinienne (1864) ;
La Grece

et les lies Ioniennes (1865) ;
and, in 1866, Les Turcs et

les Montenegrins. In the same year he commenced his

Phenician publications and issued “ Introduction a un

Memoire sur la Propagation de l’Alphabet Phenicien dans

l’ancien monde ”
;

about the same time, also, he inaugu-

rated his Assyrian studies, and by the force of his genius

and the vivacity and brilliancy of his style, greatly

helped M. Oppert to make these studies popular in

Franee.

A great many miscellaneous papers and letters from his

pen will be found in the “ Comptes Rendus ” for 1870 and

subsequent years. To these may be added, “ Les Tableaux

du Musee de Naples,” with illustrations in outline of those

famous Art-treasures
;

he, also, did much for M. Robiou’s

splendid work, “ Chefs-d’CEuvre de 1’Antique.”

To Assyrian subjects M. Lenormant contributed many

interesting papers and books, as, for instance, his “Lettres

Assyriologiques,” his “ Commentaire sur les fragments Cos-

mogoniques de Berosus,” his “ Magie chez les Chaldeens,”

which was translated into English and German
;
his “ Choix

des Textes Cuneiformes inedits,” his
“ Etudes Accadiennes,”

etc. He, also, threw himself with genuine enthusiasm into

the Sumero-Akkadian battle-field.

It would be impossible, within our limits, to give anything

like a complete list of all that M. Lenormant wrote
;
but,

perhaps, the book of his which has been most read, and

by which he will be best remembered, is his “ Manuel de

l’Histoire Ancienne de T Orient,” which has passed through

eight editions during the last fifteen years. During his later

years, M. Lenormant devoted himself to the study and

literature of the Holy Scriptures, and published two especial

works on this subject, one “Les Origines de l’Histoire d’apres

la Bible et les traditions des peuples Orientaux ”
;

the
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second, “ Le Genese,” a translation of the Book of Genesis,

the treatment of which, naturally, led to much discussion :

it is, moreover, a work little likely to carry conviction to

any, except a special class of students. The lamented death

of M. Lenormant was mainly caused by exposure and over-

exertion during his excavations, last year, in Magna

Graecia. As is well known, during the war between

France and Germany, he had received a severe wound,

and this wound opened again, and produced disease of the

periosteum, with intense suffering. Add to which, his

usually strong constitution had been severely tried by the

malarious poison he had imbibed in the marshes of Southern

Italy.

Of a writer so versatile, who, in a life comparatively brief,

had extended his researches over a range so wide, it is

difficult to speak critically, but it may be truly said of him

that, allowing for occasional hasty generalizations, he was an

original thinker, and in no sense the appropriator of other

men’s discoveries. Most justly has an intimate friend said

of him, “ His gigantic powers of work, his wide sympathies,

his quickness of perception, and his unrivalled erudition, all

combined, place him in the foremost rank of scientific

pioneers.” Familiar, alike, with the learning of classical

times, and with the results of monumental research in

"Western Asia, M. Lenormant was able to point out, as has

never been done so well before, how intimate is the connec-

tion between these apparently divergent studies.
“ All that

he wrote was suggestive and stimulating; and most of the

mistakes charged on him by antagonists were due to the

rapidity with which he worked. Such inaccuracies of detail

may be regretted, but, when occurring in the writings of

a constructive genius like Lenormant, they are no more

blemishes than are the spots on the face of the sun.” Above

all, Lenormant was no mere scholar
;
he was, for his genera-

tion, far more useful, in that he enabled the many to learn,
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from a master mind, things little known save to the few.

And it is here we shall miss him most. His Manual of

Ancient History was on the point of being re-cast when

death, after nine months of great suffering, closed the

labours of its author. So, too, we mourn the incompletion

of other works so grandly begun, such as the “Propagation

de 1’Alphabet Phenicien,,” the history of “ La Monnaie dans

l’Antiquite,” the “ Chefs-d’CEuvre de l’Art Antique,” and
“ La Grande Grece.” With all his errors or shortcomings,

these, too, at all times most readily admitted by himself, it is

hut just to say that the world of letters has no one who can,

at the present time, replace him.

The Council, at their meeting of June 18, 1883, appointed

Messrs. T. H. Thornton, Oust and their Secretary, to repre-

sent the Royal Asiatic Society at the meeting of the Oriental

Congress to be held at Leyden in September. These gentle-

men attended the Congress, and a report of its proceedings

was read to the Society by the Secretary at the meeting of

Nov. 19 th.

During the winter a sub-committee, consisting of the

Director, Sir H. C. Rawlinson, Sir Lewis Pelly, and Messrs.

Fergusson, Grote, Thornton, Lewin, and Keatinge, met, and

after a conference with the late Mr. Nicholas Triibner,

agreed to the following Rules as the basis of the future

arrangement with Messrs. Triibner for the publication of the

Society’s Journal:—1. That, in future, the Journal of the

Society be published by Messrs. Triibner on pure commission

terms. 2. That the selling price of each number of the

said Journal be fixed by the Council of the Society. 3.

That Messrs. Triibner render to the Society twice a year, an

account of the numbers of the Journal sold by them during

the previous six months, at the rate of 50 per cent, off the

fixed publication price
;

it being understood that the 50 per
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cent, thus allowed to them, covers trade allowances, discount,

advertisements, commissions, and all other expenses, ex-

clusive of the postage of the Journal to Members of the

Society. 4. That Messrs. Triibner shall have the privilege

of inserting any advertisements of their own books, in each

number, free of charge, on paying direct to the printer all

costs of such advertisements, both as regards printing and

paper, together with all extra postage, as, would naturally,

fall on the Society. 5. That this agreement be in force

for five years, subject to reconsideration at the end of

this time.

Unfortunately, though he had expressed his full assent

to the above terms, Mr. Triibner did not sign the agree-

ment before his lamented death, so the above statement can

now only be taken as the basis of the agreement to which

the Sub-Committee of the Council and Mr. Triibner had

respectively come.

The Council have also sent letters of congratulation to

Sir Moses Montefiore, Bart., on his attainment of his

hundredth anniversary, and to the Council of the Bengal

Asiatic Society on their celebration, last November, of the

centenary of the Society.

They have also addressed to Her Majesty, the Queen, and

to the Duchess of Albany, letters of condolence on the un-

timely death of H It.H. the Prince Leopold, Duke of Albany,

K.Gr., and to Lady Bayley, on the death of her husband, Sir

Edward Clive Bayley, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., who had been so

long associated with the Society in Oriental researches.

In connection with the death of H.R.H. the Duke of

Albany, K.Gr., the Council have great pleasure in printing

an original poem in Arabic, which has been written by

one of their members, Mr. Habib Anthony Salmone, with

a translation of the same by Edwin Arnold, Esq., C.S.I.,

a member of the Council of the Society.
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1 The Duke of Albany.

If I be weak in excellence of learning,

And if, in praising, I be tied of tongue,

Yet when the heart with bitter grief is yearning

—

As rocks by stress of storm are rent and wrung,

—

The tongue is loosened for fit woful sounding,

And pain is lightened by soft words of woe.

Oh thou ! in goodness, kindness, grace, abounding

!

The hand of Destiny hath laid thee low.

All the wide Empire utters lamentation

For thee, this day, fair Prince ! laid in the grave
;

Each sighs “ Alas ! no power of reclamation

To win from Death so sweet a soul we have!”

For Death upon that spirit hath descended,

Which shone as shines the Day-Star in the sky

;

Our English Prince, whose soul’s attire was splendid

With all which beautifies true majesty.

Teacher high-born ! who taught us how to follow

The paths of virtue, wisdom, charity,

Thou leav’st our lower world, evil and hollow,

For that glad land where joy can never die.

Listen ! He speaks ! and by his voice is given

To know the wonders of that far-off home

;

“ Weep not!” he whispers, “lift your hearts to Heaven!

My Father’s glory beams where I am come !

”
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Ah, happiest Albany ! I could be willing,

—

Wooing such death before my time,—to be

Quit of an earth with woe all senses filling,

From trouble, chance, and evil, safe with thee.

But for the hope of thine immortal morrow,

What were Life’s day, with all its false delight ?

Yet, trusting we shall meet—past sin and sorrow

—

(Where friend with friend, lover with loved, unite)

Strengthens the mind, makes grief seem quite departed,

And brings the light back that was well-nigh lost.

Oh Queen, who bore him ! Mother, broken-hearted,

Set thy faith firm on God, for God is just

!

With this thy grief all thy vast realm is grieving,

From rising unto setting of the sun
;

Think not alone of Albion, Queen ! believing

That kingdom only is the mourning one.

Mother ! thine Eastern sons, in this bereaving,

Bring pity, love, and reverence to thy Throne.

The Auditors submit the accompanying account of the

Receipts and Expenditure of the Society, which will, they

trust, be considered satisfactory.
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Proceedings of Asiatic Societies.—Royal Asiatic Society .

—

Papers .—The following papers have been read at different

meetings of the Society, since the last Anniversary of May 21.

1. Can India be made more interesting? By H. G.

Keene, Esq., C.I.E., M.R.A.S. Read June 18, 1883.

2. On the Importance to Great Britain of the Study

of Arabic. By Habib A. Salmone, Esq., M.R.A.S. Read

Nov. 19, 1883.

3. On the Fishes of Western India. By W. F. Sinclair,

Esq., M.R.A.S. Read Dec. 17, 1883.

4. On the Origin of the Indian Alphabet. By R. N.

Oust, Esq., Hon. Sec. R.A.S. Read Jan. 21, 1884.

5. Some Further Gleanings from the Si-yu-ki. By the

Rev. Prof. Beal, M.R.A.S. Read Feb. 18, 1884.

6. Observations on the Early Languages of Mesopotamia

By Theophilus G. Pinches, Esq., M.R.A.S. Read March 14,

1884.

7. On Extracts from the Translation of the Roll of Shiuten

Doji, a famous Japanese outlaw of the Tenth Century. By
F. Y. Dickins, Esq., M.R.A.S. Read April 21, 1884.

8. The She King for English Readers. By Clement F.

R. Allen, Esq., M.R.A.S., H.B.M. Consul, Pakhoi, China.

Read May 5, 1884.

Of these papers, as Nos. 2, 5, 6, have been already

printed in the Society’s Journal, it is not necessary to say

more about them here. Of the others, the following are

brief analyses.

Thus, Mr. H. G. Keene, in his paper entitled “Can India

be made more interesting ?” noticed, generally, the leading

characteristics of the natives of that peninsula, viz. the

Negrito, the Turanian, and the Aryan, each of whom must

be studied separately. Asia, he held, is the home of the

religion, language, and literature of Europe
;
society, there,

having come down from the earliest ages in an unbroken

continuity. Among all subsequent modifications, the old
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elements remain
;

thus Brahman, Buddhist, Greek, Arab,

Mongol, Portuguese, and French have, all in turn, scratched

the surface, but with the exception of the Brahmans and the

Buddhists, comparatively little remains of these successive

inroads or settlements. The welfare of the people of India

depended, he thought, for the most part, on the principles of

administration, and on the personnel whereby these principles

are applied.

Mr. Sinclair, in his paper read Dec. 17, 1883, “ On the

Fishes of Western India,” stated that the particular subject

he had selected was chosen for the reason that, till lately,

the Fisheries of Western India had been much neglected
;

and, also, because he had thus the opportunity of noticing

some works which were of general value to beginners in the

study of Ichthyology, as well as to sportsmen.

With this view, therefore, he desired to call attention to

two books, viz. Mr. Thomas’s “Bod in India” and Major

Beavan’s “Fresh Water Fishes of India,” the latter being,

in his judgment, a complete manual of Ichthyology, and an

admirable monograph on this class of the whole subject.

“ Sea Fishes,” he added, have been exhaustively treated

by Dr. Day, but the technical form of his great work,

together with its price and weight, place it beyond the

reach of most amateur observers. An abridgment of it

in 8vo. would prove a real boon to practical students.

Mr. Sinclair then pointed out that there were many

mammals or reptiles, often untruly placed under the head

of fishes, because their habit was to take for themselves

the baits intended for the fishes, and thus to get into nets

intended for others. The mammals are fully dealt with in

Mr. Jerdon’s work, to which an excellent supplement has

been added by Mr. Sterndale, with special reference to

those of the Trans-Gangetic Provinces. This supplement,

also, notices the porpoises of the Irrawaddy, which differ,

generically, from those of the Ganges or Indus.
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The reptiles have been fully described of by Dr. Nicholson

of the Madras Service : but the lizards and crocodiles, tortoises

and turtles, the frogs and toads, have been, as yet, only

described collectively in Dr. Gunther’s Monograph on Indian

Reptiles, published some years since by the Ray Society.

A reprint of Dr. Gunther’s work, omitting the snakes, is

much wanted.

This done, only two more chapters would be required

for the Crustacea and Mollusca, which have not as yet

secured their “ Yates Sacer.”

Mr. Cust, in his paper, read Jan. 21, 1884, gave a brief

description of the present position of the question of the

origin of the Indian Alphabet and of the views held in

recent times by the leading scholars of Europe and India.

This paper was the outcome of a previous one on the same

subject read by him at the Leyden Congress, which led to

a long discussion at the time.

Mr. F. Y. Dickins in his paper, read April 21, 1884,

gave extracts from the Roll of Shiuten Doji, a famous

Japanese outlaw of the tenth century
;

the Roll, itself,

consisting of six “ makimono,” or scrolls, being beautifully

caligraphed and illuminated, and the principal scenes of a

somewhat gruesome story brilliantly depicted. Mr. Dickins

ascribed this work to the early days of the Tokugawa

Dynasty, and believed it to be due to either a Buddhist

monk or to artists maintained in the household of some

Fudai or Yassal Baron of the Shogun.

The story, a version of one of the chief exploits of the

traditional hero Yorimitsu or Raiko, presented the usual

features of such tales, whether told in the Far East or in

the West, but possessed a special interest, from the curious

mixture it displayed of the scholarly sweetness characteristic

of the Chinese style, and of the somewhat overdone ferocity

equally characteristic of Old Japan. The whole is cast in a
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Buddhist mould, and permeated by an under current of

Shintuism.

Mr. Clement Allen, M.R.A.S., H.M. Consul at Pakhoi,

China, in his paper entitled “The She-King for English

Readers,” showed that the work in question consisted of a

collection of archaic poetry such as is found in all nations in

their primitive styles of civilization. He divided the poems

into— 1. Idylls. 2. War songs. 3. Laudatory Odes. 4.

Festival and Sacrificial Odes. 5. Satires, Lampoons, and

Moral Pieces. 6. Fragments, &c. Mr. Allen stated his

belief that these poems were all capable of translation into

English verse, but argued that, in making translations, it

was necessary to abide by the text and not to be misled by

the commentaries.

Journals.—Royal Asiatic Society .—Since the last Anni-

versary of May 21, 1883, Parts III. and IV. of Yol. XV.

and Parts I. and II. of Yol. XYI. have been issued, containing

the following papers :

—

Thus, in Vol. XV. Part III. are—Early Kannada Authors.

By Lewis Rice, Esq., M.R.A.S., Director of Public Instruc-

tion, Bangalore.

On Two Questions of Japanese Archaeology.

by Basil Hall Chamberlain, Esq., M.R.A.S.

On Two Sites named by Hiouen-Tsang in the

10th Book of the Si-yu-ki. By the Rev. S. Beal, Professor

of Chinese, London University, and M.R.A.S.

Two Early Sources for Mongol History. By
H. H. Howorth, F.S.A., M.R.A.S.

In Vol. XV. Part IV.—The Rivers of the Yedas and how

the Aryans Entered India. By Edward Thomas, Esq., F.R.S.,

Treasurer, M.R.A.S.

Suggestions on the Yoice-Formation of the

Semitic Yerb. A Comparative and Critical Study. By G.

Bertin, Esq., M.R.A.S.
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The Buddhism of Ceylon. By Arthur Lillie,

Esq., M.R.A.S.

The Northern Frontagers of China. Part VI.

Hia or Tangut. By H. H. Howorth, Esq., F.S.A.,

M.R.A.S.

In Vol. XVI. Part I.—The Story of Devasmita, trans-

lated from the Katha Sarit Sagara, taranga 13, sloka 54.

By the Rev. B. Hale Wortham, M.R.A.S.

Pujahs in the Sutlej Valley of the Himalaya.

By William Simpson, Esq., F.R.G.S., Hon. Assoc. R.I.B.A.

On some New Discoveries in Southern India.

By Robert Sewell, Esq., M.R.A.S., Madras Civil Service.

On the Importance to Great Britain of the

Stud}7 of Arabic. By Habib A. Salmone, Esq., M.R.A.S.

Grammatical Note on the Gwamba Language in

South Africa. By Paul Berthoud, Missionary of the Can-

ton de Vaud, Switzerland, stationed at Valdezia, Spelonken,

Transvaal. Prepared for the Society’s Journal at the request

of Robert N. Cust, Esq., Hon. Sec. R.A.S.

Dialects of the Tribes of the Hindu Khush.

From Colonel Biddulph’s work on the subject (corrected).

Grammatical Note on the Simnuni Dialect of

the Persian Language. By the Rev. James Bassett, American

Missionary, Tabriz. Communicated by R. N. Cust, Esq.,

Hon. Sec. R.A.S.

In Vol. XVI. Part II.—Etymology of the Turkish

Numerals. By S. W. Koelle, Ph.D., etc.

Grammatical Note and Vocabulary of the Lan-

<ruas:e of the Kor-kil, a Kolarian Tribe of Central India.

Communicated by R. N. Cust, Esq., Hon. Sec. R.A.S.

The Pariah Caste in Travancore. By the Rev.

S. Mateer, M.R.A.S., Trivandrum, Travancore.

On some Bihar! Folk-Songs. By G. A. Grier-

son, M.A. Oxford, M.R.A.S., Officiating Magistrate, Patna.

Some Further Gleanings from the Si-yu-ki. By
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the Rev. S. Beal, Professor of Chinese, London University,

and M.R.A.S.

On the Sites of Brahmanabad and Mansurah in

Sindh, with notices of others of less note in their vicinity.

By Major-General M. R. Haig, M.R.A.S.

Antar and the Slave Daji. By St. Clair Baddeley,

Esq., M.R.A.S.

Observations on the Languages of the Early

Inhabitants of Mesopotamia. By Theophilus G. Pinches,

Esq., M.R.A.S.

The Journal of the Asiatic Societi/ of Bengal has kept up its

well-assured character. Thus, in vol. lii. pt. 1, No. 2, we

have papers by the Rev. C. Svvynnerton, M.R.A.S., On Folk-

Tales of the Upper Panjab
;
by Mr. R. Roskell Bayne, On

researches made by him on the site of Old Fort William

at Calcutta
;

by G. A. Grierson, M.R.A.S., On Bihari

Declension and Conjugation, with notes on this paper, by

Dr. A. F. Rudolf Hoernle; by Dr. Rajendralala Mitra, On
the Temples of Deoghar

;
and by Charles J. Rodgers,

M.R.A.S., On the rupees of the months of the Illahi Years

of Akbar. The last two papers will be noticed under their

respective subjects, viz. Archaeology and Numismatics.

The first paper, by Mr. Swynnerton, is interesting,

giving as it does tales and stories collected by him from the

lips of the peasantry of the Upper Panjab, most of which

will necessarily die out with the advance of European

civilization. It is a pity that such fleeting records should

not be more sought out and secured for other districts, where

they doubtless exist.

Mr. Bayne’s account of his researches on the site of Old

Fort William, with the five plates he has given, is valuable,

in that it seems to be pretty certain that he has solved the

problem of the position of the famous Black Hole, into which

Mr. Holwell and his 145 companions were thrust
;

at the

YOL. XVI.— [NEW SERIES.] D
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same time, Mr. Bayne wisely points out that this name was

not derived from the catastrophe (as is commonly supposed),

but was the common title given to the military prison.

Mr. Grierson’s Essay on Bihar! Declension and Con-

jugation is, like all he does, a thoroughly scholar-like per-

formance, and illustrates the remarkable changes and

modifications which may arise in the language of a people,

even if they do not possess anj'thing that can be called

Literature. With an energy peculiar to their race, Mr.

Grierson states that they have disembarrassed themselves, to

a large extent, of the somewhat cumbrous grammatical forms

of their ancestors, and have succeeded in wearing down

periphrases and compounds into new words which bear no

outward sign of their origin. Dr. Hoernle’s notes on the

preceding paper have value as those of a scholar who has

paid special attention to the Gaudian Languages. For a

further study of this subject, see Mr. Grierson’s article in

the Journal of this Society for the present year, entitled

“ Some Bihar! Folk-Songs.”

In the Proceedings of the Society are, as usual, a number

of brief notices, to some of which we shall now call attention.

Thus there is a report by Mr. A. C. Carlleyle, On recently-

discovered Sepulchral Mounds, etc. :—by J. Beames, Esq.,

M.R.A.S., On the History of Orissa under Muhammadan,

Maratha, and English Buie :—by H. Rivett-Carnac, Esq.,

M.R.A.S., On a Brass Casting of the Arms of the Old

India Co., found by Mr. T. A. Gennoe in a Hindu Temple

of the Faizabad District, with the statement that it had

been worshipped for many years as a Hindu Deity and

bathed and anointed with sandal wood every day ! :—by

Mr. F. S. Growse, A Note on the word Nultar or Nisar:

—

by Mr. J. W. Tarry, Notes on the Nanjis, a religious sect

:

—by Sirdar Gurdial Singh, Memorandum on the Super-

stitions connected with Birth, etc., among the Jats of Hash-

yarpur in the Panjab : — by the Rev. T. P. Hughes,
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M.R.A.S., Notice of a visit to Kafiristan in 1882:—by Mr.

Cockburn, An Account of a Drawing in a Cave of the

Rhinoceros Indicus :—by Mr. Peal, An Account of a

Journey up the Dibang Basin :—by Mr. Cockburn, Of

Petrographs in the Kaimur District :—by Professor Max
Muller, Hon. M.R.A.S., Of an Edition of the Sarvana

Krama to be published in the Anecdota Oxoniensia :— by

Mr. Y. A. Smith, M.R.A.S., On the Salivahana Era:—bv

J. Beames, Esq., M.R.A.S., On Old Dutch Hatchments in

the Church of Chinsurah:—and by Rajendralala Mitra, Hon.

M.R.A.S., On Gonardiya and Gonikaputra, as Names of

Patanjali. There are also many notices of inscriptions and

coins, which will be recorded in their respective places.

Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, vol. xvi. No.

xli.—This Society has recently published an extra paper,

being a detailed report, by Prof. Peter Peterson, of his

“ Operations in Search of Sanskrit MSS. in the Bombay

Circle,” Aug., 1882-March, 1883. In the course of this

paper, Prof. Peterson gives an interesting account of the

work he has accomplished, since the departure of Dr.

Kielhorn, M.R.A.S., in conjunction with Prof. Bhandarkar,

Hon. M.R.A.S. The most important results he arrived

at were the thorough appreciation of the objects he had

in view by the native learned men, and the evidence he

was able to give, to use his own words, that “ much wThich

remains for the European to discover has never been hid

from the native learned community.” His details, however,

are beyond the limits of this Report. It should, perhaps,

however, be noted that he found a considerable fragment of

poems attributable (at all events, traditionally) to the great

grammarian Panini (p. 41), and further that the courtesy

extended to him by H.H. the Maharaja of Jeypur fully

confirms what we already know from Dr. Buhler. A com-

plete catalogue of the Jeypur library would be a boon to
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all students, and this could, Dr. Peterson thinks, be easily

accomplished by the “ pandits at Jeypur,” if means could

be found to satisfy the vested interests of the hereditary

keepers of the books.

Dr. Peterson adds “ Extracts from the MSS. acquired

by Government, and from others belonging to H.H. the

Maharana of Oudeypore, together with list of the MSS.

acquired by the Government,” and two Appendices— 1. A
Catalogue of the Palm-leaf MSS. in Santinath’s Bhandar,

Cambay
;
and 2. A Notice of Bana, his predecessors and

contemporaries.

Altogether, Dr. Peterson’s report may be fairly considered

as one of the best of the many valuable recent researches

into the vast, but as yet little known, collections of Sanskrit

MSS. in the native libraries of India.

Yol. xvi. No. 42, 1883, contains four epigraphical papers

by Messrs. Bhagvanlal Indraji, Hon. M.R.A.S., and J. F.

Fleet respectively
;
five Numismatic papers by Col. Prideaux,

Gerson da Cunha, and Surgeon-Major 0. Codrington
;
and

Neryosangh’s Sanskrit Translation of the Khordah-Avesta,

by the Pev. A. Fiihler. The last is an important contribu-

tion to the history of early Pahlavi translations.

Ceylon Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1882.—The

Society has this year published as an extra number a transla-

tion by Mr. Albert Gray, M.R.A.S., from the French of

MM. Dufremery and Sanguinetti, of Ibn Batata’s account

of the Maidive Islands and of Ceylon. It is well known

that Ibn Batuta spent twenty years in travels over all

the then Muhammadan world, between a.d. 1325 and 1349 ;

and that he was at the Maidive Islands [and subsequently

in Ceylon and Bengal] from the beginning of 1343 to

August, 1344. The narrative is very interesting, and Mr.

Gray may be congratulated on the way he has performed

his task. It would be of much interest if monographs of
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other places described by Ibn Batuta could be similarly

treated, and, from time to time, made public.

Journal of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society .

—

In part No. xi. of the Journal of this Society are a con-

siderable number of readable papers, not all, however, on

subjects bearing on Oriental History. It will be sufficient

here to give a list of them : thus Captain Kelham writes,

“ On Malayan Ornithology ” :—the Hon. W. E. Maxwell,

On Malay Proverbs, an excellent compilation founded mainly

on Favre and Klinkert, but re-explained :—Mr. Erring-

ton de la Croix gives a translation from a paper by M.

Quatrefages on the Pigmies of Homer, Herodotus, Aristotle,

Pliny, etc., originally published in the Journ. d. Savants

for February and June, 1881 :—Mr. W. Cameron writes

on the Patani Biver, with a good map:—Dr. H. W. O’Brien,

On a Nervous Disease called Latah:—and the Hon. A. M.

Skinner, on the Java System.

Journal Asiatique.—Serie vii. tome 20, part 3 for October,

November, December, 1882, was not issued when the Report

for last year was printed. It contains an excellent index to

the papers, etc., in the Journal from 1873 to 1882, both

inclusive. Serie viii. tome 1, No. 1, Janv. was noted in the

last Report.

Serie viii. tome 1, No. 2, Febr. Mars, contains the con-

tinuation of a paper by M. James Darmesteter, entitled

“Fragments d’un Commentaire sur le Vendidad,” com-

menced two years previously. The rest of the number is

entirely given to Inscriptions, which will be noticed under

Epigraphy, and to the usual brief but valuable notices of

books, &c.

Serie viii. tome 1, No. 3, Avril-Mai- Juin, has papers by
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M. Rene Basset, Notes de Lexicographie Berbere :—by M.

Devic, Une Traduction In^dite du Coran : while M. Leon

Feer continues bis Etudes Bouddhiques under tbe title of

“ Comment ou deyient Arhati.” M. Aymonier deals with

Cambogian Inscriptions
;
and M. Ganneau continues a former

paper on Oriental Seals, &c.

Serie viii. tome 2, No. 1, Juillet, contains, as usual, tbe

elaborate Annual Report (tbis year by M. James Darmesteter),

who has well followed in the footsteps of bis illustrious pre-

decessors Mohl and Renan.

Serie viii. tome 2, No. 2, Aout-Sept., has articles by De

Vogue, Inscriptions Palmyreniennes inedites :—Guyard, S.,

Nouvelles Notes de Lexicographie Assyrienne :—by M.

Aymonier, Notices sur les Inscriptions en vieux Khmer:

—

and J. and H. Derenbourg, Etudes sur l’epigrapbie de

Yemen
;
and in tbe Melanges are the usual brief but excel-

lent notices of books by MM. Halevy, Senart, Imbault-Huart,

and Clermont-Ganneau.

We beg to offer our hearty congratulations to the Society

on the bequest made to them of 10,000 francs by the late M.

Sanguinetti.

In viii. tome 2, Oct. Nov. Dec., M. Specht contributes an

article entitled “ Etudes de l’Asie Centrale d’apres les

Ilistoriens Chinois :—M. Pognon writes on the “ Inscription

de Merou Nerar I. Roi d’Assyrie” :—M. Halevy contributes

Miscell. Semitologiques :—and M. Bergaigne an article on

the “Lexique du Rig-Veda.” In the Nouvelles et Melanges

are papers and notes by MM. B. de Meynard, Maspero, Yusuf

al Khaldy, R. Duval, Devic, and De Vogue.
/

Serie viii. tome 3, No. 1, Jan., 1884, contains Etudes

Bouddbiques par M. Feer “Comment ou devient Deva”—and

letter from M. Houdas to M. Barbier de Meynard, On a New
Mode of Notation for Arabic

;
while M. Bergaigne deals

with the Chronology of the Ancient Kingdom of the

Khmers in Cambogia, deduced from the Inscriptions. There
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are in the “Nouvelles et Melanges” many interesting short

notices.

Serie viii. tome 3, No. 2, Fevr. Mars, has papers by M. Leon

Feer, Etudes Bouddhiques
;
Comment ou devient Preta :

—

by Mr. Clement Huart, Etude Biographique sur trois Musi-

ciennes Arabes :—M. Bergaigne continues his Etudes sur le

lexique du Big-Veda :—by M. Halevy, Coup d’ceil retrospec-

tiv sur l’Alphabet Libyque :—the “Nouvelles et Melanges”

contain some interesting notices.

German Oriental Societi/.—Since the last Beport, vol.

xxxvii. pts. 2, 3, and 4, xxxviii. pt. 1, have been published.

The following is a complete list of the articles in them, some

of which will, perhaps, be more fully noticed subsequently.

Thus, vol. xxxvii. pt. 2, contains papers by M. F. Teufel,

Babur und Abu Fazl
;

Socin, A., Der Arab dialekte von

Mosul und Mardin; Both, B., Die Seelen des Mittelreichs im

Parsismus; Kaufmann, D., Saadja’s Al-fajjumi’s Einleitung;

Harlez, C., de Zur Erklarung des Avesta
;

Biihler, G.,

Beilager zur Erklarung der Asoka-Inschriften (4th Edict)
;

Jolly, J., Grundung einer hand-schriften-Bibliothek in

Benares
;

with good reviews by Dr. Leumann of Prof.

Max Muller’s “ What can India teach us ? ”
;

and by

M. C. Bartholomae of M. Andreas’s Book of the Mainyo-i-

Khard.

In xxxvii. pt. 3, Professor Guidi gives Beitrage zur

Kenntniss des Neu-Aram. Fellihi Dialektes :—Muller, 0. H.,

writes on Langer’s Sabaean Inscriptions:—Biihler, G., On

the Asoka Inscriptions, 8th Edict, at Girnar, Jaugada, and

Khalsi :—Stickel, Zur Orientalischen Sphragistik :—Erman,

A., Eine Aegyptische statuette :— Pratorius, F., Tigrina

Sprachworter :—Lobe, J., Noch einmal zur geschichte der

Etymologie von 0eo? :—Meyer, E., Ursjuung der sieben

Wochentage :—Garbe, Note on Arrian’s Indika :—Gold-
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schmidt, S., Zu Kuhn Zeitsch. 27 :—Bacher, TV., Hebr. 3

und Arab. —Bartbolomae, Cb., Avestiscb Mada-Mada :

—

together with reviews by Yambery, of Pavet de Courteille’s

Miradj-Nameh :—by Imm. Low, of Zuckernandel’s Tosefta :

—and, by the same, of Dr. Payne Smith’s Thesaurus Syriacus,

part 6.

In vol. xxxvii. pt. 4, are papers by Dr. Steinschneider,

Parva Naturalia des Aristoteles:—Leumann, E., Zwei weitere

Kalaka-legenden : —Ilillbrandt, A.,Zu Big Yeda i. 162 :

—

Noldeke, Th., Lebersuchungen zur Semitischen Grammatik

:

Euting, J., Epigraphismus, with 3 plates :—Aufrecht, Th.,

Leber die Padyamrita tarangini:—Ditto, Leber eine Oxforder

Ilandschrift : — Ditto, Bemerkungen zu Band xxxvi. :
—

Hultsch, E., Amravati Inschriften :—Sachau, E., Leber den

Palmyrenischen vo/lio? reXcovucos :—Biihler, G., Beitrage zur

Erklarung der Asoka Inschriften. Together with reviews,

by Dr. Ahlwardt, of Dieterici’s Sogenante Theologie des

Aristoteles:—by Noldeke, of Duval’s Dialektes Neo-Arameen.

de Salamis :—by Thorbecke, of Jahn’s Ibn Jais :—H. Jacobi

adds a note, on Datavya Bharat Karya laya.

In vol. xxxviii. pt. 1, are papers by H. Jacobi, Leber die

Entstehung der Qvetambara und Digambara Sekten :—by
A. H. Schindler, Beitrage zum Kurdischen TYortschatze :

—

by C. Bartholomae,Studien zur den Gathas:—by C. de Harlez,

L’Avestique Mada et la Tradition Persane :—R. Roth, TYo

wachst der Soma:—J. Gildemeister, Amuletum:—Th. Nol-

deke, Zwei goldene Eameele aus votiv-geschenke bei Arabern:

—E. TYiedemann, Bemerkung zur dem Aufsatz von Herrn

Dr. J. Baarmann, Abhandlung iiber das licht von Ibn al

Haitam:—E. Reyer, Alt-Orientalische Metallurgie:— J. u. H.

Derenbourg, Erklarung. TYith reviews by Th. Noldeke of

Houtsma’s Ibn TYadih
;

of Cruel’s Die Sprachen u. volker

Europas
;
and by J. J. Lnger of Hamburger’s Real-Ency-

clopiidie fur Bibel u. Talmud.
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Archeology. — Since the last Report, Major-General

Cunningham has issued two more volumes, the fifteenth and

sixteenth. In his fifteenth volume he gives the Results of a

Tour he made during the cold season of 1879-80 in Bihar

and Northern Bengal, visiting first Mahabodhi (or Buddha

Gaya), where he picked up two dated inscriptions, one of some

importance as giving the date of the accession of Dharraa

Pala, a.d. 821, the second Prince of the Pala Dynasty of

Bengal. The chief places he subsequently went to were

Kurkihar and Parbati, which, with several other sites, are

noticed by Hiouen-Thsang
;
identifying, it would seem satis-

factorily, many of the Chinese pilgrim’s descriptions
;
as, e.g.

Jahngira, with its remarkable sculptures in high relief,

described by Rajendra Mitra in the Bengal Journal, 1864
;

and Sultangunj, with the curious archaeological remains (also

described by R. Mitra) of a large Buddhist Monastery.

Somewhat later he visited Gaur, his description of which

is interesting, especially that of the stupendous earthworks

raised by old inhabitants to protect their city from the

floods of the Ganges. Except that the ruins are now

much more clear than when described and photographed

by Mr. Ravenshaw several years ago, there is not much

to add to that gentleman’s descriptions. General Cun-

ningham’s notes, however, on the present state of these

ruins, and his essay on the suburbs of Gaur, with his

description of the Jama Masjid, the Adina Masjid, etc.,

are worth reading. General Cunningham’s notice of

Sunargaon or Suvarna Grama, the “ Gold Town,” which

we know from the coins (see Thomas, Pathan Kings of

Dehli, 1871), and other sources, to have been the capital

of Bengal in Muhammadan times, is good, but adds little

to Dr. Wise’s paper in the Journal of the Bengal Asiatic

Society (vol. xliii. 1874).

It is curious that, though a city essentially of Hindu

origin, few fragments of Hindu work now remain to attest
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this fact, nor, indeed, is even the name of the city mentioned

before the reign of the Emperor Balban (a.d. 12(35-1287).

The most important monument still extant is the presumed

tomb of Azam Shah : the pillars around it have now

fallen, hut are so little injured that General Cunningham

suggests that they should be re-erected by Government.

The sarcophagus, in a single block of hard black basalt,

will last for ages. The difficulty of exploring this old

place is clear from General Cunningham’s narrative :

“ The

gigantic tough canes cross the narrow paths in all direc-

tions, and with their long sharp flat thorns effectually bar

the passage of the stoutest elephants.”

At the close of his narrative, he gives (pp. 145-177)

some useful “ Notes on the History of Bengal,” in-

cluding a genealogy of the earlier Pala Kings, taken from

their Inscriptions, of the Sena Rajas of Bengal and of

the Muhammadan Rulers of Bengal. The volume is

illustrated by thirty-five plates, comprising maps and

views of the Jahngira rocks, plans, sculptures, etc.

In his sixteenth volume, General Cunningham gives an

account of two tours in North and South Bihar, accomplished

by him and by his assistant, Mr. Garrick. In the first, Gen.

Cunningham states that (reserving for a while the detailed

account of his latest researches at Buddha Gaya, which will

form a separate volume, to be brought out by him and

Mr. Beglar) he devoted most of his time to the district of

Bihar, where he examined the important sites of Kowa Dol,

Barabar and Dharawat, the last of which he considers to

be the Gunamati Monastery of Hiouen Thsang. Thence,

crossing the Ganges at Patna, he went to Basarh, the

site of the famous city of Vaisali, but the excavations he

made there yielded nothing of importance. At Darbhanga,

on the other hand, Mr. Garrick obtained a copy of an im-

portant copper-plate inscription, with the date Lakshmana

Sena Samvat 293, corresponding with a.d. 1399, his inference
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being that the first year of this era was a.d. 1107. He
there, also, saw a meteorite, which had fallen on Dec. 2,

1880, and which was already being worshipped by crowds of

people from the neighbourhood, as Adbhutnath, the “miracu-

lous God.” At Sita-kund, not far distant, he found a

Hindu Temple, in which the only object of worship

was a Muhammadan Inscription ! lieturning southwards,

General Cunningham crossed the Son, and visited the

Brahmanical sites of Deo Markanda, Mahadeopur, and Deo

Barnarak. His only important discovery, therefore, was an

inscription on one of the pillars of the temple, describing

some offerings made during the reign of Jivita Gupta,

a.d. 730. The temple itself he considers to be two or three

centuries older. He thinks that this inscription proves that

the Indian arch was in common use in the fourth and fifth

centuries of the Christian era.

Incidentally, General Cunningham gives an interesting

account of the so-called Buddha’s bowl at Kandahar, pp.

8-11
;
and of the lion-topped pillar at Bakhra, noticed by

Iliouen-Thsang. A fine statue of Buddha, found close by in

1854, is now set up in a small adjacent temple and worshipped

as Ram Chandr, though the Buddhist inscription on its

pedestal, in letters of the tenth century, is still there and

legible. He also states that Mr. Beglar has identified

Kanwa-dol, the “crow’s rocking stone,” with the monastery

of Silabhadra, which was visited by Hiouen-Thsang in a.d.

637. Many remains of this monastery, of a date, according

to him, of about a.d. 580, are still in situ, including a

colossal figure of Buddha himself. The details of the

remains at Barnarak are interesting.

Mr. Garrick’s tour, in which he went over much of the

ground previously crossed by Gen. Cunningham, was chiefly

occupied with the district extending northwards from Patna

to the Nepal frontier, but, at many places, he was able to

make useful excavations and to obtain excellent photographs.
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Among these may be noticed Basarh or Yaisali, already

alluded to, where he found a curious piece of antiquity, which

he thinks was an inkstand (see pi. 4) : and some rather inter-

esting excavations he made at Lauriyanavand-ghar, the site

of the famous lion-topped Asoka pillar. Besides the Asoka

inscription, it appears that there is one of Aurangzeb : the

mark of a cannon shot on the upper part of the column is

attributed to one of the officers of his army, which marched

by it, at the period of the inscribed date, i.e. a.d. 1660-1.

The lion-column seems to be safe from any but accidental

injury, as it is an object of daily worship by the villagers of

the neighbourhood. Near Laurya, Mr. Garrick visited a

vast mound of solid brickwork, 90 feet high and 250 long,

called Chandkigarh, which ought to be examined thoroughly
;

taking next the recently-discovered Asoka column at Ram-

purwa, a few miles further to the north, Mr. Garrick suggests,

what is likely enough, that the consecutive order in which

these different columns are found can hardly be accidental.

The Rampurwa Lat has been thrown down, some think by

lightning, but could easily be set up again. The resemblance

of the lion on the Laurya column to the small ivory lions

from Nineveh is remarkable, while its abacus as clearly

recalls the tori of the capitals at Persepolis or on the tomb of

Darius at Pasargadae. Another broken pillar was found near

this last, but Mr. Garrick’s means were not sufficient to

examine it thoroughly. The Colossus (20 feet long) of

Buddha in the state of Nirvana, discovered by Mr. Carlleyle,

some years ago, has been carefully roofed over. Another

statue of Buddha, in blue stone, 11 feet high, has been

recently set up by the local authorities. At the conclusion

of his tour, Mr. Garrick paid a visit to Buddha-Gaya, and

reports the interesting fact that, among recent discoveries,

is a portion of an Asoka capital, representing two seated

winged lions and a number of small fragments, probably

parts of the original column. Another interesting discovery
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was that of a small sculpture in blue stone, representing the

great Temple with the sacred pipal tree, in its original

position, on the terrace behind the Temple.

General Cunningham’s volume is illustrated by one map

and thirty photographs of plans, etc., of the buildings

noticed.

The Government of India has recently printed “ The

Second Report of the Curator (Major II. H. Cole, R.E.) of

Ancient Monuments in India for the year 1882-3,” which

contains a good deal of miscellaneous Archaeological matter

:

thus, Major Cole first briefly gives his own personal tours

of inspection, etc., between July, 1882, and April, 1883,

during the first part of which he visited Dehli, Udaipur,

Chittore, Indore, Mount Abu, and Jaipur
;
and subsequently,

Ajmir, Amravati, Bijapur and Ahmadabad, Sanchi, and many

places in the North-West Provinces and in the Panjab as

far as Peshawar. The rest of his volume is occupied by

a series of Appendices, many of them containing useful

records of the present state of famous ancient monuments,

and of the steps suggested or taken for their preservation

from otherwise inevitable destruction. Of these, however,

Appendix B., “ Historical British Monuments and Memorials,”

scarcely deserves the prominence given to it. To take

the others in their order, Appendix A. affords lists of

some of the principal Native Architectural Buildings in

Bengal, the North-Western Provinces and Oudh, the Pan-

jab, Kashmir, Rajputana, Central India, Central Provinces,

Haidarabad, Maisur, Burma, Madras and Bombay, pp. i-xlix.

Each structure is noticed, where possible, under a tabulated

series of headings, including the name, general character,

custody, preservation, restoration, photographs, drawings,

etc., the whole offering a valuable list for future reference

and study : we ought, however, to know what is really

meant by the ominous word “ restoration.”

Appendix C. contains a useful Catalogue of Works of
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Reference bearing on Indian and Oriental Architecture,

Art and Archaeology. Appendix D. deals with Ancient

Monuments in Madras, and gives a copy of the plan of

Amravati made by Colonel Kennedy in 1816 [which it

was scarcely necessary to reproduce], with a list of the

sculptures selected for removal by Dr. Burgess in

December, 1881, and January, 1882. Some additional

details are given, chiefly of the work of Mr. Black, C.E.

Appendix E. gives reports and correspondence relating to

Ancient Monuments in Bombay. Appendix F. gives

ditto for Bengal, with two lithograph plates of Shir

Shah’s tomb at Sasaram. Appendix Gf. takes up the subject

of the Monuments of Central India, with a plan of Sanchi

and of its neighbourhood, and a record of the condition of

the monuments there, in 1880-1. Appendix H. deals with

Rajputana
;
Appendix I. contains the most interesting and

the most fully illustrated of Major Cole’s Reports, that on

the Ancient Monuments in the Panjab.

In this section Major Cole gives a map and several plates

in illustration of the remains at Eusofzai, showing many of

the ancient Graeco-Buddhist sites, with illustrations from

classical sources and from Persepolis, thus demonstrating a

remarkable similarity (to say the least) between the North

Indian works and the so-called Pelasgic works in Greece.

One of the most remarkable of these is what he calls a

“ Domed Granary,” at Sanghao, Eusofzai. One curious

piece of sculpture entitled a “ Woman and Eagle,” pi.

No. 21, Major Cole and General Cunningham compare

with the Ganymede of Leochares (or rather its copy),

now in the Vatican. 1 On the other hand, many interest-

1 There is at Bignor, in Sussex, a Mosaic pavement which much more nearly

represents the Peshawar sculpture than the statue of Leochares. But there is

an essential difference, that the principal figure in the classical representation is a

male. In Major Cole’s example, and in another copy of the same subject in the

Leitner Collection at South Kensington, it is clear that a female is being

carried off.
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ing sculptures relating to Buddha were found, and have

been engraved by Major Cole, and, in some of these,

there certainly seems to be a reminiscence of Greek

Art in the treatment of the draperies, though not in the

portraiture.

Appendices K. and L. deal with Ancient Monuments in the

North-West Provinces and Oudh and with those of the

Central Provinces. In the last, it may be remarked that

there is a good plan showing the general position of the

principal Temples at Mandhatta on the River Narbudda.

Appendix 0. gives a useful list of some of the ancient and

modern forts and citadels in India.

The Government of Madras has printed “ A Sketch of the

D37nasties of Southern India, by Robert Sewell, Esq.,

M.R.A.S.,” extracted from the larger work, vol. ii. of the

Archaeological Survey Series of Southern India. [Mr.

Sewell’s List of the Antiquarian Remains in the Presidency

of Madras, vol. i., was noticed in last year’s Report, pp.

xlviii-ix.] The idea of this publication is good, and, as a

work for ready chronological reference, it will be found

useful. It is not, as the compiler states, “ intended as a

complete history, the subject of South Indian History

being yet in its infancy.” The arrangement, to assist

reference, is alphabetical
;

but it would be of still more

value to students if, at some future time, Mr. Sewell were

able to print some synchronistical tables, so that the

order of the succession of the different Dynasties and

Families could be seen at a glance. The general index of

names is well done.

The Ceylon Government has published a very interesting

paper, drawn up by H. C. P. Bell, Esq., of the Ceylon Civil Ser-

vice, entitled, “TheMaldiveIslands,an Account of the Physical

Features, Climate, History, Inhabitants, Productions, and

Trade.” Of this report, or rather of a portion of it, Mr. Albert

Gray, M.R.A.S., gave an account to the Society, on June 20,
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1881. As already noticed, Mr. Gray has supplemented it

by his translation, for the Ceylon Journal, of that part of

Ibn Batuta’s Voyages which refer to these Islands or to

Ceylon. Mr. Gray has, also, treated on the same subject,

in a paper printed in J.R.A.S., Vol. X. The whole report is

worthy of perusal, but, probably, the most valuable parts are

those relating to the Island-history (p. 21), which clearly

show that the population, like the Sinhalese, are of Aryan

descent, the actual language being nearly akin to the Elu or

oldest form of Sinhalese. The grammar, however, has still

to be written, and the only vocabularies, those of Pyrard

(1602-7) and of Christopher (1836-8), are obviously very

incomplete. Recently Mr. Gray has done something in

this direction (J.B.A.S. Vol. X. 1878). Dr. E. Muller has

given Contributions to Sinhalese Grammar in the Ceylon

Sess. Papers for 1880, and Prof. Kuhn a paper in the

Munich Sitzungsberichte, which Mr. Ferguson has trans-

lated for the Indian Antiquary. The old characters, now

disused, bear some resemblance to the Vattelutta or Old

Tamil. The new characters, called Gubuli-tana, are peculiar

and probably unique in their composition. Mr. Gray states

that the first letters are merely the Arabic numerals from 1

to 9, and the last letters probabty simplifications of the old

alphabet (see p. 78 for one of native writing). Mr. Bell

adds a valuable Note on the Money, Weights, and Measures

used in these Islands.

In the Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Society (vol. lii. pt.

1, No. 2), Bajendralala Mitra has a long article, “ On

the Temples of Deoghar,” a subject previously noticed

in Hunter’s “Annals of Rural Bengal,” and in other pub-

lications : none of these, however, give an adequate idea of

the inscriptions found there. No temple in India would

seem to have a higher claim for sanctity than that of

Baidyunatba, at Deoghar, more than 100,060 pilgrims visit-

ing it (we are told) yearly. The name Deoghar is probably
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modern. 1 The temple of Vaidyanatha now stands in the

middle of the town, surrounded by a court-yard of an irregu-

lar quadrilateral form. The presiding divinity is the Jyotir-

linga, of cylindrical form, five inches in diameter, and rising

about four inches from the centre of a large slab of basalt,

shaped like a yoni and pointing to the north. Rajendra

Mitra criticizes with some severity Mr. Beglar’s descriptions

of this building (Arch. Survey, vol. viii. ), but Mr. Beglar’s

measures are probably correct. Curiously, in the Temple

court-yard there is still a monument of a much earlier period,

a masonry platform, about six feet in height and twenty

feet square, supporting three huge monoliths of contorted

gneiss rock, two of them vertical, the third lying upon

the heads of the two uprights, like a horizontal beam. R.

Mitra thinks this structure is a Hindu “ Dolkat-frame ” in

stone, and that it was erected for the purpose of swinging

Krishna in the Holi Festival. Mr. Beglar, on the other

hand, holds it to be simply a great gateway. The Babu

then gives a full transcript and translation of all the inscrip-

tions, which are modern and of little interest
;

indeed, of

so little, that one wonders that so many pages of the Journal

should have been given to them. It may be added that,

admitting all the sacred buildings now remaining at

Deoghar to be modern, there is strong reason for believing

that they represent others of a much earlier date. This,

however, R. Mitra doubts.

In vol. lii. part i. No. 3, Mr. Rivett-Carnac has given a

very interesting account, illustrated by three plates, of his

recent researches in company with Mr. J. Cockburn, in

the Banda District of the North-West Provinces, on

Stone Monuments, etc., the majority of which are clearly

the remains of the Aboriginal Tribes of India, who,

1 An account of these temples, with a more correct plan than that of Rajendra

Mitra, was published hy Mr. Beglar (Cunningham, vol. viii. p. 37, pt. 9 and 10),

hut none of these accounts furnish any illustration from which the style and age

of these temples can he satisfactorily determined.

vol. xvi .—[new series.] e
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driven out of the fertile Delta, on the Hindu invasion

from the north, found a natural refuge in the hills and

the jungle. Over the vast jungle tract of Central India,

cromlechs, kistvaens, and circles, closely resembling those

found in Britain and on the Continent of Europe, are to

be met with. None of the implements found among these

older remains appear to be in use at the present day even

among the most uncivilized of the existing tribes. Indeed,

the uncultivated natives, generally, look on them as wonderful

and mysterious, often as holy. The village pipal tree is

the surest place near which to find them. There the villagers,

acting unconsciously as valuable coadjutors in the interest of

arcbmological research, have collected together and piled up

from time immemorial these curious relics of a bygone age,

preserving them with that mysterious awe which attaches in

their eyes to everything that is old and rare. Messrs. Carnac

and Cockburn have collected many hundreds of these

monuments, of all sizes and types, many of them, from

their weather-worn surfaces, evidently of great age. For

the purpose of classification, they have divided them into

—

1. Hammer Stones. 2. Celts. The specimens from both of

these classes so closely resemble those that have been found

in the west, that had they not been carefully marked, their

'provenance could not have been determined. It should be

added, that the best specimens procured have been placed in

the British Museum, while casts of those that seemed to be

unique have been sent to the chief museums of Europe,

America, and the Indian Presidency towns. In the

Proceedings for June, 1883, Mr. Rivett- Carnac has, also,

given some important Notes on the Cromlech of Er-

Lannig in the Gulf of Morbihan. With the view of

comparing what he and Mr. Cockburn had found in India,

Mr. Carnac wrote to different people in Europe, and at

length received a letter in reply from Comte de Limar,

whose collection at Yannes, is the most complete existing.
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Of Mr. Carnac’s collection tlie Comte remarks, “I have been

struck with the extraordinary similarity existing between

the Celts you have so kindly sent me and our own types.

Had I not put marks on them, it would have been impossible

to distinguish yours from those in my collection here.”

Mr. Beames, in his “ Notes on Orissa,” has brought

together much antiquarian history, the chief point being the

evidence he has adduced, that the Oriya race cannot, as some

have supposed, be an offshoot from Bengal, their settle-

ment in this district being (as shown from the character of

their language) antecedent to the existence of any settled

population in Bengal. The ancient sovereigns of Orissa

were, he shows, great builders of stone buildings, and their

monuments still abound to such an extent that it is surpris-

ing that General Cunningham has not devoted any of his

Archaeological researches to a part of India which would

well repay him for such trouble. From about a.d. 1450,

the records of the province are clear, and can be corro-

borated from various testimonies. Indeed, from the Temple

Records at Puri, Messrs. Stirling and Hunter extracted a good

deal of history, more or less exact, extending to the founda-

tion of the Kesari Dynasty (a.d. 504). Asoka’s Inscriptions

in the Caves carry back the history to b.c. 250. Mr.

Beames’s History of Balasore, we may add, is carefully

worked out.

General Cunningham contributes a third paper (with one

plate), containing a further account of the “ Relics from

Ancient Persia in Gold, Silver and Copper.” The principal

object is a gold cylinder, superior, he thinks, in workmanship,

to any Persian gems he has seen, a judgment which the

plate given scarcely confirms. There are two scenes repre-

sented on it, each illustrative of the same subject, that of a

Persian soldier or chief slaying a prisoner. General Cunning-

ham considers the enemies to be Scythians, as they wear the

dress described by Herod, vii. 64 ;
and, further, that the two
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captives and the three slain figures are Indians, as these

persons wear the dhoti and buskins. This cylinder weighs

1520 grains, and is intrinsically worth 175 rupees (say £16).

The second gold object is a circular disk of about the same

weight and value, representing a man riding on a lion-headed

Hippocamp, similar forms of which mythical animal occur

on the Buddhist rails at Buddha Gaya (Arch. Survey, vol.

iii. p. 29). The third represents an antelope in the act of

leaping, weighs 3020 grains, and is worth 350 rupees (or

£31). Gen. Cunningham suggests that this object may have

been the top of a staff, as there is a hole under the stomach

for the insertion of the stick.

Mr. F. S. Growse contributes an interesting paper, “ On

the Town of Bulandshahr (N.W. Provinces),” where, in the

course of some necessary excavations, he lighted upon scores

of “ strange earthenware flasks or vase-like objects,” which

would seem to have been a special local manufacture. Mr.

Growse is inclined to think, as the place was evidently one

of importance in Buddhist times, “ that they were manu-

factured to serve as finials for miniature Buddhist Stupas.”

A Buddha has been dug up on the spot, having on each side

of his throne a rampant hippogriff with its back to the sage,

and rearing its head over a devotee seated in the attitude of

prayer. There is also a Buddhist inscription of the ninth or

tenth century. A terra-cotta seal was also found, bearing

the name “ Mattila,” in characters of the fifth century. Mr.

Growse adds an account of a copper-plate grant which was

found at Manpur, near Bulandshahr, in 1867, and has been

published in the J.B.A.S. vol. xxxviii., its date being a.d.

1076 or 1176.

Two important works have been recently published in

Calcutta, viz. the first and second volume of a “ Catalogue

and Handbook of the Archaeological Collections in the Indian

Museum ” there, drawn up by its able superintendent Dr.

John Anderson, M.R.A.S. The first part is devoted to the
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Asoka and Indo-Scytkian Galleries, and comprises a very-

full and careful account of suck portions of these ancient

monuments as are now preserved in the Museum at

Calcutta.

The chief objects are the Asoka Gallery, the Gateway and

Railings of the Bkarhut Stupa
;
many fragments from

Buddha Gaya
; Casts from the friezes of the Rock-cut

Temples of Orissa, showing that the people who executed

these works were nearly contemporary with the workmen of

the Bharhut railings, the caves themselves being essentially

Buddhist in character and not far from the city of Dantapuri

(or Puri), where, as the name implies, one of the relics

of Buddha (a tooth) was enshrined. The date of these

sculptures is admitted to be between 250 b.c. and 100 b.c.,

a determination supported by the fact that at Dhauli, a few

miles distant, we still find some of King Asoka’s inscriptions

on the Aswatama rocks, with an inscription of Kharaveli,

dated b.c. 146 (see paper by Bhagvanlal Indraji, read at

the Leyden Congress).

From Patna and from Sanchi the Museum has, also,

received many valuable monuments, about some of which,

as notably the two statues said to have been procured many

years since by Mr. J. Tytler, there is a curious difference

between General Cunningham’s notice in the fifteenth

volume of his Archaeological Survey, and that now com-

municated, with the objects before him, by Dr. Anderson.

The details of these differences of description are too long

for insertion here, but they will be found by those who

care to study them in the Archaeological Survey of India,

vol. xv. p. 1, and in Dr. Anderson’s work, vol. i.

p. 151.

The Sanchi Stupas consist of a series of Buddhist monu-

ments discovered at various sites between the towns of Bhilsa

and Bhopal, in Central India. The rest of this volume is

devoted to the Indo-Scythic gallery, with its valuable collec-
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tions from Mathura, Amravati, Gandhara, Buddha Gaya, and

other famous sites.

Dr. Anderson’s second volume is devoted to a detailed

account of the Gupta and Inscription Galleries, including

Buddhist, Jain, Brahmanical, and Muhammadan sculptures,

metal weapons, objects from tumuli, etc. This is quite as

carefully drawn up as the preceding one, and of great value

as an authentic record of what the Indian Museum at Cal-

cutta possessed in 1882. Some useful information is given

in various Appendices: thus, Mr. F. R. Mallet gives analyses

of various metallic objects, and Mr. H. B. Medlicott the

geological character of the various rocks, out of which many

of the ancient sculptures in the Museum have been carved.

Of miscellaneous archaeological papers may be mentioned

:

a notice by Dr. A. Lowy, in Proc. Bibl. Archaeol. Soc.

June, On Underground Structures in Biblical lands:—an

interesting account, in the Academy for June, p. 448, of

some enamelled glass lamps obtained by Mr. S. L. Poole,

on loan for the South Kensington Museum, from the

Khedive himself:—in the same Journal for August, p. 101,

a sketch by J. H. Middleton of the “ St. Maurice

Collection of Arab Art.” The Academy, also, has (Feb.

16, p. 117) an important letter from Prof. Peterson, On
a fixed date in Indian Chronology : — and, in April,

1884, p. 265, an appreciative review by Mr. W. Simpson,

of Messrs. Fergusson and Burgess’ Cave Temples (2 vols.

1882).

In the Revue Critique, No. 37, M. Clermont Ganneau has

given some useful “Notes d’Archeologie Orientale.”

Major Raverty has continued in his Fourth Section his

valuable “Notes on Afghanistan and part of Baluchistan,”

and in his routes— seventy-three to ninety— has given a

marvellous collection of miscellaneous matter of all kinds,

linguistic, antiquarian, etc., bearing on the past and present

history of the peoples he describes. It is impossible to
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analyze a work of this kind; but one thing is sadly absent,

viz. a good map, but this may be, perhaps, hereafter supplied.

Major Paverty’s notes throughout show great knowledge

of the native writers to whom he refers, but it would have

been wiser had these notes been a little less hostile to every

one who happens to differ from him.

Indian Antiquary .—There is no falling off in the papers

contributed to this useful periodical, and we find most of

the contributors of past years continuing their valuable

memoirs, with the aid of some new ones. Thus, omitting

for the present the notices of inscriptions, which will come

hereafter under the appropriate head of Epigraphy, it must

be mentioned that Mr. Fleet has contributed a very im-

portant paper (Aug. Nov.) “ On the Nomenclature of the

principal Hindu Eras and on the use of Samvatsara and its

abbreviations,” in which he contends that Samvatsara does

not necessarily mean the era of Yikramaditya (as maintained

by the late Prof. Dowson and Prof. Monier Williams)—that

Samvat is not an abbreviation of Samvatsara, but of the

genitive plural Samvatsaranam “of years,”—that Samvat is

used to denote years of the Saka Era, though Prof. Dowson’s

restrictive meaning may be true for dates since the eleventh

century a.d.,—and, generally
,

that, when mentioned in

connexion with the earlier Eras, Samvat is not to be con-

sidered as a declinable base, meaning “ era,” but only as a

technical abbreviation of Samvatsaranam. Mr. Fleet then

gives abundant examples of this early usage. Other technical

forms are Sakakala and Saka-samaya, “ the time of the

Saka;” “ Saka-varsha,” Sak-abda, Sakavatsara, etc., the

years of the Sakas
;

finally, and last in chronological

sequence, “ Salivahana-Saka,” the Era of Salivahana, which

was not, however, fully established till the time of the

Vijayanagara Kings. Mr. Fleet then discusses at some

length the Vikrama era, partly in reply to the objections
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urged by Prof. Max Muller in “India, wbat can it teach

us?” pp. 282-283.

Dr. Biihler has published two papers, the first, “On the

relationship between the Andhras and the Western Kshat-

rapas,” in which, while supporting, generally, the discoveries

of Pandit Bhagvanlal Indraji, he points out that some portion

of the Pandit’s remarks on the Chronology of the Andhras

requires modification. In the second, he gives an interesting

account of an ancient Royal Seal (in terra-cotta) found in

Wala, which appears to record two names, not previously

met with, viz. those of Ahivarman and Pushyena. The

Editor also contributes two papers (August, December), in

the first of which he gives, in Prof. F. Max Muller’s own

words, his views on the subject of the Yikramaditya Era,

in which the Professor supports, generally, the proposals

of the late Prof. Bhao Daji and Mr. Fergusson and adds

a table ;
and though, as he says, some of the links of this

chronological system are still doubtful, the possible existence

of a Yikramaditya in the first century b.c. is suggested,

while that of a king so named in the sixth century admits

of little doubt. His second paper (December) contains an

excellent account of the Ritual of Ramesvaram, one of the

great temples of Southern India, the area of which, 865 feet

(east to west) and 657 (north and south), or about 18^- acres,

is considerably, therefore, in excess of that of the Great

Pyramid. As a structure it is important, as the work of a

period extending over 350 years. It was erected and is

endowed almost solely by the Setupati Chiefs of Ramnad.

The daily ritual is unusually long and complicated.

Prof. Bhandarkar, of Poona, has a paper, On the Rashtra-

kuta Kings, Krishnaraja and Elapura, in which he combats

some previous translations, and suggests that the beautiful

temple said to have been constructed on the hill at Elapur

(Elura) is probably the Kailasa itself.

To R. F. Chisholm, Gov. Arch. Madras, we owe an im-
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portant notice of Chandragiri, in the N. Arkot district,

which contains the old palace of Sri Ranga Raya, the last

representative of the Yijayanara Dynasty, who gave the

English their first foothold in India, by permitting them

to erect Fort St. George at Madras, by his sunnad dated a.d.

1639. Four plates, containing elevations and plans of it,

are given. The writer of the paper states that orders have

been given by the Government of Madras for the renovation

of this building, whatever this word of ill omen may

mean.

Mr. W. Knight James (Jan. 1884) has a short paper,

entitled Notes on Buddhist Images in Ceylon, which is useful,

as showing the different attitudes selected in that Island for

Buddha and his attendants. It may be noted that in Ceylon

Buddha and his disciples do not wear ornaments or a head-

dress, while, on the other hand, Buddha’s head is usually

surrounded by a flame-like process intended to serve as a

sort of halo. In some paintings this halo surrounds the

whole body. The Rev. T. Foulkes gives, also, a paper

on a Grant of the Bana King Vikramaditya II., which is

valuable for the chronology of an ancient Dynasty of South

Dekkan Kings.

There is, also (Jan. 1884), a very important notice by

Prof. Biihler, of Prof. Peterson’s account in the Bombay

Journal of his search for Sanskrit MSS. In that for April,

is an important paper, by Mr. K. T. Telang, “On the Date of

Sankaracharya,” in which he controverts some of the views

of Prof. F. Max Muller.

Semitic Literature—Hebrew and Chaldee.—Many valuable

papers have appeared in different periodicals since the last

Anniversary, some of which will now be noticed. Thus, in

the Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology,

June 5, is a short but interesting speculation by Professor
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Sayce on the meaning of the Biblical names Shem and

Japhet :—by Mr. H. Rassam, “ On Biblical Nationalities

Past and Present”:—by Mr. Chotzner (Jan. 8, 1884), On
Hebrew Poetry, in which he attempts to maintain the old

hexametrical system against the more modern and more

generally received view of parallelism :— and by Dr. S.

Louis, “ On the Handicrafts and Artizans mentioned in the

Talmudical "Writings :

”—in April 1, is a notice by the

same writer “ On the Life and Social Position of Hebrew

Women in Biblical Times :
”—and a paper by the Rev. A.

Lowy “ On Technological Terms in Ancient Semitic Culture

and Folklore.” To the Transactions of the Society (vol.

viii. part 1) Dr. Louis has, also, contributed a paper of much

interest, On the Poor-Laws of the Ancient Hebrews.

In the Athenceum (1883, Aug. 25) is a notice of the Rev.

W. H. Lowe’s masterly edition of the Mishnah from the

unique MS. at Cambridge, the text of which is believed to be

nearer to that found in the editions of the Jerusalem Talmud

than that of the Babylonian Talmud, a question which has

been already fully discussed by Dr. Schiller-Szinessy in a

monograph entitled “Vhemah Bakk’thubim.” The better

readings of the Cambridge MS. are everywhere con-

scientiously pointed out by Mr. Lowe. In Sept. 15 is an

excellent notice of the “ Three Rabbis,” who, the writer

justly says, have left a durable impression on the Jews,

even long after they had lost the last shadow of political

life, on the fall of Jerusalem. These were R. Aqiba, his

pupil R. Meir, and R. Judah, the final redactor of the

Mishnah. The general story of R. Meir, who was certainly

a remarkable man in his day, will be found clearly given

in M. Raphael Levy’s book, entitled “ Un Tanali, Etude sur

la vie et l’enseignement d’un Docteur Juif du deuxieme

siecle.” The passages attributed to R. Meir, relating to

Christian controversy, are, however, probably, apocryphal.

Another book bearing on this subject is Dr. Joel’s “Blicke
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in die Beligionsgeschichte,” of which two parts only have

as yet appeared. In Jan. 10, 1884, is a review of Mr.

Bateson Wright’s new and critically revised Translation of

the Book of Job. In this work, a useful contribution to

the study of a difficult book, its author is considered to

be an Israelite.

In March 22 is an interesting account of Dr. Schiller-

Szinessy’s First Book of the Psalms, according to the text

of the Cambridge MS. Bible, with the commentary of David

Qimchi, the text of which he assigns to the ninth century,

though most scholars think it is as late as the twelfth. From

the Athenaeum we also learn (Sept. 8, 1883) that Dr. Hoern-

ing, of the Dept, of Orient. MSS., British Museum, has been

engaged for some time in preparing for publication one of

the most remarkable of the Karaite MSS. recently acquired,

comprehending Exodus i. 1 to viii. 5, which will be

represented by an autotype facsimile of the Hebrew text,

etc., as written in this MS. in Arabic characters. M.

Stasson, of St. Petersburg, is, we understand, about to pub-

lish in facsimile the earliest specimens of the Illuminated

initials in Biblical MSS., which are interesting from their

evident connection with Byzantine art.

In the Academy, Dec. 29, is a review of Dr. Strack’s

Ilebraische Grammatik, the first of the series of introductory

manuals called “ Porta Linguarum Orientalium,” a work

excellently arranged, and the more useful from the consider-

able list of works bearing on the study of Hebrew appended

to it. This volume, in fact, takes the place of the one

published nearly forty years ago by J. II. Petermann. In

March 1, 1884, is a good notice of the “ Monatschrift fur

Geschichte und Wissenschaft des Judenthums,” showing

how much is being done by Jewish scholars for history and

philology, and calling attention to many excellent papers by

such scholars as Drs. Eggers, Graetz, and Backer.

In the Itevue Critique (Nos. xli. and xlii.), M. Halevy
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reviews at length, and with high commendation, Prof. Dill-

mann’s Kurzgefasstes Exegetisches Handbuch zum Alten

Testament, ninth Lief. Die Genesis, and gives a very interest-

ing sketch of the course of modern criticism as applied to the

Pentateuch. In a second paper (No. xlii.), the same scholar

treats with great severity M. Lenormant’s “ La Genese.”

In No. xlvii. M. Halevy, further, notices, approvingly, the

recent work of M. Paul de Lagarde, entitled “ Sepher

Takhemoni,” a collection of poems by Juda Harizi, a cele-

brated poet of Toledo, in the twelfth century, framed on

Hispano-Arabian models of two centuries earlier. Harizi

seems to have been at the head of the best school of the

Hebrew Renaissance.

In the Zeitschrift d. Morg. Gesellschaft, xxxvii. pt. 2, M.

D. Kaufmann notices Saadja Alfajjumi, and there is also

a brief account of Abu’l Walid Ibn Ganah und die Neu-

Hebraische Poesie : M. Kautsch adds a “ Bericht iiber die

1881 aus gebiete d. Hebr. Sprache.” In part 3 Dr. W.
Bacher writes on the Hebrew 3 and the Arabic and Dr.

Imm. Low reviews M. Zuckernackel’s Tosefta. In part 4

Prof. Noldeke has a paper entitled “ Untersuchangen zur

Semitischen Grammatik 1. Die Yerba in 'y im Hebraisches.

Other brief notices of books recently published will be found

in the Deutsch Literaturzeitung, in the Deutsch Central-blatt,

in the Theolog. Literaturzeitung, and in the Gotting.

Gelehrte Anzeigen. The “Literatur-Blatt fiir Orientalische

Philologie,” which started in last October, and promises

well, has not as yet printed (in the three numbers now out)

anything on Hebrew Literature. On the other hand, the

Revue des Etudes Juives is full of interesting articles by such

scholars as MM. Joseph and Hartwig Derenbourg, Fried-

lander, Bacher, Israel Levi, Jastrow, Isidore Loeb and the

late M. Lenormant. In America, at Chicago, a monthly

journal has been started, for Old Testament literature and

interpretation, under the auspices of the American Institute
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of Hebrew, and the American Society of Biblical Literature

and Exegesis has continued its useful labours.

Among miscellaneous books, the following may be noted,

—

to quote all would fill many pages: Delitzsch, F., The Hebrew

Language viewed in the light of Assyrian Research :

—

Straschun, I). 0., Der Traktat Taanit d. Bab. Talmud :

—

Fischer, B., Talmudische Chrestomathie :—Dr. Wunsche’s

Bibliotheca Rabbinica 26th sect, entitled, “ Der Midrasch

Wajjika Rabba”:—Brooks, W. H. S., Vestiges of the Broken

Plural in Hebrew :—Gesenius, Ilebr. Worterbuch, fasc. 9 :

—Levy, Neu-Hebr. Worterbuch, fasc. 16 :—Nathan, Lexicon

Targum, Talmud et Midrash (cura Kohut) tom. iii.-iv. :

—

Rabbinowicz, Varise lectiones in Talmud, etc., pt. xiii. :

—

Schwab, M., Le Talmud de Jerusalem, tom. vi. :—Delitzsch,

F., The Hebrew New Testament of the British and Foreign

Bible Society (new edition):—Graetz, Hist, des Juifs, trad,

par M. Wogue, tom. i. :—Wunsche, Dr. A., Der Midrasch

Ruth Rabba.

Assyrian, etc.—Before the Society of Biblical Archaeology,

many valuable papers have been read, and some of them

since published, in either their “ Proceedings ” or “ Transac-

tions.” Thus, in their “Proceedings” (May, 1883, p. 120),

Mr. J. P. Peters contributes a letter on Mr. Pinches’ paper

of June 6, 1882, “On Akkadian Numerals”:—M. Jules

Oppert, a letter to Mr. W. H. Rylands on some of Mr.

Pinches’ replies (p. 152) :—on Nov. 6, Mr. E. A. Budge

read a paper, “On the Fourth Tablet of the Creation Series,

relating to the fight between Marduk and Tiam-at,” from a

tablet found by Mr. Rassam (1883, p. 5) : and Mr. Pinches

one, “ On Babylonian Art illustrated by Mr. Rassam’s

latest discoveries,” the most important of these being an

egg-shaped object in marble, bearing a dedication by Sargon

of Agade, presumed to be as early as b.c. 3800 (p. 11) :

—

Prof. Sayce contributed a letter “ On the Cuneiform Tablets
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of Cappadokia” (p. 17). In p. 34 is a further letter from

M. Jules Oppert, with a reply from Mr. Pinches :—Mr.

Pinches also gives “Notes on the Sardu-bird or Falcon”

(p. 57), and continues his “Papers on Assyrian Grammar,”

dealing in this one with “ The Permansive and other forms”

(p. 62) :—Mr. W. H. Rjdands adds (p. 68) an excellent drawing

of the famous Cylinder of Sargon, described by Mr. Pinches.

On Feb. 5, Mr. Bertin read a paper entitled “Notes on the

Babylonian Contract Tables” (p. 84), his chief point being

that these documents are mercantile rather than le<jal ; and

M. Menant replied to Mr. Pinches’ paper “On Babylonian

Art” (p. 88). In p. 102, Mr. Pinches prints a paper

“ On the sale of a Slave, marked on the left hand

with the name of his mistress ” :—and, later on, at p. 107,

replies to M. Menant. On March 4, a joint paper by

Messrs. Pinches and Budge, “ On an Edict of Nebuchad-

nezzar I., about B.c. 1150,” was read by the Secretary

(p. 119), and, at p. 125, Messrs. Bertin, Pinches, and Budge

propose what they call “a rational system of transliteration”

for certain Assyrian syllables. In the “ Transactions ” of

the same Society, vol. viii. p. 1, is a valuable and admirably-

illustrated paper, “On the Birds of the Assyrian Monuments

and Records,” by the Rev. W. Houghton (pp. 92-142); and,

in vol. viii. pt. 2, two papers by Mr. Pinches, viz. “ The

Antiquities found by Mr. Rassam at Abu-Habbah (Siffara),”

pp. 164-171, and “Babylonian Legal Documents referring

to House Property and the Law of Inheritance,” pp. 271-

298 : there is, also, one by Mr. Bertin, “ Akkadian Precepts

for the conduct of man in his private life,” pp. 230-279
;

and one by Mr. Hormuzd Rassam, “ Recent Discoveries of

Ancient Babylonian Cities,” pp. 172-197.

In the Athenceum (June 2, p. 700), Mr. Pinches writes on

the word Khabatsillatu, and, subsequently, in pp. 729, 763,

and 795, is a personal discussion, between Messrs. Delitzsch

and Pinches, to which we can only allude. Mr. Delitzsch,
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in pp. 763, 792, 114, and 239, adds four more papers on the

“Importance of Assyriology to Hebrew Lexicography.”

These and the earlier ones have now been reprinted in a

single volume. We further learn, from the same Journal,

that the fuller examination of the Babylonian Tablets from

Abu Habba shows that they were originally arranged in

chronological order.

In the Academy (Sept. 1) Mr. E. A. Budge gives an

account of a cylinder (one of Mr. Rassam’s discoveries) of

Antiochus, with the date of me. 270-269, on which also

occur the names of Seleucus and Stratonice. It is one

of the latest known. In Oct. 6, Mr. Budge announces the

discovery that some forger has been attempting to imitate

(in clay and plaster of Paris mixed) some of the so-called

“ contract ” tablets. The forger’s work appears to have been

done in rather a bungling fashion, but might, perhaps, deceive

uncritical or unpractised eyes.

In Sept. 1, M. Terrien de Lacouperie has printed a

paper on “ The Affinity of the Ten Stems of the Chinese

Cycle with the Akkadian Numerals.” And in Oct. 6,

the same writer deals, at great length, with his favourite

subject, the connexion, in prehistoric times, of China and

Babylon, and formulates his discovery in the following words:

“The Chinese mythical list of kings,” he says, “is based

on the early Babylonian Canon, and reproduces the first

eighty-six kings mentioned by Berosus, as well as many

legends and historical facts of the same period ” In

Nov. 14 Professor Sayce maintains that M. de Lacouperie’s

objection to the received date of Sargon of Akkad is not

sound, as the kings mentioned in the Babylonian list are

there stated to be not arranged in chronological order. In

Dec. 22, the same writer further notices several works

bearing on Assyriology. The first by Mr. Evans (“ An
Essay on Assyriology ”), written at the request of the

Hibbert Trustees, gives the chief and latest results of
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Assyrian research, so far as they bear on Hebrew Grammar

and Lexicography, as well as on the Geography and History

of the Old Testament. Prof. Sayce points out here that

Parsuas, in the Inscriptions of Assurbanipal, is not Persia.

On Dr. Loth’s new work, “ Questiones de Historia Sabbati,”

Prof. Sayce remarks that questions concerning the origin

and the nature of the Jewish Sabbath cannot he satisfactorily

discussed without a knowledge of Assyriology
;
and that

Dr. Loth is known as a scholar possessing a sound knowledge

of the Cuneiform Inscriptions, by his edition of the great

Historical Inscription of Tiglath-Pileser I. M. Stanilas

Guyard’s “Melanges d’Assyriologie ” is a reprint of various

short notes on Assyrian Lexicography, which have usefully

added to our knowledge of the Assyrian Dictionary. The

Essay on the Inscriptions of Van he has appended is mainly

a criticism on Prof. Sayce’s paper in the Journal of this

Society. Many of M. Guyard’s suggestions show great

acuteness. The second edition of Dr.Eberhard Schrader’s

“ Die Keil-Inschriften und das Alte Testament ” is as full

of interest and information for the Assyriologist as for those

who stand without the charmed circle of Assyrian studies.

The new edition contains a valuable excursus by Prof. Paul

Haupt on the Babylonian account of the Deluge, to which

Prof. Sayce adds some additions and corrections. M. Delattre,

in his “ Le Peuple et l’Empire des Medes,” combats the

theory of Turanian Medes and Dr. Oppert’s arguments on

behalf of the Median origin of the Second Akhsemenian

Inscriptions
;
but Prof. Sayce points out, that it is a hasty

assertion to state that there were no Non-Aryan Medes.

The Greeks derived this name from the Assyrians, and, in

the Assyrian Inscriptions, the name is given, irrespective of

race and language, to the populations who dwell east of the

Kurds. A recent discovery of Mr. Pinches explains how the

general title of Median came to be applied to the specific

kingdom of Ecbatana.
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The Z.D.M.G. contains no notice of matters Assyrian.

In the Journal Asiatique, serie 8, tome 1, p. 261, M.

Guyard has a brief “ Note sur quelques particularity des

Inscriptions de Yan ” (see above). At p. 515, M. Oppert

announces some new discoveries, and, at p. 517, M. Guyard

gives an account of some paper impressions of inscriptions

from Yan, made by M. Desrolle. In serie 8, tome 2, p. 81,

M. Darmesteter (in his Annual Report) gives a summary of

what has been done for Assyriology during the past year by

French excavators and linguists. At p. 184, M. Guyard

prints a paper entitled “ Nouvelles Notes de Lexicographie

Assyrienne.” At p. 351, M. Pognon publishes “ Inscription

de Merou-Nerar I., Roi d’Assyrie,” and an “ Inscription

inedite du British Museum.” The text of the former in-

scription has been printed in the British Museum Series, vol.

iv. pi. 44-5.

In the Revue Critique (No. 29) is a review by M. Hale'vy

of the new edition of Schrader’s “ Die Keil-Inschriften und

das Alte Testament,” in which the reviewer naturally com-

plains of the writer’s advocacy of the Sumerian or Akkadian

theories, and, in the Deutsch Literaturzeitung, the Central-

blatt,andTheologischLiteraturzeitung,are brief, and generally

good, notices of the principal recent Assyrian publications.

At the meeting of the American Oriental Society (Boston,

May, 1883), Prof. W. D. Whitney read a paper entitled, “Was
there at the head of the Babylonian Pantheon, a Deity bearing

the name of El ? ” In the Literatur-Blatt d. Orient. Philol.,

pt. 4, Mr. Schrader speaks very highly of Bezold’s “ Keil-

Schrift-typer d. Akad. zu Munchen,” and, in the new
“ Zeitschrift fur Keilschriftforschung,” the first number of

which was published in January of the present year, are the

following papers:—By E. Schrader, Zur Frage nach der Aus-

sprache der Zisch-laute in Babyl-Assyrischen :—by Prof.

Sayce, On the origin of the Persian Cuneiform Alphabet :

—

by Stanislas Guyard, Quelques remarques sur la prononciation

VOL. XVI.—[new series.] F
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et la transcription de la chuintante et de la sifflante en

Assyrien :—by F. Hommel, Zur Alt-Babyloniscben Chrono-

logic:—and by J. Oppert, Un acte de vente conserve en deux

exemplaires :—with some other short notes and reviews.

Before the Academie des Inscriptions et de Belles Lettres

(May 18) M. Oppert has given a further account of the

Cuneiform monuments in the Vatican, and has noted among

them, some fragments of sculpture (an arm and part of a

head), and a contract tablet of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar,

dated July, 575 b.c. (Aug. 3) M. Schwab gives a de-

cipherment of a Chaldcean inscription on terra-cotta,

found at Hillah and now in the British Museum, which

he attributes to the sixth century b.c. (Aug. 31) M.

Ledrain communicates two Sumerian texts, one engraved on

a piece of black diorite, the other on a statue, most prob-

ably the so-called King Goudea. (Sept. 7) M. Oppert deals

with certain ancient Chaldaean linear measurements which

have been detected on statues of the aforenamed king, and

calculates their value according to the French system. In

Sept. 14 M. Ledrain gives the translation of another

Sumerian inscription from a statue of the same king,

relating to the building by him of a brick temple.

(Oct. 12) M. Halevy gives an explanation of certain

Hebrew and Assyrian words, and, especially, of the word

El “ God,” by El “ column.” (Dec. 28) M. Barbier de

Meynard states that M. Pognon has found in the Wady
Brissa (Lebanon) two Cuneiform Inscriptions, each ac-

companied with a bas-relief, one in Arabic characters, the

other in cursive. They are much defaced, but give a list of

Nebuchadnezzar’s buildings at Babylon
;
and (Jan. 4, 1884)

M. Oppert gives some notes on them. M. Heuzey (Feb. 15)

announces the discovery of the name of a new king of Tello,

which, according to M. Oppert’s system of decipherment,

will read Souh-ka-ghi-na. The inscription would seem to

be one of the most ancient on record. The stone itself is
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lost, but the inscription bas been preserved on one of M. de

Sarzec’s paper impressions. M. Oppert (Feb. 29) expresses

his opinion that the Prince, to whom the inscription belonged,

must have reigned before Sargon and Naramsin, and, there-

fore, before b.c. 3800.

In the Journal des Savants, Nov. 1883, is an important

paper “Sur la periode Chaldaique,” which appears to have

been originally drawn up (but not quite finished) by the

well-known astronomer, M. Biot. It has now been printed

under the editing of M. Lefort.

Lastly, in the Times for Oct. 4 is a very interesting and

complete resum^ of the Collection of the Chaldsean An-

tiquities mainly procured by M. de Sarzec (the French Consul

at Bassorah) and now in the Louvre. These antiquities have

been chiefly found in some mounds, called by the Arabs

Tel-lo, or the “ Mound of the Idol,” this name having

been derived from a statue in black granite, which long

lay uninjured on the surface of the ground, but has now

been broken up and its fragments distributed as “antikas”

among different European Museums. Unfortunately, Mr.

George Smith considered this mound beyond the limit of

his firman, so it has been left for M. de Sarzec to secure

for France, what might otherwise have been appropriately

added to the collections of the British Museum. Tel-lo

occupies the site of the city of Sergulla, which was ruled

in remote times by Viceroys subject to the rulers of Ur; and

its ancient name still survives in the Arab Zerghoul. Ac-

cording to Dr. Delitzsch it had another name, Kul-una, not

improbably the Calneh of Gen. x. 10. The monuments

recovered open a vista of Babylonian primitive life, at a

period little short of 4000 years b.c. The statue of one

of the most important of the Viceroys, Goudea, represents

him in his character of Priest-Architect. One of his seals

is preserved in the Museum at the Hague.

Among the books or essays published during the last year,
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may be noted the following. Assyriologische Bibliothek (in

sequence), band. iv. 3 :—Strassmaier, Alphabet, verzeichn. d.

Assyr. u. Akkad worter, im 2 bande d. Cun. Insc. W.A. :

—

band v., Lyon, Keil-Inschr. Sargon’s :—II cilindro a la

genealogia di Ciro (Civilta Catolica, ser. 12, vol. 3) :—A.

Delattre, S. J., Le peuple et l’Empire des Medes :—Hassaroli,

G., Phul e Tuklut Palasar II., Salmanasar Y., e Sargon,

questioni Biblico-Assire :—Flemming, J., Die Grosse Stein-

platten inschrift. Nebukadnezzar’s II. (from India Office) :
—

Haupt, Beitrage zur Assyr. Lautlehre (Gotting. Nachrich-

ten.) :—Kiepert, H., Zur Karte d. Ruinenfelde von Babylon

(Zt. d. Ges. f. Erdkunde) :—Perron and Chipiez, History of

Arabia, Chaldsea, and Assyria, transl. by Armstrong. 2 vols.

8vo. :—Ledrain, E., Les Antiquites Chaldeenes du Louvre,

Coll. Sarzec :—Prof. Sayce, Fresh Light from the Ancient

Monuments (Rel. Tract Soc.) :— Perrot, Comparaison de

l’Egypte et de la Chaldee (Rev. Archeol. pp. 318-38) :

—

Evers, E., Ueber die v. Rawlinson u. Pinches entzifferten

Inschriften, welche sich auf die Zeit d. Cyrus beziehen (Sitz.

ber. d. Hist. Gesellsch.) :—Menant, J., Empreints de Cachets

Assyro-Chaldeennes au Mus. :—also, Les pierres gravees de

la Haute-Asie, pt. 1. Cylindres de la Chaldee:—also, Les

Sacrifices sur les cylindres Chaldeens (Gaz. Archeol. Nos. 8

and 9) :—Delitzsch, Die Sprache d. Cossaer.

Arabic.—There are many matters of interest to record this

year, perhaps, however, rather in the works published, than in

the reviews or notices, which have, from time to time, appeared

of earlier publications. However, to take the last first : in

the Atlienceum, June 30, is an interesting notice of Mr.

Stanley Lane Poole’s “Studies in a Mosque,” a work of much

miscellaneous value, with a title, however, which would

certainly be misleading to ordinary readers :—in Aug. 25, is

a very full review of Sir W. Muir’s “ Annals of the Early

Caliphate from Original Sources,” with a suggestion that
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some of the dates he has given cannot be quite maintained,

to which Sir W. Muir has replied, in Sept. 29. We learn

also, from the same Journal, that Prof. A. Muller is prepar-

ing a Handbook to Arabic Literature, from the papers left

behind him by the late Prof. 0. Loth.

In the Academy
,
Jan. 12, 1884, is a notice of Prof. Die-

terici’s Abhandlungen der Ichwan-es-Safa, containing part

of the text of the tracts of “ The Brotherhood of Purity,”

from which, during the last twenty years, the Professor has

been, from time to time, publishing translations. These fifty

treatises profess to form a sort of Encyclopaedia of Philo-

sophy, as the term was understood in the tenth century,

and are the most interesting specimens of Arab thought

we possess before Avicenna and Averroes. Mr. Poole has

given, in his “Studies in a Mosque,” a summary of the

Professor’s translations. There is also, in March 8, a short

notice of Van den Berg’s Minhadj-at-talibin, a manual of

Muhammadan jurisprudence, well worthy the attention of

Europeans preparing for careers in the Far East. It is the

law-book most generally in use in the Indian Archipelago

and in Egypt.

In the Times of Sept. 12, 1883, is a valuable article

on Arabic Grammar, too long, however, to be more

than referred to here. It may, however, be noted that

the writer calls attention to a fact not generally borne

in mind, that Semitic grammar is an Arabic invention,

derived from the necessity of establishing the Koran, not

only as a religious code, but as the model of the Arabic

official language, and that the first Hebrew grammars of

the ninth or tenth century were simply imitations of the

Arabic.

From the Revue Critique, May, we learn that the Societe

Asiatique has just published the fifth edition of the “ Precis

de Jurisprudence Musulmane de Sidi Khalil”
;
and that the

Baron de Posen has printed at St. Petersburg, under the
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title of “ Imperator Yacili Bolgaroboitsa,” an account of

the Emperor Basil II., from the Arabic Chronicle of Yahya

of Antioch. It is a pity that the translation is in Russ and

not in French. In Oct. 22, it is stated that M. Salvatore

Cusa, of the University of Palermo, has completed the

second volume of the Greek and Arabic diplomas preserved

in the Sicilian Archives, and that a third volume is in pro-

gress, containing Notes, Translations, etc. : in Nov. 19

that M. Dieterici has recently published some extracts from

the “Arabic Encyclopaedia of Bussorah;” in Dec. 10 that M.

Basset has also been able to give some account of the Arabic

MSS. in two libraries at Fez, which shows either that these

libraries must have been greatly plundered, or that the

writer had but limited access to the places where they are

preserved. In Jan. 21, M. Halevy reviews with high praise

the “ Sabaische Denkmiiler ” of MM. Mordtmann and

Muller, but is somewhat chary of his compliments for the

“Epigraphie de Yemen” of MM. J. and H. Derenbourg, in

the Journ. Asiat. ser. vi. tome 19.

In the Proc. Peng. As. Journ. (July and August) is a

letter from Dr. Sprenger stating that in the Khedivian

Library at Cairo is a copy of the Isabah, or Biographical

Dictionary of the persons who knew Muhammad (in six

parts), a loan or copy of which would be of great value for

the edition now in progress in the “Bibliotheca Indica”; and

also a paper by George Hughes, C.S., M.R.A.S., entitled

“ Are there Tenses in Arabic ?”

In the Journal Asiatique (Fevr.-Mars.) Dr. W. Wright

proposes some queries about some MSS. : — (Avril-Mai-

Juin) M. de Goeje reviews, approvingly, M. Landberg’s

Proverbes et dictons de la Province de Syrie, section de

Sayda :— (Oct.-Nov.-Dec.) M. Halevy gives a paper called

“ Miscellanees Semitologiques,” a portion, only, of which

refers to Arabic
;

and M. Guyard acknowledges the

receipt by the Society from M. Clermont Ganneau, of a
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“ Catalogue des MSS. et imprimes Arabes appartenant a

diverses bibliotheques Musulmanes de Damas,” wbicb was

drawn up, some thirteen years ago, by a learned Musulman

of Jerusalem, Yusuf A1 Khaldy. In (Jan. 1884) M. B. de

Meynard prints a letter from M. Houdas of Algiers on the

Tohfat of Ibn Acem, with the view of fixing the notation

and pronunciation of the words in it
;
and in the same

number, M. Halevy publishes “ Observations sur les Inscrip-

tions Sabeennes,” with reference to the article by MM.
Joseph and Hartwig Derenbourg in the last number of the

Journ. Asiat., called “Etudes sur l’Epigraphie du Yemen.”

In the Z. D. M. G. Professor A. Socin deals with “ Der

Arabische Dialekt von Mosul und Mardin ” (xxxvii. p. 188).

Dr. Steinschneider has a paper on “ Die Parva Is aturalia des

Aristoteles bei dem Arabern” (p. 477). M. Ahlwardt reviews

Dieterici’s Sogenannte Theologie des Aristoteles (p. 594),

and Thorbecke, Dr. G. Jahn’s Ibn Jais (p. 609).

In the Proc. of the American Or. Soc. (Oct. 1883, p. xv)

is an interesting paper by Prof. I. H. Hall, on the Arabic

Bible of Drs. Eli Smith and Cornelius Y. A. Yan Dyck.

In the Literaturhlatt f. Or. Philol. M. Prsetorius writes on

the Sabaische Denkmaler of MM. Mordtmann and Muller

(p. 27); Thorbecke on A. Huber’s Ueber das “Meisir”

genannte Spiel der heidnischen Araber
;
M. Robles writes

an interesting letter “ On Arabic Studies in Spain,” p. 68 ;

and Prof. Thorbecke deals with M. Ahlwardt’s “Anonyme

Arabische Chronik, p. 153.

Of books or papers published during the last year, the

following may be noticed as the most important :—Muir, Sir

W., Annals of the Caliphate :—Lane, E. W., Arabic-Engl.

Diet., edited by S. L. Poole, vol. vii. pt. 3 :—Marten, J. L.,

Concordance to the Koran:—Landberg, C., Proverbes et

Dictons du peuple Arabe de la Syrie :—Abcarius, J., English

and Arabic Dicty., printed at Beirut, 1883 :—Catafago, J.,

Eugl. and Arab. Dicty., new edition :—Amari e Schiaparelli,
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L’ltalia descritta nel “ Libro del Re Ruggero ” comp, da

Edrisi :—the completion in 1883, by M. Stanislas Guyard, of

the translation of Abul-feda’s Geography, the first volume

of which was published by M. Reinaud so long ago as 1848

:

—Guyard, S., Behaeddin Zoheir—Yariantes au texte Arabe

publie par E. Palmer:—Houtsma, Th., Ibn-AYadhih, qui

dicitur Al-Ja’qubi, Historic, Text, 2 vols. Lugd. Bat.:

—

Berg, Yan den, L. AY. C., Minhadj-at-Talibin, Le Guides des

Zeles Croyants, vol. 2. Batavia :—Lith, Yan den, Livre des

Merveilles de l’lnde (dedicated to the Sixth Oriental Con-

gress) : — Ahlwardt, AY., Anonymous Chronicle, probably

that of A1 Beladori of Baghdad :—Devic, L., Le Pays des

Zendjs ou de la Cote Orientale de l’Afrique au Moyen-Age:

—Dieterici, F., Die Abhandlungen der Ichwan-es-Safa :

—

Faris Ash-Shidyaq, Practical Arabic Grammar, new edition :

—Howell, M. S., Grammar of Classical Arabic, vol. 2,

Allahabad:— Pertsch, AY., Die Arabisch. Handschr. zu

Gotha, vol. iv. bd. 2 :—La garde, P. de la, Petri Hispani de

Lingua Arabica libri duo :—Reveillaud, J. B., Essai sur les

chiffres Arabes :—De Slane et Zotenberg, Cat. d. MSS.

Orientaux de la Bibl. Nationale, ler fasc. :—Spitta-Bey (the

late), Contes Arabes Modernes. Of the Annals of Tabari,

have been published ser. ii. pt. 2, ser. iii. pt. 5 ;
and of

Codera, Bibl. Arab. Hispana, vol. ii. pt. 1. The portion of

the former, now published, concludes, with the Khalifat of

Motasim and of AYathiq billah, edited by Prof, de Goeje,

and commences with that of Mutawakkil, edited by Prof.

De Rosen. It may be added here, what, indeed, all

scholars will rejoice to learn, viz. that the famous collec-

tion of 600 Arabic MSS., brought together by the zeal of

the well-known publisher, M. Brill, has been purchased by

the Dutch Government, and placed in the University Library

at Leyden. Dr. Landberg has drawn up a catalogue of

them, from which it is clear that many are very rare, some

altogether unique.
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Syriac .—In the Z. D. M. G. xxxvii. p. 293, Prof. Guidi,

of Rome, has published an important paper entitled “Beitrage

zur Kenntniss des Neu-Aramischen Fellihi-Dialectes,” and,

in the Abhandlungen of the same Journal (bd. viii. No. 3), Dr.

Baethgen has published, Fragmente Syrischer und Arabischer

Historiker, Leipzig, 1884, being chiefly the Syro-Arabic of

Elias of Nisibis, who died a.d. 1046
;
and, in the American

Soc. of Bibl. Literature, Prof. I. H. Hall has written a paper,

On the Beirut Syriac Codex and the Syriac Apocalypse.

In the Academy (Feb. 2, 1884) is a notice that Messrs.

Triibner, in conjunction with the Clarendon Press, are about

to publish a previously unknown Syriac version of Kalila wa

Dimna, under the editing of Dr. W. Wright, of Cambridge.

As is well known, one of the many forms of the Sanskrit

Panchatantra and Hitopadesa was translated into Pehlvi at

an early period. This, again, gave rise, in the sixth century,

to the Syriac translation, called Kalilag wa Dimnag, and, in

the eighth century, to an Arabic translation by Abd-ullah

ibn Al-Mukafia. Prof. Guidi has already published an im-

portant work on this subject in his “ Studii sul Testo Arabo

del libro di Calila e Dimna ”
: an unique MS. in the Library

of Trinity College, Dublin, is the basis of Dr. Wright’s

work. In Sept. 15, p. 182, Mr. R. L. Bensly reviews

at great length Dr. W. Wright’s “ Chronicle of Joshua

the Stylite,” the leading subject of this Chronicle being the

war between the Romans and the Persians a.d. 502-6.

We learn, also, from the same Journal (Nov. 3), that Mr.

E. A. Budge, of the British Museum, will shortly publish

the Syriac text and translation of a curious life of Alexander

the Great, of which there is a Greek version in the works of

the Pseudo-Callisthenes. The Syriac MS. is called “ The

History of Alexander the son of Philip, the Macedonian

King of the Greeks,” and the text will be compiled from

two MSS., one in the Brit. Mus., and the other lent by the

American Oriental Society. Of Syriac books, in progress or
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compiled, may be noted Dr. Payne Smith’s Thesaurus, which

has reached its sixth fasciculus :—Whish, H. F., Clavis

Syriaca, a key to the Ancient Syriac Version ;—and Ceriani,

A. M., Translatio Syra-Pescitto Vet. Testament, tom. ii. p. 4.

In the Revue Critique
,
May 21, M. Clermont Ganneau has a

curious paper, “Sur le Dieu Sed.” In the Liter. Centr.

Blatt., Oct. 1, is a notice of Macke’s Ephrem der Syrer.

JRthioqnc.—In the Academy (July, 1883) is an interesting

account of “ The Book of Adam and Eve ” (noticed in last

year’s report) translated from the iEthiopic by the Rev.

S. C. Malan, a work probably of the sixth or seventh

centur}1-. Till recently this work wras only known from

the ZEthiopic, but, two years ago, Dr. Trumpp discovered

at Munich a MS. of the Arabic original, and published, in

1881, the ZEthiopic text, in the Trans, of the Bav. Acad, of

Sciences. The story is evidently derived from the floating

body of legend, etc., current during the early years of

Christianity.

In the Z. D. M. G. Dr. Praetorius has given a paper on

Tigrina Spriichworter (xxxvii. p. 433) :—M. Rohlfs has

also printed “ Meine Mission nach Abessinien ”
:—and a

new edition has been issued of the “ Book of Enoch the

Prophet,” transl. long since by Archbp. Lawrence, from

a MS. in the Bodleian Library :—M. Zotenberg has also

reprinted, from the Journal Asiatique, the Chronique de

Jean Eveque de Nikiou, which has been reviewed in the

Gottingen Gel. Anzeigen for Nov. 12.

Aryan Languages.— Sanskrit.— Many valuable reviews,

essays, and books have appeared during the past year.

Thus, in the Journal of this Society, Vol. XVI. Pt. 1, the

Rev. B. Hale "Wortham has published “ The Story of

Devasmita, transl. from the Katha Sarit Sagara ” :—From

the Proc. of the Beng. As. Society (Nov. 1883) we learn that
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Prof. Max Muller, having stated that an edition of the

Sarvanukramana (by Dr. A. A. Macdonnell, M.R.A.S.) is

about to be published in the Anecdota Oxoniensia, Dr.

Rajendra Lala said that he would not, therefore, add this

work to his edition of Saunaka’s Brihaddevata, as he had

intended :—To the Journal of the Beng. Asiatic Society,

the same writer communicates a paper, entitled “ On Goni-

kaputra and Gonardiya as names of Patanjali,” p. 261 :

—In the J. Asiatic Society of Bombay, vol. xvi. No. xli.

(an extra number), is a valuable report from Professor

Peterson, “ On his search for Sanskrit MSS. in the Bombay

circle,” and on his remarkable success therein; and, in No. xlii.

the Rev. A. Fiihrer gives Neryosangh’s Sanskrit Translation

of the Khordad-Avesta :—In the Z. D. M. G. vol. xxxvii. p.

544, Prof. Aufrecht writes, “Ueber die Padyamritatarangini; ”

and, in p. 547, “ Ueber eine Oxforder Handschrift ” :—and

Prof. H. Jacobi contributes a letter on “ Datavya Bharat

Karyalaya ” :—Dr. Leumann, also, reviews Max Muller’s

“ What can India teach us ? ” (vol. xxxvii. p. 2) :— In the

Indian Antiquary (August) Dr. Kielhorn has written, “ On
the grammarian Bhartrihari ”

;
and in January, 1884, is an

interesting paper by the late A. C. Burnell, “On the Legend

of Talavakara (or Jaiminiya) Brahmana of the Sama Veda,”

and by Professor Whitney on the same : in the April

number, Mr. K. T. Telang adds a paper, “ On the date of

Sankaracharya.”

From the Journ. Asiatique (Fev.-Mars, 1883) we learn

that M. Lancereau has published a new Translation of

the Hitopadesa :—M. Hauvette Besnault has read an episode

from his translation of the Bhagavata Purana :—In Oct.-

Nov.-Dec., M. Bergaigne gives a paper entitled “Etudes

sur le Lexique du Rig Veda”:—In Jan., 1884, M. Leon

Feer continues his “ Etudes Bouddhiques,” with a paper

entitled “ Comment ou devient Deva.”

In the Proceedings of the American Oriental Society are the
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following papers (May, 1883), by Mr. W. D. Whitney, On
the Jaiminiya or Talavakara Brahmana, first noticed by

Burnell in 1878 (see ante), and published by him in the

“ Atti ” of Florence Archmological Congress (p. viii) :—by
Prof. Avery, On Modes in Relative Clauses in the Rig-Veda

(p. xii) :—by Prof. M. Bloomfield, “ On certain Irregular

Vedic Subjunctives or Imperatives” (p. xv):—and Oct., 1883,

by the same writer, “ On a proposed Edition of the Kaucika

Sutra of the Atharva Veda”:—Mr. E. W. Hopkins, also,

gives “Notes on the Nandini Commentary to Manu ”
;
and,

“ On the professed quotations from Manu found in the

Mahabharata”:—Prof. W. D. Whitney adds “The various

readings of the Sama Veda:”—In the Revue Critique (Sept.

24, 1883), M. Barth reviews Gr. Oppert’s Nxtiprakacika et le

Q ukranitisara, and, while giving to him due praise for the

scholarly work he has performed in his edition of the texts,

rejects, altogether, his idea of the early use of guns, as well

as of gunpowder, in India, holding that, while there is no

evidence whatever in favour of this view, all reasonable

presumption is against it :—In Feb. 25, 1884, the same

writer reviews, at great length, the valuable work, now in

course of publication, at his own expense, by Pratap Chandra

Roy, viz. The Mahabharata of Krishna Dvaipana Vyasa,

translated into English prose. M. Barth well points out

that it is refreshing for Sanskrit students again to take up

the Mahabharata, and to put aside for the present the inces-

sant studies of the Veda, of Buddhism, and of the Puranas.

With the exception of a work of the late Dr. J. Muir, little has,

he thinks, been done since the inventory of the great poem

by Lassen in Z. D. M. G. 1837-50 and 1847-52 in his Ind.

Alterthumskunde. It should be added that there is good

hope that the whole of this work may be completed in about

one hundred parts of seventy pages each, these parts to be

issued at intervals of about two months. Mr. Pratap Roy

has already published the Mahabharata, both in the original
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Sanskrit and in the Bengali translation, and has, also, nearly

completed a Bengali version of the Ramayana :—In March

10, Dr. Barth also gives a pleasant notice of the veteran F.

Neve’s “ Les Epoques litteraires de l’lnde, etudes sur la

poesie Sanscrite.” In the pages of the Gott. Gelehrt.

Anzeigen, the Deutsch Litteratur-zeitung, the Litteratur-

Central-Blatt, etc., are many notices of recent works, by

MM. Jacobi, Pischel, Oldenberg, Weber, and other scholars,

to which we have not space here to do more than refer.

In the Athenaeum of August 25 is a review of the Rev.

John Davies’s Hindu Philosophy, a translation of the

Bhagavadgita, or the Sacred Lay (one of Triibner’s Oriental

Series) :—in Sept. 15 is a careful notice of Mr. Bendall’s

excellent catalogue of the Buddhist Sanskrit MSS. in the

University Library at Cambridge. We learn from this work

that the cataloguer has been able to answer the doubts, not

unnaturally raised by Prof. Weber and Mr. Burnell, as

to the age of the MSS., and to show that some of them

certainly go hack to a.d. 1008, and are, therefore, among

the oldest known Sanskrit MSS. The cold climate of

Nepal, as compared to the damp climate of the S. of

India, has doubtless been one cause of their longer preser-

vation. Mr. Bendall has added to his Catalogue some

useful “Tables of Letters” and “Letter and Figure Nume-

rals.”— In Oct. 6, is a very full notice of Prof. Beal’s

Fo-sho-hing-tsan-king—a life of Buddha by Asvagosha

—

(vol. xix. of the “ Sacred Books of the East ”)— and of

the Sukhavati-vyuha, Description of Sukhavati, the Land of

Bliss, by Prof. Max Muller and the Rev. Bunyiu Nanjio.

The first shows that Prof. Beal was the fit man for the work

in hand, and that he has in many instances caught the

inspiration of the poet-author in a truthful and graceful

manner : the main value of the second is in the juxta-position

of the Sanskrit text and of the Chinese version—an interest-

ing enquiry naturally arising, viz. from what texts were the
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Chinese translations made ? In Jan. 5, 1884, is a review of

Rajendralala Mitra’s last work, The Sanskrit-Buddhist Litera-

ture of Nepal—valuable, if for nothing else, for his hearty

recognition of what the veteran scholar Mr. B. H. Hodgson

has done for Buddhist Literature, by the collections of MSS.

he gave to the Asiatic Societies of Bengal, London, and Paris,

gifts for which he has had but too slight a recognition. It

may be doubted, however, whether the writer’s views can be

accepted when he states that the Chinese versions “are avowed

to be translations not from Tibetan or Pali texts, but from

the Sanskrit.” Anyhow, Prof. Beal holds that they are

translations “ from the various Indian Prakrits.” The work

is well done, but shows the curious divergencies of the views

of Native and European Scholars, when looking at the

same thing and with the same data before them.

In the Academy (Aug. 25) is a notice of Prof. TVindisch’s

work, “Zwolf kymnen des Rig Veda mit Sayana’s Com-

mentar,” a book apparently chiefly intended for professorial

lecturers, containing, as it does, in a very compact form, all

that is required for students, a glossary of all words both in

the text and Sayana’s commentary, with fuller explanations

where needed.—From Sept. 1, p. 149, we learn that Mr.

F. S. Growse, of the Bengal C.S., has now completed

the great work on which he has been engaged for the last

six years (viz. the translation into English of the Ramayana

of Tulsi Das, the most popular vernacular poem of Upper

India). The book has been handsomely printed at Allahabad,

with seventeen autotype plates, and, as a specimen of ex-

cellent workmanship, may be well placed by the side of the

enlarged edition of the same writer’s “Mathura.” In Sept.

29 Prof. Beal confirms from the I-Tsing, the date for the

King Sri Harsha Deva, suggested by Prof. Cowell in his

Preface to Mr. Boyd’s Translation of the “Naganandha, a

Buddhist Drama,” and points out that, in his judgment, the

I-Tsing, also, fixes the position of Sribhoja, where so many
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devout Buddhists from China and India resided, viz. in that

part of Sumatra or adjacent islands which was nearly under

the equinoctial line. In Oct. 27 Dr. Biihler gives a long and

very interesting account of a paper by Shankar P. Pandit,

“ On the Recovery of Sayana-Madhava’s Commentary on the

Kanva Recension of the White Yajur Veda.” This paper

was to have been read at the Leyden Congress, but, owing to

some quarantine regulations at Venice, was detained there

till too late. It will, of course, be printed in the Transactions

of the Congress. This Commentary has been recently found

in a library in the Canarese district of the Bombay Presi-

dency. From the same . Journal we learn that Professor

Bhandarkar has drawn up a report of his successful work in

the search for Sanskrit MSS. in the Maratha country, the

Hyderabad territory and Berar, with a list of many rare

MSS. of the Vedas and Vedangas from Poona and elsewhere:

it appears, further, that Pandit Kashi Nath Kunte has well

followed up his work of former years, having catalogued no

less than 1606 MSS. in 1881-2. He was, also, in hopes of ob-

taining access to the Digambari Jaina libraries at Dehli. The

MSS. he had seen range between the fifteenth and nineteenth

centuries. We hear, further, that the demand in India for

translations of English standard works is rapidly increasing
;

thus Dr. Wilson’s “ Religious Sects of the Hindus ” has been

translated into Bengali, and is comprised in two volumes with

an abundance of useful notes. It should be added that Dr.

Fritze, who is well known for his successful renderings of

the Works of Kalidasa, has recently published an excellent

translation (in Herman) of the “ Pan/iatantra,” following the

text in the Bombay Series of Drs. Biihler and Kielhorn. Dr.

Fritze doubts Prof. Benfey’s conclusions as to the early

history of this famous collection of tales, agreeing rather

with Dr. Biihler, that the work translated for Nushirvan was

not the “ Paii&atantra,” but one of many collections of moral

tales current in India since the rise of Buddhism. Dr. A.
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A. Macdonnell, who has, for some time, been collecting

materials for an edition of all the Ancient Indices of the

Rig Yeda, has, we gladly add, within the last few weeks,

received from the University of Leipzig, “ maxima cum

laude,” the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, his dissertation

being on a Sanskrit Theme, and his examiners Professors

Windisch, Leskien, and Hildebrandt.—Mr. Pincott has pre-

pared a paper, to be printed in the third Number of this year’s

Journal of the Society, “On the System whereby the Ancient

Brahmans Arranged the Hymns of the Rig Yeda Sanhita.”

—Of miscellaneous papers, or books, may be noted Mr. K. T.

Telang’s Essay on the Mudrarashasa, being a Preface to his

edition of that play.

The following books (or papers) may be mentioned as

having come out during the past year:—Fiihrer, A. A.,

Aphorisms of the Sacred Law of the Aryas :—Chintamani

Shashtri Thatte, Amarakosha, with the Commentary of

Mahesvara :—Anandoran Borooah, English-Sanskrit Dictio-

nary, continued vii. pt. xi. pt. i. :—Bendall, C., Catalogue of

the Buddhist-Sanskrit MSS. at Cambridge :—Rajendra lala

Mitra, Notices of Sanskrit MSS., vol. vi. pt. 2, No. 17, con-

taining Catalogues of 158 MSS. :—Dutens, A., Essai sur

l’origine des exposants casuels en Sanscrit :—Neve, F., Les

epoques Litteraires de l’Inde; Etudes sur la poesie Sanscrite :

— Schroeder, L. von., Maitrayani Samhita, Buch 2 :
—

Arnold, E., C.S.I., Indian Idylls from the Sanskrit of the

Mahabharata:—Peterson, Prof., Kadambari:—Zachariae, Th.,

Beitrage zur Indischen Lexicographie :—Glaser, K., Ueber

Bana’s Parvitiparinayanataka :—Fritze, L., Pantschatantra :

—Goldschmidt, S. and P., Ravanavala oder Setubandha (in

progress) :—Pandit Rishikesh Sastri, Prakrita Grammar :—
Kielhorn, F., Yyakarana Mahabhashya of Patanjali, vol. ii.

pt. 3 :—Lanman, C. R., Sanskrit Reader :—Pandit Jibananda

Yidyasagara, Magha’s Sishupala Badham :—and, by the same,

Rajasekharakabi’s Biddhashelabhanjika :—and, also, Katha
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Sarit Sagara in Sanskrit prose from the poem of Somadeva

Bhatta;—Gheyn, van den, J., Remarques sur quelques Racines

Sanscrites, 2 parts :—Weber, A., Ueber das Uttamacaritraka-

thanakam, die gescbichte vom Prinzen Trefflichst (Akad.

Wiss. Berl.) :—Pulle, F. L., Grammatica Sanscrita (Torino) :

—Reynaud, P., Stances Sanscrites inedites (Ann. de Lyon) :

—

Sorensen, S., Om Mahabharata’s stilling i den Indiske Lite-

ratur (Copenhagen) :—Tarkavacbaspati, T., Comprehensive

Sanskrit Dictionary, pt. xx. :—Narayan Mandlik, Catalogue

of the MSS., etc., of the Bhau Daji Memorial :—and A.

Borooah’s edition of three works of Sanskrit rhetoric, viz.,

Vamana’s Kavyalankara sutravritti, Vagbhata alankara,

and Sarasvati kanthabharana, Calc., 1883. The first fasci-

culus of the fifth part of Bbhtlingk’s Sanskrit “ Worterbuch

in Kiirzerer Fassung” brings the work down to rajaka. A
new translation into French of “Sacountala,” by A. Bergaigne

and P. Lehngeur, has appeared in Paris.

Hindi.—Mr. George A. Grierson, M.R.A.S., has printed in

the Journal of this Society, Yol. XVI. Pt. II. p. 196,
“ Some

Bihari Folk-songs.” Bihari is the name, in progress of

adoption, for what used to be called Eastern Hindi. The

Government of Bengal is publishing a series of Grammars

of the dialects of the Bihari language, and Dr. Hoernle and

Mr. Grierson are preparing a Dictionary of it. [See, also,

Calcutta Review, No. 152.]

Bengali.—The following books may be noticed as having

been recently published : Sandhya Sanjit, by Rabindra Nath

Tagore :—Lalita Sandamini, by Baba Tarak Nath Ganguli

:

—Paribarek Prabandha, by Baba Bhadeb Mukharji:—The

Meghaduta (Kalid&s’) translated into Bengali verse:—Human
Physiology, to which is appended a chapter on the preserva-

tion of health, by Ashutosh Mitra :—Ayarbijnan, by Guru

Gobinda Sen, a very curious “ treatise on hygiene,” showing

VOL. XVI.—[new series.] o
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clearly that Hindu Hygiene had attained great perfection in

Ancient India :—Suhasini (Upanyas), by Tarak Nath Biswas :

—Trina-punja, by Jnanendra Chandra Ghosh :—Dasamaha

bidya, Hem Chandra Bandyopadhyaya :—Menatattwa, by

Jnanendra Kumar Raya Chaudhari :—Saral Iswara-chikitsa,

part ii., by Dr. Judanath Mukharji :—and, lastly, Pibidha

Prabandha, part i., by Rajnarayan Basa :—M. Behramji M.

Malabari, who has been translating Prof. Max Muller’s

Hibbert Lectures, “ On the origin and growth of Religion,”

into Gujarati and Marathi, has now brought out a translation

of the same work into Bengali, by Rajanakanta Gupta.

A Bengali translation also of Prof. Muller’s last work “India

what can it teach us?” is also advertised:—Dr. Ram Das

Sen, M.R.A.S., who is well known for his Aitihasika Rahasya,

has recently printed Ratnarahasya, a curious and learned

treatise on Diamonds and precious stones, a work valuable,

not only for Art-Education, but historically, as it gives the

history of many well-known precious Stones, though not as

fully as Raja Sourendro Tagore does in his Manimala.

Babu Jogendranath’s work, entitled Bvabastha-Kalpadruma,

is a valuable Treatise on the Hindu Law of Inheritance,

etc., etc.

Hindustani.—The New English-Hindustani Dictionary,

begun some time since by the late Dr. S. W. Fallon (and

since carried on by his daughter), has been brought to a

successful end in 14 parts, and 674 pages.

TJnja .—A Primer in this Language has been printed by

Mr. J. F. Browne.

Kashmirian .—The Panjab Christian Knowledge Society

has just published the Book of Common Prayer of the

Church of England, at Amritsar, in the Kashmiri Language,

the translation having been made by the Rev. T. R. Wade,

M.R.A.S.
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Tibetan.—Mr. W. W. Rockhill, M.R.A.S., has translated

from the Tibetan, Udanavarga, a collection of verses from

the Buddhist Canon compiled by Dharmatrata. This is the

Northern version of the Dhammapada. The same writer

has, also, given, in the Proc. of the American Orient. Soc.,

a notice on two Buddhist Sutras, printed in Paris, Prati-

moksha Sutra, ou Le Traite d’Emancipation.

The fifth volume of the Annals du Musee Gruimet is

wholly occupied by M. Leon Feer’s Fragments extraits

du Kandjour traduits du Tib^tain
;

and the sixth by

M. Foucaux’s Translation from the Sanskrit of the Lalita

Yistara
;
a further volume is promised, which will contain

notes, varioe lectiones, etc.

Mr. Ralston has published a translation of Schiefner’s

Tibetan Tales, which has been appreciatively noticed in the

Athenaeum (September).—In the Indian Antiquary (Novem-

ber) Mr. W. W. Rockhill, M.R.A.S., gives the translation

of some Buddhist Sutras from the Tibetan, and there is, also,

a review of the same scholar’s “Udanavarga.”

Marathi.—Mr. R. D. Sethna has been appointed Lecturer

on Marathi in University College, London.

Gujarati.—A translation of M. de Gubernatis’s Indian

play of Savitri has been translated into Gujarati by M.

Ranina, and has been acted at the Gaiety Theatre, in

Bombay. Mr. J. D. Asana has printed vol. iii. of his

Pahlavi, Gujarati and English Dictionary.

Pali and Sinhalese .—In the Athenaeum for August 4 is an

appreciative review of Dr. Frankfurter’s Handbook of Pali,

being an Elementary Grammar, Chrestomathy and Glossary;

—in Oct. 13, is a careful notice of the work done by the

Pali Text Society, under the head of Journal of the Pali

Text Society, The Buddhavamsa and Cariya Pitaka, by Dr.

Morris
;
and the Anguttara Nikaya, by Prof. Jacobi (see also
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the Deutsch Literatur-blatt, Nov.-Dec. 1883, p. 50). Mr. J.

Gray has, also, published Elements of Pali Grammar adapted

for schools and private study, Rangoon, 1883. Other books are

the second edition of Abhidhanappadipika, or Dictionary of

the Pali language, by Moggalana :—the Pali text and Burmese

translation of the Dhammaniti, a book of maxims, edited by

J. Gray. Rangoon, 1884. The Pali text alone was pub-

lished at Rangoon in 1883 :—A. Griinwedel, Das sechste

Kapitel der Rupasiddhi (Pali). The Mahavansa, I. to

XXXVI., Pali text edited by H. Sumangala and Don A. de

S. Batuvantudava. Colombo, 1883, with a Sinhalese trans-

lation by the same. The following books on the Sinhalese

language have also been published at Colombo : Namavaliya,

an Elu vocabulary
;
Vibatmaldama, by Kirama Dhamma-

rama
;
Sinhalasabdavali, by T. Kamnaratna. Of Sanskrit

poems printed at Colombo with a Sinhalese commentary, may

be noted the Suryasataka and the Namashtasataka with the

Navaratna and Mahayazawing dangyi, the great history of

Burma, printed at the Royal Palace, Mandalay, 1884

{Burmese).

Tamil. — The Rev. Dr. G. U. Pope has brought out a

Handbook of the ordinary Dialect of the Tamil Language.

Part 3 ;
and, in the Journ. Asiatique (Avril-Mai-Juin), M.

Vinson prints a poem in Tamil, “ in memoriam ” of Dr.

Burnell.

Nicobar.—A Dictionary, prepared by the late F. A. de

RoepstorfF, Esq., of the Nancowry Dialect of the Nicobarese

Language (in two parts, Nicobarese-English and English-

Nicobarese), has, since his untimely death, been published in

Calcutta, under the careful editing of his widow. At the

end of the volume are some Appendices, which give many

curious notices of Nicobarese customs, etc.

Miscellaneous Indian or Oriental.— Under this head are
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placed notices of papers or books, which do not strictly fall

under any of the preceding groups. Thus, in the Athenaeum
,

June 9, Prof. M. Williams gives a melancholy notice “On
Indian Female Education”:—on July 14, is a valuable

sketch of Gen. Walker’s Indian Survey Report :—Aug. 18,

a good review of Oldenberg’s Life of Buddha, translated by

W. Hoey, M.R.A.S. :—Sept. 1, a review of Dr. J. Burgess’s

Report on the Buddhist Cave Temples and their Inscrip-

tions, and Report on the Elura Cave Temples :—in Oct. 6,

is a review of Colonel Malleson’s “Decisive Battles of India

from 1746 to 1849 ”
:— in Nov. 10, of Mr. Durand’s Life of

his father, Sir Henry Durand. In Dec. 29, is a brief

notice of the late Mr. Eastwick’s Handbook to the Panjab,

published after his lamented death :—in Jan. 12, 1884,

a good review of Sir John Caird’s “ India, the land and

people
;

”—and, in March 15, of Sir Edward Colebrooke’s

Life of the Hon. Mountstuart Elphinstone. In the same

number, is a sensible letter from Dr. Leitner, M.R.A.S.,

on the question how far Muhammadanism does or does

not support slavery. Lastly, in April 5, is the outline

of a grand scheme propounded by the same scholar of an

“Oriental University, Museum, and Guest House,” to occupy

in future the site of what was once the “ Royal Dramatic

College.” It is understood that this scheme is liberally

supported by several Panjab chiefs, and by their historian,

Sir Lepel Griffin, K.C.S.I., M.R.A.S.

In the Academy
,
Feb. 9, is a good notice by Mr. Nicholson

of one of the best of recent works relating to India, the

Native Life in Travancore, by the Rev. S. Mateer>

M.R.A.S. :—in March 15, is an excellent review by Mr. H.

G. Keene of Sir E. Colebrooke’s Life of the Honble.

M. Elphinstone :—In March 1, Prof. F. Max Muller gives

a very complete summary of the evidence now available

for determining the probable date of Buddha’s death (i.e.

between 483 and 472 a.d.), it being of special interest to
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recollect that, when Dr. Muller wrote his History of Sanskrit

Literature, 25 years ago, he strongly advocated the date of

477 a.d., which, if wrong, is now shown to be so by only five

or six years. In March 29, Prof. Muller sends a copy of a

letter from a Travancore Missionary, the Rev. J. Knowles,

objecting to the use of Italic letters for the transliteration

of words in the languages of the South of India.

The address of the President, Y. Ball, Esq., F.R.S., to the

Royal Dublin Society, with the title
“ A Geologist’s contribu-

bution to the History of Ancient India,” is very good :

—

as are also papers by Mr. Justice Stephens and Sir Evelyn

Baring in Nineteenth Century (October) :—So, also, Prof.

Sayce’s Oriental History in the Contemporary for July :

—

A new periodical called “The Voice of India,” now in

course of publication, is useful as giving the views of the

Native Papers on all sorts of subjects :—In Triibner’s

Record, No. 187, p. 50, is a long article on Dr. Leitner’s

Indigenous Education in the Panjab.— In the Z.D.M.G.

27. 2. Prof. Jolly prints Griindung einer handschriften d.

Bibliothek zu Benares:—In the Indian Antiquary are several

papers by Capt. Temple and Mrs. Steel “ On Folklore in the

Panjab,” and it may also be noted that Capt. Temple is

now publishing a special work on this subject. In October,

Dr. Biihler writes On the relationship between the Andhras

and Chalukyas
;

and Colonel Yule “ On Prof. F. Max
Muller’s Buddha and St. Josaphat”; Capt. Temple gives,

also, Story of Mulraj and his Son. In November, are notes

by Capt. Temple about Raja Rasalu, and in January 1884,

he prints The Hymns of Nangipanth, from the papers

of the late J. W. Parry :—In February is a paper “ On
Mirzapur Folklore,” and Dr. Burgess publishes a “ List

of Chola Kings,” sent to him some time ago by A. C.

Burnell.

Of books recently published, the most important is

Professor A. Weber’s Indische Studien, vol. xvi. and vol.
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xvii. pt. 1. In the first of these, Professor "Weber writes,

“ Ueber Bhuvanapala Commentar zu Hala’s Saptacatakam.”

2. “Liicken bassen (der Arische charakter d. Armenischen).”

3. and commences the first part of a paper “ Ueber die

heiligen schriften d. Jaina” : and Prof. Aufrecht adds Mis-

cellanea, Dhammakirti, Bhamaha, etc. In the second, Prof.

Weber concludes his Essay “ Ueber die heiligen Schriften

der Jaina:—Dr. Leumann gives a paper “Die Alten, berichte

yon dem Schismen der Jaina :
”—Prof. Weber gives two

papers on “Die Niralambopanishad and the Garudopanishad,

respectively :—Prof. Aufrecht writes on “ Eine Strophe von

Qacvata ” :—and Prof. Sachau gives the table of contents

of his “ Albiruni’s Indica.” Prof. Monier Williams has

published “Religious Thought and Life in India,” Pt. 1., in

which he deals with Vedism, Brahmanism, and Hinduism
;
a

second part will, we understand, comprise the other religions

of India :— M. James Darmesteter has printed “ Essais

Orientaux,” with two excellent essays, “ Le Dieu Supreme

des Aryas,” and “Les Cosmogones Aryennes:”—Ujfalvy, K.

E., Aus d. Westlichen Himalaya
;
and—Forrest, G. W.,

Selections from the official writings of the Honourable M.

Elphinstone.

Bibliotheca Indica.—Of this series the following works

have reached the Society’s Library : — Sthavira vali

Charita, by Hemachandra, edited by Professor Jacobi:

—

Chaturvarga Chintamani, by Hemadri, vol. 3, pt. 1, fasc. 6

:

—Srauta Sutra of Apastamba, by R. Garbe, vol. 2, fasc. 6

:

—Yayu Purana, by Rajendra lala, vol. 2, fasc. 4 :—Srauta

Sutra, vol. 2, fasc. 6 and 7 :—Susruta Samhita, by Udoy

Chand Dutt, fasc. 2:—Ibn Hajir’s Biography of those who

knew Muhammad, vol. 2, 6, 7 fasc. 23, 24 :—and Munta-

khab ut-Tawarikh, by A1 Badaoni, by W. H. Lowe, vol. 2,

fasc. 1.—We understand that the Asiatic Society of Bengal

has sanctioned the publication of the five following works

—
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1, Sankhaya Srauta Sutra, ed. by Dr. Hillebrandt :—2,

Saunaka’s Sarvanukramani, by Rajendra lala Mitra :—3,

Tattva Chintamani, by Pandit Kamakhyanatha Tarkaratna

:

—4, Selections from the old Commentaries on Manu, by

Prof. J. J. Jolly :—5, Brahmagupta’s Karanagrantha—the

so-called Khanda Khadya, by Prof. Thibaut.

Sacred Books of the East.—Yol. xv. the second volume of

the Upanishads, by Prof. F. Max Muller
;
and vol. xxi.

Prof. Kern’s translation of the Saddharma Pandarika, have

been published : and we understand that considerable

progress has been made towards the publication of the

Second Series, which will begin with Prof. Biihler’s trans-

lation of Manu. In the Athenaeum for August, p. 170, is

a good review of Yols. 2 and 14, containing The Sacred

Laws of the Aryas as taught in the Schools of Apastamba,

Gautama, Yasistha, and Baudhayana, edited by Prof.

Biihler
;

and, in Sept. 29, of Yol. 17, Yinaya Texts,

Part 2, transl. from the Pali, by T. W. Rhys Davids and

H. Oldenberg.

The Indian Institute at Oxford has continued to make steady

progress, mainly owing to the energetic action of its founder,

Prof. Monier Williams, who has made a third journey to

India, during this last winter and spring, with the view

of further interesting the Government of India in it. We
rejoice to hear that he has been quite successful, and that

the Indian Government are willing that six scholarships

should be founded in it for deserving natives, if the Home
Government assent to this step. A portion of the building,

now in course of erection, will be opened for work on

October 11 of the present year. The Institute has been

recently still further enriched by the munificent donation

from the Rev. S. C. Malan (the first Boden Sanskrit Scholar)

of his Oriental Library, more than 2000 volumes in number.
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Prof. "Williams has recently delivered two lectures in Oxford

before the Vice-Chancellor (Jowett) and a numerous audience,

in the first of which, he pointed out the advantages to India

of British rule and the corresponding gain to England by

the training thus provided for numbers of young English-

men. In noticing the new Russian railway, on the eastern

side of the Caspian, the Professor added that if England and

Russia would but meet peaceably at Herat, nine days would

suffice to connect England with India. The second lecture

embodied the statements in the address given by him to

this Society on its Anniversary, and will be found at the

end of the present Report.

The Calcutta Review for the last year has many excellent

papers, of which the following may be specified

:

In No. 152 are papers by Mr. G. Patterson on “The

British Borneo Company,” which will well repay perusal :

—

by Mr. Beveridge, on the City of Patna :—by the Rev. E.

Sell, on “ The Khalif A1 Mamun and the Mutazalas” :—Mr.

Symacharan Ganguli writes “ Bihar Dialects—a rejoinder,”

being a further letter on the controversy between Messrs.

Grierson and Hoernle, in which he urges the general use of

Hindustani and the suppression of Dialects :—Mr. Rehatsek

gives the first part of a paper entitled “ Adamoli’s Notes on

a Journey from Persia to Tashkend ” :—and an excellent

paper by Mr. J. C. Nesfield on “ The results of Primary

Education in the North-West and Oudh.” At the close of

the Number is a review of Mr. A. E. Gough’s Philosophy of

the Upanishads, of Mr. H. E. Busteed’s “ Echoes from Old

Calcutta,” and of the “ Bhagavad Gita ” transl. by the Rev.

J. Davies, M.R.A.S.

In No. 153 is a good paper on “ The Material Progress of

Ceylon ”
:—a second one by Mr. J. C. Nesfield on “ The

results of Primary Education in the North-West and in

Oudh ”
: — and a second, also, by Mr. Rehatsek, “ On
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Adamoli’s Journey, etc.”:—Captain Temple, M.R.A.S., gives

translations of “ Some Ghazals of Nazir Akbarabadi :

”—and

the same writer tells a pleasant tale of the “Folklore of the

headless horseman in Northern India.”

In No. 154 is an interesting paper entitled “ Capello and

Ivens
;

their explorations in Africa, 1877-80 ” :—Mr. G. S.

Gasper gives (for the subject) a sensible paper on “ English

Spelling and the Spelling Reform ” :—Ram Chundra Bose,

“ On the Sankhya Philosophy ” :—The Rev. Edward Sell

deals with “ Sufiism ”
: — Mr. Growse gives a notice of

“ Bulandshahr,” which is interesting, but scarcely new, as

Mr. Growse has more than once written of this place

elsewhere. Lastly, Mr. J. C. Nesfield adds a very valuable

paper, entitled “ The Kanjars of Upper India.” Among the

reviews may be noticed one of Mr. Howell’s Grammar of

the Classical Arabic Language; and that of a very important

recent work, Mr. A. J. Wall’s Treatise on Indian Snake

poisons, their nature and effects.

In No. 155 are papers by J. C. Nesfield, “ On Fire-

making as a test of race ”
: — by H. G. Keene, “ The

foundations of Aryan Law ” :—by E. Rehatsek, “ The

vicissitudes of the City of Baghdad, from its foundation

till our times ” :—by Ram Chundra Bose, “ The Sankhya

Philosophy ” :—with other papers of less general interest.

There are, also, as usual, some good reviews of useful books

recently published, as of Mr. J. A. Bourdillon’s Report on

the Census of Bengal, 1881 ;
and of the excellent “ Manual

of Jurisprudence for Forest Officers,” by Mr. B. H. Baden-

Powell, M.R.A.S.

In No. 156 are papers by R. C. Dutt, “ A plea for

competitive Examinations ”
:—Capt. R. C. Temple continues

his interesting notices of “Folk songs from Northern India”:

—by N. N. Ghose, “ On English Education in India from a

Native point of view ” :—by J. Capper, “ On the Colonies in

the Calcutta Exhibition ” :—and by J. C. Nesfield, “ On the
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Primitive Philosophy of Fire.” There is also a good review

of Mr. H. M. Durand’s life of his father, Sir H. M. Durand,

and of Mr. Edwin Arnold’s “ Indian Idylls.”

Zend and Persian .—There has not been so much to record

this year, as on some former occasions.

However, in the Athenaeum, June 16th, is a pleasant notice

of a very pleasant book, Dr. C. J. Wills’s “ In the Land of

the Lion and the Sun,” the chief result of its study being

that the Persia of James Morier in 1823 is very much the

same as that of 1883 :—In Feb. 2, 1884, is a very full review

of Major H. G. Paverty’s “ Tabakat-i-Nasiri, a general

history of the Muhammadan Dynasties of Asia from a.d.

810 to a.d. 1260,” a book, of value historically, if studied

alongside of Briggs, Dow, Price, and of Sir Henry Elliot’s

compilations. One thing, however, greatly marring the value

of Major Raverty’s volumes, is, that he has not given to

them an Index. It is nonsense to say (as Major Raverty

says) that a scholar’s time is “ too valuable ” to be employed

in work a schoolboy could have done under his superinten-

dence. From May 31, we learn that the noble collection of

Oriental MSS. in the British Museum has been recently

enriched by many valuable books, secured at the sale of the

Library of the Comte de Gobineau, late French Ambassador

at Teheran. We have not, however, space here, for any

details of this most valuable purchase.

In the Academy
,
June 23, Mr. C. E. Wilson, M.R.A.S.,

reviews Dr. Wills’s “ Land of the Lion and the Sun,”

already noted. In Aug. 18, is a brief—too brief—notice

of the valuable Essays M. James Darmesteter has recently

published under the modest title of “ Etudes Iraniennes ”

—

the first volume deals with an historical grammar of the

Persian language, from the time of Darius to that of Firdusi

;

the first part of the second volume contains critical reviews

of various works on Iranian history and literature; while the
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second part supplies Pahlavi, Sanskrit and Persian Transla-

tions of some of the Yashts, etc., found in various MSS. in

Paris and London. M. Darmesteter’s work is as interesting

as a novel. In Oct. Mr. C. E. Wilson also reviews, at great

length, the Quatrains of Omar Khayyam by Mr. E. H.

Whinfield, M.R.A.S., and discusses very carefully the question

of the actual or probable belief of the writer
;

approving,

on the whole, what Mr. Whinfield has accomplished, and

generally his “ special felicity of interpretation.” In May
21, 1884, is an important notice from Mr. Houtum Schindler,

entitled “ A Visit to Khorassan,” giving an account by

Sani-ed-douleh of a recent journey performed by him in

Khorassan. Of course, we do not expect the Persian writer

to be an archaeologist in the European sense of this word

;

but he has described fairly well the localities he visited.

We rejoice to learn that Mr. C. E. Wilson has been ap-

pointed Reader of Persian at Cambridge.

In the Z.D.M.G. (37, 2), are papers by F. Teufel, on

Babur und Abu Fazl
;
by R. Roth, Die Seelen des Mittel-

reichs im Parsismus
;
by M. de Harlez, Zur Erklarung des

Avesta. In 37, 3, are papers by Bartholomae, Avestisch

Mada-Mada :—On Andreas’s Book of the Mainyo-i-Khard
;

and H. Ethe, Neu Iran :—In 38, 1, M. de Harlez publishes

“ L’Avestique Mada et la tradition Persane.”

In the Journal Asiatique, Fevr.-Mars, 1883, J. Darmesteter

writes, “Fragment d’un Commentaire sur le Vendidad Farg. 2,”

and M. Chodzkiewicz describes “ Une tente Persane du xvi®

siecle.” In Aout-Sept. M. Halevy writes “ On the word

Aspenj ”
: — and in Jan. 1884, M. Barbier de Meynard

reviews M. de Kazimirski’s Dialogues Franfais-Persans.

In the Reviie Critique (May, 1883) M. de Harlez reviews

Huhschmann’s Die Umschreibung d. Iranischen Sprachen,

etc. In Nov. 26 is an excellent notice of the Rev. Lawrence

H. Mills, and of the great work he is engaged on, viz. The

Study of the Gathas (see p. 438) :—In Dec. 10, M. Darme-
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steter gracefully reviews Miss Helen Zimmern’s Epic of

Kings, by Firdusi :—In Dec. 17 is a notice of the Reprint of

the Persian Text of the Sefer Nameh at Dehli, which is said

to be very well done :—In Feb. 4, 1884, M. Darmesteter

reviews Andreas’s Book of Mainyo-i-Khard, from a MS.

at Copenhagen, procured by the late M. Westergaard:

—

and in March 2i is a review by M. Breal, of M. Bonet

Maury’s translation into French of the late Count de Noer’s

Akbar.

We may add that, in Atheneum Beige (Sept. 1883) M. de

Harlez highly praises Geiger’s “ Ost-Iranische Kultur —in

the D. Literaturzeitung for Oct. is a good notice by Zimmer,

of Andreas’s book :—and in Nov., by Landauer, of Whin-

field’s Omar Khayyam.

In the Bulletin de VAthenee Orientate (1883, 1-2) M.

Chodzko gives many extracts from the “Vizir de Lenkeran,”

and points out its value
;
and (3 and 4) M. de Harlez deals

further with Dr. W. Geiger’s Ost-Iranische Cultur im

Altertum.

In the Melanges Orientaux (dedicated to the Congress of

Leyden) M. Schefer has printed “ Trois Chapitres du Khitay

Nameh (in Persian and French).

Of books relating to Persia, recently published, we may
note the following : Whinfield, E., Quatrains of Omar

Khayyam (2nd edition) :—Fitzgerald, C. (the late), Rubaiyat

of Omar Khaiyyam :—Harlez, M. de, L’Exegese et la Cor-

rection des Textes Avestiques :—-Schefer, C., Chrestomathie

Persane :—E. H. Palmer’s Concise Persian and English

Dictionary, completed by Guy Le Strange, M.R.A.S. :

—

Geldner, K. F., Drei Yasht aus dem Zendavesta :—Barbier

de Meynard, Boustan de Sadi :—M. de Lagarde, Persische

Studien :— Abul-Fazl’s Akbar-Namah, 3 vols., Lucknow,

2nd edition :—Kazimirski, A. de B., Dialogues Francais-

Persanes, etc. :— Chodzko, J., Grammaire de la Langue

Persane, 2nd edition :—West, E. W., Dadistan-i-Dinik and
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Epistles of Manus Kikar, Part 2 :—Fazl-i-Ali, Dictionary

of English and Persian, Bombay : — Rubaiyyat-i-Omar

Khaiyyam, Lucknow :—Rieu, C., Catalogue of the Persian

MSS. in the British Museum, vol. iii. :—and Robinson,

Persian Poetry for English Readers.

Turkish.— From the Athenceum (Sept. 22) we learn

that the Mijman-i-Funam, a scientific Magazine, started

many years ago by Munif Pasha, but since suspended,

has been resumed by him, and appears regularly in Con-

stantinople :— that Mazhar Effendi, who has been for

some years lecturing in Turkish at the Imperial School of

Medicine at Constantinople, has published his Lectures on

Anatomy in a volume fully illustrated :—and that there is

now, also, publishing in Constantinople, a paper called the

“ Osmanli,” devoted to the architecture of Constantinople.

From Dec. 15, we learn that Jaghatai, the literary lan-

guage of the Eastern Turks, is being much studied at Con-

stantinople, and that Sheikh Suleiman Effendi has produced

a Dictionary in this language. It is hoped that in some

of the old libraries old Jaghatai MSS. may yet be found.

Vambery discovered some, and Dr. Ethe spoke at the Leyden

Congress of a new text of the same class he hoped to be able

to publish.

In the Academy for March 20, 1884, Mr. E. J. "W. Gibb,

M.R.A.S., gives a translation in English verse, line for line

with the original, and with the preservation, as far as is

possible, of the metre of the original Turkish, of a poem

taken from a little volume called Zemzeme.

In the “Melanges Orientaux” M de Meynard has printed

“ Notice de l’Arabie Meridionale d’apres un document Turc.”

Among books, may be mentioned MM. Chakri et Asgain,

Dictionnaire Franj.-Turc, Tome I : — J. W. Redhouse,

Engl.-Turk and Turk.-English Dictionary:— and by the

same, A Simplified Grammar of the Ottoman Turkish Lan-
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guage:—E. J. W. Gibb, Translation of the History of

Jewad :—Faris ash Shidiak, a new Edition of his Grammar

:

—and by M. du Rieu, Levini Warneri, De Rebus Turcicis

epistolae ineditce.

We should add that in the Revue Critique for April 14,

1884, is an account of the “Almanach de l’Orient,” published

at Constantinople by M. A. Paldologue, with a notice of an

interesting paper in it by M. Stavros Aristarchi, entitled

“ Les Bibliotbeques Ottomanes a Constantinople.” Perhaps

not every one is aware that there are sixty-eight public

libraries in that City. A catalogue of the Library of the

Hamidieh has just been issued by the Minister of Public

Instruction.

Kurdish .—In Z.D.M.G. (38. i.) is a long article by

Mr. A. Houtum-Schindler, entitled Beitrage zur Kurdichse

Wortschatze.

China Review.—This journal has kept up during the past

year its well-established reputation. Thus, in vol. xi. No. 5,

March and April, 1883, Mr. Dyer Ball continues his “Scraps

from Chinese Mythology,” and Dr. Edkins his “ Notes on

some Chinese Works.” There are, also, a large number of

papers of varying interest, such as (by an anonymous writer)

“ On the so-called blockade of Hong-Kong,” in which the

defects at present existing in the Junk Trade are clearly

pointed out, and some remedies for the same indicated : Dr.

S. W. Bushell, M.R.A.S., also writes, “On the Mongol mark

on Porcelain :
”—and M. G. von Gabelentz with reference

to his Chinese grammar. Some brief but good notices of

books are added, which will be of use to students of Chinese

matters.

In No. 5, May and June, Mr. C. H. Piton continues his

account of China during the Tsin Dynasty, a.d. 264-419

and Mr. Dyer Ball his “ Scraps from Chinese Mythology:”
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Mr. E. H. Parker contributes two valuable papers, the first

“ On Sz-ch’uen Plants,” which shows how much can be

accomplished by any one who has his heart in his subject,

without “ any apparatus for preserving the specimens while

travelling comfortlessly and through a poor and mountainous

part of the country, among nations more ignorant and

suspicious than the average.” The chief botanical questions

of the Sz-ch’uen, he adds, are the varnish, wax, tallow

and wood-oil trees. The second, “ On the Rapids of

the Upper Yangtsze, ” gives the native sailing instruc-

tions for the gorges of the Great River, translated from

the narrative of Admiral Ho chin shell, who was officially

employed in superintending the gunboats, etc., between

I-ch’ang and Wu-Shan. M. Kleinwachter, also, writes “On
the origin of the Arabic numerals,” and establishes some,

though rather a slight connexion, between the Indian and

the Chinese forms. There are brief notices, also, of Bunyiu

Nanjio’s Translation of the Buddhist Tripitaka, and of Dr.

Chalmers’ “ Structure of Chinese characters after the Shwoh-

wan 100 A.n. and the Phonetic Shwoh-wan, 1833.”

In vol. xii. Ho. 1, July and August, Mr. Piton further

continues his “ China under the Tsin dynasty, a.d. 264-

269,” and Mr. Kleinwachter adds some further notes “ On
the origin of the Arabic numerals,” a complicated problem

which he does not seem to have fully realized. Mr. E.

H. Parker continues his studies of the vernaculars of

China, with a precise account of the Dialect of Yung-

chow, and Mr. Jordan gives a notice of the poet, commonly

called Su Fung-p’o, who lived in the province of Sz-ch’uan

in a.d. 1036. A promising scholar, Mr. J. Stewart Lock-

hart, reviews Dr. Chalmers’ work noted above
;
which is

a classified resume of the Shwoh-wan, the celebrated

dictionary of the first century a.d. and of the Phonetic

Shwoh-wan, an able work of which we speak further

on. The learned sinologist has there explained with great
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ability the Chinese style of writing (known in this country

as the small seal character), the Siao-chuan, as it existed

about the Christian era, with the explanations, often

childish, of the native authors. It is to be regretted that

Dr. Chalmers, at least in his preface, has not thought fit

to give some information on the older styles of writing

which have been used in succession previously to the Siao-

chuan. It is worthy of note as a remarkable instance of

painstaking perseverance that Dr. Chalmers is able to say

“ that every character in the volume has been written for

the lithographer with the author’s own hand:” the work

was compiled in China and printed in Scotland during a short

stay of the author at home. This number contains, also,

a few notices of books relating to China and Japan, such as,

of Mr. W. G. Dixon’s “ Land of the Morning ”—“ Cochin

Chine Frangaise, Excursions et Reconnaissances,” etc., etc.

Yol. xii. No. 2, Sept, and Oct., contains papers by Messrs.

J. H. Stewart Lockhart, Dr. Edkins, R. H. Graves, G.

Jamieson, and B. C. Henry. Dr. Edkins writes on the

vexed question of the “ Yi-king, with notes on the Sixty-

four Kwa,” which he evidently considers to have been in

some sense a “ book of divination,” or, at all events, to have

been used for this purpose, divination having been in common

use in China before and during the time of Confucius. In

this paper, Dr. Edkins deals with the first 29 Kwas. Mr.

Graves writes on “ Aryan Roots in Chinese,” taking for his

basis those given in Prof. Skeat’s “ Etymological Dictionary,”

and, for Chinese, the “ Cantonese Colloquial,” the connections

suggested being, as might be expected, rather with Sanskrit

than with any other Aryan tongue—perhaps, too, it may be

added, that his conclusions are not very convincing. Mr.

Jamieson’s paper “ On the tributary Nations of China,” has

some interest at the present time, as showing what was and

is the habit of the Greater Empire in dealing with the

smaller states which pay tribute to her, the general conclu-

VOL. XVI.—[new series.] H
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sion being that the connection between the two may be best

described as a “ Relationship at Will, begun at will, con-

tinued at will, and therefore terminable at will.” There is,

also, a curious notice of the ceremonies to be observed on the

occasion of investing a Corean Prince as king. Mr. B. C.

Henry completes his account of a “ Journey through

Hainan,” a curious record of well-attempted though un-

successful travel. There is, also, a good review of Professor

Beal’s Fo-Sho-Hing-Tsang, or Life of Buddha (Sacred

Books of the East, vol. xix.), and of Colonel Money’s

“ Cultivation and Manufacture of Tea.” From the latter

we learn that India is now pressing China hard, on what

was long her peculiar and especial source of wealth. Thus,

from 1879 to 1882, the Indian export of tea has risen from

35 millions of pounds to 51 millions, while, on the other

hand, the Chinese export has fallen off by 12 millions, i.e.

125 millions in the first year, and 113 millions in the second.

Vol. xii. No. 3, Nov. Dec. In this No. Messrs. Piton and

Dyer Ball continue their former papers, the other con-

tributors being Messrs. Henry, E. H. Parker, It. Eichler,

and E. L. Oxenham. Mr. Henry in his paper “ On eight

Lions of Canton,” points out that the number “ eight ” has,

for some reason, had a special influence in Chinese Philosophy

till, at length, in Canton, this influence has been crystallized

around certain objects, and has found concrete expression

in what has been designated as the “ Eight great Sights ”

of that city. The whole paper is very curious. Mr. E. H.

Parker’s notice of the Winchow Dialect is valuable philo-

logically, in that we learn from it that, with the exception

of the letter r, “ every letter in the English (we may indeed

say, in the European and Sanskrit) alphabet is found as an

initial.” The rest of the paper is technical, and of value

chiefly to Chinese scholars
;

it, at the same time, shows

earnest study, and a remarkable acquaintance with the

vernaculars of Southern China. There are, as usual, some
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good notices of books, such as that of the new Edition of

Dr. S. Wells Williams’s “Middle Kingdom.” Mr. Williams

was a distinguished Scholar, as well as Missionary, and the

President of the American Oriental Society, at the time of

his recent and lamented death.

Yol. xii. No. 4, Jau. and Feb. 1884, contains continuations

of former papers by H. Dyer Ball, Esq., and Charles Piton,

Esq., and others by Messrs. Arendt, G. M. II. Playfair,

A. A. Fauvel and Kleinwachter. Of these Mr. Arendt con-

tributes three papers—“ On the Mother of Mencius,” which

is curious; Chiang-Yi’s “Apologues of the Fox and the

Tiger and the Dog,” and Su Tai’s “ Apologue of the Bittern

and the Mussel ”
: Mr. Playfair gives in verse, a translation

of “A song to encourage Thrift” (which however scarcely

does so), by Governor-General Chiang:—M. A. A. Fauvel gives

an interesting account of “Chinese Plants in Normandy:”

—M. Kleinwachter adds a good notice of the “ History of

Formosa under the Chinese Government” down to the

present time. There is, also, an excellent review of Mr. H.

A. Giles’s “Gems of Chinese Literature.”

Besides the China Review, and other periodicals, such

as the Chinese Recorder and Missionary Journal
,
which

we have no room to analyse in the present Report, a con-

siderable number of papers, essays, and books have been

issued from the press during the last year, to some of which

attention will now be called. In the Athenceum (Aug. 11)

is a brief but good notice of Dr. Eitel’s Chinese Dictionary

in the Cantonese dialect, parts iii. and iv.
;

and, from

the same Journal, we learn (March 1, 1884) that Mr. D.

C. Boulger, M.R.A.S., has read a paper before the Society

of Arts entitled, “ Reflections on Chinese History, with

reference to the present situation of affairs,” and Dr. Zerffl,

F.R.S.L., a paper, “ On the Tchong-Yong of Confucius,”

before the Roy. Hist. Soc. :—from March 29, that M. Bille-

quin has translated M. Malgutty’s “Elementary Chemistry”
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into Chinese, and that this work has been published at the

College of Pekin under the auspices of the Chinese Govern-

ment, the preface to it having been written by the First

Minister, His Excellency Tong Lung. The same scholar has

also translated Fresenius’s “Chemical Analysis.” Mr. Herbert

Spencer’s “Education” has, also, just been rendered into

Chinese by Y. K. Yen (May 17).

In tbe Academy (July 21) is an able letter by Dr. Edkins

“ On criticism of Early Chinese Literature,” in which he

replies to some of Prof. T. de Lacouperie’s objections, and

speaks in high terms of the scholarship of the Chinese

Minister in this country, the Marquis Tseng :—and, in July

28, Sept. 1, and Oct. 6, Prof, de Lacouperie gives three letters,

successively entitled, “Early Chinese Literature,” “The

Affinity of the Ten Stems of the Chinese Cycle with the

Akkadian Numerals,” and “ The Chinese Mythical Kings

and the Babylonian Canon,” in the first of which he replies

to Dr. Edkins, and, in the other two, enforces by abundant

examples and illustrations his original view of the connection

of the civilization of South-Western Asia with China.

This he has well summarized in the following words :
“ The

Chinese mythical list of Kings is based on the early

Babylonian Canon, and reproduces the first Dynasty of

Eighty-six Kings mentioned by Berosus, as well as many

legends and historical facts of the same period.” In

Oct. 20 is a very interesting, though perhaps not entirely

exact, letter by Dr. Edkins on “ The Early History of

Cochin-China.” In Nov. 17, Prof. T. de Lacouperie

returns to his main subject in a letter entitled, “Traditions

of Babylonia in Early Chinese Documents,” which gives

some more details about the fragments of the Babylonian

Canon, scattered among the Chinese traditions of the

Mythical period. These we hear will be yet more fully

dealt with in a work he has in the press. In December

29 Professor Douglas reviews the new Edition of the late
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Professor S. "Wells Williams’s “Middle Kingdom,” in which

the useful portion of the revised work is well pointed out.

[See also, in “ Triibner’s Record,” Nos. 191-2, p. 100, a

severe stricture on this work by H. A. Giles.] In the same

number, also, is a short notice of Dr. Eitel’s Dictionary, in

which, while praising highly the whole, the reviewer shows

there are many errors which ought not to have been left un-

corrected :—in Jan. 12 of Mr. Dyer Ball’s “ Cantonese made

easy,” and “Easy Lessons in the Hakka Dialect”:—in

Feb. 9 Dr. Edkins writes on “The Chinese Cycles of Ten,

Twelve, and Twenty-Eight,” in which, admitting that all

these Cycles “ are more or less remotely connected with the

West,” he remarks that the Silk Trade “would render

the communication of Babylonian knowledge possible in

China.”

In Feb. 23 Prof. Douglas reviews Mr. H. A. Giles’s

“ Gems of Chinese Literature,” in which, while allowing

the general goodness of this scholar’s work, he would like to

feel sure “ of what we have in every case before us, whether

an accurate translation or only a paraphrase ” :—In March

1, March 8, and March 15, M. de Harlez and M. de Lacouperie

discourse amicably “ The origin of Chinese Civilization.”

Before the British Association for the Advancement of

Science, at their meeting at Southport, Sept., 1883, Mr. W.
Hancock read a paper, “ On North Formosa,” and Mr. H.

S. Hallett, “ On the advance of the Southern Chinese.”

In the Journ. R. A. S. Yol. XV. Pt. 3, Prof. Beal,

M.R.A.S., has printed “ Two sites named by Hiouen-Thsang

in the 10th Book of the Si-yu-ki; ” and, in Yol. XYI. Pt. 2,

“ Some further gleanings from the Si-yu-ki ” :—Mr. H.

H. Howorth, M.R.A.S., has also issued “ The Northern

Frontagers of China, Part YI. Hia or Tangut,” in Vol. XY.
Pt. 3.

In the Journal Asiatique (Aout-Septembre) M. Imbault-

Huart continues his “ Miscellauees Chinois, fragments d’un
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r°yage dans la province du Kiang-sou” :—(Oct.-Nov.-Dec.)

M. Edouard Specht writes on Etudes sur l’Asie Centrale

d’apres les Historiens Chinois :—M. Imbault-Huart (Jan.

1884) further continues his previous paper. Scattered in other

Journals, etc., may be noted Dr. Legge’s Tao Teh King, in

the British Quarterly Review (July 1, 1883) :—Ditto, On

Mencius, Encyclop. Brit. (vol. xvi.) :—In the Proc. of the

American Or. Soc., Prof. B. S. Lyman has written, “ On

certain Sounds in the Peking Pronunciation of Chinese.”

TVe may add to these, Duchateau, Sur l’ancien Nom Serique

(Athen. Orient. 1, 2) :—Hoskiaer, V., Routes Commerc. de

Yunnan (Danish Roy. Geog. Soc.) :—Scott, W., Ting-huan-

tschu (Erdkunde in Kurz darstellung) (Sitz. Berl. Ak. d

"Wissensch. May 31) :—Prof. T. Campbell, On the laws of

Phonetic Change in the Khitan Languages (Proc. of the

Canadian Institute). In the “Melanges Orientaux,” M.

Cordier has printed an “ Essai d’une Bibliographie des

ouvrages publies en Chine par les Europeens au xviie et au

xviii6 siecle.”

In the Annales de VExtreme Orient, the following papers

may be noticed :—Thus (July, 1883), M. de Lucy-Fossarieu

gives an account of “ Les Codes de la Cochin-Chine et du

Camboge ” :—In the September No. is a severe judgment on

Li-Hun-Chang and the Chinese Army, by an anonymous

writer:—In Jan., 1884, is a brief account of “Les Societes

Secretes de la Chine
;

” of the Commerce of Lower Cochin-

China
;
and of an interesting journey made by Capt. Gautier

into the wild country of the Mois:—In Feb. is an article on

the Emperor of China and his Court :—In March is a notice

of a translation from Ta-Tsing-Hwei-Tien, by Dr. G.

Jamieson, of Shanghai, to the effect that the presents sent

with various European Ambassadors have always been con-

sidered by the Chinese historians as so many tributes ! In

the same number is a translation of a paper read by Mr.

C. H. Lepper, M.R.A.S., before the British Association at
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Southampton, in 1882, entitled, “The question of an Over-

land Route to China from India.”

Mr. Henri Cordier has published a double number, January

to June, of his valuable “Revue de l’Extreme Orient,” second

year, in which there are several articles of interest : as, Les

Francais a Shanghai en 1853-1855, Episodes du siege de

Shanghai par les Imperiaux, par M. Arthur Millac.—A con-

tinuation by the editor, of his series of “ Documents inedits

pour servir a l’histoire ecclesiastique de l’Extreme Orient.”

The two principal documents are : a “ Memorial du Tsang-

tou ou Gouverneur-General des deux provinces du Fan-

Kien et de Tche-Kiang, appelle Monan, presente contre la

religion chretienne a l’Empereur de la Chine, vers la fin

de 1723;” from the Archives of the French foreign office.

The second document, which is in the British Museum, is a

“ Catalogus Omnium Missionariorum qui Sinarum Imperium

ad hsec usque tempora ad tradicandum Jesu Xti Evangelium

ingressi sunt.”—Add to these, “Mt§moires tres interessantes

sur la Royaume de Mien (Burma),” translated from the Chinese

by the celebrated Mgr. Claude de Visdelou, a MS. in the collec-

tion of the British Museum; and Dr. Ch. J. Martin’s “Notes

sur le Massacre de Tien-tsin.”—The editor publishes under

the title of “Le Consulat de France a Hue,” a series of docu-

ments and official correspondence which he has collected

from the French Archives. In the same number there is a

rather unfavourable review of “ Corea, the Hermit Nation,”

by W. J. Griffis ;—an interesting note on the suppressed book

on the “Expedition de Chine par le Comte d’Herisson”; and,

a bibliography, with an interesting review, drawing the

attention of continental scholars to the various writings of

Prof, de Lacouperie and to his opinions on the derivation

of the Chinese civilisation from Western Asia.

The following books may be noticed :—Schlegel, Nederl.

Chin. Woord. boek. Deel. iii. Aflev. 3, 1884 :— Gabelenz, G.

v., Anfangsgriinde d. Chines. Grammatik, an excellent little
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grammar simplified from his larger work :—Edkins, J.,

Religion in China, 2nd Ed. :—St. Denys, Hervey de, Ma-

touan-lin, Ethnographie des Peuples Etrangers : David,

Journal d’Exploration dans l’Empire Chinois :—McGowan,

J., Engl, and Chin. Dicty. of the Amoy Dialects :—Do.,

Manual of the Amoy Colloquial :—Ball, T. Dyer, Easy

Sentences in the Hakka Dialect :—Do., Cantonese made

Easy :—Nocentini, II santo editto di K’an-hi, versione Man-

cese :—Richthofen, F. von, China, vol.iv. Paleont. :—Francken,

J. J. C., en Grys, C. F. M. de, Chineesch-Hollandsch

Woordenboek van het Emoi Dialect:—Cordier, Consulat de

France a Hue :—Do., Bibliotheca Sinica Tome 2. fasc. 2:

—

Contenson, Baron de, Chine et L’Extreme Orient:—M.

Jametel has received the Prix Stanislas Julien for his work

entitled “L’Eucre dans la Chine;” — and M. Terrien de

Lacouperie has been appointed Professor of Indo-Chinese

Philology in University College, London.

Japan.—A considerable number of essays, reviews, and

books have been issued during the last year on subjects

connected with Japan, to some of which we shall briefly

refer here. Thus, in the Journ. Roy. Asiat. Soc., XV. 3,

Chamberlain, B. H., writes On two questions of Japanese

Archaeology:—in the Athenceum (June 2) is an excellent

review of the “ Diary of Richard Cocks, Cape-Merchant in

the English Factory in Japan, a.d. 1615-22,” which has

been edited for the Hakluyt Society by Mr. E. M. Thomp-

son. We, also, learn (Oct. 20) that many of Mr. Herbert

Spencer’s works have been translated into Japanese, and,

also, that, in the University of Tokio, they, along with other

European works, are studied in the originals. From May 31,

we, also, learn that an interesting collection of early printed

hooks from Japan and Corea has been offered for purchase to

the Trustees of the British Museum. The earliest specimen is

a Buddhist Darani, enclosed in a small wooden model of a
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Pagoda, which was printed by order of the Empress Shiyau-

toku in the latter half of the eighth century a.d. There are,

also, copies of Buddhist works issued during the following

centuries, together with native editions of Chinese works,

beginning with the “ Confucian Discourses ” (a.d. 1364), the

first non-Buddhist work printed in Japan.

In the Academy (Aug. 18) is a review by Mr. Monkhouse,

of Mr. E. G. Holtsman’s “ Eight Years in Japan,” a work,

perhaps, not of great literary merit, but, as a description of

the people he met with, thoroughly reliable :—and in March

29, 1884, the same reviewer notices, with high praise, the

“Japan” of Prof. J. J. Rein, the valuable outcome of travels

and researches undertaken at the cost of the Prussian Govern-

ment in the years 1874 and 1875.

In the Annales de l’Extreme Orient (August, 1883), M.

Meyners D’Estrey writes on Japanese Anthropology :—and

in October, December, and February, 1884, M. Pierre Bons

D’Anty gives three articles entitled “ Les Divisions Terri-

toriales du Japon, Geographiques, Politiques et Adminis-

trative3,” which are interesting as giving brief but clear

summaries of the matters with which they deal. In February,

is a notice of a new Society, called Kana-no-Khwai, the

object of which is to eliminate from the Japanese language, as

far as possible, the Chinese characters which materially add

to the difficulty of its study. The Society proposes in future

to make use of only the Eana or Indigenous Alphabet, which

comprises 48 distinct characters.

In the Journal of the American Oriental Society, Prof. B.

S. Lyman has a paper On the Japanese Nigori of Composition.

Among miscellaneous papers may be mentioned Pfizmaier,

A., Untersuchungen fiber Aina-gegenstande ( Sitzbericht.

Wien. Akad.):—Rosny, L. de, Memorial sur l’Antiquite Ja-

ponaise (Melanges Orient.) :—Mfiller-Beeck, F. G., Gesch. d.

Liukiu Inseln nach Japan (Berl. Ges. f. Anthropol.) :—Brauns,

D., Die Ainos der Insel Yezo (ibid.) :—Art Manufactures in
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Japan (Builder, xlv. No. 2111) :— and, in the Chrysan-

themum, iii. 3, Chamberlain, B. H., Notes on Japanese

Philosophy :—Brinkley, F., The Story of the Riukiu (Loochoo)

complication, and The House of Karoda :—Dixon, J. M., The

Aino Language :—and Dr. Groth, Higher Education in Japan,

transl. from the German by C. S. Ely. Among miscellaneous

books, we may mention Cotteau, E., De Paris au Japon en

quatre-vingt-dix Jours:—Audsley, G. A., The Ornamental

Arts of Japan, part i. :—Crowe, A. H., Highways and Byeways

in Japan:—Griffis, W. E., Corea, the Hermit Nation:—Dresser,

C., Japan, its Architecture, Art, and Art Manufacture :—and

a new Edition of “Murray’s Handbook for Japan,” drawn up

by E. M. Satow, Esq., M.R.A.S., now H.M. Agent and Consul-

General at Bangkok, and Lieut. A. G. S. Hawes, It. A., and

F. A. J. von Langezg, Japanische Thee-geschichten :

—

Fu-so-cha-wa,— a series of Miscellaneous Essays. In the

“ Melanges Orientaux,” M. Leon de Rosny gives “Ko-zi-ki,

Memorial de l’Antiquite Japonaise.”

Further India and Halayo-Polynesia.—To the “ Annales

de l’Extreme Orient,” with its now additional title “ et de

l’Afrique,” as on former occasions, we are indebted for many

notices of the Islands, etc., to the East of India Proper.

What, however, we have to record, from this source, is,

this year, comparatively little, as, unfortunately, a large

part of this once valuable Journal is now given to Politics,

not to say Polemics, into which we cannot enter : this

new plan mars, too, its value as a record of literary

work. Taking, then, as little heed as possible to Inter-

national Politics, the following articles may be noticed :

—

Thus, in the July number, agreeably with the new title of

this work, we have an account of Madagascar by M. Charles

Gremieux, accompanied by an useful and well-executed Map

of the Island :—In August, the same writer deals with what

he calls “ Le Second Canal de Suez.” There is, also, a
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brief notice of the New Hebrides and of a Birmese Embassy

recently arrived in Paris. At the end of it, Dr. Harmand

briefly replies to some of the views put forth by Mr. A. H.

Keane, in the “ Annales” for Feb. and March of last year.

In September, M. de Fonville has a good paper entitled “La

Justice aux Indes Orientales Neerlandaises,” p. 65.

In October, M. Leon Feer gives a pleasant resume of the

Congress of Orientalists at Leyden :—There is, also, a notice

of “Binh-Thuan, nouvelle province Francaise,” a brief sketch

of the “Marquis Tseng,” with a notice of two useful books

of their class, M. Paul Deschanel’s “La question du Tongkin,”

and of M. Bouinais’s “ La Cochin-Chine contemporaine.”

In November, is a very interesting Memoir of Dr. A. J. C.

Geerts, who has been known for the last 14 years, as one

of the most eminent Europeans in Japan—together with a

notice of the discovery of the scene of the massacre of the

ill-fated La Perouse and of his companions. The December

Number, with the exception of a brief article on the Yolcanic

action of Krakatau, is entirely political. In January 1884,

is a further account of the misdeeds of Krakatau and

a good notice of M. Gautier’s “ Les Francais au Tonkin

1787-1883.”—We learn, also, that, apropos of the last

Oriental Congress at Leyden, L’Institut Boyal des Indes

Neerlandaises has published four volumes of importance for

the bistory of the Extreme East, 1. Essais de poesie Boughis

et Macassar, par la Dr. B. T. Matthes
;

2. Histoire de

Nanette, texte Boughis, etc., par G. K. Niemann; and two

vols. of the Memoires de 1’Institut.—The February Number

contains nothing of any interest. That of March con-

tains a good article by M. Dubard entitled, “ La Legisla-

tion Cambodgienne,”—and one by M. Leon Feer (all that

this scholar writes is worthy of attention) on “ Les Trente-

deux Becits du Trone, ou les merveilleux exploits de

Yikramaditya, traduits du Bengali.”—In the number for

April, M. Yalabrigue gives a paper, “Sur la litterature
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Annamite,” and there is, also, a brief notice of the Oasis

of Merv.

Of the excellent collection published by the French

Government at Saigon, under the title “ Cochin-chine

Francaise, Excursions et Reconnaissances,” several numbers

have appeared, the most important of which is an able

“ Etude sur la Litterature Annamite,” by Mr. L. Villard,

who gives long quotations translated from the original texts

(No. xii. pp. 446-491). In the “Melanges Orientaux,” M.

des Michels prints Kem Van Kien Truyen, poeme Annamite,

avec traduction.

Egyptology .—The work of the last year and the discoveries

made in it have so far surpassed that of any similar period

of the same length, that it is impossible within our limits

to do more than allude to many matters, each of which

really deserves a careful study and a full record. As on

former occasions, we can only note the more important papers

that have been issued during the last year, with a list of books,

etc. Thus, in the Proceedings of the Biblical Archaeological

Society, May 1, 1883, is a letter from Mr. Le Page Renouf

“ On mythological figures on an Egyptian papyrus:”—June

5, a letter from Prof. Pleyte “ On Mr. Revillout’s notice of

The Papyrus-Dodgson :

”—and in the same number, a com-

munication from Mr. Cope Whitehouse “ On his Researches

in the Moeris Basin” and what, he (probably) alone, thinks,

these demonstrate :—In Dec. 4, Jan. 8, Feb. 5, March 4 and

April 1, are a series of papers “ On Hypocephali by Dr. Birch

and Mr. De Horrack. The plates of the objects, which are

perfect as specimens of art, have been drawn on stone by the

Sec. B.A.S., Mr. AY. H. Rylands, M.R.A.S., F.S.A. Mr.

Le Page Renouf contributes two papers, the first “ On two

Egyptian prepositions,” Feb. 5 ;
the second, “ On the bow

in the Egyptian Sky,” March 4. In the Transactions of

the Society, vol. viii. pt. 1, M. Revillout prints, “ Les
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Anathemes d’une Mere Payenne contre son fils devenu

Chretienne,” and “ Pieces relatives a une mariage du temps

de Darius:”—in Part 2, Dr. Birch has a paper “On a

Tablet in the British Museum relating to two Architects,”

and Mr. Le Page Renouf, one, “ On Egyptian Mythology,

particularly with reference to Mist and Cloud.” Again, from

the Athenaeum
,
June 30, we learn that H.H. the Prince

Ibrahim Hilmy, the brother of the Khedive, is preparing

a bibliography of Printed Books, MSS., etc., relating to

the Political and Social life of Egypt from the earliest to the

present times :—In the same number, in July 21, and in

Aug. 18, Signor Lanciani gives the wonderful tale of the

recent discoveries in Pome on the site of the Iseum :—In

July 7, is a good review of Dr. Birch’s very complete

catalogue of “ The Collection of Egyptian Antiquities at

Alnwick Castle ”
;
and we also learn that he is far advanced

with his “ Hieroglyphic Dictionary.”

In March 1 is a review of Mr. TV. M. Flinders Petrie’s

“The Pyramids and Temples of Ghizeh,” which is interesting

as all works on such a subject must be, which are original.

Mr. Petrie’s measurements are, probably, superior to those

of any of his predecessors
;
we are, therefore, glad to learn

that the Royal Society has granted to him £100, in aid of

further researches.

In March 22 is a notice of the Report of “ The Commission

for the Preservation of the Monuments of Cairo,” for whom
our Member, E. T. Rogers Bey, has worked so zealously

—

the object of the Commission being simply to see to necessary

repairs, not, as has been ruinously done in India, to restore

or rebuild.

In April 26 is a brief notice of Mr. J. Loftie’s “ Essay on

Scarabs,”—a useful manual for collectors, who, we hear, are

more likely to secure the objects themselves than the book

intended for their description, as the number of copies issued

has been strangely limited.
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In the Academy we find, as usual, a prominent attention

paid to Egyptian matters, the invaluable correspondent

of this Journal, Miss Edwards, having given to it quite as

many and quite as interesting communications as last year.

We will take these in their regular order. Thus, in

June 23, Miss Edwards gives a useful review (in that

she points out what “The Book of the Dead” really is)

of Prof. "W". Pleyte’s “Chapitres supplementaires du Livre

des Morts”:—In July 21, she calls attention to some im-

portant metrical results with reference to the Ancient

Empire and the Measurements of the Great Pyramid,

recently arrived at by M. Gr^baut, adding that M. Maspero

has just found a new copy of the so-called “ Decree

of Canopus,” and, also, the Sarcophagus of Psammetichus

II. :—In Nov. 10 she reviews Mr. W. M. Flinders Petrie’s

“Pyramids and Temples of Ghizeh,” and shows its real

value as sweeping away once and for all the notions about

a “sacred cubit,” a “Pyramid inch,” and any number of

other affected “symbolisms”:—In Dec. 8 she gives, under

the title “Egyptian Jottings,” much information as to the

doings of MM. Maspero and Pleyte, and a resume of the last

fasciculus of “Etudes Egyptiennes ” :—in Jan. 10, 1884, she

contributes a very clear notice of M. Maspero’s “Guide du

Yisiteur au Musee de Boulaq ;”—and in Feb. 16, a pleasant

sketch of four American books or papers referring to Egypt

:

—in Feb. 23 she points out how much destruction is still

being done to Egyptian Monuments, etc., chiefly by the

ignorance of the petty local officials, limestone for building

purposes and for the kiln being ruthlessly taken from any

ruins within reach of river-transport : in March 22 she

reviews Mr. Loftie’s “ Essay on Scarabs.”

In April 26, Miss Edwards records M. Maspero’s discovery

of an “ entire necropolis, the mere existence of which has

remained unsuspected by tomb-breakers and depredators

ancient and modern.” The Necropolis thus discovered seems
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to belong to the Greek period, but was, almost certainly, con-

structed upon earlier entombments.—As an idea of the value

of the “ find,” it is enough to state that five vaults only con-

tained as many as 120 mummies, and that these were all un-

injured. M. Maspero has also found, quite perfect, the tomb

of Pepi I. (6th Dyn.) :—In May 3, Miss Edwards gives a

further report of Mr. Flinders Petrie’s last achievement,

“ The discovery of the Necropolis of Tanis,” but the details

far exceed our space, though exceedingly worthy of careful

study. Lastly, Miss Edwards writes, May 31, on what she

well calls “A Colossus of Colossi,” being Mr. Petrie’s account

of the fragments he has found of a granite Colossus of

Rameses II., which had been cut up for building purposes by

one of the rulers of the 26th Dynasty. The fragments he

has found show that the original statue must have been

nearly one hundred feet high, as tall, indeed, as the Colossi

at Bamian. “ The great toe, alone,” he says, “ measures

eighteen inches across.” He adds that only “ small pieces

of a few tons each are now to be seen.”

We learn further (June 16) that the Louvre has

recently acquired from the Posno Collection a bronze

statuette of great beauty and early date :—and in July 7

and August 18, M. Barnabei gives notices of the recent

discoveries in Rome of Egyptian antiquities, which should

be read along with those of M. Lanciani, already re-

ferred to.

In Sept. 15, is a notice of Prof. Merriam’s paper “On the

Greek and Latin Inscriptions,” on the bronze Crab of the

Obelisk recently removed to New York
;
and, in Oct. 6, is a

letter from M. Naville, M.R.A.S., controverting, but in his

own kind manner, some previous views of the veteran Lepsius,

“ On Pithom and Ramses.” We have much pleasure in adding

that the “ Hawk and the Statue of the Recorder of Pithom,”

found by M Naville, are now (as the gift of Sir Erasmus

Wilson and of the Egyptian Exploration Fund) in the British
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Museum. In Jan. 19, Prof. Sayce writes from Abydos, an-

nouncing the discovery of a tomb of the Xlllth Dynasty,

near Siut, and stating that the tombs in the cliff behind the

Citadel of Cairo are not older than the time of Augustus.

—

In Feb. 2, is a further letter from Prof. Sayce, dated Luxor,

Jan. 7, which has only to be read, to be appreciated. To

March 15, Mr. R. S. Poole contributes Mr. Flinders Petrie’s

own description of his remarkable discoveries in “ The Great

Temple of San,” of the highest interest as showing how

much, after more than 2000 years of wilful destruction, there

still remains, in Egypt, to reward the honest explorer
;

see,

also, in April 5, a capital letter from M. Naville on the same

subject.—In the same Number, is an energetic letter from

M. Renan urging support to M. Maspero in his great labours

in Egyptian excavation. M. Renan’s letter commences with

the words, “ La conservation des monuments de l’Egvpte

importe a l’humanite tout entiere ”—and, concludes, no less

characteristically,
“ Ajoutons que l’honneur de la France

s’y trouve engagee.”—Lastly, in July 21, Mr. R. S. Poole

demolishes Mr. Cope Whitehouse, and his vagaries about

Lake Moeris
;
and, in Sept. 22, satisfactorily answers Prof.

Lepsius’s contention that M. Naville has not found “ the

Pithom of the Bible,” though what the latter scholar has

advanced “ rests on the unimpeachable testimony of monu-

ments dug up on the spot.”—In a still later paper (May 24,

1884) Mr. Poole conveys to us the welcome news that Dr.

Brugsch fully and unreservedly accepts M. Naville’s dis-

covery.

In the Z.D.M.G. is a paper by Dr. A. Erman, entitled

Eine Aegyptisch Statuette (37. 3).

In the Journal Asiatique M. Maspero (Oct.-Nov.-Dec. p.

533) gives an account of an Egyptian inscription of 6000

lines, recently discovered by him.

From the Rev. Grit, we learn that, in M. Royet’s Monu-

ments de l’Art Antique, livrs. 3, 4, there are many beautiful
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specimens of Egyptian art, with descriptions by M. Maspero.

In. Jan. 7, 1884, is a notice of M. Maspero’s “ Conference

sur la vie populaire a Thebes sous les Hois de la XIXe
Dynastie” :—in April 7, is the substance of M. Renan’s

appeal in favour of the preservation of Egyptian monuments.

Lastly, in May 5, we have a notice of M. Maspero’s forth-

coming Guide to the Museum at Boulaq.

The Revue Egyptologique continues to publish many

valuable and well-illustrated papers. Thus, Ille Ann. No.

1, contains papers by M. Revillout and the late M. Chabas,

with a notice of the recent additions to the Egyptian

Museum in the Louvre : — Sybil, L. V., also, writes,

Kritik d. Aegypt. Ornaments. Ille Ann. No. 2, has a

second letter from M. Revillout to M. Lenormant, “ Sur les

Monnaies Egyptiennes,” and a paper by MM. Revillout et

Krall, “ La vie d’artiste ou de Boheme en Egypte, fragment

d’un poeme Satyrique.” Three parts have been issued of the

Zeitschrift fur Aegyptische Sprache u. Alterthumskunde,

containing papers by MM. Lepsius, Erman, Stern, Naville,

Dumichen, Lefebure, Maspero, Wiedemann, and others.

Of miscellaneous books, the following may be noted :

Lagarde, P. de, Aegyptiaca :—Prato, La leggenda del Tesoro

di Ramsinite :—Lemm, Aegyptische Lesestiicke :—Linke, A.

A., Skizze d. Aelt-Aegypt. Lit. :—Wiedemann, A., Aelt-

Aegyptische worte von Klass. Autoren :—and, by the same,

Aelt-Aegypt. Gescli. 1. Abth. :—Landmehr, Papyrus Bero-

linensis :—Maspero, Mastabas de l’Ancien Empire, vol. 4 :

—

Guide du visiteur du Musee de Boulaq :—and, Etudes Egyp-

tiennes, fasc. 3:—Brugsch, Thesaurus Inscr. Aegypt. Abtheil.

3 :—Loftie, Essay on Scarabs :—Dr. Birch, Cat. of Egyptian

Antiquities at Alnwick: —Lenormant, F., Civilisation, Moeurs

et Mons. de l’Egypte (vol. 3 of Histoire Ancienne) :—Schia-

parelli, Monumenti Egiziani rinvenuti di recente in Roma.

Epigraphy.—The most important work of the last year has

VOL. XVI.—[new series.] I
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been the publication of the second part of the great French

“ Corpus Inscriptionum Seiniticarum,” which was, as we

ventured to anticipate (Report 1883, p. cxvii), presented

to the Oriental Congress at Leyden on Sept. 10. It is need-

less to discuss its merits here : suffice it, that the grand work

done by the French scholars in 1882 has been thoroughly

well sustained, in their last publication, tomus i. fasc. 2.

This fasciculus is illustrated by a volume of plates, xv-xxxvi,

quite equal to those issued with the first part. We trust

that a work, so justly appreciated by all true scholars, may

be successfully carried out with as little delay as possible.

In the Indian Antiquary, Mr. Fleet has continued

his valuable researches, and has published Sanskrit and

Old Canarese Inscriptions, Nos. 127-145 :—to Professor

Biihler we, also, owe a notice of the Dhiniki Grant of King

Jaikadeva (June)
;
of the Rathor Grants No. 3 (July)

;
of

that of Dharanivahara of Vadhvan (ibid)
;
and of the Ilichpur

Grant of Pravaras4na II. of Yakataka (Sept.). In July

is a paper by H. II. Dhruva, on a copper-plate grant of

King Trilochanapala Chalukya of Latudesa, dated Saka

972, a.d. 1050. In the same number Dr. A. F. H. Hoernle

replies, and most courteously, to the views promulgated by

Prof. Bhandarkar with reference to the Gatha Dialects, and

Mr. Rehatsek writes on an epitaph from Aden. In August

Mr. Fleet deals with Rajapitamaha, the Silahara title:

—

and, in October, is a continuation of M. Senart’s papers

under the title of the “ Column Inscription of Piyadasi.”

From Dr. Hultzsch, we have a notice of “A grant of

Krishna II. of Ankulesvar, dated a.d. 888 : of Karnata

Grants No. 1 : A grant of Venkata II., a.d. 1636: A note

on a Bhauma-Yantra : and, Karnata Grants, No. 2, a

grant of Ranga II., dated a.d. 1644-5.

In January, 1884, the Rev. T. Foulkes gives an account of

the “ Grant of the Bana King Vikramaditya II.” :—in

February, S. M. Natesa Sastri Pandit, describes “Two
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Eastern Chalukya Copper Plates ” :—and the Editor, Dr.

Burgess, “Two Tamil Copper Plate Grants.”

In March, Dr. Bhagvanlal Indraji, Hon. M.R.A.S., gives

a notice of a “ New Gurjara Copper Plate Grant : and Mr.

3L B. Pathik of “An Old Canarese Inscription of Iladali.”

In April, Mr. K. T. Telang writes on “ The date of Sankara-

charya.” In May, Prof. Kielhorn describes “ Three In-

scriptions from Kanheri.

In the Proceedings of Biblical Archceological Societg is a

paper by M. Alex. Ermann “ On the origin of the Cypriote

Syllabary” (May, 1883) :—and, in June, one by Mr. W. II.

Rylands, M.R.A.S., “ On the Aleppo Inscription,” with an

excellently executed folding plate:—in the same number,

is, also, a paper by Mr. E. A. Budge, M.R.A.S., “On some

Himyaritic Inscriptions presented to the British Museum

by Major W. Hunter.” In Nov. Dr. W. Wright, of

Cambridge, gives an account of a Samaritan Inscription,

now in the Museum of the Leeds Philosophical Society

;

and of some inscribed stones from Palmyra. Mr. Rylands,

also, notices a Cylinder belonging to the Rev. H. E. Reichardt,

bearing a brief Phoenician Inscription, the purport of which is

doubtful.—In March 4, is a letter from M. Berger “ On the

Phoenician Inscriptions in the British Museum ”
: M.

Ganneau gives a paper “ On a Hebrew Inscription from the

Necropolis at Joppa,” and Mr. Rylands a drawing of a

Hittite Inscription formerly at Aleppo. In the Z.D.M G.,

37. 2, Dr. Biihler writes “ Beitrage zur erklarung d. Asoka

Inschriften ” :—with a further paper on the same subject

in pt. 3 ;
and, in the same part, M. von Stickel has a paper

“ Zur Orientalischen Sphragistik.”—In part 2, also, D. H.

Muller deals with Sabaean Inscriptions collected by Siegfrid

Danger, who was murdered in 1882.—In pt. 4, M. Euting

has a paper entitled “ Epigraphisches,” with three plates of

Phoenician Inscriptions : Hultzsch deals with Inscriptions

from Amravati, and Biihler continues his article above noticed.
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In the Journal Asiatique, Febr.-Mars, M. Gannean writes

on Sceaux et Cachets, Israelites, Pheniciens et Syriens

:

—M. Barth on an “ Inscription Sanscrite de Han Chey ” :

—

M. Senart continues his Inscriptions de Piyadasi [ch. 3rae

]

Dhauli et Jaugada:—De Vogue writes on “Inscriptions

Palmyreniennes inedites ” discovered recently by Prince

Lazarew :—and M. Renan, “ Sur deux Monuments Epi-

graphiques d’Edesse.”—In April-Mai-Juin, M. Aymonier

gives “ Quelques Notions sur les Inscriptions en vieux

Khmer ”
: and, p. 524, Ganneau puts forth the suggestion

that the Inscription of Esmunazar is later than Alexander.

In Aout-Sept., De Vogiid and Aymonier continue

their papers
;

and MM. J. and H. Derenbourg print

Etudes sur l’Epigraphie du Yemen : In Oct.-Nov.-Dee.,

M. Rubens Duval comments on M. de Vogue’s Palmyrene

inscriptions, and M. de Vogue gives a note in reply.—In

January, 1884, M. Halevy criticizes severely the “Inscrip-

tions Sabeennes ” of MM. J. and H. Derenbourg.

In the Proceedings of the Bengal Asiatic Society, Feb. 1883,

Mr. E. V. Westmacott, M.R.A.S., contributes a rubbing

of a Kutila Inscription of Mahi Pal Deb from Monghyr,

Messrs. Rajendra Mitra and G. A. Grierson adding some

remarks :—and in March, Rajendra Mitra notices “A Sanskrit

inscription from Deogkar (see also, Journal, lii. 1. 2,

p. 186, etc.).

In the Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic

Society, vol. xvi. No. 42, Pandit Bhagvanlal Indraji,

writes “ On a New Copper-Plate Grant of the Chalukya

Dynasty found at Navsari”:—with two papers, “On New

Copper-Plate Grants of the Rashtrakuta Dynasty,” Parts

1, 2:—Mr. J. B. Fleet, M.R.A.S., publishes “ A Godavari

Copper-Plate Grant of the Raja Prithivimula ” :—and

Surgeon-Major O. Codrington, M.R.A.S., contributes a very

valuable paper “ On the seals of the Satara Kingdom.”

At the Meeting of the Academie des Inscriptions, May,
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M. Renan presented a Carthaginian Inscription (tarif des

Sacrifices), found by M. Delattre (see ante, Berger. Proc.

Bibl. Arch. Soc., March 4) :—Aug. 24, M. Ledrain notices

a Phoenician Inscription in the Louvre :—and, in Aug. 31,

Ganneau speaks of some Phoenician Monuments in the

British Museum :—in Sept. 14, M. Ledrain deals with “An
Aramaean Inscription ” :—In Feb. 8, 1884, M. Berger reads

a “ Note sur quelques Steles Pheniciennes trouves a Hadru-

mete,” with a further notice on Feb. 22 :—In March 14, is

an important reading by M. Senart of the oldest Religious

Edict of Asoka, first published in 1877 : M. Senart agrees

with MM. Buhler and Oldenberg :—On April 9, M. Renan

gives Punic Inscriptions on amphori discovered by M.

Delattre. In the Journal des Savants, July, the late M.

F. Lenormant writes “ Les Inscriptions Ilittites,” being

a review of an article by Prof. Sayce in “Fraser,” Aug.

1880, and in vol. vii. of the Trans. Bibl. Archaeol. Soc. This

must have been one of the latest papers he completed.

The most important separate book published during last

year (after the French ‘ Corpus/ already alluded to) is Mr.

Euting’s Sammlung d. Karthagischen Inschriften, at present

plates only :—M. de Vogue has also published his “Inscrip-

tions Palmyreniennes inedites,” and M. Amador de los Rios,

Memoria acerca de algunas inscriptiones Arabigas de Espana

y Portugal :—E. T. Rogers Bey has, also, printed a brief

“ Memoire sur certaines Inscriptions en caracteres Coufiques

carres. In the last list of presents we acknowledged the receipt

of Mr. Isaac Taylor’s “The Alphabet,” which is a mine of

general information of what other scholars have done beforeo

him, with many clever and acute suggestions, the result of

his own extensive reading and research. The long discussion

on this intricate subject at the Leyden Congress shows, how-

ever, that scholars have not as yet made up their minds

about the origin of the Alphabet, used in the general

sense of this word. In the Athenceum of July, 1883, is a
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long and able review of Dr. E. Muller’s Ancient In-

scriptions in Ceylon
;

and, from the same Journal, we

hear that there is now good hope that the Acad. d. Inscrip-

tions will be able to publish the collection of Arabic

Inscriptions collected, during several years, with such zeal

by Mr. Doughty.

Numismatics.—The record, this year, for Numismatics, is

not so full as on former occasions; but we may note, in the

Academy, Aug. 11, an important paper by E. T. Rogers

Bey, entitled “ A new Revelation on Early Kufic Coins,”

the point being that the French collection has been recently

enriched, from that formerly in the possession of Soubhi

Pasha, by several dirhams, one earlier by 37 years than any

one previously known. In Jan. 5, Mr. S. L. Poole, M.R.A.S.,

gives a full and careful review of M. Sauvaire’s “ Materiaux

pour servir a l’histoire de la Numismatique et de la Metro-

logie Musulmanes,” a collected volume of papers originally

published in the Journal Asiatique. At a meeting of the

American Oriental Society, a letter was read from W. W.
Rockhill, M.R.A.S., inclosing a rubbing of a coin with a

Neu-chih Inscription from China, the legend of which has

not yet been deciphered.

In the Numismatic Chronicle, 3rd series, vol. 3, 1883, has

been published a “ Catalogue of the Collection of Muhammadan

Coins, Pt. 1, The Coins of the Eastern Khalifehs,” from the

collection of E. T. Rogers Bey, M.R.A.S. :—Prof. Terrien

de Lacouperie has contributed a valuable paper on “ The

Old Numerals, the Counting-Rods, and the Swan-pan in

China :—and, in Pt. 1, for 1884, Mr. S. L. Poole has written

a paper entitled, “ The Arabian historians of Mohammedan
Numismatics,” which is, in fact, the substance of M.

Sauvaire’s work, “ Materiaux pour servir a l’histoire de la

Numismatique et de la Metrologie Musulmanes.”

In the Journ. of the Bengal Asiatic Society (Hi. pt. 1,
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No. 2) Mr. C. J. Rodgers gives a paper on “The Rupees

of the Months of the Ilahi years of Akbar,” and, in lii.

pt. 1, No. 3, Dr. A. F. Hoernle describes “A New Find

of Muhammadan Coins in Bengal.” In the Proceedings

of the same Society (March) Dr. Iloernle describes some

rupees of Shams-ud-din Ilyas, and of Sikandar Shah ben

Ilyas, and a coin of Sikandar Shah from a hitherto unknown

Mint, Chawalstan in Assam :—in April, Mr. Gibbs exhibited

and read a note on some gold Ramtinkis :—in May and June

Dr. Iloernle exhibited and described a collection of Durrani

coins sent by Mr. Longworth Dames, M.R.A.S. from Dera

Ismail Khan, with two letters from Mr. Dames : and Mr.

C. J. Rodgers published (with an engraving) a Nisar of

Shah Jahan in the Museum at Dehli. In July, August and

November are notices of coins recently acquired under the pro-

visions of the Treasure Trove Act. Dr. Iloernle, also, exhibited

an interesting gold coin found in the ruins of Gaur, and

believed to be one of Shir Shah, and, also, two gold coins

procured by Mr. Rivett Carnac, one of which, of the Gupta

series, has been presented by him to the British Museum.

Dr. Iloernle, also, described a new find of Muhammadan

Coins of Bengal, including hitherto unknown ones of

Mahmud Shah I. and of Barbak Shah. In December is a

full abstract of the important and long-expected paper by Mr.

Yincent A. Smith, M.R.A.S., entitled “A classified and detailed

Catalogue of the Gold Coins of the Imperial Gupta Dynasty

of Northern India,” which will shortly appear in full in

the Journal:—lastly, in January, 1884, Mr. C. T. Rodgers

contributes a paper “ On some Coins of Ranjit Deo, King

of Jumma, a hundred years ago.”

In the Journal of the Bombay Asiatic Society, vol. xvi.

No. 42, are papers by Lieut.-Col. Prideaux, on the Coins

of the Benu Rasool Dynasty of South Arabia :—Part 4 of

Mr. Gerson da Cunha’s Contributions to the Study of

Portuguese Numismatics :—On some rare Coins of the
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Amawee Khaleefehs, by Surgeon-Major 0. Codrington,

M.D., M.R.A.S. :—On the Coinage of El Harar in East Africa,

by Lieut.-Col. Prideaux, and “ On Copper Coins of the

Bahmani Dynasty,” by Surgeon-Major 0. Codrington, M.D.,

M.R. A.S.

Of books, the only one we have this year to notice as of im-

portance is that by Mr. S. L. Poole, 8th vol. of the “ Catalogue

of Oriental Coins in the British Museum,” containing chiefly

a description of the Coins of the Ottoman Turks, with a

notice of the Crimean war medals, and a table drawn up

by E. J. AY. Gibbs, M.R.A.S., showing the growth and

chief divisions of the Ottoman Empire. The Cat. d. Num.

Afdeeling van het Museum Batav. Genootschap tweede druk

(published, it would seem, in 1877, but only just to hand)

is interesting for its coins of the Extreme East.

The Trustees of the British Museum have bought the

collection of Chinese Coins made by C. T. Gardner, Esq.,

M.R.A.S., H.M. Consul, Ichang.

Mr. Barclay Ar . Head, M.R.A.S., has received the Prix-

Hauteroche this year.

Africa .—There is comparatively little to record under this

head on this occasion, but M. Berthoud has given in the

Journal of this Society, Yol. XYI. Pt. 1, a “ Grammatical

Note on the Gwamba Language of South Africa.” In the

Journal Asiatique, Avril-Mai-Juin, M. Basset gives “Notes sur

Lexicographic Berbere.” Some useful books have been pub-

lished
;
of these, the most valuable is Mr. R. N. Cust’s Sketch

of the Modern Languages of Africa, a comprehensive account

of the 591 Languages and Dialects of the whole continent of

Africa, with a language-map and thirty-one autotype por-

traits. AYe have, also, by J. Payne, A Grebo Grammar, one

of the dialects spoken by the Agau in Abyssinia :—M. Schu-

chardt has published a Grammatical Note of the Negro-

Portuguese patois of the Island of St. Thomas
;

and, also,
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of that of Benguela. The Soc. Prom. Christ. Knowledge has

printed a third edition of Bp. Steere’s Suahili Hand-book.

Selections from the Report of the British and Foreign Bible

Society. Progress in the work of Translation and Revision

(1883-1884 ).—Amoy Colloquial (in Roman Character).

—

The Old Testament is now completed, the version having

been made by the Amoy Missionaries, from the Delegates’

version, for Amoy and Formosa.

Amharic.—The Bible, as revised by the late Dr. Krapf,

has been corrected chiefly for printer’s mistakes, etc. The

book will be reprinted in paragraph form.

Arabic.—The Rev. Dr. Yan Dyck, the translator of the

Arabic Bible, is now carefully reading the vowelled and un-

vowelled editions of this Bible.

Ararat - Armenian.—Mr. Amirkhanianz is engaged at

Tiflis in preparing many references and chapter-headings for

the Bible, by the aid of Dr. Scrivener’s Edition of the

Authorized Version.

Bengali.—A Representative Committee has translated the

Gospels of St. Matthew and St. Mark.

Baluchi.—The Rev. A. Lewis has translated the Gospel of

St. Matthew.

Chamha .—The Gospel of St. Matthew has been published

in the Hill dialect of Chamba, and a considerable portion of

the Gospel of St. John has been translated. The character

used is called Thakari, and is a modification of the Devanagari,

the dialect being distinctly Sanskritic. The translation was

made by Sohan Lai, pastor of the native church, and himself

a native of Chamba, from the Hindi text, compared with the

Panjabi and English. The translation will probably be

useful as far westward as Jammu, and also throughout a

large portion of the valley of the Chenab in the hills.

Canton-Colloquial.—The Committee have authorized the

printing of a new edition of the Psalms by Dr. Graves.
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Corean.— Mr. Ross has progressed steadily during the

year in the work of translation, revision, and publication,

and several of the earlier translations have been re-translated

and revised.

Daliome.—The Rev. T. J. Marshall, of Porto Novo, has

completed his version of the Gospel of St. Matthew. There

are several Popa dialects between the Yolta and Lagos, but

it is believed that with the Ewe for the Westerly part and

Mr. Marshall’s Dahome version for the Eastern, we shall

have all we really need.

Ewe.—The Rev. T. J. Marshall, of Porto Novo, hopes to

complete the revision of St. Matthew very soon.

Fanti.—The New Testament has been translated as far as

the Epistle of St. John by Mr. Parker. The translation has

been chiefly made from the Authorized English Version, com-

pared with the Otji version.

Fijian .—The Bible has been completed.

Greco- Turkish.—The Revision of the Turkish Bible in

Greek characters, which was begun in 1881, has been com-

pleted.

Gujarati.—A Committee has been engaged during the year

in the revision of the New Testament, preparatory to printing

a new edition.

Hebrew.—Dr. Delitzsch continues unremittingly the im-

provement of his version of the New Testament. The Com-

mittee have resolved to print an edition in 8vo. to match

their 8vo. Old Testament.

Javanese.—The Rev. P. Jaulz, of Japara, has translated

the Gospel of St. Luke, and begun that of St. Matthew.

Jaghatai Turkish.—The Rev. James Bassett, of Tehran,

has revised his Gospel of St. Matthew for the Committee,

and a new edition is being carried through the press by

Mr. Amirkhanianz of Tiflis.

Japanese.—The translation of the Old Testament has made

steady progress throughout the year. Since the last report
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I. Kings and II. Samuel have been translated, by the Rev.

P. K. Fyson, C.M.S., and printed and circulated. Dr.

Hepburn has translated the Book of Jeremiah, and this has

also been published.

Kalylc .—With a view to securing as accurate a version

as possible, Dr. Sauerwein was sent out to Algiers by

the Committee. He has returned with a version of the

Gospel of St. John, made from the French by an Arab who

assisted Pere Olivier with his Kabyle-French Dictionary.

Dr. Sauerwein is now revising the Gospel from the Greek,

and this will shortly be sent to press.

Kafir .—The Revisers began work April 3rd, 1869, and

completed the New Testament March 4th, 1874. The

revised New Testament has been printed. From July 8th,

1874, to Jan. 22nd, 1882, the Old Testament was revised

up to Jeremiah xxvi., and Genesis and the Psalms have been

published tentatively.

Khasi.—The printing of the Pentateuch has gone on

under the care of the Rev. William Lewis of Wrexham.

The revised MS. for which the printing of the Pocket New
Testament was suspended, is now completed.

Kazan Tartar.—The Gospel of St. Matthew, translated by

M. Saleman, has been published.

Kalmuck .—The Committee have authorized the publication

of an edition of 2000 copies of the New Testament, pre-

pared by Prof. PozdnajefF, and new type has been cut at the

expense of the Society. This book will be a companion

volume to the Mongolian New Testament.

Lifuan .—The work of translation and revision has gone

on steadily during the year.

Halagasi .—During the year the work of revision has gone

on uninterruptedly at Antananarivo.

Multani {or Derical).—Dr. A. Jukes, of Dera Ghazi Khan,

Col. Millett, of the Punjab Police Force, and the Rev.

T. Bomford, C.M.S., are engaged in translating the New
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Testament into Multani or Derwal, which is spoken by

1,600,000 at least.

Persian .—The Committee have agreed to print an edition

of 2000 copies of the Gospel of St. Mark, slightly revised by

Dr. Bruce. Dr. Bruce has also revised the Books of Genesis

and Exodus, and part of the Book of Psalms.

Rarotongan.— The Rev. W. Wyatt-Gill, who has had

forty years experience among the islands of the Pacific, is

now engaged on a thorough revision of the Rarotonga

Bible.

Swahili. — Archdeacon Hodgson, of the Universities’

Mission, has carried through the press the Book of Genesis.

The translation was the work of the late Bishop Steere, and

a portion has been printed tentatively at Zanzibar. The

Book of Joshua is about to be published from a version made

by Archdeacon Hodgson with the aid of a native of Zanzibar,

once a slave, now a student at St. Augustine’s College, Canter-

bury. This version will be the first translation of the Book

of Joshua in any East African language.

Telugu .—The Book of Exodus has been revised the second

time, and Leviticus and Numbers prepared for the press.

Drs. Hay and Chamberlain have been appointed to bring

Genesis in style and phraseology into harmony with the style

adopted in the rest of the Pentateuch. Genesis is printed,

and a portion of Deuteronomy. Dr. Hay also has made a

thorough revision of his new translation of the Book of

Proverbs, which has been published, and is well re-

ceived both by Hindus and Christians. A tentative edition

of the Revised New Testament has been issued in brevier

type.

Tibetan . — The Rev. H. A. Jaeschke, the greatest of

Tibetan scholars, died last year while passing the revision

of his version, by Messrs. Hyde and Redslob, through

the press. The Committee have consented to the proofs

being read by the Rev. Mr. Reichelt, who worked many
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years on Jaeschke’s Dictionary, and by tbe Rev. Dr. S.

C. Malan.

Trans- Caucasian- Turkish (Azerbijan ).—Mr. Amirkbanianz

has completed the translation of the Bible.

Turkish.—Tbe Rev. R. H. Wankley and Drs. Rigg and

Herrick have continued their revision of the Bible through-

out the year.

Yoruba.—The printing of the Bible, which was being

carried through the press by the Rev. D. Hindever for this

Society, has now been completed.

Encyclopedia Britannica [Ninth Edition].—In this publica-

tion, vol. xv., are the following Essays bearing on the

history, etc., of Asia and of the East, viz. Mencius, by the

Rev. Dr. Legge, M.R.A.S. :—Merv, by Major F. C. Clarke,

R.A., M.R.A.S. :—Mesopotamia, by Prof. A. Socin :

—

Micah, by Prof. Robertson-Smith :—Micronesia, by Coutts

Trotter, Esq., M.R.A.S. :—Midrash and Mishnah, by Prof.

Szinessy :—Moab, by Prof. Wellhausen :—Moallakat, by

Prof. Noldeke :—Mohammedanism [Mohammed by Well-

hausen
;
Eastern Caliphate, by Stan. Gruyard

;
Koran, by Prof.

Prof. Noldeke] :—Mongol, by Prof. Douglas, M.R.A.S., and

Prof. J iilg :—Morocco, by H. A. Webster :—Moses of Khorene,

by Yon Gutschmidt :—Mosque, by J. H. Middleton.

Oriental Congress of Leyden.— The Sixth Oriental Con-

gress, which met at Leyden on Sept. 10, 1883, under the

Presidency of Prof. Kuenen, was a complete success— the

weather being brilliantly fine, the papers and discussions

good, and the attention and kindness shown to the visitors

beyond all praise. As, however, no official account has

as yet been published of the work of the various sections,

a detailed account of it must be reserved for the Report of

next year.
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A portion of the Annual Report of the Council having

been read, the following gentlemen were duly elected as the

Council and officers of the ensuing year.

President.—Sir William Muir, K.C.S.I., D.C.L., LL.D.

Director.—Major-General Sir Henry C. Rawlinson, K.C.B.,

D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S.

Vice-Presidents.—Sir Thomas Edward Colebrooke, Bart.,

M.P. ;
Sir Barrow II. Ellis, K.C.S.I.

;
James Fergusson,

Esq., C.I.E., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S.
;
and Arthur Grote, Esq.

Council.—Edwin Arnold, Esq., C.S.I.; Cecil Bendall, Esq.

;

Oliver Codrington, Esq., M.D.
;

E. L. Brandreth, Esq.
;

F. V. Dickins, Esq.
;
Major-General Sir Frederic Goldsmid,

C.B., K.C.S.I.
;
Major-General Malcolm R. Haig

;
H. C.

Kay, Esq.
;

Major-General Keatinge, C.B., C.S.I., Y.C.

;

Lieut.-General Sir Lewis Pelly, K.C.B., K.C.S.I.
;

Lieut.-

General Sir Arthur Phayre, C.B., G.C.M.G.
;

Sir W. Rose

Robinson, K.C.S.I.; T. H. Thornton, Esq., C.S.I., D.C.L.

;

Colonel Yule, R.E., C.B.
;
and M. J. Walhouse, Esq.

Treasurer.—Edward Thomas, Esq., C I.E., F.R.S.

Secretaries.—W. S. W. Vaux, Esq., M.A., F.R.S., and H.

F. W. Holt, Esq.

Honorary Secretary.—Robert N. Cust, Esq.

The Chairman (Major-General Sir H. C. Rawlinson,

K.C.B., Director) then said :—Ladies and Gentlemen,—As

you are all well aware, I am not filling this chair to-day

as your President. I have merely, for the last four months,

been acting as President in place of Sir Bartle Frere, our

late President, who has been incapacitated, through illness,

from continuing his duty in this respect to this Society.

I need not dilate on Sir Bartle Frere’s abilities or qualifica-

tions for the post of President. You all know him too well

to render any eulogy of him on my part necessary. But

he finds himself in such a state of health at present that he

is neither able to perform the duty of President nor does
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he entertain the hope of being able to do so in the future.

Under these circumstances, the Council have considered the

qualifications of one of the greatest Orientalists in this

country or in Europe, and they have come to the conclusion

that no one could better fulfil the duties of President, or do

more honour to this Society, than Sir William Muir. His

reputation is known, not only throughout this kingdom, but

throughout Europe and Asia. I feel satisfied that he will

meet all your expectations, and that he will carry on the

affairs of this Society in the same efficient manner as they

have been for many years past. I have great pleasure in

handing over to him—vicariously, I should add—a most

efficient Council and Secretary. Nothing could exceed the

efficiency of either. As for our Secretary, he has performed

his duties with assiduity and ability. I may say, indeed,

that by his energy he has raised the Society to our present

flourishing condition, with a Journal too, for the last four

years, issued quarterly. I have no doubt that Mr. Vaux will

continue his labours under Sir William Muir in the same

manner as heretofore. Without, therefore, trespassing any

further on your time, I will now call upon our new President

to take the chair. (Sir Henry Rawlinson then vacated the

chair, which was taken by the President, Sir William Muir.)

The President, in returning thanks for his election, said

it was a great pleasure to him to receive such an honour. At

the same time, they must all regret the reason of the absence

from their midst of their former President, who was unable

to continue the office for another term, to the great advance-

ment of the interests of the Society, as they all believed.

As for himself, they had done him (the President) a great

honour, the more so as he had to confess to deficiency in

times past in his attention to the affairs of the Society.

He could only say that it would be his endeavour, while

he held the office that they had done him the honour to

confer upon him, to
“ turn over a new leaf,” and do
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all he possibly could by being present and assisting the

Council and Secretary in all their work towards the further-

ance of the objects of this great Society. And it was a

great Society, for he thought that this country was unduly

indifferent to its obligations in the matter of Oriental litera-

ture. This country was so bound up, commercially, socially,

and morally with India, that it was a matter of regret and

surprise that the nation, as a nation, took so small an interest

in Oriental subjects, and that, when they wanted information

on many such matters, they had to go to Germany or some

other foreign country, wherein a deeper interest was taken

in Oriental affairs than with us. In this respect he con-

sidered the nation owed much to the Royal Asiatic Society

for promoting the culture of Oriental sciences and literature,

and he trusted that, in this respect, it would even do more in

the future than it had done in the past.

Professor Monier Williams, C.I.E., who had specially

come from Oxford to give to the meeting some account of his

recent visit to India and the Jaina and Buddhist temples

there, was next called upon by the President to address the

meeting. The Professor, who met with a cordial reception,

said:—Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen,—First, let me

say that I have had great pleasure in hearing, in the report

read by your Secretary, the reference to my late friend Mr.

Eastwick. In the second place, let me say how delighted I

am to see my friend Sir William Muir in the chair which he

now occupies as President of your Society. He is, if I may

say so, a square man in a square hole, and I am very much

pleased to see him there. Next, it is expected that I should

give you some account of my late travels in India, and I am
told that I am to be limited to half an hour. Therefore,

perhaps you will allow me to speak from notes, that I may

the more rapidly address you. Let me first say that, not-

withstanding my repeated visits to India, I feel more

diffidence than ever in speaking before many here present,
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who are much better acquainted with India than I am, and

have done far better work there. Still India is changing so

rapidly that many who left it even a few years ago will be

interested in what I have to tell them. And, first, a few

words about the Calcutta International Exhibition. During

my stay of nearly a month, I went there almost every day.

The Indian portion was in temporary buildings on the

Maidan, opposite the Imperial Museum, and the non-Indian

portion in the Museum itself and annexes. No one could

have foreseen that the natives of all classes would have

crowded into the Indian portion as they did, willingly paying

their four annas each, not only men, but women
;
for one of

the remarkable things was that the Exhibition opened the

doors of many Zenanas. The women insisted on coming.

To one standing on the bridge connecting the Indian and

non-Indian sections, the sight was extraordinary, and to both

ethnologists and philologists afforded valuable lessons. A
motley crowd of all peoples, races, tribes and castes, clothed

in every variety of bright costume, and looking like a

moving flower garden, pressed eagerly through the turn-

stiles, giving forth a confused Babel of loud voices in an

infinite variety of dialects. Almost all thronged over the

bridge towards the Indian portion. The non-Indian section,

except, perhaps, the Australian, attracted few visitors. One

great use of the Exhibition was that it seemed to teach the

people to appreciate their own manufactures, arts and indus-

tries. In this way, I think, many extinct industries will be

revived, and many new ones introduced. One had only to look

at the beautiful wooden gates inlaid with Tar-work, sent by

Mr. Grrowse, from Bulandshahr, and the magnificent carved

stone gateway, sent by Major Keith, M.R.A.S., from Gwalior,

to be convinced of this. Nor must I omit to mention how

interested I was in the economic court of Dr. Watt, with its

5000 different varieties of rice, and its unique collection of

Indian products, from silks to poison, and its wonderful

VOL. XVI.— [new series.] k
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ethnological treasures of all kinds. But, after all, the dead

exhibits were not so interesting as the living. The Govern-

ment projected a sort of living inter-ethnical exhibition,

which was partially carried out. Living specimens of the

various frontier tribes and aborigines were sent to Calcutta

under the charge of trustworthy Europeans. I gazed every

day at some fresh arrival of picturesque groups of Niigas,

Aklias, Mlrls, Mishmls, Daflas, Lepchas, Lopas, in every

variety of dress and half-dress. Dr. Yinton, an American

missionary, brought most singular specimens of Karens, of

whom there are six different tribes scattered throughout

Burma. 50,000 of these Karens have been converted to

Christianity, and Dr. Yinton is a kind of king among them,

They have a legend that the Bible once existed among them,

before the advent of the white missionary, but that they had

negligently left it at the root of a tree. There fowds came

and scattered dust over it, and dogs carried it off. To atone

for this neglect, they have had to endure great sufferings for

many generations, till the Bible has been now restored to

them by the white men.

Then there was a group of Nicobarls— said to be of the

Malay type—from the Nicobar Islands, and about 20 Anda-

manese, brought by Mr. M. Y. Portman, M.R.A.S. Believers

in Darwinism must have gazed with delight at these odd

specimens of humanity, with their coal-black skins, woolly

hair, stumpy nature, and generally ape-like appearance. Of

course, they ought to have been stark naked, with the excep-

tion of a few long leaves hanging down behind, and looking

like a tail, but Mr. Portman had clothed them decently in

white garments. He has mastered their language, or jargon,

as it ought rather to be called, and told me that every word

ends in Da. He is sending me articles to illustrate their

domestic life, such as it is, for they have no conception of a

God, never cultivate the soil, but live on roots. Their only

idea of music is striking a kind of wooden sounding-board,
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placed on the ground, with one foot. Another great object

of interest to me was the Burmese theatre. A play was

being acted every day, or, rather, the same continuous play,

which was no other than the story of Rama, from the Rama-

yana. It was to last for 28 days at least, and consisted

chiefly of a dialogue between Rama and Slta, who kept

circling round a small shrub stuck in the ground, which, I

suppose, represented the forest to which Rama was banished.

Rama occasionally smoked a cigar and varied his dialogue

by stopping to expectorate. Slta was dressed in a tight

dress, very like that worn by the women painted on the old

willow pattern china. She now and then gave us a dance,

so far as the limited range of her tight dress would allow.

Some of the performers wore masks, and a band of musicians

interposed at intervals with a discordant din. Then there

was the Bengali-Patha-sala, or indigenous school, in a little

annex, where twice a week boys were taught before a crowd

of spectators. First, there was the chanting of the multi-

plication table by all the boys, in a shrill scream. Then the

Palm-leaf class wrote the alphabet and tables on palm-leaves.

Next, the Plantain-leaf class wrote sentences on plantain

leaves. After that came the Paper class, where paper was

used for writing. Then the printed book class, when a few

printed books were used. Finally, the boys sang a hymn to

the Goddess of Learning (Sarasvatl), and to the Goddess of

the Ganges (Ganga). One of the most curious and instruc-

tive sights for a study of Indian life was to be seen in the

refreshment sheds. Whether the Exhibition was personified

or deified by tbe natives, and regarded as a kind of in-

carnation of Vishnu, who, as at Jagannath-purl, had the

power of suspending caste, I know not
;
but, certainly, eating

went on in these sheds with perfect freedom, and without

fear of contamination from European eyes.

And now permit me to say a few words about the

centenary of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (founded by Sir
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W. Jones in 1784), which occurred while I was at Calcutta.

A special meeting in celebration of the event took place at

the fine rooms of the Society in Park Street, and a dinner

afterwards. The Viceroy was present at the dinner, and

made an excellent speech, and Mr. Reynolds, the President,

gave an epitome of the history of the Society, speaking

eulogistically of a galaxy of illustrious members of the

Bengal Society, well known to all of us here—Jones, Cole-

brooke, Carey, Harrington, H. H. "Wilson, Brian Hodgson,

James and H. T. Prinsep, Torrens, and many others, and

referring to the Centenary Review of the history of the

Society, written for the occasion by Dr. Rajendralala Mitra.

In replying to the toast of “ The Guests,” I ventured to

allude to my personal reminiscences of one specially honoured

in this Society, whose portrait I see before me, our former

President and Director, H. H. Wilson. Let me repeat to

you what I said of him :
—“ I remember when I was a

youngster, soon after I received my appointment in the

Indian Civil Service, I was made to go and call on Horace

Hayman Wilson, and my boyish exclamation on leaving his

presence was— ‘ What a dry old stick !
’ But I soon found

out that beneath that ‘ dry ’ exterior a warmer and truer

heart never throbbed, and that the ‘ stick
’

possessed an

intellect as pointed as the Kusha-grass (Kusagra-buddhi),

and full of the fire of genius, like the Vedic Arani. His

death was to me like the death of a father
;
and I have ever

since been an ardent worshipper of his memory and a humble

follower in his footsteps.”

And, now, allow me to take you, for a few minutes, to

two or three other places visited by me before I left India

in March last. First, Darjeeling :—I cannot help express-

ing my admiration of the engineers who constructed the

marvellous railway, or, rather, steam tramway, from Silliguri

right up to the heights which command the view of

Mount Everest and Kinchingunga, the two highest mouu-
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tains of the world. The little engine, dragging a light train,

whisks round curves, and describes figures of ‘ 8 ’ on the

brink of precipices, with the ease of a figure-skater on the

ice. Near Darjeeling I gained a few ideas about the Budd-

hism of Tibet. I visited one of the nearest monasteries and

temples, saw the prayer-wheels turned, the prayer-flags

flying, the wandering mendicants with their damarus, and

the wild dances of the masqueraders, imitating the demon

dance of the Ganas of Siva. The conclusion I came to was

that the Bhutias, Lepchas, and Tibetans generally, know

nothing of pure Buddhism. They mix it up with Hindu

superstitions, and really worship the image of Buddha as if he

existed as a god ready and able to benefit them. Their chief

religion consists in the fear of evil spirits. The numbers and

variety of the amulets worn by the people who frequent the

Darjeeling bazaars is remarkable, and the magical efficacy

of the Dhurj or Vajra for scaring demons is an article of

universal faith.

Next, about my visit to Buddha Gaya. This, in my
opinion, is now one of the wonders of India, and, perhaps,

one of the most interesting spots in the whole world.

Here, as every one knows, was the sacred Pipal-tree,

under which, after six years of austerity and meditation, the

young Prince Gautama was converted into the Buddha, and

from which, as from a central focus, radiated that faith which

now claims more adherents than any other of the religions of

the world. Here, when I visited the place in 1870, there

was a striking tower-like pagoda, still in fair preservation,

with a terrace round it, and a veritable descendant of the

Buddha’s Sacred Fig-tree, which some Burmese of high

rank, who had come to see the Prince of Wales at Calcutta,

were in the act of worshipping. Now, during the past twTo

years, General Cunningham and Mr. Beglar, his assistant,

have—mirabile dictu—changed all this, and no little abuse

have they justly incurred in consequence. The old temple is
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said to be still there, but is no longer to be seen. It is incased

by an entirely new brick structure, painted of a yellowish

colour and resembling a huge Burmese pagoda, with a lofty

central and two subordinate side towers. The central tower

is 196 feet high, and crowned by a pointed umbrella-orna-

ment, in seven tiers. The whole has cost a lac of rupees and

is now quite finished, except that I noticed the remains of

the bambu scaffolding over the entrance, where some pro-

jecting ornamentation has still to be completed.

Speaking in this place with little knowledge of art, and

in the presence of Mr. Fergusson, I must leave Mr.

Beglar to his tender mercies, but I trust Mr. Fergusson

will allow me to express my admiration of Mr. Beglar

as a most devoted and conscientious worker in the field

of archaeology. Doubtless, after having, eight years ago,

had the old temple and its surroundings impressed in-

delibly on my mind, I stood for some minutes astounded,

not to say almost speechless and petrified with astonishment,

on first beholding the transformation
;
but, on looking down

on the spacious excavated quadrangle which surrounds the

new structure, with its beautifully -carved stone railings, with

its recently-unearthed side temples and tombs, with its sacred

trees and innumerable images of Buddha in eight or nine

different attitudes, with its myriads of votive stupas, small

and large, piled one on the other in countless layers, I must

confess that my feelings, in the end, experienced a revulsion.

Whatever may be the verdict with regard to the restored

temple, General Cunningham and Mr. Beglar have most

assuredly accomplished a great work in these excava-

tions. A more marvellous disentombment of a kind of necro-

polis is not to be seen anywhere else, not even in Pompeii.

The old Plpal-tree was transplanted by Mr. Beglar to a

neighbouring garden, and efforts were made to preserve it,

but the Burmese pilgrims have, out of their excessive devo-

tion, killed it by watering it with Eau-de-Cologne. Several
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of these pilgrims were worshipping before the principal

image of Buddha in the shrine at the basement of the great

tower when I entered. They bowed down and touched the

stone floor, and presented a curious mixture of offerings,

consisting of rice, flowers, tin boxes of sardines, Huntley and

Palmer’s biscuits, Eau-de-Cologne, and packets of gold leaf,

all the time intoning prayers. After finishing their worship,

they occupied themselves for several hours in gilding the

image with the gold leaf. I noticed that just behind the

temple a rich Buddhist from Ceylon had quite recently set

up a large horizontal stone tablet, with an inscription giving

the old date of the Nirvana of Buddha, b.c. 543, not accept-

ing new theories. On the right of the temple entrance is a

raised platform of earth with a Plpal-tree growing on it, and

idols of Vishnu and Siva set up under it. Here two or three

groups of Hindus were performing Sraddhas with balls of

rice, while some Buddhist pilgrims stood near, worshipping

the tree. It struck me as an interesting exemplification of

the intertwining of Buddhism with Hinduism and their

interconnection and mutual toleration.

One of my chief objects in visiting India this time

was to learn more about the Jains, and I am bound to

confess that I learnt very little beyond what I knew

already, for the Jains themselves are very ignorant of their

own religion. Yet I went to some of their most sacred

places, especially to the Hill of Paras-nath and Mount
*

Abu. The former is called Sikhar, and is held by the

Jains to be their most sacred place of pilgrimage in India.

The reason is that more Jainas or Tirtham-karas have at-

tained beatitude at Paras-nath than anywhere else. Hence,

it is crowded with shrines of the 24 Jaina saints. The finest

shrine at the very top had been recently struck by lightning

and nearly destroyed. Long lines of pilgrims, in bright-

coloured dresses, continually passed me. They toil up the

whole height of 4500 feet, and neither eat nor drink till their
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return. Rows of lepers lined the pathway, and I was told

that a contractor brings them from all parts of India to work

on the feelings of the pilgrims, and extract money from them.

Of all the Jain temples, none I saw anywhere equalled

those on Mount Abu. The stone carvings there are ex-

quisite, and the surrounding scenery is beautiful. Most

of the Jain temples all over India are in charge of Brah-

mins. Two Digambara Jains, who visited me at Jaypur,

spoke Sanskrit fluently and wore the Brahminical thread.

They did not deny that they were half Brahmins, and

held most of the tenets of Hinduism, except the infallibility

of the Vedas. Their sacred books are in Sanskrit, yet

are little known to us
;
whereas the sacred books of the other

great division of the Jains—the Svetambaras—are in MagadhI

Prakrit, and are well known to European scholars, indeed,

some have been printed. Dr. Weber has just given a long

account of them in his Indische Studien. The two sects of

Jains, without actually quarrelling, have no great love for

each other. I believe the Digambaras, whose images are

quite naked, are the elder sect, though this is often denied.

They freely admitted me into their temples, whereas the

Svetambaras excluded me. As to the relative antiquity of

Jainism and Buddhism, this is a disputed point which I

cannot myself think yet settled. Asoka is claimed as the

patron of both Buddhists and Jains. The probability is that

there was formerly one school of free thought which split

into two branches, just as all other Indian schools of

religious thought seem to do, and each then claims to have

preceded the other.

Before concluding, let me say how much I have been im-

pressed by the wealth of ancient monuments scattered every-

where throughout India. Many, I fear, are gradually suffering

irreparable injury from the climate. I saw one exquisite

Mahomedan tomb near Gwalior, quite as lovely in its way as

the Taj, falling into decay, and the unique Vajrasana, or
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thunderbolt throne of Buddha, though protected by brick

walls, is exposed to the rain, and its curious markings are being

effaced. I heard with deep regret that the office of Curator of

Ancient Monuments has just been abolished, and with it the

office of Assistant Curator, in which Major Keith has done

such excellent service. Both will, I trust, be resuscitated in

some form or other. There is work for a whole army of arch-

aeologists in India, and inscriptions enough for a thousand

Mr. Fleets to decipher. With regard to the Indian Institute

at Oxford, I am happy to tell you that I have brought back

an immense number of specimens of the arts and produce of

India, together with books for its library, and that the

Supreme Government of Calcutta has assented to my proposal

for founding six scholarships for deserving natives. This

was one of my principal objects in making my recent

journey, and I am now awaiting with some anxiety the

approval of the Home Government, without which the

scholars cannot be appointed. The Institute will be opened

for work on the 11th of October in this year.

Donations to the Library .—The Council have to report

donations to the Library from

—

The Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Madras Literary Society.

Bombay Branch of the Boyal Asiatic Society.

Ceylon Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Straits Settlements Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Japan Asiatic Society.

Royal Society of London.

Edinburgh.

Literature.

Trustees of the British Museum.

Royal Institution.

Geographical Society of London.

Horticultural Society.

Irish Academy.

Geological Society of Ireland.

Astronomical Society of London.

Society of Tasmania.

Council of the British Association.
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The Society of Antiquaries.

Zoological Society of London.

Linnaean Society of London.

Numismatic Society of London.

Statistical Society of London.

London Institution.

Anthropological Institute.

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel.

United Service Institution.

—— Society of Arts.

Society of Biblical Archaeology.
-—— Cambridge Philosophical Society.

Hellenic Society.

Historical Society of Lancashire and Cheshire.

Literary and Scientific Institution of Liverpool.

Philosophical Society of Manchester.

Society for Psychical Researches.

Proprietors of the Canadian Journal of Science.

Seismological Society of Japan.

Societe Asiatique de Paris.

Geographique de Paris.

de la Geographie de Bordeaux.

Aeademie des Sciences de Montpellier.

Royal Academy of Belgium.

Academy of Turin.

Academy “ dei Lincei” of Rome.

Academy of Berlin.

Academy of Vienna.

Academy of Munich.

German Oriental Society.

Geographical Society of Berlin.

University of Bonn.

Bataviaasch Genootschap.

Konigkl. Institut. d. Nederlandsche-Indie.

Hungarian Academy of Pesth.

The Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg.

Academy of Natural Science, Philadelphia.

American Oriental Society.

American Geographical Society.

Institute of New Zealand.

Proprietors of the Athenaeum.

of the Academy.

of the London and China Telegraph.

of Allen’s Indian Mail.

of the Homeward Mail.

of the Mission Field.

of the Journal of the National Indian Association.

of Polybiblion.

Editor of “ Sunlight.”

London Chamber of Commerce.
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The Society also takes in the following papers :

The Indian Antiquary.

Revue Critique.

Oriental Publications of the Paloeographical Society.

The Athenee Orientale.

Annales de l’Extreme Orient.

The Journal of the Society is sent to

The Voice of India.

The Royal Library at "Windsor.

Secretary of State for India.

Royal Society of London.

Society of Edinburgh.

Institution.

Astronomical Society.

Geographical Society.

Society of Literature.

Dublin Society.

Irish Academy.

United Service Institution.

Society of Victoria (Australia).

Trustees of the British Museum.

Council of the British Association.

Society of Antiquaries.

Zoological Society of London.
• Linn.'ean Society of London.

Numismatic Society of London.

Satistical Society of London.

India Office Library.

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.

Library of the House of Commons.

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel.

Society of Arts.

Historical Society of Lancashire and Cheshire.

Philosophical Society of Manchester.

Literary and Philosophical Society of Liverpool.

London Institution.

Devon and Exeter Institute.

University College, London.

Trinity College, Dublin.

The Society has also received the following papers

—

The Pandit.

Indu-Prakash

And the following individual donations

:

From the Secretary of State for India in Council. Sacred Books of the East,

vols. xv., xvii., xix., xxi., and xxiii.—Great Trigonometrical Survey of India,

vols. vi. vii.—Archaeological Survey of India. Vol. iv., Buddhist Cave-
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Temples; vol. v., Elura.—Major-General Cunningham’s Archaeological

Survey, vols. xv. and xvi.—Notes on Afghanistan and Baluchistan, by Major

Raverty.—Flora of British India, Parts x. xi.— Calcutta Review, Nos.

152— 156.—Selections from the Records of the Government of India, No.

cxci.—Second Part of the Chronicles of Peru (Hakluyt Society), by C. R.

Markham, C.B., F.R.S.— Report of the Indian Education Commission,

1S83.—Colonel Wilson’s History of Madras Army, vol. 3.—Census of the

Indian Empire, 3 vols.—Report of the Census for Assam, 1881.—Adminis-

tration of Mascat, Records of Government, No. 181.—Account of Durbar at

Dehli, by Talboys Wheeler, translated into Persian.

From the Government of Bengal. Report of Administration, 1882-3.—Memoirs

of the Geological Survey of India, Ser. xiv.—Palseontologia, Ser. x. 2.

—

Meteorological Memoirs, vol. ii. 2, by H. F. Blanford, F.R.S.—Meteoro-

logical Observations, by H. F. Blanford, F.R.S. — Papers of Indian

Engineering, by Colonel Brandreth, R.E.— Memoirs of the Geological

Survey of India, vol. xix. xxiii. — Records of the Geological Survey of India,

vol. xvi.—Report on the Administration of the Assigned Districts, Hyder-

abad, 1883.—Handbook of the Archaeological Collections in the Indian

Museum at Calcutta, vols. 1, 2.

Government of Madras. Report on the Administration of Madras,

1882-3.—Meteorological Reporter, 1881-3.— Suggestions on Forest Ad-

ministration, by Dr. Brandis, F.R.S., C.I.E.—List of Books printed at

Madras.—Village War Statements, Census of 1881, twenty-two papers. —
Administrative Report of Bangalore, 1882-3.—Ditto of Coorg, 1882-3.

—

Census of the Madras Presidency, 1881.

Government of Bombay. Report of Administration, 1882-3.—Bombay

Gazetteer, vols. xi. and xv., 1, 2.—Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol. i.

Government of the Panjab. Report on the Administration of the

Panjab, 1882-3.—Report on the Census of the Panjab, vol. 1, Appendix C

and D.— Leitiier, Dr., Linguistic Fragments, sect. 1.—Ditto, Dialects of

Same and Me.— Ditto, Commercial and other Alphabets.

Government of the N. W. Provinces and Oude. Administration Report,

1882-3.—Report on Cotton Production, 1882.—Field and Garden Crops.

Part 2.—Gazetteer, vols. viii. ix. xiii.—Annual Report of Jails, etc., 1883.

-—Civil Statements of 1882-3.

Government of British Burma. Administration Report, 1882-3.

Governor of Ceylon. The Maidive Islands, by H. C. P. Bell, Esq.

French Government. Poemes d’Annam, par A. de Michels.—Chresto-

mathie Persane, by C. Schefer, tome ler.-—Melanges Orientaux.— Barbier

de Meynard, Dictionnaire Turc-Fran^ais, Suppl. vol. i. tome 3.—L. Leger,

Chronique de Nestor.

Government of the Netherlands. Van den Berg, Minhaj-ut-Talibin,

vol. 2.—Francken, J. T. C., en C. F. M. de Grijs, Chineesch-Hollandsch

Woordenboek.—A1 Jaqubi, Histori®, 2 vols. 1883.

Government of New Zealand. Handbook to New Zealand, by James

Hector, C.M.G., F.R.S.

Government of Denmark. Tillaeg till Aarboger for Nord. Old-

kyndeghed og historie, 1879-89.

Government of the Dominion. Geological and Nat. Hist. Survey of

Canada, by A. R. C. Selwyn.—Report of Progress, 1880-2, with Maps, etc.

—Catalogue of Canadian Plants.
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From the Government of the United, States. Geological Survey, by J . W.
Powell, 2nd Annual Report, 1880-81.—Do. Monographs, 1882.—Maps and

Panoramas, 1878.—Hayden, Geological Survey of Wyoming, Plans, Pano-

ramas, etc.—Tenth Census of the United States, 1880, 2 vols.

Trustees of the British Museum. Catalogue of the Persian MSS. in

the British Museum, by C. Rieu, Esq., vol. 3.—Catalogue of Romances in

the Department of MSS., by H. L. D. Ward, Esq., vol. 1.—Catalogue of

the Coins of the Turks, being vol. 8 of those of Oriental Coins, by S. L.

Poole, Esq.

University of Oxford. Anecdota Oxoniensia, Aryan Series, vol. 1,

Pt. 2.— Sukhavati Vyuha, or the Land of Bliss.

University of Cambridge. Catalogue of the Buddhist Sanskrit MSS.
in the University Library at Cambridge.

Royal Institute of British Architects. Simpson, W., Architecture in

the Himalayas.—I’Anson, E., and Vacher, S., Mediaeval and other Buildings

in Cyprus.

From H. St. Clair Baddeley, Esq., Bedouin Legends and other Poems. London,

1883.

Pandit Bhagvanlal Indraji, Notice of a Copper Plate Grant : and Pandu

Lena Caves at Nasik.

Bhownaggri, M., “Leaves from my Diary in the Highlands,” translated

into Gujarati.

Bbhtlingk, Prof., Sanskrit Worterbuch, 5th vol. 1st pt.

Burt, Major T. Seymour, F.R.S., Virgil translated into English Blank

Verse, 3 vols. London, 1883.

Cadell, Mrs. H. M., Eight vols. of Illustrated Indian Works; Comus, or

the Indian Charivari; Indian Punch; Dehli Sketch Book, etc.

Calvo, E. S., Los Nombres de los Dioses.

Colebrooke, Sir T. E., Bart., M.P., Life of the Hon. Mount- Stuart

Elphinstone, 2 vols. 1883 :—and Bruckeri, Hist. Philosophise, 6 vols. 4to.

2nd ed. Leipzig, 1767.

Colmer, J. G., “The Dominion of Canada.”

Cust, R. N., On the Asoka Inscriptions. Paper before Oriental Congress

at Leyden :—Christoforides, Grammar of Armenian .-—Languages of Africa,

2 vols. 1883.

Dickins, F. V., Chiusingura, or the Loyal Marriage, a Japanese Romance,

1880 :—and Fugaku Huyaku Kei, a hundred views of Fugi, by Hokwsai.

Farrar and Fenton, Messrs., General Report of the Administration of the

Panjab, 1849-1851.

Fallon, Miss, English and Hindustani Dictionary.

Ferguson, A. M., Pocket Tamil Guide.

Ferguson, D., Buddhist Legends translated from M. Vasconcellos-Abreu.

Fergusson, James, C.I.E., F.R.S., Archaeology in India.

Francis, H. T., The Vedabbha Jataka translated from the Pali, etc.

Gheyn, Van den M., S.J., Les Migrations des Aryas :—Le Plateau de

Pamir:— Sur le berceau des Aryas:—L’Etymologie du Mot Pamir: — Le '

Yidghah et le Yagnobi :—Review of R. Cruel’s Die Sprachen und volker

Europa’s von der Arischen Einwanderung :— Cerbere, Etude de Mythologie

comparee:—Review of 0. Schrader, Sprachvergleicliung und Urgeschichte :

—Sketch of the Life of F. Lenormant: Note sur le 8me Classe des Verbes

Sanscrits 2de Notice:— Le Sejour de l’humanite Post-Diluvienne.
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From Growse, F. S., The Ramayana of Tulsi Das.

Haig, Major-General, Archaeological Survey of Western India, No. 10,

Cave Temple Inscriptions.

Harlez, Monseigneur de, Origines du Zoroastrisme Introduction a l’Etude

de l’Avesta, etc. : Calendrier Avestique, 1882.

Jardine and Forchhammer, Messrs., Notes on Buddhist Law, etc., continued.
-—— Lacouperie, Prof. T., Old Numerals, Counting Rods, etc. (Num. Chron.).

Leumann, Dr. E., Das Ampapatika Sutra, Leipz. 1883.

Lillie, Arthur, Popular Life of Buddha, 2nd Ed.

Lilly, W. S., Journal of the Pali Text Society, 1881-2.

Loftus, Comm., Notes of a Journey across the Isthmus of Era.

Mandlik Yiswanath, Catalogue of MSS. and Books of the Bhau Daji

Memorial, 1882.

Massaroli, G., Phal and Tuklat palasar.

Mathew, Francis, Esq., Suggestions as to an Alternative Route to India.

Merriam, A., Greek and Latin Inscription on the Crab of the Obelisk at

New York.

Murray, John, Handbook to Japan, by Messrs. Satow and Mathew F.

Hawis.

Neve, F., Les Epoques Litteraires de l’Inde.

Phayre, Lieut. -General Sir Arthur P., Burma.

Poole, S. L., Lane’s Arabic Dictionary, vol. vii. fasc. 3.

Ram Das Sen, Ratna Rahasya, or Diamonds and Precious Stones.

Redhouse, J. W., On the Age of Joseph when sold into Egypt.

Rieu, Dr. du, Biographie de Dozy par de Goeje et Chauvin :—and

Modone, L., Scoperto di un prezioso Incunabulo.

Rockhill, W. W., Udanavarga
;
and Patimoksha Sutra.

Rogers, E. T., Inscriptions Coufiques

Ross, D., Military Transport by Indian Railways, and “ The Land of the

Five Rivers and Sindh.”

Sinclair, W. F., Life of E. H. Palmer, by W. Besant.—M. L. D'Alhertes,

New Guinea, What I Did, and What I Saw.—L. Oliphant, Land of Khemi.

Notes on Arboriculture in the Bengal Presidency : — and two Water-

colour Drawings, one a Sunset over Bombay Harbour, and the other, the

Entrance to the Caves of Ajanta.

Syud Abd-der-Rahman, Literary Jottings, Madras.

Temple, Capt. R. C., Proper Names of the Panjabis.

Weber, Prof. A., Indische Studien, Band, xxvii. Part 1.

Vasconcellos-Abreu, G. de, De l’origine probable des Toukhares.

STEPHEN AUSTIN AND SONS, PRINTERS, HERTFORD.
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